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EDITOR’S INTRODUCTION
^^'^HROUGiioilx the years 1914-1919 the present Editor, in asso-

I ciation with Mr. H. W. Wilson, the eminent authority on

naval and military subjects, was responsible for the

compilation of the most extensive body of contemporary annals

of the war that has been published in this country. The work in

question contained no fewer than 7,000,000 words and some
3 2,000 pictorial documents. Although it remains a storehouse of

information for future students of the period, '' The Great War,”
as that set of thirteen massive volumes w^as called, would now
require to be largely re-written jn the light of later kno^dedge

:

a task beyond the means of private ig^nterprise* and of doubtful

value to the ordinary reader today.*

But a real need exists for a new history of the war embodying
the gist of post-war revelations^ and official documenfs, and suffi-

ciently detailed to provide accurate information on any aspect,

and almost on any point, of the war concerning which the i)rcsent-

day reader might de.sire to be informed.

The six volumes comprising this new work are designed to meet
that want, which is felt especially by two classes of the reading

public. One consists of those, now in middle life or rapidly

^ipproacliing it, who played a personal part, were “on active

service,” to use the official and suggestive phrase, in that tre-

ilcndous struggle and who, after the lapse of some fifteen years,

would like to refresh their memories about the events in which

they took part, on.land, on the sea, or in the air. The second

class comprises those who were schoolboys ai^d schoolgirls when
the world-wide conflict began and whose knowledge of it is for

the most part fragmentary, disjointed, and impersonal, much
as it is of the American Civil, or the Frafico-Prussian War.

In planning and preparing this work the Editor has made some
use of the abundant literary material existing in the monumental
work above nu nlioned, but this Popular History of the Great
War is to be regarded as an original narrative of the most
astounding events in the history of the modern world, newly

compiled and written by a large staff of expert contributors fully

('onvorsant with all the post-war revelations and rectifications gf

war-time opinion. No efforts have been spared to ensure the

accuracy of iha many thousands of statements made in these

volumes, and throughout the compilation of the work ^ur
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coi)stant#and careful consultation of dispatches and official docu-

ments has not been confined to those of Great Britain only.

Mention should also be made here of the Editor's great indebted-

ness to the Official Histories of the War, especially the volumes
of “ Military Operatioiis, France and Flanders,’* edited by
Brigadier General Sir James E. Edmonds and published by
Macmillan Sc Co., Ltd., and of Naval Operations,’* edited by
Sir Julian Corbett and published by Longmans, Green Sc Co., Ltd.

Our six volumes are divided into clearly cut periods, and the

chapters carry the story forward, as far as possible, in chrono-

logical order, so that the reader can turn readily to any part

of the narrative in which he ma}^ be particularly interested. For
textual reference to the numerous events, places, and person-

alities a complete index is j3fovided at the ^id of the work.
The point of view taken throughout the work is frankly that

of Great Brftain, in which are included the Dominions and other

overseas parts of t^e'Empire, whose contributions to the common
cause are duly cecorded in their proper places. The Editor has
net thought it necessary to assume that Great Britain was
always in the wrong, or to minimize in any way the wonderful
heroism shown by her fighting men in the three arms, although
he has tried to avoid the somewhat overheated rhetoric in which
many of the early descriptions of the events of. the war wcr(?

expressed. He is equally anxious to be fair to the enemy, whose
bravery, at all events, was unquestioned, but he has been unab/e

to accept the view that all the warring nations were eciually

responsible for the conflict, or that the Germans, having lost

the war, should escape the just penalty of their folly or their

crime.

One or tv/o features of these volumes may be noted. They
contain 3,840 pages of text, and something like 1,500,000 words.

Over 100 maps and diagrams are provided to help the reader to

follow the various naval and military operations, and in addition

there are some 800 photographic illustrations of places and
persons mentioned in our History. A diary of events of the

period is appended to each volume, which also contains

biographical particulars of those in the various countries wiio
fi,gured prominently in the struggle.
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A POPULAR HISTORY
' OF

THE GREAT WAR

t^olume I

CHAPTER 1

The World Drift to*War
•

'll
—^vtiRV war, like everything that happens, is but the outcome

iH ot something that has happened before : the result ot

preceding causes. For the real origins of the vast up-

heaval that broke upon the world in 1914 we should hav? to

<#g very deeply into the past if we wished to arrive at a proper

uij|derstandiiig of what took place; but it may suffice for our

pre.scnt purpose if we go no farther back than the events of

1870-71, when the seeds of the war of 1914-18 and its almost

equally calamitous aftermath were sown with so prodigal a hand.

In 1870 tlie rivalry of France and Germany had been for over

1,000 years a main issue in European politics, and historians have
traced it step by step from the 9th ceutusj^—when the empire of

Charlemagne broke into pieces and i^n'aine, though not as yet

Alsace, became a debatable land—until the present day. The
cleavage between the East Franks, soon to be known as Germans,
and the West Franks, who, in the form of France, kept the name
hitherto common to both, is usually dated from 842 when the

two Frankish rulers, on taking aa oath of peace at Strasbourg,

found it necessary to prepare the formula in two languages, so

fUfferent had the speech of the two branches of the Franks
become. Throughout the later Middle Ages the riv*alry con-

tinued, though the French kings found their main occupation in
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THE WORLD DRIFT TO WAR

consolidating their kingdom, ‘a task which ^Germany postponed

for some 500 years. It became rhore intense when Bourbon and

Hapsburg ruled the two realms, and the aggrandisement of

France during the reign of Louis XIV was largely at the expense

of Germany, which about the time of his birth had suilered

terribly dhring the Thirty Years' War.
In the 18th century a Hohenzollern, Frederick the Great, took

the place of Louis in the centre of the European stage and, in

spite of his admiration for French literature and his association

with French scholars, spent much of his time in fighting France.

Napoleon made Germany a battleground and then carved it up
just as^ it suited his imperious j^vili; but his mosaic did not last,

although its melnories did, Germany regained the upper hand
in 1814, and the settlement of Europe 5n 1815, largely made by
German statesmen, prepared the way for the transformation of

the king oS Prussia into the German emperor. P'or fifty-five

years Prussian statesmen worked steadily at their taslc and w'hen,

in 1866, their armies had crushed Austria, their only rival within

the German orbit, William I and Bismarck were prepared, even

anxious, to face the anger of an alarmed and bellicose French
emperor, the third Napoleon.

As in the Great War, the immediate cause of the^ Franco-

Prussian struggle of 1870-71 was a comi)aralively unimportai^

event, in this case the succession to the throne of Spain. In 1868

the plight of that country under Isabella had become so unhapfiy
that General Prim headed a revolution ; th?^ queen lied and
the general set up a provisional govern rneiit which decided to

offer the crown to a foreign prince, its own royal family having

become impossible. After tfie consideration and rejection of

various candidatures, the crown was accepted in 1870 by the

duke of Aosta, the yofinger son of the king of Italy, who had
already declined it once. But one of the prijices w’hose candida-

ture had been tentatively invited was Leopold of Hohenzollcrn-

Sigmaringen, a kinsman of the king of Prussia. William I did

not countenancve, but c|uite unmistakably discouraged, the candi-

dature, though Bismarck secretly encouraged it; France’s

hostility to it was not disguised, and Bismarck was defeated.

Leopold definitely refused the offer fjtdy 12, 1870), but William
had not definitely vetoed it. lAjr a moment Bismarclc believed

that his own public career was at an Bed oji July 14 he had
tjsie game in his hands.

( 10
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THE EMS TELEGRAIM

Napoleon's position in France was critical. His successes,

such as the\^ were, ^in Italy arnd the Crimea could hardly be
regarded as brilliant. He had been palpably out-manoeuvred by
Hismarck in 1866; he had intervened in troubles in Mexico, and
his intervention had been a disastrous failure. The palpable

clerical influence in his counsels was a weakness rather than a
strength in France and had driv^en him to maintain the Papacy
in Rome, while the sympathies of the country were with the

republicans. He had lived on the Napoleonic idea, and the idea

would be exploded unless Be did something worthy of his might^^

uncle’s name. France believed fervently that the French army
could repeat its triumphs under the first Napoleon, wher^s her

ruler knew that the army organizaticyi was hoMeycombed with

corruption; but there was a gambler’s chance of success, and the

probable alternative was the collapse of the Third empire.. He
did not want war, but he dj^red not exercise th6 necessary

restraining influence. Yet the announceinent of Leopold's

rtdusal of the Spanish crown was, on the face 61 it, an immense
<ljplomatic victory.

His minister, Grammont, tlircw the victory away. The French
ambassador was instructed on July 13 to demand from William,

who was at Ems, a pledge that he would in no circumstajices

^support TLcoi)o]d’s candidature. William replied with perfect

fruth that he never had supported it, that Leopold’s refusal was
final, but that to give pledges was out of tlic question. There,

lie supposed, the Blatter was ended, and he telegraphed a report

of the interview to^Bismarck at Berlin. Late tliat night the

telegram appeared in a condensed form in the Norddeutsche
Zeitung. The condensed telegram*conveyed to all Germany the

impression that an outrageous demand had been answered witli

firmness but without discourtesy; to all France that an entirHy

justifiable demand had been met with insolent defiauce. Twent3^-

iour hours later Napoleon dcxrlared war and the French armies

began to mass on the German frontier.

The fii'st collision was at Saarbriicken on August 2, where a
German army was driven out of an advanced post it had occu-

pied. But in the course of the montii a succession of German
victories at Worth (August 6), Colombieres (August 14), Mars-la-

Tour and Gravelotte (August 16 and 17) shut up Bazainc in

Metz wdth 170,000 men, and drove MacMahon to join the

emperor at Sedan, where, after a hot resistance, Napoleon w'i;is
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THE WORLD DRIFT TO WAR
compelled to surrender with his. whole icjrc on September i.

The emperor would of necessity have accepted any terms, but

the empire ended at Sedan. His ministry had already been swept

away, and Paris for the third time proclaimed the French

republic, with a “government of national defence.” The empress

with her son had taken flight to England, wlicre she was
ultimately joined by her husband. The republic wished for

peace, but not at Bismarck's price, which included the cession

of Alsace and Lorraine with Metz ^yid Strasbourg. On Sep-

tember 19 the Prussian crown prince’s army was at the gates of

Paris, which prepared itself as best it might for a long siege.

On September 27 Strasbourgi fell. The government shut up
in Paris could ‘do nothhig outside the city; on October 7

Gambetta escaped in a balloon to Tours, wLere he became in

effect the French goyernment and the inspiration of the French

defiance. He raised new armies ifl the provinces, but on October

27 Bazaine and his^reat host in Metz surrendered. Gambetta
proclaimed a l^^e en masse. The raw troops fought with heroic

devotion, but the desperate successes tliey won were counter-

balanced by far more crushing defeats; while Paris held out

grimly till sheer starvation forced her to capitulate on January

28, %87 i. «

The Germans dicto.ted their own terms to the French govonu-

meat, to'the head of which the veteran Thiers was called. 7 lie

terms were crushing. The preliminaries were signed on February

26, and the definite treaty of Frankfort on May 10. Alsace and
most of Lorraine, with Metz and Strasbourg, \vere ceded ; and an

enormous indemnity was extrjjctcd.

Bismarck's grand object was achieved. He had created a

German empire with the king of Prussia, as hereditary emperor.

While the w^ar was in progress, one after another of the South
German states had been admitted to the Confederation of which

Prussia was the head. Bismarck had gradually overcome the

opposition of the monarchs, including William himself, to the

imperial project; and on January 18, ten days before the cax)itu-

lation of Paris, William I was acclaimed German emperor by the

assembled princes in the Hall of Mirrors at Versailles.

Incidentally the withdrawal of the French troops from Rome,
necessitated by the war, enabled Victor Emmanuel, immediately
after Sedan, to capture Rome and incorporate it with the Italian

kingdom, and to make it the national capital, while the pdpe
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PRUSSIA AND AUSTRIA

remained in the ^Vatican deprived of all temporal power;

also Russia, supported by Bij^arck, was able to procure

the virtual abrogation of the Black Sea treaty of 1856 by

the treaty of London of 1871* The results of the Crimean War
were washed out. A burning hostility to Germany had been

implanted in the soul of every Frenchman,, and Eiigland was

more convinced than ever that her own Indian empire was

Russia's objective.

In the Turkish empire^diverse Christian populations were still

under the Ottoman sovereignty. Germany had for the first time

ill her history become united, and united with her own assent,

under an organized central gObvernmeat, which contrdiled an

army incomparably the most powerfuf in Europe. France, shorn

of her Rhine provinces and exhausted by a crusliing war, had for

the tliird time set up, though she had iipt yet established, a

republic ; she had still a crowd of difficulties to surmount before

her old powder could be restored—^and it wits the interest of her

victorious neighbour to foster those difficulties.
*

Bismarck had no desire for Gernicvn expansion. What he did

want w''as to secure the friendship of Austria, now' that she could

no longer be Prussia's rival in Germany, and to prevent the

hostilit]^ of Russia, and so avoid setting an enemy on either ^aii-k

*o£ the new empire. When in 1872 he had established the un-

ivritten '' league of the three emperors," there w^as nothing imme*

<fiately to be feared. But the danger point for the permanence of

ihe new' league lay in the Balkans, to which the eyes of Austria,

now shut out from Germany, were more persistently turned.

Austro-Russian rivalry for ascendjiiicy in the Balkans might pro-

duce a breach, and Germany might be reduced to the painful

necessity of taking a side. If she were, she would take Austria s *

but such a contingency must not arise ff it could be prevented.

Russia must be encouraged to find in Asia the field for the

development of her ambitions. If that brought her into collision

with the British, Germany would lose nothing. From this point

of view' Russia's progress in Turkistan during the last decade w'as

quite promising. But the Balkans were uacontroliable.

Serbia, Rumania and Montenegro had all attained a degree ol

autonomy, though remaining nominally in the Turkish empire.

But in 1875 the peasants of Herzegovina revolted a^inst their

Moslem masters. All their Slavonic neighbours actively sym-

4)atiused wdth them. Both Russia and Austria had sc^me
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THE WORLD DRIFT TO WAR
pose as the natural protectors of the Slavs, Orthodox and Catholic

respectively. The insurgents appealed not to one or the other, but

to the Powers generally. The Porte had given effect to none of

its promised reforms; it was reasonable that the Powers should

ijisist upon them—the insurgents demanded no more, but they

would reriiain in arms till they got something more substantial

than promises on paper. The Porte had no sort of objection to

making any number of promises, but an ineradicable objection to

fulfilling them.
^

In May, 1876, tlie three emperors issued a memorandum to

which they invited the assent of the other three Powers. Disraeli,

the Bfitish prime minister, d(rclinfd ; Turkey v/a,s not to be

coerced—if the Turkish sovereignty were allowed to go, Russian

ascendancy would take its place, and that was a thing Great

Britain could in no \visc permit. The niemorandum programme
was strangled at birth. At the Isame time the Bulgarians rose,

and the atrocities \fith which the suppression of the revolt was
accomplished Stirred up a fiery anti-Turkish political campaign
in England, though in parliament Disraeli’s ascendancy was com-
plete. The new sultan, Abdul Hamid, who succ('(‘ded in June,

was defiant. In July, Serbia and Montenegro declared war on
Turkey. ,

If a frank aiid cordial understandiiig betwefn Russia and
Great Britain had been possible, the Eo.stern question might con-

ceivably have been settled. Mutual mistrust made it qufi.e

impossible. The British cabinet was divided on the question of

armed intervention on behalf of Turkey. When Great Britain

herself demanded from Turkey an armistice and a coiiference of

the Powers to be held at Constantinople (Istanbul) in December,
Abdul Hamid dared not refuse. But when the conference met
he laid before it a full*blown scheme of reforms which he pro-

posed to cany out—as a .sovereign who would submit to 110

external control over his actions. The mea^iing was obvious.

Diplomacy failed to find a way out of the deadlock; and in April

Russian forces, having been grant^^d free passage through
Rumania, crossed the Pruth.

Austria had made a private compact of neutrality; Germany
had no motive for intervention; Great Britain was satisfied to

wait and watch. Three months passed before the Russians could

effect their passage of the Danube; for the next month they
advanced rapidly

;
then suddenly they found themselves held up
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THE CONGRESS OF BERLIN

by the Turks under^ Osman, who 'had seized and entrenched a
flanking position at whence the most desperate efforts,

culminating in a grand attack on September ii, failed to dislodge

him. Assault was then abandoned for investment; three months
later, after a desperate attempt to cut his way out, Osman vyas

compelled to surrender (December lo). In the East,* also, the

Russian advance through the Caucasus had been held up in the

first months; but there, too, the tide had turned decisively before

December. After the fall of Plevna the Turkish resistance began
to crumble; on January 20, 1878, the Russian forces were in

Adrianople (Edirne), where on January 31 peace preliminaries

were signed. On March 3, the^Adriano])le convention became
the treaty of San Stefano. •

Meanwhile, however, the fall of Plevna had set the govern-

ments of the other Powers in motion. A sweeping triumph
might enable Russia to diclmte terms destructive both of

Austrian and of British interests—^regardless of the conditions on
which those Powers had observed neutralit3\ Nekber Russia nor

Britain wanted war, but the British government felt it necessary

to demonstrate its readiness for that alternative, and througli

the first months of the war the tension was extreme. Austria

proposec^ a conference, which ultimately took shape as the Con-
^ress of Berlii^, since the terms of the treat}^ of San Stefano

intensified instead of allaying the perturbation of Austria as well

a# of Great Britain. The fundamental disagreement between
the' Powers was oil the question : how far had Russia the right to

dictate her own terms to Turkey, and how far had the Powers
t oncerned in the previous treaties the right to insist upon modi-

fications of those terms?

The congress met in June at Berlin imdei the presidency of

Bismarck as the representative of Germany in the character of

the sincere friend of all parties, having no interests of her own at

slake and desiring only to induce them all to accept equitable

adjustments of their divergent or antagonistic interests. The
result was the treaty of B<*xiiu, generally regarded as a triumph
for Disraeli's diplomac3^ since at the end of it very little w'as left

of the San Stefano treaty; while* it was accompanied by inde-‘

pendent pacts, on the one hand between Great Britain and
Turkey and on the other -between Austria and Russia, which left

the whole Eastern question on a footing new but scarcely more
harmonious than before.
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GERMANY Al^TER 1S78

The ostensible effegf of the Turco-Russian War, followed by the

San Stofaiio treaty and the Berlin Congress, was the establish-

ment or the strengthening of sundry independent principalities in

the Balkan peninsula, and the re-assertion of the principle that

the concert of Europe, not the particular interests of a successful

military power, must have the deciding voice in material redis-

tributions of European territory, which necessarily have their

repercussions upon Europe generally. But in actual fact the

episode had another effeej^ quite as far-reaching though not so

superficially obvious. It had brought about the thing which
the most powerful statesman in Europe was most anxious to

avert, a rupture in the relations subsisting between Gettnan^^

Austria and Russia. For in Bismarcl^’s view tlierc were three

European Powers which counted for Germany, since Britain's

non-intervention could generally be ensured, .though (definitely to

alienate her would be inadvisable : Russia, Austria and France.

French hostility to Germany was a matter df course. Austrian

hostility had melted away under tactful manageihent; Austrian

and Prussian interests no longer clashed since Germany had
identiiied itself with Prussia; Austrian friendship was the best

security available for Germany, But Russia remained.

Germany had a hostile France, which might again beedme
]#3werful, on oAe flank. A hostile Russia on the other flank

would be a serious menace, especially in conjunction with a

recovered France. It was therefore essential for Germany to

preserve friendly relations with Russia, only in less degree than

with Austria. If Germany should ever be forced to choose

between Russia and Austria, she rnyst choose Austria. Since the

French war it had been a main object with Bismarck to maintain

the friendliness of the three Powers and to avert any complica-

tions which would drive Germany into siding with one against

the other. But the antagonistic interests of Russia and Austria

in the Balkans had bccji too much even for Bismarck. How-
ever skilfully he might pose as the "honest broker," the funda-

iiKuital fact remained that by the Berlin Congress the ambitions

of Russia in the JBalkans suffered, a set-back, those of Austria

were advanced, and Germany had done nothing to forward

Russian interests, though it was at the hands of Great Britain

that Russia had most conspicuously suffered diplomatic defeat.

There was no open breach between Germany and Russia; but the

rift was there.
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The trouble that Bismarcli had been so anxious to guard

against de\^eloped by degrees, and*the rift between Russia and tlie

Central empires gradually widened. France, already convalescent,

grew stronger as the years passed. The gulf between the

autocratic tsardorn in the east and the democratic republic

in the w6st proved no insuperable barrier. The perpetual

sources of friction between Great Britain and France on
the one hand and Russia on the other proved capable of

accommodation. So that at last all Germany convinced itself

that those three Powers were joint conspirators whose common
aim was her own destruction. And the outcome of that con-

viction#was—Armageddon. Thgse developments, however, were
not immediate. •For a quarter of a century the British empire
remained in splendid isolation, and France hardly less than

Great Britain, though after a long interval the beginnings of

amity spraiig up between her and Russia; while the effect of the

Berlin treaties wae at first to intensify the established

antagonism between Russia and Great Britain.

Great Britain had made a private bargain with the Porte

guaranteeing the Asiatic possessions of the Turks—other than
those ceded to Russia under the treaties—conditionally upon
the ^carrying out of reforms, and upon the British occupation
and administration of the island of Cyprus, which«would provide^

her with a naval station of considerable value in the eastern

Mediterranean. #

Nor was Russia’s policy in Bulgaria successful in furthering be r

own projects. The prince nominated for Bulgaria was the tsar’s

nephew, Alexander of Battenbcrg, At the outset, Russian in-

fl lienees predominated, arousing patriotic antagonism to foreign

control. But the prince established his own despotic authority

by a coup d’etat settirilg aside the theoretically admirable but
practically paralytic constitution which had been bestowed on
the principality. Russia applauded, but when he turned his

powers to account, assumed the championship of Bulgarian inde-

pendence, and dismissed the Russian counsellors, Russia was
wroth. He could and did gain popularity by restoring the
constitution (1883) without loss*of authority.

In 1885 Eastern Rumelia ejected its Turkish governors and
proclaimed its own union with Bulgaria. Alexander hastened
to assume the proffered sovereignty. Serbia took alarm—she
m^ist be compensated for this Bulgarian expansion. Compensation
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was not forthcoming, so she declared war, and was badly

beaten at Slivjiitza. Austria intervened and stoj^ped the fight-

ing. The Porte saved its face by appointing Alexander governor

of Riinielia, a practical acceptance of the fact that he had got

it and meant to keep it. Only a threatened blockade by a

British squadron restrained Greece from attempting ’to snatch

compensation for herself.

But Alexander's triumph wrought his fall. The tsar's indigna-

tion was high; Russian conspirators kidnapped the Bulgarian

king, forced him to sign his abdication and carried him over the

border. But the national government carried on under his

indomitable minister Stambulov ; Alexander, less courrgeous,

threw up the struggle in the face of the tr^ar's implacable

hostility, and resigned the crowm which the Bulgarians would
have restored. Stambulov, fervidly anti-Russian, remained
dictator until in 1887 a new prince was found—ready to take

the risks and play a waiting game—in Ferdinand of Saxe-Coburg.

Meantime, the Balkan states cojitinued to seethe.*

As concerned the Balkans, then, the actual outcome \vas that

Russia lost ground, since she succeeded in alienating both

J^umania and Bulgaria without definitely attracting Serbia or

Greece liiider her influence. Austria had gained by establish-

ing herself in Bosnia and giving to that region an administration

better than it had ever known before. Great Britain had acquired

a dominating influence at the Porte, though she was too unsympa-
theVic to Turkish methods for the satisfaction of the Turkish

goveriiment, which coiitimied in its old ways, but with a much
smaller (Zhristian population und^r its rule than of yore. And
between the several Balkan states there was no love to lose, while

none of them was conscious of a deep debt to any European
Power for disinterested services rendereef.

Bismarck's position as the dominating factor in international

politics was unclianged. From France in isolation there could be

nothing to fear for a long time to come, and to keep her isolated

was no very difficult task. A republic wdiich could set up no
administration of tolerably convincing stability could hardly be

attracted by, or attractive to, the iron despotism of Russia.

Between her and Great Britain Egypt provided a constant source

of friction; and an oppoTtunity occurred for providing another

between her and Italy, incidentally attracting the latter to the

Certtral Powders.
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France had effected an arliazing economic recovery since the

war, but in 187S it was still ‘uncertain **whether monarchism
might yet take the place of the republic. The resignation of

MacMahon marked the turning point ; Bonapartism disappeared

with the death of the Prince Imperial in Zululand, in 1879; the

legitimism which clung to the house of Bourbon was paralysed

in the country by the firmness or obstinacy with which the

Bourbon princes, like the exiled Stuarts, clung to their religious

and political convictions or prejudices. From that time

monarchism was merely a pious opinion, and the continuity of

the republic grew more secure.

At JLhis time France found ^erself encouraged to develop her

aspirations in Africa by taking possession of Tunis, for which she

found a pretext in 1881. Great Britain had no objection, as il

might make France less irritable on the subject of Egypt.

Germany Ifeid no objecticn, haidag no African interests and a per-

ception that Tunis might bring to France more trouble than

profit; for Italy, with her own eyes on Tunis, w^ould certainly

regard the annexation of Tunis by France as an unfriendly act

towards herself. She did, and her annoyance made it compara-
tively easy for Bismarck to draw her into a somewhat non-

cor\j.mittal alliance in 1882 with Germany and her form<jr enemy,
Austria. If trouble with France should arise, Italy would be

Germany’s side.

France's acquisition of Tunis did nothing to mitigate jRcr

jealousy of British influence in Egypt, whith she had nl^ver

ceased to covet since the days of the first* Napoleon. In the

successive complications of the Eastern question she had kept

that objective before her throughout the Bourbon and Oiieanist

monarcliies; while Palmerston, with preservation of the integritv'

of the Turkish empire a fundamental aim of his policy, had
been a constant obstacle. But the maintenance of French
influence there had remained a constant aim, furthered by the

construction of the Suez Canal, a French project in which

Palmerston had no share, though Disraeli had more than made
up for the oversight by his dramatic purchase from Khedive
Ismail of the bulk of the coitipany's shares in 1S75, virtually

placing control of the canal in the hands of the British

government.
At the same time the khedive's extravagance, and his huge

debts to British and French financiers, had forced him to place the
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Egyptian finances in ^hc hands of a dual board of control, British

and French, with the inevitable result that the board became in

effect, though not in form, largely responsible for the govern-

ment; a state of things by no means to the liking of the officials.,

drawn for the most part from other paids of the Turkish

empire, who had hitherto battened according to custom upon
the khedive’s helpless subjects and the revenues, of which latter

only a fraction reached the treasury.

It was not difficult, in the circumstances, to raise the cry of

Egypt for the Egyptians, or to draw an army colonel, Arabi

Pasha, into the role of patriot leader and champion of the anti-

foreign sentiment. Ismail’s successor, Tewlik, found himself

powerless; the anti-foreign agitation became a grave danger to

the very considerable European population in Alexandria and
elsewhere. The Porte (the suzerain) w^ould not and the khedive

could not do anything. The French and British governments
offered Tewfik their support at the beginning of 1882, and sent

naval squadrons; the only effect was to prodftce riots. A
European conference was called to deal judicially with the

problem, but the position at Alexandria and the menace to the

Europeans there from Arabi's troops were too critical for delay.

The BriWsh admiral took the responsibility, which the French
..dmiral declinetl to share, of sending an ultimatum to Arabi, and,

when it was ignored, of opening a bombardment and occupy-

ing Alexandria, while the French retired.

Ihe force at the admiral’s disposal was obviously inadequate

for the restoration of order and security. With due notification

to the sultan, troops were dispatched to Egypt from England and
India. Arabi’s army was shattered in a brief and decisive

campaign, and he himself was deported. But the whole situa-

tion had been changed. The khedive's government—anything

that could be called a government—could be restored only by the

British. In the public interest the British on their own sole

responsibility had taken upon themselves to do the thing that

was admittedly necessary, but which no one else had been ready
or willing to undertake either alone or in conjunction with them;

the French had had the opportunity to take part in the operation,

but had deliberately rejected it.

The British thereupon occupied Egypt as the Austrians had occu-

pied Bosnia, on the theory that they would evcvCuate it as soon

as a government had been established which could stand securely
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upon its ow Q feet. And in the meanwhile the government

continued to he the khediv e’s, • but the ‘Peorganization of an

Egyptian army was in the hands of British officers, and
the administration w^as in the hands of British officials in the

service of the khedive. There w^as no room for French

ambitions, in Egypt, and though France was thoroughl}^

conscious that she had no one but herself to thank for the fact,

that made her none the less resentful.

Italy had attained her unity under Victor Emmanuel, but

half the countiy had not yet been ao«ustomed to the idea that

governments exist for some other purpose than the oppression

of the people. Economic stability was still distant, and, if she

raukeef as a grq^t Povver^ it w^as still only by courtesy, eager

though she was to assert herself. The almost simultaneous

deaths of Victor Emmanuel and Pius IX did not heal the breach

between th» crowm and the Papap^
Spain on the other hand was entering upon an era of recupera-

tion after her^ profonged sufferings. The king, Amadeo of

Savoy, wdio had accepted her crown when it w'^as refused by
Leopold of Hohenzollern, resigned it again in disgust in iByj,

but after a year of dictatorship in the guise of a republic Spaiji

recalled Alfonso XII, the son of the formerly expelled quecii

Isabella. There was a brief struggle before the old Carltst paity

was finally broken up; the young king set himself setiousl}" to tin*

task of government; and when he died prematurely in 1885 Kis

widow, Maria Christina, discharged the duties of reg^^nt on beVnlf

of her infant Alfonso XIII, until he reached man's estate.

Russia as w^e saw lost ground in Europe. Alexander II had
striven or rather groped alter Meals, while lacking the resolution

and the insight wdthoul which it was impossible to bring them
to realization. He h%d liberated the serL without restoring

to them what they regarded as their own rights in the soil.

He had encouraged Western education, but it had lalleii upon
ground in which it was only the seed of passionate revolt, and
government terrorism was faced by the black spectre of

nihilism. The tsar himself was no enemy of reform, but even
at the moment wffien an effort was being made in that direc

tion the world was shocked by his murder at the hands of the

nihilists (1882). All thought of reforms, vanished, and under the

dead tsar's son, Alexander III, the tyranny became if possible

more rigid and more mercile^^s than befoie.
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There was at this period a general European movement
towards expansion. ‘France haVl turned her eyes once more to

the East; if India was unattainable, there were still lands beyond
India where a footing might be established; though it was not

without many troubles that she acquired from China the pro-

tectorate of Annani by the treaty of Tientsin in 1885. Her
activities in Indo-China were probably the real though not the

ostensible warrant for the British annexation of Upper Burma
in 1887. European interests in the Farthest East were develop-

ing. But it was the scramble for Africa that set in most
vigorously in the years immediately following the conclusion of

the Congress of Berlin.
^

Expansion manifestly could take place only in lands—whether

densely or sparsely populated—where the civilization in general

and the community organization in particular were on a lower

plane than those of Europe. America was already occupied by
Europeans; so was most of Australasia and the islands of the

Pacific. Western Asia was not an open field;* northern and
central Asia wxre out of reach except for Russia. In the

farthest east of Asia there were perhaps possibilities, but there

was the Chinese empire to be reckoned with. But the whole
African ^nterior was an almost unknown region, scarcely pene-

trated except by an occasional adventurous missionary, peopled

by negro races whose culture was primitive and barbaric. The
cc'vstal districts on the Mediterranean were provinces in which

suc-i goveniments*as existed might fairly be classed as barbaric.

The Atlantic seaboard was dotted with European colonies which

were little more than very unhealthy trading depots. The south

was occupied by the British, the Boers and the Portuguese.

Farther north, on the east, Zanzibar and Abyssinia, like Morocco
on the north-west coast, and to som(^ extent the island of

Madagascar, claimed a doubtful recognition of independent

states. But the rest of Africa was open to any Europeans who
could take effective possession.

The British, then, as wc have seen, established a temporary
protectorate in Egypt, to which other Powers could hardly refuse

assent ; France had established her own protectorate in Tunis,

not only with assent but with positive encouragement from Great

Britain and Germany, though very mucli to the annoyance of

Italy, who could only hope to find compensation on the north

of Abyssinia and ultimately in Tripoli. In 1885 France without
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European intervention set up a protectorate in Madagascar,
which island was later annexed.. But all Ihe various European
Powers, including Germany, who had hitherto felt no call to

colonial expansion, had suddenly realized that Africa was the

only division of the earth's surface still open to appropriation,

and that the British, with a northern base in Egypt, a southern

base in Cape Colony and sundry starting points on the western

and eastern coasts, would by mere force of circumstances absorb

the interior and leave nothing for anyone else to appropriate

unless tliey made haste to anticipatt^^^her.

The precedents of the i8th century, when France and Great
Britain had fought each other to a finish for America and
India f>n the hypothesis that there was not room for }x)tli, were
not promising. Tn Africa^after all there was room for everyone:

and so between 1880 and 1890 a series of treaties or compacts
was entered upon, partitioning the Dark Continent into pro-

tectorates or spheres of influence •appropriated to one or another

of the European stales, though not without leaving occasions for

acute controvefsy in the future.

In 1888 the emperor William I died at the age of ninety; three

months later his son Frederick I follow'ed him, and his gnindson

William II became the German kaiser. The German empire had
beei! achieved through the never- failing lo3^alty of the ^>ld man
and his great chancellor to each other. WhSt might liavc^

befallen if Frederick had not been already' a d\nng man when lu‘

succeeded to the imperial crown none can^ say, for it ^is
notorious that there were many points on which emperor and
chancellor did not sec eye to eye; but during those months there

v/as no breach betw^een them.* On Frederick's death it seemed
at first that Bismarck’s ascendancy would be unimpaired, but

the new kaiser believe<^ implicitly in himself; he had ideas of

Jiis own w^hich were not Bismarck's, and in 1S90 William

'‘dropped the pilot," and took the management of affairs into his

own hands. The world did not know what to make of

Germany's new' master and his passion for unexpected activities

and startling pronouncements, which wove CKxasionally .some-

w^hat nerve-racking; but it was,, on the whole, inclined to regard

them as temperamental eccentricities which must not be taken

too seriously.

One thing, however, was clear. Bismarck had striven to the

last to placate Russia and prevent an\^ rapprochement betw'ecii
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her and France. That a rapprochement was taking place became
more apparent everj/^ day, Iir 1891 the French channel fleet

visited Kronstadt, where it received an ovation; two years

later a Russian squadron paid a return visit to Toulon, where
its reception was even more enthusiastic. Alexander III died

in 3894, when he was succeeded by the third of the tsar>idealists,

Nicholas II; next year an alliance between France and Russia

became an accomplished though not a published fact, the exis-

tence of which was acknowledged and even emphasised by
somewhat ostetitatious displays of mutual good will in the two
following years. Germany can hardly be reproached if the con-

victiou was implanted, and grew ever stronger, that hostility

to her was the bond between lh*e two Powers, oth( rv/isc so in-

appropriately yoked together, which lay on her western and
eastern marches.

There could be no questiQu about the solidaaty of the

interests of the two Central Powers, Germany and Austria. If

ih^y broke with each other, neither would be secure against

attack by one, or, more probably, two hostile Powers; while

they stood together, holding strategically the interior lines, the

risk of attacking them would be too great to be undertaken
lightly. ^And at the same time they had no clashing interests,

ixnd no mateiial divergencies of political sentiment such as

those wiiich made a firmly rooted friendship so difficult between
a « typically autocratic and a typically democratic state. By
alt idling Italy tb themselves they had gained an additional

security in relation at least to France. On the other hand, concord
between Russia and France gave to each security against aggres-

sion by the Central Powers. An equilibrium was established

simply because the issue of an armed conflict w’oiild be too

doubtful—the more because no one wa</ able to gauge the real

strength of Russia.

At the same time the isolation of Great Britain was complete,

nor had she any desire that it should be otherwise. She was
in possession or occupation of the greater and better part of so

much of the world as had not been occupied by Europeans before

the middle of the i8th century, ‘a position from which no one
could hope to oust her while her fleets commanded the ocean
highways; those fleets were an impassable bulwark except where
tlieir place was taken by the all but impassable moimtains of

the Indian frontier, or where her only neighbour was tlie

{
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United States. She was hardly conscious of a challenge to her

commercial and manufacturing supremacy, which she had
learned to regard as a matter of course. So long as she kept her

navy up to standard she had nothing to fear from Powers
whose resources were under the perpetual strain of maintaining

huge armjics; while she could content herself with one coni'

paratively insignificant in size.

She could see no cause of quarrel with any of her neighbours

save Russia, except what she felt to be their rather unreasonable

jealousy; she had no sense of hostilitj^to any of them—with the

same exception, Russia. Consequently she had no desire for

alliances which might prove embarrassing, but if she should

incline to one sqale or other in‘’the European balances it would
fairly certainly not be the Russian scale. Though French and
English had fought each other often enough in the past, they
had also o(v:asionally fought side b\' side, and towards France

Great Britain had no sort of ill \vill; France might persist in her

annoyance about ilg^^pt, but common sense would forbid her

to manufacture a casus belli; while, if at times the British

relations with Austria and Prussia had not been over cordial,

they had not fought each other for more than a centur}^ nor

was there any apparent reason why they should wish to fight

each other now.
^

Britain was hardly alive, how^ever, to tlie fact that jealousy was^

growing in Germany, who had embarked on an active car^^r

of trade expansion, was pushing her way into markets whph
the British had hitherto monopolised, and was ill satisfied with

the bargains struck over the partition of Africa—though the

British expansionists were hop less displeased by the '^graceful

concessions ” of Lord Salisbury's diplomacy. The German com-
mercial community feU: more and more that British rivalry

and British intrigues were barricading her out of her rightful

‘'place in the sun." On the other hand, the kaiser had realized

the fundamental fact that "peaceful penetration " was the only

useful weapon that could be employed until there was a German
navy which could hold its own against the British navy.

No one then was disposed • to interfere in the troubles of

minor states or nationalities. No one was concerned if Norway
wanted the separation from Sw'^eden jvhich she achieved, by
strictly constitutional methods, at the opening of the 2oih

century. The oppression of the Poles by Russia might demand
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sympathy, but certainly not intervention. The absorption ot

Finland into the Russian system disturbed no one but the

Swedes, The subordination of the Slavs within the Austrian

empire to Austrian or Magyar domination made Slavs every-

where look to Slavonic Russia, developing the race hostility

between Slav and Teuton; but the time was not ripe for a duel

—and the astute sultan was very well aware that all the Powers
would tight shy of active interference with his doings, lest they

should thereby be brought into active collision with each other.

The inflammability of theBalkan peninsula was the standing

menace to that general peace which the concert of Europe was
most anxious to preserve, while yiat same desire paralysed the

concert itself for drastic action. Incidentally, •since Germany
had no territorial interests of her own in the Turkish empire,

Abdul Hamid, having nothing to fear from her 'Triendship
''

;ind possibly much to gain, wa4B ready enough to cultivate it,

while the kaiser w^as thoroughly alive to ihti advantages that

might accrue therefrom. •

In the Balkan storm centre, Serbia w^as too much toni by
domestic troubles to endanger the peace of her neighbours,

though a period of reconstruction was promised by the fall of

tlie Obre^ovitch dynasty and the accession of a prince of ihe

firmer rival house of Karageorgevitch in 1903; though the con-

sequent development of paii-Slav doctrines was ominous from
tln^^ustrian point of view.

Im Bulgaria, Ferdinand \vatched and waited while Stambulov
ruled, till the chauccy came in 1894 accepting the minister's

resignation—much to the surprise^ of Stambulov himself, wdio

was assassinated not long afterwards. Ferdinand was far too

wary to commit himself to provocative action in any direc-

tion, while he was especially careful to ?nltivate the good will

of the Porte on one side and Germany on tlie other. With a
Hohenzollcrn reigning in Rumania and a Coburg in Bulgaria

—

botii slates which declined to regard themselves as Slavonic, and
both having very definite grudges against Russia—the giavita-

lion of both towards the Central empires was inevitable.

When definite trouble arose, 'it was within the Turkish

dominions. It appeared in 1894 there was a revolutionary

movement in Armenia v^hich needed repressing. The Turk
repressed it, finding himself under the unhappy necessity of

massacring some 50,000 of the population before the Europca:^
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concert was^ in tune for intervention, though, as a matter of

course, he then accepted the paper schema of reforms submitted

by the Powers, which as usual failed to materialise. Next

came the revolt of Crete, bent on escaping from Moslem
sovereignty and on joining herself to the Greek kingdom. Greece

answered the call of Crete and sent a force to the island. The

concert intervened. .A joint squadron arrived at Canea, bring-

ing peremptory orders that the fighting was to stop, that the

Greeks were to withdraw and no more Turkish troops were to

be landed, and the orders were perfoike obeyed. But the Greeks

lost their heads and invaded Thessaly, whence they were

decisively ejected by the Turkish troops.

To deny the*- right of ^^he Thrks, in the circumstances, to de-

mand rectifications of the Thessaly frontier was impossible;

but the Powers—without Germany and Austria, who refused to

cooperate-^-required from Turl^ey autonomy for Crete under

their joint superv^^sion, with a Greek prince as go\"ernor. In

Crete, Greek patriotism centred in the future minister,

Venizelos. But with Abdul Hamid German influence was

supreme, though a Young Turk party, a Turicish nationalist

party, was now coming into being with a programme of its own
vvljich was not favourable to the khalif, who in the last tw^enly

3^ears had lost for Islam effective sovereignty in, Cyprus, EgypL
Rumelia, Bosnia and fmallj^ Crete. The party's existence, how-

ever, was as yet unsuspected. The accord of Germany anc^Jio

Porte bore significant fruit in 1902, in the“ authorisation a

Geimian railway to Ba.sra and Bagdad, \yhich would give the

Germans their first foothold in the Middle East.

Ill the Far East Japan Hiad passed through a ptTiod of

thorough reorganization on western models, and the scramble

for penetration bases cn China had begun after a c[uarrel over

Korea had shown how powerless China was to stand up to the

growing might of Japan.

The war betw^een China and Japan took place in 1894-95, and

when it \vas over Europe intervened, forbade Japan to reap the

fruits of her victory, and the Pow’^ers W'Cre duly rewarded by

China for their intervention Russia in concessions for the rail-

way she w^as carrying across Serbia to Vladivostok, France in the

neighbourhood of Tonkin, Germany at Tientsin—arrangements

which made an ultimate collision between Russia and Japan

certain, unless Japan should give w\Ty to Russia. Germany,
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whatever her ultimate aim may have been, ranged herscit along

with Russia and Frante, and Great Britain could not encourage

Japan to defy that combination. Japan submitted with dignity,

and bided her time.

China, however, did not love the foreign devils. A year

later (1897) I'vo German missionaries were murdered. Germany
demanded compensation, and got it in Kiao-chau. France and
Russia demanded equivalents for the concessions to Germany,
and got them; on the same principle, Weihaiwei was leased to

Great Britain. The conce^ons intensified the popular Chinese

hostility to the foreigners, and to the emperor Kuang Hsii, who
was deposed next year by the dowager-empress, Tzu Hsi, the

incarnation of the anti-foreigii reaction# while n«>rth China was
seething with the Boxer rebellion.

All the foreign Powxts had legations at Peking (Peiping), and
ill 1900 came the news that the legations were either in the

hands of the Peking mob or were on the pgint of falling into

them. All the Powers, Japan and the United States included,

took joint action, and dispatched to China contingents which

marched on Peking, where they found that the legations had,

after all, held out successfully. The Chinese government sub-

mitted, \^gLth professions that it had done its best but had b$eu

lyiable to control the rebels. The allies refrained from demand-
ing further concessions, though insisting on effective guarantees

foi^ecurity in the future; and in the following years it appeared

tha^the progressive or westernising element predominated in

the Chinese governtiient, though Tzu Hsi continued to reign.

Tlic conduct of Japan throughout had more than established

her right to recognition 011 an equal footing with th.e Western
IViwers, which was sealed by a treaty of alliance with Great
Britain in 190Z. The treaty meant that, if and when Russia
and Japan should come into armed collision, Great Britain

would not join Japan against Russia by herself, but would inter-

vene if anyone else joined Russia against Japan.
The collision was not long postponed. Russia \vanted both

Manchuria, where she had established herself, and Korea, where
Japan had established herself. J&paii proposed mutual accom-
modations; but Russia claimed that tlie compromises should

not be reciprocal. Japan proposed control for Russia in Man-
churia and for Japan in Korea. Russia returned no answer,
and in February, 1904, Japan declared war. She had only the
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resources of her own islands to di*aw upon, while Russia's

resources in men at least were incalculably greater. But she

could bring her whole force to bear at once; of Russia's naval

squadrons one was icebound at Vladivostok, while she could

reinforce her armies in Manchuria only by way of the single-line

trans-Siberian railway, which was still far short of completion.

Oh February 9 Japan broke up the second Russian fleet from
Port Arthur, whither she drove it back and which she pro

ceeded to blockade. A little later she was able to invest it on
the land side also, while the Russian commander Kuropatkin
was endeavouring not to overwhelm but to hold back her main
army on the Yalu till he should be adequately reinforced. Port

Arth\ir held out stubbonily, t,nd in spite of heavy fighting the

Japanese commander could make no impression until a desperate

effort was put forth at the end of the year in order to anticipate

the expected arrival of a new Russian fleet, the Port Arthur
squadron having sallied forth in August, only to be annihilated

by Admiral Togo.*^

Kuropatkin had been pushed back from the Yalu in May;
he was again pushed back upon Mukden in August, as the result

of the nine days' battle of Liao-yang; iu which the Japanese
actually suffered more heavily than the Russians. Being at last

re&forced in October, he resumed the offensive, but Vas again

compelled to retire upon Mukden after a fifteen days' battle on
the Sha-ho, which left both armies so exhausted that nei^er
could take the offensive. Port Arthur, how'ever, was so ^rd
pressed by Nogi's final onslaught that it was forced to surrender

on January i, 1905.

Nogi was thus released to reinforce the main armj^ alter

which another prolonged and exhausting struggle drove Kuro-
patkin from Mukden ^t the end of February back to the lines

which he was able to hold for the remainder of the war, since

there was no more heavy fighting on land. The sea, however,

provided one more episode. Rozhdestvensky's fleet arrived in

May, only to be obliterated by Togo in the battle of Tsushima.
The war was ended by the treaty of Portsmouth, U.S.A., in

August, 1905; Russia evacuating Manchuria, while Japan re-

tained Korea and also the Liau-tung peninsula.

As concerned Europe, no change in th.e isolation of Great Britain

had taken place when the 20th century opened. It was a inomeut

when ever}" country or! the European continent was sympathising
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not with her but with her stubborn antagonists in the South

African War, under thd curious coluviction that all the dominions

of the British empire were craving to be free from a bondage-

which had no existence. In actual fact, for fifty years past

Great Bribiin had consistently fostered autonomy in her colonies,

which were aware of no bondage except when the exigencies of

international relations made the imperial government actually or

iipparently neglectful of the interests of particular colonies.

Regarding themselves and being regarded as partners in the

empire, and not as subordiiAtes, they had no desire for separa-

tion, however jealous they might be in regard to their own
rights and privileges; and the sense of imperial solidarity

*
was

growing, not diminishing. Soutfi Afisica was ®n a different

footing from the rest, for the simple reason that the Dutch
element there declined to regard itself as British, looked upon
the British as interlopers, and presented the* British•claim to

sovereignty in territories which the Dutch, wljo had been there

long before them, regarded as being rightfully their own. And
that sentiment among the Boers had been intensified by the

retrocession of the TransvaaTs independence in i88i.

When this antagonism issued in the South African War in

1899, the popularity of Great Britain in Europe had not been

increasing. Hr** prospective evacuation of Egypt seemed to

grow more remote; it could not come till the Egyptians could be

trus^d to govern themselves, and she was not teaching them
the^rt of self-government. She was showing tliem how the

thing ought to be d<dne, giving them stable rule, developing

their resources, bringing to the fellaheen an unprecedented
prosperity; but the men who were *doing it all, holding all the

responsible posts, were not Egyptians buf Britons—after the

Indian precedent, and for the same reasorfe.

In 1896 Britain made the first open move towards the

reconquest of the Sudan by pushing the Egyptian frontier

defences up to Dongola. The business was done in the single

campaign of 1898. The fanatical hordes of the Khalifa, the

Mahdi's successor, were completely shattered at the battle of

Omdurman. The Sudan became* what it had been before in

theory, but never in fact, a province of Egypt, and virtually a
British protectorate. But the concentration of the Khalifa's

forces against the British advance had enabled a small expedi-

tionary party from the French Congo to reach Fashoda^
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unharmed and hoist the French flag there ; and French suscepti-

bilities were painfully irritated* when Sir Herbert Kitchener, the

conqueror of the Khalifa, declined to recognize the validity of

the French occupation. The French government acknowledged
the British claim> but French sentiment cherished yet another

grievance against what it regarded as British aggression.

Two years after the reconquest of the Sudan, the antagonism

of the Dutch to the British in South Africa resulted in the out-

break of the South African War. In the first months the

.
British troops met with a series of to verses, but by the following

midt^ummer they were in occupation of the two capitals, Bloem-
fontein and Pretoria. In September the annexation of the Boer
states was proclaimed. . Nevertheless the Boers refused to sub-

mit, maintaining a persistent guerilla warfare until so many of

them had been rounded up that the remnant could no longer

keep the Aeld; and in May, 1902, the peace of Vereeniging ter-

minated the war.

The republics were annexed, to be administered temporarily

as crown colonies, but instead of exacting indemnities the

victors provided large sums for the reinstatement of the farms

which had suffered in the war. There had certainly been on

the continent a strong inclination to intervene, but though the

kaiser's attitude in the preceding years had caused some resent-

ment in England, during the war his influence was certainl}'*

exerted to discourage intervention. It may be that he realizeetthe

practical futility of attempting, as matters ^ stood, to chal^nge
the British fleet; for it was while the war was in progress that

he developed an unprecedented naval programme for Germany
which was difficult to dissocfeite from the idea of rivalry with the

leading maritime Power.

The South African^War had not long been ended when new
factors began to influence European relations. In Great

Britain, where for half a century free trade had been the

accepted theory and practice on all hands, a new propaganda
was vigorously pushed and in some quarters enthusiastically

adopted, but it had a political effect which could hardly ha\'e

been anticipated; it was interpreted in Germany as being

malevolently directed against German commerce and German
prosperity. That conception was unaffected by the defeat of

the tariff reformers at the general election of 1906, and the con-

viction was thoroughly established in the popular mind that tlie
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EDWARD THE PEACEMAKER. The entente ordiale between Britain
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KING GEORGE AND THE WORLD WAR. At no time did Kin-
George more clearly prove his devotion t<j the welfare ot his country
than during the Great War. At the outset he set himself by his
example of sincere sympathy, zeal and selt-sacrilice to keep the nation
cheerful. The king went to France on various occasions to enc<»urage
his army and also visited the'Grand Fleet. In numerous other ways
the king and the queen gave practical proof of their solicitude tor

the welfare of the sick and wcmnded.
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FRIENDSHIP OF BRITAIN AND FRANCE

British were saturated with jealousy of Germany's commercial
progress. •

it befell, moreover, that at the moment when the propaganda
was in full swing Great Britain and France discovered that their

outstanding differences were capable of reasonable adjustment
and that living on terms of mutual good will was much more
satisfactory than the perpetuation of needless friction. The
long reign of Queen Victoria had just ended; the new king,

Edward VII, had the gift of popularity, and a visit to France
facilitated the development of the new spirit of friendliness.

The position of the monarch in England is not readily grasped

in other countries, and it was not difficult to imagine tl^t a
Machiavellian diplomacy was at ^^ork. ^ Coupled with the sup-

posed anti-German tariff agitation, the new accord between
Great Britain and France was doubly ominous, and the belief

in England *s sinister designs gaiijed ground. * •

Nor was this all. France had already established friendly

relations with Russia, and the accommodation* of interests

between France and Great Britain was soon followed by similar

accommodation between Great Britain and Russia, made
possible as it had never been before by the effects upon Russia

of the disastrous Japanese war. It had been a fundamental p%rt

of Bismar?k’s pglicy to keep those three Powers at arm's len^h
from each other. Those who carried on this tradition believed

that there were plenty of motives holding them apart ; there

could be only one for their reconciliation—their common desire

for the destruction of^Germany. The development of this idea

was at least a fundamental factor in the complicated story of the

ensuing years, and its catastrophic dimax in August, 1914.

It is curious to observe that the most idealistic if not the

most successful efforts to design an orga» for the preservation

of the world's peace have emanated from Russian tsars,

Alexander I and Nicholas II. In the last thirty years of the

19th century international disputes had with increasing

frequency been referred for decision to a neutral arbitrator.

Great Britain and the United States having practically led the

way by referring their own dispute over the Alabama claim to a
neutral court of arbitration.

In 1898 Nicholas invited the Powers to send delegates to a
conference to be held at The Hague to discuss ways and means fo?

the reduction of armaments by consent, the common adoption
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of what may be called humanitarian regulations in warfare,

and the eStabUshrhent of a permanent court of international

arbitration to which natiOna might, if so minded; refer their

disputes. As a result the Hague Tribunal was actually set up.

No agreement could be reached as to reduction of armaments,
because no scheme was in thd German view compatible with

Germany’s security. Regulations were generally though not

iiniversially accept^ later for the humanising of warfare, and
these were loyally observed by the belligerents both in the South
African and the Russo-Japanese wSxs; but in them there was
the grave defect that no sanction existed for their enforcement

if any belligerent chose to igpore them, just as it was open to

any nation to fefuse the^ppe^ to arbitration.

Great Britain and France reached their mutual tinderstanding,

th^ entente, in 1^4. Both Powers had interests in Morocco,

both had*interests in Egypt; each recognized in effect that the

other should have*a free hand in the country where her interests

were paramofint. Their agreement, which was not an alliance,

was laid before the Triple Alliance, and no objections to it were

raised. But the kaiser had for i^me time been posing as the

friend of Moslem peoples in general—both Russia and Great

Blitain had a vast number of Mahomedan subjects^ In 1905

it became apparent to Germany that the interests of the sult?A

of Morocco as well as those of Germany in Morocco required

protection from France’s peaceful penetration. Incidentnlly,

Russia was having a bad time in her struggle with Japan,

and France could not count upon effective support from that

qu^ler. Unless Great Britain supported her she would have to

j^ye way.
^Wheh it became apparent that Great Britain would stand

loyal, Germany proposed that the question should be dealt with

by a conference. The proposal was accepted, though it involved

the resignation of the French foreign minister, Theodore

The conference^ of Algeciras wats held in 1906, all the

JP^ers, including the United States, participating. Germany's
demands were supported by Austria alone. It appeared, how-
ever^ that she was satisfied with the result, while no one sng-

that she had met with a rebuff, thou|^ for practical

purpe^ the positioa of the French ‘in Morocco was confirmed.

The coherence was preluded by the sanctioning in Germany
of a huge programme of naval construction; bn the other hand,
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only a year later, the entente between Great Britain and France

was supplemented by ‘the entente between Great Britain and
Russia, already the ally of France; while at the conference Italy

had rather significantly affirmed the identity of her interests

with those of Britain. It was not clear how far Italy regarded

herself as committed to support the policy of her imperial allies.

Thus the grouping of the Powers and their attitudes towards

each other had changed materially in the four years 1903-7. At
the beginning Germany and Austria were balanced against

France and Russia; while the security of the central alliance

against Franco-Russian aggression was guaranteed by the actual

adherence of Italy, and by the constant friction between J^he

Dual Alliance and Great Britain. *At tlie end Russian prestige

and self-confidence had suffered a shattering blow, in itself a
sufficient guarantee against aggressive action on her part ; but

the friction with Great Britain ha^ passed, while betwdfen Great

Britain and Germany friction had undoubted!}^ set in. The ex-

pectation, little short of certainty, that the greatest maritime

Power would operate against Franco-Russian aggression had given

place to the still more confident expectation that it would operate

against Teutonic aggression, while little but neutrality could be
looked for from Italy if the Central Powers should be th^
aggressors. ^ That.was the lesson of the Algeciras episode.

Europe, then, in 1908 was staging for a new drama, in which

the first act was unexpectedly opened by the Young Turks.

Their organization had secured the support of the army at

Salonica; in July the% suddenly demanded the long-promised

constitution which had never materialised. The sultan promptly
acceded. The Powers hopefully ^dthdrew their supervisors

from Macedonia, to give the reformers free play. Consequently,

in October, Ferdinand of Bulgaria judged that his time had
come; he proclaimed the complete independence of Bulgaria,

and assumed the ancient title of tsar. Two days later Austria

announced the annexation of her protectorate in Bosnia, in

defiance of the undertakings under which the protectorate had
been established. This was very definitely the concern of

Russia. But beside Austria, in the* kaiser's significant phrase,

stood Germany ''in shining armour"; after a brief hesitation,

Russia acquiesced.

If the Central Powers had been checked at Algeciras, they
recovered now more than they had lost then. But the price
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was the intensification of Slavonic hostility to the German-
Magyar domination over the Slavs in the Austrian empire. It

was generally believed that the Austrian heir presumptive

—

Francis Ferdinand, a nephew of the aged emperor Fraii<iis

Joseph—favoured a constitutional reconstruction which would
have 'placed the three races on an equal footing; but the

ascendancy party was too strong to allow such a solution to be

attempted; the racial antipathy was fostered by pan-Slavism

within and without the empire, and the fruit thereof was
bitter. • '

For two years there was no further move. Each of the

Entente Powers had its Own domestic troubles. England was in

the thick of % prolongpsd cdnstitutional crisis, in the course of

which Edward VII died and Was succeeded by George V ; con-

flict raged round the powers of the House of Lords, arising from

the uneil^ected exercise of their technical right to reject the

financial proposals of the Liberal government, which were

carried in the Commons by the support of the Irish parliamen-

tary party. The strife was marked by exceptional bitterness,

which increased in virulence when, after two general elections

in twelve months, which proved the parties within Great^ Britain

*0 be of all but equal strength, the Irish group obviously held

- the scale; and the Liberals held that their pledge in 1905 to sus-

pend their avowed Home Rule policy was no longer valid.

At the same time one section of the British press was crying

aloud that the British navy was no match for the German navy,

w^hile another section was proclaiming with equal fervour that

expenditure on naval construction was blatant folly. Also in

India the Morley-Minto Scheme was introduced, admitting

Indians to the enlarged provincial councils, exciting lively oppo-

sition among Britisl^ officials and residents in India; wliile it was
accompanied by a highly seditious agitation in the vernacular

press, which was treated by the Indian government with what
was zealously denounced as pusillanimous leniency or intolerable

tyranny according to the predilections of the critic.

Between factions at home and Indian unrest, it did not appear
-that any formidable intfervention in European affairs on
v^giand's part was to be looked for, whatever her commit-
nafents to the other Entente Powers might be. Russia's weak-

ness had been manifested by the Bosnian affair. In 1911

Geirmany made the real testing move, France's paramouut
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interest in Morocco had been recognized at Algeciras and later

by separate agi'eements both vC^ith Spain and with Germany.
But the sultan of Morocco was totally incapable of controlling

his turbulent subjects; anarchy in Morocco had its repercussions

upon the tribesmen of Algeria, and in the spring of that year

France marched troops to the capital for the defence of the

sultan and the restoration of order. On the assumption that

this was merel}^ a preliminary to the partition of Morocco
between France and Spain, Germany dispatched the corvette

Panther to Agadir in July •an unmistakable threat of war.

It appeared, however, very shortly that this was by no means
what German}^ intended. In tlie interval D. Lloyd Gegrge,

the British minister who was at that time credited with being

the most zealous of pacifists, made a speech which in the view
of pacifists was almost truculent. Thereupon the Agadir inci-

dent was explained away. Geripany was only anxiofts lest her

commercial interests in Morocco should be prejudiced by the

French domination, for which fears a portion oi the French
Congo territory would be adequate compensation. The agree-

ment was duly signed in November, and harmony was officially

restored.

Meanwhile, however, war had broken out in another quartern-

war with which ^cither the Central Powers nor the Entente could

cfaim to be directly concerned. When France occupied Tunis,

Ita^ had been in some degree placated by the recognition of

her own paramount? interests in Tripoli. But this did not pre-

vent peaceful penetsation by German commerce and the

development of German influence, which threatened to super-

sede that of Italy, which could only be saved by the declara-

tion of a formal protectorate. The Young Turks, moreover,

were doing their best to undermine all infiflel influences. Italy

demanded from the Porte, the nominal suzerain of Tripoli,

the recognition of her own protectorate; acquiescence was not

immediately following, and she declared war on Turkey in

September, 1911.

Twelve months of desuitor}*- maritime warfare followed. Italy

occupied the Tripolitan coast townk, and seized islands in tlie

Aegean, whereby she annoyed the Greeks, in whose eyes Aegean
islands were ‘'Hellas irren^nta." Austria would not allow her

to seize territory on the Balkan mainland, the war was expen-

sive a''‘d unprofitable, and in October, 1912, peace was made
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which left her in possession* of Tripoli and her captures in the

Aegean, while the doubtful bbifds which her to the Triple

Alliance had been loosened.

Almost at the momenj^*hen Turkey and Italy were signing

the peace, four Balkan states were d^laring war on Turkey,

where ^ the Young Turks had thoroughly established theii

ascendancy, exiled Abdul Hamid and set in his place his feeble-

minded brother Mohammed V, but had by no means dissolved

the amity with Germany. Their rule in Macedonia was no more
to the liking of the independent Balkan states than that oJ

Abdul Hamid. The Cretan leader, Venizelos, had now become
the ^trusted minister of the king of the Hellenes. Mainly

through liis diplomacy,® Greece, Bulgaria, Serbia and Monte-

negro reconciled their differences and united in the Balkan

League with a view to the liberation and absorption of Mace-

donia upon agreed" lines, as ai\, alternative to its erection into

an independent sts^te; the various negotiations between state and
staite having cbeen conducted separately without any of the

Powers being pri\'y thereto. This point was reached' before

midsummer in 1912.

At that moment the Albanians, wh6in no one, Mahbmedan
ore,Christian, had ever been able to rule except by sheer force

of a dominating personality like Skanderbeg, revolted against

the Turkish governors, whose troops mutinied and either joined

the rebels or broke before them, and the Albanians began
to invade Macedonia. At Constantinople th^Young Turks, who
were held responsible, were turned out of ^office. In September
the new league appealed to the Powers to intervene; the Powers
remonstrated, but forbade the league to move, but by the middle
of October war had been declared between Turkey and all the

states of the league, o

There* followed, before the concert could recover from its

astonishment, an amazing d^bdcle. The old Turkish array had
been broken up, and a new one was in course of organization

lender German officers—but it was not yet organized. Each of

the league states had its allotted task. The Greek fleet swept
the seas; in the western area*the Serbs routed the Turks in one
battle after another; in the eastern the Bulgars were threatening

Cbnstantinople and investing Adrianople. Before the end of

Hovembe^ the Greeks only just anticipated the Bulgars in

capturing and occupying Salonica. Then the Powers stepped
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in : there was a brief armistice ; a conference in London was
apparently on the p^int of achieving a settlement, when the

Young Turks suddenly recovered control at Constantinople and
rejected the peace terms. The ^hting started again in

February. Janina, Adrianople, Scut^ fell in rapid succession.

The Powers stepped in again, the armistice was renewed, the

London conference was reopened, and at the end of May, 1913,

the treaty of London was signed.

Much as after Japan's triumphant victory over China, the

Powers which had merely leaked on and wait ten notes arranged

matters according to their own ideas, to the unmitigated dissatis-

faction of every one of the states which had shared the triumphs

of the war. But the most—^and^ most^ justly—(Jissatisfied was
Bulgaria, which had been allotted the hardest task, achieved

the most striking victories and got next to nothing for her

pains. In an evil hour Bulgaria resolved to remedy th« injustice

by a sudden attack (June 29) on Serbia, to which had been

allotted portions of Macedonia that she regarded ^as rightfully

her own. The Serbs defeated the Bulgars, the Greeks came in

to the support of the Serbs, Rumania joined in on her own
account, and the last state of Bulgaria was worse than the

first. In Augu‘^t she w^as compelled to accept the treaty

Bukarest, •whereby she lost territory to Rumania, to Serbia, to

Greece and hnalfy to Turkey. Before, if she had not the spoils

she had at least the honours. Her tragic blunder had lost her

the*lioaours, and siibjected her to actual spoliation; but it had
done more. It had shattered the new accord among the Balkan

states, and brought back the old atmosphere of brooding and
vindictive suspicion.

The Central Powxrs w'ould have profited by Bulgaria's victory

over the other members of the now shatt(^ed league, of which,

on the other hand, the consolidation would have been pai*ticu-

larly inconvenient for Austria. As matters stood, the state

which gained most by the war w^as- the one whose depression

she most desired—Serbia. But Serbia had failed to gain access

to either the Adriatic or the Aegean sea; her want of a seaboard

made it the easier to bring a strangling economic pressure to bear

on her, and she had been deprived of Monastir, which she had
captured, and on the acquisition of which she and Greece and
Bulgaria were all set. Monastir would be a bone of contention

calculated to keep alive the mutual jealousies and suspicions of
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the Balkan states, which was all to Austria’s advantage, since

it had been her purpose to open for herself the way to the

Aegean, which would be blocked to her as long as they remained
even superficially unit^v. And while Bulgaria, and possibly

Greece, might be wpn oWr, Serbia was at once the main obstacle

to the Austrian expansion, and the external focus of Slavonic

sentiment which was the most disintegrating influence within
the heterogeneous Austrian empire.

The motives which actuate governments and those which
actuate* their peoples at momentsorof crisis are not necessarily*

the same, though the peoples may be unconscious of the
difference—the more in those countries where the governments*!
do not derive»their autfciority^directly from the people. It is not
difficult to believe in the conviction of the Geniian people that
the entente between Great Britain and France was a grand con-
spiracy, <toom of apolitical vindictiveness and begotten of com-
mercial jealousy^ for the overthrow of Germany ; that the
organizatioit;Of the nation for war was only the necessary prepara-
tion for self-defence, and that when the Central Powers flung
down the challenge it was because no other course was open to
them. But it is not possible to credit the German government
yith the same belief, or to doubt that it chose its o^vn moment
under the impression that it would have only IJrance'and Russia
to fight and would be able to wipe France off the board befhre
Russia could come into action effectively. The kaiser and his

entourage were aiming at a world domination ; Algeciras, Bosnia,
and Agadir were all moves intended to test the strength of the
opposing combination, and the mastery* of the Near E^st was
regarded as the key to the situation.

In the affairs of Algeciras and Agadir the British attitude had
been disturbing; Britain, without acknowledging the existence of
any formal alliance, had manifested a determination to stand by
France if she were made the definite object of aggression,
Britain had indeed professed her own warm desire for such a
mutual understanding with Gennany as she had already reached
with France and Russia, her readiness to do her best to facilitate

a similar understanding between the two empires and the other
Entente Powers, and even to pledge herself to neutrality should
the latter take aggressive action a^inst the Central Powers;
but she had firmly declined to pledge herself to neutrality should
the Central Powers be the aggressors.
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But in 1914 a change had appat’entiy befallen. England was
paralysed. The Irishi question had reached such a pitch of

intensity that Ulster was proclaiming her right to resist in

arms her subordination to an Irish national parliament and
executive, half England was declaring^rhat Ulster was in the
right, and oHicers of high standing in the army were openly
asserting that they would refuse to act against Ulster. Civil

war was in the air. A Liberal government was in office, and it

was the established belief of European chancelleries that Liberal

governments were peace-at-%ny-price governments. All the

circumstances being taken into consideration, the risk oi

England being drawn into a European war was small, and if

she did come in, her army was small an^ apparently mutinous,
her fleet, according to her own vociferous publicists, was in-

efficient, either Nationalist Ireland or Ulster would seize the
opportunity to revolt. • •

The hour, then, had come for striking. The Bismarck tradi-

tion required that an occasion should be manufactured, and
that the occasion should have at least the appearance of being
an unwarrantable aggression by the party that was in fact being
attacked.. The occasion rose in June, 1914. On the 28th of tliat

month the archduke Francis Ferdinand, the prince who was
generally l^ieved to be Slavophil, was assassinated in the
streets of the Bosnian city of Serajevo. The assassins were
Austrian subjects—but they were Serbs. The murder, then,

must-be a Serbian plot fostered by the Serbian government. It

was indeed not difficult to suggest an entirely different origin

for the crime, since it could in no conceivable manner fmther
Serbian or Slavonic interests; but the Austrian government had
no doubts about the matter. Even at the best, the intolerablo

.Slavonic propaganda emanating from Serlj^ must be at the
bottom of the outrage, and events moved fast*
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CHAPTER 2

The Fateful Thirteen Days

AS already stated, the archduke Francis Ferdinand and his

morganatic wife, the duchess of Hohenberg, were mur-
dered at Serajevo on June 28, but it was almost a month

be^pre the attention of Europe was turned to this crime. The
crisis which it provoted rehJly began on July 23 when the

Austrian government, ha\dng learned that it could count upon
support from Berlin, sent a peremptory note to Serbia. This

len^hy dbeumenfcontained a number of requests intended partly

aa reparations for the crime at Serajevo and partly as safe-

guards agaii>st further outrages. The 23rd was a Thursday, and
a reply was requested within 48 hoinrs, i.e. before Saturday, the

23th, was out.

The Serbian ministers took counsel with Russia, and, having

4one so, returned their answer. It was thoroughly conciliatory.

All the Austrian demands save two were coi;icededV and with

sound reason the Serbian government asserted that to accept

these two would be to infringe the sovereignty of the country
and to violate its constitution. The two clauses to which excep-

tion was taken were the one in which, Serbia was asked 'To

accept the collaboration in Serbia of representatives of the

Austro-Hungarian government in the repression of the subver-'

sive movement directed against the territorial integrity of the

monarchy,"' and therother in which Austria-Hungary demanded
that delegates from that country should take part in the judicial

proceedings against the accessories to the plot at Serajevo. On
these two points Serbia suggested reference to the international

court at The Hague. Short of abject submission, the Serbian

government could hardly have gone further, but her enemies

were in no mood for discussion or delay. At ten o'clock on the

evening of Saturday, the 25th, the Austrian minister in Bel-

grade, having stated that the Serbian reply was unacceptable,

asked for his passports and left the city. The formal declaration

'

of war followed in three days.
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The British government. wWch had been carefully watching
the march of events* was foreinost in seeking to keep the
peace, or at least to localise the dispute. Sir Edward Grey, then
foreign minister, proposed to Germany, France and Italy that a
conference should be held, but Germany refused on the ground
that Russia and Austria were intending to negotiate. Thus two
precious days, the 26th and 27th, passed. On the 29th Austrian
troops began to bombard Belgrade, and on the 30th the position

was definitely worse. Russia and’ Belgium started to mobilize
their armies; Britain and Germany took steps to have their

fleets in readiness for action. Negotiations went on during the
day, but the results were negative. Britain refused to consyiei*

the informal German proposal th^t she^ should remain neutral
on condition that, a successful war being assumed, Germany
made no conquests in Europe at the expense of France, and
undertook to respect Belgian integrity if she dfd not side against
Germany. Equally Britain refused to gjve the French
ambassador in London a definite understanding •to fight for

France and Russia.

The position on the morning of July 31 was summarised in a
tclegrara* -sent by Sir Edward Grey to Sir Edward Goschen, the
British ambassador in Berlin. This diplomatic extract, lU^e

several otHTers thgt are mentioned in this chapter, is taken from
the official white paper.

J hope that the conventions which are now proceeding
between Austria and Russia may lead to a satisfactory result.
The stumbling blocl^ hitherto has been Austrian mistrust of
Servian assurances, and Russian mistrust of Austrian inten
tions with regard to the ind^endence and integrity of Servia
It has occurred to me that, m the event of this mistrust pre^
venting a solution being found by Vienna and St. Petersburg.
Germany might sound Vienna, and I wouM undertake to sound
St. Petersburg, whether it would be possible for the four dis-
interested Powers to offer to Austria that they would under-
take to see that she obtained full satisfaction of her demands
on Servia, provided that they did not impair Servian
sovereignty and the integrity of Servian territory. As your
Excellency is aware, Austria has already de^iared her willing-
ness to respect them. Russia might be informed by the four
Powers that they would undertake to prevent Austrian
demands goinu the length of impairing Servian sovereignty and
integrity. All Powers would, of course, suspend turner mili-
tary operations or preparations. You may sound the secretarv^
of state about this proposal.
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I said to German ambasssador this morning that if Germany
could get a reasonable proposal put forward which made it

clear mat Germany and Austria were striving to preserve
European peace, and that ’^Russia and France would be un-
reasonable if they rejected it, I would support it at St. Peters-

burg and Paris, and go the length of saying that if Russia
and France would not accept it. His Majesty's Government
would have nothing more to do with the consequences; but,

otherwise, I told German ambassador that if France became
involved we should be drawn in. You can add this when
sounding chancellor or secretary qf state as to proposal above.

Sir E. Goschen's reply received early on the following day
(Aijgust i) wds as follows

C'

I spent ah hour vfith secretary of state urging him most
earnestly to accept your proposal and make another effort to
prevent terrible catastrophe of a European war. He expressed
himselfr very sympathetically towards your proposal, and
appreciated your continued Snorts to maintain peace, but said

it was impossible for the Imperial Government to consider any
proposaT tftitil they had received an answer from Russia to

their communication of to-day; this communication, which he
admitted had the form of an ultimatum, being that, unless
Russia could inform the Imperial Government within twelve
hours that she would immediately countermand her mobiliza-

*'tion against Germany and Austria, Germany wouldibe obliged
on her side to mobilize at once. ^

I asked his Excellency why they had made their demand
even more difficult for Russia to accept by asking theqi to

demobilize in south as well. He replied that it was in order to
prevent Russia from saying all her mobilization was only
directed against Austria. His Excellenc^Tsaid that if the answer
from Russia was satisfactory he thought personally that your
proposal merited favourable consideration, and in any case he
would lay it before the emperor and chancellor, but he repeated
that it was no use^discussing it until the Russian Government
had sent in their answer to the German demand. He again
assured ihe that both the emperor William, at the request of

the emperor of Russia, and the German foreign office had even
up till last night been urging Austria to show willingness to
continue discussions—^and telegraphic and telephonic com-
munications from Vienna had been of a promising nature—but
Russia's mobilization had*spoilt everything.

Sir ,E. Goschen's reply contains a reference to the most
momentous happening of the 31st, the first of the five days of

excitement and anxiety more intense than anything that living

generatiqns had experienced—^the German ultimatum to Russia.
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Scat o2 during the dt^ this demanded that Kussia should at

once demobilize her forces, and gave her only twelve hours in

which to reply.

Almost at the same hour, fully aware of the Franco-Russian
alliance, Germany turned to the other partner. France was
asked by the German ambassador in Paris what would be
her attitude in the event of war between Germany and Russia.

The answer was that 'Trance would act as her own interests

required.” Only one interpretation could be placed upon this

reply which followed a messaUfee sent by the president to Russia

stating that France woxild fulfil her obligations under the

alliance.”
^

•

Meanwhile troops were being moved, •and the •neutrality of

Belgium was clearly in danger. Britain was not pledged, as man\
believed, to go to war in defence of Belgium's neutrality, but

the matter concerned her both for sentimental and for practical

reasons. Before tlie day was out, therefore, ^ir E. Grey sent

notes, identical in form, to the German and French govern-

ments asking lhat the neutrality of the little kingdom should

be respected. He also acquainted Sir F. Villiers, the British

ambassador in Brussels, with’what he had done. The two docu-

ments werc^word^d as follows : •

• I still trust tlfht the situation is not irretrievable, but in view
of prospect of mobilization in Germany it becomes essential to

Majesty's Government, in view of the existing treaties, to

ask whether Frencii (German) Government are prepared to
engage to respect neutrality of Belgium so long as no othei

Power violates it. A similar reguest is being addressed to

German (French) Govornmont. It is important to have an early

answer.

In view of existing treaties, you shoulcf inform minister for

foreign affairs that, in consideration of the possibility of a
European war, I have asked French and German Gk)vernments
whether each is prepared to respect the neutrality of Belgium
provided it is violated by no other Power. You should eay
that 1 assume that the Bel^n Government will maintain to

the utmost of their power th6ir neutrality, which I desire and
expect other Powers to uphold and observe. You should in-

form the Belgian Government that an early reply is desired.

France gave a ready and affirmative reply. The nature of the

German answer will be seen from the following telegram sent by
Sir E. Goschen to Sir E. Grey.
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Neutrality of Belgium, refeiared to in your telegram oi 31st

July to^ir F. Bertie. I have seen secretary of state, who in-

forms me that he must consult the emperor and the chancellor
before he could possibly answer. I gathered from what he
said ^at he thought any reply they might give could not but
disclose a certain amount of their plan of campaign in the
event of war ensuing, and he was therefore very doubtful
whether they would return any answer at all. His Excellency,
nevertheless, took note of your request. It appears from what
he said that German Government consider that certain hostile

acts have already been committed foy Belgium. As an instance
of this, he alleged that a consignment of corn for Germany had
be^n placed under an embargo already. I hope to see his

Excellency again to-morrow* to discuss the matter further, but
the prospect of obtainifig a d^^finite answer seems to me remote.
In speaking to me to-day the chancellor made it clear that
Germany would in any case desire to know the reply returned
to you by the Ffench Government.

The matter was. also discussed between Sir E. Grey and the

German ’^amtfassador in London, Prince Lichnowsky, and the

nature of this conversation will be seen from Sir E. Grey's

telegram of August i to Sir E. Goschen.

I told the German ambassador to-day that the reply of the
'German Government with regard to the neutrality qf Belgium
was a matter of very great regret, because the neutrality 9f
Belgium affected feeling in this country. If Germany could see
her way to give the same assurance as that ^which had Ijpen

gaven by France it would materially contribute to relieve

anxiety and tension here. On the other hand, if there were a
violation of the neutrality of Belgium b^ one combatant while
the other respected it, it would be extremely difficult to
restrain public feeling in this coun^, I said that we had been
discussing the question at a Cabinet meeting, and as I was
authorised to tell liim this I gave him a memorandum of it.

He asked me whether, if Germany gave a promise not to
violate Belgian neutrality, we would engage to remain neutral.
I replied that I could not say that; our hands were still free,

and we were considering what our attitude should be. All I

could say was that our attitude wovip^d be determined largely
by pubhe opinion here, and that the neutrality of Belgium
would appeal very strongly to public opinion here. I did not
think that we could give a promise of neutrality on that con-

. ditioti alone.

The ambassador pressed me as to whether I could not formu-
late conditions on which we would rei|iain neutral. He even
suggested that the integrity of France and her colonies might
be guaranteed. I said that I "felt obliged to refuse definitely
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anv promise to ren^in neutral on similar terms, and I could
oiuy say that we must keep our hands free.

A day later, on August 2, came Sir E. Goschen^s reply

:

I have communicated the substance of the above telegram
to the secretary of state, and spent a long time arguiM with
him ihat the oiief dispute was between Austria and Russia,
and that Gennany was only drawn in as Austria's ally. If,

therefore, Austria and Russia were, as was evident, ready to
discuss matters and Germany did not desire war on her own
account, it seemed to me only logical that Germany should
hold her hand and contintie to work for a peaceful settlement.
Secretary of state said that Austria's readiness to discuss was
the result of German influence at Vienna, and, had not Ri^ia
mobilized against Germany, all^woul^ have been well. But
Russia, by abstaining from answering Germany's demand that
she should demobilize, had caused Germany to mobilize also.

Russia had said that her mobilization did not: necessarily imply
war, and that she could perfectly well remain mofiilized for

months without making war. This was not the case with
Germany. She had the speed and Russia nad the lumbers,
and the safety of the German Empire forbade that Germany
should allow Russia time to bringup masses of troops from all

parts of her wide dominions. The situation now was that,

though the Imperial Government had allowed her several hours
beyond the specified time, Russia had sent no answer.
(Tcrmanj^ had yierefore ordered mobilization, and the German
•representative at St. Petersbu^ had been instructed within
a certain time to inform the Russian Government that the
Iftiperial Governnipnt must regard their refusal to answer as
creating a state of war.

In his telegram Sir R, Goschen reported the German case with

regard to Russia^i whose hasty mobUizatiou, so Germany's
leaders believed, was a main cause of the trouble. Her refusal

to demobilize had aggravated it, and before tl^© telegram reached

London, perhaps before it was dispatched, tSermany had carried

out her threat, and about five o'clock on Saturday, August i, had
declared war on an empire with which she had been at peace for

almost exactly 100 years.

On the same evening France and Germany issued orders for a

general mobilization, and so efided a week of alternate hopes and
fears. Sunday, August 2, with Germany and Russia at war and
France and Germany hurrying soldiers to the firontiers, was an
eventful day all over Europe, not least so in London. Ministers,

who were in consultation almost continuously, decided to mobiUze
the fleet an^ call out the naval reserves, while Sir John JelUcoc,
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-Avith sealed orders, 'was sent to take cojpniaiid in place of Sir

George Callaghan; During the morning Sir Edward Grey saw
the French ambassador and gave him the following undertaking

:

1 am authorised to give the assurance that if the German
fleet comes into the Channel or through the North Sea to under-
take hostile operations against the 'French coast or shipping
the British fleet will give all the protection in its power.

Immediately afterwards Mr. Churchill and the French naval

attache in London prepared a plam for the mutual cooperation

of the two navies.

The eflect of these anxious hours on the mind is well described

by Sir Edw^ard Grey in his boQk, Twenty-Five Years.”

The strain for ever^ meml^er of the Cabinet must have been
intense. In addition to Cabinets, I had the strain of holding
conversations of great mdment with ambassadors, of dictating
after each the Nummary of it that appeared eventually as a
telegram or dispatch to the British ambassador at Bexlin or
Paris^or elsewhere. Some telegrams were not dictated, but
were written with my own hand. Communications vitally

important at this moment were daily being received through
foreign ambassadors in London, verbally, or through British

ambassadors abroad by telegram. These, however critical, had
^ to be considered and. dealt with promptly, for every hour
mattered. ''

Equally exciting was the day in Paiis, where ministers had jilst

informed Russia that France was prepared to fulfil her obligations

under the alliance. During the night or ^arly in the morning
German soldiers entered French territory and French airmen flew

over German' and Belgian soil, at least so it was asserted. A
French corporal was killed by a German, and there were other

incidents. The German chancellor, Bethmann-Hollweg, made
the most of these haj^penings, and describing them as the most
serious violation of neutrality imaginable,” he prepared, between
one and two p.m., a declaration of v/ar which was delivered ia

Paris at six p.m., and was couched in the following terms

:

The German administrative and military authorities have
established a number of flagrantly hostile acts committed on
German territory by French military aviators. Several of these
have openly violated the neutrality of Belgium by flying over
the territory of that country. One has attempted to destroy
buildings near Wesel ; others have been seen in the district

of the Eifel, one has thrown bombs on the railway near
Karlsruhe and Nurnberg. I am instructed, and I have tlie

honour to inform your Excellency that, in the presence of these
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acts of aggression, ^Ihe German empire considers itself in a slate

of war with France in consequence of the acts of this latter

Power.

On this Sunday, in preparation for what was now regarded in

Germany as inevitable, German troops entered the grand duchy
of Luxemburg. Belgium was treated with slightly more cere-

mony. This look the form of a request for permission to march
troops through that country, adding that dire consequences

would follow a refusal. Twelve hours were given for the reply,

which c«ame with promptitude in the form of an emphatic nega-

tive. Thereupon German troops, in pursuance of the plan of

campaign, entered Belgian terjitory, while the king of the

Belgians made a dignified appeal to Gfbat Britafn for diplomatic

intervention. The facts are set out in the following dispatch

(dated August 4) from Sir E. Grey to Sir E.^ Goschen

:

The King of the Belgians hAs made an appeal to His Majesty
the King for diplomatic intervention on behalf of Belgium in

the following terms: “Remembering the numerous proofs of

your Majesty's friendship and that of your predecessor, and
the friendly attitude of England in 1870 and the proof of

friendship you have just given us agaiji, I make a supreme
appeal to the diplomatic intervention of your Majesty’s
Government to safeguard the integrity of Belgium." •

His Majeifty’s Government are also infonntM that the
German Government have delivered to the Belgian Govern-
^ment a note proposing friendly neutrality entailing free passage
through Belgians territory, and promising to maintain the in-

dependence and integrity of the Kingdom and its possessions
at the conclusion *of peace, threatening in case of refusal to
treat Belgium as an enemy. An answer was requested within
twelve hours. We also understand that Belgium has categoric-

ally refused this as a flagrant violation of the law of nations.

His Majesty’s Goveniinent arc bound to protest against this

violation of a treaty to which Germany is a party in common
with themselves, and must request an avSsurance that the
<lemand made upon Bc^lgiuin will not be ])rocceded with and
that her neutrality will be respected by Germany. You should
ask for an iniinediate reply.

On the same day, Tuesday, August 4, Great Britain took the

decisive step. Following diplomatic usage her final communication

to Germany was in the form of a note to her ambassador in Berlin,

who w^as instructed to convey its purport to the German
chancellor. Its gravity was evidenced from the statement

therein that if a satisfactory reply was not received witjiin a
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stated time the ambassador must ask for his passports. Xiie

hour mentioned for the reply was 12 o'cloclc at night, but owing

to the difference in time this was equivalent to 11 o'clock in

Loudon., When that hour struck neither the satisfactory reply

nor indeed any reply had been received, and consequently Great

Britain and Germany w'cre at war.

The exact text of the ultimatum, for so it may be called, was

:

We hear that Germany has addressed note to Belgian
minister for, foreign affairs stating that German Government
will be compelled to carry out, if fteccssary by force of anns,
the measures considered indispensable. We are also informed
that Belgian territory has been violated at Gemmenich.

Pn these circumstances, and in view of the fact that Germany
declined to ^ve the &me assurance respecting Belgium as

France gave last week in reply to our request made simuh
taneously at Berlin and Paris, we must repeat that request, and
ask that satisfactory reply to it and to my telegram of this

morning be received here by twelve o'clock to-night. If not,

you are instructeti to ask for your passports, and to say that
His Majesty's Government feel bound to take all steps in theii'

power to uphold the neutrality of Belgium and the observance
of a treaty to which Germany is as much a part^^ as ourselves.

On that memorable summer evening it was only known that

Sir«E. Goschen had delivered his fateful message. A i^tle later

the British public were informed of the way in* which he hact

discharged his momentous task and the incidents connected

therewith. The ambassador's dispatch to Sir Edward Gn^y
giving an account of the interviews with the 'chancellor and his

subordinates and liis departure from Berlin, although long, is

well worthy of reproduction; indeed it could hardly be omitted

from any reliable history of the Great War, Furthermore it sets

forth the German case for violating the neutrality of Belgium.

In accordance with the instructions contained in your tele-

gram of the 4th inst. I called upon the secretaiy of state that
afternoon and enquired, in the name of His Majesty's Govern-
ment, wheth?r the Imperial Government would refrain from
violating Belgian neutrality. Herr von Jagow at once replied

that he was very sorry to say that his answer must be as,

in consequence of the German troops having crossed the
frontier that morning, Belgian neutrality had alrea4y been
vdolated.
Herr von Jagow again went into the reasons why t}ie

Imperial Governments had been obliged to take this step,
namely, that they had to advance into France by the quickest
and easiest, way, sp as to be able to get well ahead with their
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operations and endeavour to strike some decisive blow as early
as possible. It was*a matter of life and death for them, as if

they had gone by the more southern route they could not have
hoped, in view of the paucity of roads and the strength of the
fortresses, to have got through without formidable opposition
t)ntailing great loss of time. This loss of time would have
meant lime gained by the Russians for bringing up their troops
to the German frontier. Rapidity of action was the great
German asset, while that of Russia was an inexhaustible
supply of troops. I pointed out to Herr von Jagow that this

fait accompli of the violation of the Belgian frontier rendered,
as he would readily understand, the situation exceedingly
grave, and I asked him whether there was not still time to
draw back and avoid possible consecpiences which both he^nd
I would deplore. He replied thal:, for^the reasons he had given
me, it w^as now impossible for them to draw back.
During the afternoon I received your further telegram of

the same date and, in compliance with the instructions therein
contained, I again proceeded Ho the Imperial Foreign Oihco
and informed the secretary of state that tyilcss the Imperial
Government could give the assurance by twelve o’clock that
night that they would proceed no further with their violation

of the Belgian frontier and stop their advance, I had been
instructed to demand my peissports and inform the Imperial
Govenunent that His Majesty’s Govenmient would have to
talvc ay steps in their power to uphold the neutrality «of

Belgium and l^e observance of a treaty to which Germany was.
as much a party as themselves.

^
Herr von Jagow replied that to his great regret he could

give no other ans*^ver than that which he had given me earlier

in the day, namely that the safety of the Empire rendered
it absolutely necessary that the Imperial troops should advance
through Belgium. I gave his Excellency a written summary
of your telegram and, pointing out that you had mentioned
twelve o’clock as the time when His Majesty’s Government
would expect an answer, asked him whether, in view of the
terrible consequences which would necessarily ensue, it were
not possible even at the last moment that their answer should
be reconsidered. He replied that if the time given wore even
twenty-four hours or more, his answer must be the same. J
said that in that case I should have to demand my passports.
This interview took place at about seven o'clock. In a short
conversation which ensued Her;: von Jagow expressed his

poignant regret at the crumbling of his entire policy and tliat of

the chancellor, which had been to make friends with Great
Britain, and then, through Great Britain, to get closer to
France. I said that this sudden end to my work in Berlin
was to me also a matter of deep re.gret and disappointment,
but that he must understand that under the circumstances
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and ill view of our engagements » His Majesty’s Governnieiit
could not possibly have acted otherwise than they had done.

I then said that I should like to go and see the chancellor,
as it might be, perhaps, the last time I should have an oppor
tunity of seeing hint. He begged me to do so. I found the
chancellor very agitated. His Excellency at once began a
harangue, which lasted for about twenty minutes. He said
that tlie step taken by His Majesty's Government was terrible^

to a degree; just for a word—“neutrality,” a word which in

war time had so often been disregarded—^just for a scrap oi

paper Great Britain was going to majee war on a kindred nation
Who desired nothing better than to be friends with her. AIJ

his efforts in that direction had been rendered useless by this

lask terrible step, and the policy to which, as I knew, he had
devoted himsolt since hie acceWon to office had tumbled down
like a house of cards. What we had done was unthinkable;
it was like striking a man from behind while he was fighting
for his Iffe against two assailants. He held Great Britain
responsible for all the terrible events that might happen.

I protested strongly against that statement, and said that, in

the same way as he and Herr von Jagow wished me to imclei -

stand that for strategical reasons it was a matter of life and
death to Germany to advance through Belgium and violat<‘

the latter's neuti^ity, so I would wish him to understand
that it was, so to speak, a matter of “life and death” for the*

hft>nour of Great Britain that she should keep her soLeinn en
gagenient to do her utmost to defend Belgium's neutrality ii^

attacked. That solemn compact simply had to be kept, or

what confidence could anyone have in engagements given b\
Great Britain in the future.^ The ChanceUor said: “But St

what price will that compact have been kept. Has the British
Government thought of that?” I hinted ‘to his Excellency as
plainly as I could that fear of consequences could hardly be
regarded as an excuse for breaking solemn engagements, but
his Excellency was so excited, so evidently overcome by thi*

news of our action, apd so little disposed to hear reason that I

refrained from adding fuel to the flame by further argument.
As I was leaving he said that the blow of Great Britain joiu-

iiig Germany's enemies was all the greater, that almost up U»
the last moment he and his Government had been working with
us and supporting our efforts to maintain peace between Austria
and Russia. I said that this was part of the tragedy which saw
the two nations fall apart just at the moment when relations
between them had been more friendly and cordial than they
had been for years; Unfortunately, notwithstanding oiit

efforts to maintain peace between Russia and Austria, the war
had kpread and had brought us face to face with a situation
which, if ’wetieid to our engagements, we could not possibly
avoid, and which unfortunately entailed our separation frojn
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onr late fellow-workers. He would readily iiiiderstand that no
one regretted this more than I.

After this somewhat painful interview I returned to the
embassy and drew up a telegraphic repoii: of what had passed.
This telegram was handed in at the Central Telegraph Office a
little before 9 p.m. It was accepted by that office but
apparently never dispatched.
At about 9.30 p.m. Herr von Zimmermann, the under-

secretary of state, came to see me. After expressing his deep
regret that the very friendly official and personal relations
between us were about to cease, he asked me casually whether
a demand for passports was equivalent to a declaration of w^ar.

I said that such an authority on international Jaw as he was
known to be must know as well or better than I wha^ v/as
usual in such cases, i added* tlmt^ there w gre many cases
where diplomatic relations had been broken off, and, neverthe-
less, w^ar had not ensued; but that in this case he would have
seen from my instructions, of which I had given Herr von
Jagow a written summary, ti^at His Majesty's OTovernment
expected an answer to a definite question by tw’elve o'clock
that night and that in default of a salisfcictory answer they
would be forced to take such steps as their engagements
required. Herr Zimmermann said that that was, in fact, a
declaration of war, as the Imperial Government could not
possibly give the assurance required either that night or any
oiher night. ^

In tftc mecyitime, after Herr Zimmermann left me, a flying
sheet issued by the Beyliner Tagcblatt was circulated stating
that Great Britain had declared war against Germany. The
Immediate result of this news was the assemblage of an ex-
ceedingly excitecl and unruly mob before His Majesty’s
hZmbassy. The simill force of police which had been sent to
guard the Embassy was soon overpowered, and the attitude
of the mob became more threatening. We took no notice of
Ibis demonstration as long as it was confined to noise, but when
the crash of glass and the landing of cobblestones into the
drawing-room, where we were all siltiifjg, warned us that the
situation was getting unpleasant, I telephoned to the Foreign
<])ffice an account of what w^as happening. Herr von Jagow at
once informed the chief of police, and an adequate force of
mounted police, sent with great promptness, very soon cleared
the street. From that moment on we were well guarded, and
no more direct unpleasantness occurred.

After order had been restored ‘Herr von Jagow came to see
me and expressed his most heartfelt regrets at what had
occurred. He said that the behaviour of his countrymen had
made him feel more ashamed than he had words to express.
It was an indelible stain cn the reputation of Berlin. He said
that the flying sheet circulated in the streets had not been
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auihonsed by tbe Government ; in fact, the chancellor had
asked liim by telephone whether he thought that such a state-
ment should be issued, and he had replied: “Certainly not
until the morning.’ It was in consequence of his decision to
that effect that only a small fc»rce of police had been sent to
,the neighbourhood of the Embass3^ as he had thought that the
presence of a large force would inevitably attract attention and
perhaps lead to disturbances. It was the “pestilential
Tageblatt;“ which had somehow got hold of the news, that
had upset his calculations. He had heard rumours that the
mob had been excited to violence by gestures made and
missiles thrown from the Embassy^ but he felt sure that that
was not true (I was able soon to assure him that the report
hafl no foundation whatever), and even if it w^as, it was no
excuse for thf disgraceful scenes w^hich had taken place. H(
feared that I would take home wdth me a sorry impression of
Berlin manners in moments of excitement. In fact, no apology
could have been moi'e full and complete.
On thd following morning, tj>e 5th August, the emperor sent

one of his Majesty’s aides-de-camp to me with the following
message: “The emperor has charged me to express to your
Excellency Iiis regret for tiie occurrences of last night, but to
tell you at the same time that you will gather from those
occurrences an idea of the feelings of his people respecting the
action of Great Britain, in joining with other nations against
her old allies of Waterloo. His Majesty also begs that you wiW
tell the king that he has been proud of the titles British
Field Marshal and British Admiral, but that in consequence ot
what has occurred he must now at once divest himself of thosr
titles.” I would add that the alx)ve message lost none of rits

acerbity by the manner of its delivery.
'

On the other hand, I should like to st^-te that I received all

tlirough this trying time nothing but courtesy at the hands oi
Herr von Jagow and the officials of the Imperial Foreign
Office. At II o'clock on the same morning Count Wede!
handed me my passports which I had earlier in the day
demanded in writing^and told me that he had been instructeci
to confer wdth me as to the route which I should follow' for lu v
return to England. He said that he had understood that f

E
referred the route via the Hook of Holland to that via Copen
agen; they had therefore arranged that I should go by the

former route, only I should have to wait till the following
morning. I agreed to this, and he said that I might be quite
assured that there w'ould be no repetition of the disgraceful
scenes of the preceding night as full precautions would bt*

taken. He added that they were doing all in their power
have a restaurant car attached to the train, but it was rathe?
a difficult matter. He also brought me a charming letter from
Herr von Jagow couched in the most friendly terms. The dav
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was passed in packing up such articles as time allowed.
The night passed quietly without incident. In the morning

a strong force of police was posted alojig the usual route to
the Lehrter Station, while the Embassy was smuggled away in
taxi-cabs to the station by side streets. We there suffered
no moleshition wliatever, and avoided the treatment meted
out by the crowd to my Russian and French colleagues. Count
Wedel met us at the station to say good-bye on behalf of Herr
von Jagpw and to see that all the arrangements ordered for our
comfort had been properly carried out. A retired colonel of the
gmards accompanied the train to the Dutch frontier and was
exceedingly kind in his Efforts to prevent the great crowds
which thronged the platforms at every station where we
stopped from insulting us; but beyond the yelling of patriotic

songs and a few jeers and insulting gestures^ we had r* ally

nothing to complain of during our tedious journey to the Dutch
frontier.

If the participation of Great Britain in the Great War can be

atti'ibuted to a single cause, that cause was the violation by
Germany of Belgian neutrality. In his War Memoirs, published

in The Daily Telegraph in 1933, Mr. Lloyd George asserts that

in this matter the British people were united, and that a more
resolute attitude on the part of $ir Edward Grey might have
averted, or at least localised, the struggle. He thinks that if, in

July, SirJEdward had made it quite clear to Germany that Gitat

Britain would it^gard any violation of Belgium's neutrality as a

casus belli, the kaiser and his advisers would have paused to con-

sider the consequences of the policy they were carrying out.

To pursue this surmise would be nnprolitable, but it will be

far from unprofitable "to examine the nature of the British guar-

antee to Belgium. On April 19, 1839, a treaty was signed in

London between Belgium and five Powers: Great Britain,

Franco, Prussia, Russia, and Austria. A similar treaty was signed

by tlie same five Powers and the Netherlifnds. In article one of

the treaties the live Powers guaranteed the neutrality of Belgium.
The guarantee was a collective one, and from time to time the

question of Great Britain’s individual liability under it was con-

sidered. In 1870, for instance, during the Franco-Prussian War,
when the neutrality was in jeopardy, the law officers of the crown
were asked for an opinion. After exanlining the facts they replied

in the following words

:

Whether, in the event of none of the guaranteeing Powers
choosing to cooperate with us, Belgium could reasonably
expect Great Britain to undertake single-handed a war against
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great conimeiital Powers is a question into which other
elements enter than the strict construction of the treaty and
on which we shall not presume to give an opinion.

During the progress of this war Great Britain signed a treat>

guaranteeing the neutrality of Belgium, but this was only for

a limited period, and when it expired the position became the

‘'as you were*' one of 1839,

The events of the period between the Franco-Prussian and
the Great Wars did not make the position of Great Britain anv
clearer. Had any of these happenings affected in any way the

liability incurred under the treaty of 1839? Was Great Britain,

or any other signator}? Power, obliged singly to take up arms
to avWt or avenge the vi^latio» of Belgium's neutrality? From
time to time these and other points were raised, and in 1908,

when the entente with France was in being. Sir Edward Gre}\

the secretary for foreign affairs, asked his advisers to give him
an opinion on the following questions:

How far %^ould* England’s liability under the treaty guaran-
teeing the neutrality of Belgium be affected if: i, Belgium
acquiesced in the violation of her neutrality ; 2, if the other
guaranteeing Powers, or son^e of them, acquiesced ?

The answer was that “ Great Britain was liable for the main-

tenance of Belgian neutx'ality whenever Belgium or of the

guaranteeing Powers are in need of, and demancl, assistance ii^

opposing its violation.”

Such was the view of the high officials of* the foreign office,

but it was not universally accepted. lathis book, “A Shoil

History of the Great War,” Professor A. F. Pollard states that

“the treaty of 1839 v/hich regulated the international situatiorrof

Belgium merely bound the five great signatory’- Powers not U»

violate Belgian neutri^ty without obliging them individually

or collectively to resist its violation.’* Other historians held tlK‘

same view, but it did not pass without challenge. With some
show of reason its opponents asked what a guarantee of this

kind was worth. If the Powers who signed the treaty of 1830

had intended nothing more than this it was hardly worth their

while to put their signatures to the document. Siu*ely the\'

understood tliat guaranteeing the neutrality of Belgium meant
using their utmost might to resist its violation, nothing more or

nothing less. The underlying assumption, howev^er, of this

opinion was that the Powers acted in concert, but iu 1914 they
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urre ranged into two hostile camps, and a diffo'ent set of cir-

rumstances had arisen. How did this affect the position of Great

Britain, Had the country in 1839 given a collective or an indivi-

dual guarantee to Belgium? The terms of the treaty mentioned
above seem to indicate that the guarantee was a collective one,

but the earl of Clarendon, who as foreign secretary examined the

question in 1867, expressed the opinion that it was an individual

one. But if the civil law has any bearing on the matter, his

point is of little moment. A collective guarantee does not cease

to be binding upon a parti<iular signatory because one or more of

the other signatories decline to meet their liability.

These varied opinions may be said to cancel each other out,

leaving the issue one of practice.! poetics, and as such it was
treated by Sir Edward Gi*ey in his memorable speech in the House
of Commons on the afternoon of Monday, August 3. He said

:

I ask the House from the point of view of British interests

to consider what may be at^stake. Jf France is beaten in a
struggle of life and death, beaten to her ksnees, loses her posi -

tion as a great Power, and becomes subordinate to the will

and power of one greater than herself—consequences which I

do not ajiticipate, ^causc I am sure that France has the power
to defend herself with all the energy and ability and patriotism
which she has shown so often—still, if that were to hapgen,
and if^Belgium fell under the same dominating influence, and
Ihen Holland, and then Denmark, then would not Mr. Glad-
stone's words come true, that just opposite to us tliere would
*be a “common interest against the unmeasured ag^andisement
of any Power? “•And that Power would be opposite to us. It

may be said, I suppose, that we might stand aside, husband our
strength, and, whatever happened in the course of this war,
at the end of it intervene, with effect, to put things right and
lo adjust them to our own point of view. If in a crisis

like this we run away from those obligations of honour and
interests as regards the Belgian treaty, 4 doubt whether, what-
i;vcr material force wo might have at the end, it would be of
very much value in face of the respect that we should have
lost.

And I do not believe, whether a great Power stands out-
side this war or not, it is going to Pc in a position at the end
of this war to exert its superior strength. For us, with a
powerful fleet, which we believe ^ble to protect qjir- commerce,
to protect our shores, and to protect our interests if vve
:ire engaged in war, we shall snnev but little more than we
shall suffer if we stand aside. We are going to suffer, I am
afraid, terribly in this war, whether we are in it or whether
we stand aside. Foreign trade is going lo i^top, not because
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the trade routes are closed, but because there is no other
trade at the other end. Continental nations engaged in war,
all their populations, all their energies, all their wealth, engaged
in a desperate struggle, cannot carry on the trade with us that
they are carrying cn in times of peace, whether we are parties

to the war or whether wc are not. I do not believe for a
moment that at the end of this war, even if we stood aside
and remained aside, we should be in a position, a material
position, to use our force decisively to undo what had hap-
pened in the course of the war, to prevent the whole of tlie

west of Europe opposite to us—if that had been the result of

the war—falling under the dominaf^iion of a single Power, and I

am quite sure that our moral position would be such as to

have lost us all respect.

Germany had also violated the neutrality of Luxemburg, which

was guaranteed by a treaty signed in 1867. On or about August i

the British liabilit}^ under this guarantee was examined at the

request ofvSir Edw^ard Grey, and the conclusions reached can be

stated in his ow n words

:

It was tljius made clear that what Luxemburg had w^as a
collective guarantee ; that no one of the signatory Powers had
an obligation to defend Luxemburg, unless all the signatory
Powders did so ; that no other Powder had an obligation to act
separately and without the others. This made our position
quite clear ; the violation of Luxemburg entailed no obliga-

tion upon us to take action.
^

Luxemburg was therefore in a different position in this respect

from Belgium, and this difference is explained in a speech made
in the House of Lords by the earl of Clarenddn on June 20, 1867.

With regard to the guarantee, I will, go somewhat further
than the noble earl at the head of the Government, and sa\
that if we had undertaken the same guarantee in the case of
Luxemburg as we did in the case of Belgium, we should, in my
opinion, have incurred an additional and very serious responsi-
bility. I look upon* our guarantee in the case of Belgium as
an individual guarantee, and have alw^ays so regarded it ; but
this is a collective guarantee. No one of the Powers, therefore,
can be called upon to take single action, even in the improbable
case of any difficult}’' arising.
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The Outbreak of War

B y a strange irony of fate the outbreak of the Great War
came at the moment when the thoughts of many British

people were concent^ted upon the pleasures associated

with summer weather. They had heard of the assassination of

ilie Austrian archduke Francis Ferdinand and the duchess of

I fohenberg at Serajevo with that degree of sympathy and horror
which is evoked by such a crime in a <5istant land. They had
read with a little uneasiness, but perhaps without fully realizing

its significance, of Austria's ultimatum to Serbia. Bi^t the last

j)iiblic holiday of the year was Approaching ; a fortnight or a
jaonth at the seaside for the more fortunate, *ix da^ there or in

the country for those whose means would nin to no more, were
T])e things that mattered. Storm clouds might be gathering over
Jfurope, but they had gathered before and had been dispersed.

At any rate, it seemed inconceivable that Britain should be
i)iVolved a dispute which, after all, was only one of those

ncrudescciiccs of trouble in the Balkans,” which in the past

hiid perhaps perturbed the Foreign Office, but had never con-

iicvfted the man in tl^e street.

Yet as the last week in July wore on it became evident that

inorc than a local war Vas possible, even probable.,. In addition

id. Austria and Serbia, France, Germany and Russia might be

involved. Still there appeared to be no reason why Great Britain

^,hould not maintain her neutrality without sacrificing her honour,

it still seemed inconceivable that some way of avoiding a con-

tinental war would not be found. No one could believe that the

resources of diplomacy had been exhausted. It would be foolish

t d cancel holiday plans because the chancelleries of Europe were
for the moment at loggerheads. So Britain went on with her

])lcasure making. Trains from London and other great centres

went off, north, south, east and west, carrying their usual crowds
cT passengers. The more optimistic started off gaily for tlie

continent. The momentous news in the papers damped no one's

spirits ; it rather added to the general exubenince, for it gave

everyone a topic of conversation.
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But by the middle of the last week of Jul}’ excitement began

to give place to anxiety. It became clear that even if Great

Britain were not actually drawn into the fighting, war on the

continent would have serious repercussions in this country. The
first signs of the gravity of the situation were seen in the money
markets. The stock exchanges of Europe began to face ruin.

Everyone wanted to sell, none to bu3^ Prices fell to what a

week before would have seemed impossible figures. Oii

Wednesday, Jul}' 29, on the London Stock Exchange, seven

firms, unable to meet their obligaticyjis, were hammered. Foreigti

houses, particularly German and Austrian, were pouring securities

on London, and selling them for whatever they would fetch. On
Friday, July 31, public^ confidence received a two fold shock.

The bank rate was raised from 4 per cent to 8 per cent, the

highest figure recorded since 1873. The second shock concerned

the stock exchange. At ten o'clock in the morning a notice was
posted on the door of the house to the effect that the com-
mittee, acting updn representations from leading members, had
decided upon closing until further notice. There followed within

a few hours a conference of the leading bankers with the govern-

ment, the result of which was oflicially intimated as follows

:

0 Interviews have taken place to-day between the prime
minister, the chancellor of the exchequer, anjl reprd'sentati\^es

of the Bank of England and the leading joint-stock banks fn

regard to the financial situation. It is understood to have
been decided that the situation is not at present such as'^to

justify any emergency action in regard to"' the supply of legal

tender currency, but in the event of, further developments
taking place necessitating government action, the treasury
will be prepared to take such action immediately.

On Saturda3% August i, the bank rate was raised to 10 per

cent. At the same Rme the banks began to guard their gold.

The Bank of England took steps to protect itself, and banks
generally met demands on them with bank notes in place of

sterling. These notes were exchangeable into gold at the Bank of

England on demand, and on FMday and Saturday that week
London witnessed the extraordinary spectacle of people waiting
outside the Bank of England to obtain gold for paper. The nation

was face to face with the possibility of the entire overthrow of its

credit system and of a general run upon its banks.

Panic is not a fair word to describe the effect of these events

on the v^st numbers who understood little of their technical
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beuving, but there was acute anxiety. Mcii and women dimly
uiiderstood that seculities would be for a time unsaleable, that

money w^ould be scarce, and that the prices of the necessities of

life might consequently rise. They had wider visions of a serious

fieclino in trade and a consequent lack of employment. For the

hrst time that week they ceased to ask : ‘‘What has Serbia to do
with us?"' They no longer shrugged their shovilders at the

hiention of war, but turned feverishly to the newspapers in the

jittempt to elicit from conflicting messages from foreign capitals

w hat the issue was to be.

It was fortunate that the first Monday in August is a Bank
Holiday. This pause gave tlie authorities lime to prepare to

meet the unprecedented situatidh. Mr. Llo^d George, the

chancellor of the exchequer, called the financial magnates into

conference on that memorable first Sunday August. He and
] .ord Rothschild sank their former enmity and with^ the heads

<jf the great banks laid common plans to meet the crisis. The
Bank Holiday was extended to August 7. A moratorium was
proclaimed on Monday, August 3, and was subsequently extended
lo November 4, with an extension for a month for bills that fell

due up to that date. To meet the shortage of gold, Treasury

)mtes for £i and 10 /- were put into circulation. Steps were tal^en

to prevefit people from withdrawing their deposits from banks
Through panic and for the purpose of hoarding.

, Nobody should be so foolish and indeed wicked as to add to

tJie difficulties of the financial and commercial situation by
selfishly drawing out unnecessary amounts of money in ground-
less apprehension tiiat it is advisable to hoard it during the

crisis. If a man's credit is good there is no advantage to be
gained by keeping more money in hand now than at any other
time.

This quotation is typical of the exhortations that appeared in

all the newspapers about this time.

Under these conditions quite a number of people in Britain

Avere faced with a real shortage of money. On the Saturday the

banks had paid cheques in notes instead of in gold, and then they

had closed for the longest bank holiday on record. Restaurants,

shops, even clubs refused to cash these notes, declaring that they

wore stocked up with them. The result w^as that many usually

iiffluent people could not find sufficient money to pay their

current expenses. This, however, was a very temporary trouble.

During the days of snspen.se people bad thought over the
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EXCITEMENT IN LONDON

situation. Almost every man decided in his own mind that it

would be not only a disloyal but an absurd thing to doubt the
nation's financial stability. He would leave his money in the
bank, mid go on as usual,

Sunday, August 2, was a day of intense excitement. Week-
day daily papers made an unusual Sabbath appearance, and in

such London centres as Charing Cross and Piccadilly Circus were
literally torn from the hands of shouting newsvendors. A meeting
held in Trafalgar Square on Sunday to protest against war,

resolved itself into another ifeeeting under the Admiralty Arch,

whore a resolution to support the authorities in all circumstances
was passed with acclamation. AnjJl later in the day, inspired in

the hour of national danger by a rea^zatioii of all that the
crown stood for, a crowd of several thousands marched to

Buckingham Palace singing the British and French national

anthems. Out on to the balcony came the King and Queen, to

be received with wildly enthusiastic cheers. •And yet another
symptom of the growing feeling was the letter of Bdnar Law, the

opposition leader, to the government, which, setting aside the

bitter political feuds that had separated the two parties, assured

the Liberal ministers of "our unhesitating support of the govern-

ment in measure they may consider necessary*^—to assist

IVance and Russfe at the pi*esent juncture.

The world was making holiday when on Monday, August 3,

mefnbers of parliament gathered at Westminster. With grave,

set face, Sir Edward Grey advanced to tlie table and in slow and
deliberate tones revieWfed the histoi^ of the past few years. He
showed how France liad become involved in the conflict because

of an obligation of honour under a definite alliance with Russia.

We were not partners to that alliance, of which we did not even

know the terms. Our friendship with France, however, arising

out of the Entente Cordiale, had engendered a feeling of security

in the republic. So he approached the first issue, which required

the approval of the House.

On behalf of the opposition Mr. Bonar Law renewed his written

promise to support the government in whatever steps tliey might

think it necessary to take for the honour and security of the

country. During the debate Mr. John Redmond made a remark-

able declaration of Irish loyalty. On the day after Austria had

shown her hand towards Serbia, a collision between Nationalist;

gun runners and the Dublin police had resulted in bloodshed. I
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Coming as it did at the end of the abortive Buckingham Palace

conference between the Ulster and Nationalist leaders, the foreign

ill-wishers of Great Britain regarded this catastrophe as the out-

break of the long-promised civil war. Without a doubt Germany
was counting on such a development. In her eyes. Great Britain.

,on the brink of armed conflict within her own islands, was a

negligible quantity. Mr. Redmond's speech gave Berlin her

answer. In words which at the time raised a hope, unfortunately

not to be fulfilled, that the long quarrel between Ireland and
Great Britain was at last to be enc^^, he declared

;

I say that the coasts of Ireland will be defended from foreign

invasion by her armed sons, and for this purpose armed
Nationalist Catholics in tho south will be only too glad to join

arms with tlie arme(T Protestant Ulstermen in the north, is

it too much to hope that out of this situation there may spring
a result which will be good, not merely for the empire, but
good for the future welfare and integrity of the Irish nation?

. , If the dire necessity is forced upon this country, we
offer to the government of the day that they may take their

troops aw^y, and that if it is allowed to us, in comradeship
with our brethren in the north, we will ourselves defend the
coasts of our country.

There seemed only one dissentient voice. Mr. Ramsay Mac-
Bonald maintained that the country was not in danger; that if

it were, all parties and all classes v/ould stand shoulder to

shoulder behind the government. Immediately after he had
spoken, the sitting was suspended for two hours. Before vthe

House assembled again news, vital alike'' to Great Britain's

security and her honour, had reached the government. Once
more going to the table th^ foreign secretary read a document
which decided Great Britain's participation in the world war. It

was the message from the Belgian k*gation in London, stating

that Belgium had refused to allow German troops a free passage*

through her territory and was resolved to repel aggression by all

possible means. There was no mistaking the sentiments of the

House, though two Quaker members urged a final effort for

peace. There was no need for any Cabinet decisions. The first

lord had on his own authority completed the mobilization of the

fleet, feeling that the security of the state overrode all other con-

siderations, and now the military defences were taken in hand.
That strange Bank Holiday of August 3 came to an end.

Tuesday, August 4, dawned. All through that long summer day
the people waited as if holding their breath. The navy was
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THE BANKS REOPEN

read5 , every ship at lieT station, warned and watchful. Only a

final message, when Britain's ultimatum to Germany expired at

eleven o'clock that night, was required to open the thunder of

their guns. -The sun sank. The night came, a night that thrpbl^ed

and pulsed with deep emotion. In the hearts of the. wailing

multitudes in the London streets there was no divided feeling, no
shrinking from the tragic price to be paid by the blood of the

nation's manhood. Eleven o'clock struck. Instantly to every

ship and establishment under the white ensign all over the world,

there was swept through^he ether the message that, meant
" Commence hostilities against Germany." . . . Great Britain

had taken the plunge into the World War. ,

The banks reopened on Friday, AugRst 7, in order that wages
might be paid. There was no fresh run upon them. Here and
there super-nervous individuals tried to withdraw |arge sums,

but the banks had now the pe^wer to refuse paymeht in. such

cases and they used it resolutely .
•

The threatened panic was stayed, but the financial, and
industrial situation in Britain during the first week in August
was an5dhing but promising. When the average merchant or

manufacturer returned to his desk after the holiday he found
himself face to^ face with very gloomy prospects. His iavest-

Clients were not now immediately available. He could not sell

ihem even at a ruinous sacrifice, for the stock exchanges closed.

could not bori;ow on them, for the banks were, chary in

making loans. Foreign payments bad ceased to arrive, and.debts

on the continent of £urope could not be collected. Business

men who had been able a month before to command .scores of

thousands of pounds now found themselves hard pressed to raise

enough money to pay their weekly wages. Debts owing by them
could not, it is true, be enforced under the moratorium proclama-

tion, but the British business man did not want to damage his

own credit by pleading the moratorium.

Business was immediately curtailed. A large part of. British

trade had been with foreign coantries. Most of this ceased

immediately, especially so far as the continent of Europe was
concerned. Home buying dropped*. .The 'wholesaler would not

lay in further supplies which he might not be able to sell; the

retailer would not accept extra stocks. Thus day by^ day during

that first week in August the manufacturers found their mail

composed of litfle more than liters cancelling orders.
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Articles of luxury, pictures, and the like became suddenly un-

saleable. The fashionable dressmaker found that her best

customers were no longer thinking of fresh stocks of costly and
beautiful attire, but were absorbed in work for the sick or in

preparations for the wounded. Entertaining ceased, and the

army of caterers for the luxurious found themselves idle. This

condition of things naturally told on employment. Thousands
of young women, shorthand typists and general assistants, were

thrown out of work by the closing down of ofiices. Some factories

ran on half time, and some shut ffttogether. Here and there

patriotic business men, possessed of unusual resources, did not

permit their people to suffer.
^

‘'You have stood by us in good
times. We wilf stand by you in bad,” they said; and they paid

wages in full and kept their staffs unbroken.

Employes in some cases met their men and discussed the

situation with them. Here and there the workers took the

initiative. “ We recognize that there is not enough business

coming in to feeep all of us employed,” the workers in one large

house wrote to their chief. “We know that some readjustment

must be made. We should be glad if, in place of discharging

part of the staff, you would allow us to keep together, to share

the loss m common, and to have wages reduced all roiyid rather

than some be discharged and others kept on at*full wages.”

Holiday makers returned home as soon as war was declared,

and the thousands of lodging-house keepers ^nd hotel keeper^ at

tlie seaside and in the country found their living gone. The
plight of those people who had gone abroad and had deferred

their return too long was serious. Many of them underwent
extreme hardships and a considerable number only managed to

get home after long delay and after overcoming many dilffculties.

In those days passports were not necessary for travel on the

continent and in many cases people had difficulty in proving
their nationality; they had still greater difficulty in obtaining

money.
As soon as it became apparent that Germany would pass

through Belgium by force of arms if necessary, a great change
came over Great Britain. Plans for home defence, which had
been carefully worked out by the War Office, came into effect.

Railway stations, bridges, and water and lighting works were
placed under military guard. A large number of special coji-

stables was enrolled to assist the regular police in the many new
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duties thrust upon them. News came up from a hundred points

around the coast of the digging of trenches, and the like. At
first people refused to take these measures seriously, and laugh-

ingly declared that it might be imagined the authorities thought

the Germans would invade us. The note of good-humoured
banter soon changed to a more serious tone. A number of Ger-

mans suspected of espionage were suddenly arrested, and it is

said that a very carefully planned German scheme was thus

crushed. A bill enabling the authorities to move or restrain the

movements of undesirable aJttens was passed through the Com-
mons on the day war was announced. The navigation of aircraft

of every kind, over the whole of the United Kingdom, *was

prohibited. Shipping was placed at thoi disposal bf the authori-

ties, who were given power to commandeer what boats they

required for the service of the government. Two of the most
important measures carried out ki the first week for tlfe nation-

alisation of the country's resources weie the taking over of the

railways by the state and the establishment of if government
scheme for the insurance of shipping against war risks.

The state control of railways was announced on Tuesday night,

August 4, and it at once came into force. Under an Act of

Parliament passed in 1871 the government possessed power to

afsume supreme ^control over the railways of the United King-

dom, in order that the lines, locomotiva^s, rolling stock and
stajf might be used as one complete unit in the service of the

state for the movement of troops, stores, and food supplies. The
order-in-council, announcing that this power was to be used,

stated

:

It is expedient that the government should have contioi
over the railroads of Great Britain. , Although the rail-

way facilities for other than naval and military purposes may
for a time be somewhat restricted, the effect of the use of the
powers under this Act will be to co-ordinate the demands on
the railways of the civil community with those necessary to
meet the^ special requirements of the naval and military
authorities. More normal conditions will in due course be
restored, and it is hoped the public will recognize the necessity
for the special conditions, and Will in the general interest
accommodate themselves to the inconvenience involved.

Unsuspected by the country at large, this step had been fully

j>repared for long before war began. For this we have to thank
the War Office. A war railway council was in existence, under
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the direction of the army, and included representatives of the

Admiralty and^the Board of Trade. The work of this council

was to lay down general schemes of what the railways were

required to do in the way of moving troops and supplies. The

actual executive administration of the lines was placed in the

hands of the railway executive committee, a board composed of

the general managers of the railways. Behind it w^as an organiza-

tion, the engineer and railw^ay stad; corps, consisting of the very

pick of the railway world, whose ^embers were at once placed

in high administrative transportation posts, not only at homo

but on the continent. The government guaranteed that during

theHime of ofjfiLcial control the receipts of the railways should

equal those they had recently been earning. The result of this

guarantee was far-reaching. From now on it was no longer the

aim of the railways to attract tr^iffic by special means to their

lines, but to meet the government needs.

All the advertising campaigns, canvassing for passengers,

and the like, were cut off in a day. Trains were held up or lines

closed whenever necessary. In the following montlis excursion

facilities gradually lessened until it was announced that on

a<;’COunt of the military requirements cheap fares and excursion

rates would be cancelled altogether. The private"* traveller

suffered to some extent, although not so much as might have

been expected. But the work for the army was done with

splendid efficiency. The way in which the first Expeditionary

Force was carried to the south coast ports and embarked secretly

will go down in history among the greatest of railway feats.

Still more important, if anything, than the convcyaTice of the

Expeditionary Force southwards was the constant preparation to

keep the lines ready day and night so that at any moment a

defence army of, maybe, 200,000 men, drawn from many centres,

could be concentrated on one spot to resist an attempt at in-

vasion. When it is borne in mind that the railways were very

short-handed, a large number of their men being in the army,

that they had lost some of their chief organizers for administra-

tive work on the continent^ and that they were primarily, from

August onwards, working for the government, it will be realized

that the way in which they still catered for the civilian element

stands to their great credit.

The scheme for insuring British shipping against war ri.sks was

necessary if the shipping was to continue its work freely. Every-
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one assumed before war began that Germany would iiave a large

number of armed cAiisers scattered over the seas, and that, be-

fore these could be hunted, they would destroy an appreciable

percentage of British ships. The Germans, it turned out, were not

so well prepared with their cruisers as had been expected. But
the fear of them alone was enough to force insurance to an
impossible figure, so a state insurance office was started in

London, and the state announced that it was prepared to insure

So per cent of the risks on ships and to insure cargoes at moderate
fixed rates.

The result of this state guarantee, and of the protection

afforded to shipping by the fleet, was soon made manifest. A
number of merchant vessels wefe tal^en over «by the govern-

ment for transport work. The others were insufficient for the

work awaiting them. The great German mercantile fleets had
been driven from the seas by tlje British na\y. FraTu^e had no
ships to spare. Japan, with her growing shipping, gained

enormously. But the main benefit fell to the British shipowners.

There came the greatest boom shipping had eva^r known. Kates

doubled, trebled, and quadrupled in a very short time. Old ships

almost derelict, which a few weeks before had been unsaleable,

now fetched more than they had cost when new. Shipown^jrs

jk'ho had* struggled along with small fleets of tramp boats now
found that every boat left to them by the government was a

little gold mine. Sailors and officers demanded much higher

wjfges, and got them. This represented a very small share of the

gains, Many men nicyrie fortunes from their ships in the early

months of the war.

The steadily grov^ing activities of the state revealed them-
selves in another direction. Immediately war became probable,

a number of people began hastily to buy targe supplies of food’

stuffs. In some cases they laid in fantastic quantities of preserved

foods, more than they would consume in a ye^ar in the normal
course of things. Some shopkeepers tried to meet this rush by
refusing to supply anyone except their regular customers, only

selling them their usual quantities. Others, including some great

wholesale houses, quickly raised prices. This rise fell most
heavily on small and struggling retailers in poor districts, who
could not afford to keep large stocks. As a result they had to

increase prices for their customers, and the poOi*er classes were

made to pay. The Cabinet formed a committee on food supplies,
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which met the represaitatives of the multiple grocery firms and

of the Grocers' Federation, and it w^as decided to set up a

maximum retail figure auhounced by the government for certain

staple foods, such as sugar, butter, cheese, lard, bacon, anil

margarine. The government went farther. The price of sugar

had been forced up to, in some instances, as much as 7d. a pound.

The state purchased ah immense quantity of sugar, sufficient for

the national supply for many months, and arranged its distribu-

tion through the wholesale trade at a much more n^asonablc

price.

’ The problem of the anticipated winter distress and unemploy-

mei^t among the wmrking classes engaged widespread attention

during August ‘and September. The Prince of Wales' Fund was

established to meet the’ distress—a fund that within nine months

was to exceed ;^5,000,000. The Boartl of Trade established a

new department for the promotion of fresh industrial enterprises,

and this brought II manner of fresh enterprises to the attention

of manufactuVers. The chairmakers of Luton were lacking work;

a Board of Trade official showed them how to make bentwood

furniture so as to capture the Austnan trade. Nottingham

factories were given samples of fresh lines wanted abroad.

Dundee was put in touch with new continental buyers. The

little master in the east end of London was shown how to malf c

fasteners or bag frames, and where to sell them when made.

There was much talk of a business war against Germany.

While our soldiers were fighting the Gennah armies in the held,

our merchants and manufacturers were tb establish British trade

in localities where Gennans had hitherto been dominant. Britain

was to reconquer the South American market, to make an end of

German manufactures in Canada, to do the business formerly

done by Germany irf China, and to have Australian trade once

more. This talk was very popular for a time. Then it died

away, as people came to realize that there was something very

much more important to do than to make fresh trade conquests.

The business in hand was to beat Germany in the field of war.

People felt that there was something a little paltry in so much
talk of trade benefits at this crisis. Hence various campaigns,

such as the business as usual " campaign, faded out of sight as

the serious purpose of the war loomed larger and larger.

When arrangements began to be made for the arming, cloth-

ing, and equipping of Lofil Kitchener’s new army of a million
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men, it was found that it was hardly possible for the Yorkshire

mills to turn out all The khaki, for Sheffield to produce all the

guns required, or for Birmingham to find all the small arms,

livery firm which catered for the soldier in any way was quickly

overwhelmed with orders. Firms that had never done military

work before transformed their plant. The Birmingham steel

pen maker turned to the manufacture of buttons by the million,

and cartridge cases by the ten million. The Hawick manufacturer

of fine tartans began to make khaki. At first traders sought for

government work. After a time the government came to them,

with directions that they were to turn out certain amounts in a

given time, and vrith the stern intimation that if they did not do
so they might expect military repfesentgutives to JLake control of

their mills. This threat was rendered possible by a remarkable

measure, passed in the early days of the war, the Defence of the

Realm Act. •

The Defence of the Realm Act was in many v\'ays one of the

most extraordinary legislative measures ever passed by the

British Parliament. It specified a number of acts for which
civilians could be tried by court martial. These included com-
municating vv'ith the enemy, spreading false repoids or reports

likely to cause disafiection, giving assistance to the enemy or
eydangeriftg the ^successful prosecution of the war. The person

deemed by the military authorities guilty of any of these offences

( ould be arrested and tried just as if subject to military law, and
as fi he or she had, cm active service, committed an offence under
the Army Act. In other words, the military authorities could

arrest any persons they pleased and, after court martial, inflict

any sentence on them short of death. In addition, the military

authorities were allowed to demand the whole or part of the
output of any factory or workshop dealing with military supplies,

and to take possession of any factory or workshop they required:

They were also allowed to lake any land they needed. This, in

effect, made the civil administration of the country entirely sub-

servient to the military administration.

The Act created surprise, and while the majority of people were

willing to accept it, believing that the powers under it would not

be abused, a number of eminent peers, including several famous
judges, among them such men as Lord Halsbury, Lord Parmoor,

Lord Loreburn, and Lord Bryce, objected. Lord Halsbury
declared that he saw no necessity to get rid of the fabric of
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personal liberty that liad been built up for many generations.
“ I do not think that the liberty of the subject is so trifling a
matter that it can be swept away in a moment because some of

us are in a panic.'*

The Act, nevertheless, passed into law, and the military

authorities, as expected, used their great powers prudently. But
the feeling grew that it was not right that all the ancient limita-

tions on the supreme authority should go, and when llie House
of Lords met on January 7, 1915, Lord Parmoor introduced an

amending Bill, to restore to citizeifs their right to be tried by the

ordinary courts. The government promised, if this was with-

drawn, to bring in a similar ]9ieasure itself. It did so, and a new
law was pass^, giving* any accused civilian the right to choose

whether he should be tried by civil court or court martial. It

was provided, however, that in case of special emergency, such

as invasion, this choice would»’be withdrawn. The effect of this

law, however, e\>eii as amended, was to vest in the government
such powers^'as it had never enjoyed before. The civilian was no
longer free to go where he pleased, should the military authorities

desire to stop him. The task of leaving or entering a country

was made one of great difficulty by severe passport regulations.

The visitor to a strange phree had to fill up a form dj?clarmg his

identity, hotel guests had to be registered in'the same way 'as

had long prevailed on the continent. Great Britain was fighting

for her life, and her people knew that, faced with this supreme
issue, the rights and privileges of ordi*nary times must of

necessity go.

The government at the outbreak of the war was called upon
to decide what should be done with the very large number of

enemy subjects in Britain, For years GcrmuTis liad come and
settled there in growing hosts. German financiers were among
the leaders in the banking w-orld; German stockbrokers formed
a section of their own on the stock exchange ;

German importers

and exporters dominated branch after branch of commerce in

London and in great provincial cities. It was notorious that tJie

young German clerk, speaking three languages and requiring

little wage, had ousted yofmg Britons fro]n thousands of offices.

Most of the great hotels were run by Germans or Austrians, while*

as waiters the only serious competitors o£ the Germans were the

.Italians and the Swiss. Germans had captured the greater part

of the baking trade of London, and their food stores were
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scattered over the city and the west end. Many people with

German names and German descent were naturalised ; very

many more were not.

What was to be done with these people? The problem was
admittedly not easy. Among the German and Austrian subjects

were some, like the Czechs, who bated Germanism, and who had
fled to Britain as a refuge against its tyrannous rule. There were*,

others who had lived in the country for many years, had married

English wives, and had sons serving in the British army and
navy, and who were passionately English in sentiment. But
these were the exceptions, iftie vast majority of the Germans
here were, as might bt* expected, devoted to the fatherland.

Tens of thousands of the young meu were arm}^ reservists, eager

to return to their regiments. •

The govonuneiit hesitated to employ its authority against

these people. Even when it was seen that British subjects caught

in Germany at the beginning of th^ war were to be treated in the

luirsjiest possible fashion, they still held theit* haijid. Known
.spies were arrested, and some 200 suspected spies w^cre kept

under watch. A few hours after war broke out the home secretaiy'*

issued a notice allowmig Germans to leave this country’’ during the

subsequent six days. Thanks to this extraordinary permission,

young German reservists, amounting in numbers to a dmsion
thf* army, were enabled to return home, rejoin their colours, and
fight. Some precautions w^ere taken, but they were inadequate.

German financial unc^rtakings w^ere placed under special super-

vision, and a series of minor checks on alien enemies were insti-

tuted. Espionage was made a military offence, punishable with

death. Alien enemies were not allowed to keep carrier pigeons,

photographic apparatus, or arms. The houses of Gennans and
Austrians were searclied. Later on a certain number of Germans
and Austrians of military age—at first 9,000, rising afterwards to

19,000—wore arrested and confined in detention camps as

prisoners of war. A number of Germans and Austrians attempted
to change their names in order to pass as British. This was for-

bidden by a special order-in-council. Germans and Austrians re-

maining in Britain were ordered to register, and to submit to

certain regulations wliich were intended to limit their right to

travel over the country.

It soon became evident, however, that these measures were
utterly insufficient to counteract the activity of German secret
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agents* There was a certain number of outrages, particularly in

government works, unexplainable except as the deliberate work
of active enemies. Some of these—as, for example, the series of

fires that took place in Portsmouth dockyard—were not allowed

to be reported at the time. Cases that came before the courts

increased the public uneasiness. Two of the most noted cases

were that of Karl Lody, a German naval lieutenant, who was
shot after trial at the Tower of London for espionage, and of

Karl Ernst, a naturalised British subject, a hairdresser in North
London, who was sentenced to «seven years' penal servitude

for acting as distributor of letters for one of the German spy

or^nizers.

Germans settled on
,
the €ast coast, a number of them at

possible invasion points. Some were found in possession of wire-

less apparatus. It was quite evident after the war broke out

that Gerrfian agents were succeeding, by some means or another,

in communicating valuable information to Britain’s enemies. The
authorities tried to check such leakages by making it more diffi-

cult for people to leave the country and by subjecting travellers

to minute search and investigation. But every official step

against the Germans themselves in Britain was taken with evident

reluctance, and many of the aliens who were first interned were
gradually released. Attacks on this leniency met with the reply

|jhat everything was done with the approval, if not at the direc-

tion of, the military authorities.

The coimti*y was very willing at this time to believe the most
absurd rumours. The most remarkable ewas the one that a large

Russian army had been seen passing through Great Britain on
its way to the western front. Others concerned mysterious lights

seen on the coast, bases and fuel for submarines, emplacements
for heavy guns in private gardens, and there were many others.
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CHAPTER 4

The Opposing Forces

B
y the evening of August 4 seven European nations were at

war. Germany and Austria, known as the Central Powers,

formed one group. TJie others, called usually the Aliie‘S,

consisted of Great Britain, France, Russia, Belgium, and Serbia.

Later others were to join in the fray, but before their participation

is recorded it will be v/ell to say fjomething about tlie sfreflgth

of the forces, on land, on sea, and in tlie air, that were ranged

against each other when hostilities began.

Of the combatants Great Britain ak>ne had no fon^ of com-

pulsory military service. The wisdom of depending entirely

upon a voluntary army had been hotly disputed. The
advantage of voluntar}^ service for a long term- of years is that

greater professional ability is obtained, and tliat, as all

who join do so willingly, there are likely to be fewer shirkers.

The superiority over a compulsory service army due to tliis catyse

l^s been talculated by authorities at 30 per cent. That is to

say, a voluntary service army of 100,000 men should be equa^|p
a compulsory service army of 130,000 men. As against -the^sc

ad^^ntages there are signal defects. A long service voluntarily

recruited force is very costly. It will be small in numbers and
wiU have no large reserves. It is apt to become a class apaft

from the population. The officers, because they hhve not con-

stantly to strain all their faculties in teaching a continual suc-

cession of short-service men, are liable to deteriorate, though it

must be said that the British officer in the Groat War showed
that to this rule there are marked exceptions.

For many years before the war Earl Roberts, in speeches and
ill writing, had urged upon his fellow countiy^^men the need ol

accepting some form of compulsory service for home defence.

Almost alone, he foresaw the German menace, but when he
pointed to Geneml von Bemhardi's book, ^'Germany and the
Next War,” which proclaimed the necessity of liumbling Great
Britain, he was accused of Germany, and was de-

nounced in certain sections of the press and hy a few politicians
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as a militarist endeavouring to stampede the country into con-

scription. The majority of the British people were unable to

imagine what a European war would mean; they trusted im-

plicitly in the navy to shield the country from invasion, and they

comforted themselves with the belief that anyhow war would

not come in their time.

Before the outbreak of the Great War the British army was
organized in accordance with the scheme of 1907, the work of

Lord Haldane, This remodelled the old system and created the

so-called Territorial Force. Britain's military forces were divided

into two main branches, the army proper, i.e. the regular troops

with their resfrves, and the *Territorial Force, the volunteers of

old. In 1914 the strength of the regular army in Great Britain

and the colonies was 156,110 officers and men, 12,000 short of

the establishment or nominal strength. There were, in addition,

78,400 &itish troops serviiigf in India, making with miscel-

laneous unit§ sontething over 250,000 men. The regular reserve,

all trained men, numbered 146,000 and the special reserve, con-

sisting of partially trained men, numbered 63,000. All these

were liable to foreign service. From this host of men, however,

important deductions had to be made. About 30,000 of the

regular army were under 20 years of age anc^ unfit Tor foreign

«
rvice. Another 10,000 must be subtracted for men of militcfry

e in hospital or incapable of taking the held. At the same
time, all the units—regiments, squadrgns, and batteries

—

required further complements of reservj^sts to bring them up to

war strength; and these reservists, joining from civil life, needed

some days or weeks of training before they could support the

trials and privations wffiich fall upon the soldier in time of war.

Behind the regular army was the Territorial Force, which
had replaced the volunteers of the Victorian age. The force

had a nominal strength of 313,000 officers and men. It differed

from the old volunteers in that it was organized in brigades and
divisions, which were composed of all arms, i.e. of infantry,

cavalry or yeomanry, artillery, and engineers. This organiza-

tion was a real gain frorn the military standpoint. But the

force lacked training. The men serving in it passed at most 15
days in camp each year and attended a certain number of drills.

As it was recruited voluntarily, from men employed in industry
and business, a longer and more arduous training was imprac-
tiCiible, On the eve of the war the force was about 6^,000 men
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short of its proper strength. That is to say, it numbered .about.

250.000 men instead of 313,000, and of those in the ranks nearly

17.000 were in 1913 under 18 years of age. Its weapons, too, were
not of the latest patterns; and though the physique; morale and
patriotism of its members were beyond praise, its units were not,

without further training, fit to meet a highly trained array in

the field. - •

The nucleus of the regular army was the infantry, divided into

Guards, four regiments or nine battalions, and infantry of .the

line, 69 regiments or 148 battalions. The latter were organized

on a territorial basis, i.e., the country w^as mapped out into

military districts, a regiment being allotted to pach. Tlieso

regiments consisted of a number of l>aftalious, usually -two of

regular troops and others of special reservists and territorials.

The other arms of the servdee consisted of cavalry organized in

31 regiments, which, however, rfesembled the battalions rather

than the regiments of infantry; and artillery, ‘diviejed into field

and garrison, and the former further into horse and foot^ -i.c. for

service with cavalry and infantry respectively. Its strength in

T9 13 was 25 battalions of horse, 135 of field and nine of moun-
tain artillery, as well as 98 companies of garrison artillery.

Other branches o^ the army included the Army Service Corps;

tlfb Array Medical Corps; the Army Pay Corps; and the Arm^
Ordnance Corps. The engineers were a separate unit, and then^

was# also a department for chaplains. The Royal Flying Coq:>s

had just been formed, j\hile another new department was the

Army Signal Service.

Until the formation of the army corps the largest unit was the

division. This consisted of three brigades of infantry, altogether

about 12,000 men, with the necessar}-^* artillery, cavalry^

(Migineers, etc. Its total strength was about 18,000, and it was
really an army in miniature. Below the divisions were the
brigades, each of four battalions of infantry, or of- threie regi-

ments of cavalry. The artillery was also organized in brigades.

An Imperial General Staff co-ordinated tlie fighting activities

and provided the brains of the army.. Its head, the chief of the
general staff, was a member of the army council.

The highest rank was that of field marshal. General, lieu-

tenant general, and major general came next. Brigadier general
was only a temporary title, bestowed for the time being upon
colonels or others commanding brigades. Colonel was the
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next rank, and then lieutenant colonel, who was usually in

charge of a battalion of infantry or a regiment of cavalry;

major, captain, usually the company leader, lieutenant, and
second lieutenant completed the list of commissioned oflicers.

The non-commissioned officers were sergeant major, sergeant,

, corporal, and lance corporal. The adjutant acted as the

coloncl's chief assistant, while the quartermaster looked after

the battalion's stores. Divisions and brigades had each their

own staff and a number of miscellaneous units and officers to

complete their organization. Quite apart from this military

hierarchy, although controlling it and providing for its equip-

rneht and foo4, was the secretary of state for war, with his army
council and his great civil department.

The strength of the various units of the regular army just

before tho outbreak of the Great War was

:

t

Infantry
^ 149,507

Cavalry 20,332

Artillery ... 47.894
Engineers ... 10,230

R.A.S.C 6,463

R.A.M.C 4,781

R.F.C I;b05

Miscellaneous 13.328

253 .54 ^>

Perhaps the greatest achievement of Lord Haldane during his

term of office as secretary for war (1905-12) was the creation

of the British Expeditionary Force. Under his scheme this

force of 160,000 w’^as constituted for employment abroad in

case of need. It coqsisted of six divisions of infantry, each com-
posed of 598 officers and 18,077 men, with 54 field guns, 18

4.5-in. howitzers, and 4 heavy 6o-pounder guns, and one division

of cavalry, composed of 485 officers and 9^412 men with 24 horse

artillery guns. In addition, troops were provided for the lines

of communication. The total strength available for the firing

line was thus about 130,cwo officers and men, with 480 guns.

The actual British expeditionary force that reached France in

August, 1914, had a combatant strength of about 80,000 men

—

four divisions, and one cavalry division. The other tv/o

divisions did not reach the front till the middle of September.
The original force, divided into two corps under Sir D. Haig
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and Sir IT. SmiUi-Dorrien, and the whole commanded by Sir

J. French, took its place at the front in Belgium on Ailgust 22,

1014. With the expeditionary force went the aerial arm, consist-

ing in the first instance of approximately 100 aeroplanes, which
were promptly supplemented by 36 more. The most experienced

pilots went out under the command of Brigadier General Sir

Ilavid Henderson, Chief of tlie Royal Flying Corps. The pilots

atid trained observers were drawn from the various naval and
military aviation centres in 4;he country, with the result that,

proportionately to the numbers engaged, Great Britain had a
liner flying personnel than that possessed by any other nation.

The Territoricil Force had been cMled arms at the beginning

of the war, and though the men had been enlisted for home
stTxice onl}^ fhey volunteered, almost to a man, for service

oc^erseas. Before tlie end of 1^14 several units weffif already

abroad, having been sent to stations in India^ and elsewhere in

order to release battalions of regulars for active •service, A
lew units, notably the London Scottish, were at the front before

the end of the year. It was quickly evident, however, that more
than an expeditionary force of the highest quality and v/illing and
alert battalions of territorials were necessary if Germany was ko

beaten! •

On becoming secretary for war a few days after its outbreak,

h'arl Kitchener called for 100,000 men, and then for more.
These he organized ifl service battalions, which were attached to

the various units and numbered after the territorial battalions,

thus; 8th (Service) battalion, East Surrey Regiment, Known
as the New Army, the men were organized in brigades and
divisions, con'esponding in strength and constitution to those of

the regulars and territorials. Tlieir divisions were numbered
from 9 to 26. Others raised later were numbered from 30
(inwards until at 42 the territorial divisions began. Tlie 14 of

these carried the numbering to 56, after which came iiivisons

raised for the duration of the war only. On September 15,

iQT,p the army strength was as follows:

Regulars

Army Reserve

New' Army
Territorial Force ...

314^000.

8q,ooo

500,000

. 313^000

1,207,000
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The army reservists were training to fill the' ranks of the regular

battalions, including the Guards.

The above facts and figures make no mention of the vast

reserves of men in the various British possessions overseas as,

for obvious reasons, these could not make an immediate

appearance in the fighting line. India possessed a regular army
of considerable size and proved valour, but the self-governing

Dominions—Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa

—had only small forces raised and trained for home defence.

These, however, formed nuclei round which gathered in a few

months armies exceeding in size and rivalling in valour the host

that Napoleon “led at Avsteiiifz or Wellington at Waterloo
;

far

gi*eater than the armies with which Marlborough and Frederick

the Great won their immortal victories.

Efficient though the British force was, its numbers, compara*
tively speaking, \yere small, so immense was the scale of the-

struggle. It 1/as inevitable, therefore, that the main share of tlie

task of withstanding \he tremendous German onslaught in the
west should fall to the French, whose leaders, whatever hopes
they may haive built on Britain's aid, had never thought it could
bt otherwise.

The enormous increase in the German forces annbunced in

April* 1913 k which was to bring the peace strength of the
German army up to the unprecedented figure of 866 , coo men,
demanded an instant reply from France if tke margin of military
strength between herself and her rival were not to be allowed
to broaden beyond all possibility of adjustment. However
much it might be urged in Germany that the menace of the
ever-growing military strength of Russia was the reason for the
constant increase incthe German army, France realized that it

was herself that these vast armaments chiefly threatened, l^or

she knew that if the day of war came, the slowness with which
the mobilization of her Russian ally hiust necessarily be carrie<l
out would expose her, for a month at any rate, to the full woiglit
of the Germany military power. During that month every
effort would be made to crush France in time to hurry the
victorious German armies back across the whole width of the
empire to meet the slowly gathering hosts of Russia.

It was the perception of this danger that brought into being
the famous Three Years' Service bill, which, after dividing
France into two opposing camps for eighteen months, was
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recogfiked, when the storm burst, as the salvatrou of the nation.

In March, 1913, the ministry led by Aristide Briand introduced

a bill for increasing the term of service with the colours from two
to three years.

In Germany, where a population of 64,000,000 had always pro-

vided a margin of men over and above requirements, it had been

easy to enlarge the army by merely calling to service with the

colours a number of recruits who would otherwise have been

allowed to pass into the category of men capable Of service but

untrained. France had no such superfluity to draw upon. Her
population of 40,000,000 had remained practically stationary for

some years past. How was she to*i*€ply to the ii^crease whifh
Germany had resolved upon for her own army? There wa.s only

one solution. Each individual Frenchman must be called upon
to make the sacriflce of another whole year of his lifd^for the

defence of his country. It is small w'onder that this gigantic tax

on the very life blood of the nation's industry groused the

bitterest opposition among the working classes who would be
called upon to contribute most to it. Many schemes for half

measures—such as service for 30 months—were proposed by the

more moderate antagonists of the bill, but all were rejected hy^

th^ army c<5mmissipn and the Chamber of Deputies. The scheme
evoked, too, great discontent in the army, resulting in one case

in something very like mutiny.

Amid all this travail, how'ever, three years' service in France
was born. In spite of ^he loud protests of the politicians, in

spite of the secret plotting of the anarchists, the great mass of

the French nation resigned itself paticrilly to the heavy burden.

In the autumn of 1913 the last F'renchman to do two years*

service left the colours, and two drafts, the ^recruits of 21 years

and at the same lime the class aged 20, who would otherwise not

have come up for service till the following year, were added to

the army. France’s reply to the increased armaments of

Germany was made.

The French army consisted of the national army, styled the

metropolitan army, and the colonial army, recruited from

colonial subjects in Algeria and Morocco. Early in 1914 the

strength of the former was 703,000 and of the latter 87,000.

Behind these were the men who had passed through the ranks,

ciTid so ETance was able to put in the field a force of 3,781,000

jjien with 92,000 officers a fortnight after the declaration of war.
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The Bt‘lgtan amiy was recruited parlly by conscription and

partly by voluntary enlistment, the latter being only for those

who desife<l to make the army a profession. Its authorised field

strength was, 3,300 officers and 50,300 other ranks. Its wac
strengtli was estimated at 350,000 men, but at the outbreak of

war Belgium was in the midst of an army reorganization scheme*,

and was not able to bring all her forces into the field since her

territory was overrun by the Germans. After the fall of

Antwerp her total a\^liable forces^fell to 82,000 men.
The Serbians mobilized over 350,000 men, fine and se«asoned

.soldiers, but from want of transport and munitions Ihey were

uifable to fight outside them own territory.

The Russian army outnumbered all the others. Its peai e

strength was upwards of 1,300,000 men of all ranks. At; wat

strength^tits numbers wore estimated at between 6,000,000 and

7,000,000 men, and its reserves of man power were far gi eater

than those Qi any of the other belligerents. But in eciiiipmeul

and munitions it was woefully lacking, and for this deficiency

the courage and hardihood of the troops could not alone.

Against these forces was pitted the miglit of the two Central

(jmpires. The German regular army, like the French and the

Russian, consisted of conscripts who served with the*colours for

two or three years and then after this period of intensive train-

ing passed into the reserve. It numbered some 860,000 men
organized in 26 army corps. Each army «orps consisted of* two
or three divisions, the constitution of wjiich was not unlike that

of their British counterparts. On mobilization the army was
enlarged by calling to the colours the first reserve, young men
who had just completed their years of service, and with these

its fighting strength was alx)ut 1,500,000. Further additions

were secured by calling upon the other reserxa^ called the

Landwehr, which made a total of over 4,000,000. Behind this

was an untapped reserve, the Landsturm, older men number-
ing about 5,000,000.

.th efficiency this vast army was second to none. Its officers

were zealous students of the art of war, devoted to their pro-

fession, Guns and equipment were the be.st that scientific skill

and long experience could devise. Directing all its activities,

with plans of campaign worked out to the last meticulous detail,

was the great general staff which von Moltke had fashioned inti>

a wonderfiil instrument of victory. Backed bv an educated
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and enthusiastic people steeled by the belief that might is right,

small wonder that the directors of this carefully created machine
viewed with elation rather than dismay the prospect of putting

it to the task for which long years of thought and work had
fitted it.

In comparison with Germany’s might that of Austria was puny
indeed, but it was by no means negligible. The dual monarchy
could put about 2,000,000 men into the held, a force unable, by
itself, to meet the Russian hosts with any prospect of success, but
of high value as auxiliaries to flie army of its ally.

To turn to an estimate of na\al strength, which once more
was to prove the truth of Bacon remark '"but this much* is

certain that he who commands the sen at great liberty and

can take as much and as little of the war as he will," the

British navy, although weaker than many thouglit prudent, was

still much the strongest in the wcflrld. Naval strength i§ usually

reclconed in capital ships, although the attendant cruisers,

destroyers and submarines must be taken into account. Capital

ships are battleships and battle cruisers which can engage the

most powerful vessels afloat, and obviously their standard of

strength and efficiency is continually rising.

In igi4« the strongest class of capital ships were callefl

Dfeadnoughts, their special feature being that, unlike the earlier

battleships, they carried all big guns. These guns were usually

ten in number, mounted in pairs, with a calibre of 12 or 13.5 in.

in addition Great Britain and Germany were building still

stronger battleships Cvallcd super-Dreadnoughts; these carried ten

15 in. guns, but in August, 1914, none of them was at sea. In

July, 1914, Great Britain had 21 Dreadnoughts and seven battle

cruisers, also carrying all big guns. She possessed 38 other

capital ships, vessels that would at once become of high value

if the Dreadnoughts were crippled or destroyed. Germany
})ossessed 13 Dreadnoughts, five battle cruisers and 21 other

capital ships. The figures for other cla.sscs arc somewhat uncer-

tain, but one authority gives them as follows. In cruisers, other

than battle cruisers, Great Britain had 12 1 against Germany’s
52. In destroyers the figures were 227 and 152, and in sub-

marines 75 and 45. Both nations had otlier vessels building. The
personnel of the British navy numbered 144,871 officers, seamen
and marines, with reserves numbering 51,836. The German navy
had 70»375 officers and men and about 110,000 reservists,
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The battleships and cruisers were grouped into squadrons,

each consisting of four or eight vessels with their attendant

destroyers and submarines, and on the British side some ol

these were formed into the Grand fleet which, on August 3,

passed under the command of Sir J. R. Jellicoe. With his flag

on the Iron Duke he had with him four squadrons of battleships,

one of battle cruisers, led by Sir D. Beatty, and three ot

ordinary cruisers. The eight most powerful battleships, each

carrying ten 13.5 in. guns, were in the 2nd battle squadron. The
ist battle squadron consisted of the Marlborough and seven

ships with ten 12 in. guns. The 3rd battle squadron contained

eight ships of the King Edwajrd VII class, older and less pow^erful

vessels than the DreadAoughts. In the 4th battle squadron were

only four ships, all Dreadnoughts. Behind the Grand fleet were

the reserves in two fleets. The second fleet contained 15 battle-

ships of the pre-Dreadnought ora and various smaller craft. The
third fleet contained still older vessels that were stationed at

various poiAts as guardships. The German High Seas fleet,

though highly efficient, was certainly weaker than the Grand
fleet. It contained 13 battleships of the Dreadnought class, four

battle cruisers, seven light cruisers and an attendant force ol

destroyers and submarines.

Witli bases at Rosyth and Scapa Flow, llie business of ftie

Grand fleet was to watch and, if possible, d<*slroy the German
High Seas fleet stationed on tlic other s^dc of the North#Sea
remembering that, as ever, the frontiers of Britain arc the coasts

of the enemy. This may be described as the major operation ot

the war, for if the Grand fleet was sunk or driven from the

seas, a vital blow would be struck at the Allied cause.

In addition to its supreme task the British navy had others

almost equally vitaf to an alliance whose communications w cw
largely by sea. Britain's interests extended into all parts of

world; the food supplies of her people must at all costs be safe-

guarded; men and material for carrying on the war must be
moved freely from place to place. With the German fleet con-

tained, to use a naval phrase, this gigantic task could be done*

without undue difficulty, ' A squadron in the Mediterranean,
responsible for maintaining communications through tlie Red
Sea, consisted of four battle cruisers, four cruisers, four light:

cruisers and other craft. The next strongest force was in the

Chinese. seas, and others were stationed to protect British
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interests in African and American waters. A further squadron

was provided by the warships maintained by Australia and New
Zealand. Cruisers were sent out to watch the main trade routes,

for it was known that fast Gennan warships, some (the Goeben,

Scharnhorst, and Gneisenau, for example) of considerable

strength, were somewhere on the seven seas.

A task nearer home was to guard the narrow seas across which

transports must continually pass and on which attacks must cer-

tainly be expected. This was done by forming patrols of

destroyers and submarines thit were continually on the watch

from their bases on the cast coast of England. The chief of

tiiese guarded the Straits of Dover^ working from Harwich arfid

Dover. Others were stationed at the motiths of the Forth, Tyne
and Humber, and behind them all was the powerful shield of the

Grand fleet. Attached to the fleet was a flying arm, t^e Royal
Naval Air Service. • *

The British fleet was thoroughly efiicient, while behind it was
a tradition of victorious service that no other force in the world,

save perhaps the French army, could equal. Its personnel was
of the best, and all that careful training and long experience

could do to fit officers and men for the day of battle had been
done. But one or two matters had been overlooked, or rather

Gift or tw’O developments had not been foreseen. The most
serious defect revealed in the early days of the conflict was that

the iiaval bases on th^ east coast, Rosyth and Scapa Flow, were
not properly protected against submarine attack. The conse-

quence was that only a few weeks of war had passed before, in

October, the Grand fleet was forced to leave Scapa Flow, its

headquarters in the Orkneys, in order to find safe anchorage in

harbours on the islands of Mull and Skye and in Lough Swilly

on the north coast of Ireland. Experience of another kind
showed that the gunnery of the Germans was extremely good,

better in some respects than that of the British, and that the

design of some of the newest British ships made them more
vulnerable to gunfire than were those of the enemy.

In the last week of July all the national dockyards and the

private shipbuilding establishments began to work with re-

doubled liastc upon ships nearing completion, so that they might
be added to The fleet at sea with the lea.st possible delay.

Further, on the day following the declaration of war the

Admiralty announced fhat they had taken over four ships whicli
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were building in this country for foreign Powers. The Turkish

battleships Sultan Osman I and Reshadieh, the former carrying

14 and the latter ten heavy giuis, were brought under the

British flag, and renamed Agincourt and Erin respectiv^ely, while

two large and fast destroyers which had been built for Chile werc'

also appropriated, and entered the British navy as the Faulkner

and the Broke, The Dreadnoughts Benbow and Emperor of

India, mounting ten 13.5 in. guns apiece, with sixteen 6 in. guns

in addition, and the powerful battle cruiser Tiger, were rapidly

approaching completion. •

Tlie ships nearing completion for Germany at the outbreak of

war were the battleships Markgraf, Grosser Kurfurst and Kdnig,

both of 25,500 tons, aijd moftnting ten 12 in. guns w hich could Ik*

changed for more powerful weapons. In addition to thes^* wa:>

the battle cruiser Derfflinger, of about 28,000 tons, armed witii

eight in. guns, some sma.yer weapons, and with a speed ol

nearly 30 knots.^

By a remarkable stroke of good fortune the British Admiralty

had decided six months before war became e^’^eii a possibility that

every available warship in home waters should be placed on ;i

w^ar footing during that summer. On March 17. 1914, Mt.

Churchill, the first lord of the Admiralty, announced that every

ship in the Home fleet would be placed on a war fooAng betw^eou

July 15 and 25, a.nd that ‘The whole of the royal fleet reserve
”

—some 30,000 strong—would be called out for eleven days. TIk'

result was that when the German attitude tow'ards Belgium
made it impossible for Great Britain#to remain a passive on
looker, the British fleet was in a condition of readiness for war
such as it could not possibly have enjoyed for more than four

weeks out of any average year. The whole of the fleet that is

ordinarily kept in full commission was concentrated at Portland

under its commauder-in-chief, and on July 29 this force of 1311

ships—^battleships, cruisers and destroyers—steamed out to take

up its position in readiness for war.

The French navy in July, 1914, consisted of seven Dread
noughts, 21 pre-Dreadnought battleships, 19 armoured cruiser.

s

and 12 protected cruisers^ It operated almost entirely in the

Mediterranean. Russia had a navy which was divided between
the Baltic and the Black Seas. In the Baltic were 4 Dread
noughts, 5 pre-Dreadnought battleships, 3 armoured cruisers, and
6 protected cniisers. In the Black Sea w^ere 3 Dveadnongbts.
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7 prC'Drcadnought battleships, and 2 armoured cruisers. Other
battleships and cruisers were under construction.

Before 1914 an account of the forces armed for war would
Iiave ended here; but the Great War was not fought only on
land and sea, but in a new element—the air. In 1912 Great

Britain had formed a Royal Flying Corps. This incorporated a

naval wing, which in July, 1914, became a separate unit as the

Royal Naval Air Service. At the outbreak of war the R.F.C.

had a total personnel of about 1,000 officers and men, but only

a}>out 100 aeroplanes in a (condition to send overseas. The
R.N.A.S, had only experimented with seaplanes, airships and
kite balloons, and its development into an impoidant auxiliary

to the fleet began only in August, 1^14. ^
•

*

In 1914 the French aeronautical corps had a total establish-

ment of 334 aeroplanes and 14 dirigibles. Germany w^as particu-

larly strong in this arm. At the ^outbreak of war she*Jiad 475
aeroplanes, and there were also efficient airshij)s of three types,

Zeppelin, Schuttc-Lanz and Parseval, but the exact number
ill August, 1914, has never been revealed. The Russian air

force was reputed, in 1914, to possess 500 aeroplanes.

CHAPTER 5

The Rally of the Empire

G erman statesmen, in estimating their chances in a war
against Britain, placed much weight on the advantages
that would come to them from expected dissensions

within the British Empire. As soon as Brite,in was engaged in

a life and death struggle her subject races, these critics believed,

would throw off their yoke. There would be risings in Calcutta

and Bombay; while from Nairobi to Singapore, and from Khar-
toum to Port Elizabeth, nations would seize the chance of slay-

ing their British administrators and returning to their old,

primitive freedom. Uganda and Ceylon, Basutoland and the

Straits Settlements, the solemn marches under the shadow of the

Himalayas, and the fever-haunted jungles of Central Africa were

alike to witness the quick, savage revolt of their people against

the British oppressors.
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Kor was this all. Canada would refuse to bear the burden oE

a war of whose origin she knew nothing, and cared less; Australia

would quietly cut the painter and secure at a stroke her in-

dependence and her freedom from war*s burdens; while in South
Africa the Boers w^ould raise the standard of rebellion again and
sweep every Briton into the sea.

This was the dream of Germany. It seemed impossible to her

precise empire-builders that an empire that had grown, without
plan or premeditation, should stand a great strain. Even those

Germans who knew something of Greater Bribiin and of her

dependencies failed to comprehenS the real strength of her posi-

tion. Disputes and differences, they declared, w^ere bound to

spht the empire. They all about the line of cleavag(‘

between French Cana&ians and British Canadians f they were
well informed of the differences in opinion between \'arious

political parties in the Dominions and at home on the question

of naval defence; they had ‘precisely recorded all the minor
squabbles tj^at ifiust arise w^here independent and free peoples

are woticing out their destiny.

What the German obseiwers did not understand was that tlie

differences were on the surface, and that underneath them lay

a great fundamental unity. They did not realize that the French
Canadians in Quebec, the British settlers in JBritislu Columbia,

the Dutchmen in Cape Town, and even descendants of GeruKtris

in South Australia were one in their love of the freedom of

British institutions. Behind them stoo(J men of a hunilred

nations, bound to the British rule not by compulsion, but by
their experience of generations of honest, capable, sincere, and
disinterested administration.

During the early days of August, 1914? crowds galhered at

every city in the qpipire waiting for news. E\aTy pliase was
followed with strained attention—the declaration of war upon
Russia by Germany, the outpost fighting on the French and
Russian frontiers of Germany, and the mobilization of the British

fleet. When, on the evening of August 4, war was declared

between Great Britain and Germany the response was immedialc.

From end to end of the ^empire controversies were forgotten,

differences passed out of siglit, and men united in one plea

—

What can we do?

Canada and Australia and New Zealand began to raise armies

to send to Europe; South Africa rallied lier sons for fightiag
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nearer to hand ; the Indian princes mobilized their forces and
offered their armed men, with themselves and their fortunes, to

their emperor. Basuto and Zulu, Kanaka and Maori, Negro
and Cingalese, clamoured to serve. Men in the heart of Africa,

and in tiny Pacific Islands whose names were known to but a
handful of people in Britain, men who had never in their lives

seen Great Britain or met more than a score or two of Britons,

were found preparing themselves to fight for the flag and empire

they had learnt to love. Why should I, the king*s servant,

stand idle when the king is •fighting his enemies?" asked onr3

Basuto chief. And that was the question put by the empire as

a whole. .

In the days of early August, when Great Brftain suddenly

found herself confronted with her well-prepared antagonist, the

silver lining to the black clouds that hung over her was the

splendid constancy of the people]^ of the empire. EvWyone in

threat Britain who knew anything of Greater Britain knew that

the Dominions w^oiild be lo^^aL But even tliosS who knew
Greater Britain best could hardly have believed that at the first

cry of danger to the Motherland old foes would sink ancient

controversies, old antagonists would clasp hands, and men from
East and West w’ould Hock to the flag as Bxitain's sons did. Tte
w#rld had seen Nothing like it before. After August 4 it was
no longer a case of the people of Greater Britain helping Great

Britain in her war. It was the people of Greater Britain taking

their share in their o^n war, making common purpose and find-

ing common strength in their unity.

The people in the Dominion of Canada were resolved to lead

the way. The government did not wait until war was declared.

As soon as it became evident that Great Britain was likely to be
dragged into the struggle, the duke of Conna\ight, then governor-

general, who was touring the w^est, started for Ottawa, and the
Dominion cabinet: met to take action. German cruisers were
traversing the seas, and it was thought possible that some of

these might attempt attacks on certain vulnerable Canadian
points. There ^vere large Gennan colonies in the United States,

and smaller ones in Canada itself. Would soine of these Germans
seek to open guerrilla war on Canada, or try, by desti'oying

bridges, blowing up cities, or damaging ships, to injure the

empire? All these things had to be guarded against. Canada
had not given much time or care to military defence in the past,
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There was, it is true, a Department of Militia responsible fot

military matters, and at its head was a very active officer,

Colonel (afterwards Major General) Sam Hughes. But Colonel

Hughes's power was limited until the approach of war by the

apathy of the people. There were some militia regiments, and a

,small regular force, but the average young man had not troubled

to do militia training. The militia were little more than skeleton

corps. But they were found, at the moment of emergency, to

supply an invaluable groundwork on which a military organiza-

tion could be built up quickly.

As it became clear that war must come, steady streams of men
poured from every point to the various militia headquarters

oftering their service% Farmers drove in twenty and thirty

miles or more, cowboys left the prairies ; city men, clerks and
bank cashiers, owners of prosperous businesses and mechanics

—

young ijlen, middle-aged, an4 old—moved by one common pur-

pose, offered themselves. The militia officers found themselves

suddenly orerw^helmed- There were so many recruits that they

could barely record their names. Soldiering, yesterday the

amusement of a few, became to-day the settled work of the

nation as a whole.

« Party politics usually burn with a fierce heat in Canada, and
the line of cleavage between Government and OppeJsition, l^th

in the Dominion and in the separate provinces, has always been

clearly marked. Now, however, divisions were obliterated. Sir

Wilfrid Laurier, the venerable ex-premfer and leader of the

opposition, called his chief adherents •together and, after con-

sulting them, publicly announced that his, the Liberal, party

w^ould lend its support without reserve to all measures deemed
necessary by the government. " There should be a truce to

party strife/' said he, and he saw that the truce was observed.

The statesmen of the several provinces echoed the same senti-

ment. The duke of Connaught summarised the national position—"Canada stands united from the Pacific to the Atlantic in her

determination to uphold the honour and traditions of the

empire." Parliament was assembled, and it unanimously
resolved to raise an e.Kpeditionary force of 22,000 men, for

dispatch to Europe. The Dominion government had already

placed the two Canadian cruisers, the Islobe and the Rainbow,
at the service of the Admiralty. The same authority paid the cost

of. a hospital for the wounded in Paris, and when news
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came from England that there was likely to be distress among
the poor in the Motherland, it sent over a gift of 1,000,000 bags

of flour of 98 pounds each.

A great outburst of public and private generosity was wit-

nessed. Provinces, cities, banks, business organizations, and
individuals vied with each other in the extent of their gifts for

the empire. Less than eight weeks after war was declared a list

was drawn up of what had been offered and given. Among the

provinces, Alberta gave half a million bushels of oats to England,

and her civil servants set aparf five per cent, of their salaries up
to £"^00 a year, and tcxi per cent, beyond that, for the Patriotic

Fund. British Columbia gave 25,0^0 cases of tinned salmon,

Manitoba 50,000 bags of flour. New Brunswick 106,000 bushels

of potatoes, Nova Scotia offered 100,000 tons of coal (afterwards

changed to £20,000 in cash), Ontario 25o,0(X> bags flour.

Prince hidward Island 100,000 busiiels of oats, also chdbsc and
hay, Quebec 4,000,000 pounds of cheese, and Saskatchewan

1,500 horses. Then the cities made their presents: Montreal,

£^0,000 to the Patriotic Fund and a battery of quick-firing guns;

Ottawa, ;fio,ooo to the Patriotic Fund and £'60,000 for a
machine gun section ; Toronto, £10,000 and other gifts. Calgary

sent 1,000 pion for the Legion of Frontiersmen, These were*

typical cases.
*

At the same time the women of Canada were building, eqiiip-

ping,^and maintaining a women's hospital of a hundred beds to

supplement the Britisli naval hospital at Ilaslar, near Ports-

mouth. In less than thrtc weeks they raised close on £60,000,

partly as presents to the War Office for hospital purposes, and
partly for their own hospital. The Canadian Red Cross raised

vast sums. The individual gifts of many rich Canadians were
on a princely scale. Thus, Mr. J. K. L. of Montreal,

presented £100,000 to the Patriotic Fund, paid the cost of carry-

ing the 5th Royal Highlanders to England, and gave a steam
yacht. Mr. Hamilton Gault, another millionaire, raised and
equipped at his own cost a regiment—^Princess Patricians Light
Infantry—soon to win wide fame. Crowds of rich men came
together and raised hundreds of thousa’nds of dollars to purchase
machine guns and armoured motor cars. The Canadian Pacific

Railway gave £20,000, and the men on the line gave another

£20,000, in addition to promising one day’s pay irionthly during
the war.
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It was not only the rich who gave. Canada was at this time

passing through a trying period of industrial depression. Many
of her business men were having a desperate fight, and at the

time that the war broke out the streets of many cities were full

of unemployed. Yet the poorest managed to find something for

king and empire. Americans living in Canada clamoured to

serve. Towns mainly inhabited by German emigrants led the

way to loyalty. The white men were not alone. American
Indians brought their gifts, of money and in kind, and offered

themselves as scouts, boatmen, ^nd- woodmen.

It was soon found that the first Canadian contingent could not

be kept within the 22,000 originally intended. In a few weeks
an army of 33,000 m^n wa^ raised. The various regiments raised

throughout the Dominion were assembled at a newly-created

camp, Valcartier, outside Quebec. The army that arrived there

had fecitures of its own. J'liere were cavalry like the Royal

Strathcona Hofse and the Royal Dragoons, largely composed of

veterans from the South African War. There were Highland
regiments drawn from cities like Toronto, Montreal, and Van-

couver, regiments affiliated with famous Highland units in the

United Kingdom—Seaforths, Gordons, and Camerons—full of

the pride of tradition and race. There wa^re scouts from the

w^est, plainsmen trained to pioneer work in» the cfesolate I^nds

of the north, cowboys accustomed to life in the saddle, trappers

and hunters, and farmers. There were many townsmen, but the

Canadian townsman, as a rule, sees mueh more of the ojSen air

than the townsman in Europe, and possesses much more initia-

tiv'e. A very large proportion of the men were British born,

young fellows who had gone out to Canada, lived there for some
years, and, at the first call of duty, had volunteered to return

and fight for the kind of their birth.

The Dominion go\'ernment resolved that the first contingent

should be completely equipped in a way surpassed by no other

army in the world. No money was to be spared. Accordingly,

the personal equipment of the men was brought to a point of

excellence that excited general admiration on their arrival in

Europe. They were amply provided with machine guns, their

artillery was abundant in quantity and of the best. They had a

splendid park of motor transport vehicles and the mechanical
equipment was as good as could be. The hospitals of Canada
had been searched to select a strong corps of trained nurses to
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accompany the army. There was a complete medical depart-

ment, chaplains were given military rank, and—at that time an
unusual feature—secretaries to the Y.M.C.A. were given rank as

officers and attached to the regular forces.

By the end of Septembe3r the expeditionary force was com-
plete, from a very carefully chosen Intelligence Department to

the hospital orderlies. Then one day officers and men set out as

though on a route march, but this time their steps were directed

towards the St. Lawrence, and they did not look back. A fleet

of great ships had been assembfed there, the' expeditionary force

marched aboard, its guns and supplies w^ere slung into place, and
it sailed for Europe.

The voyage across the Atlantic was wafehed with anxiety by
the people on both sides of the ocean. Would the raiding German
cruisers succeed in attacking them en route? A complete veil

had been drawn over the movements of the troops. For some
wrecks no Canadian newspapers were allow^ed to <!irculp.te abroad.

No word was breathed of where, or how, or when the Canadians
had started.

Early in October a report was circulated in England that the

contingent had landed at Southampton. The report turned out^

to be falser The©, on October 14, the jpcople of Plymouth
were surprised in the early morning to sec transport after trans-

port arrive in the Sound, and drop anchor there. Across the

watcFs, the sound of* singing and shouting and cheering w^as

borne from the boats, ancj thousands of khaki-clad men could bo
seen on the ships' sides looking towards the shore. The w'ord

went round the town that the men on the crowded decks were
Canadians, and Plymouth and Devonport thereupon set out to
give the new comrades a royal reception.

^

A group of camps had been arranged on Salisbury Plain, and
the men were immediately moved there. The young recruits

hoped to proceed to the front within a Vw^ek or two, but the
British military authorities had other ideas, and gave them an
exceedingly hard course of training, which, starting in October,
continued well on into February. It had been intended to trans-

fer the troops from their tents to huts before the winter weather
came on, but the shortage of labour in England and other causes
preventtHi the completion of the huts, and most of the troops
were still under canvas when the New Year opened. The life of

the Canadian troops during those wrecks on Salisbury Plain was
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wearisome and trying. The camps were one great sea of mud.
It was an unusually wet winter. The roads had not been made
to stand the strain of the heavy military traffic that fell on them,

and in places they became almost impassable. The camps were
miles away from any villages, and fourteen miles from a town.

The soldiers had nothing to do during the long winter nights but

crouch in the semi-darkness in their tents, listening to the un-

ceasing rain outside, unless they were able to get into the

Y.M.C.A. marquee., which would not hold them all. They had
plenty of money, tlie private soldier receiving about five shillings

a day, including allowances, but there were few or no rational

vvays of spending it.

Lieut.-General E. A. H. Xlderson was given command of the

contingent shortly after its arrival in England. The king visited

the camp on November 4, accompanied by the queen, Lord
Kitche*er, and Lord Roberi^, and was greeted with immense
enthusiasm. Lqrd Roberts paid another visit to the Canadians,

and made "ct speech which w^as long remembered. " VVe have
arrived at the most critical moment of our history, and you have
generously come to help us in our hour of need," he told the

assembled soldiers. "I need not urge you to do your best, for I

•know you will, for }Ou wdll be fighting in the greatest of all

causes—the cause of right, of justice, and of Itberty.'^

Those who saw the troops on their arrival at Plymouth, and
who saw^ them again shortly before their departure for Fr^ince,

could not fail to be struck by the difference. They had now
experienced four months of the most Vigorous military life and
discipline. They had li\*cd under surroundings of the greatest

hardship, exposed to the w'orst weather possible, with few com-
forts and few" conveniences, in their isolated camp on Salisbury

Plain. They had been tried, hardened, and strengthened. No
man of military- knowdedge who walked through the Canadian
camps towards the end of the period of training could doubt but

that here were men wdio, given opportunity, would bring glory

to the Dominion and victory to the British arms.

The contingent had been accompanied on the journey lo

Europe by a special regiment. Princess Patricians Light Infantry,

largely composed of \x*teran British soldiers. Four hundred and
fifty men in its ranks had the right to w-ear war medals. Its

commander was Colonel Farquhar, D.S.O., who went to Canada
as military secretary ia the duke of Connaught in 1913, and
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Mr. Gault who, as has been already stated, paid the cost of raising

and equipping the regiment, served as an oiEcer, The Patricias

were named after the duke of Connaught's daughter, and they
were quickly nicknamed "Princess Pat's. They remained a
short time with the first contingent, and then in November were
transferred to Winchester, and from there were sent in December
to Northern France. They were at once moved up to the fighting

zone, and were first given a spell of very heavy work, digging a

line of trenches. Then they set out for the fighting front.

The arrival of the Patricias In Flanders was watched with

keen interest in all parts of t^e Empire, for they were the only

troops from the Dominions to take part in continental fighting

until the beginning of the New Year, when^they we^e joined by
their comrades from Salisbury Plain. The regiment fulfilled the

normal duties of trench warfare, with the accompaniment of

duels between snipers, patrols and bombing raids. Tliis ex-

perience was fully suliicient to prove their hardil«x>d and enable

them to earn the complete confidence of their commaiiders.

The first war measures taken in Australia proved that the

Commonwealth had one great advantage over Canada. The
people of each of tlie great sister nations were equally loyal,

equally eager to help, equally determined to sacrifice all they

had,® if necessary, for victory. But Canada started her real

preparations for war when war began, while Australia had been

prepa^;iiig for close on tea years. A generation before, Australia

had been the least militaiy of nations. Her people, placed by
their geographical position out of the current of European con-

troversies, ]^d felt no necessity for arming themselves. Then
the developments of the world, the rising of the new Asia, and
the partitioning of the Pacific, made every thoughtful citizen

from Cape York to Greenbushes realise that i'Vustralia must be

ready to defend herself. The flood of emigration from China,

from India, and from Japan set in southwards, and Australia

built barriers against it. The Japanese fleet sailed into Sydney
Harbour, and held manoeuvres around the northern coasts of

Western Australia. Men were quick to realize that Australia

had no defences of her own against Japdn. As a result Australia

started to build a uavy, and to establish universal military train-

ing for her young men.
This training was designed to start early under a cadet system,

and in June 1914 the Australian forces consisted of about 50,000
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citizen soldiers. Ov^r 80,000 youths were euiolled as senior

cadets and 48,331 men were registered in rifle clubs, a feature of

the scheme which eiisiured that, after the period of general train-

ing, proficiency iit shooting should be kept up by regular practice.

-The former militia and volunteer units were being gradually

merged into a new citizen army and with the cadres already in

existence, and the impetus of recruiting, the minister for defence,

Mr, G. F, Pearce, was able to announce, in November, that

Australia had a total of 104,630 men under arms. At the out-

break of war the Royal Australian Navy consisted of one battle

cruiser, five light cruisers, tw^o .gunboats, six destroyers and
ctwo submarines.

^

There was no question of what Australia should do. “Our
duty is quite- clear,” said the federal premier, Sir Joseph Cook.

On tl\e Monday preceding the declaration of war the governor

general of Australia sent*' on behalf of the Commonwealth
government the followhig offer to Great Britain. “ In the event

of war the Commonwealth of Australia is prepared to place the

vessels of the Australian navy under the control of the British

Admiralty, if desired. It is further prepared to dispatch an ex-

peditionary force of twenty thousand men of any suggested com-

position to any destination desired by the Homet goveniment,

the force to be at the complete disposal ot the Home gefvern-

ment. The cost of the dispatch and maintenance would be

l)orne by this government. The Australian press ha,s been
notified accordingl5%” Mr. Lewis Harcourt, the British Secretary

for the Colonies, replied: “His Majesty's government greatly

appreciate the prompt readiness of your government to place

their naval forces at the disposal of the Admiralty and their

generous offer to equip and maintain an expeditionary force. I

will telegraph further on the latter point.”

Shortly after the outbreak of war there was a general election

in Australia. The Cook ministry was overthrown and a I^abour

government, under Mr. Andrew Fisher, succeeded it. Apprehen-
sion was entertained in some quarters in Australia lest the

Labour government should be less keen on giving assistance in

the war than its predecessor. This fear was wholly groundless.

rThe Labour leader.s during the election pledged themselves in the

most complete fashion. Mr. Andrew Fisher declared at the be-

ginning of the war that Australia should support Great Britain

with her last mac and her last shilling. When he became prime
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EARL KITCHENER. On the outbreak i»f war Lonl Kitchener was appointed
war minister, and immediately ook steps to raise a ’ar,e:e army. From the first
lie warned the country that tlu war would be Ioukt. His mae:netic personality
and indomitable spirit roused the nation to icreat end-favour, and he was a

tower of strength until his untitnel\' death in 1910.
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GIFTS FROM AUSTRALIA

minister he acted on the declaration. Senator'Pearce was made
Minister of Defence, and showed himself the right man for the

place.

There was absolutely no division of opinion in the country.

Even the descendants of German settlers met to declare their

unswerving loyalty and affection to the king and their deter-

mination to sacrifice, if necessary, their property and lives fot

the welfare of the British empire. Philanthropy, private and
public, was active. Hundreds of thousands of pounds w'ere

raised for war funds, and enoilnous sums were given for medical

and charitable purposes. Thus the Commonwealth government
gave £100,000 to the Belgian Rclkf Fund, and various state

governments contributed. Gifts of food •were senf to England,

scores of thousands of carcases of mutton, quantities of wine,

butter, bacon, cheese, condensed milk, and the like. Ojie news-

paper sent three shiploads of foodstuffs. Sydney raised ;^2o,ooo

for the Belgian Relief Fund; ;^5o,ooo was raised in a compara-
tively short time for the British Red Cross.

The first Australian contingent consisted of 20,338 men, drawn
in equal proportions according to population, from the different

states of the Commonwealth. Arrangements were made to send
regular moythly rginforcements of between 2,000 and 3,000 each
to liiake up for casualties and wastage, and no sooner was the

first contingent ready than a second contingent of over io,ooo

was prepared. Then in October the Commonwealth govern-

ment offered another Yirigade of light horse with brigade train

and field ambulance, and the offer was gratefully accepted.

The w^ork of preparing the first contingent proceeded auto-
matically. Every man w^as a volunteer, for soldiers of the
citizens' army w^ere not liable to serve outside Jthe Commonwealth
unless they wished. The soldiers were paid what seemed to the

British Tommy a princely sum, starting with 6s. a day and is.

allowance. General W. Birdw^ood, w^ho had served with Kitchener
in India, was given charge of the contingent. The first force,

when it left Australia, was made up as follows: There was a
light horse brigade, consisting of three regiments of cavalry, a
field artillery battery, and an ammunition column, signal troop,

and train and field ambulance; a division composed of three
infantry brigades, two light horse squadrons, headquarters
divisional artillery, three field artillery brigades, engineers and.
the accompanying train of ammunition coliima, sigpai company,
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field ambulance, etc. There were 9,000 horsey and seventy guns.

The embarkation of tlie division began on October 17 and
lasted five days. Nothing was allowed to be published outside

Australia concerning it, and the departure of the tra^isports was
ke^t as secret as possible. But it was impossible to suppress the

overwhelming enthusiasm of the people in Melbourne and else-

where as the men marched down to the front. When Brigadier

General W. T. Bridges, who was responsible for the expedi-

tionary force until it was later oij taken over by General Bird-

wo6d, left Melbourne with his staff on Trafalgar Day, he was
given a reception fhat kings might have envied.

Xluch uneasiness hc\d be<?n caused by the j)i*escncc of the

Emden and other German cruisers in the Pacific Ocean, and it

w^s believed, not without reason, tliat tliey intended to attempt

a raid upbn the expeditionary ^orce on its way to Europe. Steps

were taken to d§al with these raiders. British ships, Japanese
ships, and Australian ships manoeuvred to convoy and protect

the vessels bearing the troops, and nothing untoward happened
to them.
The rendezvous of the transports was. Albaiiy,

.
Western

Australia. Here not only the Australians, but also the New
Zealanders arrived. 'Tt is the most wonderful j^ght aif Austra^an
ever saw,** said one who witnessed it. The long line of trans-

ports set out, a great string of ships, each keeping its distance

behind the other, a couple of cables* lengths away, moving
on, a steady, unceasing procession, % the pace of all being

fixed at the pace of the slowest. Around were the guardian

warships.

New Zealand, like Australia, was in the fortunate position of

being ready by land and by sea for war. There had been for

some time before the outbreak of war compulsory military train-

ing for all males between the ages of 12 and 25, and there was a

fine defence force thoroughly trained, armed, and organized, with

ample guns, transports, and scientific corps.

Some days before war was declared, the prime minister of New
Zealand, Mr. W. F. Massey, announced that the government
intended, if necessary, to oflfer an expeditionary force to the

Imperial government, and an understanding already had been
axriyed at concerning the number and constitution of that force.

The leader of the Opposition, Sir Joseph Ward, declared that the

entire Opposition would cooperate with the government in the
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defence of the empire. The news of the declaration of war was

made in dramatic fashion. The governor appeared on the steps

of Parliament House on the memorable afternoon and read a

cablegram from the king thanking the Dominions for their loyal

messages. Then he proceeded, almost as though in an after-

thought: 'T have yet another message—England and Germany
are now at war.

Action like that in other parts of the cmi)ire followed. Men
everywhere volunteered for service. The well-to-do made gifts

of money and supplies. One of the most notable of national

gifts was £20,000 divided between the National Relief Fund and
the Belgian Relief Fund. In April, 1515, the postmaster genera-l

was able to announce that the total contribution to the Belgian

fund was ;^i33,ooo in cash, and goods and produce worth £6^,000 .

The cash and produce sent for the poor of Great Britain and
Ireland amounted to ,^138,000. The Maori people demanded
that they should be allowed to share with the whtte races in the

defence of the Flag. They offered to raise some thousands of

men, and when news came that the British Go\'ernment had
decided to employ Indian soldiers in the war, it was impossible

to refuse to the Maoris the opportunity of doing their share in

the empire’s ^ffort.
^

la* a very short time an expeditionary army of 8,000 was
ready, and on September 24 the troops went on ship-board for

Europe. “Time was, not very long ago,” said Lord Liverpool,

the governor, “when the sig^lit of a troop.ship in the New Zealand
harbour denoted the arrival of troops from the Old Country.
To-day the position is reversed. England has need of all her sons
to-day, and the young Dominion is sending home to the Mother-
land of her best,” The expedition was timed to sail on September
25, but, probably on account of the activity of the German
cruisers in the Pacific, the sailing was pOvStponed at the last

moment. The troops and horses were landed, and waited
another twenty days. Then they got away to Albany where
they joined the Australians. The Australian and New Zealand
contingents believed that they were going to Europe. Great
was the surprise, when the ships arrived at the Sixez Canal, to
find that orders had come for them to disembark there, to com-
plete their training in Egypt, and to help to guard that country
from the coming attack by the Turkish army that even then was
crossing the desert.
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The New Zealand gbveniment made ample arrangements to

keep the first contingent* Up to full strength. Shortly afterwards

a further body of troops left for the front, and in February a third

party sailed. The third party was notable on account of a corps

of five hundred Maoris in its ranks—magnificent and eager light-

ing men.
German expectation that the declaration of war would be

followed by revolt and dissention within the British empire was
nowhere more completely disappointed than in the case of India.

Here tliey had confidently predicted that the princes would seize

this chance of striking off the shackles of British rule. Moslem
faces, fired Jto fanaticism by the careful preaching of a Holy War
from Constantinople, were to fly to arms against Great Britain.

The ancient jealousies of the hundred and one peoples who make
up tliec-vast Eastern empire were to be rekindled, and a greater

mutiny was to drive the Hated British into the sea. Here a
niilharajah wad to lead his troops upon them; there the advocates
of native rights were to provoke the people to rise. A witch's

cauldron of hatred and strife was to be stirred, and Britain was
to be robbed of the brightest jewel in her sovereign's crown.

If the Germans were astonished and disconcerted at the con-*

duct of India immediately after the outbrea4c of war, it m<jy be
admitted that they were not the only people to be surprised.

Few in Great Britain had the imagination or the courage to

anticipate the overwhelming wave of Joyalty and enthusiasm

which swept over the race. Rulers of the great states summoned
their armies together and hastened to offer all they had to their

emperor. The Bengalee merchants raised big war funds. Most
wonderful of all to those who know the East, the women of India

broke the conventions that kept them from public life, and, from
the maharanis on their thrones to the humblest wdfe of Hindu,

Moslem, or Parsee, they brought forward their silver and gave

their personal gifts for the men at the front. The council of the

All-India Moslem League, at a meeting at Lucknow, assured the

Viceroy "that the participation of Turkey in the present war
does not and cannot affect our loyalty in the least degree, and
that the council is confident that no Mussulman in India will

swerve even a hair’s-breadth from his duty to the sovereign."

The ruling princes of India made the most generous contribu-

tions to the war funds. The nizam of Hyderabad subscribed
’ sixty lacs of rupees (about 400,000) and defrayed the entire cost,
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whilst on active service, of the ist Hyderabad Imperial Service

Lancers and of the 20th Deccan Horse. The maharajah of

Mysore made a magnificent gift of fifty lacs of rupees (/333»ooo)

for expenditure in connexion with the Indian Expeditionary

Force and also placed at the disposal of the government his

cavalry—the Mysore Imperial Service Lancers. The same story

of spontaneous loyalty and practical aid could be repeated in

detail of many other states and their rulers throughout India.

In recognition of these fine efforts the King-Emperor sent a

message of gratitude to the Indian peoples which still further con-

solidated their lo^^alty and encouraged them in their united

efforts. His proclamation read as fcdlows
: ,

To the Princes and Peoples of My Indian Empire

:

During the past few weeks the peoples of my hole Empire
at home and overseas hav^e movea with one mind anci purpose
to confront and overthrow an anparalleled assault upon the
continuity of civilization and the peace of ma^ikind.
The calamitous conflict is not of my seeking. My voice^as

been cast throughout on the side of peace. My Ministers
earnestly strove to allay the causes of strife and to appease
differences with which my Empire was not concerned. Had
I stood aside, when, in defiance of pledges to which my King-
dom was a parK^ the soil of Belgium was violated and hef
cities laid* desolate, when the very life of the French nation was
threatened with extinction, I should have sacrificed my
honour and given to destruction the liberties of my Empire and
mankind. I rejoice .that every part of the Empire is with me
in this decision. Paramount regar<J for treaty faith and the
pledged word of rulers and peoples is the common heritage of
Britain and India.
Among the many iiicklents that have marked the unanimous

uprising of the populations of my Empire in defence of its
unity and integrity, nothing has moved pie more than the
passionate devx>tion to my Throne expressed both by my
Indian subjects and by the Feudatory Princes and the Ruling
Chiefs of India, and their prodigal offers of their U\’’es and their
resources in the cause of the Realm. Their one -voiced demand
to be foremost in the conflict has touched my heart and has
inspired to the highest issues the love and devotion which, as
I well know, have ever linked my Indian subjects and myself.
I recall to mind India's gracious message to the British nation
of goodwill and fellowship w^hich greeted my return in
February, 1912, after the solemn ceremony of my Coronation
Durbar at Delhi, and I find in this hour of trial a full harvest
and noble fulfilment of the assurance given by you that the
destinies of Great Britain and India were indissolubly linked.
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The British government had considerable forces of different

kinds ill India upon which it could draw. In the ffrst instance

there were 75,000 British soldiers, the regular Indian garrison.

It would not have been wise to deplete this garrison too much,
but it was possible to take away large numbers of 'ti'ained and
hardened s^diers and to replace them by Territorials. Next
there came the regular Indian Army, an army strong in numbers,

rich in traditions, and trained to a point of high efficiency. The
regular Indian Army numbered 160,000 men, including over

3,000 British officers and officials^ and it had 40,000 reserves to

be drawn upon. It was largely raised from the fighting

M^homedan races, and in the years immediately before the war,

starting with'^tiie timetwhen Lord Kitchener was commander-iu-
chief, its entire organization had been remodelled and its artillery

and transport brought up to a war standard.
f

The Indian Expeditionary ‘Force as despatched to Europe in

S’^jjjfember, 1914, consisted of 70,000 men. Other forces were

seWto Mesopotamia and elsewhere, and by the spring of 1915

India had put in the field in the several theatres of war, including

the British troops sent from India, a force equivalent to nine

complete infantry divisions, with artillery, and eight cavalry

•brigades, besides several smaller bodies of ti’oops, aggregating

more than an infantry division, in minor and outlying spheres.

She had placed at the disposal of the empire for service out of

India, so Mr. Asquith stated in a speech at the Guildhall,

London, 28 regiments of cavalry, British,* Indian, and Imperial,

and 174 regiments of infantry-, British, Indian, and Imperial. The
prime minister on that occasion declared: " When we look at

the actual achievements of the force so spontaneously dispatched,

so liberally provided for, so magnificently equipped, the battle-

fields of France aifd Flanders bear an undying tribute to their

bravery.'' Lord Hardinge, in a speech dealing with the dispatch

of troops, was able to point with justifiable pride to what had
been done, and to declare significantly :

'' We are not at the end
of our military resources."

The voyage of the Expeditionary Force to Europe was care-

fully planned. The ships were guarded the whole way across by
the allied fleets, and the first divisions arrived without loss in

Marseilles in the later part of September, to be quickly followed
by others. The dark-skinned troops, as they landed and marched
through the streets of the rock-bound southern French port, had
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a remarkable reception. The people of France cheered and
shouted, broke into their ranks, and heaped gifts on them.

d he Lahore Division arrived in the concentration area in the. reai

of the second British Army Corps on October 19 and 20. It

was quickly followed by others. The Indian troo]>s at once found
themselves plunged into the heart of the fighting, but it was
fighting of a character to which they were entirely unadapted by
training or physique. The miseries and hardships of trench war-
fare told heavily on their numbers, and it says much for their

morale and their leadership thait they remained immovable and
unbeaten for so long a period.

One of the most remarkable and touching incidents in the eai\v

campaign of the Indian troops—an incident^which will be remem-
bered generations hence throughout the East—was the farewell

visit of Lord Roberts to his old soldiers at the front. Lord
Roberts was determined, despite hi«* years and despite the plead-
ings of his friends, to go to Flanders and do wbat he coulcjbtg
cheer some of his comrades there. He reached Bdulogn^roi
November ii, and first visited the Indian wounded on the
hospital ship. The stricken Indian soldiers strove as he entered
the wards to rise up from their beds and greet him. The veteran
commander-in-chief^ went from one to the other, with a word of
comfort and* good cheer for each, unable to conceal his own
emotion as he gazed on their battered and stricken forms.

From Boulogne he went to the headquarters of the Indian
corps, where he was received with great state. He spoke to the
regiments in their own tongues, and walked through the ranks
of the men drawn up in his honour, his very presence an en-
couragement to them all. Great Indian commanders who had
served under him were there. Men who had fought in the ranks
under him time after time in great battles gaz5d up at the slight
figure of the veteran field marshal again. He had planned to
cheer up the wounded in more than one hospital, and to inspect
the troops in many lines. But in the course of his tour he was
seized with a chill, taken with congestion of the lungs and
pleurisy, and was unable to rally. He died at the front after a
few hours* illness, amidst the armies for whom he had lived and
\vorked and fought so long. Some people in England spoke of his
end as a tragedy. It was a tragedy for his country to lose so
great, disinterested, and simple a leader of men. But for Lord
Roberts himself surely there could have been no tragedy in such
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an end, but rather the worthy culmination of a long life dedicated

to the single purpose of loyalty and devotion to monarch and
empire. From end to end of the Indian Army the story of how
Roberts Bahadur had come again among them and had died

among them, served as a fresh inspiration and a fresh stimulus.

Much more could be said of the response of India and the

great Dominions. South Africa faced its own particular problems

and the detailed description of events in German Africa and else-

where will be found in later chapters of this wx^rk. No passing

reference, however, would be dbmplete without mention of the

South African troops who fought on the Western front. It was
a South African brigade which, on June 15, 1916, took Delville

Wood, which in 192O the South African government purchased

as a national memorial.

Frorp every comer of the empire came the same ready

offers of men and material. Newfoundland provided a very

«table percentage of fighting men for its population : 11,922

d the various services, and, in addition, 3,000 Newfound-
landers enlisted in the Canadian and other forces. A distinct

unit known as the Newfoundland Regiment w^as formed, and
this received its baptism of fire in Gallipoli, in September, 1915.

In February, 1918, after much other active service, the king

granted the Newfoundland Regiment the title of '''Royal,'*' the

first such honour bestowed during the war. The forestry corps,

numbering about 1,000 men, did useful w’ork in Scotlaml. Tlio

Dominion also provided nearly 3,000 seamen to the Newfound-
land R.N.R., who served in warships and armed auxiliaries.

In the West Indies there W’^as already in existence the historic

West India Regiment which had originated in 177S as the South
Carolina Corps, consisting of volunteers, white and black, raised

to fight the Frenc^h in the West Indies. During the war it serve<l

in Egypt and Palestine, and took part in the conquest of the

Cameroons. The British West India Regiment was formed
during the war from contingents of the inhabitants of the West
India islands. The ist and 2nd battalions distinguished them-
selves notably in Palestine. Amongst the many extciior regi-

ments who retained their territorial identity, there must not be

forgotten the Guernsey Light Infantry, who, following the New-
foundlanders, earned their laurels with the 29th Division whilst

serving in France and Flanders.
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CHAPTER 6

How Germany Welcomed the War

WniitN a few houcs of tlie order for general mobtlization

the whole Geniiau empire underwent an extra-

ordinary change. At«ev-ery railway station there sud-

denly sprang up not camps of tents, but long lines of pitch-pine

sheds, every bt^ard ready cut so that it could be dropped into it;»

place. When the first detachments ofreserves appeated, accord-

ing to the time-table in the hands of every sergeant, at their

appointed station they found shelter from sun and rain, and long

tables whereon the Red Cross orgai^zatiou had prepared* water,

lemonade, and even sausages. So exact were th^j arrangemeiifet

i[i all these respects, at any rate throughout Prussia, that onl®'
receipt of the order for mobilization even ice was ready to cool

the drinking water. From every village throughout the huge
empire- little knots of men began to trudge to the stations,

•whence they would be transported to their regimental head-
i(uar4crs. Although*nominally all were not required for eight or

even ten days, on the fifth day of mobilization (Thursday.
August 6), the open country appeared as if suddenly it had been
swept of all inhabitants; la the golden cornfields stood wagons
half-laden; here and there A ladder leaned against a half-finished

rick; even the women had disappeared, and the only sign of life

over mile after mile of the great plain was a silent figure, stand-
ing rifle in hand, by a bridge or level crossing.

For years people had talked about and discfisscd the German
mobilization; vague legends had been published of ptirtial

mobilization in 1911, and again in 1912, and earlier during the
Moroccan crisis; but never before in the history of Germany—or.

iudecxl, in any other country—^had there been any experience of

this sudden stopping of work of a busy nation, this sudden drain-
ing of town and country of every man of mUitaiy age. Already,
on Saturda3^ August 8, a number of factories had closed through
want of men. Vast transport organizations had suddenly ceased
work for want of horses and loiries. By Tuesday the wwk of

desolation—there is no other word to describe it—was fully
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accomplished. Industrial life in Germany was cut short at the

blare of a trumpet. So, too, was the life of leisure. In Hanover,

for example, towards evening crowds were wont to stream out to

the great beer restaurants among the trees near the city. Now,

as then, the gardens, with their scrubbed deal tables and their

long lines of chairs, were awave with little flags and pennons;

now, as then, amongst the large and more popular restaurants

one saw here and there the smaller, less gorgeous hostelry over

whC'Se rustic gate stood the ancient sign of German hospitality

:

*'We will not break the ancient^rule; you may cook your own

coffee and bring your own stool.'* But now all these gay summer

resorts were empty. The quests, the waiters and the innkeepers

themselves were gonev Alongvside a little river the railway runs.

About every loo yards stood a sentry, often an old man
armed with a shot gun and without a uniform. Anchored to the

bank a mile or two from the nearest slatioji lay a little fleet of

pl^sure boats, € the cushions piled together about the stern, a

tarpaulin foughly thrown over the engine, and the owners (for

the most part, doubtless, officers) called away in the middle of

their summer cruise to join their regiment in the reserve. At

local stations piles of luggage were to be seen—desolate holiday

trunks, folding perambulators, a bundle of spades and little

coloured flags wherewith the Germans delighl to deck their Aand

redoubts by the seaside. When the mobilization order came

trains were seized and luggage thrown out.

Doubtle.ss there w^as in this, as in many other matters, a little

too much zeal. Not all the wild confusion into which the civil

population was thrown was by any means necessary. It is

significant, for example, that twenty-four hours before the order

for mobilization was given international trains approaching the

German frontier were held up and passengers compelled in some

instances to walk to the nearest frontier station. But it must

be remembered that in all her recent history Germany had never

had an opportunity to practise the mobilization of her whole

army, and the wonder is, perhaps, that it worked as smoothly as

it did. From the moment when war became inevitable, Germany

—or, at least, Prussia—carried out to the letter the rule devised

by her general staff
—‘Take care of the civilian only when you

hzive taken care of everything connected with the forces.'* The

outbreak of war was the signal for the complete abdication of the

civil power. The hour for which the German military caste had
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u'iiited was coaie at last; every lieutcnmnt felt Mmseli relieved of

atl necessity any longer to regard the ordinary rules of ci^dl life.

Ofticers threw off any pretence of consideration for the claims of

friendship, and even of common courtesy.

It is probable that to some extent the extraordinary state oi

affairs in German towns and cities which would follow the out-

break of war had been foreseen by the authorities. The pinch of

unemployment would come not in the first week, but after a

1 or tnight; or longer, and if the civilian population Avere to sit

dov/n, as the German system required, to wait doggedly with

tightened belts and in silence, save for such scraps of news as

the German general staff might feel disposed to publish, it w^s
accessary that disorder, thinly veiled as •patriotic •enthusiasm,

should not be too sternly repressed at the outset. Hence there*

was no attempt to punish the ring leaders of the wild mob which
tried to sack the British embassy.# For over a fortnight there

was even no attempt to check Ihe extraordinary mania oyer

South Germany for hunting phantom gold, supposed to be in

i ransport from Franco to Fussia. Actuail}^, the sudden arrest of

Englishmen and even Englishwomen throughout Germany on a

charge: o£ espionage began, and perhaps reached its climax,

before the English ultimatum to Germany had expired.

Iff must be remembered that the population of German cities

had been fed for weeks on the craziest lies. Ulster, they had
b(^en told, v/as in a state of rebellion; English troops had refused

to obey orders (and it must not be forgotten that to the German
military mind there is no •distinction between unwillingness to

shoot unarmed citizens and refusal to march against an armed
cuemy). Suddenly at seven o'clock on Tuesday evening,

August 4 , this fabric of lies was shattered when the Berliner

Tageblatt scattered through the city flaring placards, ‘'Great

Britain breaks off diplomatic relations.'" The shock was
admittedly, for one moment, paralysing. That which the greater

part of the population had believed impossible from reasons of

British domestic policy, and improbable because of their sublimt^

faith in British selfishness, had happened. The childish chatter

about the unity Q£|thc Germanic race, which no sane observer of

Prussian manners could ever have seriously believed, was pro-

bably less responsible for the outrageous treatment of English

speaking people throughout Germany than the sudden angry
realization of the fact that the press and the foreign office bad
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alike utterly misled public opinion regarding the actual unpre-

paredness of England for any war ; and the bitter word
‘'Betrayed/' which w^as on thousands of lips in Berlin on the

night of August 4, was directed as much against German
diplomacy as against supposed E)iglish treachery.

On the heels of every armed host since the world began there

has follov/ed a horde of ruffians, hshing in troubled waters.

Every leader of a popular cause, resorting to armed force, may
and must reckon that in his wake will follow not only fighting

men, but also a large crowd of half-savage harpies—not ready to

fight, but only too delighted to bully. Of the crowds that

attacked the embassies, legations and consulates throughout

Germany on the ouforeak of war, no small proportion were

excited youths, students drunk with alcoliolic enthusiasm, the

riff-raff *of the poorer quarters of the cities, eager to seize this

opportunity of unbridled licehce.

For sevefal d?iys after the outbreak of war the police stations

not only of Berlin but in other cities, particularly in the indus-

trial districts, were packed with strange crowds of geivclcmen

arrested as spies, huddled together with the lowest classes of the

population. From one under-aged ruffian stripped while under
detention in the little police station in the Mil,telstras.se the police

took a pistol, an eight-inch dagger, and a life-preserver. Pick-

pockets naturally felt this was indeed their harvest, and for once

the ruthless police of Berlin were in no position to control th«j

situation, for the authorities had of their own act permitted the

mob to get out of hand. It will, perfiaps, never be known l\ow

many people in Berlin were injured for life not by the sabres of

the police nor by rifle and revejver of sentry or guard, but by the

knife, which at all times has played an extraordinary part in the

criminal history o^ Berlin.

If it be remembered that in times of peace scarcely any
motor-cyclist in Germany had ridden at night without a revolver

in his pocket; if it be remembered that the great forests, which
stretch from Berlin north and south and east and west, had
harboured for years desperate gangs of ruffians, it will easily bo

seen that the suspension, even for a few hours only, of the strong

hand of the civil government may easily have been the cause

of the unfortunate amount of lawlessness, for a good deal of

which homely and harmless civilians may often have been held

responsible.
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A HUNT FOR GOLD

Outside the cities, paiticularly through South Germany, a

yet more dangerous licence was permitted. One of the German
papers published on Sunday, August 2, an amazing story from

Nuremberg, to the effect that a huge quantity of gold, stated

variously at 20, 40, 80, and even 160,000 pounds, had been in

transport before the war from France to Russia, When the war

broke out, so the story ran, this gold had been hurriedly trans-

ferred to motor-cars, wherein it was to find its perilous

across Germany, From time, to time further stories of this

phantom gold appeared. Nov\* it had been transferred to cars

carrying the Red Cross fiag; now the^^ were Aq^arican cars, with

the gold guardians disguised as harmless tourists; and finaliy

the crazy press announced that countryMk through Thuringia

and Franconia would do well to look out for motor-cars contain-

ing middle-aged ladies. These, they said, were the gold carriers

in disguise.

There followed upon this the craziest gold-lipunt throughout

all southern Germany. Villagers armed with sticks, shot guns,

and anything that came handiest, took to making unprovoketl

attacks upon motor-cars of all kinds. Amongst the victims

were an Austrian officer,, an Austrian countess, a lady of title in

SouUi Germany, and doubtless a number of other people of less^

proAiinence. For nearly a fortnight the authorities seem to

have taken no step to put an end to this extraordinary foil}'.

Finally, the general staff was obliged to issue a notice inquiring

v'hether the inhabitants of South German cities really any
longer believed the idiotic story, and warning them that in

I litlire attacks on motor-cars would be severely discouraged.

It was left, liowcver, for the pacifist organ, the Berliner

Tageblatt, to complain qiierously tliat it did not altogetiier

approve of the discouragement of national enftiusiasm. It com
plained in particular that, whilst it was doubtless right to avoiil

undue harshness in the treatment of Englislx-spcaking peoples,

for fear they might prove to be Americans, it was perliaps un-
wise to check mob violence against foreigners, lest perchance it

should discourage the seeking out of spies.

If it fared ill with anybody in the cities who could by any
chance be suspected of being a foreigner (for to the German
mind every foreigner was an ex-opicio spy), the fate of those
who tried to travel across Germany after the outbreak of war
was no less unx>h’asaiU. One by one unhappy Knglishmeii.
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caught, often with their wives, in Germany by the outbreak of

war, struggled through to England, and brought stories of hard-

ship and maltreatment such as have been unexampled since the

days when freebooters rode through Germany, carrying torture,

murder, and robbery to every homestead. A British consul,

travelling with his son and wife to the Danish frontier, was
held up, and whilst his wife was kept in durance in one prison,

he and his son were thrown into a cell with a wisp of straw to

lie on, without sanitation and almost in darkness. Here he was
kept for several days before a crazy officialdom consented to his

release. Travellers coming from the German health resorts of

Nauheim, ^omburg, Wierjbaden, and other centres along tlie

Rhine were arrested^ again and again, subjected to barbarous
indignities, and, in many cases, finally detained as being of

military age.

Two explanations of the 'savagery with which a number of

English people* were treated in Germany upon the outbreak of

war have been given at various times. It is alleged that in

many cases persons arrested in the Rhineland were confronted
by sergeants or other non-commissioned officers accustomed
throughout their military career to scenes of brutality, and quite
unable to realize that the stripping of ladies *\n the open road to

seek for bombs or secret documents was in any 4/ay unusual.
Had the ill-treatment ceased with these insults, the explanatioji

might have been accepted, because the same excuse had been
repeatedly offered to account for th^ brutality of many of the
German police, who are for the most part retired army men.

But not even Germans could swallow such childish explana-
tions of the assault with sticks and stones upon the Brilisli

embassy, as were^pffered on the following day. It was asserted
that members of the embassy staff, or some of the servants, liad
thrown small coins amongst the crowd, and that this infuriated
the mob. The falsity of this statement is shown by the fact
that three minutes before the as.sault the Wilhelmstrasse, in
which the embassy is situated, was almost clear of people.
When the news of the rupture of diplomatic relations circulated
along the Linden a crowd of students and other people, includ-
ing, as a matter of fact, a number of political detectives,
gathered instantly, and the assault was committed within throe
minutes of the receipt of the news. Later, the Berlin papers
"'assumed'' that the coins had been thrown by Englishmen
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residing in the adjoining Hotel Adlon—a suggestion which was
even more childisWy Another explanation offered for the

maltreatment of foreigners by people in authority was that to a

great extent, the authorities in question were such as had no I

come fully under the salutary^ influence of German civilian

education. There is, perhaps, some justice in this plea, though
it must be remembered that Capable critics of German education

have long maintained that at best its influence on the moral

character of the nation was vir|aially nil. How foreigners v/er<

actually treated, even such as could by no possibility be mis-

taken for other than harmless travellers, may be illustrated

from the following detailed account* of t^c insults^ and indig-

nities offered by the Germans to the British consul at Danzig.

Mr. Francis E. Drummond-Hay, and his wife and children, and
the party who were accompanying him. Authenticated accounts

by members of ]iis patty show that* not only the men, but also

women and children of the consular party, were subjected to

treatment of a character that in many respects cannot bo made
generally public.

For some time before England and Germany were at war great

> excitement prevailed in Danzig. As far back as July 30 the

consiil’s telegrams \t'ere stopped or tampered with, and his tele-

phonic connexion cut off. His first intimation that war had
liroken out was on the morning of August 5, when a police officer

visited the consulate. He was told he was under arrest, arid

must leave as soon as possible. The officials further intimated

that even his life was in danger. He was then conveyed to his

private residence, six miles out of Danzig, and told that he and
his family had an hour to pack and clear out. Mrs. Drummond-
Hay, with licr eldest son—a boy of 16 who had just arrived from
Cheltenham on his holidays— younger son of eight, and a
governess, had previously received a visit from the officials,

and were in great distress, being unable to telephone to the
consul at his office in town.

On the arrival of the consul at his private residence the police

gave them an hour to pack their handbags. The party then
left the house iti a motor escorted by police and soldiers ea
route for the station. At every street corner riflles were levelled

at them, and they were hooted at and insulted. Arriving at the
station, they were joined by the French vice-consul and a party
of ten British refugees: Here they were molested by soldiers,
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who demanded passes, and after being taken by the police to a

waiting-room were put into a waiting train. They were told

this would take them to Stettin, but that if they looked out of

the carriage windows or left the train they would be shot. In-

stead of six hours the journey to Stettin occupied 22 hours. The
crowds on the platform were angry and menacing; insulting

phrases were written on the carriages, and all food was refused.

When Stettin was reached the party were again told they were

under arrest and that they wquld be locked up in the town.

After managing to secure a sandwich the consul and his party

were bundled into another train for a further 19 hours' run to

ftamburg. f On thi^ train they were again submitted to the

greatest indignities. They were searched, insulted at night

time, and unable to sleep. A drunken sergeant with a levelled

revolver entered their carriage, and the behaviour of all the

soldiers and officials on the train caused the greatest distress,

particularly to the ladies. At Hamburg the travellers were for

the first time courteously received by a German officer. After

a hurried wash the refugees were put into another train to con-

vey them to the Dutch frontier.

There the worst of their trouble began. After an examination *

of luggage the police refused to accept thoir passes, and ^they

were told they would have to remain. The ladies, they were

informed, were free, but the men must stay. For seven hours

the consul and his companions were kept at the station, a man
standing over them with a loaded ri^le.

After a time the ladies, after having been searched in a most
indelicate fashion, were separated from their friends and sent

off to an hotel, while the men were marched off to pri.son and
thrown into cells; There they were searched, and the consul

and three others placed in a cell. The apartment measured
twelve feet by five feet, and contained straw, a blanked, and a

jar of water. There the party were locked in and left the

whole of one night and the following day, the cells b(*ing desti-

tute of every sanitary arrangement. At 9.30 on the following

morning they were let out for half an hour and paraded with
criminals before being re-conducted to their cell. The guard
who brought food was armed with a revolver, had with him a
police dog, and was followed by a rifleman. In fact, as mem-
bers of the party say, they were like “rats in a trap." On the

following morning the ladies, who were compkdely broken dowji
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CASES OF COURTESY

with anguish and suspense, . were allowed to see their lelatives.

Mr. Drninmond-Hay pleaded that his young son should not be

longer kept a prisoner, and he was allowed to go out and join

his mother. At ten o'clock on. the following night the consul

was told that he and his family and staff could leave. They
reached Flushing after a further long and tedious journey, ten

days after their departure from Danzig. Behind the firing-line

Prussia threw off the thin veneer of civilization which for forty

years had disguised her true character, and showed herself in

her true colours—as a land but little removed from barbarism.

Yet there were strange contrasts, and where the civil govern-

ment of Germany still retained, or succeeded in re(;overing, sdme
vestige of control, the civil officials ^id try, however faint-

heartedly, to stem this extraordinary flood of militarist outrage.

During the day which followed the outbreak of waa between

Britain and Germany the emperor's court marshal sent a special

message to the English chaplain in Berlin, inform^pg him that

he would do all in his power to aSvSist the chaplain to keep open
the English church of St. George in the gardens of the Monbijou
palace, that he would arrange that there should be no difficulty

in English residents attending service at their church as usua^,

and that he would be glad to learn of any arrangements for

1 etieving distress among English residents.

Similarly, in some of the western cities, Englishmen returning

home stated that the officials treated them often with decided

courtesy. It was only# when they came into contact with

some rampant lieutenant, overwhelmed with a sudden sense

of his own relief from the bonds of civil restraint, or vvitli

some half-crazy police-sergeant, ignorant, for the most part, of

the very look of a passport, that maltreatinent ensued. It is

abundantly evident, from this and many similar instances, that

what happened in Germany was the breakdown of the whole
system of civil government, even where it was merely intended
that it should be reinforced or controlled in its broadest out-

lines by the military governors. The Prussian military system
and the German civil code came into conflict, and the victory

of rampant militarism was assured from the outset.

The sudden revolt against, or, as is more probable, the

general fear of anything that might look foreign produced some
results which, under other circumstances, would have been truly

ludicrous. Most of the German cities had gradually become
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flooded with an international nomenclature of shops, and Gait s,

ev^en streets. On the outbreak of war there was a liasty change,

and whilst in London a Gambrinus still placidly continued its

business, the cafes of Berlin hastily deleted even names that

might suggest a foreign origin. Sign painters had a busy fort-

night changing the name of the Hotel Bristol, the EngUscher
Hof, the Cafe Piccadilly, the Prince of Wales's tailoring

establishment, the London Bar, the Queen's Restaurant, the

Palais de Danse, and a host of other establishments. The Cafe
fPiccadilly, the largest establishment of its kind in the world,

v^as converted into the Hpch Deutschland Kaffcc Haus, tlu-

Qucen's Restourant became the Speise Haus, 1870, and tlu^

restaurants suddenly * indulged in an orgy of newly'invented

German names for foreign dishes. Greengages, for example,

laiown fgr 40 years and more to German gourmets as Rcine

Claude, suddenly became raeneJkloden or rouge loddeii.

The Engli^ wdrd sauce was banned, and its place taken by the

curious Germanised equivalent sosse. Russian eggs, a favourite

Berlin dainty, suddenly disappeared from the bill of fare, and
were replaced by a mysterious dish called ''sauceeggs." Elso-

\;i'here the enthusiastic patriotism of young ladies' schools pro-

duced equally curious results. In a girls' high school in the

Rhinelai\d a deputation of Rhenish damsels waited upon the

head teacher at the beginning of the day's work and informed

her that it was not to be expected tliat patriotic German girls

should consent any longer to learn the .tongues of alien enemies.

French and English, they declared, must forthwith disappear

from the cuiTiculum, and it was only when the mistress pointed

out that up to the present they could still leain "American’'

that the young laches consented to resume their study of the

language of Shakespeare.

The tumult and excitement which ran riot through Germany
in the first week of the war cooled rapidly when mobilization

was complete. German thoroughness was not likely long to

leave the question of the harvest, the problem of provision for

the civil population, and of maintaining the large numbers of

women and the lesser numbers of men thrown out of work, to

the well-intentioned efforts of amateur organizations. Little by
little the military control closed its grip upon the whole country.
Mob law ceased on August 15 when the steady growth of the

Rxissian pressure in the east, combined with Austrian defeats
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by the Serbians, made it necessary for the Germanic allies to

call up the Landsturm. Now market-place, theatre, bar, and
avenue were cleared of the crowds who had done so much fight-

ing with their lips. The summoning of the Landsturm came, to

some extent, as a surprise, for even the day before many people
appeared to have thought that this last call on the population
of the nation in arms could be avoided. What it meant to the

country can be shown by a single instance.

The tram system of Berlin, j)robably in peace time the most
effective as it was the cheapest in any European city, em-
ployed about nine thousand men as drivers and conductors.

Three thousand of these were calleckawa^ by the $rst mobilisa-

tion order, but when the order summoning the Landsturm was
promulgated the company found itself with about a thousand
men to continue its work. These were employed at* once as

drivers, whilst the conductors wer^ replaced by women, in many
cases the wives of men sent to the front. The^/Wer^ paid at an
average rate of about foiirpence an hour. Similarly, the coin-

pani(?3 controlling the taxi-cabs, so far as they had not simply
withdrawn their cabs altogether, obtained permission to employ
a number of women wlio held licences as drivers. In place

peU'oI, which was virtually unobtainable, owing to the com-
niaiid(3ering of all supplies for the army, they took to using ben-
zol, w'hich itself became very scarce, and even alcohol. Very
soon there was an outcry about this employment of the wives
of men already sent to ^thc front. It was pointed out that
these women were already insured, so far as possible, against
actual starvation, by the government.

On tlic other hand, there were many thousands of young
women, mostly unmarried girls, who had t^en thrown out of
work by the ruthless dismissals carried out by the large
stores, wholesale houses, and factories. So far as the factories

were concerned the dismissals were to a great extent unavoid-
able, since the men trained to control the machinery, overseers,
foremen, clerks and managers, were all now bearing arms. But
it would appear that the huge .stores, which had gradually be-
come the foremost feature of the shopping \vorld of German
cities, acted immediately after the outbreak of war upon prin-
ciples which were hard to reconcile with the patriotic an-
nouncements pasted on their window^s. At the end of August,
when the legal notices of di.smissal took effect; many lumdreds
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of young girls, who had ajb all times found it difhcult to make

ends meet, were tbxown upon the streets. Charitable organiza-

tions did their best to deal with the situation. Cheap kitchens

sprang up in all quarters of the town, and the most famous oi

these organizations, the “Lina Morgenstein," issued an appeal

for premises where their relief kitchens could be established.

Satisfying meals began to be provided at astonishing prices:

jmung girls thrown out of work could obtain a full meal for

prices as low as a penny-halfpenny and as high as fourpence.

Side by side with this army of* girls there was another, even

more pitiable class, for whom it was difficult to make any sati.!!-

factory arrangement. Tins was the great class of lodging-house

keepers, proprietors <4 pensions, and still more of women wlu>

Irad subsisted by letting rooms to factory girls and foreigners.

The city of Berlin, in particular, began suddenly to realize tc)

what e?ctent it had depended upon Russians, Americans.

Swedes, and otl^er foreigners. Whole classes of its female popu

lation, with scores of tradesmen, found themselves faced, not

only by ruin, but by actual lack of food to appease their hunger,

and the government was. compelled—earlier, probably, than had

been supposed—to step in to save these people from slic-'r

ctarvation.

Very soon, too, it became clear to Germans eveiywhere w*nal

had been effected by the silent, unscnsational work of tin-

British fleet. In all directions the military governors had tc»

announce that great restrictions must be placed upon the use

of electricity, coal, gas, and so forth.* Largely witli this object

an order was issued suspending inter-urban traffic after mid

night. It is true that the dancing halls of the city, which had

given Berlin its peculiar cachet, w'ere allowed to keep open their

doors in many instances, but they w'ere forbidden to emplo}-

orchestras playing ragtime tunes, they were compelled to reduce

their lighting plant, and a sharp control was exercised upon the

supply of alcoholic beverages. To all intents and purposes tlu-

stopping of tram and train service after midnight put an end

to the night life of Berlin. The business of the civil popula

tiou, as the military government conceived it, was not to keep

things going, but to discoiitinue almost all forms of relaxation

involving expenditure. Electnc light advertisements, illiimin

ated sky signs, and cxce^ive iUumination of shop-window.s ere

either forbidden or greatly restricted.
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Nor did the newspapers escape the heavy hand of the* military

authorities. The reckless flooding of the streets with free editions

announcing great German victories was summarily stopped;

and just as at the outset the government had seized the oppor-

tunity to favour those individuals who had for years subserved
their purposes, so now they took another line against such
papers as had in peace ^ times dared to . criticise army or

bureaucracy. The publication of military news was* restricted to

the bare statements issued by the general stafl, and the

authorities saw to it that these ahnoiuicements reached the reptile

press sooner than papers which had been numbered amongst the^

critics of the government system. !^ut they were careful, as In

all else, to maintain the cloak of righteousifess.

At first the sale of socialist papers was forbidden on bookstalls

and in the street ;#>ut even this restriction was removed^as soon

as tile iron had eaten into the sociahst soul and the international

theorists upon whom a few foreign observers had set their hopes
had in turn taken up that patriotic attitude which* competent
critics had always expected of them. It may none the less be
true that there was amongst considerable sections of the com-
munity a conviction that the war had been thrust upon them
not by dire necessity, but by the ungoverned ambitions of the*

militarist caste. But the temper of the mob was such that even
the expression of the mildest criticism was like to prove danger-
ous to life and limb. The most strenuous advocates of the
general strike, and even that arch-enthusiast, Rosa Luxemburg,
were left unmolested by the authorities, who sardonically lett

such unpatriotic personages to the attentions of the mob.
To revert for a moment to the effect of the war upon German

commercial life, it should be remembered that to a very large
extent, even in peace time, the trade and commerce of German
towns had depended upon the requirements of members of the
armed forces. There was work enough, of course, in Essen and
Dusseiclorf, in the tinned meat factories in the neighbourhood of
Berlin and in the Rhineland, in the huge establishments manu-
facturing war stores of every kind, but else\yhere there was a
sudden cessation of demand. Many tiadcsmen, especially in
small garrison towns, had subsisted upon the patronage of army
mm of the active or retired services. These found their trade
suddenly vanish, and indeed it became clear that the repeated
warnings of intelligent Germans ag'ainst the growth of luxury.' and
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extravagance in ali classes were justified more by the sudden
cessation of this demand for luxuries than by any apparent
weakening of the stamina of the nation in its hour of need. Oi
the many thousands of men, and more especially of women, who
found themselves suddenly without employment and without
means of subsistence, a large proportion had been employed io

the production of articles unknown, or almost unlcnown, to iht

nation which fought the war of 1870 ; and the growth of luxury

recoiled sooner upon the heads of those who had ministered to it

than upon those who had indulged therein.

In Germany no less than elsewhere there was not only an over-

lapping of charity, but also at the outset a remarkably uniu-

telligent employment K)f voluntary assistance. This was mosi
noticeable on the whole in the case of the post office. Whilst

there were crowds of women clamouring for employment of

any kind that w^ould give th^m a roof to cover them and bread

to eat, the Gernjan post office began to employ as volunteers the

sons of gocAl families to fill the places of postmen, letter-sorters

and other officials sent to the front. Protest after protest appeared
in the popular press, but some weeks passed before the govern-

ment made up its mind to remedy the shortcoming, which in well

^organized Germany was, to say the least of it, less to be expec ted

than elsewhere. *
t

The measures taken for getting in the year’s harvest were, on
the other hand, both prompt and so far as could be judged
thoroughly effective. So soon as the mobilization was completed,
the government announced that a lafge number of free tickets

would be issued to suitable persons of either sex willing to b(

transported where the need for harvest hands was greatest. Li

particular, these free tickets were issued to people desiring

return from the cities to homes in the country, where the liarvest

was still in progress. It was calculated that in such cases the.

cost of maintenance was reduced from nearly three pounds to

about fifteen shillings a month—that is, of course, the cost to the

state in the way of consumption of food, light and the other

necessities of existence whereof Germany soon found herself

obliged to be extremely economical. Wherever schools could b<

used in the early days without long transport by rail, the school

lx>ys were virtually compelled to assist in the work of the
har\’'est; and even later, when the potato crop was being
gathered, they were employed to collect the bundles 01 dried
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potato haulm, and later to sort the tubers themselves. Towards
the end of August, when coinmunication^by train once more began
to be more or less possible, large numbers of people left Berlin

and other cities for the open country, carrying with them, for the

most part, no more than a blanket wherewith to modify the
unaccustomed bed of straw in a barn, which was all tliat they
were offered. The average payment for their services was about
ninepence a day. Other official measures to control the sudden
dislocation of employment were, for example, the announcement
that an eight hours* day wouM be made the maximum in all

trad(^s not concerned immediately with provisioning the army.

One of the earliest signs of the money stringency was t^e

disappearance of small change. In some ports of Germany, par-

ticularly it would appear in the mining districts of Silesia, it

became necessary for the municipalities to issue localmotes for

small change. The authorities of Gleiwitz, the mining town, for

example, issued local paper notes of the value tof one shilling,

having currency only within the town and its immediate district.

Much self-congratulation was expressed by the German press

over the fact that Germany alone of the great nations found it

unnecessary to resort officially to a moratorium. There is, how-
ever, an explanation of this fact which seems to have been*

unchdy overlooked. The German civil code provides for a kind

of private moratorium between debtor and creditor in the event

of war. It is true that the provision is not automatic, and that

in each separate case it is necessary for the debtor to apply for a

postponement of payment*through the courts, but arrangements
were made whereby such applications should be heard swiftly

and relief granted instantly. The result, of course, was that

whilst the empire did not publicly resort to a moratorium, the

actual use of this system of officially recogni^ked and controlled

private moratoria was very extensive, and served the same
purpose. It would almost appear as if here, too, Germany had
rather successfully throwji a veil over the actual facts.

*

In any case, the German claim that the special measures which
were resorted to by olher countries were for her quite un-

necessary is scarcely justified by the facts. The virtual cessation

of foreign business necessarily hit the country very hard, but the

collapse of her industrial and commercial activities with the con-

sequent growth of unemployment was not so immediately appar-

ent as it would have been had she not sent one-tenth of her total
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population into the bring line. German economists had always

reckoned that the real pinch would not come xmtil eight or ten

weeks after the outbreak of war, and it was because she realized

this that Germany, so far as one could judge from published

statements, had always largely depended on sudden overwhelnv

ing strategy and tactics rather than upon a long war, fought to

the last man and the last gun. Victory must come, her economists

appeared to believe, either speedily or never, and this was the

real clue to that curious parrot cry of her newspapers, '"Paris

within a month/’ A long war, Germany well knew, would be

decided behind the firing line.

Not until the war had been in progress for nearly a fortnight

wds it possible to see how changed was tliis German people from

the hardy folk that haS fought forty years previously. Little by
little her population liad been drawn to the great urban centres,

her people had grown accustomed, if not to luxury, at least to

conveniences. Their palates tiad been spoiled for hard fare by
delicacies. cTheit* tastes had grown less stern and their require-

ments greater. It may have come, therefore, somewhat as a

shock to those who still preached that the Germany of 1914 was
the Germany of 1870 grown richer and better prepared, to find

that edicts had to be issued, one after another, restricting the

amusements of the people in vrar time. *
^

Between August 15 and the end of the month one finds sue h

announcements successively. Caf^s and dancing Iialls were oiil\

allowed to present such music as suited the circumstances of war
time. Ragtime was not to be tolerated, s^ongs must be either gra\'(

or patriotic, theatres were to present only pieces of a warlike or

patriotic nature, musical comedy was virtually taboo, and tlu*

tingel-tangel, the cafe chantant and the cabaret were recoin

mended to close their doors. The Saturday and Sunday dance^:;

beloved of German maidsen^ants were suppressed, and the
nation was warned that in this grave crisis of its historj^ grav ity

must bo enforced where it was not voluntarily practised.



CHAPTER 7

France in Wartime

An omincnt Englisli writer, who knows contemporary

France as intimately as France of former days, wrote at

the time :
'' We are all of one mind in admiring, and

often with an admiration bordering on amazement, the magnifi-

:ent temper in which the heroic French nation Jias faced* its

'>tupendous hour of trial/*
*

Would war be imposed upon us? Such was the question,

repeated anxiously in all French circles, political and .financial,

roinmercial and industrial; but thfe bulk of the population in the

provinces, wliethtT at manufacturing centres C>r ir\ agricultural

districts, was ready to believe still that the stonn would pass.

With more or less clearness, each imagined for himself the

tlisastrous consequences which such a cataclysm w^ould bring in

its train for all those affected; one pictured the losses and ruin’

which a modern var would accumulate with its murderous arms
aifd numberless masses of men, and the people refused to be-

lieve that there could be anywhere responsible heads of states

)>iad enough to provoke such a frightful Armageddon,
When the definite rupture came between Austria and Serbia,

public opinion realized tflat the conflict could not remain local,

and that the efforts of the British and French diplomatists had
been pure waste of time. A fortunate issue from the crisis was
anticipated less and less, the fatal denouement was perceived to

be approaching, and one of the first effects of this pessimism
%vas the almost total disappearance of gold and the scarcity of
i hange. The difficulty arose of regulating purchases, and of

clianging notes of loo and 50 francs. Immediately, economists
and bankers demanded that notes of 20 and 5 francs should be
init in circulation. Very quickly public imagination foresaw
the almost inevitable menace of w^ar, and everywhere it was
accepted without braggadocio or terror, even when hopes of

intervention were reduced to a feeble glimmer. None the less,

opinion awaited from Berlin the gesture which would arrest

Austria on the slope, at the bottom of which lay fatal collision

\
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with Russia and the letting loose of European war. But nothing
could stay any longer the Austro-Germans in their mad coup.

Suddenly Germany took steps to mobilize her forces and at the

same time dispatched an ultimatum to Petrograd, and put to

the French government a question which was in itself but an
ultimatum in disguise.

The whole of France lived through those last days of waiting

with calmness and gravity. No one concealed from himself the

danger; everyone perceived distinctly the threat and its con-

sequences for the country and for himself—in fact, it was this

clear perception of danger which supported the efforts made to

avert it, and which sustained the hope that the wise govern^

raents of the^-Triple E^itent6 would succeed in turning it aside.

On the afternoon of July 31 the senators and the most in-

fluential deputies of all groups of opinion assembled at the

Palais Bourbon, under the leadership of the socialist leader

Jaures, to examine what final sacrifice could be made to main-

tain peace and to spare civilization the horrors of war. These
men of good intentions could only record their own impotence.

The same evening Jaures was killed by a madman. General

consternation ensued. Jaures was a great force; he wielded in

France a powerful influence over the masses and enjoyed con-

siderable prestige abroad. By every party it was recogniicd

that his disappearance at such a moment was for France an
irreparable loss. Already on the previous evening, in his journal

L'Humanite, his patriotic spirit had found noble expression in

advocating national unity, on the ground that from that

moment there was no question of politics, but of the country's

very existence. This stupid crime—the act of an isolated in-

dividual—brought to a premature end the career of a man
whose honour was unassailable; at a moment, no doubt, when
Jaures was about to become clairon du patriotisme"—to

borrow a phrase from Gambctta—at a moment wdien his elo-

quence might have become an instrument of national defence.

For a moment reprisals were feared on the part of indignant

socialists, desirous of avenging tlieir respected chief. But who
could be made responsible for the act of a maniac? In a letter

to Madame Jaures, the president of the republic expressed his

regrets at the ^'abominable attack," at a time when "national

unity was more than ever necessary." The government
placarded all Paris, and caused to be reproduced in every news-
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paper a manifesto, in which the prime minister, M. Rene
Viviani, rendered homage to the great orator so "'basely as-

sassiiiated/" to the "republican socialist who fought for such

noble causes, and who in these dilhcult days supported by his

authority in the interests of peace the patriotic action of the

government." The whole of France, wdth no distinction of

party or of opinion, rendered to the great citizen a tribute of

homage, inspired by a just and sincere feeling of the necessity

solidarity between all Frenchmen at such a tragic moment,
(iustave Herv^S in La Guerre Sociale, found a formula, wdiich

concentrated in compact phrase the universal opinion

:

'National defence first. Jaur^s has J^een murdered. We shall

not murder France!"

;\s was to be expected, numerous and contradictory rumours

spread, which the public, for the most part, acceptor! with

scepticism. It was bruited that the Var was becoming general in

the Balkans, and that the Turks were attacking fheirjenemies of

the year before. But wiser heads were troubled especially by
what might happen in Belgium. There 'was a general belief that

ilie road of the invader was suhiciently baired on the Franco-

Belgian frontier by rhe fortresses of Maubeiige, Lille, and Dun-
^

l.irk; but the public did not know that, some years before, the

niiliCary administration had reduced in importance one of these

fortresses and dismantled the others.

Uneasiness, too, was to a large extent assuaged when the

F.elglan goverinneiit dec^^ired that the territory of Belgium
would not be violated; but that, with a view to meeting all

weiitualities, it was preparing for resistance. Reassured in tliis

direction, public opinion found elsewhere new reasons for con-
jidence. Persistent information was forthconjing to the elTect

that Italy had already decided to remain neutral in the struggle.

A conviction that war was henceforth inevitable had taken root
in men’s minds; there was a sort of rivalry among the more
imaginative and the more ingenious to foresee what turn events
wbiild take in the near future. But the most general, serious

arid constant preoccupation concerned Great Britain. Would
she remain neutral? Would she suffer German naval squadrons
to come and ravage the coasts of Ndrmahdy, to disemlxxrk
iroops in the French ports, heiov^ the French fleet—for the
mdst part in the Mediterranean—could aitive to ter the way?
France admired the Gorman cunning which, after the check in
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Morocco, had invented the pretext of a war with Serbia, which

was bound to involve the intervention of Russia, and the entry

of France into the struggle, but which yet permitted a hope that

Britain might discover no motive to join the belligerents.

^ All this time, under the veil of Kriegszustand (condition of

war), mobilization continued in Germany, where the general staff

was chiefly concerned with securing the success of its sudden

attack from which ^vere expected immediately decisive results

and crushing victories, \vhich would render the enemy incapable.

The situation was of such gravity in the last days of July that

public opinion began to reflect that even if it suited the wishes

France tp insist on maintaining peace at any price, it was
becoming particularly dangerous, in face of the German threats,

not to make preparations to repulse possible aggression. It

would be a crime against the country, it was said, to post-

pone French mobilization dny longer,'’ especially when the

enemy by ,anticipatory measures w'as putting himself in a posi-

tion to enjoy a striking advantage over France.

On August I, at four o'clock on a Saturday afternoon, mobi-

lization orders were at last posted all over France. The country

had been expecting for several days this measure, which w'as

hailed with sensible relief. It was the • first iridispens^able

measiire for the safeguarding of French territory, while it w^as

at the same time a supreme means of aiding a pacific solution

of the crisis. It was necessary to have an armv to lean upon
as a basis, and to discourage the aggressor, who would then be

less inclined to attack a country in a posture of defence. In an
appeal addressed to the nation, the government explained and
justified the reasons which had led it to decide upon that

measure, and endgd with the followdng declaration

:

Strong in its ardent desire to reach a pacific solution of the
crisis, the government, protected by necessary precautions, w ill

continue its diplomatic efforts, and it still hopes to succeed.
It counts on the self-control of this noble nation to refuse to
be led away into unjustified emotion. It counts on the
patriotism of all Frenchmen, and knows that there is not one
of them who is not ready to do his duty. At this hour there
are no parties, there is only France—eternal, peaceful, resolute

France ; there is only the mother country of right and justice,

absolutely united in its calmness, vigilance, and dignity.

The nation rose to the level of the occasion. By its self-

control, its unanimity, its calm, it fully justified the confidence
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reposed in it by the government. No troubles broke out during

the feverish and anguished days which the country had just

lived through. The threat of invasion united all the citizens.

Despite the reassuring explanations of the government, no
one doubted that there would be war, for it would have needed
a niiracle to calm Germany, seized with bellicose fury, and
scenting already the pillage and booty to be reaped in the rich

provinces of the east of France up to Paris itself. War, since

(h}nnan madness had imposed,it, was accepted as a deliverance

—a deliverance not only from the nightmare of torture of the

last few days, but also from the continual alarms with which

Germany had harassed France foj years past

—

q, deliverarite

from the threats and reiterated insolence of the brutal policy

.nid arrogant diplomacy of a nation afflicted with megalomania
—a deliverance, loo. from the humiliation of defeat undeserved

and unceasingly demanded for 44 years past by a conqueror

swollen with pride. *
•

Moreover, it meant the abolition henceforth of the clauses of

the treaty of Frankfort (iSyi), which hindered and opposed the

<levelopnient of the whole economic activity of France. ^ No-
where was there any manifestation of misplaced enthusmsm^
Tliere was no turbulent agitation, no discordant voice. The
Spontaneous sacrifice of all provoked a patriotic impulse, which
found vent in cheering and acclaiming the regiments on their

way to the eastern frontier, in innumerable flags hung out at

the windows as on the iii^tional f^te day, July 14.

It is difficult for an Englishman to realize \vhat is meant by
mobilization in a country subject to compulsory military ser-

vice. It means profound disorganization of civil life, complete
disintegration of national activity. Every Fijench citizen at the

age of 21 is forced to discharge military duties for a period of

three years. After that he remains at the disposition of tlie

military authorities until the age of 48. Each man is furnished

with a military booklet, which indicates liis position in the

army; the same booklet contains a special notice on blue or red
parchment, on which are printed particular directions which it

will be his duty to carry out in case of mobilization. The call-

ing up of men extends over a period 6f several days, according
to whether they belong to the regular army or the regular anny
reserve, to the tcmtorial army or the temtoriul army reserve.

The instructions given in the booklet are perfectly simple and
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impossiUe to misiiaderstand. The name of the soldier, noa-

commissioned officer, or officer is followed by the name of the

town where the depot of his regiment is situated; next follows

an injunction that the man must have rejoined his depot by the

first, second, third • . . tenth, or twelfth day after the

mobilization order has been posted. On the date given, the

man sets out on his journey, being assured by his booklet of a

free pass on the railway so far as the town where his depot may
be, and where he wall be armed and equipped.

Thus, then, during the first days of August, 1914, several

millions of Frenchmen responded to the call to arms. What-
ever their social position 01; profession might be—ricii or poor,

townsmen or peasants—all went off gaily to the depot to resume*

their rank, put on their uniforms, and shoulder their rifles.

Several jnillions of men thus brusquely left their occupations or

employments, abandoning desk or workshop. Banker and mer-

chant, engineer und manufacturer, waiter and artist, lawyer and
doctor, workman and agricultural labourer—all equalised b}- the

same duty of defending the threatened countrv, leaving behind

them home, wdfe, and children—^set out for the great adv entiire.

This'lPormidable movement of men was carried out with com-
*plete order, calmness, and regularity. In a few days the depots

and arsenals had equipped and armed these masses of men; Vhe

railways transported those who had been mobilized to tlieir

depots, wffience they set out again for the frontier, after being

assigned to battalions and regiments.

Everything gave place to military necessity. Ihe groups of

railways had been militarised ever .since the notice of mobiliza-

tion was posted, and were exclusively devoted to transporting

troops, material, munitions, provi.sions, according to plans and
timetables drawn up long before and continually brought up to

date. For the convenience of civilians there remained on each
line no more than four trains a ^ay, one train every six hours.

These were omnibus trains, stopping at every station, of which
the times were liable to be changed at any moment, if military

necessities demanded, and they might, in case of necessity, be

suppressed altogether. As for the transport of g(x>ds, only
perishable goods wx*re forwarded.
Under such conditions it is obvious that there could be no

question of pursuing one's daily occupation as usual. The
sudden departure of so many men paralysed ia a moment the
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whole activity of the country, and rendered it inipdssiblc—for tfic

jnoment, at least—all trade, every indUstiy. Heads of admin-

istrative staffs, managers of banks and houses of business, of

workshops and factories, etc.—ail left their occupations if they

had not reached the age-limit of 48, In the large banks, offices,

great business houses, and industrial enterprises, this departure

of an expert personnel and of specialised workmen caused dis-

location. More than one firm was comx)cliod to close its doors.

In Paris and the great provincjuil towns the majority of small

shopkeepers had shut their shops when they went off to rejoin

the colours at the sixme time as their assistants. On the shutters

they had glued notices, mostly humorous^ which j^evealed iit

what excellent spirits these modest breadwinners answered the

call of duty and sacrificed their x^ersonai interests to the defence

of the country. In many cases, however, wives bravely took up
the task of carrying on the business in tl\o husbands* absence,

and a tricolour placard pasted on the window^* would be in-

scribed with the words ‘'Maison Fran^aisc,'' followed often by
the information that ‘The proxmetor is with the th In-

fantry,” artillery, or cavalry.

In the countryside, also, the sudden dcpartui*e of so many
men 4:ould not fail tt> produce deep perturbation at a time when
agricultural activity demands most effort, when reax)ing, harvest-

ing and vintaging arc either begun or on the eve of being under-

taken. In these circumstances the women of France showed of

what they were capable. After bidding farewell, not without
teai*s, to husbands, sons, and brothers, wdio exchanged scythe and
plough for bayonet and Lebel, they harnessed the few horses

left behind by military requisition as being too old for utilisa-

tion by the army, and went off harvesting, storing and plough-
ing from the rising of the sun until the hour of its setting.

Grandmothers found new vigour in their old limbs ; young girls

renounced their games, and, with new seriousness in their looks,

accepted before the time the heavy fatigue of labour on the farm
and in the garden. At night, seated round the hearth at their

frugal meal, their thoughts travelled towards the absent, from
.whom news was awaited with anxious patience.

While the whole country was preparing witii so mucJi calm,
and in a unanimous spirit of sacrifice for the great trial, the
president of the republic, on August z at noon, signed a
decree proclaiming a state of siege throughout France for as
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long as the war should last. At the same time the council ot

ministers decided to conv'oke the chambers for the following day.

According to the report of the minister of war, the state of siege

was justified by 'The necessity of concentrating all power in the

hands of the military authority.'’ The declaration of a state of

siege was authorized by various constitutional laws “ in cases of

imminent peril resulting from foreign war or from an armed
insurrection.”

The constitutional laws of England do not permit under any

circumstances the establishment of a state of siege. At all times,

and in all places, the civil authority reserves to itself supreme

power; the people has obtained for itself this prerogative after

long struggles, in thv^ course of w'hich the Commons have main-

tained their independence and the liberty of the subject against

all the encroachments of royal pow-er. In France it is different.

The country is nominally republic, but its institutions are

monarchical. •Administration, formidably centralised, is there

concentrated in the hands of the government, which discharges

its functions under the more or less efficacious control of Parlia

meat. By virtue of the state of siege, the powers with which

the civil authority w^as invested for the maintenance of order

and of the police passed w holly and immediately to the military

authorities. These immediately assumed the right of m^ikiiig

perquisitions by day or by night in private houses; of sending

to a distance those claimed by the law, and those whose homes
were not in the districts subject to a state of siege; of ordering

the surrender of arms and munitions^ and even of proceeding to

search for and to remove the same; of forbidding publications

and meetings likely to provoke or prolong disturbance.

In short, the administration of justice passed into the hands
of military tribunals whose duty was to take cognisance of

crimes and offences against the security of the state, against the

constitution, against public order and peace, regardless of the

position of the chief offenders and of their accomplices. In a

word, as will be plain to anyone reading between the lines

of legal jargon, this transference was nothing more or less than
the virtual suspension of every individual liberty, of all rights

guaranteed by the constitution. In ordinary times the authority
of the municipality, of the prefect, of the government was con-
strained to respect certain legal formalities and arrangements,
in default of wdiich their decisions might come before the council
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' bf 'State and were liable to be quashed in case of any legal

irregularities. But from the time named—that is, the intro-

duction of a state of siege—military governors might arrive at

any decisions they pleased, these having then and there the

force of law without appeal.

It must be admitted that the military power never abused

these prerogatives. In practice it could not replace the civil

authority, with which it was content to collaborate and to

approve such decisions as the new circumstances required.

Those few cases in which the military power allowed itself to

take the initiative were undoubtedly fortunate instances and

received the approval of ail well-affecl^ed persons—one might say.

of the vast majority of the population. And yet it attacked the

privileges of two elements which exercised an almost all-pow'er-

ful influence on modern democratic society—the press and the

drink interest—to which the civil government had always shown
themselves lenient and. perhaps, too indulgent. For instance,

when the crisis began the newspapers vied with one another in

sensational information, and it was far worse when hostilities

had begun. Every hour, from ten in the morning till the

late hours of the night, clamorous sheets were issued, special •

editjpns containing on each occasion news of which the

authenticity was not edways certain.

The vendors spread themselves oi^er the most animated por-

tions of the boulevards and through the most peaceful suburbs,

bellowing the name of the ^aper and the number of the edition.

The passers-by would purchase the sheet, the inhabitants would
come from their houses and purchase it, too, to be rewarded
almost invariably by the same deception, since the news
announced was almost always a rumour without foundation, or
some trivial anecdote. It must be admitted that the newspapers
had some excuse. They were obliged to maintain a fierce

struggle for existence. The formidable upheaval caused by
mobilization and the state of siege which immediately followed
had dealt a deadly blow to quite a number of newspapers whose
(‘xistence had always been precarious. Since they subsisted

penuriously on subsidies from certain political committees, or on
financial enterprises of a more or less risky character, these
sheets, suddenly deprived of resources, ceased to appear.
The great daily papers were themselves sensibly affected. The

majority of advertisement contracts, from which their chief
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j;eceipts were drawn, were suspended or suppressed. On the

other hand, the requisition of means of transport rendered ex-

tremely dif&cult the delivery of enormous quantities of paper,

which they required eyery day, not to mention the fact that the

manufactories, losing all their younger personnel, had to relax

their production. The less rich appeared in the form of a single

sheet of two pages, sometimes of reduced size, while the more
opulent retained a double sheet of four pages. The probleni

before them was to maintain their circulation; hence the con-

secutive editions. Soon the result of these noisy criers and
sensational placards was evident. Public opinion grew visibly

nervous and agitate^ by «tliis flood of news, in which it was
quite impossible to distinguish between the true and the false,

and ended by believing in the most absurd rumours and the most
far-fetched legends.

To cut shorty a state of affairs which led to abuse and might
involve dasigerous results the military authority did not hesitate

to avail itself of the state of siege and to take energetic measures.

It decided to publish three official communications a day (soon

reduced to two) relating to war news, and that this official n^ws
only should be inserted to the exclusion of any other. It forbade

the newspapers to appear with big headline5j, to be cried iq the

streets, to be advertised by posters. No newspaper was author-

ise4 to issue more than one edition a day, which was bound to

appear always at the same hour—^an hour which the journal was
invited by the military authority tow fix for itself; no exception

was tolerated.

Finally, every publication, whether daily, weekly, or monthly,
including books and pamphlets, must be submitted to the censor-

ship of the military authority. Every newspaper must in

convenient time communicate to the Press Bureau its complete
impression—that is, the entire proofs of the paper, exactly as
the letterpress would appear—nor must any modification be
made except such as were demanded by the censorship. Protests

being useless, the press submitted to this new regime, with the
happiest results for public opinion. Subsequently the censorship
was extended to cover political comments, and the government
abused this easy means at its disposal for suppressing criticism,

but it is worth noting that this abuse proceeded from the civil

government and not from the nailitary authority. Disobedience
to the orders of the censorship was severely punished,
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The political veteran, M. Georges Clemeiiceau, dared to defy

the censorship, which retaliated by simply suppressing

L’Homme Libre, in which newspaper he exposed without mercy
the faults of the government. It is true that the paper reappeared
on the following day under the new title of L'Homme Enchaine.
But more than once there was left of the indefatigable fighter's

article nothing but the title and the signature! No newspaper
escaped the vigilance of the censorship, which showed itself as
inflexible towards the strong as towards the weak. Certainly it

was guilty of slips, and even of glaring mistakes ; its severity
frequently gave rise to violent protests and w^as the object of
rather spirited debate in Parliament, but the government hajl
never much trouble in obtaining a large maijority to*approve of
its measures.

The military authority also attacked the Scicrosanct "bistro
'

—that is, the wine seller, caft* proprietor, the vendor of
aperitifs, of adulterated liqueurs, and other alcoholic poisons.
The hours of opening were rigorously fixed. The sale of
fermented liquor and of spirits to soldiers was forbidden except
at certain times—to wit, meal-times—while to women it was
^forbidden altogether. For the last 40 years Parliament had
.shown culpable weakness in its relations with the drink trade ;

it co^ld not have lieen otherwise, since the drink sellers, or
bistros, both in the towns and in the country, w’'cre influential

electoral agents, to whom the majority of parliamentarians owed
their election. It may be granted that the manufacture and
sale of alcohol were scandalously protected by public powers.
The most violent and convincing campaigns against the dangers

of invading alcoholism never succeeded in obtaining from
Parliament the least restriction of the advantages attached to
the drink traffic. On the contrary, the iiquof sellers obtained
all they washed in the way of shameful concessions from those
elected by universal suffrage. But the military authority
was under no obligation to what was derisively called
the bistocracy, and unceremoniously wrenched awaiy its privi-
leges. Soon it even attacked one of the most violent of
alcoholic poisons—absinthe. By a simple decree of the military
governor of Paris—then General Gallieni—the sale of absinthe
was strictly forbidden in Paris and thoughout the whole territory
over which military government extended. Identical measures
w'ere enforced in the provinces. A popular movement arose
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among the better classes, which so strengthened the government

that the latter ratified the decisions of the military power by
forbidding the manufacture, sale and consumption of absinthe

throughout the whole territory of the French republic, of its

dependencies and colonies. To anyone who knows what ravages

v^ere wrought by the **green enchantress ” on the working classes

in huge industrial centres, how' she filled the asylums with

maxiiacs and weakened the race, this vote of Parliament must
seem a victory in itself.

Frenchmen knew that they had the necessary courage to

sustain the shock of a formidable enemy which attacked them
treacherously by violating rthe frontiers of a neutral country, and
they also knew that the success of their resistance depended on
their will, their firmness of soul, their coolness. It must be

confessed that they nourished strange illusions, shared by other

opponents of Germany. Germans have committed a series of

capital mistakes in assuming beforehand the complacency of

Belgium, the indifierence of Britain, the impossibility on the

part of France of opposing the invasion of her soil and the

capture of her capitel. The military chiefs, advisers of the

kaiser, repeated during the first days of the war that the French^
mobilization would be hindered by sabotage, thwarted and dis-

organized by the workmen's syndicates; that a revolution break-

ing out in Paris would upset the government and create grave
disorders by which the German armies might profit to reach
Paris without strildng a blow. With all their foresight the

Germans had not foreseen the ‘*sacred union" and Jollre.

On the other hand, the French did not suspect the formidable

power of their enemies, their crushing superiority in arms and
numbers. They clung to those antiquated ideas about the value

of the individual combatant, about his superiority to mere
material. They paid dearly for this mistake. Of wl^t use was
the dash of troops against machine guns which mowed them
down and so prevented them from coming to grips with the foe?

What could heroic bravery avail against the torrent of shells

rained on them by the enemy?
One had dreamed of formidable encounters in which the "furia

francese " should have irresistibly flung back the hostile hordes
and driven them as far as the farther side of the Rhine. The
opposite to this happened, and public sentiment, taken aback at

first, was not slow to accept this defensive war, preceded by a
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retreat, which might cause the worst disasters to be apprehended.

But even while repeating to themselves that they would know
how to resist the invaders, that they would ‘‘nibble ''at them

(according to the phrase attributed to General Joffre), French-

men refused to admit the material superiority of the German
army, the preponderance of scientific over heroic warfare. In

conversation an advocate was always found to maintain that it

was to the personal value of the French soldier as a combatant

that Germany was indebted for the two great checks to her

western offensive; to prove that, in spite of th^ great number of

their machine guns and their heavy artillery, the German armies

of Strasbourg and Metz which rushed upon the eastern line of

defence of France failed ; and notwithstanding repeated efforts,

were never able to break the barricade of the four great

entrenched camps of Belfort. Epinal, Toul and Verdun. And in

what triumphant tones would the speaker ar^nounce that the

enemy had not even succeeded in taking Nancy, ^an open town,

while the French secured the summits of the Vosges and
penetrated Alsace.

The French people grew daily more conscious of the serious-

ness of the conflict in whicli they were engaged. The enthusiasm
•of the opening days gave place gradually to uneasy calmness,

and yi spite of all the fears which might naturally be engendered

by the deceptive development of hostilities, the legitimate

anguish experienced by all before the menace of invasion never

assumed the proportions of panic. The laconic nature of official

communiques left room for optimism. They confined themselves
to speaking of the operations in Lorraine and Alsace, so that

nothing was known by the people at large of the formidable
battles of Mons and Charleroi. It must not be forgotten that
the newspapers were forbidden to publish the German com-
muniques. Still, rumours ran, putting things at their worst, in

which the very exaggeration prevented sensible people from
giving any credence, though they furnished Gallic imagination
wdth a plentiful pabulum, since even the sturdiest optimists

found in them a reason for contemplating disasters, in the pos-

sibility of which they refused to believe, but the consequences
of which everyone accustomed himself beforehand to foresee.

Thus the surprise was less violent when bad news arrived.

The manner in which news was distilled, a drop at a time,

deserves to be related. The government seems to have dreaded
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particularly the nervousness of public' Opinion. Some praised its

prudence/ r)thers found occasion for reproach. But when one
reflects that in tragic circumstances the whole of a great nation

was satisfied with the four or five lines of official news vouchsafed

to it twice a day, it is hard to believe that it would not have
supported at once the knowledge of the whole truth, however
painful it might be. It even seems to those who at the time were

in a position to feel the pulse of opinion that the people of

France felt humiliated by this lack of confidence. This was the

impression of those who took part in the daily life of the popula-

tion both in Paris and in the provinces.

^In the luxurious caWs, frequented by merchants and others

of the middle class, as welt as at the bars of the "'marchands de
vin,” where the spokesmen of the humbler classes love to

perorate, conversation revealed the same results; nowhere was
importance attached to the e^cts and attitude of the government
and of the Parliament. A few politicians who attempted to push
themselves into notice drew upon themselves remarks that were

the reverse of indulgent. Every heart was tortured by the same
anxiety, and the hopes of all were centred on the army, which

was at grips with a formidable enemy, and for which decisive

and rapid triumph was desired with trembling fervour.

All France seemed to be listening for the ebho of cannon { by
a kind of collective intuitionj in the poverty of news allowed to

her, she guessed that the day of battle was near at hand—and
with it the enemy. When an official telegram made the laconic

announcement that “German cavalry have occupied Brussels,
“

public opinion was not extravagantly alarmed. For the invaded

Belgians there was unanimous sympathy. In conversation stress

was laid on the solid support afforded to French resistance by the

existence of such strongholds as Maubeuge and Lille. Also, when
at a later stage one learned that “the great battle between the

bulk of the Franco-British forces and the bulk of the Gemian
forces " was in progress, the most fantastic conjectures were rife.

Ingenuity was taxed to imagine the details of a gigantic

encounter on the historic field of Waterloo, where the kaiser's

dream of hegemony should be shattered like that of Napoleon.
An impatient public awaited the issue of the great battle, con-
cerning which one was told nothing in vague and embarrassed
phraseology. Soon uneasiness drew closer, and suddenly a com-
munique announced that “the parties of cavalry which had
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shown themselves two days before in the regions of Lille,

Roubaix and Tourcoing had appeared on the preceding day in

the region of Douai." This was incomprehensible. JVhy did the

communiques speak no more of the great battle announced a

week previously? How had the enemy managed to cross the

frontier and advance so far? But soon the gravity of the situa-

tion was such that it became impossible to leave the country and
the capital any longer in ignorance of the danger which nothing

now seemed able to avert. Those only had information who
found in English, Italian or Swiss journals the German com-
muniques, which the French press was forbidden to publish.

But this knowledge was confined to a very small number o|

persons in the more cultivated classes, hnd the bulk of the public

had no idea of what was happening. All at once, falling

brusquely in the midst of this uncertainty compounded of hope
and anguish, like a stone dropped a pool, appeared a short

communique saying: '‘The situation from the 5omme to the

Vosges remains the same as yesterday." It is impossible to

describe the consternation caused by this piece of news from end
to end of France. The Germans had reached the Somme ! That
meant Amiens, 8o miles from Paris—at the very moment when

had been hoped that they had been crushed by the Franco-
Britii|^ forces. The*deception was cruel. One painful question
tortured every heart : Are we already defeated ?

The government had been reconstituted two days before into
a coalition ministry, presided over by M. Viviani, and including
MM. Delcass^, Briand, Millorand, Ribot and two socialists, MM.
Marcel Seinbat and Jules Guesde, These statesmen inspired the
country with confidence, and their presence in power undoubtedly
contributed to reassure the population.

Those who lived in Paris during the fortnight which preceded
the battle of the Marne will never forget their experience. Every-
one now knew that the Germanic hordes were pouring like a
waterspout on Paris. It was knowm also that the entrenched
camp of Paris had been in an utterly ueglected. state at the begin-
ning of the war, and that it could not have been put in a state of
adequate defence in the course of the three preceding weeks.
The fate of Belgian towns proved that the double girdle of
forts surrounding Paris was unable, even had the forts been
furnished with the most powerful artillery, to prevent the
Germans from entering the town.
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The population remained quite calm, in spite of certain wicked
rumours circulated by one or two anti-republican sheets, which
faisdy accused of treason such leaders as Generals Sarrail and
Percin. These culpable attempts to break at such a moment the

compact of "sacred union " had not the least success, and earned

lor those who ventured them the rebuke and the contempt of

decent men. However, it is a common, historical phenomenon
-—when a nation suffers a reverse obscure mischief makers are

always to be found to suggest to the credulous a suspicion that

they are betrayed, and to hand over at once to vengeance the
very men in some cases who have best served their country, as

was most certainly true of the generals disloyally accused.

The invadon spreaEd. T^he enemy advanced by forced marches
towards Paris, into which were already flowing streams of

refugees from the north and the east, who disseminated tales of

the atrocities committed upon the unarmed population. The
worst was expected and prepared for. In the city itself and the

populous ' outlying districts every facility was afforded to the

population of departing before the arrival of the enemy. All

those who were able to take refuge in the provinces on their

estates, or with relations or friends, were invited to go, to dimin-
ish the total of useless mouths in case Paris should be invested*

or occupied. The trains which returned to the west or the couth
in quest of troops took away thousands of people. The central

administration and the municipalities collaborated actively to

ensure the feeding of the population, which remained large in

spite of all the departures. The same bodies were also occupied

in arranging ration lists and food tickets. All this was done in

most orderly fashion, and carried out with diligent activity.

It seemed as if the capital could hardly escape from the lot

which threatened it. If, in spite of all, Parisians—and with them
all France—still clung to hope, there was some merit in doing

so, for every day the news became less and less reassuring. How-
ever, the worst pessimists were obliged to recognize that three

great facts dominated the situation. First, the unanimous
impulse which had inspired the whole nation and its unalterable

resolve never to yield, never to be influenced by the hardest

reverses, and to resist to the bitter end. On the other hand, the

news of the Russian advance encouraged the most despondent*

The term steam roller had captured popular imagination, which
already pictured the Russian masses pouring out like a devasta;*
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ting torrent as far as Berlin. If the so-callcd steam roller accom-

plished none of the miracles expected of it, it is undeniable that

the hopes founded on it contributed in a fashion which can

scarcely be exaggerated to the preservation of the moral of the

sorely tried French population.

But what sustained in a manner infinitely less conjectural the

courage of France was the collaboration of Britain—of the whole

British empire. Future historians will not find in of&cial archives

any documents to tell them with what eager suspense France, at

the beginning of August, awaited the decision of Britain. Still,

the fact should be known. The numerous friends whom the

British possessed amongst the French followed attentively all

that was said and done across the Channel The de<Jarations df

ministers indicated clearly for one who knows how to interpret

reticences and reservations an inevitaWe decision. But certain

opinions publicly expressed, and certain articles in newspapers,

which the French press commented upon very naturally, gave
rise to some apprehension. ‘Ts England going to fielp ws.^ '' Such
was the question, universally debated and answ^ed in the

affirmative by those who had studied British politics closely

during the last 15 years.

In the public mind a conviction had acquired strength that if

Britain made the mistake of abstaining, Germany’s chances of

crushing France were enormously increased. But if the British

squadrons barred the North Sea, and kept the French coasts

intact, then the French armies might hope to get the better of

their formidable adversary^ Accordingly, when on the morning
of Wednesday, August 5, the newspapers announced that Britain

had grasped the sword of justice to defend the honour of

treaties impudently violated by Germany, there was all over
France an outburst of joy. Men greeted one another with the
words England is with us!” And these four words were
charged with a significance scarcely to be expressed by those who
uttered them. They implied a certainty that French ports would
not be bombarded and burned before the French squadrons could
return from the Mediterranean ; that the German army corps
would not be flung on the coasts to take the defences in the rear.

It is currently admitted in France that the word of an English-
man is his bond, and when such a conviction has been implanted
in the popular mind nothing can eradicate it. It was this reputa-
tion and this flattering esteem which formed the basis of that
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feeling of sympathy that made possible the Anglo-French

rapprochement and increased the popularity of the entente

cordiale. Once more French, confidence in Britain's word was
justified, and that under circumstances when the existence of

two nations was at stake as well as the future of humanity in

opposition to a people which was destroying the very founda-

tions of that social contract without which civilization is im-

possible. England is with us
!

" It seemed as if henceforward

all was safe. Britain and France united, with their Allies present

and to come, were defenders of right and justice, champions of

a cause which could not fail.

^Perhaps French public opinion did not thoroughly grasp tlie

part whicli Britain was to* take in the conflict. Everybody in

France knew that the British fleet was far superior to all the

fleets in the world, and that it would very soon annihilate the

German squadrons if the lat^ter should risk an encounter. But
the German ships prudently returned to the Kiel canal as soon
as the British appeared in the naighbourhood of Heligoland. So
complete was their retirement that the British fleet, having
cleared the seas of a few raiders which professed to annoy it,

was compelled to limit its rdle to a silent surveillance of the

North Sea and to remain on guard at the mouth of the lair where
the German men-of-war were hidden. Sooit certain difiici:^.lies

and internal controversies in England found an echo across the

Channel, and French opinion asked if the efforts made by Britain

were proportionate to the risk she ran and to the sacrifices to

which France had heroically consented from the beginning

—

frightful losses, the complete paralysis of her entire commercial
activity, and the concentration of every effort and every energy

on one sole end—the repulsion and the defeat of the aggressor.

This uneasiness was purely temporary. It was not difficult to

convince French opinion that the British nation had realized the

gravity of the danger and the importance of the interests at stake.

In speeches, in the press, in books, there were constant allu-

sions to *True, faithful Britain," and the Englishman replied to

this recognition of an essential quality in his character by paying

homage to French heroism. On both sides a sincere effort was
made towards a better mutual understanding and a closer mutual
appreciation, which effort was facilitated by reciprocal esteem
that sprang from brotherhood in arjns. If the French shewed
recognition of the prodigious task accomplished by the British
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empire, the British rendered full justice to FrancCi their testi-

mony of admiration being greeted as a precious sign of approval.

The series of articles on the Achievement of France, which

appeared in ** The Times/' was translated into French and cir-

culated by the thousand.

It is impossible to evaluate and difficult to compare anguish

and moral suffering. The population had a large sliare in

these, without speaking of those endured by the inhabitants of

the invaded regions. Right up to the battle of the Marne, after

a fe\v days of hope, the French beheld the black spectre of defeat,

the almost realized menace of annihilation. Paris, in particular,

had some dark hours to live through. Life there seemed to have
stopped, all activity to have dried ftp. Since the -mobilization

order, tlie motor-omnibuses had been requisitioned ; not a single

one was running in the streets. The tramways and the local

railways, impeded by shortage of
^
personnel, had coiu^derably

reduced their services, which ceased by nine o'clpek in the even-

ing. Theatres, cinemas, places of amusement were closed. Caf6>

shut at eight, and restaurants at nine. National museums were
closed, their most precious contents having been removed as far

as Toulouse to save them at once from the dangers of bombard-
ment, fire, and Teutonic pillage.

When German aeroplanes came to fly over Paris and dropped
a few bombs, no one was afraid. Certainly it wats a depressing

sensation to feel that the Germans were descending the valley

of the Oise, where no line of defence could stop them. In those
days of tropical heat it beeame a distraction for the populace to

visit convenient spots and watch for the arrival in the sky of

Taubes, which continued unalterably blue. The crowd thronged
about the heights of Montmartre, the Arc de^Triomphe, along
the Champs Elys<5es; on the terraces of the Tuiiofies and the stone
balustrades which surround the Place de la Concorde people
sat and remained for a long time in order that they might lose

no incident in the aerial spectacle, when murderous Taubes were
chased away by French airmen. Between two bombs the
German airmen would drop insolent messages, announcing tlieir

impending arrival.

On several evenings in succession, however, the promenaders,
who profited by the comparative coolness of the evening to stroll

about, were surprised by an extraordinary sight. Just at night-
fall, along the wide roads which run from the south of Paris to
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ilie north, there passed an interminable procession of regiment

after regiment. All the African troops, those from Morocco and
Algeria, passed thns through Paris in the night, seen only by
those whom the chance of a capricious walk took that way.

Being anxious not to let itself be imprisoned in Paris, if Joffre's

plan should fail, the government had prepared for departure, and
sent to Bordeaux the archives and the employees of the ministers.

On the clay following this departure, General Gallieni, the

military governor of Paris, issued to the army and the in-

habitants the following proclamation

:

The members of the Government of the Republic have left

,Paris to give new impetus to national defence. I have received
the order -to defend Par?s against the invader. This order I

shall carry out to the end.

Although foreseen and expected, this transfer of the govern-

ment confirmed the fears of an investment or of an attack on

Paris. But if even the most optimistic felt hope tottering, the

Parisians gceeted with superb coolness the decision taken by the

government from weighty motives and after mature reflection.

It was necessary, above all, to ensure “national continuity,” as

was explained in a proclamation signed by the president of the

republic and by the 14 ministers who formed the Cabinet

:

. . . Without peace or truce, without cessation or slacjcen-

ing, will continue the sacred struggle for the nation's honour
and for reparation of violated right. . .

“ Endure and fight

on” must be the motto of the Allied armies. Endure and fight

on, while on the seas the British aid us in cutting the enemy's
communications with the world. . • . . Let us all be worthy
of these tragic moments. We shall gain the final victory. We
shall gain it by indefatigable will, by endurance, and by
tenacity. A nation which does not wish to perish, and which,
in order to live, does not recoil from suffering or sacrifice, is

sure of victory.

Paris seemed emptier than ever, but the moral of the popula-

tion was intact. Besides, one was reminded that the perimeter

of the fortifications erected since the last war covered a circum-

ference of nearly 100 miles, and that investment would require

1,000,000 men. Every sort of pretext for hope was found, even

at that time, when the enemy had almost reached the gates of

the capital. This wj^ not due to levity or ignorance. Everj’^one

knew the gravity of the situation, and in the suburbs the in-

dustrial population was ready for every sacrifice to defend the

town, as General Gallieni had promised. The same civic courage
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inspired all and dictated one tragic duty—to confront the worst

dangers with a firm heart. What would have happened if the

Germans had been able to attempt to take Paris by a sudden
stroke? The answer is better left in the region of conjecture.

But the African troops had come in the nick of time to re-

inforce the army of Paris, and it w^as soon known that a battle

was raging between the French forces and those German troops

which were trying to turn the entrenched camp. One heard the

cannons. Tlie great guns of the forts, it was said, were firing

on the enemy's advance-guard, but it was no more than the

echo carried by the east wind. The anxiety of the whole popula-

tion reached its maximum. It was as«though people. lio longer^

dared to speak, but greeted one another in silence, as though
they were awaiting sentence of life or death from a throw of the

dice. Those were tragic hours which those who lived through

them will never forget.

Suddenly the communique, while retaining their brevity, lost

their tone of vague embarrassment. They became more definite,

and gave an impression that something decisive was happening.

It was the communique of September 8 which announced that

•the battle was general, and during three days Paris and the whole
of France anxiously awaited the result. Those three days were
long. The defeat of the Allied troops would mean the enemy in

Paris almost immediately. At last the communique of the nth
said that 'The Franco-British troops had erbssed the Mame^*' and
on the 12th General Joffre, ip his general order No. 15, told the

troops: "The battle which has been in progress for the last

five days is ending in incontestable victory." If all France felt

relieved, Paris experienced veritable joy. This joy found no
expression in acclamations, or in fiying Bags. The same coolness,

the same calm temper which had faced danger, greeted victory,
" Paris is saved," we said, " but the enemy is still formidable,
and a whole rich region of France still remains to be freed.”

The trench war, which was drawn out to such interminable
length, made it possible to grant frequent leave to the troops.

In Paris, one by one, a few theatres reopened, reviving on their

bills pieces that had been successes before the war, While others
produced revues, in which actualities were caricatured, and. in
spite of the tragic circumstances of the moment, satire and the
comic spirit found free vent, so far as the strict military censor-
ship allowed.
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Officers and soldiers on leave soon became assiduous patrons

of all pleasure resorts; the restaurants, thanks to them, resumed
animation, and in concert halls, music halls, cinemas, steel-

helmeted heads were undoubtedly the most numerous. During

the entr’acte it was by no means a rare thing to see in the foyer

of a theatre uniforms which bore traces of the campaign, and
which the wearers had not troubled to change, so eager were

they to profit without losing a moment by the three or four

evenings which their leave put at their disposal. Officially, or

through the intervention of various societies, special perform-

ances were periodically organized for the benefit and entertain-

ment of wounded convalescents of the home army and of

colonial trbops. A 'good many of the provincial towns followed

this example.

At ,fhe beginning of the war, during the long retreat to the

Marne, grave anxiety had been felt concerning medical arrange-

ments. The ^particularly murderous character of the battles,

in which men were mown down by heavy artillery and machine
guns, overtaxed the organization of ambulances both in the

front and at the rear, and the removal of such an unforeseen

number of wounded exacted efforts for which one was hardly^,

prepared. In Parliament and in the press serious agitation was
manifested, and in fact it was owing to his vigorous reproaches

in this connection that M. Clemenceau was indebted for the

suppression of his journal, L'Homme Libre, transformed, as we
have seen, on the following day into L'Homme Enchainc.

When the Germans had been defeated, and operations on the

front brought to a standstill, the reorganization of the medical

service was most rapid, and it worked afterwards in such a w^ay

as to give general satisfaction. From the first it had been

remarkably seconded by the admirable organization of the Red
Cross. With branches reaching into the smallest towns of

France, these societies had at disposal a body of volunteers, of

ladies more or less instructed in the art of aid to the wounded.
Since the outbreak of hostilities they were in a position to make
use of more than i,6oo buildings—high schools, colleges, .schools,

large and small hotels, and private residences, where they in-

stalled in a few days more than 100,000 beds. From the Channel
to the Pyrenees and the Riviera the women of France entered

upon close rivalry of eager devotion to receive and attend to

the (Countless maimed victims of that terrible carnage. A large
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number stayed in the war zone, in towns unceasingly bom-

barded by Teutonic barbarism, and paid with their lives the

price of motherly devotion to wounded soldiers. Many were

named in military Orders of the Day for acts of heroism.

From sheer sense of duty and love of country, women of every

class multiphed their efforts to help in assuaging misery and

mourning. The works founded and maintained by them form

a list which, as compiled by M. Vallery-Radot, the son-in-law

of the great Pasteur, fills for Paris and its outskirts alone a com-

plete volume. It was a woman who had the idea of the army
orphanage, founded for the purpose of taking under its prot^-

tion the war orphans whose families lacked meartfe to support

them. The idea was barely broached before it was welcomed
with boundless enthusiasm. The president of the republic, the

presidents of the Senate and the all the members of

the government, the most notable personages yi Paris and the

provinces, in business, in finance, in trade, in politfcs and art,

accorded to this scheme at its birth the most eager patronage,

and Parliament voted state aid to a project which in the first

instance was to have been private.

The young father, stricken down while defending the liberty of*

his.country and the independence of his fellow countrymen,
gained the assurance that iiis little boy or girl, left in a mother's

charge with no other resources than the meagre sum officially

assigned, would henceforth be cared for, brought up, and
educated under the auspices of a great and noble institution,

possessed of every means to make these orphans into men and
women capable, when peace should come, of working for the

greatness and prosperity of the country. To women, too, must
be attributed that charming idea of the godmothers {marraines).

Among tlie combatants at the front there was a fair number
of "lonely soldiers"; there were also all those who came from
the invaded provinces, and were deprived of all news of their

families, so that they never received a letter or a parcel to

sweeten the rough reality of life in the trenches.

Generous women undertook the r61e of understudies, and with
all sorts of attentions and much tact took the place of their

families for these isolated sons of France.' When the need of
marraines was satisfied, another woman invented the plan of
adopting a soldier at the front, and appealed to the young in

schools, high schools and colleges, both of boys and girls. A
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great many people had not the means of carrying out an adop-

tion separately; but by tooperatidn a group* of children in a

class would easily collect a sum suQcient to send the poor,

grown-up comrade who was fighting for them a parcel of little

comforts and a short letter of inspiriting sympathy. This plan,

while rendering service to the soldiers, conveyed a lesson of

mutual aid, of patriotism and humanity, which might well

exert a lifelong influence on the child engaged in it. Side by side

with these voluntary works, created and developed by feminine

energy, was the collaboration of women in social activity to make
up^ for the absence of men, and to carry on those activities and
employments which ly^y within their power.

Wherever possible, the working men's wives and daughters

replaced their male relatives, punching tickets on the trams, be-

coming **clerks and cashiers Jn banks, post offices, large and
small shops, an^d all places of business allowed by the war to

continue. 'They were even in some cases entirely substituted

for men, and assumed the management in milliners' and
costumiers' establishments, and all the essentially feminine

trades, even in provision trades, with the exception of those

cappertaining to butchers and bakers. In the country and in

the small towns, women took upon themselves the ardupus
labour of making bread. The newspapers gave wide publicity

to a letter which M. Poincar^, president of the republic, wrote

to a young girl of 17, who took the place of her father and
brother at the oven when they were called up, and supplied

bread to an entire locality. Many similar letters were published,

among them one addressed to a young country girl of 16, left

alone on a farm with her invalid mother. She succeeded in

ploughing, with a primitive implement and an old horse, fifty

acres of ground, in sowing and harvesting the same. Innumer-
able were the examples of this masculine courage on the part of

Frenchwomen.
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CHAPTER 8

German Invasion of Belgium

The decision of the German high command to attack France

through Belgium was, from a military point of view, un-

mistakably a wise decision. Without doubt it nearly

won the war for Germany before Christmas, 19 ^4- From •a

political point of view, it was unmistakably disastrous, for,

equally without doubt, it lost her the war in November, 1918.

But, in view of tlKi consequences which that decision puoduced

and to which German statesmen canilot possibly have been blind,

it is perhaps difficult to see why Germany, in drder.to gain a

strategical and tactical advantage, chose to expose herself to the

moral censure of the world and, more importantly, to a coalition

of the nations of the world, based upon that moral censure, from
which only a miracle could have saved her.

Moreover, it was fairly certain that even had Germany chosen
the bnly line of attack which, politically, was open to her,

namely the lino through the Vosges over the French frontier and
directly westwards to Paris, she could have broken through. No
doubt she w^ould have suffered incalculably greater losses, no
doubt she would have spent as many months as she did. week?
in getting to within 30 miles of Paris ; but she could almost
certainly have got as near as she did. The question for Germany
hung upon the time factor. She could not afford, that is, to
allow the French and the Russians a moment's breathing space.

France had to be swept from the map before Russia had time
to mobilise her enormous man power and throw it irresistibly

across Germany's eastern frontier.

The Central Powders had chosen the psychological moment for

attack with extreme nicety. Russia, as yet only convalescent
from the trouncing she had received at the hands of Japan ten
years before, was but ill prepared. In France the military party,

since the Dreyfus case, had been distinctly out of favour, and a
succession of unstable governments had only increased Germany's
conviction that France's defences were at their weakest. The
third member of the entente, namely Britain, appeared to
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German eyes to be in a worse plight. Torn by internal dissensions

over the problem of Irish Home Rule, saddled with the adminis-

tration of a presumed revolutionary India and South Africa,

she was under the control of a Liberal and, therefore, pacifist

government. Her inclination to interfere with the schemes of the

Central Powers would seem limited ; her ability to interfere

effectively even more so. Accordingly, Germany was convinced

that Britain would do no more than signify her disapproval of

Germany's violation of Belgian neutrality. Even though she

should choose to declare war, Germany would have swept
Belgium aside and would be knocking peremptorily upon the

^ates of Pagris before Britain could offer any effectual resistance.

The advantages of the Belgian route were so obvious from a
military point of view that they required no stressing. The
Belgiaa fortresses of Liege and Namur, notwithstanding all

thei»* strength, were toy forts compared with the enormous
structures, which France had built from Loaguy down tlirough

Verdun, Toul and Nancy to Belfort. In the N.E. was the barrier

of the Ardennes ; in the S. the barrier of the Vosges. But
through Belgium, tine road, except for Liege, was clear. More-

over, the admirable system of railways constructed in the

S. and S.E. of Belgium offered immense advantages tg an
advance by that route. Finally, France, relying upon the respect

that would be shown for Belgian neutrality, had done little to

defend her northern frontier, and the defences of Lille, Condc
and Maubeuge were as inferior to tho^e of Nancy and Verdun as

were those of Liege and Namur.

Strategically, Germany had every right to expect that an
attack through Belgium would prove irresistible. Politically, she

had good reason to’ believe that she had nothing to fear from
Britain. Her military commanders displayed an appreciation of

geography which from a military point of view has seldom been
exceUed ; and her statesmen had chosen a moment for setting

her almost perfect military machine in operation which by all

the laws of probability would have seemed unec^ualled. In all,

Germany was perfectly justified in believing that the Kaiser's

assertion that he would be dictating tenns of peace in Paris

before Christmas was no idle boast.

In spite, howeyer, of her forethought, Germany made three

^ave miscalculations. In th^ first place she failed to fpresee the
unifying effect which an invasion of Belgium would have upon
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the bickering parties in Britain, or to gauge the depth of resent-

ment which such an action would provoke. In the second place
she seriously underestimated the time which Russia would take
to mobilize effectively ; and finally she underestimated both
the spirit and the power of resistance which Belgium would
display.

The first of the miscalculations has already been dealt with,
and the appearance upon French soil of the British army was as

remarkable in its suddenness as it was unexpected by Germany.
The second mistake almost proved Germany's undopig. Russia
was over the East Prussian frontier as quickly as Germany was
into Belgium and France. Within a week a flight to Berlin Jiad

begun, and short-lived as was the Russian success, it had a
momentous bearing upon the course of events in the West.

The third German mistake, although less serious, v^jeis yet of

vital importance to the Allies. The defence of Li^ge, brief as it

was, gave just that breathing space to France imd Britain which
was imperative if Paris was to be saved. During* those extra
three weeks in which Belgium was heroically resisting the
German onslaught, French forces were being brought back from
the east whither they liad been sent and thrown in front of Paris,

and the small British army was calmly getting into position
Mftns. The respite which the defence of Liege and the heroism
of the Belgian army gave to England and France saved Paris and
foiled the knock-out blow which Germany had so skilfully pre-
pared ; but it cost Belgium her liberty and laid her under the
heel of a merciless tyranfly for four long years.

Germany began the fighting on the Western front before war
was actually declared. On August i and 2, her cavalry crossed
the French frontier at points between Longwy and Belfort. This
was simply a strategical move designed to convince the Freiicl
that as in 1870 the real German attack would proceed by waA
of France. In this she was remarkably successful. France, u)

a fever of mobilization, despatched corps after corps of her best
troops E. and S.E. to defend her threatened E. frontier. Along
the lines of the N. and N.E, nothing was done. Her leaders were
under two delusions : the first that Germany was quite unlikely
to invade Belgium and the second that even if Germany did
break her pledged word, the real attack would still be delivered
through the Verdun-Toul line. Any demonstration in the N.
would be designed, France thought, to persuade her to weaken
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her E. forces and to divide her armies. With the memories of

Met2t and Sedan still burning fiercely in her mind, the very last

thing France would do would be to split her troops into two or
more armies. Such a policy had cost her the victory in the war
of 1870, and France was

,
rigorously set on avoiding a similar

mistake. Britain had yet to be involved, and in any event her
troops had to be mobilized and carried across the sea. It was
impossible that she could render any effective aid to Belgium
before at least three weeks. In the result, Belgium was left alone.

On August 2 German forces occupied the grand duchy of

Luxemburg. This little frontier state, under 1,000 square miles

in ajrea, had been protected by treaty in the same way as Belgium.
Luxemburg was powefless to resist. But the violation of her
neutrality was no less a crime than the invasion of Belgium.
With thajt precision and efficiency which characterised the whole
of the German advance in 1914 and which proved so conclusively

how long and how adequately her plans had been rehearsed, the
Germans proceeded to turn the little state into an advanced
military position. A despotic control was established over the

country, villages were destroyed, woods cut down, and trenches
dug with a ruthless disregard for any but strategic purposes.
The value of this territory from the military point of view lay
in its geographical position. By advancing through the sta\e,

troops, while avoiding the barriers of the Ardennes in the N.,

could deploy into N. France and up to the valley of the Meuse,
and thus threaten the flank of the armies defending the frontier

S. of Longwy. But the gap was too narrow and the roads and
railways insufficient to permit of an effective attack by that

route, and it was in Belgium that Germany sought to find a road
so broad and so well provided with adequate transport facilities

that she could pour her enormous man power into N. France with
the. least possible delay.

The request of the German government for permission to

march through Belgium was contained in a memorandum
marked ** very confidential " and sent by the German minister

in Brussels to M. Davignon, the Belgian minister for foreign

iflairs. It bears the date August 2.

Reliable information has been received by the German
Government to the effect that French forces intend to march
on the line of the Meuse by Givet and Namur. This informa*
tion leaves no doubt c*s to the intention of France to march
through Belgian territory against Germany. The German
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Government cannot but fear that Belgium, in spite of the

utmost goodwill, will be unable, without assistance, to repel

so considerable a French invasion with sufficient prospect of

success to afford an adequate guarantee against danger to

Germany. It is essential for the self-defence of Germany that

she should anticipate any such hostile attack. The German
Government would, however, feel the deepest regret if Belgium
regarded as an act of hostility against herself the fact that the

measures of Germany’s opponemts force Germany, for her own
protection, to enter Belgian territory.

In order to exclude any possibility of misunders^nding, the

German Government make the following declaration

:

1. Germany has in view no act of hostility against Belgium.
In the event of Belgium being prepared in the coming war to

maintain an attitude of friendly neatrality towards German},^
the German Government bind themselves, at the conclusion

of peace, to guarantee the possessions and independence of the
Belgian kingdom in full. ,

2. Germany undertakes, under# the above-mentioned con-
dition, to evacuate Belgian territory on the conclusion of peace.

3. If Belgium adopts a friendly attitude, Germany is pre-

pared, in cooperation with the Belgian authorities, to
purchase all necessaries for her troops against a cash payment,
and to pay an indemnity for any damage that may have been
caused by German troops.

4. Should Belgium oppose the German troops, and in par-
tic*ilar should she throw difficulties in the way of their march

a resistance of the fortresses on the Meuse, or by destroying
railways, roads, tunnels, or other similar works, Germany will,

to her regret, be compelled to consider Belgium as an enemy.
In this event, Germany can undertake no obligations towards
Belgium, but the eventual adjustment of the relations between
the two states must be left to the decision of arms. The
German Government, however, entertain the distinct hope
that this eventuality will not occur, and that the Belgian
Government will know how to take the necessary measures to
prevent the occurrence of incidents such as those mentioned.
In this case the friendly ties which bind the two neighbouring
stales will grow stronger and more enduring,

M. Davignon's reply, which is dated 7 a.m. on the following

day, August 3, was as follows:

The German Government stated in their note of lire 2nd
August, 1914, that according to reliable information French
forces intended to march on the Meuse via Givet and Namur,
and that Belgium, in spite of the best intentions, would not be
in a position to repulse, without assistance, an advance of
French troops. The German Government, therefore, considered
themselves compelled to anticipate this attack and to violate
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Belgian territory. In these circumstances, Germany proposed
to me Belgian Government to adopt a friendly attitude to-

wards her, and undertook, on the conclusion of peace, to
guarantee the integrity of the kingdom and its Mssessions
to their full extent. The note added that if Bdgium put
difficulties in the way of the advance of German troops
Germany would be compelled to consider her as an enemy, and
to leave the ultimate adjustment of the relations between the
two states to the decision of arms.
This note has made a deep and painful impression u][X)n

the Belgian Government. The intentions attributed to France
by Germany are in contradiction to the formal declarations
made to us on August i, in the name of the French Govern-
ment. Moreover, if, contrary to our e^mectation, Belgian
neutrality should Jbe violated by France, Belgium intends to
fulfil her international obligations and the Belgian army would
offer the most vigorous resistance to the invader. The treaties

of 1839, confirmed by the treaties of 1870, vouch for the in-

dependence and neutrality of Belgium under tlie guarantee of

the Powers,,, and notably of the Government of his majesty
the king of Prussia. Belgium has always been faithful to her
international obligations, she has carried out her duties in a
spirit of loyal im^rtiality, and she has left nothing undone to
maintain and enforce respect for her neutrality. The attack
upon her independence with which the German Government
threatens her constitutes a flagrant violation of international
law. No strategic interest justifies such a violation o^ law.
The Belgian Government, if they were to accept the proposals
submitt^ to them, would sacrifice the honour of the nation
and betray their duty towards Europe. Consciou.s of the part
which Belgium has played for more than eighty years in the
civilization of the world, they refuse to believe that the in-

dependence of Belgium can only be preserved at tlie price of
the violation of her neutrality. If this hope is disappointed
the Belgian Government are firmly resolved to repel, by all

the means in their power, every attack upon their rights.

The German case is set out in a despatch sent by the Belgian

minister in Berlin to M. Davignon, and dated August 4.

I have the honour to transmit to you herewith a trans-
lation of part of the speech made to-day in the Reichstag by
the Imperial Chancellor on the subject of the infamous viola-

tion of Belgian neutrality.
“We are in a state of legitimate defence, and necessity knows

no law. . . . Our troops have occupied Luxemburg and
have perhaps already entered Belgium. This is contrary to
the dictates of international law. France has, it is true,
declared at Brussels that she was prepared to respect the
neutrality of Belgium so long as it was respected by her
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adversary. But we knew that France was ready to invade
Belgium. France could wait; we could not. A French attack
upon our flank in the region of the lower Rhine might have
been fatal. We were, therefore, compelled to ride roughshod
over the legitimate protests of the Governments of Luxemburg
and Belgium. For the wrong which we are thus doing, we will

make reparation as soon as our military object is attained.

Anyone in such grave danger as ourselves, and who is strug-

gling for his supreme welfare, can only be concerned with the
rheans of extricating himself; we stand side by side with
Austria.”

It is noteworthy that Herr von Bethmann-Hollweg recog-

nises, without the slightest disguise, that Germany is violating
international law by her invasion of Belgian territory and that
she is committing a wrong against us.

^ ,

•

On August 3, King Albert sent a telegram to King George as

follows

:

Remembering the numerous proofs of your Majesty's friend-
ship and that of your predecessor, •and the friendly attitude of
England in 1870 and the proof of friendship you have just given
us again, I make a supreme appeal to the diplomatic interven-
tion of your Majesty's Government to safeguard the integrity
of Belgium.
He then proceeded to take what measures of defence were

possible. Belgium had seen the storm coming for some time, and
in 1^12-13 measures of army reform had been paissed in the

parliament. Those measures, however, were far from complete,

and Belgium was pitifully ill-prepared to receive the storm about

to burst upon her. In spite, however, of her weakness, Belgium
v^as far from being so powerless as Germany imagined. The
mistake she made was in dividing her forces. Belgium had only

six divisions of infantry, and one division of cavalry. The troops,

moreover, were arranged without regard to strategy on a purely

neutral system ; for, wkh exquisite care for his nation's honour.

King Albert placed one division near the coast to repel any
British violation of his territory ; there were two divisions near

Namur, to check any French attempt at invasion ; and, holding

two divisions in reserve near Antwerp, the king sent only his

third division towards Li^ge to withstand thu German attack.

It may have been quixotic in the circumstances to have adopted
so honourably neutral an attitude of defence. On the other hand,
the idealism which inspired King Albert was based largely upon
the consideration of the future position of his country at end
of the war. Belgium had to show herself ready to defend her
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neutrality at every point, without any regard to alliances that

might be formed in the course of the conflict. As her state of

neutrality had been guaranteed by the Great Powers, she must
wait for a blow to be struck at her by one of her guarantors,

before she was in a position to call on any other guarantor to

£^ssist in her defence.

War between Germany and Belgium was not opened until the

morning of Monday, August 3. According to the evidence of

people living in various frontier villages, the German troops

crossed into Belgium as early as Sunday, August 2. They came
only in small parties, as advance scouts, ratlier than to make any
vigorous attack ; they were very polite, and had many excuses

for intrusion. Sometimes the excuse was that they wanted their

horses shod ; at other times they had missed their way ; or.

again, they required some information and had come to ask it.

On August 3 they arrived in increasing numbers. They asked
for accommodation in convents and in schools. '' They asked
nicely,'" wrote one resident of a frontier village, but gave the

impression that if refused they would take more." Then, on
the 4th, disguise was thrown off, and the troops poured in in

force.

The first point of contact with Belgian troops was in the little

town of Vis6 on the river Meuse some few miles S. of Maest^cht.
During the few days prior to the presentation of the ultimatum
over 160,000 German troops had been collected quietly on the

frontier. Motor transport had been provided, and the plan was
to rush forward and secure the control of the bridges and rail-

ways towards Li6ge and Brussels. The Belgians, however, were
prepared, and on the approach of the German advance guard
blew up the central spans of the bridge and fiercely contested the

crossing, aided by the guns of the forts in front of Liege. After

three hours' fighting the handful of Belgian troops was driven

back and retired on the city, destroying in their retreat every-

thing that might be of the least service to the invaders. The
Germans contented themselves with the capture of the crossing,

and threw out a cloud of cavalry to maintain contact with the

retreating Belgians. The main column of infantry moved slowly

forward on Li^ge, and the invasion of Belgium had begun in

earnest.

Already Germany had received her first surprise. The day
on which she invaded Belgium, Great Britain had d^lared war
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upon her. Germany was amazed and indignant. But, also, she

was alarmed. It became all the more imperative that a knock-

out blow should be struck at France with the least delay. Once
Britain had time to mobilise, the weight of united French and
British forces in the west at so early a date might prove more
of an obstacle to her knock-out plan than she could overcome

before Russian pressure made itself felt in the east. At all cost

Belgium had to be swept aside within a few days. Moreover, in

daring to challenge the might of Germany at all she had delivered

an offence to the pride of Germany which was not to be lightly

forgiven. A stubborn and prolonged Belgian resistance might

well throw out of gear all the cherished and perfectly thought out

plans of the German high command.* Belgium had to be taught

that she could interfere with the mighty schemes of the German
empire only at her peril and that any resistance was worse than

useless. And so Germany proceed^ to crush Belgium with an
iron ruthlessness which became only the mor^ intense as the

Belgium resistance grew more stubborn. •

The atrocities which accompanied the Prussian march through

Belgium, beginning with the sack of Vis^ and culminating in the

horrible massacre at Louvain, will remain for all time a blot upon
the reputation of a fine nation. And it is indeed difficult^

to understand and quite impossible to condone the terrible bar-

l:)arities which Germany inflicted upon that innocent little nation.

!

Isolated and occasional atrocities perpetrated by groups of

drunken soldiers temporarily out of hand are to be expected in

any war. But systematic•and persistent barbarities perpetrated

at the instigation of the commanding staff of an army of occupa-
tion are something for which no justification can be found.

It is possible that the stories told are exaggerated. This, how-
ever, would seem unlikely, and there remains little room for

doubt but that the wanton destruction of undefended towns and
the looting, pillaging, murder, and worse, of defenceless men,
women and children was part of an organized plan to terrify

Belgium if not into submission at least into quiescence. The
success of the German plan depended upon a speedy victory in

Belgium ; and it is significant that the worst atrocities perpe-
trated at Louvain, Malines, Aerschot and Termonde coincided
with a series of dangerous attacks from the Belgian army isolated
round Antwerp. While we may discount largely the stoics of
conspiracy amongst the civil population of conquered Belgium
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upon which the Germans based their justification of their out-,

rages, it is as well to remind ourselves not only of the desperate

ferocity of the ruined peasantry but also of the very near success

which attended the magnificent sorties of the Belgian line

from Antwerp.
^fter tlie occupation of Brussels, the German right wing swung

S.W, towards France, leaving on its right flank the still un-

beaten Belgian army concentrated in front of Antwerp, and
admirably placed to cut the German lines of communication.

Two magnificent attempts were made, the first on August 24,

and the second on September 9, and the measure of their success

is to be judged in the light of the horrors subsequently perpetrated

atlLouvain and elsew^iere.

Three other points must be remembered. The German linos

of communication through Belgium, upon which the very life

blood of their w^estern army depended, w^ere exposed to perpetual

wrecking and sabotage at the hands of the kicensed civil popula-

tion. It is^beyond human nature to witness the destruction of

all your worldly goods and the desecration of your country with-

out seizing every opportunity to wreak a fierce revenge. Outrage

begat outrage, and the fate of the small foraging parties of

.Uhlans and other troops trapped by the Belgian peasants is best

left to the imagination. Secondly Prussian militarism was^he
most iron-disciplined of any organized system the world had
seen. The proverbial licence of soldiery freed from restraint was
intensified by the tyranny they suffered under when in the line.

Thirdly, Belgium is a wine-drinking country, and the large

supplies of liquor which suddenly became available for the

German soldiery were but further encouragements to rapine, loot-

ing and murder.

All these factors, however, are no condonation of German
behaviour. While they may aid an understanding of how it was
that a highly civilized nation could act with such inhumanity
they by no means excuse it, German ** frightfulness” was initially

deliberate ; and it became but the more appalling as panic, and
the unparalleled opportunity for its indulgence, grew.

While one section of the German army was striking through

Vis6 at Louvain, Antwerp and Brussels, a more powerful attack

was being delivered on the fortifications of Li^ge. Next to

Antwerp and Namur, Li^^ge was the greatest fortified place in

Belgium. It was surrounded by a series of detached forts,
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constructed about a quarter of a century before under General

Btialmont, a famous Belgian engineer. There were twelve of

these detached forts, each from three and a half to five and a

half miles from the city, in a perimeter measuring 31 miles.

Each of these forts was an independent unit.

On the right bank of the Meuse were the forts of Barchon,

Evegn^e, Fl^ron, Chaudfontaine, Embourg and Boncalles. The
two chief of these covered the main line of railway from Cologne.

On the left bank of the river the forts were Pontine, Liers, Lantin,

Loiicim, Hollogne and Fl^malle. Six of the forts were large

and six small. The larger forts were considered impregnable by
many. Each consisted of a triangular mass of concrete with,

sunk in it, revolving and disappearing*steel turrets. Their arma-

raent consisted of two 6 in. howitzers, four 5 in. quick-firing guns,

and three outer quick-firing guns in disappearing turrets. The
forts were well equipped with machine guns and with search-

lights, protected with armour, and surrounded by moats. The
small forts had two guns fewer than the larger ones.* Military

experts were by no means unanimous in their views concerning

the value of the forts of Liege, Many, including, it is said, the

kaiser himself, thought that owing to the careless way in which
they were generally looked after and the absence of an adequate
foreoi of troops, or of sufficient ammunition, they were negligible.

There was some excuse for thinking so, as it was notorious that

the forts had been for a long time guarded with great laxity.

What the Germans evidently did not know was that, some
months before war was declared, a brave and active military

commander. General Leman, had taken charge, had secured
troops, and had placed the 12 forts in strong condition.

On the morning of August 4 the German army moved out in

the direction of Li<5ge. Spectators say tliat the advance was a
magnificent sight. The army rolled slowly down to the River
Meuse, bringing with it innumerable machine guns and motor-
wagons. The troops were in their green-grey uniform. Aero-
planes soared in the sky reconnoitring overhead. It was noted
that the uniforms were new in every detail. The troops appeared
as if they were carrying out a triumphal march. As an English
girl said about that time, They looked like soldiers on the
stage. " As the Germans attempted to cross the river they came
under the fire of the guns from the forts, guns directed in the
early stages by aeroplanes. The Germans attempted to Tn;^ke
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pontoon bridges. The bridges were scarcely completed before

well-directed shots demolished them. The gunners in the forts

had every range taken, and could place the shells with automatic
regularity on any desired spot within range. But even the
destruction of the bridges could not hold the Germans bock.
They crossed the Meuse in small boats, rafts, and in other ways.

On the might of August 4 the German soldiers, impatient at

the delay, crept past the forts in towards the town. As they
were moving quietly across the open space a great searchlight

suddenly played on them, covering them with a blaze of light,

and the guns of the forts opened a trerhendous fusillade. The
Germans, dazzled by the light, not knowing where to go, unaWe
to resist, moved almost blindly about in the shambles of d^th.
There was nowhere to hide, no escape from the pitiless, unceas-

ing, hail of shrapnel. It is said that not a single man .of this

bold party returned to the Gerniafl linesi The few not killed

were taken prisoners. *
*

On Wednesday, August 5, the Germans opened a violent attack
against the Barchon fort. The ever-growing cannonade gi'adu^

ally extended to the forts of Fl^ron, Erabourg and Boncalles.
The artillery practice was very good, but the shells used were
far too light to have much effect on the steel cupolas and concrete-
supported sides of the forts. During the afternoon the German
infantry advanced and attempted to storm the forts. They came
on in close order, endeavouring by sheer weight of numbers to
carry all before them. But rush and dash and daring are of very
little use against men armed with modern guns behind the walls
of a well-equipped fort. The Belgian heavy guns and howitzers
seemed to fill the heavens with bursting shell.

As the German troops got closer, machine guns played on them.
Still they pushed cii. They made for the wide openings between
the forts—openings in which were entrenchments held by Belgian
infantry. At the critical moment, when the German soldiers, or
those left of them, paused and reeled under the awful punishment
they were receiving from the guns, the Belgian infantry, at the
word of command, leaped out and attacked the enemy with the
bayonet. The German line broke, and was thrown back a con-
siderable distance in gieat confusion. It was estimated that as
a result of the first two days' fighting no' fewer than 25,000
Germans were killed or wounded. That is a figure impossible to
verify. Certain it is that the death roll was a heavy one
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Oil Friday, August 7, at about 2 a.m., an extraordinary

incident occurred tliat revealed the reckless daring of the German
army. A little party of German cavalrymen—two officers and
six soldiers—made a desperate effort to kidnap General Leman.
They rode into the city dressed as Englishmen, and exchanged
greetings in English with people. Arrived at headquarters, they

stated that they were British officers who had come to the rescue

of Liege, and they desired to see the general. Something in

their manner made one aide-de-camp—Major Marchand—suspi-

cious, and he hastily closed the door leading into the general's

private apartments, and raised the alarm. A bullet at short range

shopped him. Members of the generaTs staff and some gendarmes
present rushed on the Germans. The latter, hastily firing a

volley, attempted to escape, but were pursued, and all shot down,
after their coup had come within a hairsbrcadth of success.

Additional masses of German troops arrived on Thursday,

crossing the M^use by a pontoon bridge which they had placed

in positioii near Maestricht, close to the Dutch Ixirder, out of

reach of the guns of the forts. Zeppelins and aeroplanes drove

back the Belgian aircraft, and began to drop high explosives on
the steel cupcdas of the forts.

The Germans attempted assault after assault. They were
absolutely reckless of life, and were willing to pay a very 4iigh

price for immediate success. In some of their advances they

repeated the tactics of the third Japanese army when storming

Liaoyang, and used the bodies of their own comrades fallen in

front of them as ramparts behind which to pause before making
further advance. Tales told by the defenders show the gruesome

-

ness of the advances, and the courage displayed. Here is tlie

story of a Belgian officer who shared in the defence ;

Some of us late arrivals only managed to get to our post
when the German attack began. It was night-time. We
replied very sharply with our guns. Until the dawn came we
had no very distinct idea what our practice was. Then we
noticed heaps of slain Germans in a semicircle at the foot of

our fort. The German guns must have been very much less

successful, because they rarely hit us that night. They did
better at daybreak. We did better still. As line after line of the
German infantry advanced we simply mowed them down. It

was terribly easy, monsieur, and I turned to a brother officer

of mine more than once and said ** Voil^ I They are coming
on again in a dense, close formation ! They must be mad I

'

They made no attempt at deploying, but came on, line after
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line, almost shoulder to shoulder, until, as we shot them down,
the fallen were heaped on top of the other in an awful barricade
of dead and wounded men, that threatened to mask our guns
and cause us trouble* I thought of the French saying, C'est

magnifique, mats ce ti est pas la guerre ! No, it was slaughter
—just slaughter!
So high became the barricade of the dead and wounded that

we did not know whether to fire through it or to go out and
clear openings with our hands. We should have liked to

extricate some of the wounded from the dead, but we dared
not. A stiff wind carried away the smoke of the guns quickly,

and we could see some of the wounded men trying to release

themselves from their terrible position. I wUl confess that I

crossed myself ; I could have wished ^lat the §moke had
remained! But—would you believe it this veritable wall

of dead and dying enabled those wonderful Germans to creep

closer, and actually to charge up the glacis. They got no
farther than half way, for our machine guns and rifles swept
them back. Of course, we had our losses, but tjiey were slight

compared with the carnage inflicted on our enemies.*
This appalling waste of life by the German high command

is only explicable on the grounds that they had under-estimated

the defensive power of Belgium. The few days* delay, however,

had given time for the new enormous siege guns to be brought up
whic^j Germany had constructed. In order to save the city

from destruction by bombardment General Leman offered to

permit the Germans to occupy the town. Unconditional sur-

render of the forts and the town was, however, demanded, and
this being refused the bo^ibardment was begun. The forts,

with the exception of Fl^ron, were still undamaged and perfectly

able to offer effective resistance. On Thursday night, August 6,

the Belgian infantry occupying the lines between the forts

fell back, and the Germans entered the town through the gap
afforded by the disablement of Fort Fl^ron on the following

morning. But the town was of little value while the forts still

held out. They commanded the town, swept the approaches
and paralysed tlie railway. And the Germans therefore pro-

ceeded to a systematic demolition of the fortifications.

No one had foreseen the destructive power of modem heavy
guns. The Germans themselves were a little sceptical of their

value, and the French were openly derisive. The annihilation
of the defences of Litfge and Namur was speedily to open
the eyes of an astounded world. The new siege guns brought
up by the Germans were ir .2 in. howitzers. Enonnous masses
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of metal weighing wer 30 tons each, they had an effective

range at least one and a half times longer than any of . the

guns in the Belgian forts. The Belgians were practically

powerless to reply, and were compelled to endure silently the

agony of piecemeal demolition of their defences. Thick steel

cupolas were cracked like egg-shells. Concrete walls collapsed

like pieces of cardboard. The defenders were choked and
blinded by the fumes, maimed, blown to bits.

The end came at last. Fort after fort was battered and
broken by the dominating German fire. In one fort the

defenders blew up everything rather than surrender when they

could hoick out no Ignger.* At Chaudfontaine a shell penetrated

the magazine and blew the place to atoms.

Fort Loncin was the last to stand out. Here Leman and a

small l^roup of survivors made a final stand. Three out of four

of the garrison had been killed or incapacitated; the general him-

self could scarcely move, his legs having been partly crushed

by a fall of masonry; most of the guns were out of action. The
general made all ready for the end, burning papers, destroying

everything of military value, preparing to blow up the place ^t

the last monient. Then came a tremendous concerted bombard-
ment frbrii the entire strength of the German howitzers. ^

A strong infantry force had moved up, ready to stonn the fort.

The fire paused; the infantry leaped in. As they advanced a
magazine exploded, killing some of them. Therci was no mor^
fighting. Those of the garrison left were helpless. A German
officer related the fate of General Leman himself. After a
German shell had exploded the magazine in one of the forts,

German soldiers entered on the work. They came on the body
of the general, with blackened face, lying amid the ruins.

“Respect the general! He is dead!" said his adjutant, who
stood guarding the prostrate figure. General Leman was not

dead. Later on he recovered consciousness. When he offered

his sword to the German general, the latter refused to accept
it. “Military honour has not been violated by your sword," he
said. “Keep it." General Leman had remained unmoved up to

now. But at this tears sprang to his eyes.

With the fall of Li6ge the way to Brussels was open:
Belgium was defenceless. The Belgian army was powerless in

face of the German avalanche, and could do little more than
fight a series of dasperatc rearguard actions. Reluctantly but
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THE ADVANCE ON NAMUR

inevitably, it fell back. But the Germans did not hurry.

Although they had been delayed by the magnificent defence

of Liege, , their time-table was not seriously deranged. Every-

thing with them had been so carefully planned, their dispositions

were so admirable, all eventualities had been so skilfully pro-

vided for, that Belgium was powerless. Liege had held up the

advance for a momentous week. But its value, although

inestimable in the time it gave to the mobilising French and
British forces, lay more in its effect upon the morale of the Allies

than in , its interference with German plans.

Germany’s intention was to turn the left wing of the French
line which ran south from Namur. By the capture of

Liege . the Belgian army was thrust b^ck north-west upon
Antwerp, and a wedge was driven between the Frencli and
Belgian forces. A small body of Belgian troop.s supported by a

French division was still defending Namur and occupying the

triangle formed by the rivers Sambre and AJeuse. If the

Germans were to be successful Namur must be captured without

delay and the defending forces hurled back. Von Kluck, the

(jerman commander, seized his chance. One body of troops was
moved due west from Liege to oceux^y Louvain and Brussels,

complete the conquest of Belgium, and pin the remnants of the

Belgian army to the defences of Antwerp. The main body, in

overwhelming strength, turned south-west and struck like a

thunderbolt at Namur.
On August 15 the German cavalry had made an afteta^

to seize Dinanl and the river crossing above Namur. TII^ 1)04

been heavily rex)ulsed by French artillery, but the lack of

cavalry by which this success could have been followed up per-

mitted the Germans to bring up their hcavj* howitzers without

further ox)x>ositioii. Not again were they going to make the

mistake of putting densely packed masses of infantry against

steel and concrete forts. On the 20th the bombardment began.

By the 23rd the city and most of the forts were in the hands
of the invaders. S\ich was the power of Germany's siege guns.

Namur was looked upon as a much stronger fortress than

Liege. By many it was thought to be impregnable, and after the

heroic resistance of General Leman it was expected to occupy
the Germans at least a fortnight. If it fell, then the whole
French line was in danger of being turned, and north-eastern

France was open to in^'asion. The main body of French trooi>s
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was s^l clustered down in the south-east, making abortive

attacks through Alsace and Lorraine, and the reluctance of the

French command to split their forces and attempt a defence

of Belgium was again to prove as disastrous as it had pre-

viously done, for it must be remembered that the French were

still convinced that the real danger lay in the south-east.

Even the fall of Li^ge and the irresistible rush of the German
right wing through Belgium had done little to shake their

conviction, and although they realized the danger which
threatened their exposed left flank, and even their rear should

the German hosts rout the remnants of the Belgian army and

sweep south through northern France, they none the less

felt that to ' weaken their centre by dispatching troops to the

defence of Belgium was to invite just that disaster which had

overtaken them at Sedan. Some defence against the northern

pressure was, however, imperative, and reluctantly troops were

hurried north. The number was iiisufiicient and they were badly

placed, the French being completely deceived by the wideness of

the German sweep. France hoped to strike through Alsace into

the heart of German3% and so threaten an attack upon thfi exposed

line of German communications into the iiortli. •
• '

But the distance was too great, and the available troops were

far too few to win more than a few miles of territory in south-

west Germany, a success which, however gratifying politically

to FVance, troubled Germany no whit. Rather it pleased her, for

the more successful France might be the more eager she would
be io press on in that quarter. And such eagerness would but

expbse her the more surely to the great sweep of von Kluck. In

the result France fell between two stools. In the south-east she

retained many more troops than were needed for successful

defence behind her enormous fortresses, but insufficient to make
a successful attack. In the north her trooj^s were too fev/ and
arrived too late.

The Belgian army round Namur, horror-stricken by the fall

of Li6ge, deprived of Allied support on which they had relied,

were seized v/ith panic. Their defence collapsed at the first thrust

of the mighty German host, and within two days the survivors

of the south-west Belgian army were so much chaff before

the tornado of the oncoming Uhlans. Namur was battered to

bits with merciless precision, her last fort falling on the

26th, arid the way to northern France was open. Cavalry and
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infantry poured through the gap and pushed south along the

west face of the Ardennes. The French counter-attacks were

hurled back in disorder and Germany prepared to crush the

French armies between enormous pincers, the Namur forces

from the east, and the far-flung right wing of the Germans
which had sw^ept through Brussels on the west.

Meanwhile the right wing of the German advance had pushed
through Belgium with staggering swdftness and irresistible pres-

sure. Bay after day clouds of Uhlans harassed the retreating

Belgians and rav'aged the countryside, while with monotonous
regularity they w'ere followed by lorry-load after lorry-load of

grey-clad infantry. The destructive power of the heavy German
artillery and the speed with which motor tAnsport enabled her

to move her army were the tw^o factors which nearly defeated

the Allies almost before the w^ar had begun. ,

The scenes all along the line wheire the two armies were in

touch were full of interest and excitement. The Belgians, worn
and grim, fought behind hedges and roadside barricades, in

shallow trenches, and behind the walls of village houses. The
Germans, ‘as they advanced, drove out the villagers and
destroyed all before them. .The Belgian authorities by this time

had given instructions that civilians were in no circumstances

to tafte part in the fighting, but were to leave the war to the

soldiers. The stor}^ of the German atrocities had, however,

already convinced most people that this was the only course. At
a multitude of points little parties of Uhlans would come into

contact with little parties of Belgian infantry or cavalry; there

would be a cliarge, a volley, a struggle. Now an ambush would
be laid, and some Uhlans would dash carelessly to death. Now
the Germans in turn would conceal their cavalry or their

machine guns, and the Belgians would move forward uncon-
sciously to desl ruction.

A skirmish of some moment occurred at Tirlcmont on Tuesday
and Wednesday, August ii and 12. Two thousand German
t avalry advanced in the direction of that towm, and were attacked

l^y a regiment of Belgian lancers. The latter were driven back
by the superior German machine-gun fire. On the Wednesday
morning the Germans attempted to take the offensive. They
were met by the steady fire of a body of Belgian infantry, and
were forced back for some distance. About the same time a

regiment of German dragoons attempted to surprise the Belgian
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troops at Aineffe. After a three hours' fight, they were driven

off, leaving 153 dead on the field, and 102 prisoners in the hands
of the Belgians.

Another outpost affair took place near Eghezee, when a bo<iy

of 350 Uhlans, with 60 cyclist scouts, were surprised at a village

while sitting quietly in the caf^s of the little town enjoying

themselves. Their horses were grazing in the fields and the men
were wholly unprepared. Their own cyclists rode in to give the

alarm. The Uhlans in a sudden panic rushed off, leaving horses,

rifles, machine guns and everything behind them, the Belgians

killing about 40 of the men as they ran.

• An action of some importance occurred on August 12 and

13 at Haelen. A force of German cavalry and artillery, accom-
panied by a small body of infantry, numbering probably 10,000

in all,» attempted to move around Tirlemont to outflank the

Belgian arm^^ They found themselves opposed by a Belgian

division of cavalry^ and a mixed brigade, numbering between

7,000 and 10,000.

Towards eleven o'clock on August 12 the Germans were seen

on the Steevooni-Haelen road. The Belgian artillery, "which was
well placed, opened fire on them, and a fierce fight followed

. which lasted until early evening. The Belgian guns wrought
great destruction. The Germans tried to ride thro\igh the enemy
by sheer dash and daring. At one point their cavalry dashed at

a, series of formidable Belgian barricades, only to be picked off

and driven back by the infantry fire. Then there came a fierce

. charge, when the German cavalry and the Belgian cavalry rode

right into one another, and a hand-to-hand conflict ensued.

The country was very unfavourable to the Germans, its broken
nature making cavalry advances difficult. The invaders, even

according to the account of their enemies, showed extreme
courage. At one point the German cavalry even attempted to

charge a line of Belgian machine guns, and pushed forward,

despite immense slaughter, until sheer butchery forced it back.

The Germans revealed in this fight the qualities which were to

carry them far in the days that immediately followed. "They
may not have shown much pluck before," said one Belgian major
at the end of the day, "but they have certainly shown it to-day."

But this was a case where the rush tactics of the Germans were
in vain. They had finally to retire with a loss of about a thousand
men.
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The battle of Haeleri was one of those fights where the in-

dividual soldier had a chance to distinguish himself, and the

Belgians told many tales of the bravery of their own men after-

wards. There was, for example, one farrier-sergeant by name
Rousseau, of the Chasseurs a Cheval, who, with a little band
of eight men, charged a whole company of Uhlans and routed

them, bringing a dozen horses back as trophies. One lieutenant,

asked to send reinforcements, summoned the town fire brigade of

Diest, and collected up what soldiers he could find along the

road. He and his little band rushed to the point where they

were wanted, stormed a Prussian battery and drove it back, the

lieutenant himself seizing a soldier's rifle and shooting dead the

Prussian officer in command. The day ended in a Belgian

victoiy.

By this time the Belgians were becoming exceedingly con-

fident. At first they had almost despaired of their pr(?spects in

the war. Now they thought thej^liad pioved in fight after fight

that they could hold their own, even against the Germans. Had
ihey been better acquainted with the methods of the German
General ,Staff they would have known that the settled policy of

the German army was to play with the enemy during the time

of preparations for a great move as a cat plays with a mouse.
Tl^ German plan, as admitted by such a writer as General F. von
Bernhardi, is to offer a relatively weak front during a period of

concentration, to send out a dense screen of cavalry to keep in

touch with tlie enemy, to make a show of weakness, to discover

the strength of the foe and their dispositions, and then, when
the right moment comes, to attack ‘‘like a thunderbolt from the

clouds."

The Germans at the beginning did not condescend to make
elaborate preparations against the Belgians. Doubtless, tliey

hoped and expected that forces such as that sent against Haelen
would be sufficient in themselves to sweep away any opposition.

When they found out their mistake they reverted to their regular

tactics, paused, gathered strength, and then struck.

The Belgians, after the first fortnight of war, came somewhat
to despise the foe. The Germans were ill-equipped, short of

food, lacking enthusiasm, and driven unwillingly to fight, said

tlie Belgians. 'T go out to capture the Germans," said one

Belgian, "not with a gun but with a buttered roll; I hold the roll

out; the Uhlans when they see it are so hungry that they rush
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up and surrender themselves in order to get food.” Doubtless,

some of the Uhlans and hussars, hastily pushed through the

country, did march on short commons. But Belgium was only

too soon to discover that the army behind was well provided.

On Saturday, August 15, the Germans moved forward to

strike their real blow. The forts of Liege were no longer able to

offer a serious resistance. The little town of Huy, with its

important bridge over the Meuse, eastward of Namur, which
had been taken after a fierce struggle, opened up an important
thoroughfare. The German armies were now able to move in

strength into the heart of Belgium. Behind the cavalry screen

foijr army corps moved forward. Their aircraft swept north-

wards, and from this momerft little more was heard of the Belgian

aeroplanes, which up to this stage had been doing useful work.

One German army moved in great strength westwards towards

Dinant. ' Its doings have already been told. Another moved up
behind the northern cavah*y screen.

On August 16 the Germans attacked in force the position to

the south-east of Wavre, where the Belgian and French armies

met. They came in crescent formation, their aim being to turn

the right flank of the Belgian army. The Belgian headquarters

reported that the attempt had been vigorously repulsed, but the

repulse was not permanent. *

On MondjLy the Germans advanced all along the line from

Wavre to the Dutch frontier at great speed and with irresistible

force. On Tuesday they opened an overwhelming artillery fire

on Tirlemont. Their infantry and cavalry were sometimes as

rnany as ten to one against their enemy. The German aeroplanes

acted as scouts; they located the Belgian forces, signalled the

exact position to their own guns, and enabled them to aim the

shrapnel with overwhelming effect.

When the Belgian lines had been shaken sufficiently by shrap-

nel fire the German cavalry poured in. They swept through the

ranks out into the villages behind. The people there were in

their hom^s or working in the fields, conhdent in the power of

their own soldiers to protect them. Suddenly the Gennan cavalry

swooped on them, and neither age nor sex was spared. As the

people who escaped ru.shcd madly across the fields and along tlie

hed|[es the German guns opened out on them. It was battle

praciice against old men, women and children. War had come
in earnest now. Those fortunate enough to escape found two
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trains waiting about five miles from the town. They rushed on
them, and were carried to Brussels, where their tale of pillage,

death and woe caused consternation.

On Wednesday, August 19, the Belgian field army made a

stand at Louvain itself. The Belgians had chosen their position

w(‘U, and it was expected that they would oiler a stubborn resist-

ance. After some fighting, however, the Belgian forces suddenly

retired. They had been beaten all along the line by the force

of the German onset. The Germans were showing the qualities

wliich were to carry them so far later in the war. The reckless-

ness in advancing, the wholesale sacrifice of life, the powerful

artillery fire concentrated on central points, the innumerable

machine guns and the aeroplanes, helped them to vietpry. Amcftig

the many descriptions of individual fights one fragment, by
Raymond Coulson, stands out:

The Belgian lancers, six hundred, were out scouting. •As they
were trotting down a long road they suddenly sighted the

enemy and began to charge. On the left, •they came un-
expectedly^ on a large, deep hole that threw a considerable part

of their line into disorder. Then, entirely without warning,
there ljurst over on the front the sharp, terrible roar of the
mitrailleuses. The cavalry were funning into a nest of little

Maxim guns the Germans had brought up on horses. They
rode until their saddles were emptied. We saw them in a
sdiall hollow. Two minutes later a number of riderless horses
scattering widely over the country’^side told us what they^ were
meeting. Yet in the face of that stream of lead they actually^

(lismounted and tried, with carbines, to worry the Maxims.
At the same time they found themselves exposed to infantry
fire from the woods. They came back at a gallop, a small
scattered remnant of the host. At the same moment German
guns began to open up around the semicircle of horizon. Shells

burst like puffballs on green fields, searching our wide front.

The thunder of big guns, the rhythmic beat of pom-poms, the
roar of mitrailleuses, and the rattle of rifle fire came suddenly^
from ahead all the way from right to left. Around the sky^-

line village after village went up in a pillar of smoke. The
German advance was irresisitiblo. The Belgian troops in

attempting to stay’ it lost very heavily^. Three regiments were
almost annihilated. In the end the Belgian field army was
for the time broken, and withdrew in the direction of the fort^
of Antwerp to find protection there. Brussels, the capital, was
left open to the foe.

Following the attacks on Li<f^ge, the German emperor made
another effort to win the Belgians to his side. He approached
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King Albert, through Queen Wilhelmina of Holland, and
promised, in recognition of Belgian valour, to guarantee the most
considerate treatment of the Belgian population, and every

respect for the integrity of Belgian territory, if Belgium would
abandon her resistance and allow the German troops a right of

way in their attack upon France. King Albert replied with an
absolute negative. Great Britain, France and Russia,’* he said,

“ have promised formally to support us in the struggle upon
which we are engaged. French armies are hastening to our

appeal and are already on our soil. If they are powerless to

preserve us from a disaster, honour would not allow us to draw
back. What Belgium has so well begun, France and Great
Britain, witdi her help, will succeed in terminating. They will

chase the routed enemy towards Germany, and our honour will

not only be safe, but our name for ever glorious.”

But 'for that heroic temerity Belgium was now to pay the

price. After the fall of Louvain, Belgian resistance except around
Antwerp and for isolated skirmishes ceased. Germany marched
through the country unopposed. The Belgian Royal family and
the government removed from Brussels to Antwerp and the

capital was suddenly faced with a German occupation.

There was little sleep in Brussels on the night of August 19.

In the early morning hours a cry arose from street after stieet

:

“The Germans are coming.” During the night the Civil Guards
marched back, singing the Marseillaise,” and mined through
the city out on the other side towards Antwerp. There was to

be no resistance to the Germans. Brussels was an open town;

as such it was protected by the laws of war against bombard-
ment. It would simply submit to the presence of the enemy.
It could do no less ; it would do no more.

A proclamation by the burgomaster was pasted on the walls

late in the evening :

August 19.

Fellow-citizens,—Despite the heroic resistance offered by our
troops, seconded by the allied armies, there is reason to fear

that the enemy may occupy Brussels. Should such an event
come to pass, I trust I may count upon the calm and the
sang froid of the population. Above all, one should not lose

one’s head or give way to panic. The municipal authorities

will not desert their post. They will continue to perform their

duties with the firmness which you have a right to expect from
them in such serious circumstances.

( )
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It is hardly necessary for me to remind my fellow-citizens

of their duty towards their country. The laws of warfare for-

bid the enemy to use force to obtain from the population
information concerning the national army and its means of

defence. The inhabitants of Brussels should know that they
are within their rights in refusing to furnish any information
Vv^hatesoever to the invader. None of you must think of acting
as guides to the foe. This refusal is indispensable in the
interests of the country.

Every one should be on his guard against spies and foreign

agents who should attempt to obtain information or provoke
any form of manifestation. The enemy cannot legally attack
either the honour of families or the life of citizens, or private
property, or religious or philosophical convictions ; nor cg.n

they interfere with the freedom of public* worship.*

Any abuse committed by the invader should be immediately
notified to me. So long as I am in possession of life and liberty

I will protect, with all my might, tlie rights and the dignity of

iny fellow-citizens. I implore th*e population to assist me in

my task by abstaining from any hostile act, ally use of arms,
and any participation in fights or discussions.

Fellow-citizens, whatever may happen, listen to the voice

of your*burgomaster and continue to trust in him. He will not
betray you.
Long live Belgium, free and independent. Long live

Brussels. Adolph M.\x.

It cannot be w'Oiidered that the Germans decided to make the

entry into the Belgian capital as impressive as possible. From
purely a military point of view, they could have saved time by
pushing onward without rest, and ignoring Brussels. But morale
counts for much in war, and the German General Staff had rightly

gauged the moral ellect of a triumphant entry, not only on their

own people, but on the world at large. It was decided not to

make the entry into the capital with the regiments that had
borne the brunt of the fighting. Their stricken ranks and wearied
gait might have given Brussels some encouragement. An entirely

fresh army corps was brought up, and at two o’clock on tlie

afternoon of August 20 it began its triumphant march towards
the Place de la Gare, the heart of Brussels.

German troops took possession of the railway station, the tele

graph and telephone offices, and the central points commanding
the city. The telephone bureau was quickly attached to the Ger-
man headquarters farther south. Almost automatically, German
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authority was established. It was a remarkable example of how a

great city can, in an afternoon, pass under the control of an
invader. The German flag flew from the town hall. German out-

posts took possession of the villages around. They drew a cordon

around the city. Count von Arnim was appointed acting-

governor. He issued a proclamation stating that through the

circumstances of war he was forced to levy on the people requisi-

tions for food and other supplies. While hoping that everything

would go quietly, he warned them that the severest possible

measures would be taken against anyone who fired on German
troops or interfered with the German communications.

Enormous bodies of troops, apparently six or seven army corps,

marched through the^city ki the days that immediately followed

its occupation. The requisitions for foodstuffs for these myriads

soon materially affected the supplies of the city. Most of the

Belgiait wounded had been removed when the Belgian army
retired towards Antwerp. Their place was now taken by German
wounded, brought in from the front.

One surprise came within a few hours of the German
triumphant entry. The burgomaster was informed th£^.t the city

of Brussels would have to find an indemnity of 000,000.

M. Max declared that all the money had been sent to Antwerp.
Dire threats were uttered against him. He calmly replied J,hat

he must await the course of events. Soon, the authorities paid

for what they had, not in gold, but in paper money issued by the

German governor. In a few days the Germans announced their

intention of regarding Belgium as German. Greenwich time was
altered to German time, and steps were taken for a lunv

Germanised government.

Following the fall of Namur, the German military administra-

tion of Belgium was organized. The Germans showed that they
ii:itended to regard the country as annexed by conquest to the

German empire. Field Marshal von der Goltz was appointed
governor- general of Belgium, and the entire country south of

Alost and Malines was mapped out into military commands. The
German language was introduced, the clocks were altered to

German time, and day by day the process of the Germanifleation

of the country proceeded apace. The story of the German con-

quest and administration of Central and southern Belgium is an
appalling one. Never before in modern history has a civilized

country been treated with such merciless severity. The Germaji
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general staff deliberately adopted a policy of terrorism. This

u as considered necessary for a double reason—to prevent popular

risings among the Belgian people and attacks upon the German
communications, and—an even more important matter—to

present such an example to the neighbouring population of

Holland as would deter them from joining the Allies.

Meanwhile the victorious army had pushed on through

Belgium. Bruges and Ghent were defenceless and the troops

pushed on to Osteud. Here a stand was made by a handful

of Belgian troops and some British marines, and the German
advance guards were driven off. But for some weeks the

Germans showed no signs of further activity. Germany was
mobilizing her forces for an attack upon A5itwerp and preparing

for that turning movement south-west which was to roll up the

French army and carry the victorious German arms alpiost to

the suburbs of Paris. On August 2: and 23 the blow was struck

and British troops at Mons were meeting for the* first time since

Waterloo the shock of a great European power.

Belgium was fast gripped. The few outlying territories on the

north-east not ^'ct occupied could be snapped up at leisure. Ant-
werp and the intrepid Belgian army offered an obstacle of greater

difficulty, but apart from sorties, it was thought that they
repit'seated no great danger. There was no hurry and the

(.iermans were content to hold the Belgians in check until I heir

heavy siege guns could be brought from Namur.
The German invasion had been characterised by three laaiu

features. In the first place, it w'as shown wutli what desperation

and utter ruthlcssness Germany was prepared to wage war. In

the second the power of modern armciments was for the first

lime revealed and the effect they were destined to have upon
the future cour.se of the struggle was made evident. In the

third place, it showed the revolution wliich modern motor trans-

port had had upon the mobility of armies. Day after day,

Germany was advancing across a huge front spreading from lh«

Dutch border to N. France, and advancing, moreover, with over-

whelming speed, yet never once were her troops short of provi-

sions or ammunition. Moreover, they amved at their destina-

tion perfectly fresh. They had covered a distance six times
longer than they could have marched in the same time, and with
no effort to themselves. Upon those three factoi's rested the

success of Germany in August, 1914, a success which left the
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military experts of the world amazed, a success which horrified

and shocked the moral conscience of the world.

Germany herself was far from blind to the enormity of her

action, as is witnessed by the attempts of the kaiser after the

fall of Liege to win Belgian neutrality, and by the statements of

the German chancellor, Bethmann-Hollweg, in the Reichstag,

admitting that Germany was technically wrong and promising

full reparation after the war.

It is not to be forgotten, however, that Belgium's right to

immunity as a small and powerless nation was frankly prejudiced

by her possession of such a large slice of Africa as is contained

in the Belgian Congo. And in a war whose major origins were

undoubtedly- intimately boirnd up with the desires of great powers

to expand their colonial possessions within the only territory of

the world not already colonised and occupied, it cannot be

doubted that Germany's claim for a “place in the sun" and
Belgium's possession of the Congo represented two aims which

ultimately were bound to conflict.

CHAPTER 9

Campaign in East Prussia

T he great army wliich Russia could put in the fieldfSeemed

likely in the early days of the war to be a decisive

factor. The great Moltke said that Russia had a habit

of appearing too late in v/ar and then coming in too strong.

In 1914 that view was to be falsified. Russia began mobilization

on July 29 and did not complete it until August 24. But,

greatly daring, she opened her offensive before mobilization was
complete. The German general staff had assumed that they

would not have to deal seriously with her until at least a month
after the outbreak of war, and they believed that during th;it

interval it would be possible to strike such effective blows on
the western front as to enable them to divert to the eastern front

whatever forces might be necessary to defeat Russia,

If Russia had acted entirely upon military reasons dictated by
her own interests, it is very likely that this forecast would
have been verified. The soundest plan would have been for
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tlic Russian armies quietly to complete their mobilisation behind

the frontier forces and along the middle Vistula, and then,

when the}^ had their full forces available, move forward on a

broad front, with the advantage of superior numbers at every

point. But to wait for weeks to complete the concentration

of an army of four or five millions would have been to allow

Germany to put forth its full force for the attack on ITance.

In their loyalty to the alliance the Russians therefore decided

to take very serious risks, and to begin offensive operations

against Austria and Germany before even their mobilisation w<is

complete.

To follow the campaign in Eastern .Europe it is ngeessar^^

ha\'e a clear idea of the regions in which tlie armies were to

operate. Even in 1914 Russia presented obstacles to an invad-

ing army scarcely less formidable than those which Napoleon
encountered in 1812, Her vast leAritoiies, and the ease with

which the country could be laid waste before *an advancing

army, still made Russia comparatively secure against foreign

invasion. The frontier towards Germany and Austria was some
1,500 miles long, and the greater part of this extended line was
the frontier of Russian Poland, that province which projected

like huge wedge between Prussia in the north and Austria in

the south.

But its frontier was entirely an artificial boundary. No
mountains, no rivers, separated Russian Poland from Prussia.

The boundary was a purely artificial one defended only by po.sts

set up along it at intervals for custom house purposes. Russi^ui

Ikiland was a huge plain watered by the Vistula and its tribu-

tary streams. To the north, East Prussia interposed between the
province and the Baltic. The border district betw^een the Narev
River and the frontier line was a region of marshy forests; then

insid(? the German frontier line lay the region of the Masurian
Lakes, This is a land of innumerable lakes and pools, with

iielts and clumps of fir and beech woods occupying much of the

land between their swampy margins. Near the coast of East
Prussia, where the Vistula flows into the Baltic, stands the old

German fortress of Konigsberg.

The distance from the frontier of Russian Poland to Berlin

was only about five hundred miles. In the early days of the
war it was believed that the Russians might be at the gates of

Berlin within a month. But before Russia could advance into
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Germany with any hope of success she had to secure the flanks

of her army in Russian Poland from the possibility of a German
attack from East Prussia on the north or an Austrian attaclc

through Galicia on the south. To guard against the first danger

the Grand Duke Nicholas, the Russian commander-in-chief,

planned an advance into East Prussia, under the immediate

command of General Rennenkampf, one of the few Russian

generals who had emerged from the Russo-Japanese war with

an enhanced reputation. Whatever may have been the possi-

bilities of an advance towards Berlin, there is no doubt that the

campaign in East Prussia, though it ended in something very

liKe disaster, was of^ immense service to the Allies, who were

struggling against superior forces in the west.

As has already been pointed out, Germany counted on a

considerable delay before she would have to deal seriously

with Russia. General Le I^ran^ois, who was charged with the

organization o/ the defence of East Prussia, had only at his com-
mand a comparatively small force. This included the ist army
corps (headquarters, Kdnigsberg), the 20th (headquarters, Allen-

stein), the 17th (headquarters, Danzig), and the 2nd (head-

quarters, Stettin)—all of them East Prussians and Pomeranians.

These were among the best fighting men of the German army.

But the four corps united would not number quite two hundred
thousand men. To hold their own against Rennenkampf ’s army
they would have to be supplemented by second-line, troops

—

reservists and men of the first levy of the Laiidwehr organized in

new reserve corps—and these formations would take some time to

complete. For local defence of the wilderness of lake, marsh
and forest along the frontier, hastily formed detachments of the

Landsturm would also be available; but at the outset, in case

of invasion, the advantage of numbers would be on the side

of the Russians.

Rennenkampf 's plan of campaign was to advance in two
columns, the left column by the line through Lyck and Lotzen ;

the right column—the stronger of the two—along the main rail-

way line from Kovno, by Gumbinnen, on Kdnigsberg. Reimen-
kampf had decided to act at tlie earliest possible moment, even
before his own concentration was quite complete. In the second
week of August, 1914, he began the general movement of his

army from the Niemen to the immediate neighbourhood of the
frontier. On August 14 the rapid reinforcement of the Cossack
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vanguard on the Prussian side of the border, and the reports

brought in by the airmen, warned the Germans that the enemy's
advance in force was imminent. On the following day Rennen-
kampf crossed the frontier on a broad front right and left of

the Gumbinnen railway line, while his southern column, under
General Samsonoff, another distinguished leader of the Man-
churian War, crossed the border farther south, and began to

advance by way of Lyck through the lake region. In the follow-

ing days both columns met with a desultory resistance from

German detachments, which fell back slowly before them
through the woods. The Russian movements in this stage of

ihe campaign were constantly watched by ^German aeroplanes*

The Russians possessed far fewer of these modem appliances

for reconnaissance, and their flying machines, mostly heavy
biplanes, were inferior to the German ones, which were Chiefly

Taubes, and the flying men, conscious of their lack of speed,

were much less enterprising.

The German plan of campaign was to delay the advance of

the enemy's left column through the lake and forest region by the

operations of Landwehr and Landsturm detachments, and to

• fight a decisive battle against the right column on the northern

line.
^

The place chosen for this stand was at Gumbinnen.
Here the railway line, running east and west, and the old high

road beside it, crossed the marshy hollow of a little river in the

midst of a tract of densely wooded country. The western bank
of the river was heavdly entrenched, and thousands of trees were

cut down to form long lines of abattis—that is, obstacles con-

structed by laying the trees with their branches to the front,

and entangling them with barbed wire. Probably over 200,000

men were concentrated for the defence of this hurriedly fortified

line. When the work was begun it was not expected that any
serious attack could be made on the position by the Russians

before the beginning of September.

On Sunday, August 16, Rennenkampf had cleared the

country up to the Gumbinnen position, and found his further

progress arrested by the entrenched line held by the Gemians.
According to Russian reports, the enemy's force was made up
of three army corps. Allowing for the probability that some oi

the reserve formations and local defence detachments had joined

them, they would he at least 150,000—and might be perhaps

200,000—strong.
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On Wednesday, August 26, Rennenkanipf attacked and the

battle that followed was fierce, stubborn, terrible. Except for the

light horse artillery that accompanies a cavalry division, the

raiders were lacking in gun power. They could not reply to the

enemy's batteries. They had either to ride down the guns

across open country, with slirapnel playing on them all the way,

or dismount and creep in open formation to the point at which

a rush might carry the position.

The trenches were filled with German riflemen, and the hre of

innumerable Maxims had to be met. Only the incomparable

mobility of the Cossacks enabled Rennenkanipf to break the

German centre. On the Russian Guard fell the heaviest fight-

ing. The enemy held a village of scattered farmhouses, set in

low, level land. Each farmhouse was full of riflemen; behind

was ranged the German lines, from which several batteries

poured slirapnel into the advancing Russians. Clearing villages

is infantry w'oi'k, but there were no Russian foot soldiers avail-

able. Some Russian horsemen, however, were near the spot.

They dismounted and fixed bayonets—every Russian cavalryman

carried a bayonet—and slowly worked their way to file village,

clearing the farms of sharpshooters as they went.

Meanwhile, a couple of German guns w^ere firing on them at

short range, and an overwhelming number of entreitched

infantrymen was raining bullets on them. When the Guards
cleared the village and advanced on the German lines, there

was barely a third of them left standing. Yet they pressed oii

within a hundred yards of the German position. Tlieir leader,

who already had a bullet through his thigh, now fell with a

shattered shoulder. But the Guards went on, their bayonets

ready to strike. They could see the eyes of their foes, and along

the German front there were signs of wavering. So a mounted
squadron of the Russian Guards was sent full-tilt on the

Prussians, and crashing on the line of the enemy, captured the

guns and then harried the soldiers.

A wedge was driven clean through the German army. Three
army corps fled north-westerly towards Konigsberg ; the fourth

corps ran south-west towards Osterode. All four flung away
their arms and ammunition, and even their food, in their haste

to save themselves. The intricate system of defences in the

swamp country was unused. Even a fortified position on the

River Angerapp was abandoned without a fight.
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This panic evacuation of a great tract of fortressed couiitiy

was somewhat of a surprise even to the Russians. There seemed
nothing in their victory that should have led to so far-reaching

and astounding a disaster to Prussia. But General Renn<=‘ii-

kampf understood what had happened.
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EAST PRUSSIA. Terrain over which the campaign of 1914, which ended in

the Russian defeat at Taunenberg, was fought.

His raid was only one part of an enveloping movement.
While his men held the German army at the frontier, and
then broke it, another Russian force from Poland, under General

Samonsoff, was striking up to the west of the marsh country,

taking the beaten German troops in the rear. As a result most
of them turned again, and fled towards the coast of the Baltic

Sea and the fortress town of Konigsberg. Caught between two
powerful Russian forces, their entrenchments and blockhouses

round the Masurian Lakes had become traps. An almost im-

pregnable system of frontier defence was thus overthrown in a

day by cavalry raiders supported by a distant second army.
By Wednesday, August 26, ail the difficulties that Nature,

assisted by nnlitary engineers, had placed in the way of a
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Cossack advance in East Prussia were behind the battle front of

the Russian armies. General Samsonoff, in the south, moved
towards the railway centre at Osterode; in the north. General

Rennenkampf rode in pursuit of the main body of 120,000

German troops; So swift were the Russians that they almost

arrived at KOnigsberg with their fleeing foes. Advance guards

of the garrison had to take the field and fight a rearguard action

to save their comrades.

Being without heavy guns, siege engineers and infantry force,

Rennenkampf could not endanger Konigsberg. Yet he could not

leave it. He drew his army across its eastern lines of commuui-
cafion, and ^made what preparations he could for a masking

operation. In the meantime swarms of his Cossacks went about

the serious business of the campaign. From the fields of Eastern

Prussia ^he people of Berlin obtained the larger part of their

food supplies. The region whs one of the four great granaries

of Germany, and the crops were ripening for the harvest on

which Berlin expected to live for another twelve months, in spite

of the blockade of the British fleet. But the Russians destroyed

the crops, captured Tilsit with its immense stores and emptied it.

^The occupation of Tilsit and Insterberg gave Rennenkampf the

command of a second line of supply by the railway running

northwards from Insterberg Junction.

No such serious opposition was offered by the Germans to the

southern column. There were a number of small engagements,

in none of which the Germans made any obstinate defence.

They were mostly intended to be mere delaying actions. Lotzen
was occupied by the invaders, and the little Fort Boyeii, on a
neighbouring hillock, barring the pass by which the railway line

runs between two lakes, was forced to surrender after a brief

bombardment. There was a more serious fight at Frankenau,
where Samsonoff defeated a considerable German force, captur-

ing some guns. This success brought the Russian left column
safely to the north of the difficult lake region along the frontier,

and it was able to get in touch with the right or main column
under Rennenkampf.

After the battle of Gumbinnen, the Germans in the north of

East Prussia had fallen back on Kdnigsberg without again risk-

ing a serious engagement. By the end of August they were under
the cover of its advanced forts. Rennenkampf was content with
-the steps he had- taken to mask the fortress, and the rest of
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his army joined with his left column and marched south-west*

ward in the direction of the Lower Vistula. Allenstein, the

headquarters of the 20th German Army Corps, was occupied

without resistance. It was an important station for the German
Flying Corps, Before evacuating the place the garrison sent

away the airship and aeroplanes stationed there, and burned the

big Zeppelin airship shed.

By the end of August the invaders had occupied nearly the

whole of East Prussia. The inhabitants of farms and villages

had taken to flight in panic at their approach, some of them
going as far as Danzig, which was crowded with a quarter of a

million fugitives. The rapid success. of the Russians led to the

most exaggerated reports. It was said that they were advanc-

ing in overwhelming numbers towards the Vistula, and were

about to attack the fortresses of Graudenz and Thorn, aiid that

Koiiigsberg h^id been completely iifvested. This last news was
obviously untrue, for Kdnigsberg is linked with the Frisches Half

and the sca-coast by its western forts, and could not be

blockaded unless by an enemy who had command of the Baltic.

All that the Russians had been able to do w'as to entrench them-

selves before the eastern front. Rennenkampf, with the field

army, had advanced a little towards Allenstein, but before he
coiila reach the Vistula he would have to traverse a belt of

difficult country, abounding in lakes, marshes and woods, round
Osterode, Tanneriberg and Eylau.

Though apparently he had swept all before him, his position

was, in fact, becoming difficult, and his action in pushing so far

could only be justified on the ground that the whole invasion of

East Prussia was a demonstration in force, intended to alarm the

Berlin General Staff into keeping back for the defence of the

eastern frontier troops that would otherwise have been sent to

France. Strictly speaking, the whole movement was a prema-
ture enterprise, with a good deal of bluff about it. But the com-
plete collapse of all resistance after the victory of Gumbinnen
gave Rennenkampf the idea that he might safely push still

farther forward—though he was too good a soldier to be in-

fluenced by the current reports that the Russian army would bo
able to make an almost unopposed march to Berlin,

By the end of August the Germans were preparing for a very
effective counter-stroke. Of the troops that had retired into

Kdnigsberg, only enough were left in the place to stiffen the
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garrison. The rest were transferred by sea and by the coast

railway through Elbing to t)anzig and the Lower Vistula. Along
the river a large army was being concentrated for the reconquest

of East Prussia. General von Hindenburg had taken command
of it. More by luck than by skill in selection, the circle of

courtiers and intriguers gathered about the Emperor Wilhelm
and constituting the directing minds of his great staff had hit

on a good man for the command of their eastern armies. General

von Hinderibiirg's name was not given among hundreds of

German generals included in “ Wer IsPs*'—the German '' Who's
Who.'' He was one of the laughing- stocks of the modern
fashionable soldiers who took part in the kaiser manoeuvres. All

he was known for was his curious hobby for keeping the wild

Masurian Lakes region in East Prussia in its original state of

uncultivation. The only thing that moved him to leave his

Hanoverian cafe and go to 6erlin, in the days before the war,

was a politic ia.ir's proposal for the drainage and ciilti\ation of

the Masurian Lakes. He called on deputies, he called on party

leaders, he pleaded before committees ; and when all these cllorts

of his proved vain he went to the emperor and beggeef that the

scheme for reclaiming the lakes should be abandoned.

The ruling German military school regarded the old man a

nuisance and a fool, and as somewhat of a coward. They agret'd

with the administrators who wanted to drain the lakes, and thus

to open up to cultivation an immense region which liad been
unproductive from the primeval age of the ivorld. Oi er the

drained and populated ancient waste of marsh and whaler the

German staff intended to march their armies across the Nierneu

river and cut the railway communication between Warsaw and
Petrograd. But, moved by the entreatii^ of the old warrior,

Kaiser Wilhelm stopped the scheme for draining the Inkes, and
in the ancient w^atery wilderness Hindenburg continued to spend

his holidays every’ year.

Nobody in authority remembered him, even w^heu the emperor
and his staff were thrown into deep perturbation by General

Rennenkampf's sudden raid into East Prussia. The commami
of the new army of defence w ould have been entrusterl to another,

untried, courtier*general who had succeeded in pleasing the

emperor but for the patriotism of General von Ludendorff, an
able man of the younger generation connected with the great

staff. He is said to have urged the claim of his old master in
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military studies, with the result that Hindciiburg was given all

the forces he required for his long-lhought out operations in the

jVIasurian Lakes.

Something like 2,000,000 Russian troops, operating far away
on the southern reaches of the Vistula against the main eastern

forces of Germany and Austria, depended for food and ammuni-
tion chiefly on their railway-head at Warsaw. Warsaw in turn

depended on its railway communication with Petrograd, and as

the line to Petrograd ran close to Osoviec, and actually touched

the River Bohr a few miles northward at the town of Grodno^

where the Bohr flows into the Niemen, there was good reason

for the interest which the kaiser took in the attack of his armies

upon Osoviec.

Hindenburg was no mean strategist. Early in life he had seen

that the Masurian Lakes system, which extends far into Jvussia

to the banks of the Niemen and Bohr, was the key to Russian

Poland, By cutting the Russian railway at Osoviec or Grodno
he could win Warsaw, and throw the main Russian armies back
from Silesia and Posen without a battle, h'or if the railways

were cut, starvation and lack of ammunition would force all the

Russian troops in the bend of the Vistula to retire towards the

new railway-heads of Siedlce and Brest Litovsk. And even

before they could withdraw, the Siedlce line, close to the Warsaw
line, could also be cut. Without a general battle the main
Russian forces could be thrown back on Biest Litovsk, nearly

240 miles from the German frontier. It will thus be seen that,

in his attacks upon Samsonoff's army, Hindenburg aimed at more
than freeing East Prussia from the invader.

In concentrating his troops for the counter attack Hindenburg
had the advantage of the perfect network of strategic railways

on Germany’s eastern frontier. Within a few days of the Russian
occupation of Allenstein Hindenburg had collected some 150,000

men from the Vistula and elsewhere ; the German command of

Ihe Baltic made it possible to tranship the troops which had
been driven into Kdnigsberg and add them to his forces. The
Russians under Samsonoff were at least 200,000 strong. Hinden-
burg took up his quarters at Marienberg on August 23 with

Ludendorff as his chief of staff.

The line held by the German troops was not a boldly marked
position like that of Gumbinnen. Indeed, to an ordinary observer,

there were no features to distinguish it from several similar tracts
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of country in the frontier district. But Hindenburg had selected

it on account of his own special knowledge of the ground. He
would fight where he could extend his line by taking into it

some of the lakes which he had found by experiment to be com-
plete obstacles to any hostile movement. The ground behind

his line was easily traversed from right to left, so that he could

rapidly reinforce a flank during the battle. The ground in front,

though to the ordinary observer it was of much the same charac-

ter as that which he held, was really cut up by tracts of soft,

marshy land and swampy pools which would make movement
difficult ;

and behind its right there was a tract of marshy forest,

y^ith numerous small lakes, that would make tlie retirement of

any large force in that direction exceedingly difficult, and the

hurried retreat of guns and transport wagons practically im-

possible. He quickly got his forces into position on a front that

reached from Osterode on the north to a point near Soldaii on the

south. Thrusting towards the former, the Russians discovered

that the Germans had been strengthened, and it was not possible

for them to be driven out.

It would sc'em that at the outset Hindenburg was* inferior in

numbers to tlie invaders, but he was reinforced by railway during

the three days' fight. From the outset he was stronger in

artillery than his opponents. Heavy guns had been brought up
from the Vistula fortresses, and batteries of field artillery had
been borrowed from the array corps on the Posen frontier. Tho
Germans crowded their guns into the line as if they were rifles/'

said a Russian officer. This concentrated fire of artillery proved
particularly telling against the Russian frontal attacks during the

first two days. Some of these attacks, however, were locally

and temporarily successful. Several villages along the front were
stormed with the bayonet, but it was difficult to hold them under
the downpour of high-explosive shells, of which they were at once
made the target.

On August 26 Hindenburg retook Soldau. When, the next
day, Samsonofi tried hard to recapture it, he not only failed, but
was swept back east to Neidenburg, thus having his left flank

turned, and losing his main line of supply and retreat by the

Soldau-Mlava railway. Evacuating Alienstein, the Russians

retired on Hohenstein, where they made a determined stand, the

fighting lasting from August 26 to August 28, but they were com-
pelled to retreat.
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On the second day a daring Russian aviator, wheeling high in

the air above the woods, saw what at first he took to be long

columns of transport wagons' moving rapidly along the rear of

the German position from centre to left. Venturing closer, lie

found that these were not supply or ammunition columns, but
long strings of motor-vehicles of all kinds, from motor-buses to

taxi-cabs, conveying infantry to the left, and rushing back empty
to bring up more. His report was delivered in time to enable

the Russian staff to order a reinforcement of the right, and on

Ihis flank the fighting that decided the battle began in the after-

noon of the second day, Hindenburg weakening his centre in

order to accumulate a superior force for the flank attack. Thf
enveloping movement on this side, begun k\ the later hours of

the day, was carried on during the night.

At sunrise on the third day the Russian right was turned, and

the collapse of their line began. Tlii/^ir only way of retreat was
by the south, over a tract of lake and marsh, whkh was crossed

by a narrow defile of firm ground by Ortelsburg and Johannis-

burg to the frontier. On August 30 they were withdrawing
everywhere, losing very many men and guns in the swamps and
shallow miry lakes. Hindenburg's knowledge of the terrain

enabled him to place his guns on solid spots, and the Russians

were ancrcilessly shelled. On August 31 Samsonoff made a last

desperate attempt to rally his men, but he and General Pestitch,

his chief of staff, were killed, and the effort came to nothing.

As the Russians gave way from right to left under the con-

verging pressure of front and flank attacks they found it a
difficult matter to extricate themselves from the wilderness of

woods, lakes and marshes in which they had given battle.

Three Russian generals had fallen in the final struggle—Sam-
soiioff, Pestitch and Martos. Tens of thousands of prisoners and
scores of guns were taken. The Germans claimed tluit of the five

army corps which formed the enemy's main battle-line they

destroyed tliree and a half. The large number of Russian
prisoners of war reported as being interned in Germany in

September, 1914, came almost entirely from the battlefield of

Tannenberg. It was the most complete victory won by the

Germans in the opening phase of the war.

Its immediate result was the precipitate evacuation of East
Prussia by the invaders. Rennenkampf extricated from the

dangerous lake region the remnant of tlie army that had fought
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and failed. The force that was masking the eastern forts of

Konigsberg was ordered to withdraw. A column that had been
moving towards Danzig and the Vistula delta received similar

orders. Near Insterberg Rennenkampf fought a rearguard action,

which Hindenbiurg claimed as a second victory. But the Russians

fought only in order temporarily to check the pursuit. After the

battle Rennenkampf fell back by Gumbinnen, where he fought a

rearguard action, after which he recrossed the frontier and
retreated to the line of the river Niemen. There considerable

reinforcements were awaiting him, but it was some time before

Russia was able to renew the offensive in this region.

chapter 10

Russian Offensive in Galicia

ALICIA, the scene of Russia's successful campaign in 1914,

was then a province of the Austro-Hungarian empire,
^ but it formed part of the great Polish plain, and was

separated from Hungary by the Carpathian mountains. Com-
pared with the giant mountains of Switzerland the Carpathians

are hills rather than mountains. Along this Galician Lorder they
form a broad belt of forest-clad sandstone ridges, mostly under

5.000 feet high, traversed by a number of passes and hill roads,

forming an admirable natural defence for Hungary. The
province of Galicia is thus a terraced slope descending to the

northern plain which stretches from its margin to the shores of

the Baltic. Behind the Galician frontier the Austrians had con-

structed, as the Germans had done in Prussia, railways which
were primarily planned for the purposes of war. To the

north of the Carpathians in Galicia were two important cities,

Cracow, in the west, and Lemberg, in the east, about two
hundred miles distant from one another, while almost midway
between them was Przeinysl, one of the most modern Austrian

fortresses, completed just before the war.

The Central Powers held prepared a combined plan for the

conquest of Russian Poland. An Austrian army was to advance
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from Galicia, between Cracow and Lemberg. At the same time

a German force, of about equal numerical strength but inferior

quality, was to strike at Warsaw from Eastern Prussia and
German Poland. The defending Russian army would then be

assailed on three sides, and either routed or driven back from
its railway centre at Brest-Litovsk.

Like all German war plans, this was excellent on paper. Had
the Russians also done the obvious thing in reply to the obvious

movements of the enemy forces, the grand duke Nicholas and
his chief of staff. General Sukhomlinoff, might have been out-

generalled. Unfortunately for the Austrians, the Russian

military staff was well aware of the German war plan aud
engineered a series of surprises that completely disarfanged from

the beginning the programme of the Central Powers. The
German forces were violently wrenched from all cooyeratioii

with the Austrian armies by General Rennenkampf's sudden raid

into East Prussia, His immediate menace to Konigsberg, his

destruction of the food resources of Berlin, and his threat at

Thorn and Danzig aroused the German instinct for self-preserva-

tion. Alarmed for their own fields and cities, ihey withdrew from
Russian Poland, where their advanced guard had reached Lodz
on the way to Warsaw, and hastily concentrated in Prussia

against the Cossack invaders.

This left the Austrian armies in the west of Russian Poland
at the mercy of the Russian military staff. The Austrian com-
manders—General Dankl, General Aufftnberg and several arch-

dukes—did not lose confidence. Possessing 2,500 guns and
1,000,000 young men of the regular army, with large militia

supports in Galicia, they regarded Russia as a sleepy giant who
could be stabbed to death before he was half awake. Speeding
up their mobilisation, they launched two great armies over the

frontier. The first army, commanded by Dankl, was based upon
Przemysl, and the second army, commanded by Auffenberg, was
based upon Lemberg and placed at riglit angles to DankTs army
to guard against a flanking movement by Russia from the east.

On August 10 the ist Austrian army crossed the frontier and
advanced towards Krasnik. The movement was slow because
Austria was hoping for German reinforcements, but the Russian
advance into East Prussia had made it necessary for Germany to

send all the forces she could spare from the western front to

reinforce Hindenburg.
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The Russian concentration in Western Poland was not yet

complete, but a considerable army had been collected west oi

the river Bug with its left protected by the fortress of Zamosc.
It was with this army that Dankl first came in contact, but
as the Russians were considerably outnumbered they slowly fell

back on the Bug. As the Russians continually gave ground the

Austrians were able to report almost daily successes to Vienna

and Budapest. These reports had a political as well as a

military value. The Austrian empire
—

“the ramshackle

empire/' as it was often called—had a mixed population. A
considerable proportion of its people were Slavs whose secret,

and, in some cases, open, sympathies >vere with Russia and
Serbia. N^ws of Russian victories would have fostered the

spirit of rebellion which existed among them : every Austrian

victory lessened their hope that they could look to Russia for

relief from an alien domination.

Pressing back the small liussian forces opposed to him Dankl
advanced towards the towns of Lublin and Kholm, some fifty

miles into Russian Poland. Meanwhile the Russians had
collected very considerable forces between Warsaw and Kiev.

By August 25 the Austrians were within striking distance of

the railway which connected Ivangorod and Warsaw. They had
reached the line between the Vistula and the Bug, where tlie

grand duke Nicholas had resolved to hold them. iVIeanwhile a

Russian counter-offensive was being planned. A second Russian

army under General Russky was assembled, based on the

fortresses of Lutsk and Dubno, and appearea to be merely the

left wing of the Russian army resisting an advance into Poland.

The other army under General Bnisilofl was to advance on
Galicia from the north-east. To screen this threat to Lemberg
from the east a constant series of Co.ssack raids had been carried

out from the beginning of the war on the eastern frontier of

Galicia. The actual defence of Lemberg was left to the army of

General Auffenberg. The Russian plan was that the ist army
should fall back before Dankl, the 2nd army, under Russky,
was to drive a wedge between Dankl and Auffenberg, while Brusi-

loff with the 3rd army turned Auffenberg's right flank. Brusiloff

accomplished his advance with complete secrecy. It took place ifi

daylight, over a period of thirteen days, from August 19 to

August 31. The Austrians had a host of spies, working with
Teutonic thoroughness; they had a large force of well-mounted,
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dashing cavalrymen, including the cavalry divison of the Hun-
garian Guards—the best horsemen in either Austria or Germany.
They had scouts in aeroplanes darting over the frontier. Yet
the Russian turning movement in Eastern Galicia was not dis-

covered until too late.

This was partly due to the fact that the cou)itry through

>yhich Brusiloff was working was an ancient Russian duchy
that had been tom from the ancestors of the tsar. Eastern

Galicia was the Alsace-Lorraine of the Slav empire, peopled by a

Slav race, with the same language, religion aaid customs as the

men of BrusiloE’s army. At the villages priests and people

came out with banners to meet their 'Tittle brothers.^’* In the*

towns flowers were thrown from the upper Vindows along the

streets upon the armed redeemers of the ancient duchy. And all

lhat could be done by silence or pretended ignorance to mislead

the Austrians and Hungarians was dbne by the peasajits. It

is, moreover, very likely that Russian secret service agents had
\v:ell prepared the Little Russians of Galicia for the invasion.

But this does not palliate the failure of the Austrian general

military stdff. They knew what Eastern Galicia meant to

^ftussia. Why, then, were they not fully forearmed against the

inevitable attack? The probable explanation is that they were
so obs’essed by the Moltke system of warfare that they were
blind to everything except the "scientific” scheme of operations

ih(‘y were cariydng out farther to the north-west, in Russian
Poland. They had a strong front betw^eea the Vistula and the

Bug rivers, and by continually moving forward into Russia
they thought to force the Russians to concentrate against them.
The attackers had merely to advance strongly and conqueringly
in order to compel their opponent to attempt to stop them.
Nothing else mattered. Cossack activity in Galicia was merely
a feint and a vain distraction.

Meanwhile, General Brusiloff made the very most of his oppor-
tunities. As quietly as possible he moved over the tributoies

of the Dniester, in Galicia, and pushed back the Austrian cavalry

screen without revealing his strength. On the versatile Cossack
fell all this preliminary work. He had to do without infantry

support or any considerable show of artillery power. Neither
the infanti-yman nor the ordinary field artillery could be brought
into action without revealing that which it was necessary to

conceal.
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THE COSSACKS IN THE FIELD

The Cosvsack horseman had to veil his main army and clear

its path through forts, blockhouses and bridgeheads, while

appearing to be merely a border raider. Excellently was he
suited for this kind of work. Far in advance of the tramping
foot soldiers and the labouring big gun teams, moving at the

rate of eight miles a day, the Cossack kept up a continual

skirmish with every sort of hostile arm—cavalry, scout, infantry-

men, and gunners in fortified places, and even armoured trainsJ

Helped only by his own light artillery, he fought in every

manner practised by modem troops. He charged with his lance;

he dismounted and took positions with the bayonet that all

Russian cavalry carried; at need, he entrenched, g.nd proved
himself a marksman.
The Cossack was a member of a military caste, born, bred and

trained entirely for a life of war. His ancestors, hammen^d into

shape by a continual conflict with* warlike Mongol races, had
built up the kingdom of Poland and then, to preserve their in-

dependence, had gone over to the' duke of Moscow and become
the empire-builders of Russia. Never had the Cossack enjoyed

himself as he did in Galicia against the Hungarians and’

Austrians. On their unfortunate heads he emptied all his box
of tricks. It would be interesting to learn from some survuvor

of the famous cavalry division of the Magyar Guards, who met
the Cossacks near Lemberg, and then—after a railway journey

across Europe—encountered the British lancers and dragoons

at Ypros, which of his two foes he found the more formidable.

Certainly the Cossacks were more tricky fighters than the British

horsemen. Their clever horsemanship was equal to that of any
performer in the circus.

In Galicia, when hvard pressed, they fell “dead"’ in heaps, their

"'dead” horses beside them. As the enemy came to search their

bodies the dead men used their carbines with surprising effect.

Another time a lierd of little Cossack horses would stampede,

and the riderless animals would sweep towards some guarded
bridgehead or blockhouse. Even little Cossack horses were

useful to Austrian soldiers; they could be sold for good
money to Galician farmers. But, just before the animals were
caught, grey figures swung from beneath them, lance in hand,

and charged. It was like a show in the arefia, but deadly for

the spectators. When it came to a straightforward cavalry

fight, sabre against sabre^ the Cossack still won.
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All the tricks of war, however, were not practised by

the Russians. The Austrians, on occasions, showed themselves

masters of craft. An instance occurred on August 23 in the

frontier fight for Tarnopol, an important Galician town on the

Sereth River, seventy miles east-south-east of Lemberg. Pierc-

ing the enemy's front line, a Russian division swept onward to

meet the main body of their foes. They passed an Austrian

officer who was sitting on the earth bandaging his leg. Naturally

they did not hurt this wounded man. But they failed to

get with the bayonet into the enemy's trenches: he was pre-

pared, and brought them down with a terrible concentrated fire.

Withdrawing after one of these reverses, a Russian officer

noticed a wire running along the road. He found it led to a

field telephone, and by this concealed instrument the supposed

Austria* was sitting, and giving warning to his general of all

the Russian mov^ements. When the bandage round the man's
leg was removecl, it was seen that his limb was quite sound.

After the telephone operator was stopped the Russian bayonet
went over the Austrian trenches, and the Cossacks rode down
the fugitives.

*

In spite of the continual skirmishings, drawing nearer and
nearer to Lemberg, no alarm was felt by the Austrian com-
mander until General Brusiloff's army, crossing stream effter

stream, forced the passage of the Lipa. Even then the

Austrian general military staff suspected that a blow was coming
southward against the rear of their main armies. They had
three army corps round Lemberg to protect from any turning

movement their one hundred and fifty mile battle-front, stretch-

ing north-west through Russian territory. But this was not

sufficient when General Russky's army and General Brusiloff’s

army were at last seen combining for attack. The Austrians

hurried up two more army corps which moved against Russky,

while several divisions of foot—line infantry and brigades of

militia troops—reinforced the position to be held against Brusi-

loff’s force. In all there were at least about three hundred
thousand Austrian troops round Lemberg.

All this, however, was done too late, in the last days of

August. General Russky and General Brusiloff had united,

some forty miles east of the city. The combined armies then

acted under the leadership of General Russky in a concerted at-

tack upon the capital of Galicia. In both brains and fighting
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power the Austrians were outmatched. General Russky was
one of the leading strategists of the new Russo-French school,

a quiet, bookish, scholarly man, hardened to war in Manchuria,
where he had distinguished himself by bold leading and personal

courage. General Brusiloff was another brilliant and yet sound
leader, with high practical experience in modern warfare. With
the two Russian generals was the hero of Bulgaria, General

Radko Dmitrieff, who had vanquished the German-trained
Turkish army at Kirk Kilisse and other recent battles of the

Balkans. He had throwm up his appointment under the

Bulgarian government in order to go as a volunteer to help

the Slav people in the struggle against the Teuton, whose"

intrigues had brought Bulgaria low in the Aour of her victory

and disrupted the Balkan Alliance. In numbers the two opposing

armies seem to have been, in the end, about equal. But the

Russian artillery, made chiefly in Ffance, was superior to the

Austrian. Moreover, the Austrians had weakened *their artillery

to help the Germans in Belgium and France.

In addition to this disadvantage in the jnachinery of warfare,

the southerA Austrian army was caught in a moment of disarray.

Jis main reinforcement of two army corps was intercepted on
August 29 by General Russky and was shattered, and the

victorious Russians moved on and occupied a height known
as the Naked Hill, from which they dominated Lemberg. In

the meantime General BrusilofTs army, forming the left

Russian wdiig, swung round to encircle Lemberg from the south.

In so doing it struck against the main southern Austrian army
entrenched at Halicz, a fortress town on the Lipa, that pours

its turbid waters into the Dniester.

The Austrians were bent on getting round Brusilofi's southern

flank and then rolling up the combined Russian forces. But
this manceuvre did not succeed. General BrusiloE held up the

turning movement, and his gallant Bulgarian assistant. General

Radko Dmitrieff, made a terrible frontal attack on the enemy
on the lower course of tlie Lipa.

The Austrian position was very strong and difficult to assail,

with bluffs of volcanic rock and extinct craters; the natural

defences had been improved by Austrian engineers, and thirty

small forts had been built round H<ilicz. The river passage was,

in fact, regarded as impregnable. But the Russian bayonets

went over river, rifle pit and trench, while the Russian g\inners
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' swe^ a path for their infantry?- and smashed the hostile batteries

^
destroyed the forts. The Russians advanced in open order at

’first, creeping up and firing in thin, prone lines ; then getting

nearer in a spurt, and again holding the ground by rifle fire

till their supports could come up. Then they rose up to prove

the truth of their old saying, handed down from the days ot

Suvarov : The bullet is a fool and the bayonet a hero."

The Austrians and Hungarians fought well. They faced

the bayonet courageously and used it themselves, but their riflu

fire was not sufficiently well-aimed to stop the rushes. Tin-

battle opened on August 31 and went on for twenty-four hours,

Jtill the Austrian line was pierced, and 20,000 of the defenders were

either killed or wounded. The hand-to-hand fighting at the

battle of Halicz was fierce and dreadful, but the drive and
steadiness of the Russian troops made them at last irresistible.

Many days of hard marcjiing had not tired them, and they’

bore the main pii.rt in the struggle for Lemberg which was their

next effort.

After the victory they closed in on the capital from th(^

south, driving the fragments of the broken Austrian .wing before

them. Meanwhile, Russian aeroplanes were flying over the

doomed city, and General Russky's army, rapidly covering the

forty miles between Zloczow and Lemberg, captured somn forti-

fied positions close to the city. On the north and the north-

east the Russians deployed, and then the heights on the south-

east were also taken. For six days the battle raged—froju

August 29 to September 3, The Russians at first fought from
dawn to darkness, their big guns thundering over them as they

attacked or threw back counter-attacks; finally they fought night

and day.

The Austrians battled on with great energy in a good position.

The progress of the Russians was impeded by the hilly nature

of the ground, and especially by the great number of extinct

volcano craters, that formed admirable natural forts, all held
by strong bodies of the enemy. Out of these craters the

Austrians had to be shrapnelled and bayoneted at heavy cost.

Their artificial defences were only trifling obstacles compared
with these natural fortifications. The country was stony and
devoid of v/ater, and the overworked, struggling Russian troops

suffered badly from thirst in the hot, wearying summer weather
that prevailed at the time.
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ADVANCING ON LEMBERG

< The nearer they drew to Lemberg the fiercer the fighting

became. But it had already been apparent at ZIoczow that the

Ivnssian guns ruled the battlefield, and on September i, just

as General Brusiloft was winning at Halicz, General Rust^ky

succeeded in driving the main Galician army beneath the shelter

of the Lemberg forts. The Russian troops w^ere then very tired,

but, exultant at the prospect of victory, they fought even better

than before. For two more days the battle flamed and thun-

dered round the forts, both armies being terribly swept by

shrapnel from the opposing guns.

But the Russian howitzer batteries had also been tlirowing

Jieavy shells at the steel cupolas and concrete walls of the forts.

All that the Belgians had suffered in Liege and Namur, all that

the French were then enduring in Maubeuge against the long-

range Skoda howitzers, was a^^cnged on the garrisons of tlie

fortress towns in Galicia. Dearly did the Austrians pay for the
help they gave in siege artillery to the Germans. For their own
forts were rapidly battered in by high-angle shell fire^jfom the

concealed and mobile howitzers made by the French for the
Russian armies.

In a couple of days the Russians had smashed or wrecked
the gnus and armour-plated defence works of Lemberg. As tlic
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answering fire weakened, the Russian infantry was ordered to

stomi the first line of works* They leaped out and, going

fomard at a run, took the defences and ^yoneted tlie few

men who remained by the few guns not yet destroyed by the

Russian howitzers. Then, from the second line, the Austrians

tried to annihilate the attackers by slirapnel from light field

artillery and by rifle and machine gun fire. But the enemy's
heavy guns on tlie second line were by this time also too badly

damaged to counter the big Russian guns. These shelled and
shrapnelled the opposing light artillery and machine guns,

and thus relieved the infantry occupying the first Austrian

lines. When all the enemy's artillery had been mastered, the

defending troops did not await the final bayonet attack, but

retired from their works—the retreat changing into a rout as

their rearguardsAgave way.

This rearguard action was of the most extraordinary kind

—

only in a German or Austrian retreat could it have occurred.

To save themselves and their own countrynien the Austrian

and Hungarian officers ranged on their rear the Slav regiments

—

Little Russians of Galicia, Poles, Serbs of Bosnia, and mutinous

Bohemians. This rearguard screen was thrown out on the road

to Gorociok, and to prevent the Slavs from refusing to fight

and from going over to the Russians, a line of Hungarians stood

behind them, with orders to shoot them in the back the moment
they showed any hesitation. Happily, tWs state of things became
known to thc'Russian commander. At the critical moment he

ordered a devastating artillery fire, with the guns at a high angle,

to be opened on the rearguard. The shells and shrapnel were so

aimed that they passed high over the heads of the Slav

regiments and fell and exploded on the retieating Austrians and
Hungarians. It was this surprising, terrifying hail of high-

explosive shells and wrecking shrapnel bursts that changed the

retreat from Lemberg into a panic flight. The columns broke

and scattered along all the western paths, abandoning g\ins,

ammunition and supplies, and fleeing in terror towards the next

fortress of Gorociok.

NortUH^ind east and south the Russians closed on the town,

taking the last line of forff, and then pouring into the streets

at nine o'clock on Thursday, September 3. Some Austrian

detachments tried to fight back the victors in the thoroughfares

of .the.city, ]but were cut of! and paptured. The Slav population
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welcomed the Russians with shouts of joy, and the sound of their

happy voices singing the Russian national anthem mingled with

the last shots fired by the routed enemy outside the capital of

the ancient Russian duchy.

As the conquerors, dull-eyed and wx*ary from a battle that had
raged at last night and day without ceasing, passed down the

streets they forgot their fatigue and their hunger and thirst.

Flowers fell on them from the crow'ded windows, and cheering

men and women, speaking a language they could understand,

pressed by their side and offered them food and drink and kissed

their hands.
^

•

At half-past ten on September 3 the Rtissian flag fluttered

out from the staff of the town hall, and a deputation of towns-

people waited on General Russky and assured him that the

desire of all the Slav population was to become true and loyal

sons of the might}' Russian empire. The condifct of the vic-

torious troops was good. Having a large provision train, they

had no need to ask the people for any assistance, and exemplary
order was lit once maintained by the military authorities, with

the co-operation of the municipal bodies. The only booty taken

w'as the Austrian army stores, with 200 guns and much baggage.

The war material was enormous, as it had been collected from

all parts of Austria-FIungary and stored in Lemberg to provide

the armies on the frontier with supplies for six months or more.

Its capture was of much importance.

But large as were the immediate consequences of the storming

of the capital of Galicia, these were only the by-products of the

great victories at Halicz and Lemberg. The great thing w^as that

the Napoleonic stroke had succeeded. Something like 300,000
hostile troops, forming the powerful right wing of the greatest

army that ever invaded Russia, were shattered and fugitive.

They had been gathered to protect the tw'O main Austro-

Hungarian armies operating in the country to the north. Their

defeat and flight exposed the main armies to an attack from the

rear as well as on the front and flank. General Russky with his

men went northward at once wdth a large force, while General
Dmitriefl and General Bnisiloff acted together round Lemberg
against the army they had broken, which was being reinforced

by German troops and Hungarian militia.

While Brusiloff and Russky w^ere converging upon Lemberg
the Austrian army in Russian Poland under General Dankl held
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ths line it had taken up in tlie d^ection of Lublin and Kholm.
The Russian army opposing Dankl had beeii strengthened by
withdrawing some of RennenkampFs forces in East Prussia, and
on August 26, the Russian right wing advanced against DankF^
army near Krasnik.

As the attack was not driven home, the Austrians claimed the

victory. But the action had the effect intended. General Dankl
was made anxious. To increase his strength he brought across

the Vistula part of the Austrian force operating round Kiclce

in expectation of German support in a movement towards War-
,saw and Ivangorod. This weakened the subsequent outflanking

attack delivered oir the other side of the river at Ivangorod,

Even more immediately important was the check to General

DankPs advance towards Lublin. In conjunction with the attack

that afterwards followed on Ivangorod, the progress of DankPs
army along the other bank of the Vistula would have endangered

the entire Russian position. It would have cut in two the

Russian armies in Prussia, Poland, and Galicia. Dankl was so

placed as to be extremely dangerous to the Russians,*- who there-

fore turned their main attention to him.

Such were the circumstances in which the decisive stage of the

battle opened on Friday, August 28. Far in the south, at the

extreme right wing of the tw'o hundred mile battle-front, General

Russky and General Brusiloff w^ere then fiercely engaging the

Lemberg armies. To prevent any troops being shifted from the

Austrian left wing or centre to the suj^port of the overwhelmed
right wing, the Russian commander-in-chief strongly attacked all

along the line. The centre, by Tomashov, close on the frontier

and near the railway running to Lemberg, was the point from
which reinforcements could most easily have been moved. So
there the Russian attack was pressed with most violence, with

the result that the 15th Hungarian division, holding this

important sector, was routed.

The general battle raged for a week between the Vistula and
the Bug without any decision being reached. The fact was that

this period of the conflict was not important from the standpoint

of the'Russian commander. He wished only to hold back Dankl,
and to prevent him from helping the Austi'ian armies in Galicia.

There, at Zloczow, Halicz, and Lemberg, General Russky and
General Bnisiloif and General Radko Dmitrieff were breaking

through the southern Austrian right wing, and thus turning the
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other Austrian positions northward between Lublin and Khohn.
The main Russian army had to wait for a successful issue of its

detached southern forces.

Naturally, Dankl knew what was happening far to the south.

F urious were the attempts he made to retriev^e the defeat of the

distant right wdng by shattering the main Russian army in front

of him. On August 31 the Austrians made a desperate advance
oil Ivangorod, a fortress towm possessing the only available

bridge over the great river. Had Ivangorod been w'on, the

main Russian army would have had the tables turned on it and
have been taken in the rear. But the Ivangorod garrison, with

Russian forces operating round Warsaw, defeated the, Austrian^?.

These retired up the river tow^ards Opole, where General Dankl
had entrenched, threw two pontoon bridges over the w^ater, and
joined his army. Sfrengthened by them, Dankl again tried to

reach the Lublin railw^ay, but the Russian commander, having

thrown all his reinforcements on this side, beat batk the advance
once more.

While the attack on Ivangorod w^as being made by the

Austrians 6ver the river, with Dankl cooperating with them on
the opposite side, the Austrian centre also violently assailed the

Russian main army. The Russians w^ere hard put to it to with-

stand the onslaught of the Austrians. The position suddenly

changed about September 6. By a w'onderful feat of marching.

General Russky brought some of his troops up from Lemberg,

and the Austrian army penetrating into Poland w^as then

attacked on three fronts. All the offensive was knocked out of it

by the heavy losses it suffered ; it was completely reduced to a

defensive role, and compelled at some points to retreat.

For a few^ hours it looked as though the Austrian front w^ould

be pierced. But the Austrians worked with great energy to

repair their centre and right wing. Reinforcements of 300,000

German troops with heavy artillery were railed to them in the

nick of time, together with supports from Tirol and Hungary.
One hundred and fifty thousand of the Germans marched with

their big guns into Russian territory, and w^ere placed on the

hills round Turobin.

The other three German army corps were used to stiffen a new
right wing, formed of the fresh Austro-Hungarian troops and
the fugitives from the battles of Halicz and Lemberg. These
fugitives were mainly loyalists, the disaffected Slavs to the
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number of 70,000 having surrendered to the Russians. Refitted,

reorganized, and emptied of mutinous troops, the broken Galician

army was really more powerful than it had been before.

The final position on which the Austrians posted themselves

was a strong line to hold. Indeed, it might have been regarded
as excellent, if it were not for the marshes behind it and its

distance from the frontier railways. The troops were ranged

between the Vistula and the Bug on a line running from Opole
to Zamosc and Tomashov. In one place they were still within

gunshot of the Lublin railway.

The country was rolling and wooded, affording good cover for

iiffantry, apd admirable positions for foliage-screened batteries.

No outflanking movement by the Russian army seemed possible.

The first Austrian force above Krasnik was protected by the

wide> deep, unbridged waters of the Vistula. Moreover, Austrian

war-boats, with quick-firing ^uns, joined in the battle from the

river. Any movement by the flank was prevented by the waters

of the Vistula on one side, and on the other by the fortress of

Gorodok and by a larger army than the Russians possessed at

Lemberg. *

The Russians proposed to carry the position by a frontal attack

instead of an outflanking movement, and for this purpose col-

lected a general reserve w^hich could be shifted to any x>art of the

Austrian line which it seerhed possible to penetrate.

To begin with, a feint thrust was made at a point that was far

removed from the spot chosen for the real piercing attack. It

was on the left wing of the Austrian forces that the real frontal

attack was to be made. So, against all expectations, General

Dankl, in his apparently quite impugnable position on the

Vistula, was the first to feel the full weight and edge of Russians

power. For some days the long battle continued in a close-

pressed Russian offensive all along the line. The Austrians suf-

fered most at Tomashov, where General Russky was co-operating

in the attack. When this delusive operation had taken effect,

the hammer-stroke fell some 40 miles away on DankVs army.

The decisive tactics of the Russians had a characteristic

.subtlety about them. They massed a strong force with many
guns on the opposite side of the Vistula. It was composed of

tried troops. They could easily destroy the single German
division that was holding the left bank of the river. This they

did about September 8. Meanwhile, General Dankl was invited
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to advance from his strong, entrenched position farther East,

The pressure upon his front was ’entirely relaxed now that the

general xeseiwe had been massed behind the troops that had been

holding him.

He resolved to take advantage of this state of things, and also

to relieve the pressure at Tomashov, by another swift, forceful

offensive movement towards his customar^^ objective—^Lublin

and the railway line. The road was now left clear for him to

vvithin some eight miles of the railway to Warsaw. Then, how-

ever, his men were hurled back with great violence and speed.

The Austrians were barely back in their trenches when the first

great frontal attack of the modern era was delivered. .There wa.^

the preliminary artillery duel, in which the superior Russian guns

wore pushed forward to search and overpower the hostile bat-

teries. This result was largely achieved. Some Austrian* river

gunboats tried to get an enfilading •fire against the Russians,

only to be smitten from the side themselves. For by this time

the Russian force on the farther bank of the Vistula had routed

the German division and had brought up their guns to take part

in the battlh. The hostile gunboats were sunk or forced to retire,

and the riverside Russian batteries then began in turn to enfilade

the Austrian position.

While this side conflict was proceeding, with important conse-

quences for General Dankl's troops in their hour of retreat, the

decisive infantry attack on the centre of the Austrian front

opened. In grey lines the Russians moved onward from cover

to cover, making quick rushes, and then lying prone and firing

steadily at any heads showing in the trenches, while their sup-

ports were running into position behind them.

It was at the village of Vysoky, eastward of Krasnik, that the

lines of General Dankl's army were pierced on September o.

There the Russian bayonet came over the Austrian trench, stab-

bing with dreadful skill as it paissed. Behind, the machine-guns
were pushed through the first broken defence, to help in the

decisive work of shattering the enemy's second line. As the fore

most troops were fighting in the twilight of daybreak against

the re-forming Austrians, another mass of grey, tall figures

crashed into the conflict. The Austrian line was completely
broken. General Dankl abandoned his position with great speed,
and in doing so exposed the Gorman army on his right to a flank

attack.
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All this Austro-German left wing could have been completely
routed, and even annihilated, by the attacking army and its

powerful supports on the opposite bank of the Vistula. But the
Bussian commander was aiming at larger results tlian the

immediate destruction of General Dankl's forces. In pursuit of

these results he detached only sufficient troops to keep the beaten
wing on the move along the shore of tlie Vistula, and thrust it

back if it tried to turn eastward and grope for a connection with
its centre.

Every other Russian soldier was then marched, weary but
nerved by victory to more labour and fighting, against the

western flank and rear of the central Austrian armies. For the
flight of the Germaiis from the heights of Turobin had naturally

exposed their neighbours on their left to a turning movement
similar to that which had made them retire. But the grand duke
Nicholas did not intend the Austrian centre to escape by a
retreat. All througli the evening and night of September 9 the

Russian troops marched, some corps covering a remarkable
distance by a splendid display of endurance. The result was that
Auffenberg’s army on September 10 was completely Encircled at

the battle of Rava Russka. General Russky held it on the south-

west near Tomashov. Round Zamosc and along the noilhern
front it was retained by its old opponents; on the east and south,

part of the Russian left wing baned all the roads.

North and east and west the Russians drove in upon the
Austrians, and though the southernmost attacking force drew
off, leaving an apparent path of retreat, this movement was as
deadly in effect as an attack would have been. For the only
line of retirement thus allowed to the broken Austrians led to the
wide, disastrous swamp lands of the River San. Into this

terrible trap the Austrian centre army was forced by blow after

blow on flanks and rear.

At the same time DankTs army, now separated by a two days’
march from its broken centre, was more vigorou.sly handled by
the Russian commander. As soon as the Austrian centre forces
were scattered and bogged in the southern river swamps some of
the Russian troops were again moved towards the Vistula to co-

operate in drawing Dankl’s army in disorder into another stretch
of marshland between the Vi.stula and its tributary the San. The
water draining from the Carpathian Mountains into Galicia turns
both rivers into streams that ooze and trickle for mfles into the
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country on either side, and turn the land, even in the month
of September, into green, untraversable morasses. It was bad
strategy on the part of the Austrian commaiider-in-chicf to place

Ills armies with their backs to a wide, long stretch of swamp.
But he had been so confident of at least holding the Russian

attack that he did not trouble to arrange for the possibility of a
sudden retreat. In the end this cost him half his army, almost

all his war stores, and a large number of his guns—some captured

in the fight, but more bogged during the murderous rout through

the river sw^amps.

For two or three days after the victory over the enemy’s left

wing and centre, the two immense bodies of defeated troops werc^

shepherded into difficulties rather than continually tut dowm.
For most of the victors were as fatigued as the vanqui.shed.

though the Cossacks seemed to be indefatigable. They kept the

routed forces moving and allowed them no chance to re-form.

Meanwhile, the Russian commander was agaiti drawing of!

troops from the centre for more battle work. For the Austrian

right wing in Galicia, between Rava Russka and Gorodok, close

to Lemberg* was putting up a magnificent fight. This stand was
unexpected, for man}" of the troops had been thorouglily defeated

in the first battles around Lemberg. The conflict appears to have
begun soon after the capture of Lemberg, when the Bulgarian

General Radko Dmitrieff advanced with some 40,000 men to

drive in the still retreating wing and thus e?ipose the retreating

centre army to a rear attack.

Into this part of the battlefield, however, there were suddenly
poured enormous reinforcements, including the second three

German army corps sent in answer to Austria's appeal. The
Austro-Germans took the offensive and made continual attacks

of a most determined kind. The brunt of these assaults fell upon
the 40,000 men under the heroic Bulgarian. In this place the
Austrians and Germans outnumbered the Russians by four—or

even five—to one. The Russians fought in a splendidly stubborn
and enduring manner. For three days and nights the conflict

raged unceasingly, and Dmitrieff had to use his troops to the
uttermost. It was General BrusilofI who came to the help of

liis former companion in victory at Halicz. But even when
their forces were united they were still outnumbered by the
opposing army. The Austro-Gemian forces here were directed
by the Archduke Frederick.
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A considerable force of Austrians and Germans assailed the

Russian advance guard, with a view to shattering it and then

breaking through the centre. The Russian infantry and guns

were strongly entrenched. In reserve there were several Cossacl:

detachments. At first the Austrian foot soldiers attacked under
cover of a bombardment. But they encountered so hccivy a gun
lire and rifle fire that they wavered"and fell back.

Then an attempt was made to carry the trenches by a cavalry

charge. The flower of the Austro-Hungarian army, officered by
the Magyar nobility, was hurled against the Russian front. The
Hungarians, in their bright jackets, galloped furiously forward

*in close order. It seemed as though nothing could stay their

impetuous course. Massed shrapnel fire made great gaps in

their ranks ; a rain of bullets from the machine-guns swept away
their leading squadrons ; at last the magazine rifles of the Russian

infantry volleyed at them.*

-But the H‘ungarians never hesitated. Those who sui*vived

only urged their horses to cover the ground more quickly, and
prepared to strike. The Russian infantry rose with their bayonets

in a hopeless attempt to repel an overwhelming chafge. In less

than a minute, it seemed, the trenches would be taken. But
behind them the infantry heard a thud Of hoofs and clatter of

steel, and the Hungarians were countered by a whirlwind of

Cossacks. For two hours the Austrian and Russian infantry

watched with excited eyes the scene of carnage, eacli cheering on
their men, and getting in a quick, helping shot on occasion. In

the end not a man was left of the first cavalry division of -the

Budapest Guard. Its commander. General Frohreich, it was
reported, could not bear the disgrace of the defeat and shot

himself on the battlefield.

With desperate valour the Ausfro-German right wing tried to

maintain its position between Rava Russka and Gorodok. Vvdieu

its centre and left wing gave way the need for holding out

against the southern Ru.ssian army became still more urgent.

For it then had to cover the retreat of DankTs and AufTenberg's

forces, and prevent General Brusiloff and General Dmitricff from

sweeping down also upon the broken fugitives. But on Septem-
ber 12 General Russky joined again with General Brusiloff and
General Dmitriefi. The archduke's force was turned in the north,

and it, too, fled westward. More fortunate than the other two
Austro-German armies, it was able to fall back towards the
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famous fortress of Przemysl, which required a long siege even

with modern artillery to reduce it.

Thus in the first three months there was an Austrian invasion

of Russia, which was swept back and turned into a Russiar

invasion of Galicia ; a Russian invasion of East Prussia, which
was hurled back and turned into a Prussian invasion of Russia,

which was first blocked on the Niemen, and then pressed back
again into East Prussia ; a German rush upon Poland, with

Warsaw as its objective, which, quite close to Warsaw, was
arrested and hurled back again almost to the Prussian border.

And, finally, the Russian successes in Galicia brought practically

the whole of that province into Russian occupation.

CHAPTER Ml

The Effort of Serbia

A ustrta'^s declaration of war against Serbia on July 28

/\ found the latter in the midst of a reorganization of her^ army. Her treasury was depleted and her people were
war-weary. In 1913 she had emerged victorious but exhausted
from the second Balkan War. The one advantage which she

had was that her army of about 250,000 men largely com-
posed of seasoned soldiers. Though she had a lar^ge quantity of

small arm ammunition she 'was short of rifles, artillery and shells.

The frontier between Serbia and Austria was 300 miles long, and
the Serbian army could not adequately guard the whole of it.

Serbia was unfortunate, too, in the fact that her capital,

Belgrade, stood actually on the frontier, at the junction formed
by the Danube with the Save, The Austrian government had
planned what was termed a “punitive expedition" against Serbia.

The intention was to make an enveloping movement by four

army corps with Nish as the objective. Two corps were to cross

the Danube at Basiasch and Belgrade, while one corps from
the north-west was to cross the River Save in the vicinity of

Shabatz, and act as a right flank guard to the Austrian

advance. A fourth corps, moving from Serajevo on Ushitza,

was to turn the flank of any Serbian line of defence, and at the

same time, by invading the Novi Bazar district, to separate
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Serbia from Montenegro, who immediately after Austria’s declara-

tion of war had thrown in her lot with her neighbour. On July 29,

Austrian artillery began to bombard Belgrade from the

opposite bank of the Danube, and there' was firing also from

Austrian monitors on the Danube, while the Serbian government
at once left the capital and retired to Nish. The Serbian army,
commanded by the Crown Prince Alexander, with Marshal Put-

nik as his chief of staff, took up a position on the hills behind

the town of Valievo.

During the first week in August five Austrian army corps

made repeated efforts to cross the Danube and the Save. Tlie

points of crossing were successfully disputed by the Serbian

frontier guards, assisted by detached columns from the army of

the Danube, and an advance guard of the western army. In no
case did the Austrian attempts meet with any measure of success,

while a combined effort to ‘invade Serbia from the extreme east

at Orsova resulted in a minor disaster for the Austrian arms—

a

foretaste of what was to come. The three battalions that formed
the Austrian advance guard lost touch with their own main body,

and at the same time fell into a carefully prepared t’fap. Tliey

suffered heavy losses.

This marked success.produced a very wholesome effect upon
the morale of the Serbians, who had resented the bombardment
of their capital from across the Danube, to which Ihey had been

unable to makg^an effective reply. They regained confidence,

not only in their own powers, but in the ability of their generals.

After this affair the Austrians showed activity on the river

Drina, which formed the western frontier of Serbia, but were?

quite unable to effect a crossing. On August ii, under cover

of a very heavy combined rifle and artillery fire along the whole

of the front from Losnitza on the Drina to Sliabatz on the Save,

a reconnaissance in force was carried out in which the Austrian

aircraft were particularly active, but still no crossing was effected.

The Serbian forces within the triangle found themselves not

only hopelessly outnumbered, but wdth both their flanks threat-

ened should the Austrians succeed in crossing either of the rivers.

It was therefore considered advisable to begin a partial retirement

until the Serbian main army could be brought up to' strengthen

the defences. This retrograde movement was in part a precau-

tionary measure, but was also conceived with the object of luring

the Austrians across the rivers. On August 12 an Austrian
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advance guard crossed the Drina, pushing eastward, while a

detachment of the 4th Austrian corps effected a crossing of the

Save nearShabatz. On the following clay, pontoon bridges having
been constructed at several points, the Austrians began to pour
across the river and to march into Serbia,

During the whole of August 13 the Serbian rearguard showed
the utmost resolution and pluck by denying the crossings to the

enemy. Only when night had fallen to cover its movements
did it fall back and occupy positions facing the Austidan 8th and
13th corps. These corps had incurred serious losses in storming

the Serbian positions on the Drina. On the 14th the Austrians

resumed their forward niovement. The 81h corps marched on
Tzer ; the 13th corps straddled the valley of the Jadar with a
division on either bank; while a third division and the regiment

of mountain artillery threatened the Serbian flank. As soon as
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it was evident that the Austrian main armies were committed to

this forward movement, while the 4th and 9th Austrian corps

were still held up at Shabatz by a Serbian retaining force,

Serbian reinforcements were dispatched on August 15 to en-

deavour to turn tlie Austrian left flank. All through the 15th

and i6th the Serbians resisted all the attacks of the 13th corps

along the Jadar valley, and only abandoned their trenches when
the Austrian flanking column had completely turned their posi-

tion. Then during the night they again retired, and took up
a third line of defences near Zavlaka. The Serbian reinforce-

ments were rushed up rapidly. Throughout the 17th, 18th, and
*i9th those reinforc^ements concentrated so as to outflank the

Austrian flank movement. In vain the Austrians launched
attack upon attack in a fruitless endeavour to break up this cloud

of a^ailants which was enveloping their flank. In their

immediate front, too, the 'Austrian troops were unable to dis-

lodge the Serbians from their positions.

By the afternoon of the i8th it became evident that the

Austrian offensive movement was giving way. Their losses had
been heavy; they had entirely failed to shake the Serbian defen-

sive; and they had not been able to obtain any assistance from*

their 4th and 9th corps, who were still held up at Shabatz. On
the 19th the Austrian offensive broke up altogether. The
Serbians had succeeded in driving a wedge between the Austrians.

The plight of the Austrian 8th and 13th corps was desperate.

In front and on their flank was an unbeaten enemy, wliile on
their rear an unfordable river separated them from a country

the inhabitants of which were, if not hostile, at least disloyal.

Small wonder that the Austrian retreat almost degenerated

into a rout, in which every man did the best he could for himself.

When thelnature of the country is taken into consideration, with

its dearth of roads and lack of villages and farms, it is probable

that the Austrians suffered as much from hunger as from the

enemy’s pursuit. Throughout August 20, 21, and 22 the Serbians

pushed the pursuit, and eventually drove the remnants of the

13th and 8th corps either into the Drina or across it. Of the

130,000 Austrian troops who had crossed the Drina on August
12 and 13 some 20,000 were killed or wounded, and over 5,000

were taken prisoners. The Serbians captured over sixty pieces

of artillery and an immense amount of other military stores and
equipment. During the whole of this period the Serbian con-
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iaining force in front of Shabatz had been able to hold off the
Austrian 4th and 9th corps, preventing them from co-operating
with their western army. As soon as the rout of the latter be-

came pronounced, the Serbian main army at Tzer broke off the
pursuit and turned north-eastwards with a view to encircling the
Shabatz army. The general commanding this Austrian force,

under cover of a violent assault upon the Serbian positions, drew
off the major portion of his army, and made for the banks of the

Save. The attack was defeated with great loss to the Austrians,

and it was only because of the excellent work of a flotilla of

Austrian war vessels lying in the Save that the remnants of the

Austrian eastern army were able to cross the river and to avoid
capture. It was on Monday, August 24, thsft: the last 'detachment
of the Austrian.army succeeded in making its escape from Serbian

territory.
,

There remained in the Serbiaii tirea of hostilities onl}^ one

effective Austrian corps. This had originally opbned operations

against eastern Serbia. When Russia began the invasion of

Galicia, this corps v/as called off to face the tsar's armies, but
it had not got very far when new^s of tlie engagement at Shabatz
brought it back into the Serbian area of operations. It was this

coq:)s which faced the Serbians at Seralin on September 8, 9, and
10, but was obliged to give way. Such portions of the Bosnian
corps as had not been involved in the Shabatz disaster retired

from Serbian territory and fell back upon Visegrad, whence the3/'

were evicted by a joint effort of the Serbian and Montenegrin
forces on September 1 1

.

In a month the Serbian forces, which numbered at most
250,000 men in the area of hostilities, had inflicted an over-
\vhelming defeat upon a slightly superior Austrian army of

invasion, capturing nearly half of its war material. But the
battle of Shabatz (or of Jadar, as it is sometimes called) had even
greater consequences. It delayed the Austrian mobilisation, and
it also compelled the Austrian and German general staffs to
reconsider their carefully pre-arranged plans. Two Austrian corps
which were destined to help the Germans in Alsace were hastily

recalled. Reserve corps w'hich were to have been sent to meet
the Russians in Galicia were ordered southwards instead of east-

w^ards, while Germany herself had to consider the advisability
of transferring troops from Belgium and France to replace the
Austrian forces that had been diverted to Serbia.
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In September, 1914, the Austrians made a second attempt to

invade Serbia. The battle usually known as the battle of the

Drina began with the Austrians crossing the Drina on September
8 and 9. Under great pressure the Serbians yielded ground, and
pn September ii the Austrians again held Shabatz. The Serbians

had been reinforced, however, and after a preliminary repulse

they drove the Austrians back towards the Drina. After an
exhausting struggle both sides settled down to trench warfare,

but the second Austrian invasion of Serbia had definitely failed.

In the meantime Serbian and Montenegrin forces made several

raids into Bosnia, but the threat of a third Austrian invasion

induced them to withdraw their forces from Bosnia to concentrate

against a new attack.

For the third attack the Austrians had collected a force of

300,000 under General Potiorek. It was necessary, for not only

had Serbia escaped the punishment which Austria had resolved

to inflict upon ‘her, but also her continued defiance of her power-

ful neighbour was leading other Balkan states to doubt the final

triumph of the Central Powers. The reasons which made Austria

anxious to crush Serbia, made Great Britain and Frarfce anxious

that Serbia should not be overwhelmed. All that the Western
Powers could do to help Serbia they did. Supplies of every sort

were shipped to the Mediterranean and sent up to Niwsh. But
the Serbian army had been fighting hard since the beginning of

the war. In spite of all the Western Powers could do to help her,

she was stiU short of munitions. Winter was. coming on and the

trenches on the frontier became full of water, and Serbia's thin

line, outstretched far beyond its strength, could not resist the

pressure of the new forces brought against it.

Under these circumstances General Putnik was compelled to

order his troops to retreat to the mountains. The retreat was not

carried out in good order. The Serbian infantryman was one
of the finest in Europe, but he had been put to an ordeal much
beyond his strength. Owing to the overwhelming power of the

Austrian artillery and the incessant charges of the Austrian

infantry in the last weeks of the trench warfare, the Serbian

soldiers had had to fight day and night without sleeping. The
Austrians attacked furiously all along the frontier from Orsova
to Visegrad. The Serb would have died where he stood, but:

when he was ordered to leave bis lines and make a long march
back to the mountains he completely lost heart,
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His rearguards could not hold back the enemy. They swept
over the frontier and converged upon the important town of

VaJievo, commanding the roads to Belgrade, Obrenovac, and
other strategical points. By the capture of Valievo, on Novem-
ber ji, the Austrian commander surmounted the first series of

barriers which formed the natural defences of Serbia, and planted
the centre of his great army in the middle of the Serbian high-

lands. At the same time he swung his right wing over the

)i eights far to the south. Ridge after ridge was lost by the Serbs,

who grew more demoralized as the superior numbers and irresist-

ible artillery power of the enemy pressed them back continually.

Ail along the line the Serbs gave way. Their centre w^s
tlnown back on the KoluVmra river on ]Sfo\'embcr 20, and on
November 28 the great part of the mountain defences, including

ihc passes of the Suvobor heights, were stormed or turnecVby the

ijivaders. Belgrade, the capital of* Serbia, had fallen, and the

line of the Austrian advance stretched for 70 hiiles from the

Danube towards Cacac, or Chachak, in the Morava valley.

On December i the weakening Serbian army held only the

j ocky wedge between the Morava vcdicys. In the middle of this

wedge was the arsenal town of Kragujevatz, defended on the

north-west by the Rudnik ridge, with peaks rising from 3,000 to

.^,500 feet. Some fifteen miles westward of the Rudnik ridge was
another high and snow-buried tract of mountain, the MaljcJi

ridge. Then between the Rudnik and the Maljen extended the

lower heights of Suvobor, over which ran the passes to Cacac and
Kragujevatz. The ground at Suvobor rose in fold after fold to

a height of 2,000 feet. It was the gateway into the central high-

lands of Serbia, and the ist Serbian army had surrendered it to

the enemy almost without a blow and withdrawn to the lower

slopes. All the ridges of Maljen westward were also lost to the

Serbs on November 25 and the 4th army was retreating up the

valley on the western Morava. Far to the south, along the railway

leading to Saloiiica, by which the Serbians usually received their

supplies, armed bands of Moslems and other insurgents broke

their line of communication with the outer world. The Austrian

staff believed that with the forcing of the Suvobor ridges the

resistance of the Serbians had been completely broken. But the

Serbian army had obtained supplies of shells and ammunition,

and its leaders resolved on a last desperate effort. The order for

the counter-attack was given 011 December 2,
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General Mishich, with the ist Serbian army, had halted on the

little mountain stream—the Dicina. He suddenly advanced in a
general attack oh the moruiag of December 3, 1914, and com-
pletely surprised the Austrians. He caught them leisurely moving
along the valley paths. Capturing the overlooking hills, the

Serbs shot down the hostile columns while the Austrians were
still wondering where they should place their artiller}^ Naturally,

the Serbs knew every fall and rise of the ground, for Mishich

himself had been born and- bred near the Suvobor, and his gun
sites, skilfully captured by sudden strokes, commanded the paths

along which he was driving the enemy. So overwhelming was
the recoil of the Serbs that Potiorek and his staff thought all the

Serbian armies had been massed for the attack on the Suvobor.

Under these conditions the Austrian commander attempted
in the* heat of the action to alter entirely his dispositions for

battle. He ordered both hil wings to send large reinforcements

to his centre. * But the movement of large bodies of troops

through snowstorms in the mountain chains of the Balkans,

intersected only by a few rough roads, was not a quick or. easy

matter. The guns were also held up, with the supply wagons,

and most of the Austro-Hungarian troops had nothing to eat for

two days or more. And this at a time when the searching cold-

ness of the high altitudes, in which they were operating in mid-

winter, hourly lowered their vitality.

The Serbian artillerymen did admirable work. As soon as

their infantry' had rushed a good gun posificm for them they

got their pieces up, and then opened with shrapnel on the

enemy, bunched up iii the valley and plainly outlined against

the snow. All the targets were large and extraordinarily clear,

and with their long experience of mountain warfare the Serbian

artillerymen, with guns firing twenty rounds a minute, wrought
terrible havoc. It was the remarkable increase in the destruc-

tive power of the Serbian artillery that made the Austrian staff

conclude that all the forces of Serbia were concentrated in front

of Suvobor.

At the end of ten hours of fierce, incessant conflict the

Austrian first line was thrown back with the loss of some of its

mountain howitzers. The troops retired on the positions de-

fended by their heavy siege guns. But the Serbians, exhilarated

by their preliminary success, wanted no sleep or food. Onward
they swept in the darkness, gaining ground over which it would
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have been impossible for them to advance in daylight in the

teeth of the long-range Austrian guns. After midnight they
snatched a little sleep and ate what food could be brought up ;

and long before the slow winter dawn broke they had hauled
their light guns closer to the enemy. Then came the grand
attack, carried out with an impetuosity and tenacious fighting

power unparalleled even in Serbian history. The leadership of

the company officers was magnificent. After a short struggle

the enemy's front was broken, and his well-entrenched positions

were enfiladed and captured. Line after line of rising crests,

each commanding the other, and all with a wnde field of fire,

dominated the ground which the Serbian^ approached. Each
assault up the slopes, against machine-guns, artillery and rifle

Tire, was an arduous business, and if the snow on the ground
had not been trampled Into mud the retreating invafiers the

storming parties could have been marked down i]iiles away. But
the mountaineers went up in widely extended order, throwing
up little mounds at the end of every rush. Then, as their guns
in the re^y: beat down the Are from the heights, the troops closed

to Ihe final charge and broke through on the rise.

The end came near Gorni Toplitza, where the road runs round
a great height overhanging the river valley. On the edge of

the mountain the Austrians had a battery of field guns in a plum
orchard. In the road below was a string of ammunition wagons,
from the which guns were serv ed. The Serbian artillerymen hauled
up tlioir guns on tJie flank of this position and poured on it a
devastating enfilading Are. The torrent of shrapnel shot down
men and horses, and the high-explosive shells which followed
wrecked the batteries, limbers and ammunition carts. Some
men tried to escape, throwing away their packs as they made
for the shelter of a neighbouring ravine. But they were all

cauglit before they reached it.

After the slaughter at Gorni Toplitza all that the Austrian
troops thought of was to get beyond the range of the Serbian
guns. They did not stay even to put their own abandoned
artillery out of action. They left their machine guns and their

unexhausted stores of ammunition.
At Valievo there was at last a rally of the best regiments of

the 15th army corps and the several brigades of the 16th corps
brought up to reinforce it. There were Hungarian regiments
also, sent hurriedly down from the neighbourhood of Belgrade
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to stop tile rout. . The Hungarians and Austrians entrenched

along the main road from the Suvobor region, and got their guns

into position. The Serbs could be seen slowly advancing

against them along the road. But a considerable time passed

before an attack, was made. Then it was an overwhelming

surprise. For the Serbs who could be seen along the road were

only a reserve, waiting to pursue the enemy when he was
broken. The main force had crept over the mountains; they

attacked on the flank and threatened the rear, with the

result that the battle did not take place. The rout was only

intensified.

•When the ist Serbian a^n3^ under Mishich, w^ls winning

one of the best~handled battles in the Great War, the 3rd army,

under Sturm, and the 2nd army, under Stephanovitch, came
down ffom the slopes of the Rudniks. Sturm's men worked
through the turned, flank of the central Austrian forces on

December 5, and tJien broke off a large part of the enemy’s

northern wing by a night attack in which thousands of prisoners

were taken. At the same time Stephanovitch, v/ith the 2iid

army, drove hard into the middle of the Austrian northern wing,

and caught it as it was still extended in its vain circling movc'
ment round tlie Rudniks towards Kragujevatz.

But although the powerful northern wing of the Austrian army
was severed from its centre and thrown back violently, no over-

whelming victory against it was achieved. This was all accord-

ing to the plans of General Puttiik. Being much outnumbered,
he could not spare the forces necessary to rout the encm^^'s

strong nortliern force. Having broken the centre of Potiorek's

front, the Serbian commander gave his chief attention to captur-

ing the Austrian southern wing, operating in the western

Morava valley. Plere the 4th Serbian army, iTsuiilly known
from its base tov/n as the Ushitza army, was striding across

the river valley above Cacac. For some days the Serbians in

this sector of the front could only hold their own by a great

effort against superior forces brought against them,

But when General Mishich stormed the Suvobor ridges the
Austrian southern wii^, connected by wireless with its centre,

knew that it was in peril. So it began to withdraw on
December 5, but as the commander of the 4th Serbian army
was even better acquainted with the general situation, he did

not allow the withdrawal to take place in an orderly’ manner.
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Waiting till nightfall, when he knew the roads would be choked

with the enemy's heavy artillery, he delivered an attack at

midnight. As dawn came the Austrians were in full retreat.

They threw out rearguards in the river valley, but the Serbians

knew the mountain tracks, and dropped down behind the

entrenchments, making continual hauls of guns and prisoners.

On December 7 some of Mishich’s men captured the summit
of Maljen. Then, linked with the advancing edge of the 4th

army that was curling south around Ushitza, they achieved the

enveloping operation which the Austrian commander had vainly

hoped to accomplish. The three fugitive army corps which

had constituted the centre and southern ^ing of the invading

force were cut off from the northern wing and shepherded to

destruction. There was little fighting. It was merely a race

towards the Drina and Save rivers, through the labyrinth of

mountains in north-west Serbia. The Austrians kept to the

valley roads, and the Serbians cut them off in thousands by
using the straighter mountain paths. The fact that these paths

were buried in snow did not seriously trouble the mountaineers,

who had pastured their sheep there since boyhood. They could

work their way across them in the dark. By December 10

Sturm with the 3rd army w^as nearing Obrenovac, on the Save, a
few miles below Belgrade.

Meanwhile, eastward. General Potiorek was trying to retain

Belgrade with his detached northern wing. Formed of the 8th

and a mixed army corps, this force had checked the advance of

the 2nd Serbian army, under General Stephanovitch, and had
pressed hard against the garrison of Belgrade. This garrison,

on the fall of the Serbian capital, had retired to the mountain
of Kosmai, north of the Rudnik range. Here it was attacked by
part of the Austrian northern wing on December 7, 8 and 9. On
tlie last day, however, the complete oveithrow of the main
forces of the enemy enabled General Putnik to rearrange his

forces. He moved part of his 3rd army towards the Save, some
twenty miles south of Belgrade. Another part he attached to his

2nd army, and added his cavalry to it, and also the Belgrade

garrison. This combined force was placed under the command
of General Stephanovitch, who was famous for his victories in

earlier campaigns.

By December 10, when Stephanovitch assumed full command
of tlie eastern operations, the Austrian forces had been bent back
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from the Rudnik ridge and the heights of Kosmai. Their front

stretched from Grocka on the Danube to Konatice on the Kolu-
bara river. Some fifteen miles behind them was the city of Bel-

grade, which they were endeavouring to retain for the honour
cUid prestige of their empire. The failure of the movement of

invasion was patent to the world. General Potiorek sorely

needed the possession of Belgrade to palliate the overthrow of

the third Austrian plan of conquest of Serbia.

General Putnik reckoned on this. The loss of Belgrade had
become a gain to him. By means of his lost capital he was
able not. merely to shatter tlie centre and southern wing of

the invading armies, but also to make a new concentration of

force against the powerful remnant of the enemy's strength.

Right in the centre of the Austrian front was a hill through

wliich ^an the railway from Salonica to Vienna. General

Stephanovitch brought up his heavy guns by this railway on

the night of December io, and then at dawn he flung his troops

forward, under the cover of his gun fire, and stormed up the hill.

At the s^une time liis left wing advanced up tlie Kolubara river

towards its junction with the Save, some eight miles behind the

Austrian front. The enemy had to draw back, for fear of being

suddenly taken in the rear, and sent two monitors up the river

to check the Serbian cavalry division, which was trying to work
over the marshes and cut off the entire Austrian force.

But this movement of the Serbian left wing was only a feint.

was intended simply to make the Austrian line waver. While
Potiorek was manceuvring his troops in answer to the feint,

Stephanovitch made another frontal attack. Then for three

days there was a violent, swaying battle along the base of the

little triangle of Serbian soil that ended in a point at Belgrade.

The Austrians fought manfully, and, indeed, gave the Serbia iis

one of the best fights in their long and warlike history. Instead

of merely clinging to their hill entrenchments, they made fierce

and tenacious attempts to break the Serbian front. But it was
in one of these counter-attacks, near the central height where
the railway entered a tunnel, that the resistance of the Austrians

was broken. After the Serbian riflemen, with their machine
guns, had thrown back the enemy, the Serbian artillery caught
the retiring troops.

This produced a panic in the dense retreating column, and
the Serbian infantry^ left their trenches at a run and formed
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into two streams, flowing on either side of the column of fugi-

tives in the river valley. And as these streams ran uphill more
quickly than the grey-blue flood moved, the Austrian rearguards,

composed of heavy forces entrenched on strong positions, were
turned. By December 14 the Serbians approached the line of

hills forming the southern defence of Belgrade. Here General

Potiorek had constructed a system of earthworks, consisting of

deep trenches with shrapnel cover, and well-concealed gun
positions, with numerous heavy howitzers and field-pieces, ffe

ititended to stand an indefinite siege on this fragment of Serbian

territory, holding Belgrade as a bridge-head for another advance
along the main Morava valley. In this way something would
be saved from the debacle, enabling ftie campaign to be
represented as a reconnaissance in force, similar to Hindenburg's
first advance against Warsaw. •

But his troops had received so tetrible a punishment that they

could not garrison the siege defences. The Serbians, steeled by
victory after victory, and absolutely reckless of death as they

<lrove in upon their capital, with their old king, the grandson of

Black George, moving through their foremost ranks, charged up
in the ring of liills. On the central height of Torlak, on the

evening of December 14, they shot and bayoneted two Austrian

battalions. Then moving forward in the darkness they captured
all the lieights.

No Serbians slept that night. They dragged or man-handled
their guns towards Belgrade, and placed them on heights com-
manding the pontoon bridges by which the enemy were fleeing

over the Save. At dawn on December 15, 1914, the pontoon
bridge was destroyed by shell fire. A cloud of fog and rain

veiled the scene, but the gunners knew the position of their

mark, and, breaking down the' bridge^ they cut off the retreat

of the remnant of the two Austrian army corps. The rearguard

outside the city was destroyed, and then the Serbian cavalry-

men, accompanied by King Peter, swept from the height of

Torlak and entered the streets of the capital, killed a detach-

ment of Hungarians who would not surrender, and began to

round up the prisoners to the number of ten thousand. As
the street fighting between the cavalrymen and the Hungarians
was going on, King Peter entered the cathedral of his capital to

give thanks for the almost miraculous salvation of his small,

heroic nation.
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CHAPTER 12

France’s Frontier Battles

I
N order to undersl:and ihe battles of Mens and Charleroi, and

the subsequent retreat of the Allies' left wing to the Marne,
it is necessary to follow the course of events in east and

north-east France from the time when the German host first

entered Belgium to the time when von Kluck and von Biilow

almost surrounded the British Expeditionary Force at Mons.

The success of the Germans in Belgium was partly conditioned

by the 'ouddenness of their attack and partly by the unprepared-

ness of the French command to counter it. The French plan ol

campaign was based upon a conviction that the main attack of

the enemy would be delivered through Lorraine and Alsace.

Even when reluctantly they were compelled to realise that the

Germans were waiting on the defensive in the east while north

and west they were pushing rapidly through Belgium in a move-
ment that threatened to turn the French left flank, they were still

disinclined to weaken their eastern forces and quite deceived as

to the extent of the German sweep. The very success of the

Belgian resistance lent 'weight to this self-deception. For the

defence of Liege and the south-we.st turn of the main German
forces towards Namur all encouraged the French to believe that

the main attack of the Germans in the north would be delivered

through the gap between Dinant and the Ardennes. The idea

of a German sweep through Brussels which would take the

invader to the west of Paris never seemed to have occurred to

any of the French general^ with the exception of Lanrezac, and it

was only his most pressing insistence that persuaded the higher

command to move his army so far to the north-west.

These events, however, were of later develc^ment. The first

:ontact of the German and French forces occurred in Alsace.

Even before the declaration of war German patrols bad crossed

into French territory on the Alsace frontier, and there is no doubt

tliat such a move was designed to concentrate French attention

on the eastern front and deceive France as to the main objective

of the German attack through Belgium. In any event. Franco
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acted on the provocation with extreme promptness. On August 7
a weak French force moved through the Belfort, gap and
advanced on Mulhouse, and the next day, after driving back a

weaker German force, occupied that town and the neighbouring

Altkirch. The avowed objects of this movement were to seize

and destroy the Rhine bridges, but it would appear as though

f
[ie chief reason was the desire of the French to seize a political

divantage. Certainly General Joffre's proclamation announcing

the approaching liberation of the provinces torn by Germany
from France in 1871 would seem to disclose the political rather

than the military motives of this advance. General von Heerin-

g«n, in command of the German 7th army, was, however, prepar-

ing a counter-stroke, 'and had massed his troops on the Colmar-

Breisach line. On August 10 he attacked in overwhelming
numbeEs and almost succeeded in cutting the French com-
munications. The French were compelled to evacuate Mulhoiise

and to commence a retreat, which by the 12th had brought them
back, seriously depleted in numbers, to a position only ten miles

from Belfort.

The ill success of this hasty and premature attempt only

incited the French command to stronger measures. A new
Alsace army was formed under General Pau and by the 14th was
ready to advance. Meanwhile the Germans, anticipating a

French attack in Lorraine, had withdrawn most of their forces

northwards. General Pau, therefore, encountered little opposi-

tion, and driving the weak German troops before him re-occupied

Miilhouse on the 20th. Pushing on he reached the outskirts of

Colmar two days later, in the advance inflicting a severe defeat

upon the Germans at Dornach on the 19th. Such object as the

French had in these manoeuvres had been achieved, for the

enemy had been entirely cleared out from Upper Alsace. The
futility of the move was, however, quickly demonstrated.

The repulse of the French attack in Lorraine and the disturbing

situation in the west, where Kluck was marching on Paris,

compelled the abandonment of the ground won and a retreat

of the French to the Belfort frontier, the majority of the troops

being dispatched hurriedly westward to aid in the battle of the

Marne. Nothing of political or military value had been gained

by this ill-starred advance; on the contrary, troops which would
have been far more usefully employed elsewhere were completely

wasted. The only gain which the French had to show for their
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endeavours was the control of the passes soutli of the Vosges,

which secured them an open avenue of advance into Alsace.

In Lorraine the French movements, though more legitimate,,

were even less successful. The rapidity of the disturbing German
successes in Belgium determined the French, still ignorant of the

true nature of the German strategy, to make a diversion by an
attack through Lorraine. The object was either to compel the

Germans to draw troops from their offensive in Belgium to the

defence of Lorraine or, if the Germans should fail to offer

adequate defence, to penetrate north-eastwards and strike at the

German communications.
^

Two armies of I-x>rraine were accordingly organized, the ist

under General Dubail, the 2nd under General Castelnau. Rather

foolishly it was arranged that both armies should act independ-

ently under orders from the French hijgh command, The general

plan was a simultaneous advance of the French s^rmies towards
Metz and Strasbourg with the intention of linking up with the

Alsace offensive farther south and securing the right flank of

the whole line on the Rhine. A small independent corps was
detailed to penetrate the Vosges and provide the connecting link

•on the south-east between General Pan in Alsace and the Lor-

raine armies. Dubail was to advance towards Saarburg and push
ihe opposing forces south towards Strasbourg, Castelnau was to

move against Saarbriick, pivoting on Dubail's left flank at Etaiii,

and sheltering himself from the German forces at Metz. On the

left of the Moselle two corps were stationed with a view to their

future employment against Metz and in the north.

To meet this concentration of forces the Germans with great

forethought had prepared a heavily fortified line running south-

east from Metz through Morhange, Benestroff and north of Saar-

l)urg to the Vosges. The ground had been carefully surveyed,

the ranges had been marked and an extensive system of trenches

defended with barbed wire and adequately equipped with

machine guns had been prepared. It was, in fact, an admirable

chain of field fortresses with its flanks resting on the permanent
defences of Metz and Strasbourg. To defend this line the

Germans had the 6th and 7th armies under Prince Rupert of

Bavaria and General Heeringen respectively. In numbers, tliere-

fore, the combatants were not unequal, the French having about

470,000 men, the Germans about 400,000'; but in everything else

the advantage lay with the latter.
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German strategy, here, was designed to be purely defensive.

The German armies in Lorraine were to act as the pivot on which
von Kluck was to execute his wheel on Paris, In no circum-

stances were they to attack, but rather were to draw the French
on by every show of weakness, and thereby secure all the more
time for the great encircling movement already in operation.

The farther the French penetrated the more they exposed their

flank and rear to the German pincers.

At first the German commanders kept to their instructions

implicitly. Strong rearguards were thrown out to keep contact

with the advancing French troops, the main body of the armies

femaining on the defensive behind the Morhangc-Saarburg line.

The first concentration of the French could not be completed

until the i8th, but on the i6th an advance was made and by
the next day, after pushing back the Bavarians, two corps had
occupied the Vasperviller-St! Georges line. General Dubail began

to move his left wing to the right of Saarburg, his right wing
standing on the Vosges to repel any counter-attack. On the

19th an attack was delivered on the ground to the north-west

of Saarburg, and although it made some progress it be-

came evident that it would be unable to break through and
open a way for the cavalry. The losses were very heavy and
although the right and centre gained ground on the 2olh, in-

flicting a serious check on the Germans at Walscheid and occupy-

ing Saarburg, little more could be done until Castelnau moved up
on the left. Actually, however, he was seriously repulsed and, in

order to avoid an attack upon DubaiFs flank, exposed by Castel-

nau's retreat, Jofire ordered the former to retire. On August 23,

DubaiTs army held a line from Dames-aux-Bois to the Col dii

Bonhomme, but of his original army scarcely half survived.

The 2nd army under Castelnau fared even worse. The advance
was begun on the 14th and some progress was made, the

Germans continuing to fall back quietly while offering a steady

resistance. For two days this steady retreat was continued, the

French suffering heavy losses from the accurate fire of the

German artillery. By the morning of the 17th the French had
reached Morhange and had swung round north-west on a line

facing Delme, Chateau Salins and Dieuze. At this point the

German resistance began to stiffen, and a change of plan began
to make itself evident in the German command. For this there

appear to be two reasons. In the first place the vacillating von
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Moltke, in supreme command of the German armies, was tempted
by the French advance to forgo the original plan of the sweep
through Brussels and reach a decision by crushing the French
in Lorraine. To this end he diverted four reserve coq)s, detailed

to strengthen his right wing, to the support of the Lorraine
armies, and although at the eleventh hour he changed his mind
and reverted to the original plan, his policy encouraged the
German commanders of the Lorraine armies to take the initiative.

The ambition for personal glory amongst the royal and other
commanders of the German armies was a factor which was per-

petually to interfere with the strategy of the German high com-
mand throughout the war. In this instance the lack of what
p'oeh subsequently described as '‘intellectual discipline'* in the

court general Prince Rupert of Bavaria had extremely significant
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consequences, which had a serious bearing upon the ill success

of the German wheel on Paris.

The position on the 20th was roughly that the weary and
heavily punished French troops had come up against the fortified

German line, and in their initial attacks had been repulsed. Both
French generals, Castelnau and Dubail had, however, ordered an
advance. The German general in his turn had issued orders for

a decisive attack, and succeeded in taking the French completely

by surprise. Dubail, however, in spite of his losses, managed as

we saw' to keep his position and even to gain ground; but on the

left at Morhange, Castelnau's forces suffered terribly from con-

centrated artillery fiVe and were flung back in disorder. At the

same time his left flank was strongly attacked by a force moving
down from Metz. This attack was all the more effective in that

the French left wdng which* had been ordered to remain on the

defensive had ‘attacked Morhange precipitately and had been
driven back by a terrific fire. Their heavy losses, and the shatter-

ing of their morale by the devastating accuracy and intensity of

the German gun fire, conspired to rob them of effective power to

resist the sudden flank attack, and at 4 p.m. on the 21st, Castel-

nau had to order a retirement which, in spite of the arrival of

reserves, continued until the army was back on its defended

positions behind the river Meurthe. By this retirement he ex*

posed Dubail's left wing, and Joffre sent orders to that general

to withdraw his troops.

The lesson learnt from the failure of the French in the battle of

Morhange was primarily the folly of an attack unsupported by
artillery against a heavily fortified position. The great mistake
of the Germans was in repeating that error. In counter-

attacking as they did they simply drove the French back on their

own defences and surrendered all the tactical advantages which
defence of the Morhange—Saarburg line had given them. More-
over, the Germans, by keeping large bodies of French troops

busily engaged in attacking wellnigh impregnable positions in

Lorraine, were preventing the dispatch of French reinforcements

westwards. But by driving the French back to the Meurthe they
liberated large numbers of French troops, unnecessary^ for

defence, for service in the Ardennes and at Charleroi just at the

most critical juncture of the German strategy. Finally, the

Germans retained far too many troops in Lorraine. Their right

wing was far more important, and thither should have been sent
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every man they could spare. At it was, half the number of

troops they had in Lorraine could have kept the French in

check; twice the nuinbcr would have been insufficient for a
really decisive counter-attack. The French were compelled to

retreat, but the Germans were unable to press their advantage

Thus early in the struggle the eastern line became established,

running in a generally south-east direction from a point north of

Verdun, north of Nancy to the Swiss frontier east of Belfort.

And although there was some terrible fighting along this section,

particularly at Verdun and Nancy, there was no real movement
of any size until the summer of 1918. However, the magnificent

defence which the two French generals and* the remnants of

their armies made of that long line during the end of August
and’ the early days of September, 1914, was the rock upon which
was based the victory of the Marne. For the unshakable
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strength of the French defence became the
.

pivot upon vvhich

Joffrc was able to base his own turning movement, which

stretched from Paris to Verdun. And the achie\’^ement of these

I'reuch armies w^as all the more remarkable in that they were

drained of their best troops for service in the w est. Their losses,

however, were appalling, one reserve division alone losing over

5,000 men and 140 ofheers betw^een August 24 and September 12.

The third theatre of war in which the French engaged llie

Germans during August was in the Ardennes. On the outbreak

of hostilities the French 5th army under General Lanre:^ac was

moved to the north-cast frontier and posted in the triangle

formed by the unipn of the rivers Sambre and Meuse at Namur.
The attack on Liege persuaded General Joffre that the real

German menace would be directed south of the Meuse. Com
plet^ly deceived by German strategy and badly served by liis

own intelligence corps, he decided upon an early attack through

the Ardennes against the supposedly unprotected Geroian flank

and rear. For this purpose he brought up Uie 3rd army, c onsist

ing of three corps, under General Ruffey and the 4t]i army, con-

sisting of six corps, under General Langle de Cary.

Joffre's complete plan w^as to deliver an attack upon Iht

German spear-head in Belgium from all sides at once. Thv
Belgians should attack the right flank and rear, the expected

British force should strike at the extreme right, Lanrezac and
the 5th army should attack the centre and left, \vhih‘ the grd and
4th armies should push through the Ardennes and strike at the

left flank and rear. This pleasant picture of a noose suddenlv

flung over the head of the German attacking forces lacke d only

one quality—^practicability. Three factors contributed to its

failure. In the first place the extent of the German sweep
through Brussels was not realii^ed until the German claus le\d

almost closed upon the unsuspecting British and Frenc h armies.

In the second place, the strength of the German forces in Belgium
and x^articularly in the Ardennes w'^as grossly luidercstimated;
and in the third place, the reliance which the French command
placed in the impregnability of Namur, upon w hich hinge the

safety of both left and right wdngs depended, proved unfounded.
The concentration of the 3rd and 4th armies was almost com-

plete by August 14, and orders were given to advance, with the
general direction of ‘‘attacking the enemy wherever met." Tkic

Lorraine army was meanwhile dissolved, and was partly re-
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THE BATTLE OF VIRTON

organized as a 6th army under Manoury with instructions to
defend the heights of the Meuse and strike against the fortresses

of Thionville and Metz.

Unknov/u to the French intelligence service the Germans had
collected their 3rd and 4th armies in the Ardennes, and although
strategically rather ill placed, they were still in a position to
offer a most crushing reply to any French advance. A further
mistake on the part of the French was soon revealed. The
French cavalry had been disposed on either flank in such a
way that there was a hopelessly inadequate screen in front of
the French columns. In the result their flrst intimation of their

approach to the enemy was more often than not the falling of
shells on their line of march.

*

Joffre had arranged the two armies in echelon with liis left in

front so that he could attack either north or east, and on the
20th the whole body moved nortliwards Speed rather than
caution appears to have been the order of the day, and by the
e^'ening of the 21st the 3rd army had arrived on a line between
Cons and Virton, the 4th army continuing the line through
Florenville along the river Semoy. Contact between the hvo
armies seems to have been broken, and the fact that they had
encountered nothing but patrols had further encouraged the
belief that the German centre was almost denuded of troops.

But whatever the reason, the precautions against surprise taken
when the march was resumed on the 22nd were negligible, and
the troops set out in column as for a long march. The presence

of a thick fog scarcely improved matters, and the result was
disastrous. Whole corps in column of march were exposed to the

German fire, divisions were sent to the attack with no artillerj'

support, and no real attempts to discover the strength or dis-

position of the enemy were made. The carnage was frightful.

In the confusion units lost touch with one another, and it sud
dcnly became clear that the right wing of the army was quite

unprotected. Fortunately, General Hache and his division flung

themselves into the gap and won time for the other divisions

to retreat. So ended the battle of Virton in the Ardennes.

The Germans, however, were far too uncertain of the real posi-

tion to take advantage of their tactical success, and the French
were allowed to retire unmolested, and on the 26th had taken up
a position behind the Meuse, the crossing of which they prepared
to resist. The day bolore, however, the last fort defending Namur
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l)a<l fallen, and the Germans were free to throw the whole weiglit

of their overwhelming right wing upon the shaken French troops.

The position of the combatants therefore at the commence-
ment of the battles of Charleroi and Mons was roughly as follows :

,

The vGermans had reduced the frontier forts of Belgium and
driven the Belgian army back on Antwerp. Brussels had been
occupied and von Kluck was beginning his turning movement
south on Paris, a movement which was to take him to the west

of the Allies* line and almost behind them. In the east the

French thrusts in Alsace, Lorraine and the Ardennes had all

been more than effectively parried and the French were back in

line on their frontier fortifications. Along the comparatively un-

defended northern flintier was the fortress of Lille and Mau-
beuge, but after the fate of Liege and Namur, little reliance

could be placed in that, as was borne out by the subsequent
course of events. In any et'ent, the value and strength of the

frontier fortifications were entirely proportioned to the effective-

ness of the field armies defending them, and even so early in the

struggle it had been made abundantly clear that forts might be
a liability rather than an asset. Once the left flank orthc Allies

was turned, retreat became imperative and the forts' could be
reduced at the enemy* s convenience.

On the Allies* side, a cordon of armies stretched from a point

west of Mons east to Charleroi, and then i*an south-east in front

of Longwy, Verdun and Nancy to Belfort, On the extreme left

was the British Expeditionary Force, and next to that, in order,

were the 5th, 3rd, 4th, 2nd and ist French armies. The danger
point, however, was in the west. Once the overwhelming weight
of the German right wing fell upon and drove back the British

army ahd the French 5th army, the whole line was turned and
only precipitate retreat could save it from disaster.

Such was the general position before the battles of Mons and
Charleroi dnd the retreat to the Marne, which was to mark tlio

zenith of the German success on the western front and carry

them to within a day*s march of Paris,
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CHAPTER 13

Mons and Charleroi

The embarkation of the British Expeditionary Force began,

under conditions of the greatest secrecy, on August 6. By
August 16 it had been completed without the smallest

hitch or casualty. On Saturday, August 22, two army corps were
in position round Mons. On Sunday, the 23rd, fighting began.

Such was the rapid sequence of events which followed imme-
diately the declaration of war. In* less than four weeks the

British forces were ready to meet their immediate task. “ They
came,'' it has been said, "'not to win a victory, but to save an
army from disaster." Before following them to the field of

battle, it is important to record some of the incidents of their

transport abroad, for this landing on French soil of a British

force, with all its auxiliary services, must always remain an event
of the first importance in military history.

Of the French harbours used for the disembarkation of the

British army Boulogne was one best fitted for that purpose.

Lying well behind the old tidal dock and out of sight of the

Quai Chan^^y, where the cross-Channel steamers land their pas-

sengers from Folkestone, is the Loubet dock (Bassin Loubet),

with a frontage on three sides, equipped with electric cranes and
railway sidings. Here it was possible for five transports to berth

at one time and discharge not only troops, but all the vast

impedimenta of a modern army, its guns, transport wagons,

horses, ambulances, stores, ammunition, and motor lorries.

So admirable were the arrangements to preserve complete

silence with regard to their movements that the whole of the

first contingent had been landed in Boulogne before the British

public was even aware that it had left the shores of England.

The regiments comprising it were ordered to leave their home
stations without knowing where they were going. They entered

railways trains, the engine drivers of which were ignorant, till

the moment of departure, of their final destination, and even
when they embarked in transports, while they could guess that
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they were bound for France, they did not know to what port

they were being sent. To such an extent was this secrecy

carried that even the captains of these ships did not know pre-

cisely where they were bound until they had opened their sealed

orders. The British public was not alone in a complete

ignorance of these movements. As will appear later, German
Intelligence was quite powerless to discover any accurate in-

formation concerning them. In their passage across the Channel
to Boulogne and Havre—the second great port of disembarkation

for the British Expeditionary Force—the transports were guarded
by a portion of the French fleet. French submarines were on
constant patrol duty.

At Boulogne it was not possible to conceal the fact that

arrangements were being made for the reception of the force.

Not a word, however, appeared in any newspaper, English or

French. The first sign of* the coming of the troops was the

arrival of a number of smart Frenchmen, in uniforms of the

cavalry, engineers, artillery and line, who took up their quarters

at the Hotel Christol, and showed a surprising acquaintance with

the English language. These, it was soon learnt, were gtaff inter-

preters detailed for duty with the British troops. To them fell

the duty of aiding the landing and dispatch of the British troops

and afterwards of accompanying in the field. The second

notable sign of the coming of the troops was the sudden appear-

ance of British staff officers at the same hotel, and a motor car,

driven by an English private, which made many hurried visits

to the famous old chateau, Tour de L'Ordre, in the Haute Ville

of Boulogne, where Colonel Daru, the governor of the town, had
his headquarters. These were followed by more cars of French
ownership, in which staff officers of both armies scoured the

country round.

The third sign of the coming of the troops was a sudden order

given to the merchants of Boulogne to clear their goods from the

sheds lining the Bassin Loubet—an order obeyed with alacrity,

seeing that the goods had not paid duty. Then the first transport

came, bringing vast stores of camp equipment and just a bare

handful of troops. Only a handful, but, to the joy of the people

of Boulogne and the British residents, they were men of a

splendid Scottish regiment—^the Argyll and Sutherland High-

landers. The Boulonnais will long remember them. They were

the first to come and the last to go. For two weeks they were
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quartered in the old barracks behind the post office. None knew
that they had landed until they came swinging along the road
past the tidal dock and the Central railway station, over the
bridge and lock gates opened by Napoleon III, and round the
little square to the barracks, khaki-clad, and kilted, with knees
bare and pipes skirling.

Preparations were hurriedly advanced for the reception of the
main body. Five camping grounds were laid out on the hills

around Boulogne. There was the Marlborough camp on the

Calais road, almost under the shadow of the great column which
commemorates the massing on these heights of Napoleon's grand
army for the threatened invasion of England in 1804. There
was the St. Martin's camp, in two secldons, on the road to

St. Omer, and the St. Leonard camp, also in two sections, on
the road to Pont de Briques. All this ground had historic asso-

ciations, having been used by Napt)leon for his troops. French
territorials were employed to .prepare these camps, to make a
rapid harvesting of growing crops, to dig trenches, lay water
pipes, and erect stand pipes. The Highlanders pitched the tents,

and in a few days the fields v/ere covered with canvas.
Near the Marlborough camp, in the grounds of a building once

a convent, a base hospital for the British was prepared, at
first with only a few beds, but afterwards with many. At this

date, in the first two weeks of the war, it was apparently thought
that Boulogne would become a permanent base, through which
troops could be poured, and to which the sick and wounded
might return. How quickly that idea was abandoned, those who
watched the arrival and departure of the troops realized. The
entlmsiasm with which the French civil population greeted the
arrival of their allies was a memorable and pleasant feature of

these early days. Crowds lined the quays and visited the camps
to welcome the British soldiers, and by order of the mayor
the whole town of Boulogne was decorated with bunting in the
colours of Great Britain, France, and Belgium.

The invasion began in great force on August 13 and continued
for ten days. The Bassin Loubet was the scene of the disembarka-
tion. Into this commercial harbour swung ships from 2,000 to

5,000 tons burden, piloted by tugs, and berthed with great ease
along the quays. Many of them bore names which showed that
they had been taken from Transatlantic service. All were
crowded with troops, and their decks cumbered with wagons.
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man was of the best lighting age, from 25 to 35. Many
of them were reservists, and a fair sprinkling of them had South
African ribbons. The younger men were those who had
enlisted for seven years' service. Whatever mistakes the higher

commands of the British army may have had to confess to, how-
ever better trained the German staff may have been to meet
the strategical exigencies of a great continental war, there can

be no question that the British rank and file were a magnificently

trained body of men fitted to meet, at terms of advantage, any
army in the field. Every witness bears testimony to their dis-

ciplined steadiness and to their fine marksmanship. Indeed, the

Germans were the first in their admiration of the superiority of

their enemy in this particular, and at their first experience of

British rapid fire their officers reported that they had hosts of

machine guns against them.

For ten days the camps or the hills fulfilled their purpose in

giving The troops a good night’s rest under canvas and a hot

meal before they started for the front. The infantry stream

slackened and a tide of artillery set in. Those of the gunners

who were given a day’s rest in Boulogne spent it at the St.

Leonard camp on the road to Pont de Briques. To the artillery

succeeded other branches of the service—the cavalry, represented

by dragoons, lancers and hussars, whose stay in Boulogne

was shprter than that of any branch—the Army Service Corps,

who came and went every day, the Royal Army Medical Corps,

who on some days outnumbered all others and came with end-

less ambulance wagons and a large number of men, the Royal
Engineers, and, lastly, the Royal Flying Corps, who possessed,

perhaps, the most incongruous transport of all, ranging from

motor wagon$ impressed hastily into the service, some of them
bearing the names of well-known furnishing houses of London,
to a London omnibus, a taxi-cab, or the roughly equipped chassis

of a car intended to beat records at Brooklands.

So much Boulogne saw of the Flying Corps on land. It had seen

a more impressive spectacle in the air some days before when
36 service aeroplanes flew the English Channel. When they
were assembled at their headquarters at Maubeuge, the Royal
Flying Corps numbered four squadrons with 105 officers, 735
other ranks, and 63 aeroplanes. This force, making its appear-

ance for the first time on active service, ajso established an air-

craft park at Amiens,
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When the disembarkation was complete, and not before, Lord
Kitchener published his famous communique :

•

The Expeditionary Force as detailed for foreign service has
been safely landed on French soil. The embarkation, trans-

portation, and disembarkation of men and stores were alike

carried through with the greatest precision and without a
single casualty.

Each man, before he left England, received a twofold message.

The first came from King George, and was read by commanding
officers to their battalions before they embarked. It ran as

follows

:

You are leaving home to fight for the safety and honour of

my Empire. Belgium, which country we are pledged to defend,

has been attacked, and France is about tb be invaded by the

same powerful foe. I have implicit confidence in you, my
soldiers. Duty is your watchword, and I know your duty
will be nobly done. I shall follow^yoiir every movement with
the deepest interest, and mark with eager satisfaction your
daily progress. Indeed, your welfare will never be absent
from my thoughts.

I pray God to bless you and guard you, and bring you back
victoriouRS.

August 9, 1914.

GEORGE R. AND I.

They also received and were bidden to carry with them in

their pay-books the following instructions from Lord Kitchener

:

You are ordered abroad as a soldier of the King to help our
French comrades against the invasion of a common enemy.
You have to perform a task which will need your courage,
your energy, your patience. Remember that the honour of
the British Empire depends on your individual conduct. It

will be your duty not only to set an example of discipline and
perfect steadiness under fire, but also to maintain the most
friendly relations with those whom you are helping in this

struggle. The operations in which you are engaged will, for

the most part, take place in a friendly country, and you can-
do your country no better service than by showing yourselves
in France and Belgium in the true character of a British
soldier. Be invariably courteous, considerate, and kind.
Never do anything likely to injure or destroy property, and
always look upon looting as a disgraceful act. You are sure
to meet with a welcome, and to be trusted. Your conduct
mu.st justify that welcome and that trust. Your duty cannot
be done unless your health is sound, so be constantly on your
guard against any excesses. In this new experience you Inay
find temptations, both in wine and women. You must entirely
resist both temptations, and, while treating all women with
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perfect courtesy, you should avoid any intimacy. Do your
duty bravely. Fear God. Honour the King.

KITCHENER, Field Marshal.

The success attending the transport of a large body of troops

and material to a foreign battle ground must be measured by
the lack of exact knowledge of their movements gained by the

enemy. As has been said, German Intelligence was considerably

fogged as to the precise movements and ultimate concentration

of the British forces. Von Kluck fully believed that the British

had landed in Ostend, Dunkirk, and Calais. With regard to the

line of advance they had no certain information whatever. Even
as late as the morning of August 23, the first day of battle, there

was complete ignorance at German headquarters as to The true

nature or exact strength of the opposition which they were
likely to meet from British arms.

On August 12 British general headquarters left London for

Southampton, crossed to Havre, and reached Le Gateau late on
the evening of the i6th. On August 14 Sir John French himself

arrived in Amiens, and spent the next three days in visits to the

French minister of war, to General Joilre, and ‘to General

Lanrezac at the 5th army headquarters, learning the disjiositioii^

of the French forces. The areas of concentration allotted to the

British were between Maubeuge and Le Cateau, with a front of

about 25 miles from north-east to south-west and averaging ten

miles in depth. The cavalry was at the north-eastern end, in

readiness to act with Lanrezac *s army.
The swift progress of the army towards its battle positions was

marked by a major misfortune in the death of Lieutenant General

Sir James Grierson, commanding the 2nd army corps. Grierson,

who collapsed suddenly on a train journey, was known as one
of the ablest general officers in the army, with an unequalled

knowledge of the military theories which governed the German
war-machine, and of the constitution and prevailing strategy of

all the continental armies. Sir John French, it is officially

stated, asked for Sir Herbert Plumer to replace him, but the

secretary of state for war appointed Sir H. Smith-Dorrien.

August 20 was a fateful day in the early history of the war.

Brussels fell to the enemy, and the main Belgian army retired

into Antwerp. British aerial reconnaissance observed endless

columns of the ist German army on the march, stretching from
Louvain into the distance. On this day General JofTre gave his
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orders for a general advance, and these were passed on by British

general headquarters to include a movement northward during

the next few days. The first contact with the enemy, however,
was not made until dawn of August 22, when two officer's patrols

of C Squadron of the 4th Dragoon Guards pushed out from
Obourg on the canal north towards Soignies. One of these found
a German piquet on the road, and fired on it. These shots are

generally believed to have been the first fired by British troops

in the war. British cavalry covering the advance reached

Soignies (ten miles north-east of Mons), and at Villers-St.-Ghislain

inflicted heavy loss on a small German cavalry detachment.

As Sir John French motored to Lanrezac's headquarters

early on the 22nd he says that he saw large numbers of

French troops moving in retreat in a southerly direction. His
intelligence department that evening estimated that at least

three German corps were marching against the British, carry-

ing out a wide turning movement. He took up a position along

the canal from Conde fo Mons, and thence, after following a
dangerously exposed loop in the canal, turned south to Harmig-
nies, so that his right flank was posted at right angles to the

rest of his front. The 5th cavalry brigade guarded Binche,

while the cavalry divisiofi, under General Allenby, was kept as

a reserve, ready to move to any part of the line that was
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endangered.' French's position was chosen rather for attack than

for defence, and, in case a defensive battle had to be fought, he

intended to fall back to a line a little farther south. This worlc

of taking up positions was carried out on Saturday, August 22,

and on the following day the troops went on digging Ihemselves

in along the canal and among the hills. All Sunday troops con-

tinued to arrive at Mons, many of them going at once into action.

The French troops who should have prolonged the British left

had not arrived, and the left was in the air ; by the night of the

22nd the Germans were near Tournai, threatening that llaiilc
;

they also drove back the British cavalry and penetrated between

the British right and Lanrezac's left at Anderlues. They attaciced

Lanrezac with such* violence and superiority of force, threatening

his communications from south-east, that his position was un-

tenable. The British troops were ordered to entrench and stand

on the defensive until French progress in other directions gave
the signal for a general advance.

It will be convenient here to say something about the strengtli

of the army which, after an interval of nearly 60 years, was to

meet European troops in battle. It consisted of two^riny corps,

each about 32,000 strong, a cavalry division, and artillery

250 guns, and occupied a front of 25 miles. Along the canal from
Mons to Conde was the and corps, under Sir H. Smith-Doinen. It

had two divisions each of three brigades, each brigade consisting

of four battalions. General Hubert Hamilton commanded the 3rd

division, and to his left was the 5th division under Sir Charles

Fergusson. The ist army corps, which stretched from jMous to

Binche, was commanded by Sir Douglas Haig, and consisted of

the and division, under Sir Charles Monro, and the 1st division,

under Major-General S. H. Lomax. In the 2nd division was a

brigade of guards, and in the ist were two other battalions of

guards. The 4th division was coming up in support.

Sir John French was aware, on the evening of the 22nd, that

the French had been ejected from the line of the Sambre, and
he determined to abandon all idea of an immediate offensive. A
request from Lanrezac for a British attack on the enemy’s flank,

to relieve pressure on his own line, was refused, but the British

commander agreed to stay where he was for the next 24 hours.

At daybreak on August 23 German artillery began to shell

the exposed loop or salient on the canal north-cast of Mens.
Cavalry patrols on ^both sides were early on the move, and
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brushes oc<?urred at points along tlife front. It soon became
evident that the first German blow would fall on the Mons
salient. At 8 a,m. German infantry advanced in this quarter,

violently assailed Nimy bridge, and developed a turning move*
meat against the British right. Soon after midday a very large

force of German guns was in action. The 9th German corps began
to force back the light of the British 2nd corps, east of Mons;
and Smith-Dorrien, commanding that corps, withdrew from the

canal loop, blowing up the bridges over the canal. At other

points along the canal the Germans attacked in force, but suFered
heavily. These earliest attacks were made in mass formation,

a method which the Germans found immensely costly against

British rapid fire, and later abandoned for more open formations.

As the day progressed and von Kluck's army was bringing

to completion a wheeling movement to the south*east, the attack

gradually developed in a westerly direction along the canal. Th<4

German 3rd corps came into action about the bridge of Jemappesr
two miles from Mons. Attacks were made ui>on advanced parties

holding the bridge heads, but the resistance was so stubborn that,

though they effected appreciable advances, the Germans suffered

severe losses. However, by the early afternoon their attack had
spread to a point seven miles north-east of Mons.
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About 5 p.ni. General Hubert Hamilton reported a serious

assault on the 3rd division around Mons. There the chief danger

lay. In every other sector, including the sector held by the ist

corps, the British line* was holding well and repulsing, with con-

siderable losses, all attempts to force the canal. Early in the

afternoon both British flanks were threatened by greatly superior

German forces. At 5 p.m. Sir J. French was informed by General

Joffre that at least four German corps (160,000 men) were attack-

ing him, and that the French 5th army was in retreat. French

ordered an immediate retirement of the British to his second

position, which had been prepared a little to the south. The
British troops had punished the Germans badly, but by nightfall

the Gennans had bridged the canal and were advancing in great

strength. Sharp fighting went on for hours, but it was not until

dawn that the British were ordered to retreat.

There was great excitement in Britain when it was known that

the little British army was in actio#with its formidable foe. The
first official statement was issued by the Press Bureau at 2.30 on
the Monday afternoon. Its first sentence ran thus

:

The British forces were'engaged all day on Sunday and after

dark with the enemy in the neighbourhood of Mons and held
their ground.

*

The extent of the casualties was not reported at the time, but

they were not heavy. Of the 16,000 killed, wounded or missing

in the battle, the greater proportion were incurred in the retreat.

At Frameries the British rearguard put up so good a defence

that it compelled the Germans to carry out a formal attack in

which at least nine battalions of the 6th German di\nsion were

engaged and suffered heavy loss. The British 3rd division played

the chief part in this rearguard action. The extrication of two
British corps from the enveloping attack of four German corps

(with a fifth in reserve) was a remarkable feat—all the more
remarkable as the Germans were amply supplied with motor
transport w^hich, at this date, the British lacked, and aircraft.

The main object of the retirement was achieved in so far that

the army remained intact on either side of Bavai on the morning
of the 24th. The success of the manoeuvre was materially assisted

by the miscalculation of von Kluck, who had believed that Sir

John French would make a stand. He learnt the true position,

after he had issued his orders, too late to carry out the envelop-

ing movement which might have brought him decisive success.
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The Official History of the War (Military Operations, France

and Belgium, 1914) sums up the situation at this stage in the

following manner

:

Altogether the British commanders were not ill satisfied ^dth
the day's work. The unsatisfactory position on the canal had
been imposed upon them fortuitously ; but it had been held
for a sufficient time, and had been evacuated without great

difficulty or disaster, in favour of a second position oiily a
mile or two in rear. The men, too, were in high spirits, for

they had met superior numbers of the most highly renowned
army in the world and had given a good account of themselves.

The ground fought over had in many parts been extremely

difficult. The battlefield stretched for 20 miles or so through a

belt of coalfields. Scattered over this distric? are the drab features

associated with a mining district—small Settlements of cottages,

with environs of allotment gardens enclosed with wire fences.

The ground was broken with pit ht^ads and slag heaps. It has

been described as "'a close, blind country, such as no army had
yet been called upon to fight in against a civilised enemy in a

great campaign." The same authority describes that section' bf

the front^eld by the 5th division as:

A wilderness of deep ditches, straggling buildings. Casual
roads and tracks, and high slag heaps. These last Seemed to
offer points of vantage, w^hich were generally foimd to be non-
existent when their summits had been explored, as they were
commanded by some other slag heap ; virhile certain of them,
wliich seemed to promise all that could be desired, were foiuid
to be so hot that men could not stand on them. The artillery

was more embarrassed even than the infantry ; the officers had
great difficulty in finding suitable positions for batteries, or
even for single guns, and were equally at a loss to discover
good observation posts.
From the German point of view, though the battle of Mons

was claimed as a victory, it was very far from being an iih-

qualified success. Their advance was delayed for a whole day
and their? losses were very heavy. They were glad enough of

the respite of a night, under the misapprehension that the British

force would stand to receive their further attacks in the morning.
During that night British soldiers made their first acquaintance
with Verey lights which, on the German side, were to play such
an incessant part in night warfare.

Many thrilling stories*of the battle of Mons and the subsequent
retreat are contained in letters written home, by soldiers who
participated in these events. A selection of these moving, human
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documents supplements in interesting fashion the foregoing

accounts of the fighting.

A private of the 2nd Royal Munster Fusiliers, a battalion in

the 1st brigade under Sir I. Maxse, gives the following account of

the saving of the guns

:

We were sent up to the firing line to try and save a battery.
When we got there we found that they were nearly all killed

or wounded. Our Irish lads opened Sure on the Germans, and
you should have seen them fall. It was like a game of skittles,

feut as soon as you knocked them down up came another 1,000
or so. We could not make out where they came from. So,
all of a sudden, our officer gave us the order to charge. We
fixed bayonets, a^d went like fire through them. You should
have seen them run! We had two companies of ours there
against about 3,000 of theirs, and I tell you it was warm. I

was not sorry when night-time came, but that was not all.

You see, we had no hon?es to get those guns away, and our
chaps would not leave them. We dragged them ourselves to a
place of safety. As the firing was at full swing, we had with
us an officer of the Hussars. I think he was next to me, and he
had his hand nearly blown off by one of the German shells. So
I and two more feuows picked him up and took hiffi to a place
of safety, where he got his wound cared for. I heard after-

wards that he had been sent home, poor fellow.
*

Another vivid description of the fighting is given by a lance-

corporal of the ist South Wales Borderers, in which he tells how
they entered Mens just in the nick of time. A regiment of

Uhlans, he says, were attacking the rear of a convoy, and they

soon got to work, hundreds of Germans being killed by the fire

of the British artillery at close range. They found that the

Germans had been looting the dead, and were wearing British

khaki, with full equipment.

The next day, he proceeds, we were relieved by the Soutli
Lancashires, and it was officially reported to us that we had
not been relieved more than two hours before the enemy were
all shelled to pieces, hardly any escaping, only we were reported
to have been cut up instead of them. Alter that we were
caught in a death-trap. We got into a village and we were
surrounded by a brigade of Uhlans, but were saved by the
timely arrival of the Scots Greys and the Lancers, who put
about 1,500 out of action in six hours, charging them througli
and through. Of course, we were not losing one-sixth of what
the Germans were. But I shall never forget it—the Germans
came so unexpectedly. Whilst we guarded the right flank the
Guards, charged the centre square, killing many in tei:^

minutes.
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A corporal of the ist Royal West Kent Regiment tells anotlier
thrilling story ^

We were among the first lot to march up to Mons from
Valenciennes, but our opening round with the Germans camb
the day before we reached there. It was a complete knock-
out blow for a whole patrol of 28 Hussars. We were forming
up in the main street at Wasmes to go to the relief of A
Company, which was ahead, when some ‘'civvies'' (civilians)
brought word that the Germans were coming. Up to that
time wc hadn't seen any. Some of us lay on the ground and
others took available cover. Presently the Germans came
along in fours, at walking pace, without a notipn of danger,
talking, smoking, and patting their horses. We suddenly gaye
them a volley of “Kentish Fire,” and as^we peppered them
they shrivelled up. I aimed at three and saw them all drop.
Every German was killed, and as there was not a single
casucilty on our side wc thought it a great start.

It was different the next day,* for, after a night in an
orchard—in an unsuccessful attempt to reach A Company—wc
found ourselves defending the Mons canal. Five of my
company officers were then lulled and the other was wounded,
and 17 ii^n of the company were left dead on the field. Fol-
lowing this, in our rearguard fighting, day and night, wc had
a coiitiiiual quelling ; but we sold every foot of ground only
at a long price in the lives and blood of our enemies. Our
brigade was coyoring the retirement of the main body, and we
reached the little village of Crepy, near Compi^gne, ‘ on
August 31. The next day, when partridge shooting was begin-
ning at home, sure enough I was “winged ” among the turnips.
Overnight my company was sjplit up into outposts, spread out
about tNvo miles, covering all roads and places from which
suq^rise attacks might come.

I was sent back to headquarters, alx)ut tlircc miles away,
for keeping communication. Before daybreak I Wets ordered
to return with some maps and a message for the company.
When I got to where the outposts had been left they were
missing.. They liad apparently retired to some other position.
It was just getting lights and happening to look back as-

1

returned I saw an officer and eight men extended over the
ground where our men had been left. I took them to be
English. Putting down my gun, I whistled and began sema-
phoring with my arms, “Are you B Company?" They
dropped down at once and fired on me. As Oie bullets came
along, you can bet your boots I wasn’t long in dropping, toe,
to make them tliiiik I l^ad been hit. This idea succeeded, for
tliey ceased firing. Then I slowly wriggled on my stomach
across the road into a turnip field. A general engagement was
beginuing, and I must have Decn between Bie two sides. Crawl-
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ing to the middle of the field, I stopped to rest, and heard
voices, but not loudly enough to distinguish the language. So
I took my cap off, and, raising it on a couple of turnip stalks,

shouted, Hallo, West Kent !
” That only brought more shots.

I crawled on, with rest, for about two hours, with shrapnel
bursting about me and bullets whizzing over. Several times,

when a lull came, I called out, “ Halto, West Kent !

" but the
result was always the same—more bullets. Finally, I decided
to crawl for the British big guns I could hear. I was going
along gingerly, on hands and knees, when I got hit on the right

arm. The bullet scooped a bit of flesh out, and severed the
muscle, but it felt simply like a burn. All the same, I crawled
on. I didn’t want to De swamped in the advancing tide of

Germans. I wenj: on like that through field after field for, I

should think, about two miles. Then I was thankful to come
across the '‘Jocks”—the King’s Own Scottish Borderers—who
were beginning to retire. I walked on, just in front of the

“Jocks,” till, at a place® where the road dipped, I found the
artillery horses and gun-limbers sheltering under a farmhouse
wall. A driver gave me a long drink out of his bottle, and
helped me to cut my sleeve open to put the fleld-dressing on
the wound. Then he gave me a smoke, and let me take a
seat on the gun-carriage while he walked. The road was
choked with motor-lorries, transport wagons, and the like. At^

last we came up with a “ bun” wagon (Red Cross) and I got in.

How a detachment of Scottish troops were surrounded in the

darkness by Germans is realistically described by another who
took part in this raemoraljle battle. He relates how’ the Gordons
were in action all day on Sunday, August 23, at Mens, on Mon-
day retiring to a new position, marching all day. On Tuesday
they were in action again, and suffered considerably through the

enfilading fire of German machine-guns, mounted on motor-cars,

which caught them in the trenches. At eleven o’clock that night

the word was passed along to retire. They rose quietly and
slipped away, warning other trenches as they went. Before

starting they were told that they had a long march, and had
to get rid of all the weight they could.

Most of us, he says, left our packs in the trenches. About
one or two o'clock in the morning, as we were marching down
a narrow road, taking the sides in order to go as quietly as
possible, we were fired on from a field on the left. The word
passed that it was a French piquet;. We thought we were
retiring on the French lines. Our colonel ordered us to line
the barbed wire fence in the field on the right-hand of the road,
and went alone into the left, calling out, ” Les Anglais—Ics
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Anglais i’' We heard them answer him, and it was evident
that he was trying to make them understand, still thinking
they were French. While we were waiting behind the fence
the Germans were getting round us. on the far side. The
colonel then came back across the road and into our held and
stood in front of us. We were quite helpless. We stood there
surrounded. For a few minutes we were talking quietly in the
dark asliing each other what was going to happen. I heard
one word—“Highlanders!”—and then they began to shoot.
I dropped at once for shelter. “ Darky ” Wilson, who had
been with me all through in the trenches, said “ Now we’re
in for it !

” and fell on top of me shot dead. Some tried to move
off to the left, but there was no way of escape. The Gemians
were within three yards of us, and shot gtraight at every man
who w^as standing.

In conclusion, he tells how they were too frightened to move,
and stayed there till light came, an<J then crawled out.

T could see the colonel lying apart from the other men. A
number of other Highlanders were making off in the distance.
I ran after them, and fell in with two others, and together we
came through to Boulogne, walking the whole way.

While Ihe little British army was thus stemming to some
extent the tide of the German advance, the French forces on its

right were also feeling the weight of the German onset. Some 22

miles to the east of Mons stands the towm of Charleroi and, being

in the centre of the French position, this place has given its

name to the battle which was the most important of the war up
to the first battle of the Marne, one that was remarkable for the

escape of a French army from an envelopment such as the

Germans carried out in 1870 at Sedan. The German staff expected

to reap the fruit of the advance through Belgium at this point,

but its plans were thwarted by the quick manoeuvring of the

two generals concerned—Lanrezac on the French side and
Sir J. Freuch on the British.

Owing to changes in its organization made by Joffre at the

last minute, the 5tli French army commanded by Lanrezac had

not completed its concentration before it was attacked. It was

composed of the ist, loth, 3rd and i8th corps, in order from

right to left, though the last was not ordered from Alsace before

August 16, and did not arrive till August 21. It was stationed

on the eve of the battle from Givet on the Meuse to the line

of the Sambre near Namur—which fortress was to protect its

centre—and Charleroi, with its extreme left north of the Sambre
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Andtrlues. It iijchided five divisions, badly equipped, and
may have totalled some :?5o,ooo men. At Namur were 25,000

Belgian troops, somewhat shaken in moral, under General

Michel, and at Maubeuge a mass of 30,000 reservists and terri-

torials, badly equipped owing to the shortage of boots, and with-

out transport. They could not, therefore, be regarded as avail*

able for field warfare, especially against liiglily trained troops.

The mission of the 5th army, in conjunction with the British

Expeditionary Force, then arriving at Maubeuge and moving
towards Mons, was to protect the French left flank and to strike

the German right, which was supposed by the French high com-
mand not to extend far west of the Ardennes.

The position of the* 5th army was one of great peril. Three

German aniiies were closing upon it—^namely, the 1st (Kluck),

passing across its front to execute a vast enveloping movement

—

and if the British should bb encountered to deal with them;

the 2nd (Billow), moving directly upon its front on the Sambre;
and the 3rd (Hausen), the existence of which does not appear to

have been known to the French supreme command, moving
against its right flank and rear. Thus the 5th army* and the

British were threatened with the double envelopment which
marked Cannae and Sedan. The total German force is placed

by Baumgarten-Crusius at 30 infantry and five cavalry divisions

(each German cavalry division included rifle battalions, machine
gun companies and cyclists, besides cavalry and horse artillery,

and thus was far more formidable than a Bdtish or French
cavalry division) against 16 British and French infantry divisions

and four cavalry divisions. In fighting force on the spot the

Germans had a superiority of about two to one (600,000 to about
320,000 men).

Lanrezac, with good reason, was anxious as to his position. Ho
had warned Joflre in vain of the risk of such a great German
turning movement as was now being carried out. On August 20
he was ordered to take the offensive in combination with tln*>

4th army (Langle de Cary) on his right, which was separated

from .him by a wide gap, and with the 3rd army (Kufley). He
was unable to do, so because all his troops had not arrived, and
the British were not yet in position. On the 21st. he pointed
this out to the French headquarters, ‘and was told that he could
wait till the 24th before attacking. It was fortunate.that he did
not advance on the 20th; had he done so he would have walked
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with his whole army into the trap which the Germans were try-

ing to set for him.

On August 21 the Germans took the initiative. Troops under
Gallwitz began the bombardment of Namur with heavy Gentian
and Austrian artillery, and two Germans corps appeared on the

Sambre, and with detachments forced the passage of that river

at Taniines and Jemappe, driving back detachments of the
French loth and 3rd corps. French documents show that

Lanrezac’s intention was to allow portions of the German army
to cross the Sambre, and then fall on them in full strength, a

judicious plan which his corps commanders disregarded by mak-
ing a series of ill-concerted attacks. On tha French left Sordet's

cavalry was pushed back, opening a serious gap between the

5th French army and the British.

That same evening Hausen's 3rd army at three points near

Dinant attempted to force the passage of the Meuse, gravely

threatening the communications of Lanrezac and engaging the

attention of the French ist corps—which nevertheless was able

to protect the river line. Tlrat night Billow announced that he

would fight the great battle on the 23rd. Perfect cooperation

between Billow and Hausen was necessary to bring oif the

stroke. Fortunately foi* the Allies, Billow developed a violent

attack with four corps on the Sambre on the 22nd before Hausen
was ready. After severe fighting the Germans pushed across
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the Sambre and penetrated into Charleroi, where they burnt

xnany of the houses and killed many inhabitants. Heavy loss

was inflicted on the Guards by a counter-attack of the 38th

Algerian division south of ChMelet, but French authorities state

that their own casualties were “terrible. By nightfall the

French had been driven back to a line which ran from near

Thuin to Mettet, and the Germans were clear of the difficult

industrial district. This retirement exposed the flank of the

British at Mons, and was one of the reasons why Sir J. French

vras forced to give the British forces under his command the

order to retreat.

On the evening of August 22 Lanrezac issued orders for an

attack on Billow's army; but during that same night Hausen
placed 340 guns in position on the east bank of the Meuse,

from Yvoir to Blamont, to cover a crossing and take

Lanrezac in flank and rear. To meet this attack, on August 23

the 1st French corps had to be withdrawn from the front north-

wards, where it was on the x>oint of administering the coup de

grdee to the Guards ; but it succeeded in stopping the 3rd

German army. In the morning German airmen reported that

the roads behind Lanrezac 's front were crowded with disorderly

columns retiring south-west and west. About the same time

German troops penetrated into Namur, moving between the

forts, and the Belgian field troops and three French battalions

decamped with all speed, losing heavily in their retreat.

But at the critical moment the French on the Meuse, notwath-

standing the enormous artillery ascendancy of Hausen’s army,
inflicted such heavy loss that by nightfall no strong German
force had crossed the river. At 4.30 p.m. German airmen
reported the general retreat of the French, though, according to

French authorities, Lanrezac did not order this till 9 p.m. It

was the news of this retreat that led Sir John French to break
ofl the battle of Mons. By morning of the 24th the 5th army
held a front from Beaumont to Ros^e, and the danger of

envelopment from Hausen's army had practically vanished. It

fell back, despite heavy loss, in fairly good order to another
line between Avesnes and Regniowez.
The losses on both the German and French sides were con-

siderable. Billow claims that he only lost 11,000 tnen, and
that the French losses were at least double; he says that he took

4,000 prisoners and 36 guns, but he gives no figures for Hausen's
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loss, which is known to have been considerable. Lanrezac’s

management of the battle has been severely criticised in France,

and he was superseded soon after it by Franchet d'Esperey.

But he had to contend with superior numbers and a deplorably

bad strategic pOvSition, due to the German movement through

Belgium and the sudden appearance of Hausen's army. If the

line of the Sarnbrc had been defended with more energy,

Lanrezac could not have escaped, and could not, by saving the

5 th army, have saved France. The Germans regard the battle

as a tactical success for themselves, but a strategic failure, and
such it was. Many of the advantages gained by the advance

through Belgium were lost when Lanrezac and French escaped

the toils. Hausen was removed, ostensibly on the grounds of

ill health, after the Marne, but really it would seem because

the German staff blamed him for failing to cut off the French.

As the German historian Baumgarteft-Crusius, in his book The
Movements of German Armies in the battle of the Marne," points

out, the real fault rested with the German high command, which
failed to profit by an extraordinarily favourable situation.

In his bt)ok " The March on Paris," General von Kluck states

that the Germans only learnt on August 22 of the presence of

British troops in front of the 2nd army (Biilow). The more im-

portant was it, observes Kluck, that his own army, the ist,

should keep well to the westward, and so outflank the British,

but an army order directed Kluck 's army to wheel to the left

in support of Biilow, and this order was upheld in spite of

Kluck's appeal to the supreme command. He says that had
he been free he could have outflanked the British army from
the west, forced it back on the French 5th army (Lanrezac),

and taken both in the rear. The battle of Charleroi was a

,

definite German success, but it would be absurd to exaggerate

it into the importance of a decisive victory.

In so far that the subsequent retreat did in fact extricate the

Allied armies from incalculable disaster it may be said that the

first great German stroke had failed, and the opportunities pre-

sented to them by their advance through Belgium were lost.

But it would be equally wrong not to admit that the battles of

Charleroi and Mons might easily have been converted into deci-

sive victories. That they were not must be attributed, amongst
other causes, to defective intelligence on the side of the Germans
and faulty leadership, which led to sudden changes of plan.
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The British Retreat and Le Gateau

The night of August 23-24 was quiet, enabling tlie first stage

of the retreat to be carried out in good order. The 5th

cavalry brigade was detailed as a rearguard to the ist

corps, with orders to concentrate on Bonnet, and to attack at

dawn, so as to hold up the German advance while the ist and
2nd divisions retired. In effect they were very little disturbed

before reaching the new line Feignies—^La Longueville—^Bavai.

This, it has been pointed out, was not altogether a good sign,

pointing as it did to a German flanking attack towards the west

on the front held by the 2nd corps. Sir H. Smith-Dorrien had

in fact made preparations to meet such an attack, and by dawn
of the 24th his line was bombarded during the whole of its lengtli.

While the ist corps were practically unmolested, the 2nd corps

in many instances were called upon to make a fighting*retreat.

A notable encounter took place on the 9th infantry brigade

front at Frameries, where at 6 a.m. the Germans attacked in

force and were repulsed wdth heavy loss by a rearguard of the

South Lancashire and Lincolnshire regiments. Though only a

minor action, it deserves to be recorded, for German accounts

show that, apart from artillery action, they were thrown back
by the excellence of the British rapid fire. One writer says:

“Tommy seems to have waited for the moment of assault. He
had carefully studied our training manuals, and suddenly when
we were well in the open he turned his machine guns on." The
machine guns were, of course, the rifles of the British infantry.

The Germans later advanced to find the place abandoned. “Up
to all the tricks of the trade from their experience of small wars,

the English veterans brilliantly understood how to slip off at tlic

last moment.

“

One of the chief difficulties at this time was to extricate the

5th division (Sir Charles Fergusson) from the Mons line. Here
the left flank was seriously threatened by German forces of con-

siderable strength advancing due south between Thulin and
Cond^. The cavalry and the 19th infantiy brigade had been
prematurely withdrawn, and Sir Charles Fergusson was obliged
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to appeal for renewed cavalry support and the assistance of a small

force of infantry and artillery still in reserve at divisional head-
quarters. The 2nd and 3rd cavalry brigades were sent forward,

and these reinforcements created a diversion which relieved the

pressure on the 5th division. An action developed in an area

between the Mons-Valenciennes road on the north and the
f

Elouges-Audregnies road on the south. At 12.30 p.m. the

Germans opened their attack, and shortly after General de Lisle

(2nd cavalry brigade) saw an opportunity for a cavalry charge

on the German flank. This was made with great spirit, but was
unfortunately checked by artillery fire and barbed wire. The
action shortly became exceedingly serious, with the threat of a

German enveloping movement, but the smafll infantry force with

its single battery succeeded in holding their positions for a few

hours. When the order to retire came the rescue of the guns
afforded an opportunity for deeds Oi heroism which earned two
officers the V.C. One of these was Major E. W. Alexander,

of the artillery, the other Captain Francis Grenfell, of the 9th

Lancers, who galloped with a small party of his men to assist in

the rescue in the face of intense fire.

The retreat now began to continue from the eastward, the

3rd division falling back on Bavai, and the main body of the 5th

division on a line Bavai-St. Vaast. The cavalry division also

prepared to withdraw. Unfortunately, owing to the impossibility

of g(*tting orders to retire to certain parts of the line, some units

were delayed, and lost very heavily. Indeed, the British losses

on the first day of the retreat were more severe than they had
been the day before, when the army had stood at Mons against

the German attacks.

On the whole, however, the day's operations gave no cause for

pessimism. The 5th division had defended six miles of front, and
with the 19th infantry brigade and the cavalry had countered

von Kliick's enveloping attack. The enemy had suffered severely,

and the British troops were still full of confidence. They were,

however, even at this stage suffering great hardship from laclc

of sleep, for scarcely a pause could be given for any adequate rest.

The necessity for incessant vigilance and constant movement told

heavily upon them. In the words of one battalion commander;
We had marched 59 mfles in the last sixty-four hours, beginning

the march in the middle of an entirely sleepless night, and get-

ting only eight hours altogether on the other two nights. Many
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men could hardly put one leg before the other, yet they all

marched in singing/' Added to this lack of sleep, the mere action

of x’etreat necessitated constant labour in the digging of hasty

entrenchments. The weather was very warm, and marching
along sunbaked roads or through the close-wooded country

invc^ved much additional fatigue. And at this stage the retreat

had only just begun.

Meanwhile, reports were being received that the French were
in general retirement, and Sir John French was confronted with

serious problems as to his next dispositions. He had at one time

seriously thought of taking advantage of the fortifications of

Maubeuge, but memories of 1870 and the fate of Bazaine at Metz
induced him to abandon the idea. He gave the order to continue

the retreat to the line Le Cateau-Cambrai. But now his course

was complicated by certain territorial difficulties. In the way of

retreat lay the forest of Mojmal, nine miles in length and with

an average depth of three to four, witli no road through it from
north to south but forest tracks narrow and unmetalled. It was
necessary to skirt this obstacle, and it was decided to do so in

two separate columns. To pass the whole force to the west of

the forest would have involved a flank march across the front of

the enemy, and to the east would have caused confusion with the

French army. It was therefore decided to divide the two British

army corps, one retiring to the west and the other to the east of

the woods. The movement was to be begun so that edl rearguards

were clear of the Bavai-Eth road by dawn on August 25.

The retreat was accordingly continued along these lines with

the cavalry engaged in a prolonged rearguard action. No very
notable incidents marked this day's retirement, but the threat of

German envelopment and the continued retreat of the French
made it obvious to Sir John French that he would not be able to

stand on the Le Cateau position, but must press back on St.

Quentin and Noyon. The discomfort was added to by heavy
thunderstorms and the misery of being soaked to the skin.

In issuing orders for a continuation of the retreat. Sir John
French had come to a momentous decision. His orders were
carried out by Sir Douglas Haig (ist corps), but as will be seen

later. Sir Horace Smith-Dorrien (2nd corps), took a divergent

view, which, in brief, was that as many of his troops had only
just come in or were still arriving after oirer 20 hours' continuous
work, and as the enemy was dose on his front, it was impossible
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to continue his retirement immediately. So he gave orders to

fight on the ridge south of the Le Cateau-Cambrai road.

Before entering into a description of that action, two incidents

of Sir Douglas Haig's retirement must be recorded. When
established on their new line at about dusk on the evening of

the 25th, rumours reached regimental officers that the Germans
were approaching Maroilles and Landrecies, near which places lay

the two main
passages over the

Sambre. These
rumours, at first

discredited,
turned out to be

correct, and the

evening saw two
defensive actions.

At Maroilles,
about 6 p.m.,

German patrols

e n g a g eM our

cavalry patrol,
and with the

assistance of field

artillery forced

them to fall back.

Rein forcements

from the Berk-
shire Regiment,
when attempting to recover the lost bridge, found that it had
been heavily barricaded, and the only access to it was under fire

of a field gun. After considerable losses they were obliged to

abandon the attempt.

Meanwhile, at Landrecies, where reports of the proximity of

the enemy had at first been disbelieved, the 4th Guards brigade

were sharply attacked by an advance body of the 9th German
corps who had come into the town from the Mormal forest. The
fighting took place in the streets of the little town, and machine-

guns were brought into play. The British, reinforced, finally

drove the Germans froin the town after a six hours' battle. In

both these actions the Germans secured some minor advantage

by challenging and answering challenges in French,
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At 7.30 on the evening of August 25 the orders were issued

for the retreat to be continued the next day for a further ten or

fifteen miles. The British higher commands, in the confusion of

retirement, were in a considerable fog as to the exact direction

of the German pursuit or the strength of the forces which were

immediately threatening them. That within a few miles there

were formidable bodies of the enemy, the actions at Landrecies

and Maroilles clearly showed. The 2nd corps, too, had been

inv'olved in a rearguard action at Solesmes. The Germans were

known to be hurrying troops towards the west flank of the

British. Sir John French evidently considered that the best

means of saving his small army was by continued retirement.

The retreating units of the 2nd corps were in some considerable

confusion, and Sir H. Smith-Dorrien's decision to stand was
partly based on the impossibility of assembling them for further

retirement before dawn. General Allenby had reported that

unless this were practicable the enemy would be upon them before

they could escape. He further reported that his cavalry were
too scattered and too exhausted to be of effective assistance in

covering the retreat. General Hubert Hamilton (3r(f division),

when asked by the corps commander whether he could be on the

move whOe it was yet dark, replied that many of his units were
only just coming in, and that it would be impossible to assemble

them for retreat before 9 a.m. It was after consultation with

these generals, and bearing in mind the fatigued condition of

his troops, that Sir Horace Smith-Dorrien made his momentous
decision to give battle. To do that it was necessary to secure the

consent of the divisional commanders to act directly under his

orders—^and this was readily given. A message was sent (about

5 a.m.) to G.H.Q., St. Quentin, and it is interesting to record

the first reply from Sir John French to Sir Horace Smith-
Dorrien 's decision. It concluded

:

If you can hold your ground the situation appears likely to
improve. Fourth division must cooperate. French troops are
taking offensive on right of ist corps. Although you are given
a free hand as to method, this telegram is not intended to
convey the impression that I am not as anxious for you to
carry out the retirement, and you must make every endeavour
to do so.

The 4th division here mentioned was *a unit of the 3rd army
corps, the main body of which was still in England. It was com-
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manded by Major General T. D'Oyly Snow, and had arrived in

France on the evening of August 22-23. It was incomplete in its

details, having no divisional cavalry, heavy battery, signals,

ammunition column or field ambulance. With these immense
disadvantages it was called upon to take up a position on Sir

Horace Smith-Dorrien's left in boggy country, which soon
exhausted men and horses. When the corps corhmander's
message reached General Snow he agreed to stand, and his troops

were soon actively engaged with the enemy.
The disposition of the 2nd corps at dawn on August 26 was as

follows: From right to left the main body of cavalry was
between Le Gateau and the Sambre (later moved to the left flank

to join forces with the French cavalry unddt General Sordet),

the 5th division were holding a front from the southern outskirts

of Le Gateau to Troisvilles with the 19th brigade in support. In

the centre was the 3rd division extending as far as Gaudry, and
on the left the 4th division with its left flank on Esnes. The gap
to Gambrai was filled by the 4th cavalry brigade, and later by
General SordeFs cavalry corps. The German force advancing in

pursuit was t^eneral von Kluck's ist army, with which the 2nd
corps had already joined issue at Mons.
August 26 was the anniversary of Gr^cy, and though it was not-

to witness any notable British victory, it was to be memorable
for many fine deeds of British arms associated with the battle of

Le Gateau. This town lies in the valley of the Selle in open
cultivated country not unsuited to defensive warfare, and stood

at the right corner of the battlefield over which the 2nd corps

fought witli varying fortunes during the whole of the day.

At 6 a.m. the first German scouts made their appearance in

Le Gateau, and shortly afterwards the German batteries opened
fire upon troops immediately to the west. The situation at once

became serious, for the Germans appeared on the flank of the

2nd corps with a distinct chance of pouring through the gap

which existed between the ist and 2nd corps. They did, indeed,

advance up the valley of the Selle, where they were caught by
a counter-attack on their western flank, which arrested their

progress and foiled the first turning movement on the eastern

flank of the British forces.

About 10 a.m. the battejries and battalions of the 5th division

to the west of Le Gateau found themselves under heavy enfilading

fire which destroyed guns and inflicted many casualties, but
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a^bout this time the German battalions began to advance in thick

masses, and offered a target which was taken advantage of with

great effect by artillery and infantry. The Germans quickly

^led their gaps and continued to advance, but in the main they
were checked by the excellence of British marksmanship. Oji

the right centre of the line attacks developed somewhat later, but

early in the morning the village of Caudry was very heavily

bombarded, and German troops advanced against the village.

In this section, however, they were at first held (by the 7th

infantry brigade) without difficulty.

On the left wing the day began unhappily for the British. As
has been said, the 4th division had no proper means of recon-

naissance, and had to rely on the reports of French cavalry

which they could not check. French patrols, it is said, had
reported the front clear, and certain units, notably a battalion

of the King's Own Yorkshire Light Infantry", were caught
unawares in close formation by intensive machine gun fire.

This battalion lost half its strength before it could be extricated.

Large bodies of German troops made their appearance between
Wambaix and Catteni^res on the 12th infantry brigade front,

but despite enfilading fire and a vast superiority in machine guns
and numbers, their attack was resisted for an hour and a halh

A single brigade was holding a German cavalry division, two
Jager battalions and a mass of machine guns and artillery. But
a short retirement at last became necessary, and the J2th brigade

was withdrawn to a line Ligny-Esnes. Once re-established, the

14th brigade R.F.A. and the 12th infantry brigade stood fast,

and may be said at this time to have repulsed a heavy German
attack. Also the way was left open for a still further retirement

of the 4th division when it became necessary.

Meanwhile, the nth infantry brigade to the west of Caudry was
holding its positions, but the Germans offered little or no target,

counting probably on the early retirement of the brigade or the

possibility of surrounding it, Up to this stage of the battle,

which had been proceeding for six hours, the 2nd corps had
maintained its ground along the whole front, but the position

gave cause for the gravest anxiety, and the developments of the

afternoon were to prove that this was well founded.

To return to the right of the line, the 5th division was under
the fire, direct and enfilade, of at least three German divisions.

.The question of immediate retirement was discussed between Sir
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Horace Smith-Dorrien and Sir Charles Fergusson, the 5th

divisional commander. As it appeared that this would need a

strong counter-attack to enable the troops to be drawn off, it was
decided to hold on to the position for the time being. Thif^

decision, however, had soon to be revised in view of tlie shaken

condition of the line and a threatened German enveloping move-
ment to the right.

A start was made at about 1.20 p.m. to evacuate the guns, a

task of extraordinary difficulty owing to their position in the

firing line. By the most heroic conduct of the gun teams many
were got away under heavy fire, but in a number of cases

they had to be abandoned after being rendered useless to the

enemy. Losses in this section amounted to *25 field guns and a

howitzer.

About 2 p.m. general orders for retirement were given by Sir

Horace Smith-Dorrien, to begin witlf the 5th division, followed

later by the 3rd and 4th divisions. West of Le Cateau German

pressure and machine gun fire was becoming intolerable, and

the enemy battalions were rapidly gaining ground. The end was

inevitable,*and after nine hours' persistent fighting this part

^f the line was overw^helmed. It is said that the Germans in the

final attack kept sounding the British "'cease fire," and signalled

to the British battalions (the Suffolks and Argylls) to surrender,

which they steadfastly refused to do.

Orders for retirement filtered through to brigades, but in places

it was impossible to get, in touch with the battalions, and a

regrettable feature of the general retreat was that numbers of

scattered units were perforce left behind. How thus by accident

ratlier than design these marooned units formed an effective

rearguard to the main body will be ^eeii later. One of the

battalions which received no order to retire was the King’s

Own Yorkshire Light Infantry, who held their position with the

greatest tenacity until they were overwhelmed by the Germans.

This dogged defence was of great value to the retiring troops to

their left, for it effectively delayed the main German advance.

By the end of the battle this battalion numbered only eight

officers and 320 other ranks. Fortunately, too, the outflanking

movement to the east of Le Cateau was also checked, leaving

time for the corps commander’s general scheme of retreat to bo

put into operation. The retirement from the right of the line

started about 3,30 in the afternoon, and on the whole was effected
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uithout undue losses. The Germans appeared to have neglected

the opportunity of harassing the retiring troops with cavalr}^, and
contented themselves with shelling and bringing their machine

guns to bear on them.

Jn the right centre of the battlefield events moved more slowly,

and beyond occasional opportunities for firing at long range at

bodies of German troops, the British' forces were not seriously

engaged until the order to retire was received. The movement
was carried out in perfect order, despite heavy shelling which

had been called down by German aerial reconnaissance. But
when the units of the 5th division concentrated on a single road

from a scattered j^ont there was naturally some confusion.

It may help the reader to visualise the nature of such a retire-

ment if we give details of the space occupied by columns of troops

on the march. An infantry brigade took up two and a quarter

miles of road, so that a division may be said to have occupied

nearly seven miles. The divisional artillery were spread out for

five miles, and the divisional ammunition column required

another one and a half miles. Ambulances and divisional trains

occupied one and three-quarter miles. These figures, which are

the official estimate in military text books, may be presumed to*

refer to units at full strength marching in peace time order. But
in the circumstances of a retirement in which orders have mis-

carried and troops are only able to assemble according to the

exigencies of the battlefield, the congestion must naturally be far

greater. On the left of the 15th infantry brigade the 9th had
also encountered little opposition and was able to withdraw with-

out serious loss, except to the artillery, who were obliged to

abandon four of their guns.

Fighting was a good deal warmer in the neighbourhood of

Caudry, which w^as captured by the Germans from the troops of

the 7th infantry brigade at about 2 p.m. At the same time a
flanking attack developed against the left wdng at Esnes, which
was checked. A counter-attack on Caudry (by the 3rd
Worcesters) succeeded in recapturing the southern part of the
village. Later in the afternoon troops from this area were with-

drawn towards Ligny, and met with considerable opposition, but
on the whole the retirements of the 7th and 8th infantry brigades
were effected in a satisfactory manner. ‘

By 8 oVlock the 2nd corps had everywhere started its retire-

ment, and in general may be said to have extricated itself with-^
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out loo severe punishment. The turn to move had now come for

the 4th division, between Esnes and Caudry, and this was vastly

helped by the intervention of General Sordet's cavalry, a
diversion which was expected but which was none the less timely^.

Beyond this force General D’Amade's troops were in and round
Cambrai, and it appeared that this covering by the French army
would be sufficient to secure the British left flank.

Orders to retire reached the brigades of the 4th division at

about 5 p.m. Though no general attack was being launched upon
them, the Germans were shelling the line with increasing severity

and renewing their attempt to turn the left flank. Besides the

French support, divisional artillery was being evacuated early and
would be in a position to cover the retreat. 6f the brigades the

12th seems to have got away most satisfactorily, and though
heavily shelled with shrapnel escaped serious losses. The nth was
still in position as late as 6 p.m., and* only escaped in scattered

units, some of which remained fighting until a late hour.

Whether or not the Germans were deceived as to the general

nature or direction of the retirement, they made no concerted

effort to harass the 4th division, and they were seen to bombard
Hie evacuated positions for some hours afterwards. The official

comment on the day's fighting reads as follows

:

In fact, the whole of Smith-Dorrien's troops had done what
was thought to be impossible. With both flanks more or less

in the air, they had turned upon an enemy of at least twice
their strength, had stnick him hard and had withdrawn, except
on the right front of the 5th division, practically without inter-

ference, with neither flank enveloped, having suffered losses
certainly severe, but, considering the circumstances, by no
means extravagant. The men looked upon themselves as
victors, some indeed doubted whether they had been in a
serious action; yet they had inflicted upon the enemy casualties
which are believed to have been out of all proportion to their

own, and they had completely foiled the plan of the German
commander.

The British casualties at the battle of Le Cateau amounted to

7,812 of all ranks killed, wounded and missing, and 38 guns
were lost. But, as in the instances already recorded, most of

the latter were rendered useless before they were abandoned.

The order to hold on to positions aU costs
**

is one that

cannot without the gravest risk be revised by the regimental

officer on the spot. Though he may see an immediate advantage
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in retiring his troops to ground with a better field of fire, or may
urgently desire to rescue his men from the enfilading fire of the

enemy, the grim necessities of war may require him literally to

obey that order. In other words, the sacrifice of certain

battalions and certain batteries may be absolutely essential to

the safety of the main body, and for all the officer in the field

knows this r61e of self-immolation may be allotted to him, not

only in the case of a general retirement, but also during a stand

when time is needed to bring up reinforcements.

So naturally enough when orders for retreat failed to reach

units on the scattered battlefield of Le Cateau those units re-

mained where they were, prepared to fight to the last man or

until a complete encirclement forced them to surrender. In

this instance, however, as has been said, it was no part of Smith-

Dorrien's scheme to sacrifice a single man who could be retired,

and it was no more than the impossibility of communication

which led those gallant troops to stand fast.

The story of what happened to the ist Gordons in the 3rd

division is one of the most tragic incidents in theii; regimental

history. The account in the Official History of the War:
Military Operations, France and Belgium, 1914, p.p. 187-88?

well bears quoting in detail

:

Some time after dark, firing having ceased, it became known
to Lieutenant Colonel Neish of the Gordons that an order had
been shouted by two staff officers to different parts of the line

for the 8th infantry brigade to retire and that this order had
reached every one except the bulk of his own regiment, the
company of the Royal Scots which lay on its right, and two
companies of the Royal Irish on its left. At 7.45 p.m. Brevet

-

Colonel William Gordon, V.C., of the Gordon Highlanders,
being the senior officer in army rank, assumed command of the
whole of these troops ; and at 9.20 p.m. Colonel Neish sent an
officer and two men to Troisvilles to obtain orders, if possible,

from the headquarters of the 3rd division. This officer not
returning within the allotted time of two hours—he had falleji,

as a matter of fact, into the hands of the enemy at Troisvilles—

•

Colonel Gordon assembled his force towards Caudry at mid-
night, and at 12.30 a.m. marched off quite undisturbed througli

Audencourt, two miles north-north-west of Bertry. All was
quiet in the village, and at 1.30 a.m. the head of the column
reached Montigny, one and a half miles west of Bertry. Here
a light was seen in a cottage, and tfie occupants—a man and
a woman who were presum^ to be French—reported that early
in the morning the British troops had moved on Bertry and
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in retiring his troops to ground with a better fieldd fire, or may
urgently desire to rescue his men from the enfilading fire of the

enemy, the grim necessities of war may require him literally to

obey that order. In other words, the sacrifice of certain

battalions and certain batteries may be absolutely essential to

the safety of the main body, and for all the officer in the field

knows this role of self-immolation may be allotted to him, not

only in the case of a general retirement, but also during a stand

when time is needed to bring up reinforcements.

So naturall}^ enough w'hen orders for retreat failed to reach

units on the scattered battlefield of Le Cateau those units re-

mained where the}" were, prepared to fight to the last man or

until a complete encirclement forced them to surrender. In

this instance, however, as has been said, it was no part of Smith-

Dorrien's scheme to sacrifice a single man who could be retired,

and it was no more than the impossibility of communication

which led tliose gallant troops to stand fast.

The stor}’' of what happened to the ist Gordons in the 3rd

division is one of the most tragic incidents in thei^ regimental

history. The account in the Official History of the War:
Military Operations, France and Belgium, 1914, p.p. 187-88?

well bears quoting in detail

:

Some time after dark, firing having ceased, it became known
to Lieutenant Colonel Neish of the Gordons that an order had
been shouted by two staff officers to different parts of the line

for the 8th infantry brigade to retire and that this order had
reached every one except the bulk of his own regiment, tlie

company of the Royal Scots which lay on its right, and two
companies of the Royal Irish on its left. At 7.45 p.m. Brevet-
Colonel William Gordon, V.C., of the Gordon Highlandens,
being the senior officer in army rank, assumed command of the
whole of these troops ; and at 9.20 p.m. Colonel Neish sent au
officer and two men to Troisvilles to obtain orders, if possible,

from the headquarters of the 3rd division. This officer not
returning within the allotted time of two hours—he had fallen,

as a matter of fact, into the hands of the enemy at Troisvilles

—

Colonel Gordon assembled his force towards Caudry at mid-
night, and at 12.30 a.m. marched off quite undisturbed through
Audencourt, two miles north-north-west of Bcrtry. All was
quiet in the village, and at 1.30 a.m. the head of the column
reached Montigny, one and a half miles west of Bcrtry. Here
a light was seen in a cottage, and tfie occupants—a man and
a woman who were presumed to be French—reported that early
in the morning the British troops had moved on Bertry and
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THE FATE OF THE GORDONS

Maurois. The* man was ordered to guide the party through
Moiitigny on the road to Bertry, w^hich he did; and at 2 a.m.
the head of the column reached the cross roads to the south-
west of Bertry. Here three shots were fired, and after a few
liiinutes’ delay, during which the advanced guard endeavoured
to ascertain the nationality of the post, there was a heavy out-
break of rifle fire. The men w'ere extended and answered it.

Orders w^ere then given for the column to move back along
the road io Montigny. But in the darkness the road south-
west to Clary w-^as taken instead and the column came upon a
field gun which w^as trained to fire down the highway. This
gun was rushed and taken before it could be discharged, and
a mounted German officer near it was pulled off his horse, but
the rear of the column was now met by rifle fire from the south
and south-west. Once again the men* were extended and
replied, but the fire from the front and fear showed them
pretty clearly that they w'ere trapped. The head of the column
now made an effort to force its way into Bertry, and stormed
a house on the outskirts of the village in which were a number
of German officers. The enemy, how^ever, was by this time
thoroughly alarmed. Firing began on all sides, and, after
lighting against hopeless odds for the best part of an hour
longer, •Colonel Gordon’s party was overpowered. Of the
Gordon Highlanders about 500 were taken, but a few escaped,
and a handful of them actually made their way through the
German lines to Antw^erp, whence they were sent back to
3£ugland. The fortune of war was hard upon the Gordons.
For the lime they practically ceased to exist as a battalion,
but by their gallant resistance to all German attacks between

5 p.m. and dark, they had rendered incalculable service to the
3rd division and to the army at large.

Other units were similarly stranded and suffered many
casualties. It is estimated that of 2,000 troops left behind about
j ,coo finally escaped and were able later to rejoin the ranks.

Though unintended, their stubborn resistance w^as of invaluable

service to the main body. It kept the Germans on tenterhooks

of anxiety as to what w^as in front, and made them disinclined

to press their advantage immediately. One German e37'e-witncss

says

:

In front of us there still swarmed a number of scattered
British troops, who were easily able to hide in the large woods
of the district, and again and again forced us to waste time
in deployments, as we could not tell what their strength
might be.

Meanwhile, the main retreat continued in such order as was
possible in roads choked for miles with troops and transport.
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The men were overcome with weariness, wet through, and many
had been without proper food for hours. The task of sorting

them into their allotted positions was one of extreme difficulty,

but it was accomplished, tlrough naturally the body was con-

tinually being joined by stragglers.

At dawn on August 27 troops were pom*ing into St. Quentin,
where they were able to snatch a few hours' rest before resuming
their march. So far the retreating army had been very little

molested by the enemy, though the 4th division was for a
time followed fairly closely by their cavalry. On the whole the

Germans were quiescent, and the difficulties which confronted the

staff were mainly concerned with the continued movement of

troops, so weary that they slept as they marched, and when they
fell out from sheer exhaustion were too comatose to be moved.
Officers, themselves worn out, had the greatest difficulty to kecji

their columns moving or even to ensure that the horses were fed

and watered. It says much for the discipline of the British

regular army that the retreat was everywhere continued, and
much for the resilience of the men and their degree of physical

fitness that they recovered so rapidly after short spells of rest

and adequate food.

Between August 23 and August 28 the 2nd corps had fought
two general actions and had inarched 75 miles. At this stage of

the retreat the 5th division went into billets at Pontoise. The
3rd division halted at Crissoles and Genvry, not far from Noyon.
The halting places of the 4th division were at Bussy, Farniches
and Campagne. By this time Sir Horace Smith'Dorricn may be
said to have shaken off von Kluck's pursuit, and to have been
relieved of the gravest of his anxiety.

On August 27 General Joffre telegraphed his congratulations

to Sir John French, He paid tribute to the gallantry of the
British army in engaging vastly superior forces, and acknow'-
ledged the great help afforded in protecting the left flank of his

armies. ''The French," he said, "will not forget the services

rendered."

Sir John French, although in later days he criticised Sir Horace
Smith-Dorrien's decision to stand at Le Gateau, at the time
paid generous tribute to his corps commander. In his clispatcli

he wrote : "I say without hesitation that the saving of the left

wing of the army tinder my command, on the morning of

August 26, could never have been accomplished unless a
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commander of rare and unusual coolness, intrepidity and deter-

mination had been present personally to conduct the operation."

There remains one ponderable feature of the battle and the

subsequent retreat, and that is von Kluck's failure to engage
in a vigorous pursuit which would have undoubtedly resulted in

disaster to the small British force. That disaster which for the
moment must have been irreparable might have changed the
whole course of the war. But whatever reasons actuated him,
the German army commander turned his troops south-west
instead of south, leaving the retirement practicall}" unmolested,
and missing an opportunity such as is seldom offered to a
commander in war.

•

In the foregoing section the narrative has followed only the

operations of the British 2nd army corps. It is now necessary
to return to the ist corps and Sir^ Douglas Haig, who, it will

1)0 remembered, had accepted Sir John French’s decision to

continue an uninterrupted retirement. Here again the Germans
made no attempt at any general attack, but one or two
incidents, marred the complete immunity of his retirement.

On the night of the 26th the position of the ist corps was in and
around Etreux. The Connaught Rangers, for example, wxre
surprised by the enemy in the village of Le Grand Fayt and
were fired on from the houses, suffering very severe losses. Th('

Munsters fought a most gallant action by Etreux, holding back
the enemy for fully six hours until they were completely hemmed
in on three sides by German troops and finally overpowered. It

was learnt afterwards that the Irish battalion had been holding
its own against at least six battalions of the enemy.

On the 28th the retreat of the ist corps was continued to La
Fere along roads congested with troops, transport and refugees.

A certain amount of cavalry pursuit was encountered but success-
fully checked, notably at La Guinguette, w^here a very spirited

action succeeded in discouraging further activity on the part of

the German cavalry. There was still a gap of ii miles between
the 1st corps, south of the Oise and of La Fere, and the 2nd corps
with the 4th division, north and east of Noyon. This gap was
partly covered by cavalry, but to bring the tw^o wings close

together was the preoccupation of the next days of retreat.

It was Sir John French's intention to make the following day,
August 29, a day of rest. Orders were given to this effect, and
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except for the cavalry the troops in general had a short breath-

ing space to recover from fatigue. But any prolonged rest was
yet impossible. There was a good deal of activity on the 2nd
corps front, and it became clear later in the day that the French

5th army had failed to stem tlic

German advance. Orders were

therefore given for further

retreat to a line Soissons-

Compi^igne. General Joffre was
anxious that the British should

join in a counter-stroke, but Sir

John French was of the opinion

that his army was not in a con-

dition to take the oiiensive until

the men had had time to re-

cuperate and imits were in :i

position to refit. On August 30 the retreat continued with little

interference from the enemy, but the troops were still so tired

that the full distance could not be attained. Meanwhile, Joffre

had ordered a widespread retirement of the French forces.

Much the same circumstances attended the retreat on the

following day; little activity on the part of the Germans, but

great hardships to the retiring army through heat, dust and
thirst. They were again too fatigued to accomplish the distance

designed. The ist corps halted on the northern side of the forest

of Villers Cotterets, the 2nd corps at Coyolles and Crepy en

Valois. But there was to be no rest yet. It became increasingly

clear that the German ist army was approaching in great force,

and it was necessary for Sir John Fi'ench to avoid contact with it

until General Joffre should be ready to counter-attack. Ord(n's

for further retreat were therefore given.

The retreat of September i was not so uneventful, beijig

marked by more than one gallantly fought rearguard action. At
Nery, where the ist cavalry brigade and a battery of the R.H.A.
had billeted for the -night, a patrol of the Hussars encountered

suddenly in the early morning mist a column of German cavalry.

The encounter was followed by a rain of shells on the village.

It would scarcely be true to say that the British rearguard were

surprised, for they had expected to be* called on to resist the

enemy—but there is little doubt that the suddenness of the con-

tact was equally disturbing to the Germans. Still, they mustered
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regiments of cavalry and two batteries, and had the advantage
of position. The single battery of the R.H.A. was man-handled
into position, one gun being disabled at once by a direct hit

;

another was put out of action almost immediatel5^ and the task
of silencing the German batteries was soon left to a single gun.
This battle of odds was most gallantly carried on; officer after

officer fell, but still the gun spoke, and of the survivors who con-
tinued to the end two earned the Victoria Cross, and amongst
those who died on the field one officer (Captain Bradbur^^) was
awarded the decoration posthumously. This minor action of

Nery (or Compi^gne) was, however, finished off by the cavalry
with infantry support, and so hot did they make it for the
Ciermans that they were obliged to retirS precipitately, leaving
eight guns behind them. The Hussars captured 78 prisoners.

Rearguard actions were also fought this day at Crepy en Valois,

ivhere the outposts of the 5th divismn were attacked by mounted
German troops, who when checked did not pursue, and at Villers

CoUerets. Here the cavalry were naturally the first to feel the
shock, but the main attack fell on the Guards regiments of foot

(.4th Guards brigade) who were covering the 2nd division during
an interval for rest. The infantry contested every foot of ground
and fell back according to orders, only very gradually. Fight-
ing lasted until 6 p.m., but despite heavy casualties the rearguard
action achieved its purpose. The Germans, too, suffered heavily,

and it is said that they so lost their direction that they were
responsible for many of their own casualties.

Meanwhile, the main body trudged on with no final destination

yet in sight, for the close proximity of the enemy (some of his

cavalry was at this time behind the British line) determined Sir

John French on continued and imitiediate retirement. In the
past twenty-four hours he had had an interview with Lord
Kitchener, who had travelled from England to investigate the
situation, when it was agreed that the British commander-in-
chief should conform to the movements of the French army, while
acting with caution to avoid being in any way unsupported on
bis flanks. But this did not mean that he was called upon to

make any immediate stand.

The last stages of the British retreat took place between
September 2 and 5.* The troops responded to an early call

on the 2nd, starting on this march in many cases at i a.m. For
the ist corps Sir Douglas Haig was able to make use of railway
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transport for his ammunition columns, which left the wagons
free for the conveyance of kits, baggage, and footsore men.
The remaining few days of retirement can be passed over

rapidly, for they contained no pitched battles and little harassing

action on the part of the enemy. On the night of September 2

the line of the British army extended from Meaux north-west to

Dammartin. General French gave orders that the Marne should

be crossed next day (as did General Lanrezac to his 5th army),

and between 3 a.m. and 4 a.m. the ist division had crossed the

Manie at Trilport, the 2nd and 3rd at Meaux, the 5th at Isles

les Villenoy, the 4th at Lagny, and the cavalry division at

Gournay. By nightfall they were in line between Jouarre west-

ward to Nogent, having blown up the bridges behind them. At
tills stage Sir John French had hoped to give his men a day's

rest, for he had learnt that von Kluck was moving his army east-

ward, and would not seek battle immediately. But to conform

to General Joffre's plan, which included a retirement over the

Seine if necessary, he was obliged to order further movements to

lake place next day.
^

The next stage of the retreat was to the Grand Morin, the ist

corps marching southward upon Coulommiers, and at dawn ol

September 5 the last stage was begun, which ended at nightfall

with the British troops S.S.E. of Paris on a line from west of

Rozoy to Brie Comte Robert, which was on the verge of the

Paris defences. Strategically now the French armies, with the

B.E.F., were in the position for which General JofTre had been

manoeuvring, and General von Kluck was at last at a dis-

advantage. He was to pay for his mistakes and hesitations when
the Allies took the counter-offensive at the battle of the Marne.
Altogether the retreat from Mens occupied thirteen days,

necessitating marches amounting at least to 200 miles. The hard-

ships and discomforts which the British troops endured have

already been described, but they cannot be over-emphasised.

Hunger and thirst, lack of sleep, laceration of the feet, unendur-
able fatigue, forced marches under a pitiless sun, undertaken
under circumstances where the element of surprise attack,

of enfilade fire or of ambush was never absent, were the lot of the

British army for close on a fortnight. Highly-trained and
disciplined as the force w’^as, it had been mobilized with grcjat

speed, regimental officers had had little opportunity of getting to

know the reservists who had been drafted to their units, and even
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this disability naturally added to the difficulties of leadership.

It is the privilege of the soldier on the spot to allow his mordant

humour to play on the comparatively easier circumstances of

the staff, but in the retreat from Mons staff officers shared all the

hardships of the men. The responsibility which rested on them

daring daily retirements, often ordered at an hour’s notice, was

truly onerous. To them fell the task of communicating orders

to the brigades, of organizing the lines of retreat and reassembling

units at the halting places. However orderly a retreat may be,

confusion is bound to occur, and there were days and nights

during the retreat from Mons when the situation was wellnigh

inextricable. It says much for the unflagging work of the staff

that at every halt a presentable line was formed.

As a passage in military history the retreat from Mons can

never be accounted inglorious to British arms. Apart from

successful actions and the many htroic deeds which marked these

anxious days, Sir John French had magnificently fulfilled his

instructions. His cooperation with the French had been com-

plete, and his retreat was a natural corollary to General Joffre s

movements. His losses were heavy, 16,000 killed, wounded, and

missing, with 42 guns and a great quantity of material, but con-

sidering the numbers engaged and the nature of the operation

they were not disproportionate. One of his tasks was to preserve

as far as possible a nucleus of his regular army upon which the

new armies in training could be drafted and built up, and this

he triumphantly did.

That the indomitable spirit of the British remained unshaken

during ihe great retreat is evident from a letter of a corporal of

the Coldstream Guards. From this account it appears that on

the third day after Mons it was supposed that the British had

left the enemy 20 miles in the rear. About 5,000 or 6,000

CkTrnans, however, came and trapped them. All that was pos-

sible under the circumstances was done to line the road, and by

good luck there w'as a house on either side. The soldiers lay

between them ; in front there was barbed wire, which must have

been put there before the war, but it was a godsend. The enemy

tried to break it down with Uieir rifles, but were knocked down as

they came up. Some of them got partially over the wire, and

tliey were hanging there the next morning—riddled with shot.

It was their big guns from which they fired case shot that did

most of the damage.
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The corpc/ral continued the story thus

:

Our major was a hero. When we were hard pressed and they
charged our weak line we were almost on the point of retiring,

but he stood up in the midst of the fire and shouted : Never
let it be said that a Coldstreamer retired in front of a German
dog I

” We all felt as one, and wc lay down and never flinched.

They got to us, but never broke our line. One big beast of a
sergeant went up to one of our men and said : It is all right,

I am a French olEcer. The French are here.” He then ripped
the poor fellow up. Four others attempted the same thing, but
one of our officers shot the four with his revolver.

Well, they charged us seven times. Each time theirtrumpeters
sounded we gave it them hot. They were nearly through once
or twice. Wc saved, the remainder of the division. Had wc
not been there they would have got into the town and cut up
the whole division, as they were asleep. They lost 1,500, and
we lost 60 : seven out of one company. The papers siiid w(^

had 700 against 5,000, but wc had only one company that took
part in it, as the remainder of the battalion were in the town
to the rear of us. I think we will get a special bar for it.

A private in a battalion of the King's Royal Rifles in his

version of the retreat says: »

We did not like the order to retire at Mons. We knew
were doing better than the Germans, and inflicting heavy loss( s

on them. The officers loiew we were disappointed, because on
the fifth day of retiring—we had had three days at Mons
before we began to retreat—our commanding officer came round
and spoke to us, saying :

“ Stick it, boys, stick it ! To-morrow
we shall go the other way, and advance. BifI—biif!” The
way he said ” Biff-biff I” delighted the men ; and after that
you could frequently hear the men shouting ” Biff -biff !

”

We went on retreating, with occasional stops, just to gi\’^e

the Germans a ta.ste of what we could do. On one occasion
I and six others were left to cover a Maxim gun whilst it was
being limbered up to be taken back to some other [wsition.

The Germans were shelling us all through this, and it was
pretty hot work. We had to take up the position of tlic gun,
and we kept firing rapid to make it appear that the Maxim
gun was still there. We thought ourselves lucky to get throii gli,

because the Germans were shelling the positions on both sides
of us. Then wo had to go at the double for about five miles.
It was a hard jog-trot all the way. When the seven of us were
hurrying to catch up to the others wo were joined by some
stragglers. One was a cavalryman who had lost his horse?.

Some were East Surreys and others wdre West Kents. We
became quite a little army corps all on our own. Towards the
close of the fifth day of retreat I fell out. I rf?member a big
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explosion of a shell, and all tlio rest is a blank. I came to

on the train with other wounded. Lucky thing I didn’t get

the full benefit of that shell.

At one place during the retirement an English airman flew

over the German lines three times. He seemed to do it for

devilment. He was out of rifle range, but the Germans were
shelling him for all they were worth. That airman seemed to

have a charmed life. I saw a fine “scrap” in the air between
a British and a German aeroplane. The British airman can
move about quicker and has a much greater speed. This is

partly due to the fact that the German machines are armoured
underneath. The English airman got above the German and
they had a fight for about a quarter of an hour. Our man
emptied his revolver into the German, who kept trying to get
out of his way, but could not owing to the Englishman’s speed.
The German then seemed to plane dowfl in good order, but
when he got to the ground he v/as dead.
One of our wounded officers was given a glass of water by

a German officer. It so happened that next day the German
officer was himself wounded. He was brought into our hospital
and put in a bed next to that which was occupied by the
British oflicer to whom he bad given a drink the previous day.
Another curious incident was that of a German soldier in
civilian* clothes who came into our lines. He told us that he
was formerly a waiter at the Hotel Cecil, and said he was tired ‘

of fighting and wanted to give himself up. He was quite alone.
We had a narrow escape one day. The Germans surprised us
by occupying, *in overwhelming numbers, a ridge opposite to
where we were. We thought it was all up with us. Suddenly
there was some firing on our right. We thought they were
marc Germans, but they proved to be two divisions of French
troops, although wc didn’t know they were there.

The more gruesome side is vividly described by yet another
participant. Referring to the retreat as a “nightmare,” in which
no very clear impression of the order 6f events was retained, he
compared his feelings with those of a madman, after a serious

illness, being forced towards the edge of a precipice.

My battery, he says, were on the move from August i8 to 30
without rest, and from the Sunday when we were attacked at;»

Mons until the following Sunday not one of us in \ho battery
felt as if we had had a wink of sleep. It was bad enough
through the day, fighting the repeated atucks of the Germans,
V>ut it was worse at night, when we liad to pick our way-
through unknown country. The roads were bad, and we could
not show lights for fear of serving as a guide to the German
gunners, who were always hovering around. Now and then-
their searchlights played full on to us as we struggled along,
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and when we were discovered in that way we always got a
heavy artillery and rifle fire into us. Some of our lads got hit

then, and where it was possible we carried them along with us,

but we had no room for dead men, and if the wound was fatal

we had to leave the victim to be buried by the Germans, or
any other person with Christian charity.

One night when we had been toiling along for hours, and
were like to drop with fatigue, we ran right into a big party
of horsemen posted near a wood. We thought they were
Germans, for we couldn't make out the colour of the uniforms
or anything else, till we heard someone sing out :

" Where Ihe
hell do you think you're goin^ to?"
Then we knew we were with friends, and we didn’t mind

their abuse. Well, as you know, we pulled through, but if

the Germans had been worth their house room as soldiers we
wouldn't have got off so easy as we did. After that things

were a good deal quieter with us for a day or so, but we were
soon at it again. We were in the fight at Conipi6gne, but the
most awful work of all be^n on Sunday week, when we were
posted to resist the German march on Paris. It was touch and
go with us, and, though we are pretty confident, I can tell you
there were times when it looked as though they were going to

bear us down again by their old trick of pouring qn endless
streams of men and horses and guns to crush us by sheer brute
force. Our infantry gave the Germans the soundest dressing
down you ever saw.
The fiercest fighting took place when the Germans tried to

force their way across the nver at different poijits. As they
came up to the fording points, every one of which was com-
manded by our artillery and bodies of picked French and
British riflemen, they were galled by the infantry fire, and we
kept plugging them with shells. They had evidently made up
their minds to throw their pontoons across regardless of the
cost, and when that's the case you can't do much. The first

party got their pontoon into position nicely, and they came
rushing across it like a swarm of bees. A shell from the French
battery on our right dropped right on to them, and the bridge
and its load went toppling into the river, being carried away
downstream under a heavy rifle fire. The same thing went on
the whole day, until we were sick of the sight, and mists were
floating before our eyes, and shrieks were ringing in our ears.
Only at one point did they manage to get across the river,
and then they had to face a bayonet charge from the Allies'
infantry, who rushed on them with rare joy and hurled them
back into tlie river. It was here that a whole battalion of
German infantry was captured. They simply couldn't stand
up against the rush of the men with the bayonet, and they
threw down their arms in token of surrender.
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There was one lad with our battery who received a bullet
in his arm first go oh at Mens, but kept on his mount until the
Wednesday, when he collapsed at Cambrai. He had a narrow
shave from blood-poisoning, but the doctors and his own pluck
brought him through. There was a man of the Bulls v^iio

carried a wounded chum for over a mile under German fire.

An incident of this time which necessitated superhuman
exertions was the change of base from Boulogne and Havre to

St. Nazaire. The advance of the Gormans westward had made
the former ports appear unsafe, and St. Nazaire on the Loire was
then chosen. Boulogne was the easier to clear, but the situation

at Havre was more difficult Some idea of the magnitude of

the task is to be gairicd from the fact t^ai during four days
(from August 30 to September 3) 2o,o(x>: officers and men, .7,000

horses and 60,000 tons of stores had been dispatched from Havre
to St. Nazairc. *

Of one arm of tiie service during the l-attlcs of Mous.and Le
Gateau and during the retreat only passing niention lias been
made. That is the Ro3'al Flying Corps, then testing its powers
as a fighting force for the first time. It took the field under
Brigadier General Henderson, with an advance base at Amiens
and later at Maubeuge. Its arriv^al in France lias already been
described, and without delay it took upon itself the. duties oC

aerial reconnaissance. To make the first of llicsc in any war in

the service of the British army was the privilege of Captain

P. B. Joubert do la Fcrtc, of No. 3 squadron, in ct Blcriot, and
Lieutenant G. W. Mapplebcck, of No. 4 squadron, in a B.E., on

August 19, During the following days and during the rt'U'cal

constant reconnaissances were made, which .were invaluable in

sDotthig massed movements of the epemy. , One of the most
\aluab'le of these was made on August 22, and rcpoilcd the

massed troops of von Kluck's 2nd corps evidently engaged in

an attempt at an enveloping mov'cment.

During the retreat the R.F.C, found itself under the necessity

of retiring its headquarters every day and, with its machines and
[)ersoimcl, a great bulk of material upon which its very cxisiciice

depended. Mostly during the short halts landing grounds had
to be improvised, for no regular aerodrome w^as available, and alt

the time reconnaissance work had to be continued. This, by the

way, did not concern only enemy movemont. During the con-

fusion and reliremeut the R.F.C; observers rendered great help
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in tracing the movements and exact positions of tlie British

troops, Pilots who landed at corps headquarters were able to

reassure the commanders as to the condition of their distant

units and the movements of the enemy. But their greatest

service during these anxious days was to expose von Kluck's
manoeuvres and confirm the news of his wheel in a south-easterly

direction. They certainly contributed to the escape of the

British army from the toils of the Germans.
How elementary was their equipment, compared to what it

became later, can be gathered from the fact that they possessed

no bomb-throwing gear, but carried small grenades in their

pockets and larger bombs tied to their bodies. Little had been
done to equip the a^oplanes, and officers were often armed only

with service rifles and revolvers. But execution was done against

enemy aeroplanes. In Sir John French's first dispatch, issued

September 7, and addressed to Earl Kitchener as secretary of

state for war, he said

:

I wish particularly to bring to your lordship’s notice the
admirable work done by the Royal Flying Corps, under Sir

David Henderson. Their skill, energy, and persevemnee have
been beyond all praise. They have furnished me with the most
complete and accurate information which has been of incal-

culable value in the conduct of operations. Fired at con-
stantly, both by friend and foe, and not hesitating to fly in

every kind of weather, they have remained undaunted
throughout. Further, by actually fighting in the air, they have
succeeded in destroying five of the enemy machines.
** Fired on by friend and foe” is a phrase which demands some

explanation. In these early days the machines had no identifica-

tion marks, and though these were quickly improvised it was
some time before mistakes of identity could be entirely avoided.

Sir John French concludes his dispatch by referring to the

great services rendered by his chief of staff, Sir Archibald Murray,

the quartermaster-general. Sir W. Robertson, the adjutant-

general, Sir N. Macready, and other members of the general and
personal staffs at headquarters.
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CHAPTER 15

The French in Retreat

W JiiLE the British Expeditionary Force was helpijig to

hold Ixick the great envelox)ing movement of the itiaiu

German army, the northern forces of 1‘Tancc were fight-

ing their way southward. The British troops esicajicd more
lightly than their immediate comradesTu-arms at Charleroi.

For the 5tli French army, after the passage of the Sambre
was forced on its right, was placed in a difficult position by the

failure of the 4th army to hold Givel, close to the i3bint where

the Meuse flows from France into Belgium.

Pressed back relentlessly by the army of General Billow,

with General Hausen, commanding the Saxon array and the

Prussian Guard, operating near their right wing, the 5th army
had to retire with all fiossible speed. For in front of it a body
of Germans was advancing on Rocroi, near its distant of

rctieai. To protect the retiring infautry and guns, the house-

men of the two divisions of French cavalry on the western flank

rode their mounts to a standstill. These divisions were under
Ctcneral Sordet, who was afterwards to bring his force to the-

relief of the British 2nd corps at tlie battle of Lc Gateau. The
.struggles of the French 4th army, operating from the Meuse, \vcre.

licroic. Round Binant, where they had triumphed a little while

before, the French were heavily outnupibercd. They fell back
lighting artillery duels and rearguard actions.

Just near the French border, at the little Belgian river town
oi Giv'Ct, the German troops got across the Meuse. Some ol

Ihem adv^anced on Rocroi, and thence to Rethel; otliers

r'lsceiided the Meuse against a maguificciit resistance by the

French. At one point a French brigade of some 5,000 trOox>s

beat back a German division of some 20,000 in a light lasting

12 Iiours. The steadily increasing power of resistance in the

FVeiich culminated at Charlcvillc, a town lying on the French
Meuse opposite to M^zi^res. It is near Sedan and the groat

hollow in the hills in which the main French army was trapped in

1870 by Germans occupying the encircling heights.
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On Monday, x\ugust 24, the town of Charleville was evacu-

ated of its civil population. The French army also retired, leav-

ing a few machine guns behind, and the French gunners con-

cealed themselves in positions commanding the town and the

three bridges that connected it with Mezi^res. The following

day the German advanced guards came towards the two towns.

They rode across the bridges into the deserted streets, and after

they crossed three tremendous explosions took place behind

them. The bridges, mined in preparation, had been fired. The
German cavalrymen were smitten by machine gun fire; but hav-

ing machine guns with them, and, finding their foes were not

numerous, they made a stand. Every French machine gun
team was at last brought down.
When the main invading army advanced along the river

valley, the French artillery high on the hills raked the column
with shrapnel. The head of it was blown away; but, under a

continual gun fire, the German sappers threw their pontoon

bridges across the Meuse, while the German artillerymen had to

engage in a duel with the French. But the Frenchmen went on
firing at the river bank until the signal was given to retire.

Afterwards, between Charleville and Rethel, there was another

stubborn battle, with the Germans pushing on against gun fire

and winning a hard-earned victory.

Eastward, between Charleville and the great fortress of

Verdun, the sag of the French forces went on. An army from
Charleville—or rather, from its sister town of Mezieres—was
repulsed from the Semois region of the Ardennes by Duke
Albrecht of Wiiittemberg with a large force. Then at Longwy,
an antiquated fortress town near Verdun, the army of the crowji

prince succeeded in bursting into France after a long siege

operation, and advanced towards the forest of Argonne on
August 27. On that day, the day after the Le Cateau Ijattlc,

things looked black for France. The British army did not know
yet if it had saved itself. Everywhere else, from the coast

almost to Verdmi, there was a Franco-British retreat. At
Naitcy, on August 25, there had been a fierce encounter between
the crown prince of Bavaria and the garrison of Toul.

But General Joffre was working to improve his fighting

forces. Under his direction General d'Amade, on the left of

the British force, organised a new 6th army out of four reserve

army divisions, a regular army corps and General SordeCs
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cavaliy. A 9th army, composed ol three corps from the s6uth,

was formed under General Foch. What is still more important,
General Jolfre, while leaving his re-forraed battle-front to test tiie

enemy's strength again in such battles as that at Guise, con-
tinued the general retreat in France. For he found that the
new French 6th army, being mainly reserve troops, was not
strong enough for his secret purpose. It was so unsuccessful in

resisting the attack of von Kluck's army that all northern
France had been left open to the enemy. But General Joffre

had a strong general reserve near Paris. It could be used to

reinforce the Allied line at any point where the enemy could be
j)ierced or turned. General Joffre waited ^£or his opportunity.
Such in general outline w^as the position of the French tovvards
the latter days of August ; but for a fuller understanding of the
course of events a more detailed description of the actions in-

volved and the moves that led up to them is necessary.

By August 25 their victories in Lorraine, the Ardennes arid

on the Sambre had appeared to justify the Germans in vnth-
drawing aj least two army corps for service on the eastern front.

Von Moltke certainly took the view that the great general action
had been fought in the west and had resulted in a decisive

\ ictory. But when he proposed to withdraw troops he found
ihat his genei'als on the spot were jealous as to who should
spare them. Eventually it was decided to withdraw them from
the right.

Meanwhile the Allied commands liad certainly no cause for

optimism, and on the same day (August 26) that the Gennan
nth corps and Guard Reserve corps received orders for East
Prussia, General Joffre and Sir John, French were in anxious
conclave at British headquarters at St. Quentin. It was a
particularly grave moment for the British commander-in-chief,
for he had received news that Sir Horace Smith-Dorrien had
that day decided to stand at Le Cateau.

The night before General Joffre had issued orders that
'‘further operations would be carried out with a view to forming
a mass of manoeuvre on the left flank to carry out an offensive/'

and the plan was that this mass of manoeuvre was to be
provided by the French 4th and 5th armies and the Britisli, plus
the new French 6th army. But the rapid sequence of events
led to a decision that the general French and British retreat

should be continued by gradual stages, and Sir John French
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certciinly felt that, at this stage, the British force should not be

called upon to take part in any wide offensive action* He was
angry that 'The very sudden change of plain and headlong retire-

ment of the French 5th army ” had placed the British army in

an unnecessarily isolated situation. He writes:

Lanrezac appeared to treat the whole affair as quite normal
and merely incidental to the common exigencies of war. Ho
offered no explanation and gave no reason for the very un-
expected moves that he had made. The discussion was appar-
ently distasteful to him, for he only remained a short time at
my headquarters and left before any satisfactory understand-
ing as to frontier plans and dispositions had been arrived at.

Joffre remained vdth me some considerable time. I gathered
from him that he was by no means satisfied with the conduct
of the subordinate general. No very definite plans were
decided upon, the understanding, as the French commander-
in-chief left, being that the retreat was to be continued as

slowly and deliberately as possible, until we found ourselves
in a favourable position to make a firm stand and take the
offensive.

There was, however, one very definite decision arrived at, and
that was on the part of Sir John French, who refused point-blank

to cooperate in any immediate offensive. But in spite of certain

asperities, excusable at the moment, he did, in fact, retain touch

and cooperate with the French throughout the succeeding weeks.

General Joffre in his ttwn showed himself most sympathetic and
"understanding," and promised that the French 5th army should

be- directed to take energetic action in order to relieve the

pressure on the British.

On the morning of the 27th this army was still retiring over

the Oise above Guise and was prepared for further retirement to

(he line Montcoriiet-Marles-Ribemout. In the early afternoon,

however, General Lanrezac received verbal orders to make a

vigorous attack immediately towards St. Quentin. The move-
ment of the army into its battle positions necessarily took time,

for on the evening of the 27th the 5th army was behind the Oise

with its left below Guise and its right above Rumigny. It was
necessary to transfer the bulk of the army below Guise and
establish it opposite St. Quentin facing west. This and other

factors made it impossible to open the offensive before the 29th.

Lanrezac's difficulties, which included the exposure of his right

flank, do not seem to have appealed to General Joffre, and an
interview between them was marked by ill temper and exaspera-
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lion on the part of the commander-in-chief, who ordered Lan-
rezac to proceed with the attack without delay and threatened
to break him if he did not do so.

On August 29 Lanrezac bad to open his battle, with no pro-
tection to his left except from two tired French reserve divisions,

which speedily fell back. While facing about to move on
St. Quentin, his right, formed by the loth corpse was violently

attacked south and east of Guise by the Germans in considerable

strength. He determined, therefore, to abandon the movement
on St. Quentin as being too dangerous, and Joffre tacitly con-

curred. He directed the 3rd and ist corps to support the loth

corps against the Germans near Guise, while the i8th corps

covered his left and faced towards St. Quentin.

It crossed the Oise, but near Itancourt found itself heavily

engaged by troops in approximately•equal force of von Kluck's
and Billow’s armies. The Germans were checked and driven back
with considerable

loss across the

Oise at Guise, but

the danger of be-

ing turned by von
Kluck’s advance
was such that

Lanrezac could
not profit by this

success of his
right; and on his

left the 18th corps

had to re-cross the

Oise as German reinforcements entered the battle. Lanrezac had
no choice but to break off the engagement on August 30, and
resume his retreat as his right was in the air and von IGuck's

advance continued. The German loss was stated by Biilow at

6,000 killed and wounded. The French casualties were estimated

by the Germans at a considerably higher figure, and in addition

about 2,000 prisoners were taken.

Lanrezac's decision was backed up by an order from general

headquarters to retire on the evening of the 30th, and he issued

orders to his army to gjlin the high ground north of the Lower
Serrc and Souche. By the 31st his dispositions lay in a semicircle

around Laon.
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Sir John French paid tribute to the help that this action

afforded him. He wrote:

On the 29th a very brilliant and successful attack by the
French 5t}i army at Guise heavily defeated Uiree German corps
and threw them back with severe loss. This had a great effect

^ in assisting the retreat^ for it not only enabled the 5th arm^’
to hold its own for some time on the Oise between Guise and
La F^re, but it considerably relieved hostile p>ressurc on the
British and on the French troops on our left.

Unfortunately for General Lanrezac neither this appreciation

of his action, nor the fact that his retreat was ordered by General

Joffre, could save him from his personal fate, and very shortly

afterwards he was relieved of his command. He was succeeded

by General Franchet d’Esperey.

After the defeat of the French 4th and 3rd French Armies in

the great battles of Viiton-Ardennes, August 20—24, and of the

French 5th army at Charleroi, the French 4th army (Langle di‘

Cary) was ordei'ed to establish itself on the left bank of the Meuse*,

and to hold there while maintaining contact with the 5th army,
then in rapid retreat. The front of its five corps ‘ran from

Mezieres to Sassey, south of Stenay. At Sassey it was in contact

with the 3rd army, but west of Mezi^ros a gap of 30 miles opened
between it and the 5th army, into which the Germans of the 2nd
and 3rd armies were pouring. The defence of the Meuse was not

energetic, and was unsuccessful.

On August 25, troops of the German 4th army (Duke of Wiiit-

temberg) bridged the river at Remilly, and during the following

night forced a passage at Donchery, below Sedan. On August 2f)

there was violent fighting at these points, and the German artil-

lery drove the French back from the outskirts of Torcy, south-

west of Sedan, where the bridge over the Meuse had been left

intact through want of explosives. The centre of the French
position had been piercM ; but after crossing the river the

Germans were checked, though they had secured a good bridge-

head south of Sedan.

A fresh front was formed by the French from Sassey and Luzy,
on the Meuse, along the high ground south of the river near
Sedan, with their left in the air west of MtSzieres, near Signy
I'Abbaye ; and Langle de Cary resolved to fight on this line. On
August 26 the Germans bridged the river at several points

between Cesse and Luzy, and threatened his right. Other bridges
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were constructed by them at Mouzon, and they began to develop
an advance along the whole Meuse front, and to push south from
Remilly and Sedan, but suffered a severe repulse at Noyers. This

caused so much alarm to the German 4th army command that he
demanded aid from the 3rd army (Hausen), stating that the Sth

corps had been brought to a complete standstill south of Sedan.

Hausen, however, was ordered by the supreme command to

march south-west, and he did not go to the 4th army's aid. His
advance towards Signy I’Abbaye, nevertheless, brought him on
the flank of the French 4th army.
On the night of August 27, Langle de Cary issued orders to

the French to resume the battle next day, and drive the Germans
back into the Meuse. The Germans were attacking on the French
right, where their advance from the Meuse became most threaten-

ing, and on the French left, where they were held in check with

severe fighting in the direction of Signy I'Abbaye. In the centre,

the French troops gained ground towards Sedan, and German
troops recrossed the Meuse. In the early morning, and again in

the early afternoon, a fresh cry for aid was addressed by the

German 4*th army to Hausen, with the warning that the Germans
had been compelled to withdraw their left towards Olizy.

Hausen, therefore, ordered his 12th and 19th corps to move south-

east on the 28th,

The French had won a distinct success, handling the German
4th army very severely, and had tlieir reserves been thrown in,

it is possible tliat the}^ might have gained a great victory, as the

German 5th army was paralysed by orders from Moltke to be

ready to send troops to Russia. The situation was generally

good on the French front, but Langle, in view of Joflre's orders

for a retreat, was obliged to fall back on the Aisne, to the

immense disappointment of his troops. He had, in fact, con-

sidering himself victorious, asked permission to continue the

battle. The answer from general headquarters had been

:

We see no objection to your keeping your positions to-

morrow (August 28), in order to assist our success and to prove
that our falling back is merely strategic ; but on August 29
everybody must be in retreat.

He retired rapidly, abandoning a great extent of country and
the Argonne, where there were many opportunities of fighting

delaying actions. His ^conduct of the battle has been severely

criticised by French authorities, who blame him for failing to

utilise great opportunities to deliver the counter-attacks which
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Joffre had ordered, whenever possible, and for the disconnected,

iacoherent character of the fighting. The population of the

country he traversed fled, reproaching his troops for their retreat,

and embarrassing his movements.
At the end of the battle he made it clear that he had acted

linder superior orders, and in his army order of the evening of

August 28 he recorded that:

The army inflicted heavy losses upon the enemy, yesterday

and to-day. It returns to the Aisne line in accordance with
orders received, to prepare for the olTcnsive in a new direction.

While Langle dc Cary's army was fighting, the 3rd army
(General Rufiey), was holding its positions xiracUcally un-

molested against tbe^German 5th anny, which showed little dis-

X^ositioii to attack them, but on the left of the 4th army General

Dubois, commanding the 9th corps of the 3rd army (Gcncnjl

Castleiiau) was fighting a1? Signy I'Abbaye against superior

German forces.

General Dubois* corps contained a division of Moroccan

troops. In the early morning of August 28 the Zouave regiment

was attacked, and after three hours’ fighting was Obliged to

retire to avoid envelopment. This left the road to Signy TAbbayo
open to the enemy, who occupied the village. This German
advance towards the south was a direct tlmat to the com-

munications between the 9th cor|)s and the rear and between

the French 4th and 5th armies. General Dubois defennined to

recapture the village. Fierce fighting took place midway at

Domniery, a village which was taken, lost and n'capturcd.

The battle was still undecided in the evening, but the Geriuau

advance had been checked. On the morning of the aptli the

9th coq>s was under orders to cover the left of the 4II1 army
and keep in touch with the 5lh army. It fought geillantly to

fulfil this task, but was soon in the general retreat.

Although the fall of Maubeuge did not actually take place

until September 7, practically on the eve of the battle of tlie

Marae, the story of the fortress properly belongs to this chapter.

Strategically, Maubeuge was one of the most important

junctions in northern France durmg the Great War, as five rail-

way lines meet here, connecting the French and Belgian coal-

fields. Its fortifications had not been tliproughly reconstructed,

but were similar to the works which failed so completely at

Liege and Namur. It had boen built between 1878 and 1896
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as part of the defence scheme of General S6r6 de Rivieres. Fif-

teen detached forts and batteries were placed two or two and a

half miles from the town, and of the 435 guns which they

mounted the most powerful were forty-eight 6.3 in. weapons w’ith

a range of about 10,000 yards. As a feature of the frontier de-

fences it was intended to absorb the forces of a German army
attacking the flank of the Lorraine-Meuse line.

.Modern developments in railway communications had be-

fore the war discounted its importance as a road centre, and the

advance in power of siege artillery had rendered its fortifica-

tions to a great extent obsolete. The French mobilization

scheme left Maubcuge on one side, and in consequence the

exact function which that fortress should fulfil was still unde-

cided at the outbreak of war. It had neither been modernised,

nor entirely abandoned as of no military importance. In 1910

the governor had been told that ‘Tlfe hypothesis of an isolated

defence against regular siege need not be considered."

On the outbreak of war Joffre entertained a definite idea of

employing the gamson of Maubeuge in a siege of Metz. This

garrison amounted to 30,000 men, but stragglers driven into the

town during the retreat raised the numbers to at least 40,000.

The governor was General Fournier, who was destined to hold

one of the unhappiest positions allotted to a general officer dur-

ing the w'ar. Quite early in the period of mobilization, the

governor's reports so alarmed the French minister of war
(.M. Messimy) that he seat General Pau to Maubeuge with orders

to dismiss Fournier and have him shot. Pau, with more appre-

ciation of the military difficulties and less hasty judgement (if not

more humanity), exonerated the governor of any negligence, and
the decree was rescinded. General Fournier was then left with

a ring of forts, about four miles in diameter, mostly of earthworks

and brickwork, though with some concrete, to defend against an
invader who had made short w^ork of the fortresses of concrete

and armour at Liege and Namur. The retreat on the left of the

French 5th army and the B.E.F. left Maubeuge to meet the

exigencies of a regular siege.

At first the Germans seemed not much interested in the reduc-

tion of Maubeuge. They were pursuing those tactics, which
they found so successful, at all stages of the war, of so encircling

a main obstacle that it fell rather from the hopelessness of its

own position than the strength of any frontal attack. In the
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battles of March, 1918, they brought this method to perfc‘ction,

ignoring the front lino but making their way through gaps until

they had established themselves in positions far behind. It was
then possible to “clean up “ the first line of defence with the

greatest ease and without loss. It is said that the Germans mis-

took the strength of the garrison of Maubeuge, estimating it at

7,000 whereas in. reality it was 40,000. The French, too, had little

idea of the strength of the force against them.

A plan for the reduction of Maubeuge was drawn up which

was to be carried out by bombardment and the gradual advance;

of infantry, but the Germans at tliis time had not the weight

of shells to spare which they had poured into the Belgian

fortresses. Between August 28-31 batteries were placed in posi-

tion. The French garrison attempted no assault, hoping per-

haps to lure the Germans on to a premature destruction. Th<;

German commander, vori*Zw'chl, was too alert to fall lo the

temptation of an assault eii masse. His reinforcements were

only gradually arriving, and the investment of the fortress being

slowly completed. Even so, the infantry at his disposal was not

more than 24 battalions. He had not even aeroplanes to assess

tlie damage done by the slow bombardment of his artillery, or

the strength of the opposition which remained against Jiim, or

indeed to inform him of any concentration of the French garri -

son for sorties or sudden attack. He was, in fact, allowed two
machines on September 2.

Von Zwehl had borrowed a brigade from llie 2nd army, and
it is characteristic of the whole German attitude towards the

reduction of Maubeuge that throughout the last days of August,

particularly during Lanrczac’s attack on Guise, the higher com-
mand was for ever pressing for the return of tliis force. By
September 4, however, von Zwehl realized that he must take*

more energetic action, before his infantry was wrested from him
and before a new enemy appeared in force on the western border.

It is one of the mysteries of the war. how the “Russian
rumour “ gained such general currency, and was for so many
weeks so universally Ixjlievcd. In England it spread like wild-

fire, and v/as supported by a mass of second-hand evidence.

During the dark days of August the spirits of the Allies wen;
warmed by stories of great masses of Russian troops passing

through the British Isles, entrained in the dark, embarked in the

dark, of whom only occasional glimpses were caught on railway
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sidings. A few were bold enough to know someone who had
talked to members of this phantom host and had been answered
in an outlandish language. Whoever was responsible for start-

ing the rumour no one in authority was foolish enough to con-
tradict it, and it is an interesting repercussion that the Germans
so fully believed that large forces of Russians were about to be
landed at Ostend that they seriously contemplated raising the
siege of Maubeuge. At least this consideration decided the
German command on immediate action to force the issue.

On September 5 the Bersillies and Salemagne works were
carried by German infantry, and on the next day further im-
portant defences were stormed. Despite a stubborn resistance

on the part of the French infantry, and with the aid of further
heavy artillery support, by the afternoon of September 7 all

resistance was broken down. General Fournier then surrendered.

Part of the garrison had escaped* to Lille, but 32,692 un-
wounded and 1,489 wounded and sick fell into German hands.
The defence of the place against a German force of half the

garrison's strength has been severely criticised, the more so as

the Germans were short of ammunition; but after the war a
court-martial justified Fournier's conduct. On the German side

the siege was covered by the weak 7th reserve corps under
General Zwehl, which was thus prevented from taking part in

the battle of the Marne. Had the command at Maubeuge
shown the tenacity displayed by the French at Verdun, the

German difficulties during and after the Marne would have been
enormously increased.

By the time Maubeuge had fallen General Joffre's armies were
in the positions for which he had been manoeuvring, not neces-

sarily from choice, but as a last resort , to enable him again to

take the oflensive. The French retreat was marked on a greater

scale by the same hardships and losses as were endured by the

British in their retreat from Mons, but the French commander-
in-chief in the early days of September was at least able to con-

gratulate himself that he had saved his armies from disaster

and retained them as an effective striking force. One thing at

least was clear, and that was that the war was not to be
settled by any quick decision, though even at this time the

French could scarcely have looked forward to four more years
of war by attrition.
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CHAPTER 16

First Battle of the Marne

W ITH their armies in full retreat and thousands of their

countrymen in flight* the feelings of the Parisians at

the beginning of September, 1914, could not have
been otherwise than acutely anxious. The tide of war had come
dangerously near their gates. As early as August 30 the first

bombs had been dropped on the capital from enemy aeroplanes.

Refugees and wounded soldiers were pouring into the city, and
energetic measures were being taken to improve the fortifications

and to make all jx>ssible provision for a siege. In the Bois de

Boulogne there was gradually accumulating a vast cattle and
sheep farm, and hasty measures were being taken to improvise

granaries and pile up all available stores of wheat. Under the

vigorous governorship of General Gallieni the ring of.outer forts

(with a circumference of about 100 miles) was strengthened and
the intervals entrenched and wired. That tlie French intended

to hold Paris to the last had it been seriously invested was never

in question, and as a step towards alleviating the privations

which accompany a siege everyone having relatives outside tlie

war area was urged to send his women and children away.
Outwardly Paris was calm, but showed the usual features of a

capital city in war time. Its boulevards were darkened early, its

railway stations swarmed with families anxious to get away,
and at the same time with refugees from the war area, grateful

for the comparative security which the city afforded.

Censorship of news was severe, and rumour was rife. It was
known that events along the widespread battle line had been
very little favourable to the Allies* cause, but it came as a

thunderbolt to Parisians, and little less so to the world, to bear

that their government had decided to remove itself to Bordeaux,

a step which had not bc^en considered immediately necessary

even in 1870, when it retired no farther than Tours on the Loire

after Sedan, and only as a last resort moved as far as Bordeaux.

The blow could not liave been much softened to them by a
proclamation, signed by M. Poincare and all the ministers,
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uliich was issued on the morning of September 3, An English
translation of this reads as follows:

Frenchmen ! For several weeks our heroic troops have been
engaged in desperate combats with the enemy. The valiance
of our soldiers has given them at some points a marked advan-
tage. But, in the north, the onset of the German forces has
( onstraiued us to fall back. This situation imposes on the
president of the republic and upon the government a grievous
decision. In order to guard the national safety, it is their duty
to move, for the moment, from the city of Paris. Under the
c ommand of an eminent chief, a French army, full of courage
and spirit, will defend against the invader the capital and its

patriotic population. But the war must be pursued at the
same time on the rest of our territory. 'JVithout peace or
truce, without stay or default, the holy struggle for the honour
oi the nation and the reparation of violated right will continue.
None of our armies is crippled. If some of them have suffered
Ilf avy losses, the gaps have been immediately filled from the
despots, and the calling up of recruits aiisurcs us for to-morrow
new resources in men and energy.

To Jiokl out and to fight must be the word of command for

tim Allied armies, British, Russian, Belgian, and French! To
hcjid out and to fight, while on the sea the British help us to
rut our enemies* communication witli the outside world. To
liold out and to fight, while the Russians continue to advance
to strike a decisive blow at the heart of the German empire.
It is for the government of the republic to direct this obstinate
resistance. Everywhere, Frenchmen will rise to defend their

independence, fiut to give this formidable struggle all its

vigour and efficiency, it is indispensable that the government
should retain its freedom of action. On the demand of the
military authority, therefore, the government is temporarily
removing its residence to a place where it can remain in con-
stant relations with the whole of tho country. It invites

membfii's of Parliament not to remain far away, so that they
and it may form the guard of national unity.

Th(i government is quitting Paris only after having assured
llio defence of the city and the entrenched camp by every
nieans in its power. It knows that it need not recommend
t;alm, resolution, and sang-froid to the admirable Parisian
population. They are showing, every day, that they are equal
to the highest duties.

Frenchmen I Be worthy of these ti‘agic circumstances. We
will obtain victory in the end. We will obtain it by a tireless

will, by endurance, and by tenacity. A nation which is deter-

mined not to perish, and, in order to live, recoils before no
.suffering or sacrifice, is sure of victory,
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These brave words, however, cannot much have lessened the

injury to national prestige which the Parisians must have felt

when they saw their government depart, ministers, senators and
deputies, followed by civil service staffs with all their official

impedimenta, to a (then) unknown destination. Nor could the

feeling of insecurity have been any less when the embassies of

the Allied countries followed suit, leaving the interests of their

nationals in neutral hands. Nothing but definite news of victory

in the field could relieve the prevailing atmosphere of doubt and
gloom, and this fortunately was not long in coming.

The great offensive which opened on September 6 cannot with

any real propriety be called the battle of the Marne, for the

armies engaged occupied a front far greater than that territorial

distinction would imply. As far as the British force is concerned,

however, it is applicable, and tradition justifies its retention, in

Great Britain at least, as the title of much wider operations.

The situation in the earl}'' days of September was one upon
which the Germans might well congratulate themselves. For a

fortnight they had been consistently victorious, for they would
scarcely have accounted as important such tempor^:hy set-backs

as they received in an advance .so brilliantly conceived -and

quickly executed. But there were urgent reasons why they

should press home their victories and deal a final and crushing

blow on the Allied forces. The defeat of the Au5:trians at

Lemberg and the general menace to the eastern frontier warned
them that it would be necessary to deplete the di'/i^ions on the

west to fortify their eastern armies. They w^ere also having

trouble with their lines of communication, owing partly to the

continued resistance of the fortress of Maubeuge.

On the west the Allied line rested on Paris with its widespread

defences—on the east Verdun and Toul. It became clear to

the German command that the next step should be to force a

gap in the right centre of the Allies. This is the explanation of

von Kluck*s wheeling movement to the south-east. The German
commander undoubtedly overestimated the damage he had
inflicted on the British at Le Cateau, and was probably deluded

into the belief that Franchet d'Esperey's 5th army had become
the flank of the French forces. On the evening of September 5
he had crossed the rivers of the Marnp, the Petit Morin and the

Grand Morin, and his patrols had reached the Seine. But as ha.s

been said (by Professor Pollard) : ‘Tt was a brief and solitary
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f^linipse of the ri\'er on v/hicb stood the capital of France/*
Meanwhile, General Joffre’s scheme was to draw his line closer

together so as to force von Kluck's army out of the gap into

whicli this inanenuvre had led him. ,

t)n the early morning of September 5 General Joffre issued his

"instnictions ” for an offensive to begin on the following day,

and later visited Sir John French, who was also in consultation

with General Maimoiiry. The general outline of the instructions

was tliaJ the attack should be developed from the left. In his

own words, the French commander*s scheme was ‘To profit by
lli(i adventurous position of the ist German army, and to cori’

centrate against it the efforts of the Allied armies on the left.”

The region in which he fought was the classic battleground of

I'rancc. In the heath to the north, below the vineyards of

Clxarnpagne, where the grapes were ripening in tlie September
sunshine, was the monument of the great defeat of the Huns

—
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the so-called camp of Attila. It was an immense oval of earth-

works, where Attila and his horde were said to have rested

before the battle that ended in the barbarians being routed by
the Gauls and Romans. The plain around was the practising

ground of the French army—their Aldershot—and the range of

every visible object was known to the French artillerymen. In

their retreat through this familiar scene the gunners had already

given the enemy a foretaste of their speed and accuracy of fire.

Closer to Paris, amid the marshes of Saint Gond and the

tributary streams of the Marne, Napoleon had fought against

the Prussians in 1814, his back to the w^all and his genius at its

height. Every French officer knew by heart the details of this

brilliant campaign by the most brilliant of all French leaders in

war. They had studied every yard of the ground, and Sir

John French, an ardent admirer of Napoleon's military skill, was
also acquainted with the scene of the 1814 battle. There were

woods, like the Forest of Crecy, a few miles south-east of Paris,

where an army could shelter from, aerial observation. Sir John
French concealed his forces there, and they escaped the notice of

scouting German airmen. There were many heights, giving

good gun positions. There were streams to impede movements
on both sides, and innumerable farmhouses to be loopholed for

rifle and machine gun fire.

Meaux, the principal town of the region, was some twenty
miles from the forts of Paris. A charming old catliedral town on
the, Marne, it had been in peaceful days the Henley of France,

and a line of houseboats, rowing-boats and canoes still floated on
its placid stream. Abov'e Meaux the waters of the Ourcq flowed

into the Marne, running from some hilly eastern country, through

which it had cut a ravine. On the steep eastern bank of the

Ourcq General von Kluck left his heavy artillery, with some
100,000 men, to protect his flank against the turning movement
threatening from Paris.

Then with about 150,000 troops he crossed the Marne, as has
been said, and struck south towards La Fert6 Gaucher, travers-

ing the two streams of Petit Morin and Grand Morin. All

the time he was moving the British army was watching him
across the farther bank of the Grand Moriii, and the 5th French
army was waiting in trenches ahead of him by the next southern
stream, the Aubelin. The German patrols, scouting ahead of

their main force, found, however, nothing to alarm them. The
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THE FAILURE OF VON KLUCK
British commander had left a gap of a mile or so between the
British and French armies. Through this gap German cavalry
rode southward till they were at Nogent, east of Paris, with
the rich prospect of Central Fi*ance opening before them. Such
was the situation on the morning of Sunday, September 6, 1914.

It was extraordinary. Here was an invading army, reckoned
to have the most efficient organization in the world. Its cayalry

scouting system was strengthened by; an aerial method of recon-

naissance, carried out by skilful pilots who held the record fot

the highest flights. . It had very powerfully engined flying

j Machines, and every scientific aid to observation that could be

devised. Besides its cavalry scouts and reconnaissance officers

ill aeroplanes, this invading army was reptlted to possess the

best system of espionage in the world, and to have covered its

lines of adv^ance with spies. Yet with the old-fashioned help of

a forest Sir John French was able to conceal his concentration.

Blind to his own peril, General von Kluck was trying liis

movement of envelopment against the French 5th army. Many
^ xplanations have been attempted, but none of them explains

anything. *The affair stands pre-eminent as one of the most
d(icisive blunders in military history. Grouchy's mistake at

Waterloo in wasting time and men by attacking a Prussian

u'arguard and allowing Bliicher'to march unopposed with his

main army to cooperate with Wellington, was not so gross an
error as Kluck's.

ypn Kluck was afterwards degraded for it. He suddenly fell

froffi the position of the leading German general in the western

1jieatre of war into the obscurity of something little better than

a corps commander in the dullest part of the battle trenches.

But the blunder may not have been due entirely to him. In all

likeliliood the German military staff reckoned that they had
forced General Joffre to weaken his left wing in order to resist

tlie pressure on his right. This wrong preconception of the state

of affairs may have made von Kluck unsuspicious of the where-

abouts of his most stubborn foes, while the efficient counter work

of the British flying corps restricted the scope of his aerial

reconnaissance.

Undoubtedly, too, von Kluck and the German intelligence

service believed the British army demoralised. “They regarded

the British army as practically crushed,'’ said Sir John French,

. “and practically useless as a fighting force.’/ They knew nothing
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of the new French 6th army under Maunoury, which was
assembling on their right flank. This army JoHre intended to

use to crush the German right. Nor had the German command
knowledge of the new French 9th army, which was employed in

the French centre^
' The rival armies in presence from west to east were as follows

:

divisions

6th (Maunoury) 8

British (Sir J. h>ench) 5
5th (Franchet d'Esperey) I [

9th (Foch) 8

4th (Langle de Cary) .

.

3rd (Sarrail) . .

*
.

.

8
. . . . II

. . . . 101st (von Kluck)
2nd (Billow) 8

3rd (Hausen) .

.

6
4th (Duke of Wiir^temberg) .

.

8

5th (Crown Prince) 8

At full strength a division would number about 18,000 men,
but all these units had been fighting, and were' far below

establishment., so it is doubtful whether they averaged 12,000 on
the first day of battle. Thus, the French 12th corps had only

six battalions fit for battle and present, and Galli6ni estimates

that 5^ of Maunoury's divisions totalled only Go,000 men. To
the above divisions which may have numbered 600,000 men for

the Allies and 450,000 for the Germans, must be added troops on
the line of communications and units brought up in the battle,

at the close of which, according to German authorities, 45
German divisions had been engaged against 65 Allied divisions.

Two German corps were neutralised by the Belgian army, and a
third was besieging Maubeuge.

Joffre's orders, which reached the army commanders on
September 5, were : the new 6th army to cross the Ourcq on the

6th, moving towards Chateau-Thierry, with the ist cavalry corps

linking it to the British; the British to face east and attack in

the general direction of Montmirail; the French 2nd cavalry

corps to link the British right to the left of the French 5th army,

which was to attack between Courta9on and Sezanne ; the 9th

was to cover the right of the 5th and move north of Sezanne ; the

4th army was to attack and link up with the 3rd, which was to

attack the left flank of the Germans west of the Argonne.
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The German orders were for the ist amiy to follow the 2nd
army, echeloned behind it, act as a protection to the Geiman
flank, and crush any hostile movement from Paris in con-

junction with the 2nd army; for the 3rd army to advance
towards Troyes-Vandocuvre; for the 4th and 5th armies, by a
continued advance south-east, to open the passages of the upper
Mouse to the 6th and 7th armies. The original idea of drivingj^

the French up against the Swiss frontier was abandoned, and n
plan of double envelopment of the Allies adopted, Joffre issued

a general order to his troops couched in what muit now seem
rather grim jjhrases. He said

:

At the moment when a battle on whicli the welfare of the
country depends is about to begin, I feel it*my duty to remind
you that it is no longer the time to look behind. We have
but one business on hand—to attack and repel the enemy. An
army which can no longer advance will, at ail costs, hold the
ground it has won and allow itself *to be slain where it stands
rather than give way. This is no tinie for faltering, and it

will not be suffered.

Sir John French greeted the morniiig in a more cheerful frame
of mind. “•When day dawned," he wTites, ", , , some ray of the

great hopes in which I had indulged during the first two or three

days at my headquarters at Lc Cateau seemed to revive." His
optimism is reflected in the general order which he issued to his

armies on the eve of battle. He said

:

After a most trying series of operations, mostly in retire-

ment which has been rendered necessary by the general
strategic plan of the Allied armies, the British forces stand
to-day formed in line with their French comrades, ready to

attack the enemy. Foiled in their attempt to invest Paris,

the Germans have been driven to move in an easterly and
south-easterly direction, with the apparent intention of falling

ill strength on the 5th French army. In this operation they
are exposing their right flank and their line of communication
to an attack from the combined 6th French army and the
13ritish forces. I call upon the British army in France to now
show the enemy its power and to push on vigorously to the

attack beside the 6th French army. I am sure I shall not call

upon them in vain, but that, on tbe contrary, by another
manifestation of the magnificent spirit which they have shown
in the past fortnight, they will fall on the enemy's flank \rith

all their strength and with their Allies drive them back.

Orders in much the same belligerent spirit were issued to tlie

German troops, who were tO\d that "'everything depends on the

result of to-morrow."
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Jolfre directed the 6th army to open the attack one day in

advance of the other armies, and on September 5 Maunqury's
artillery and that of the German 4th reserve corps almost simul-

taneously opened fire near Monthyon, and fighting continued all

that afternoon. The main battle began on Sunday, September 6.

Von Kluck in the night had ordered two of his four corps south-

east of Paris to march to the aid of his corps near Monthyon, and
during the day he recalled the other two, thus opening an enor-

mous gap between his army and Billow's 2nd army, apparently

still supposing the British in his front to be incapable of action.

The British, advancing slowly across the forest of Crecy, were
held in the morning by a German demonstration, but in the

afternoon, noting signs of a German retreat, pushed forward to

the Grand Morin. Gallieni severely criticises the leisureliness of

their advance. This delay was partly due to the fact that

General Joffre's orders reached the British G.H.Q. too late to

countermand a continued retirement which was being carried out

according to the earlier French plan. Meanwhile, the French 6th

army attacked from Meaux north with great energy. Though
von Kluck was hurrying up reinforcements and the fire of the

German artillery was deadly, the French gained ground.

The battle line of the Ourcq conflict extended from the town of

Nanteuil-le-Haudouin, some ten miles below the forest of Com-
piegne, to Meaux, some twenty miles from the north eastern

Paris forts. In this section the fight went on furiously in the

hilly country stretching for some ten miles westward of the river.

The French troops, helped by their light field artillery, quickly

cleared the western hills of Germans. When, however, they

approached the river heights on September 6 they found them-

selves opposed by armament that no personal courage could

overcome. One Zouave battalion, for instance, lost 800 out of a

thousand men. In two days they only gained a mile and a half.

The German artillery fire shattered their advance.

The numerous heavy howitzers and big guns that formed the

most formidable part of von Kluck 's striking power were set in

position over the stream and dominated all the crossings. No
temporary bridge of any kind could be thrown over the Ourcq;

the terrible fire destroyed everything. The German gunners had
measured the ranges of every natural ^object round about, and
they kept off something like 250,000 troops who possessed no
armament of equal power. For against large howitzers the
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TIk* f'rc'iu'li town nf C^oinpi^iMie, 52 i

miles N.E. uf Paris, lii^iUL-d pr<>ininentl\
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OPERATIONS ON THE OHRCQ

small French guns were of little use. It was, in short, an open
air siege battle—the first important affair of the kind ip the
\\estcrn theatre of war. By it the Germans proved that the
trouble they had taken to drag about an unusual number of

he^avy pieces of ordnance with their armies was more than
repaid by the defensive powers of these batteries.

The French, in their artillery, had sacrificed power to
mobility. Their light quick-firing gun was almost as handy as a
Maxim in an ordinaiy battle, and yet, with its melinite shells,

as terrible against infantry or cavalry as a gun twice its size.

But in siege warfare against long-range, hidden howitzers it

could make no progress. This fact afterwards decided the

German commander-in-chief to utilize the 4ieights of the Aisne
valley for a siege defence on a larger scale, using the immense
guns that had dcstro3^ed the Maubeuge forts to beat off the

Allied armies. •

In the meantime there was temporarily a practical defeat of

the French operation on the Ourcq, intended to cut the lines of

communication of several German armies and turn their coming
retreat int^ a rout. It had appeared most hazardous of von Kluck
to leave only two reserve army corps to guard his rear and the

main line of German communications. But the event showed
that the German general's faith in his heavy artillery was well

founded. The German rearguard was not thrown back from the

Ourcq until some heavy guns of the British arm}' were brought up
from Meaux to shell the enemy's artillerj’^ positions. By this time,

however, von Kluck had drawn back over the Marne, and the

I'rench 61h army had then no opportunity of turning his flank.

Thus, in their chief object, the French operations on the Ourcq
section of the battlefield can hardly be said so far to have
succeeded. It was the fault neither of the general nor of his

spirited, plucky men. It was the fault of the French ministry

tor war of more than a decade before. They had given the

French army the finest light field artillery in the world, but they

had made a mistake in neglecting the change which the progress

of motor traction had produced in the conditions of the old

l>roblem of so moving heavy guns and heavy howitzers as not to

slacken the march of an army.

The French people had for long been foremost in developing

the private motor-car industry. They had indeed constructed the

first armoured motor-car carrying a Maxim or a small quick-
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firer. But in inilitaiy motor-tractors and vehicles the German
and Austrian armament firms had been encouraged by their

governments to make such progress as left all other nations at

the outbreak of war at a disadvantage. General Joffre in J.uly,

^914, was training a force of heavy field artillerymen^ but the

war came before they were fully prepared. One of the things that

made the comparatively small British Expeditionary Force so

useful was that—taught by experience in the South African

campaign, when at times big Krupp guns had to be faced—it

had a proportion of fairly heavy batteries in its field artillery.

On the British right the French 5th army engaged Bulow’s

troops, and one of von Kluck's four corps which was moving back
across the Marne, 'they forced the Germans north in prolonged

fighting, bending in Billow's right flank and gravely threatening

liis position. The 9th army was heavily engaged north of

Sezanne, where the Germans made great attempts to break

through its front; it could do no more than barely hold its

positions. The 4th army was forced back very slightly; the

3rd army gehefally checked the crown prince in his effort to

move on Bar-le-Duc, but it lost ground at the south of the

Argonne.

On September 7 von Kluck's movement of his whole army to

the Oureg imperilled the French 6th army, and, recognizing the

danger, Gsdli^ni hurried aid to that army from Paris in a fleet of

taxi-cabs which he requisitioned. At dusk it had gained a little

more ground, though the Germans now had three corps in

action, and its left flank was in danger. But it had attracted to

itself von Kluck's whole force, and thus created tlie gap in th?.

German front which proved fatal to the Germ^ plans. The
British had been delayed by a German cavalry screen with

infantry detachments frdm von Kluck's troops, using machine
guns very skilfully in diflicult country, but they reached the

Petit Morin after seizing Coulommiers, thrusting into the gap
in the German front.

The French 5th army pressed Billow hard and pushed back his

right six'l^les; it detached the loth corps to the right to aid the

French gtnWmy/ which was again Violently attacked and very
Tmrd presse^ but held its ground gallantly. The 4th arniy

maintained its^J^ront everywhere except to its extreme right,

where the loss ^ Sermaize was dangerous, imperilling its cori-

hexion with the ird
y ,

army. The 3rd army was fiercely engaged.
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THE BATTLE DEVELOPS
A German corps from Metz was attacking Fort Troyon and
attempting to break through the Verdun line of- forts. That day
Maubeuge fell, setting free one German corps and vital railways
when German supplies and ammunition were running low.
On September 8 a fierce battle raged on the Ourcq, where each

side strove to outflank the other without decided success. As the
fresh German troops arrived the French northern flank wavered.
Galli^ni hurried up reinforcements and it held. The British
crossed the Petit Morin, after at La Tretoire inflicting severe
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loss on the Germans; they began the attack on La Ferte-sous-

Jouarre and violently shelled the Marne bridges crowded with
German troops. The 5th army attacked with increased energy
and crossed the Petit Morin high up, #|pturing Montmirail and
placing Billow^ in peril of having his whole front rolled up as the
gap between him and von Kluck widened.
The 9th army w'as again violently attacked; the Prussian

Guard assaulted at St. Gond and stormed F6re-Chapapenoiser
Foch's centre and right were forced back under a^ tearful fire

from the German heavy artillery, and all but bg^en. Foch’s
coolness arid the fighting qualities of the Fren^ retrieved the
position. But it is a fable that he sent to Jojfre the message:
“ M}^ centre is giving ground ; my right ijetiring ; situation
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excellent ; I am attacking/' The 4th army was attacked almost

as fiercely, but did hot yield; The 3rd army gained a little ground.

The Getmans bombarded Fort Troyon all the afternoon, yet at

nightfall the garrison was unshaken. The crisis of the battle had
Arrived and the German ammunition was beginning to run low.

On September 9 th^ flank battle on the Ourcq was fiercely

niaintaihed, as fresh Gerinhn troops of von Kluck’s army assailed

the French 6th army. Here there was extreme danger; a division

of the 4th corps, one of the best, momentarily recoiled, then

recovered itself. The British wete thrusting north into the gap

between' von Klhck and Biilow, and von Kluck was now in

imnunent danger of being enveloped on both flanks and crushed.

At noon Hent^h, Who had been sent by the German staff to

examine the position, reached the ist army and stated that a.s

Billow was being forced back and the German situation was
unfavourable, a general retreat to the Aisiie must be executed.

At the critical moment the German staff had lost heart.

Von Kluck began to retreat about i p.m. ; an hour earlier Biilow

announced by wireless that his own right was in retreat. The
general retirement of the Germans, carrying with it* the news
that a great and decisive battle of the war had been won, was
noticeable from the Allied line during the afternoon. Plarly in

the day the British had reached the Marne and pushed throvygh

La Fert^, crossing the river there and also west of Chateau-

Thierry, where they advanced 4 miles north of the Marne, thus

tiireatening von Kluck's rear and Bulow^'s right flank.

The French 5th army entered Chateau-Thierry, and the aid ot

its ist and loth corps decided the battle on the left of Foch's
9th army, which was still very hotly engaged north of Sezanne.

It had beto forced back slightly from the St, Gond marshes, but

at dusk the position improved as the Germans weakened, and
Mbndement was storm^Sfey the French. The 4th army attacked

with great spirit on its right, and sent two divisions to its aid.

The 3rd army advanced, but much of its ‘attention was centred

on Fort Troyon, where three German attacks that evening

collapsed before the steadiness of the French garrison. Sarrail

refused to abandon Verdun, though Joffre had authorised him
to do so. At Nahcy the Germans suffered a complete defeat.

'

’ On S^tember 10 the French 6th aimy rapidly gained ground
as the German retreat was accentuated. Von Kluck's army this

day was placed under Bulbw. The brief dismissal, which must

'
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have been a bitter blow to von Kluck, read: '"First army until

further orders is placed under commander of 2nd To the

south French troops of the 6th army crossed the Ourcq and
pushed north astride of that river in conjunction with the British,

who had now linked up with them. Thirteen guns and 2,000

prisoners were taken by the British, who pursued in pouring rain.

The 5th army pushed its centre and right to the Marne, capturing
six guns and 1,500 men. The 9th army attacked north and
south of the St. Gond marshes, which were nearly dry, and
hustled the German rearguards. It stormed La Fere-Cham-
penoise in the morning, and by the evening reached a line ii

miles south of Epernay. The 4th army attacked without

success at Vitry-le-Francois, where the Germans were strongly

entrenched. The 3rd army captured Sermaize, and two German
assaults on Fort Troyon were repulsed.

On September n and 12 the Willies in the west advanced
rapidlj^ to the Aisne; the 9th army reached Epernay and Chalons

ia the centre, and on September 13 occupied Reims. The 4th

army seized Vitry-le-Francois. The 3rd army pushed up to the

line of milway from Verdun to Ste. Menehould. The Germans
were now approaching or had actually reached the line which
they were to fortify and hold with little change till 1916.

The German staff in its report on the battle states that the

thrust of the British into the gap between the German ist and
2nd armies compelled the, retreat. This gap, however, had been

caused by the brilliant work of the French 6th army. The
hardest lighting feU to the lot of the French 6th and 5th armies,

to Foch and to the French before Nancy, but all fought

magnificently. The net result was that after a fortnight of defeat

and retreat the French armies with the British had taken the

initiative and driven back the Germans in the west 35 miles.

German critics severely blame both Moltke and the kaiser for

the defeat, pointing out that they withdrew troops for the east

and left a large force in Belgium, thus fatally weakening the

German attack on the Marne, and that they persisted in an
attempt to break through at Nancy without sufficient force for

such an operation. None of the German army commanders showed
any great genius. Billow, von Kluck, and Hausen blame oife

another, but Billow is held responsible for the order for retreat.

The credit for the victory rests as much with Galli^ni as with

Joffre, though GalU^ni's part has been often ignored. The French
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generalsliip was of a high order, but Gallieni held that mistakes

were made in not bringing a larger force at the outset from
Lorraine to the Ourcq (two additional corps were sent too late),

and in failing to put in the French cavalry at the close of the

battle to exploit the victory. The behaviour of the Frehch
troops was admirable. German and French authorities criticise

the slowness of the British movements, which have not yet been
satisfactorily explained, but may have b^n due to Sir John
French's experiences at Mons and the orders from the British

government to act with caution.

Von Kluck's swift withdrawal west instead of east surprised

everyone and necessitated changes in the Allied movements. It

was severely blamed by Billow. Throughout the battle GalU^ni
employed what cavalry he had to raid the German flank and
rear, and the work done in this direction was excellent. The
French report the prisoners as being 38,000 with 160 guns. The
I'Tench loss was stated after the war at 300,000, which must
include losses in the retreat and in the Lorraine battles.

The British were only slightly engaged in the battle of the

Marne proper, and by reason of the skill with which the French

commander-in-chief had prepared it, the victory of the Allied

forces between the Morin and Marne scarcely ranks among the

highest achievements of British arms during the early period of

the war. The retreat from Mons does, the storming of the Aisne

heights does, the defence of Ypres does ; but the affair on von
Kluck's flank was only a sound, solid, workmanlike job, carried

out with all possible finish and dispatch. It was General Sarrail's

3rd army round Verdun and Bar-le-Duc, holding out heroically

against overpowering odds, and the iron division of Toul hold-

ing out at Nancy that won the supren^e honours of the immense
battle. The 4th array under Langle de Cary, the 9th army
under General Foch and the 5th army under Franchet d’Esperey

had each a harder task than the British force.

Sir John French, -however, had no reason to be displeased with

the conduct of his troops or the issue of the action. He claimed

justly that the B.E.F. had played their allotted part with vigour

and success, and that the battle definitdy put an end to any
original plan upon which the German staff based their invasion

of France. The Allies^ he saj’^s,

fought and badly defeated an army not only flushed with
the knowledge that it had effected a tremendous inroad into
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the enei^'s territory but which also enjoyed one other incal-

culable advantage : it was commanded and led by a sovereign
who possessed absolute authority—^military and civil. The
emperor and commander-in-chief was saved by a great general

st^ which had been steadily and vigorously preparing for this

tremendous trial of strength for many years.

The moral effect on an army which has been steadily’ retreat-

ing when it is at last able to turn on its pursuer and force him to

retreat cannot be overestimated. Though generals may talk of

strategic retirement and the advantages to be gained later on,

the soldier in the field knows nothing but weariness of body and
of spirits when his movement is m the wrong direction. A re-

treating army is always a depressed army, and though during

the gloomy days between Le Gateau and the Marne the Allied

troops showed great doggedness and resolution, they badly

needed the tonic effect of victory. If this was not everywhere of

a spectacular character the* advance beyond the Marne taught

them at least that they were not a beaten force, but perfectly

capable of taking the initiative when the opportunity offered.

The battle was marked by many deeds of heroism and
soldierly initiative. One of these which Sir John French after-

wards praised as ‘'a very fine piece of w'ork” was the bridging

of the Marne at La Fert^-sous-Jouarre. When the nth infantry

brigade approached the river (on September 9) they found that

the broken bridges were covered by German snipers and machine
guns occupying houses on the farther side. Attacks by infantry

assault were extremely difficult, and reduction of the improvised
fortresses by artillery rendered difficult also by the impossibility

of reconnaissance. Two battalions of infantry did, however,
succeed in crossing the river by a weir, and protracted shell fire

finally drove the Germans from the bridge-heads. Further
battalions crossed by the weir, and others were ferried across

in boats, but it was the work of the Royal Engineers in con-

structing a floating bridge under these awkward conditions that

made the movement possible and earned the conimander-in-
chief's special commendation
At the battle of the Marne the Royal Flying Corps were again

to prove their usefulness and efficiency. A policy of de-centralisa-

tkm was adopted for the first time, and certain squadrons allotted

to the three corps headqitarters. These reported enemy move-
ments fully from day to day, watched the condition of bridges
and communicated the existence of hidden dangers to the troops
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in the front line. They also reported to tlie corps commanders
the position of their own troops, always a matter of extreme
difficulty and first importance to identify in a fluctuating battle.

They were of invaluable assistance to the French high commands,
and General Joffre, at this staige, paid generous tribute to them
in a message which ran

:

Please express particularly to Marshal French my thanks for
the services rendered to us every day by the English Flying
Corps. The precision, exactitude, and regularity of the news
brought in by them are evidences of their perfect organization
and also of the perfect training of pilots and obsorveis.

Sir John French held that the battle of the Marne properly

came to an end on the evening of September lo when the British

forces reached the line La Fert6—^Neuilly

—

hi. Front—^Rocourt.

In describing the operations afterwards, he said

:

The French 6th army had been yheeUng up their right into
line with us, and the French 5th army was nearly in line on
our right. The enemy were in full retreat to the north and
north-east. During the day the cavalry, the ist army corps
and the 2nd army corps had fought numerous engagements
with tht enemy's rearguard and had made large captures.
Allenby, as usual, had handled his cavalry with ^eat vigour
and skill.

In his dispatch dated September 17 Sir John French refers thus

to the casualties suffered by the force under his command

:

Although I deeply regret to have had to report heavy losses

in killed and wounded throughout these operations, I do not
think they have been excessive in view of the magnitude of the
great fight, the outlines of which I have only been able very
briefly to describe, and the demoralisation and loss in killed

and wounded which are known to have been caused to the
enemy by the vigour and severity of the pursuit.

The reasons which actuated the German commanders in the

field to order an immediate retirement were for long after the

war a matter of some obscurity, but their actions can now be
judged in the light of -further official explanation. The relation

of German headquarters to the army commanders on the

western front was governed by the fact fjiat these headquarters

were over 100 miles away from the battle front. T^ere is

no doubt that the supreme command, preoccupied by affairs

in the east, had in these early days of September a comfortable

assurance that all was well in the west. News reachejd them
slowly, and it appears that they first learnt of the seriousness of
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the situation when it was too late to do much to correct it.

They had no adequate reserve with which to counteract their

enemies' success or snatch from them a hard-earned victory.

At this juncture a liaison officer (Lieutenant Colonel Hentsch)
was sent from the supreme command to undertake a motor-car

journey of sofne 400 miles, interview the army commanders on
the spot, and, having judged the situation, if necessary give

orders in the name of the chief of the imperial staff. This

delegation of summary powers to an emissary was a peculiar

feature of the German military system. Colonel Hentsch, there-

fore, must be considered as the mouthpiece of the supreme com-
mand ia agreeing to retirement. Having interviewed the com-
manders of the 5tl]^ 4th and 3rd armies on September 8, he
spent the night at the headquarters of the 2nd anny with
General von Biilovv. On the morning of the 9th, Billow, alarmed
at the passage of the Marqe by the British army, realized that

von Kluck would be obliged to retire, and that his own 2nd
army must follow suit.

On consideration Colonel Hentsch agreed to the decision, and
at once motored to the headquarters of the ist army qt Marcuil.

He did not succeed in finding von Kluck, but interviewed his

chief of staff. General von Kuhl, who was divided between a view
that a possibility of defeating the French on the Ourcq still

existed, and a realization of the immediate dangers threatening

the ist army. In the face of the plenary powers of Colonel

Hentsch, however, he had no authority for deliberation, and
accepted the orders for retreat. Meanwhile Biilow had notified

the 3rd army, on his left, of his retirement, and that army
(Hausen) had no choice but to conform to the movement.
No ready means were apparently available of informing the

supreme command of the fact that the whole right and right

centre of the German army were now falling back, and on
September 9 Moltke was preparing plans for the continuance

of the offensive. But the retirement, once it set in, soon became
general, and Moltke had to accept the inevitable. Whether it

could have been avoided is still a matter of controversy, but
there can be no doubt that two of the chief factors which con-

tributed towards it were the ignorance of the higher staff of

events in the field and the absence of any general reserve.
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CHAPTER 17

The War at Sea

ADMIRALTY—All ships. Commence hostilities . , So
/\ ran the wireless message received at ii o'clock on the* night of August 4. Picked up by the British fleet—

by the old Vindictive churning her way toward the Bay of

Biscay, by the ships guarding the Straits of Dover, by Com-
modore Tyrwhitt and his destroyers operating from Harwich,
by Admiral J ellicoe beginning his tireless sweep in the grey

wastes of the North Sea—^it was, as it were, the trigger which
loosed the force. •

Leaving Harwich at dawn on August 5, Commodore Tyrwhitt
proceeded to look into Heligoland Bight, which he found pro-

tected by a cordon of trawlers fitted with wireless. Whilst the

1st destro3^r flotilla swept up the D^tch coast, Captain Fox in

the Amphion with the 3rd flotilla was signalled .by a British

trawler that she had seen a strange ship throwing thrngs over-

hqard tw’cnty miles north-east of the Outer Gabbard. At ii

a.rn. ihe flotilla sighted a small, fast ship belonging to the

German Haraburg-Amerika company making towarck the

German coast. She had, in fact, laid a line of submarine mjlnes

off the coast of Suffolk, extending to a point about 60 miles

out to sea; but this was not known at the time. The ch^iracter

of the ship was never in doubt. As the flotilla drew near a shot

was fired as a signal for her to heave but, instead of doing

so, she put on extra steam, in the vain hope of escaping from
ships which had a marked superiority in speed.

Four destroyers, Lance, Laurel, Lark and Linnet, surrounded

the ship, and the action—^if such it can be called—^was quickly

over. Only four shots were fired. The first carried away the

bridge; the second seems to have gone wide; but the third and
fourth were sent clean into ^er stern, with such effect that they

ripped it completely away. Within Six minutes |rom the firing

of the first shot the German ship heaved her bows in the air

and went to the bottom. She proved to have been the Kdnigin
Luisc, a vessel of 2,163 tons and 20 knots—an apparently
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innocent passenger ship which had obviously been taken in hand
long before the war began and converted into a mine-layer. As
such she had left the Ems before the declaration of war with

a cargo of mines for the Thames estuary. She carried a crew

of about 130, of whom about 50 were saved by the boats of

the British destroyers.

After the prisoners, of whom many were wounded, had been

distributed among the ships of the flotilla—the majority being

taken on board the Amphion—Captain Fox proceeded with tlie

plan of search, the Amphion leading and the destroyers being

spread out fanwise over a wide area. In the early morning,

after the ships had for some time been on a southerly course,

they again approached the area in which the Konigin Luise had
been sunk, and a detour was made to avoid the danger zone.

This was successfully done until 6.30 a.m. oji August 6, when
the Amphion struck a iliine. A sheet of flame instantly

enveloped the bridge, rendering the captain insensible, and he

fell on to the fore-and-aft bridge. As soon as he recovered con-

sciousness he ran to the engine room to stop the engines, which

were still going at revolutions for 20 knots.
*

As all the fore part was on fire, it proved impossible to reach

the bridge or to flood the fore magazine. The ship’s back

appeared to be broken, and she was already settling down by
the bows. By the time the destroyers closed in it was clearly

time to abandon the ship. The men fell in for this purpose

with the same composure that had marked their behaviour

throughout. Three minutes after the captain left his ship

another explosion occurred which enveloped and blew up the

whole fore part of the vessel. The effects showed that she must
have struck a second mine, which exploded the fore magazine.

The Amphion was actually sunk in the same way as the battle-

ship Petropavlovsk in the Russo-Japanese war. She struclc a

cable upon which mines were strung, and the momentum of the

ship, though considerably checked by ih^ explosion of the fir^^t

mine and the stoppage of -the engines, was suflicient to carry

her against the second. Of her crew 148 were killed or

drowned, together with about 20 German prisoners rescued from
the Kdnigin Luise.

The loss of the Amphion, trivial in ijs immediate result, was
an additional anxiety to the commander-in-chief. This form of

warfare involved the detachment of mine sweepers, and his
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anxieties for his base were increased. It was evident, too*

that the fleet had been located, for not only were German
trawlers overhauled with pigeons on board, but several ships

reported periscopef, which suggested that the fleet was being

shadowed by submarines.

It was, in fact, of vital importance that the Germans should

get in touch with the Grand Fleet, and on August 6 ten

U boats set out from Heligoland. One boat returned owing to

a breakdown of her engines, seven returned with their reports

:

two were missing. On the 8th, when the cruiser Birmingham
was in the North Sea, periscopes were reported, and the officer

of the watch on the Birmingham changed course at once, so

as to present the bows of his ship to the submarine, in which
position she oflered the smallest possible target. The Birming-

Jiam’s engines were pvit full speed ahead, and the cruiser tore

down on the doomed enemy. Her Bows ripped open the thin

steel sides, and the submarine simply filled and sank at once.

There were no survivors. The number U 15 was seen on the

conning tower as she went down.

So far (ireat Britain’s precautions in the North Sea and
(diannel liad proved adequate for the defence of the Expedi-
tionary Force and the clearing of the adjacent waters. Two
fiutlier responsibilities rested on the British navy: the safe-

guarding of the food supplies from the west and the assurance

of the safe passage of French troops from Algeria and Morocco.

The Cape Verde-Canaries station was allotted to the fifth

cruiser squadron under Rear-Admiral Stoddart, and the

northern, or Finisterre, station to the ninth cruiser squadron
under Rear-Admiral de Robeck; but the latter was on a third

fleet basis and its mobilization proceeded slowly, so that the

admiral left Plymouth with only the Vindictiv’^e and the Pligh-

flyer. On his way down he captured the Tubantia with gold

and reservists on board, and a couple of German colliers. He
induced the Vigo authorities to dismantle the wireless of Gennan
ships in harbour, and the Portuguese dismantled the wireless of

26 other German ships in Lisbon.

The German light cruisers Karlsruhe and Dresden were known
to be in the vicinity of Haiti, and in American ports were 14
German ships listed as being convertible to commerce destruc-

tion. Although the Kaxisruhe was engaged by the Bristol her

extra speed enabled her to get away, and after a stern chase
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she was able to make Porto Rico. This incident is dealt with

in detail on a later page.

In the North Atlantic one or two exciting incidents occurred

during the early days of the war, but oviing to the great

Superiority of the British and French forces in those waters

things quickly began to resume their normal condition. Wheii
war was declared the Cunard liner Lusitania was lying at New
York, and it was reported that German cruisers were keeping

a discreet eye on this vessel, which, besides being one of the

largest and fastest boats in the British mercantile fleet, was also

held at the disposal of the Admiralty for conversion into a

merchant cruiser. ^The Lusitania left New York at midnight

on August 5, and, with lights out, proceeded on a course

different from that ordinarily followed by transatlantic shipping.

Nevertheless, she was seep and chased by the German cruiser

Dresden, which at that time had not proceeded south; but,

thanks to her speed, she was able to get safely away.
In this she was favoured by fortune, for hardly had she success-

fully shaken off her pursuer than one of the tur\')ines broke

down, and she had to complete the voyage at a speed of under

20 knots. A similar adventure befell the French liner Lorraine.

She also was at New York at the outbreak of war, ready to

return to France with 450 reservists on board for tlic French
army. Her speed was considerably less than that of tlie British

liner, and things looked unpleasant for her when, 011 the very

evening of her departure, she sighted the Dresden. There seems
little doubt, however, that the German cruiser had consumed
too much fuel in her fruitless chase of the Lusitania to be able

to pursue the French ship for long, and the Lorraine got safely

away.
During these early days very little was heard of the doings of

Gennan commerce destroyers, and the first which came into

prominence was the Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse, a vessel belong-

ing to the Norddeutscher Lloyd running between Bremen and
New York. Built in 1897, she displaced 14,349 tons, while her

designed speed was 22J knots. She had evaded the Grand Fleet

ill the North Sea on August 4, and made her way to the north-

east of Iceland. Here she captured and sank the English

fishing vessel. Tubal Cain, and within af few days she was cruising

to the south of the Canary Islands. Here she had a merry but

brief existence, though her career was marked throughout by
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humaaity and- by a courtesy which was lacking among the

Germans ashore.

On August’ 15 the Union Castle liner Galician, homeward
bound from the Cape, was overhauled by the Kaiser Wilhelm
dcr Grossov Immediately the wireless operator in the liner

began to send out the SOS message, hoping that the ciiiiser

Carnarvon would be within reach; but hardly had the first letter

been clicked out when the German cruiser interrupted with a

peremptory : '"Send one letter more and I sink you.'* A boat's

crow fiom the Kaiser Wilhelm went aboard, and their first

action was to destroy the wireless gear. The examination com-
plete, the Germans went back to the Kgiiser Wilhelm, and
instructions were given to the Galician to follow closely. This

she did, until soon after midnight the cruiser signalled: ‘'Pro-

vision all your boats for five days. .You will have to abandon
your ship but within half an hour there came another signal

from the Kaiser Wilhelm r “No more orders. You are

released. Good-bye I
'' The cruiser went off at full speed,

while the .Galician went about and resumed her voyage to

Teneriffe, Arriving there two days later she learned that the

SOS message which the Kaiser Wilhelm had interrupted with
a threat to sink her had just gone far enough to indicate to two
of our cruisers in the vicinity that a British ship was in danger
somewhere to the south. They had, therefore, set off in that

direction, endeavouring to get in touch with the Galician by
means of wireless, which was picked up by the Germans.
Another British ship, the Arlanza, was also stopped and

released by the Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse, but there were two
^vhich did not come so well out of the meeting. Oh August 16

the New Zealand Shipping Company's steamer Kaipara, from
Monte Video, was cautiously approaching the Canary Islands

when she was boarded; Her wireless was smashed, explosives were
placed in the hold, and, vrhen the last man had left, she was sunk.

Within a few hours of tlois sinking another British ship, the

Nyanga, was rounded up and treated in exactly the same fashion.

Having accomplished tliis, the Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse went
into Rio de Oro Bay, in Sp'ahish territory, on the West African

coast, where she coaled from a German tramp steamer, the

Duala. On August 27 she had again to put into Rio de Oro to

coal, being met this tiirie by the colliers Magdeburg, Bethania,

and Aru(ias; and here she came to the end of her career.
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Whilst she was coaling, the British cruiser Highflyer appeared
and opened Are. One of the first shots disabled the German’s
port quarter gun and took part of the bridge away. The Kaiser
Wilhelm was a heavier vessel than the Highflyer, displacing over

14,000 tons as against the British cruiser's 5,600, but the latter

was armed with eleven 6 in. guns as against the German vessel's

six 4.1, The issue was soon decided, and the Kaiser Wilhelm was
sunk in shallow water, many of the crew escaping ashore.

In the Western Atlantic, coaling was a difficult matter for the
German ships. On August 7 the armoured cruiser Suffolk dis-

covered the German light cruiser Karlsruhe coaling at sea from
the Norddeutscher yoyd liner Kronprinz Wilhelm. The German
ship had ample warning of the Suffolk’s approach, and, having
a superiority in speed, was able to slip away. The Suffolk at

once sent a wireless message to the Berwick and the Bristol,

which joined her in the chase. The Karlsruhe was considerably
faster than the Bristol, but as the latter got farther and farther

away from her consorts the German ship began to hang back,
as though prepared to engage the Bristol in single coipbat. The
two cruisers fought for half an hour, and although the Bristol

was not hit she claimed to have put several shells into the
German. When the Karlsruhe took refuge later in the neutral

ix)rt of San Juan, Porto Rico, it was stated that her stern was
riddled with shell, that she had one of her after guns smashed,
and eight men injured.

Other German ships carrying supplies for the commerce raiders

were captured or sunk in various places ; but, apart from armed
merchantmen, not a single German cruiser outside European
waters was accounted for during the first seven weeks of the war.
Nevertheless, the damage they did was infinitesimal, and by
the middle of September only iz British ships had been sunk at
sea. On the other hand, German commercial shipping was
everywhere held up. Only in very few cases was it necessary
for a British warship to sink a captured vessel, as there was
nearly always a British port close handy into which the ship
could be sent as a prize, a facility Germany did not enjoy.
We may now turn to events in the Baltic, where Russia and

Germany had fleets. In August, 1914, light German cruisers

and destroyers shelled Libau and various points on the Russian
coast, but oil August 20 a German squadron was chased by
a superior Russian force, and one of its ships, the Magdeburg,
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ran ashore and was destroyed. On October To German sub-

marines attacked a Russian squadron of cruisers, and several

Russian ships had narrow escapes ; on October 12 the Rusr^ian

cruiser Pallada (7,900 tons) was sunk with all her crew by U 26.

As an offset, the old German armoured cruiser Friedrich Karl
was sunk on November 25.

From the very beginning of the war a close watch on the

Gennan coast had been kept by British submarines, and their

reports paved the way for the action called the battle of the

Bight of Heligoland. The submarines reported that a consider-

able force of German light cruisers and torpedo-craft was lying

under the protection of the formidable defences of Heligoland.

The Admiralty determined to strike a blow at those ships ; but
as it would have been an extremely risky business to attempt to

cut them out from under the numerous 12 in. batto^ries of

Heligoland, lesort was had to stratagem to entice the German
vessels away from their protection.

Under the scheme arranged, three of the submarines were to

proceed^on the surface towards Heligoland, in order to induce

the enemy to chase them w^estwards. The destroyer flotillas,

aided by the light cruisers Arethusa and Fearless, were then to

work in behind any German vessels which might come out to

give chase. The light cruiser squadron was to be at hand, but
farther out, to render help should it be required, while the huge
ships of the battle cruiser squadron were still farther to the west,

to meet the large German armoured cruisers and battleships

should they venture to put to sea. The seventh cruiser squadron
was used as a reserve to attack any German ships that might be

driven westwards. '

At midnight of August 26 Commodore Keyes, with his two
destroyers and eight submarines, moved towards Heligoland. ^Vll

next day the two destroyers scouted diligently for the British sub-

marines, which at nightfall took up positions whence they could

assist in the operations of the following day. August 28 broke

calm and misty. The mist added to the difficulties of the under-

water craft, as it enabled enemies to approach unseen, and
rendered it almost impossible to distinguish friend from foe.

Cautiously the two fast destroyers searched the waters in which

the fighting was to take place for German submarines and, find-

ing none, steamed in slowly towards the land in the wake of the

decoy submarines. As this little group of vessels neared the
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island the mist thickened till the limit of visibility was reduced
to 5,000 or 6,000 5^ards. Meanwhile, the other • British sub-
marines dived and waited for a chance to attack.

As it happened, the Germans had wind of the affair, and
had prepared a counter-trap to draw the British destroyers in

towards Heligoland, when German light cruisers would cut in

behind them. Out came first one German destroyer, and then
some 19 or 20 others, that gave chase to the two British destroyers

and the three submarines. A German seaplane rushed up, then
circled and returned to Heligoland. After the German destroyers

a detachment of German light cruisers weighed and put to sea.

Meanwhile the British vessels were in action at long range, and
for the best part of two hours the British craft continued a west •

ward course. The cruiser Arethusa led the destroyers of th(‘

third flotilla, and the Fearless the vessels of the first flotilla, in

the rush upon the jenemy, steering in to cut them off from
Heligoland. At 6.53 the first German destroyer was seen froiu

the Arethusa and chased ; 20 minutes later the Arethusa and llu-

third flotifla were in the midst of some 20 hostile destroyers, and
a furious engagement began.

-From the time when the opposing flotillas came into contact
the story of the battle loses its unity. The large numbers and
the high speed of the vessels engaged, coupled with the smoke;
from tile shells and the mist that still hung over the sea, made
it impossible for the commanders to retain complete control of

their fqrces, and the action developed into a series of confused
dog fights in which every vessel did her best in whatever position

she happened tp find herself.

Just before eig:ht the first two German cruisers were sighted

off the Arethusa's port bow. They were the two-funuelied
Frauenlob, a light cruiser of 2,600 tons with a speed of 21 knots
and ten 4 in. guns, and the three-funnelled Stettin, of 3,500 tons
with a speed of 24 knots and ten 4 in. guns.^ They immediately
opened a heavy fire on the Arethusa which, until tlie Fearless
and her destroyers came to her aid, was roughly handled. When
the Stettin turned away with the Fearless in chase, the Arethusa
concentrated her attentions on the Frauenlob. At 8.30 only one
6 in. gun in the Arethusa remained in action ; but it was enough.
A shell shattered the forebridge of the Frauenlob, and She turned
away towards Heligoland, which now came into sight on the
Arethusa 's bow through the mist. The Arethusa had sufiered
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severely. Shells in her hull had damaged her machinery ; all

her four torpedo-tubes had been disabled and her deck was
on lire amidships. The Fearless and her pack were whipped off

tile Stettin, which also disappeared in the mist. The signal was
made from the Arethusa to turn westwards, and with her

destroyers she proceeded on the new course, while the small

craft reformed. Some minutes later it was found that her speed

had fallen as the result of the injuries she had received, and all

hands were engaged in getting her once more into fighting trim,

effecting tempor-

ary repairs, and
clearing away the

wreckage.

Now it was that

Commodore Tyr-

whitt received a

stirring report
from his destroy-

ers of * the first

flotilla. While he

had been so hotly

engaged, the lead-

ing ship of the

German flotilla,

,
V 187, a vessel of

650 tons, and 32^
knots, armed willi

two 20 -pounders

and four machine
guns, had been
caught and cut

off. She fought

with the utmost
gallantry, but the ^British destroyers closed with her, poured

in a storm of shells, accurately directed, which tore open

her thin sides and water-line. Clouds of smoke and tongues

of flame rose from her as the projectiles exploded and swept her

crew away. She sank low^er in the water, still firing from a single

gun ; then the fire ceased, and almost at the same moment she

sank. As the V187 went down, the British destroyers of the first

flotilla ceased fire and launched, boats to save the Germans who
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were struggling in the water. This had scarcely been done when
a large German cruiser—the Stettin—approached and opened a

tremendous fire on the destroyers. Presumablj^ the Germans
supposed that the British were intending to board. The destroyers

wete compelled to fall back before this fire, to which they could

make no adequate reply. Two boats belonging to the destroyer

Defender were abandoned and left in a situation of deadly

peril, in the midst of the Germans and almost under the guns
of Heligoland. It seemed as though nothing could save them
when suddenly submarine E4 (Lieutenant Commander E. W.
Leir) show^ near at hand. She had watched the battle through

her periscope, and judged that the moment had come to strike

a blow. She proceeded towards the German cmiser, which, as

she came on to attack, drove straight at her in an attempt to

ram, and then made ofi at full speed. The attack of submarine

E4 covered the retreat of the destroyers and saved the boats.

As soon as the cmiser disappeared Lieutenant Commander Leir

boldly rose to the surface to give them aid. He took on board

one JBritish officer and nine men, and one unwounded German
officer and two men, and left in the boats one German officer

and six men who were unwounded and 18 badly wounded
Germans, directing the unwounded to navigate the boats lo

Heligoland.

Meanwhile the Arethusa, Fearless, and the British destroyers

had reformed and made every preparation for renewing Ihe

battle, bringing up fresh ammunition, plugging shot holes, and
getting collision-mats over their wounds. At 10 a.m. they

received a wireless message frem Commodore Keyes, to the

effect that the Lurcher and Firedrake were being chased by
German light cruisers. Commodore Tyrwhitt at once proceedorf

to their rescue, supported by the Fearless and the destroyers of

the first flotilla, but it appeared that the Lurcher had mistaken

British ships for Germans. At 10.37 a.m. he once more reached

the neighbdurhood of Heligoland. He must fiave signalled to the

German light cruisers, for at 10.55 suddenly tiie German cruiser

Stralsund loomed up and opened a heavy fire.

The position at this monient was critical, and signals were
promptly made by wireless to Vice Admiral Sir David Beatty, of

the battle cruiser squadron, calling for aid and staling that the

Arethusa was hard pressed. Simultaneously the first destroyer

flotilla sent oiit the same stilnmoris to the powerful British ships
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w hich were waiting in the background. The British light cruiser

squadron was at once ordered by Beatty to proceed at full speed

to the aid of the flotillas. But as two of its five ships had
already been detached to support the destroyers and had hot

rejoined, only tliree vessels remained available. Sir David
Beatty therefore determined himself to bring up his huge battle

cruisers to the help of Commodore Tyrwhitt, and with his flag-

ship Lion leading he did so.

While this powerful succour was on its way to the flotillas,

the crisis of the battle had arrived. Commodore Tyrwhitt

directed the Fearless to concentrate her fire on the big German
cruiser, and the first flotilla to attack her with torpedoes. They
closed her, and let go their ''fishes," •but she eluded the

torpedoes and vanished for the time being in the haze. It was
not for long, however. Ten minutes later she reappeared and
took up a position on the Arethusa's starboard quarter. The
Arcthusa and Fearless began a furious artillery fight with her,

while the destroyers again attacked her with their toipedoes.

She cojicentratcd her fire upon the Arethusa, but sustained heavy
damage from the Arethusa's 6 in. guns and from the Fearless's

4 in. weapons, while the destroyers maintained a steady fire on
her wdiich seemed to take effect. After a quarter of an hour of

this pounding she turned away and vanished in the mist towards
Heligoland. The British vessels did not attempt to pursue her;

their position was too dangerous, and they had expended much
ammunition and many torpedoes.

At tills juncture yet another vessel was made out coming up
through the mist. She was, in fact, the German light cruiser

Maiiiz running south from the fire of the British light ciuisers.

The Arethusa and Fearless and the destroyers of the third

flotilla met her onslaught in the most determined manner, but
as they came dowm she poured a very heavy fire upon them.
One well directed salvo detonated the "ready " rack of ammuni-
tion in the Laurel alid put the after gun out of action. The
next astern was hit forward, her mast brought down and her

captain killed. Every shot of the next salvo hit the Laertes,

and she was brought up all standing with no water in her

boilers. It was a fine piece of German gunnery, but it was not
to save the Mainz. Slgwly, as the British shells swept her, her

rapid broadsides died down; fires burst out on board; splinters

could be seen flying from her upper works; her shots went wide.
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One funnel fell with a tremendous crash. A torpedo struck her
amidships, and when the cloud of smoke and foam which rose

had vanished it was seen that one of her boilers had been blown
right up from the bottom of the ship and flung upon the deck,

where it lay visible to the crews of the British ships.

Out of the mist came the lai*ge British light cruisers Falmouih
and Nottingham, the first of the light cruiser squadron to reacli

the scene. Their 6 in. guns opened a crushing fire on the shat-

tered and sinking wreck. A second funnel fell with one of the

masts. The rain of shells reduced the hull of the luckless

German cruiser to a piteous mass, wreathed in black fumes,

from which flared out angry bursts of fire, like Vesuvius in erup-

tion. Her resistance *ceased. Then Commodore Keyes, in tlu*

destroyer Lurcher, ran in alongside her to take off survivors. In

all 224 men were rescued. She was sinking fast, and the Lurcher

had just shoved astern when* she listed over to port, and those

who were left slid down the ship's side into the water.

The Fearless and the destroyers were now recalled by signnl

from the Arethusa and ordered to cease fire and proceed west-

wards, leaving the light cruiser squadron and the Lifrcher to

attend to the Mainz. At 12.15 the huge vessels of the battle cruiser

squadron arrived on the scene, and proceeded north-eastward

towards Heligoland. They came in sight of the Arethusa,

engaged with yet another German light cruiser—the Kohi—

a

sister ship of the Mainz, and like her of 4,300 tons, armed ith

twelve 4 in. guns and steaming 26 knots. She had come up
through the mist and opened a long-range fire on the Arethusa

.

which the Arethusa relumed with great spirit, but without

visible effect.

Admiral Beatty with his battle cruisers steered at full speed

to cut her off from Heligoland, and as she fled, his ships

chased her at 27 knots. At 12.37 opened fire, and,

though the range was extreme, his guns inflicted great damage*

and set her on fire. A few minutes latev, while the British

battle cruisers were moving at 28 knots, another German ship,

the two-funnelled light cniiset Ariadne, came into sight. She
was steaming fast on a course at right angles to that of the

Lion, which led the line of British battle cruisers. The Lion lei

fly two salvos from her eight 13.5 guns, .which took effect, and
the German light cruiser disappeared into the mist in a sinking

condition.
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There being no other German ships in sight, the battle cruisers

circled northward to complete the destruction of the cruiser

Koln. The Lion trained two of her turrets, each mounting two

13.5 guns, upon the German vessel. Two salvos were fired,

each of four 1,250 lb. shells, and as the smoke of their explosion

rose from the Kdln it was seen that she was sinking. She
went down as a stone sinks, and the four destroyers attached to

the battle cruiser squadron, on proceeding to rescue survivors,

found no one alive. The whole crew of 379 officers and men
had perished. The German Admiralty paid a tribute to the

heroism of the British in seeking to assist the wounded and
drowning Germans while under fire. 'Tt must be admitted,"

the report ran, "that the British, without, stopping to consider

their own danger, sent out lifeboats in order to save our men."
Not a single British ship was lost in the battle, but the

Arethusa was badly damaged. Shq had about 30 holes in her

sides, half her bridge had been carried away, and one of her

torpedo tubes had been smashed. The total casualties of the

entire British attacking force were 32 killed and 56 wounded,
while th€^ material damage was so insignificant that within a
fortnight all the ships concerned were at sea again. The
Germans, on the other hand, had suffered heavily. Two of

tlieir most modern cruisers—the Mainz and the Koln- -had been

sent to the bottom; the Ariadne, which had also been disposed

of, was an older and a smaller vessel; the flotilla leader V187
was sunk, the others, though extensively damaged, being saved

principally by their high speed. The German losses amounted
to over 1,000 men, and included the flotilla admiral and the

destroyer commodore. Well might the Admiralty describe the

action as " fortunate and fruitful."

In the Mediterranean the anxiety of the French for their

transports was intensified by the presence in the Aegean sea

of the two modern German cruisers, the Goeben and the Breslau.

Tl]c former was a modern battle cruiser mounting ten ii in. guns,

and the latter a light cruiser. On the outbreak of war with

France they had bombarded the Algerian coast towns of

Philippeville and Bona. On August 4, but before the declara-

tion of war with England, they actually passed within sight

of the Indomitable and proceeded to Messina, where they

coaled. The British intention to trap them here was frustrated

by the desire to respect Italian neutrality, and the cruisers were
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sighted by the Gloucester slipping out of Taormina. Her
captain followed the Germans, reporting his and their positions

in the hope that the main body of big British sliips would come
up. But these were far behind, and moreover were hampered
by varied and confusing orders from the admiralty. In the

end the Gloucester was obliged by her orders to turn back, and
the Goeben and Breslau after steaming east were able to enter

the Dardanelles on August lo.

Left to itself the Mediterranean squadron could and would
have accounted for both ships, and the brake which was put on

their actiyity w'as one of the failures of Admiralty staff work

—

how serious in its effect w’as only realised later when the stiffen-

ing these two ships gave to the Turks weighed heavily in the

scale against British operations in the Dardanelles in 1915.

On October 27 the British navy suffered a ver^^ severe loss.

A German mine layer had got out of harbour with a cargo of

mines which she laid on the routes taken by the Atlantic liners

along the north coast of Ireland. On that day the ships of the

2nd Imttle squadron were engaged in gunnery practice near

Tory island when at 5 o’clock one of these, the new ai\d power-

ful siiper-Dreadnought Audacious, struck one of these mines.

Otlier ships, including the White Star liner Olympic, came to

the rescue and the battleship was taken in tow. For four

hours there were hopes of saving her, but about 9 o’clock she

blew up suddenly and sank. J\o lives were lost. Ihe news of

the disaster was concealed from the public partly because of

the delicate tale of the negotiations with Turkey and partly at

the request of Sir John Jellicoe.

As the German warships made no attempt to patrol their

own North Sea coasts, Britain’s far-ranging submarine com-
manders had little opportunity of displaying their skill. Her
light and armoured cruisers, with destroyer flotillas, were spread

over the North Sea and down the English Channel, recon-

noitring and searching merchant ships for contraband, and
guarding both the British and Belgian coasts from a naval raid.

The battle cniisers in the second week of September swept the

Bight of Heligoland, and found no enemy visible in German
home waters.

Many British vessels were thus exposed to torpedo attack by
hostile underwater craft. Th« fast new truisers were, however,

in little danger, as their speed enabled them to elude any sub-
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marine, and even at times fight it by quick ramming
manoeuvres. But in order to police the seas the Admiralty
had been obliged to put into commission some slow old cruisers,

and these vessels were the natural prey of the German stio-

inarines when their destroyer flotillas were not spread round
them.
The Germans had already got in the first blow ever delivered

by a submarine, and had sunk the British light cruiser Path-
finder. This haxipened on September i when this vessel, the

flotilla leader of a destroyer patrol, was lost with nearly all hands
off St. Abb'.D Head. It was afterwards leanied that the attack on
her was made by the German submarine U21. The Pathfinder's

commander, Captain Martin-Leake, was wounded but saved.

At the time British underwater craft w'ere blockading the very

throat of the Elbe. The German Admiralty was waiting to see

what the submarine could actually do*. In the meantime Admiral
von Tirpitz, imitating British tactics, exposed only his oldest

and slowest cruisers to underwater attacks. One of these, the

llela, steaming between Heligoland and the Elbe on Sunday,
Septembef 13, was sunk by the British submarine E9 com-
manded by Lieutenant Commander Max Horton.
The same officer was then sent to a station oil Emden, a

centre of Gorman torpedo craft. Towards the end of the first

week in October he submerged in the enemy's harbour, and
kept his crew amused by a gramophone concert and bridge pla5'-

ing. Then taking his first peep through the periscope he found

a destroyer too near him to loose a torpedo at her. He let her

steam away for 600 yards, and then fired his two forward tubes,

with an interval of five seconds between the two shots. The
first shot missed, but the second, travelling near the surface

of th(i water, caught the destro3^er amidships. The explosion

lifted her in the air and tore her in two. It \vas the S126, a
vessel of 480 tons and 27 knots speed, launched at Danzig in

1904. She had a crew of 60. Again the invisible conqueror

submerged, while a flotilla of German destroyers cruised above
him and found nothing to shoot at. By October 7 E9 and her

daring crew were safely back once more at Harwich. E9 was
one of the newest and most powerful submarines then existing.

She was over 800 tons, ^with accommodation for a crow of 28

men, and an air-supply enabling them to stay under the sea for

24 hours. Her oil engines and electiic accumulators gave her
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a range of action of 3,000 miles, and she was fitted with four
21 in. torpedo-tubes and a couple of twelve-pounder guns.

Success in submarine warfare, however, does not always de-

pend upon the efficiency of the boat, as one of the small, olcl-

Tasliiohed submarines in Emden harbour soon proved. This was
commanded by Lieutenant Otto Weddigen, and his orders were
to cruise round the coast of the Netherlands and Belgium and
attack the vessels that the British Admiralty were sending to

defend the Belgian seaports. Weddigen travelled on the surface,

except when he sighted vessels. He arrived at dawn on
Tuesday, September 22, some 16 miles north-west of the Hook
of Holland. Here he spied, about six o'clock in the morning,

the three old British armoured cruisers, the Aboukir, Hogue
and Cressy, cruising in a single line 20 miles from the Dutcli

coast, without any destroyers to scout for them. It was work
for which they were not,suited. They were large vessels of

12,000 tons each, and 14 to 15 years old. They needed each a

complement of 800 officers and men, and were slow, both in

speed and in manoeuvring powder, and made huge targets for

attack above and below water. It was a mistake*- to emplo3'

such slow old ships with large crews, yet the lower area of the

North Sea needed to be patrolled in sufficient force to guard
Belgium against a cruiser raid, and protect the transport of

British troops and material across the Channel from interruption.

Reaching a good firing point Lieutenant Weddigen loosed a

torpedo at the middle ship. He was abo\it 12 feet under
water at the time, and he got the shot true on tlie mark. Round
the Aboukir rose a fountain of water, a burst of smoke, a
flash of fire—and part of the stricken cruiser rose in the air.

The victor heard the roar, and felt the shock of the explosion.

Through his periscope he could see the crew, with their broken
ship sinking beneath them, standing at their posts, ready to

handle their guns if an enemy were visible. But none was, for

Weddigen submerged his periscope and •waited by the sinking
ship. He had seen the Hogue and Cressy coming to her aid.

As in the case of the Pathfinder, it was thought that the ship

Jiad struck a mine.
This misconception of the cause of the disaster led to further

loss. For, thinking they w^ere in no danger from an active
enemy, the Hogue and the Cressy steamed up to rescue the men
of the Aboukir. Weddigen had scarcely to move out of his
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position in order to get his firing depth and train his boat on the

nearer of the approaching vessels. This was the Hogue. The
torpedo got home, and for 20 minutes the ship lay wounded and
helpless on the surface. Then there was a second explosion,

caused probably by another torpedo hitting near the magazine,
and the great vessel heaved, half turned over and sank. The
captain of the Cressy at once began to steam a zigzag course

by the scene of the double disaster, in the hope of being able

to rescue the sailors who were struggling in the water, and at the

same time to get an opportunity of sighting and attacking the

enemy.
The next German torpedo missed the target, but at half-past

seven the enemy got home so deadly a stroke that, in five

minutes after being struck, the Cressy turned completely upside

down and sank. In all, 62 officers and 1,400 men were lost with

the three British cruisers. The Aboiikir lost 25 officers and 502
men; the Cressy, 25 officers and 536 men; and the Hogue, 12

officers and 362 men. The saved numbered only 59 officers

and 858 men—917 in all. The loss of the three obsolescent

cruisers wa*s of no importance, but the hea\"y loss of good men
was an irretrievable blow. The discipline and steadiness of the

men provoked the admiration of Weddigen who, peeping at

them through his periscope, bore witness to tlieir steadiness and
fearlessness. '*A11 the while," he said, "the men stayed by their

guns, looking for their invisible foe^ They were brave, true to

their country’s sea traditions." Dutch and British vessels in

the neighbourhood tended the survivors, and many of them were
conveyed in the cruiser's boats to the rescue ships.

Of the Allied fleets the French was fpr long the most fortu-

nate in escaping from serious loss. The main French naval

force, combined with the British Mediterranean fleet, under the

command of Admiral Bou^ de Lapeyr^re, held all the Austrian

warships in the blind alley cf the Adriatic. To assist the land

operations of the Montenegrins the Austrian fortress of Cattaro.

on the edge of their frontier, was bombarded by the Allied

fleets on September 10, Then the 40 warships steamed to the

island of Lissa, where the Austrian navy had won in bygone

days a ^eat victory over the fleet.

The signal station on this S^nd was shelled, as were those on

Pelegosa and Lesiaa. All the coast of Southern Dalmatia was

searched, and mines, lighthouses, signal stations and wireless
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stations were destroyed. This was done with a view to imped-

ing the Austrian fleet in any sortie from its base at Pola, and
British and French flags were hoisted over the conquered island,

which was made the base of the Franco-British naval operations.

The occupation of Lissa was not only good naval strategy, but

excellent political tactics.

By the beginning of October the British blockade of the

North Sea became even more effective than the Franco-British

blockade of the Austrian shores of the Adriatic. For on

October 2, moved by the disaster to the Aboukir, Hogue and
Cressy, and by the increasing activities of the enemy's sub-

marines, the British Admiralty closed the lower area of the

North Sea. A system of minefields was laid between the Good-

wins and Ostend, and between Foulness, in Essex, and the

opposite coast. The result was that the mouth of the Thames
and the northern entrance- to the Channel were scaled to any
raiding hostile warships. German submarines could, perhaps,

creep underneath the mines at considerable peril, but some time

passed before they had a conveniently near base at the liruges

seaport for such operations. In the meantime the Grand Fleet

kept guard in the north.

Whilst British naval forces were most busily employed in

the main work of the Great War, an interesting sea fight

occurred in the South Atlantic between a Cunard liner, the

Carmania, and the new German liner, the Cap Trafalgar. They
met on the morning of September 14 off Trinidada Island—not

the West Indian island of a similar name, but a rock, about four

miles by tw^o, lying in the South Atlantic some seven hundred
miles east of Brazil. The Carmania had been equipped as an
auxiliary cruiser, and sent to reconnoitre the little island. Her
lookout spied three steamers westward of the lofty, lonely rock.

They all fled when the British ship came into sight; but wdien

it was seen that the Carmania was alone, the largest of the three

German ships evidently changed her mind, turned round, and
steamed up to attack. Then Captain Noel Grant, commanding
the Cunarder, saw that the curious liner, which suddenly
hoisted the German ensign, was a foe worthy of his guns. For
the Cap Trafalgar was the pride of the Hamburg-South America
line. Built in 1913, eight years after thepunarder, for the express

purpose of ousting the Royal Mail steamers from passenger and
carrying traffic in the South Atlantic, she was now painted to
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resemble a Union Castle liner, and had come fully armed and
equi|3ped to the usurped German base at Trinidada Island to

destroy British shipping.

In size, speed, and fighting power the two armed liners were

about equal, and they were both manned mainly by naval

reservists. They had no armour, and their triple tier of decks

offered such colossal targets as made a miss by a trained gun-

layer at fighting range an Impossibility. Each had a speed of

i8 knots. The Carmania had a tonnage of 19,524 tons, and
mounted eight 4.7 guns. The Cap Trafalgar had a tonnage of

18,710 tons, and mounted eight 4.1 guns and six pom-poms. In

spite of their somewhat smaller calibre the German guns, being

of more modern make, had a low trajectory and were more
elfective at long distances. It was the first naval engagement of

its kind in history between two unarmoured ocean liners. Fire

was opened about midday and action took place at a range

of 8,000 to a little under 4,000 yards from start to finish.

The object of each ship being to let water into the other

as quickly as possible, the guns were laid on the water-line,

and an identical j)ortion of it kept as the point of aim every

time they were fired. Of the first few shells that hit the

Carmania on the port side three made holes, big and small, at

and alx)ve the water-line; one tore through the stewards' pantry

and embedded itself in the sandbagged engine room; another

cut the fire main—a casualty that might have had a decisive

ollect on the action. As the range shortened the effectiveness

of the Carmania ’s fire was to be seen in the slight list to star-

board of the Cap Trafalgar. Both ships w^ere 011 lire; the Car-

mania’s bridge so badly that it had toibe abandoned. Soon tlie

Cap Trafalgar turned away, and by 1.30 she was out of range of

licr foe. But her increasing list showed she was vitally injured,

and soon after she capsized and sank bows first. Her survivors

were picked up by one of her colliers. The Carmania's loss in

incu amounted to only nine killed and 26 wounded.

On the day that the Carmania was breaking up the plans

of German commerce-raiders on the American side of the South

Atlantic, the enemy was vainly trying to interfere with Britain’s

naval forces on the African coast of the great ocean. In tlie

Cameroon river, leading up to Duala, the principal port of the

German colony of the Cameroons,' the British gunboat, the

llwarf, was attacked by a German steamboat. In the darkness
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of night on September 14 the hostile boat tried to blow up the

British vessel by running on it with a spar-torpedo in the bows.

The sharp look-out kept on the Dwarf gave the alarm in time,

and the steamboat was captured.

Two nights afterwards a German merchant ship, the Nachti-

gall, got up full steam in the river, and swung up in the dark-

ness against the small British craft. But it was the big steamer

that was wrecked, with a loss of 14 men killed and 22 missing,

who were probably drowned in the darkness. The old British

cruiser of the county class, H.M.S. Cumberland, under Captain

Cyril FuDer, came up the Cameroon river to assist the gunboat.

The Germans apparently then turned their attention to the

more important ship? Two more steam launches were prepared

for a spar-torpedo attack. One carried the explosive machines

and the other assisted in the operation. Both were destroyed.

Behind the warships was a Franco-Bntish expedition, organized

at Freetown and Dakar, and composed of a landing force of

infantry and guns. The fine German port of Duala, from which

Germany was fed with important tropical commodities, was
swiftly attacked, and it surrendered without conditions on

September 27, So, without a fight, were captured eight Woer-
mann ships, whose tonnage amounted to 28,016, and a vessel of

the Hamburg-Amerika line. All the vessels were in good order,

and most of them contained cargoes and considerable quantities

of coal. The German gunboat Soden was likewise captured

and turned at once to good use by being commissioned for

service under the British flag.

The sister ship of the Cumberland, the Berwick, commanded
by Captain Lewis Baker, was also successful in a fight against

the commerce raiders. On September 12 she ran down and
captured the Hamburg-Amerika liner Spreewald, a vessel

of 3,900 tons, which had been fitted out as an armed merchant
cruiser. At the same time two colliers were taken, loaded with

6,000 tons of coal and 100 tons of provisions for the supply of

German cruisers operating in Atlantic waters.

Of all the ships that the German Admiralty scattered about
the sea for the destruction of British commerce, only the light

cruiser Emden, with Captain Karl von Mflller in command, gave
a full display of the possibilities of cofnmerce raiding. When
war broke out Miiller was nominally at Tsing-tau, with the

German China squadron, under Admiral von Spee. At the
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British China station thei*0 was a sufficient force to raaster all

Spee's shii)s. But the latter slipped out secretly before war

was declared, and so the Emden got away, and, hearing that the

Indian Ocean was partly unguarded, she suddenly appeared m
the bay of Bengal in the second week of September. Accom-

panied by the Hamburg-Anierika liner Markcmannia, acting as

collier, the cruiser came up the bay. By intercepting wireless

messages she learned the position of all vessels in the waters.

At 9 a.m. on the morning of September lo she made her first

victim of the Indus. Muller transferred tlie crew to his own ship

and then sank the British vessel by gunfire. In tlie afternoon

of the next day the Lovat was sighted and sunk. The day after

the Kabinga was taken, and used as a prison ship for the cap-

tured crews. On the same day the KilHn was sunk, and tlie

Diplomat—quite a good day's work in all. On September 14

the Trabbock was captured aud sunk. When all the prisoners

Jiad been placed in the Kabinga, which was ordered to proceed to

Calcutta, Captain Muller with his collier accompanied the vessel

to within^ 75 miles of the mouth of the Hooghli. He next sank

another ship, and sent her crew to Kangoon.
On the evening of September 22 this daring seaman steamed

into Madras liarbonr and began to shell the oil-tanks of the

Burma Oil Company. An empty tank was riddled, and another,

containing 1,500,000 gallons of liquid fuel, was set on fire. A
ship in the harbour was stnick, and the telegraph office and

some goods trucks on the harbour wall, but only two men and

one boy were killed. Getting out into the Indian Ocean, Milllcr

continued his commerce raiding exploits, and in a few days cap-

tured and sank the British steamships Tymeric, King Lud,

Liberia, and Foyle, and took the collier Buresk. The crews were

transferred to tlio steamer Gryfedale, which was iilso captured,

but released in ordtT to take the British sailors to Colombo.

By this time a lar^e number of British, French, Russian, and

Japanese warships—including several cruisers of high speed

—

were trying to round up tlie adventurous raider, which met with

a slight check when H.M.S. Yai*mouth captured off Sumatra

the Hamburg-Amerika liner that was serving as a collier. Her

captain also retook the Greek steamer Pontoporos, which had

been captured and put* to the same purpose. This left MillJer

with a much restricted range of action. For some days he con-

tinued to prey on the ocean trade of India ; then, when his coal
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was running short, he resolved on one of the most daring

strokes in his campaign. He knew that the Yarmouth was
operating from Penang, the chief port of the Straits Settle-

ments; and as she had made for this gateway of commerce in

order to attack his colliers, he answered the attack by a raid on
Penang. At dawn on Wednesday, October 28, the Emdea
stopped some ten miles off Penang and hoisted an additional

dummy funnel. In the semi-darkness of dawn, as she steamed

towards the harbour, everybody on the watch there thought

that she was the Yarmouth returning to anchorage. There was
a Russian light cruiser, the Zhemchug, in the harbour, together

with three French destroyers and a gunboat. The Zhemchug
was an older ship than the Emden, and had only six 4.7 guns

against the Emden ‘s ten 4.1 guns of a new er pattern.

The guard boat at the harbour entrance gave no warning, and
it w’as only w^hen the Emdten hoisted German colours that tlu^

trick was realized. Not one of the Zhemchug's guns was read\^

for action. Meanwhile, the Emden had trained one of her torpedo

tubes on the Russian ship. Delivered at a short range, th»i

torpedo entered the engine room of the Zhemchug, and rendered

her quite helpless by disabling lier ammunition hoists. Closing in

on a zigzag course, Muller fired salvo after salvo at the stricken

vessel. A hundred shells were poured in at a distance lessening

from 350 to 250 yards, while the Russian cruiser listed. The
German then turned and brought her second torpedo tube into

play. The torpedo exploded the Zhemchug’s magazine, and in a

dense pall of black smoke tongued with flame the Russian cruis^T

sank, after an engagement lasting scarcely fifteen minutes.

The Emden at once made off at full speed, and at the northern

entrance to the harbour met a steamer which hoisted the red flag,

signifying that she was a powder steamer. This was an

especial prize for the Emden, now running short of ammunition.

She got out her boats and w^as about to examine her new cap-

ture w^hen the small French destroyer ' Mousquet appeared.

This vessel had no chance whatever against the German cruiser,

but her heroic commander was resolved to save the powder
steamer Glenturret. He drove his destroyer in at full speed,

hoping to get in close enough to use his torpedoes. But almost

the first salvo of the Emden struck tlj,e engine room and dis-

abled the little vessel. The Emden then ceased fire, expecting

the TVenchmen to surrender. But the Mousquet went on firing,
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THE END OF tHE EMDEN

and sent two torpedoes at the enemy. Neither struck her, and
the Germans poured down a fire till the destroyer began to sink

by the bows. Thirty-six of the French crew were rescued, but
three of them afterwards died. Another destroyer was then
seen approaching from Penang, and the Emden at once steamed
for the Indian Ocean at full speed, and was lost to sight.

Nothing more was heard of her until Monday, November 9,

when she appeared off the lonely Cocos Keeling Isles, where the

wireless station and the submarine cable connecting Singapore,

Australia and South Africa had attracted the .attention of

Captain von Muller. He sent a landing party of 40 men and
three officers, with four machine guns, to destroy the wireless

station and cut the cable. But false cables had been put into

position for just such an attack as this; and though both the

wireless apparatus and all the cables were apparently put out

of action by the landing party, submarine telegraphic communi'
cation between Africa, Asia apd Australia was not interrupted.

The wireless operator had sent out calls for help as soon as the

Emden was sighted. By chance the troopships carrying the

Australian Expeditionary Force were passing within loo miles.

H.M.A.S. Melbourne, H.M.A.S. Sydney, and a Japanese
cruiser were convoying the troopships, and when the wireless

call from the Cocos was received Captain John C. T. Glossop, of

the Sydney, was ordered to raise steam for full speed and go

and attack the foreign warship. In 135 minutes the tops of

the coconut trees v/ere sighted, and the smoke of the enemy was
seen. Instead of waiting to be attacked, the Emden came driv-

ing at high speed towards the Australian cruiser. She got

in first shot, but Captain Glossop at once understood Muller’s

tactics, and kept the Sydney far away from the Emden. The
German commander wanted to fight a close action, with a view

to annulling the advantage of longer range which the Sydney
possessed in her 6 in. guns. All the casualties on the Australian

cruiser occurred at the opening of the engagement.

The shooting of the 6 in. British guns began to shake the

Emden. Her fire quickly slackened. First her foremost funnel

went, then the foremast, and fire.broke out in her. Next the

second funnel was smashed, and lastly -the third, and the

flaming wreck made for the beach on North Keeling Island,

where she grounded at 20 minutes past eleven—one hour and 40
minutes after the firing of the first shot. The Sydney then
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pursued and captured the Buresk, taking off the British crew and
the prisoners. As, however, the Germans had opened the sea

valves the vessel could not be saved. Returning to the Emdeii

again at 4 p.m., since her colours were still flying, the Sydney
signalled her to surrender, and^ receiving no answer, turn^ the

guns on her again. Up went a white flag, and down came the

German ensign. The condition of the Emden was as terrible as

that of the Zhemchug had been. Only 145 of her crew were

unwounded, and the dead numbered 115. Four men in the

Sydney were killed and 12 wounded. Captain von Miiller and
Prince Franz Joseph of Hohenzollern were among the unwounded
prisoners.

The end of H.M.S. Pegasus came on September 20. She was
a light cruiser, a littie over 2,000 tons, and v/as built in 1897,

carrying eight 4 in. guns of an old pattern. Stationed at Zanzi-

bar, she made a successful expedition to the German East

African port and railway-head of Dar-es-Salaam, where she sank

a German gunboat and a floating dock, and badly crippled the

enemy commerce raiders by destrojring the wireless station.

After striking this blow she returned to Zanzibar harbour, as

defects in her engine room made a complete overhaul necessary.

At five o'clock in the morning the German cruiser KOnigsberg

approached at full speed, disabled a British patfobboat with

three shots, and then opened fire on the Pegasus.

The German warship was armed with 4 in. guns, with a longer

range and a greater power than the weapons of the British

vessel. She began shooting at 9,000 yards' distance, and though

all the broadade of the Pegasus stubbornly tried to reply, her

old guns were pat out of action in 15 minutes. Shell after shell

struck the British cruiser, tearing down the upper works,

smashing the guns, around which most of the slaughter of the

crew occurred. When the decks were strewn with dead and
dying men the Germans ceased firing for five minutes. Think-
ing that the action was over, all the men who had been able to

find shelter came on deck to succour their wounded comrades.

But tliis was the moment chosen by the Kdnigsberg for another

terrible bombardmrat. She battered the Pegasus almost
beyond recognition, and Caused her to list heavily. Out of the

crew of 234 men there were 24 killed and^55 wounded.
Under the enemy's fire the ensign was shot from the

mast and fell on the deck. At ome it was seized and held aloft
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by two marines in the most exposed position in their ship. It

drooped for a moment when one had been killed by a shell.

Immediately another marine took the place of the dead man,
and the flag continued to show bravely, and it was still flying

from the broken Pegasus when the German cruiser fired a last

shot and steamed away.

A few days before the Emden was burnt and beached her sister

ship, the Konigsberg, with little to her credit except the sinking

of the Pegasus, was hunted down. On October 30 she was dis-

covered by H.M.S. Chatham, a monitor built for operations on
the coast of Belgium, to be hiding in shoal water six miles up the

Kufigi river in German East Africa. The British ship, being of

greater draught, could not be worked up the densely wooded
tropical river. The Konigsberg's crew had prepared for siege by
landing and digging entrenchments on the banks of the stream,

and though the Chatham bombarded ^he enemy's ship and
trenches with her long-range guns, the effect could not be

observed owing to the thick gi*oves of palm trees screening the

German ship. However, the British captain blocked the river by
sinking c(5lliers in the single navigable channel.

Just before the British monitor squadron and destroyer flotilla

steamed to the Belgian coast to take part in the great land battle,

the work of patrolling the Channel and the North Sea became
mor{^ difficult and urgent. For the enemy then possessed, in the

northern ports of the Belgian coast, new bases for torpedo

operations perilously close to England and to France. Sub-

marines were sent in parts by railway to Bruges, mines were laid

in the Scheldt, and both destroyers and submarines were ordered

to proceed from Emden to the new Belgian bases.

Meanwhile, the German submarine officer, Lieutenant Wed-
digen, was tracking two old armoured cruisers, the Hawke and
the Theseus, in the northern waters of the North Sea. On
October 15 the sister ships were attacked by U9. Weddigen
released his first torpedo at the Theseus, but missed the mark.

Then he turned on the Hawke, and struck her amidships near

a ready magazine. The detonation was followed by a second

terrific explosion in which a large number of the crew were killed,

and in five minutes the Hawke sank with the loss of nearly 500
lives. Only one boat got away, and after rowing about for three

liours the exhausted menibers oi the crew were picked up by a

passing Norwegian steamer.
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It was at this time that four German destroyers, Si 15, Si 17,

Si 18 and Si 19, left Emden and turned south with the intention of

operating off Belgium with the submarines. Acting on informa-

tion received, the newest British light cruiser, with four of tlie

newest destroyers, steamed out of Harwich at the same hour and
also made in the same direction—for British submarines were
still watching off the enemy's harbour when the hostile

destroyers appeared. Cai^taiii Cecil H. Fox in the light cruiser

Undaunted, was accompanied by the Lance, the Lennox, the

Legion and the Loyal. At four o'clock on the afternoon of

Saturday, October 17, the Gennan flotilla was descried off the

mouth of the Scheldt. They tried to escape, but by good sea-

iliaiiship Captain Fox cut them off, using the superior speed of

liis flotilla to tlie best advantage, and then opened the action at

a range of five miles. To prevent any of the enemy escaping,

Captain Fox ordered the four British destroyers to concentrate

against two of the German vessels. This gave the gunlayers in

the smaller craft double the fire-power of their immediate
enemies.

Then the Undaunted brought her two 6 in. guns and 4 in. guns

against the two remaining destroyers. So deadly was the marks-

manship of the British light cruiser that in less than a ininuto

the leading German ship was in distress. Clouds of smoke arose

from her as the lyddite shells struck home and exploded, rend-

ing the thin steel armour-plate of the hull as if it were wockI and
liurling the metal splinters all about. A shell smashed the

machinery and brought the boat to a standstill, and a few

minutes after the action opened she was sunk. Soon afterwards

the second enemy destroyer was ablaze from end to end, with her

funnels, bridge and deck fittings tom from their holdings. As slie

went down the sea seemed to engulf a length of leaping flames

The British destroyers were equally successful, and at the end

of an hour and a half the German navy had lost four useful

destroyers and some 250 officers and men, -including 32 survivors

picked up after the action.

On the whole the naval war of attrition by submarine attack

produced no alteration in the comparative strength of the two
chief contending navies of the world during the first critical six

months of the war. At the end of that ^ime the British fleet was
both absolutely and relatively stronger than it had been on the

day of mobilization. Against the commerce and industries of
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Germany it had exerted an influence so tremendous tliat the

German nation had to be put cn siege rations. This was the true

cause for the adoption of a policy of German submarine attacks

on merchant shipping. The first exploit in commerce destruction

by submarine attack occurred on Tuesday, October 20, when
the British steamer Glitra, with a cargo of oil and coal, was
steaming towards Stavanger in Norway. About ten miles from
this destination her captain sighted a submarine, which forced

him to hcave-to under threat of a torpedo.

Two officers and a couple of men then boarded the Glitra from
a canvas boat. They had revolvers in their hands, and they

ordered the crew to leave the ship within ten minutes. As the

crew rowed to the shore the submarine officers entered the engine

room and opened the Kingston valves. Then, returning to the

submarine, they fired on the steamer, which took nearly three

hours to sink. UJ7 was the subijiarine that carried out this

work. It was the first recorded instance of a merchant ship being

captured or sunk by uiukuwater craft. About a w^eek later, on
Monday, October 26, the first historic act of veritable piracy was
committid. On that day the French liner Amiral Gautcaume
was steaming from Calais to Havre in a heavy sea with 2,500

refiig(X‘s aboard. She was torpedoed without w'arning, and about

30 lives were lost, but the Gauteaume got back to port.

On the following day the traffic along the chief Atlantic trade

routes was interrupted. A British steamer, the Manchester
Commerce, struck a mine off the Irish coast by Tory Island, the

captain and 13 men perishing. A minefield had been laid off the

island by a vessel showing neutral flags on one of the new'

trade routes fixed by the British Admiralty and communicated
by secret instructions to skippers, shipowners and cargo-owmers

concerned in the carrying of commerce across the Northern

Atlantic. The speed and facility with which the new route had
bec;n mined proved that German secret service agents were able

to discover the Adjniralty's secret instructions and arrange

for a neutral vessel to slip out with a cargo of mines.

The reason why the Germans resorted to piracy in the middle

of October, barely ten wax'ks after the outbreak of hostilities, was

explained by a statement issued by the secretary of the

Admiralty on October 23, At that date only 39 out of 4,000

British ships engaged fn foreign trade had been sunk by the

enemy. Nearly 9,000 foreign voyages had been undertaken to
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aiid from the ports of the United Kingdom, and in 45 cases only

had our ships been interfered with. Moreover, most of these

small losses had been occasioned by skippers' disregard of instruc-

tions. On all the routes where Admiralty instructions were
followed, little damage was done to merchant shipping.

While Britain's overseas trade was thus impeded only by the

large number of ships withdrawn for the transport of troops and
the carrying of material and supplies to our navy and expedition'

ary force, the overseas trade of Germany had practically ceased

to exist. Among the comparatively few German ships whicli had
put out to sea, 133 had been captured, which was nearly four

times the number of those lost by the yast and active British

mercantile maiine. The government rate of insurance for

cargoes, fixed at the outbreak of war at five guineas per cent, was
reduced to two guineas without imperilling the solvency of tlic

government insurance fund.t

It was on Monday, November 2, 1914, that the German
Admiralty received news of the victory of their China squadron

over the Good Hope and Monmouth in the action off Coroiui.

(See Chapter 30.) It was then decided to launch the battle cruiser

squadron at once across the North Sea, and to bombard the cast

coast of England. A new minefield was laid between Heligolaiul

and Jahde Bay, where Wilhelmshaven is situated. The idea

was to draw the counter-attacking British ships into the mine-

field, where a large flotilla of German submarines was also

acting. So as evening fell on Monday, November 2. a German
squadron of three armoured cruisers and three battle cruisers

came out of Wilhelmshaven and threaded the minefield around

Jahde Bay, and then made at high speed for the East Anglian

coast. There they arrived at dawn on Tuesday morning,

November 3. The only British warship in view of the Germans
was the old gunboat Halcyon, lying ten miles off the coast on

fishing patrol duties. The great German ships rained shells upon

the gunboat, which had only two 4.7 in. and four 6-pounder guns.

She could scarcely dc 18 knots, but her captain, running her on
a zigzag course, only had his ship bit eight times. Then a British

destroyer arrived and sent up a screen of thick smoke, behind

which the Vjattered little Halycon got safely away.
At 7 o'clock the bombardment began^ but at so great a range

that the damage done was negligible. German destroyers,

scattered northward and southward, had got into touch witli the
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outer guard of the British advancing battle cruiser squadron. A
wireless message came to the German admiral, and learning that

a far superior force was closing down upon him he turned for

home at top speed and the vessels escaped into a thick mist,

dropping mines as soon as they left Yarmouth Roads. As the

result several trawlers and a British submarine of the D class

were sunk. On the return the Germans lost the armoured cruiser

Y(^rck. Built just before the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau, she

was sister-ship to the Roon, having an armament of four 8.2 in.

guns and ten 6 in. guns, with a 4 in. armoured oelt and 6 in.

turrets. J.rOsing her way in the mist while returning tef Wilhelms-

haven, she took the wrong path through the minefield, exploded

a mine, and sank just in the entrance to Jahde Bay, thereby

blocking it. Owing to the fog, the rescue of her crew was
impeded, and only 177 men out of 629 were saved.

As their victory at Coronel .had ^provoked the German
Admiralty to make their first vain raid on Britain's ea.st coast

towns, so their crushing defeat in the battle off the Falkland
Islands aroused them to make a more desperate attempt to

carry o^it the scheme for which their battle cruiser wing had
been designed. About five o'clock in the evening of Tuesday,
December 15, the German battle cruiser fleet steamed out of

Wilhelmshaven, and for 14 hours made at a speed of 25 knots

for part of the Durham and Yorkshire coast which was known to

be unprotected by a minefield. As soon as the battle cruisers

had left Wilhelmshaven there was a stir of activity throughout
the Grand Fleet, Not only did the ist and 2nd battle cruiser

s(iiiadrons put out to sea, but on a remote point of the northern

British coast eight of Britain's fastest super-Dreadnovght battle-

ships got up steam and turned southward.
77ie German bombardment began at Scarborough a little after

eight o'clock in the morning. The Moltke, with her ii in. shells,

and an armoured cruiser firing 6 in. shells, came up in the morn-
ing mist and opened.fire at close range, the smaller vessel steam-

ing up to within a quarter of a mile of the beach. The first shell

tore up the promenade and foreshore. Then the Grand Hotel

and other prominent buildings were struck. The walls of the

ancient castle, ten feet thick, were shattered in places, and the

keep w^as also damaged. In all, four children, eight wa'imcn

and five men wxre killed outnght, and over a hundred wTre

w^ounded. A similar bombardment took place at Whitby,
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where a coastguard and a vanman were killed and two boys
wounded by two battle cruisers firing ii in. shells. At the

Hartlepools the bombardment began at the same time as

at Scarborough. The weather was very hazy, and the three

battle cruisers got within a range of about 4,000 yards. But
except for one shot that destroyed the gas-holders, little military

damage was done. The slaughter of non-combatants in this sea-

port, however, was serious. A hundred men, women and children

were killed, wdiile nearly 450 were wounded.
When tlje last vessels of the German cruiser squadron steamed

away from Whitby about 9.30 o’clock on Wednesday morning,

December 16, part of the Grand Fleet was waiting for all the

raiders. On one side of the German squadron was Sir David
Beatty with the first battle cruisers. On the other side was
the second battle squadron with eight super-Dreadnought
battleships, all ready for inst*ant attack. It was as complete a.

trap as could be imagined. The second battle sqiuidron suddenly

.saw the Gennans about eight miles away, coming out of a fog-

bank. Our fire-control oiheers marked the ranges, and the gim.s

were laid. Then just when the British ships were a^X)ut to

open fire the fog came down again heavily and entirely hid ilu^

enemy. Apparently the Germans saw the British ships and
altered course as they sped away through the fog, for nothing

more could be seen of them. Bat they did not escape quite

without hurt. As the battle cruiser Von der Tann was fleeing

fast in the thick fog she raTumed the light crui.5er Frauciilob,

damaging herself badly in the bows, as well as half sinking ihc

Hitter vessel.

On Christmas day a raid by British seaplanes was diitx'ted at

Cuxhaven witli the Harw'ich force and some submarines in

support. When the planes set off from their parent ships visi-

bility was perfect; but over the land a dense fro.st fog made
accurate bombing difficult. By the time the seaplanes lunl

located their targets and dropped their Iximbs fuel was running

short. Zeppelins and hostile seaplanes were out after them, and
five British planes had to come down in the sea. One was
rescued by the Fearless, another by a Dutch trawler, and three

came down close of! Nonlerney, where they lay in great dang<?;

with a Zeppelin approaching. At this moment Lieutenant Com-
mander Nasmith with submarine Eli rose to the surface, took

the pilots on l>oard and dived Just in time fo escape two bombs
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wliicli the Zeppelin dropped upon him. The results of the

bombing wer(' not very impressive, but the interesting fact

remained that the Harwich flotilla and carriers had been close

in to the enemy's shores without encountering a single surface

craft. An indirect result of the raid was that the German battle

(raiser Von dcr Tann, whilst at anchor in Schiliig Roads, on

sighting the jdanes weighed anchor in such haste that she fouled

another cruiser and both were severely damaged, the Von dec

I'ann thus being prevented from taking part in the Dogger Bank
iiglit described in a later chapter.

The year do.sed with a sad disaster to the British ship Formid-

able, which in company with Admiral Bayley's cruiser squadron

was carryiiig out manceuvres off the Isle of Wight. She was the

List of the line, steaming at onl3^ ten knots and unprotected by

destroyers. Without warning she was struck b}^ torpedo amid-

ships which, (“Xploding on the starl^oard side abrexist the fore-

most funnel, gave her a list of 20 degree.^. Soon after she was

again struck on the port side. c5nly four boats could be

launclied and all hands were set to breaking up wcxniwork for

life saving purposes. Two and a half hours after she had been

hit she went down with a joss of 512 men and 35 oiTicers of a

complement of 780.

IToin this regrettable and av'oidable affair two bright aspects

(‘m(‘rgc‘d. Oiie was the perfect discipline of the crew of the

rorinidai)le who, until she sank, worked calnil}" and cheerfully.

It was in accordance with the highest traditions of the service.

The second was an extraordinarily gallaiU rc^icue of the ship’s

launch with 70 men by the Brixham trawler Provident, manned
by a c rew'” of only four men. In a full gale and a high sea t)ie

.skipper gybed his vessel and brought her up alongside the sink-

ing and overloaded boat, A warp was passcxl, and by this piece

of audacious s('aniaushix> all the men were taken oil as the launch

sank. It is pleasant to know that the gallantly- of the Provident

was recognized by a gratuity of /350 and a life sin ing medal for

each one of the crew.
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CHAPTER 18

First Battle of the Aisne

The battle of the Aisne opened on September 13, 1914, with

both sides still hoping to outflank the other and reach an
immediate decision ; it ended in a deadlock on this part

of the front which was not to be removed for four years. It

marked the beginning of that prolonged struggle between armies
whose flanks could not be enveloped, resting, as they eventually

did, on thc^ frontier of Switzerland on the east and, in the west,

on the sea-border.

Like the battles of Mons ^nd of the Marne, the battle of the

Aisne began on a Sunday. It was fought on a front of 100 miles

from Compi^giie to Tahure, east of Reims, which ran approxi-
mately east-south-east. On the side of the Allies the following

armies were engaged from west to east: French 6th, Maunoury.
Compifegne-Soissons : the British, Sir J. French, south of

Soissons to Vauxc^r6 ; French 5th, Franchet d*Espcrcy, Vaux-
c^re to Berry-au-Bac

:
9th, Foch, advancing north near R< ims ;

and 4th, Langle de Cary, moving down the upper Suippe. These
were faced by the following German armies from west to east,

forming a group under field marshal Josias von Heerlngen : ist,

von Kluck, Compi^xgne-Soissons ; 2nd, Billow, Soissons-Craonnc ;

^d. Hausen, Craonne-Reims
; 4th, duke of WQrttemberg,

Reims-Suippe.

The Allies and the Germans had been continually marching and
fighting for weeks, and both had just fought the liattle of the
Marne, in which the losses on both sides had been heavy and
the consumption of munitions enormous. It is difficult to
estimate the forces engaged ; they were continuaily changing, as
during the battle the Germans brought up large numbers of men
set free by the fall of Maubeuge and the cessation of the German
offensive in Lorraine, while the French steadily shifted units from
their eastern front to their western flank. The British army still

consisted of only aj corps, as the 3rd corps lacked a division,

which arrived during the battle, and ha!f its artillery. Sir John
French cannot have had much more than 60,000 men under him
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in view of his losses, winch had not yet been entirely made good^
with drafts. The German armies were reorganized during the
battle, and Hausen was removed, nominally on account of illness

but actually, it woxild se^m, because of defective leadership^ in

the earlier period of the wai^ His troops were added to Bdlow^s.

The Aisne is a sluggish ttver of good average widtli flowing in

a wide valley two miles tecad, to the north and south of which
rise downs and steep hills to a level of 400 feet or 450 feet. On
the north side there is a large taUeland between Soissons and
Craonne. Amoitg the hills are many caves, woods, and quarries,

affording admirable cover to artillery and troops. On their

march south the Germans had begun entrenchments on the table-

land north of the river, and when they fell back from the Marne
these were pressed forward with feverish haste. Peasants and
French prisoners were compelled to work on them, and
rapidly a great fortified system was created. The Germans had
studied the ground carefully before Ihe war, and German firms

and establishments had worked several of the quarries and
secured land in commanding positions near Reims.

Germaij^ engaged in businesses at Soissons and Reims were at

hand to advise about details of the ground, and help in laying

out the entrenchments and gan-sites. On the German repeat a
\ery complete intelligence system was organized, so that the

command was kept thoroughly informed of what was happening
in the Allied lines. They had learnt the lesson of the Marne
when their general headquarters had fafled conspicuously to keep
in touch wdth the front line.

The German plan was to allow the Allies to take the offensive

against their vast entrenched position and cross the Aisne. At
the right moment it was hoped to deal h counter-stroke, precisely

as in the battle of Morhange the Germans had allowed the French
to attack and had then advanced suddenly. The Germans had
still their crushing superiority in heavy artillery, which becanie

more serious as heavy howitzers, 8 in., xx in., and iz in., arrival

from the siege of Maubeuge, and were'able to outrange and out-

class everything in the AUied armies, tkpy had a great advan-

tage in machine guns ; thdr numerical in aircraft did

not tell so much because the weath<Mtf was idlsiost untfori^y

rainy, cold, and stormy. Tl|^ diffiioultiea of the A&cs were

greatly increased by the Tains, ^bjkh the riy^rand made
the ground a riippery and sticky mdss of chalkHoindt,
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General Joffre was not yet certain as to the exact situation of

the Germans or he might not have delivered a frontal attack

upon them. They had just been driven back 40 miles on the

western section of their front, and it was possible that, if

energetically assailed, they might be compelled to make a much
hiore extensive retreat. Unfortunately shortage of ammunition
greatly hampered the Allies, while the fall of Maubeuge set free

two important railways for the munitioning of the German troops,

and this perhaps alone enabled the enemy to hold their ground.

The Allies on September 12, 1914, reached the Aisne at the

western end of their line; Foch, on September 13, occupied Reims,

and Lahgle de^, Cary, meeting with ever-increasing resistance,

reached the upper Suippe. Maunoury vigorously pressed the

Germans west of Soissons, following Joffre’s order to harass the

German right to the utmost, and opened fire with his artillery at

long range against German* batteries sited on the high ground
north and south of Soissons. He was supported by the British 3rd

corps, attacking from Buzancy, which drove the Germans across

the river at Soissons, where they broke down the bridges. After

this preliminary operation the work of forcing a passage of the

river was taken in hand. On September 13 the French 6th army
bridged the Aisne under fire at Attichy and Vic, and also at Vic

crossed by a girder of a narrow-gauge railway bridge which had
not been completely destroyed. They were at once heavily

engaged with considerable forces.

It will be understood that though the battle was not in full

operation until Sunday, September 13, troops were already in

ifiovement the evening before. On the British 3fd corps section

a passage of the Aisne was effected on the evening of the 12th,

when Brigadier General Hunter-Weston, commanding the nth
brigade, discovered that the bridge at Venizel was not too

severely damaged to carry light loads, and was able to throw his

troops over in single file* Ho completely surprised the Gennans by
a bayonet attack. He able to occupy a line from the spur
north of St. Marguerite to a point two miles north of Soissons.

This was a fine feat of arms, following as it did a march of 30
miles through pouring rain by troops who had had no proper
food for 24 hours. In the morning the British cavalry was early

astir reconnoitring the crossings of the Aisne at Villers and
Bpurg. Bridges over the river had been destroyed and the

dragoons bad to content themselves with firing on the Germans
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entrenched on the opposite bank. Later, with the assistaMe of

the 1st division, the cavahy was able to effect a crossing by
means of a partially destroyed aqueduct.

Sir Douglas Haig had that vaxxnmg ordered the ist corps to

reconnoitre tlxe riVer crossiligs. He intended to order an attack
should the enemy actively defend the river passage, but, in fact,

the 2nd brigade was aWe to follow the cavalry divisioti and take
up a position on the north bank. Meantime, others of his troops

were able to cross at Pont Arcy over a bridge only partially

destroyed and cover the ^giiieers in the construction of a
pontoon tuidge farther downstream.

The 2nd corps, still farther left, met with mdre severe checks.

At Cond6, it was reported, the bridge was intact—^but it had been
left so purposely by the Germans as a trap, being covered by their

machine guns and riffe fire. An attempt to build a pontodn
bridge at Soissons was defeated by tBe heavy German howitzers.^

Near Missy British detachments of the 2nd corps crossed with
great difficulty by rafts ; farther east the British crossed by a
damaged bridge and rafts at Vailly, avoiding the bridge at Cond6:

'

The Gernians, after sharp fighting, fell back two miles towards
their main position. The British engineers worked magnificently.

Eight pontoon bridges and one footbridge had been completed
by the night of the 14th, while five of the damaged bridges had
l>eea made fit to carry foot or heavy traffic. All this work was
carried out in heavy rain under severe fixe from the German
artillery. East of the British, Franchet d'Esperey crossed above
Bouig late on the xjth, keeping contact with the British right.

During the day detachments of troops were crossing the river

as and when it became practicable. The rath infantry brigade

was able to defile gradually over the damaged bridge at Venizel.

The French 6th army were aUe to make continuous headway at

Soissons, although the advance was toxisiderably harassed by the

German batteries. When the enemy bro^^t their heavy howitzers

into play the British *artiUery were to out-range them.

By about midday, however, tiixe AJaoe had been crossed on
both flanks of the British army and theeo passi^ secured* The
centre remained closed. Sir Doug^ Haig beh^fod that the gap
between the German xst and 21^ armies had not been clewed

since the Marne, and th^ lor k broak through was
still very promiring. Certsd^ nl^t&U the sitxtatl^ was
still very encouraging, and the imemy had lost any chance of
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General Joffre was not yet certain as to the exact situation of

the Germans or he might not have delivered a frontal attack
upon them. They had just been driven back 40 miles on the
western section of then: front, and it was possible that, it

energetically assailed, they might be compelled to make a much
more extensive retreat. Unfortunately shortage of ammunition
greatly hampered the Allies, while the fall of Maubeuge set free

tw'O important railways for the munitioning of the German troops,

and this perhaps alone enabled the enemy to hold their ground.
The Allies on September 12, 1914, reached the Aisne at the
western end of their line; Foch, on September 13, occupied Reims,
and Langle de, Cary, meeting with ever-increasing resistanct‘,

reached the upper Suippe. Mauiioiiry vigorously pressed the

Germans west of Soissons, following Joffre’s order to harass the
German right to the utmost, and opened fire wdth his artillery at

long range against German* batteries sited on the high ground
north and south of Soissons. He was supported by the British 3rd
corps, attacking from Buzancy, which drove the Germans across

the river at Soissons, where they broke down the bridges. After
this preliminary operation the w^ork of forcing a passage of the
river was taken in hand. On September 13 the French 61 h army
bridged the Aisne under fire at Attichy and Vic, and also at Vi('

crossed by a girder of a narrow-gauge railway bridge which liad

not been completely destroyed. They w^ere at once heavily
engaged with considerable forces.

It will be understood that though the battle was not in full

operation until Sunday, September 13, troops were alnady in

Movement the evening before. On the British 3rd corps section
a passage of the Aisne w'as effected on the evening of the 12th,
when Brigadier General Hunter-We.ston, commanding the iitli

brigade, discovered that the bridge at Venizel was not too
severely damaged to carry light loads, and was able to throw his

troops over in single file. He completely surprised the Germans by
a bayonet attack. He was able to occupy a line from the spur
north of St. Marguerite to a point two miles north of Soissons.
This was a fine feat of arms, following as it did a march of 30
miles through pouring rain by troops who had had no proper
food for 24 hours. In the morning the British cavalry was early
astir reconnoitring the crossings of the Aisne at Villcrs and
Bourg. Bridges over the river had been destroyed and the
dragoons had to content themselves with firing on the Germans
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entrenched on the opposite bank. Later, with the assistance of

the 1st division, the cavalry was able to effect a crossing by
means of a partially destro)^ aqueduct.

Sir Douglas Haig had that morning ordered the ist corps to

reconnoitre the river crossings. He intended to order an attack

should the enemy actively defend the river passage, but, in fact,

the 2nd brigade was able to follow the cavalry division and take

tip a position on the north bank. Meantime, others of his troops

were able to cross at Pont Arcy over a bridge only partially

destroyed and cover the engineers in the construction of a

pontoon bridge farther downstream.

The 2nd corps, still farther left, met with mOre severe checks.

.\t Cond6, it was reiwrted, the bridge was intact—but it had been

left so purposely by the Germans as a trap, being covered by their

machine guns and riiie fire. An attempt to build a pontoon

bridge at Soissons was defeated by tBe heavy German howitzers.

Near Missy British detachments of the 2nd corps crossed witli

great difficulty by ralts ; farther east the British crossed by a

damaged bridge and rafts at Vailly, avoiding the bridge at Cond6.

I he Germans, after sharp fighting, fell back two miles towards

their main position. The British enjpnccrs worked magnificently.

Eight ixmloon bridges and one footbridge had been completed

by tlie night of the 14th, while five of the damaged bridges had

been made fit to carry foot or heavy trafiSc. All this work was

carried out in heavy rain under severe fire from the German

artillery, least of the British, Franchet d'Esperey crossed alxjve

Bourg late on the ijtli, keeping contact with the British right.^

During the day detachments of troops were crossing the river

as and when it ixxarae practicable. The xath infantry brigade

was able to defile gradually over the damaged bridge at Venizel.

The French 6tli army were able to make ctmtinuous headway at

Soissons, although tlie advance was considerably harassed by the

German batteries. When the enemy bro^bt their heavy howitzers

into play tlie British ‘artillery were ui&ide to out-range them.

By about midday, however, the Aisne had been crossed on

l>oth flanks of the British army and these passages secured. The

centre remained closed. Sir Douglas Haig believed that the gap

between the German ist and and armies had not been cltracd

since the Marne, and thg opportunity for a break through was

still very promising. Certainly by nightfall the situation was

still very encouraging, vind the enemy had lost any chance of
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driving the ist corps back over the Aisne. Farther (o the left

on the 2nd corps front General Hubert Hamilton (3rd division)

ordered the advance of the 8th infantry brigade at Vailly. I he

bridges had been destroyed, but over one the Germans had left

^ single plank spanning the breach which they had made. About

3 p.m. the Royal Scots and Royal Irish began to cross, under

shell fire, in single hlc over this narrow passage and established

themselves on the high ground north-west of Vailly. The rest

of the 8th brigade and of the 9th brigade followed and settled

themselves in their positions. It seems incredible, but it is true,

that such a considerable body of troops should have been moved
across with such a precarious foothold on part of their journey.

It was not until later that the engineers, working under con-

tinuous shell fire, were able to construct a pontoon bridge.

The crossing at Missy (by the 13th infantry brigade) was not

possible until nightfall. As' has been said this was effected by
lU-fts. These were improvised by the infiintry (West Kents) from

railway sleepers, with later assistance from the engineers. The
West Kents were fortunate in surprising a German patrol, thus

preventing news of the crossing reaching the enemy, and allow-

ing the slow passage by these cumbrous means to be effected

without molestation, A raft big enough to carry 60 men was
also used at Moulin des Roches above Venizel, where two bat-

talions of the 13th infantry brigade crossed the river by thii

means and were beginning their advance by 3 p in. This raft was
used later by the remainder of the 13th and by the 33th brigade.

That afternoon an advance was made on Cbivres, but was brought

to a standstill by heavy artillery fire.

Benefiting, perhaps, from lessons learnt at the battle of the

Marne, the Germans had divisions available to fill their gaps.

Their 15th corps and 7th cavalry division had been ordered west-

ward from Alsace, and the 7th reserve corps arrived op[)ortunely

enough on September 13 |p take up a position north of the Aisne.

So narrow was the margin of time that it was only two hours

ahead of the British 1st corps when it made its attack. I'he

German 15th corps was able to stop the French advance on tlie

right, and both corps appear to have had forced marches, the

7th reserve corps having been released only shortly before by the

fall of Maubeuge. It appears, however, *that had General Zwt hl

obeyed the orders of his superior. General Bfilow, and marched
to a position 15 miles east of Chavonne to protect his (Gerifral
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Billow’s) right, the Chemin des Dames would hav^e been left clear

for Sir Douglas Haig's advance. General Zwehl^ however, con-
sidered the danger on.

the spot too great to be
ignored, and prudentlj^

kept his corps in a

position to resist the

British, Had he not
done so the issue of the

liatUe might have been
very different. The
German 7th corps was,

in fact, ready when the

advance of the British

1st corps made its first

passage of the Aisne, It

must be remembered
also that these new
troops wdio had com(^

up to resist the British

attack were compara-
liveh" frcsli and had
not suffered the hard-

ship.s of tlie German
retreat to the Aisne.

By da\Mi of Sep-

tember 14 the British

cavalry division, the ist

division and the 5th

infantry brigade were
ou a lino b c t w' c e n

P a i s s y and Verne ail,

while a ^<ap of five miles

separated them ffom
(he 8th and 9th infantry

brigades at Vaiixelles.

A further gap of three

miles lay between tliem

and troops of the ijtlu

14th, and 15th brigades

and the 4th div ision on
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a line St. Marguerite to Crouy. These represented those detach-

ments of the British force which had crossed the Aisne. On the

south bank there still remained the 3rd and 5th cavalry brigades,

the 4th Guards brigade, and the 6th, 7th, and two battalions of

the 13th infantry brigades.

On the 14th it was still uncertain whether the Germans were

retreating, covered by powerful rearguards, or whether they

meant to stand and deliver battle. During the night Maimoury ’s

troops had pushed forward and carried Autroches and Nouvron ;

they were close to the summit of the plateau, but at this point

they found themselves in contact with large German forces

thoroughly entrenched, and could make no further headway.

Maunoury recognized that the Germans were no longer in retreat

hut were standing. His position became a difficult one. East of

him the British had been held in their attempt to capture the

heights of Chivres, and could not advance. An advance against

Ostel was not more successful, and the troops at that point wore

driven back across the river.

Sir John French decided on an energetic pursuit on ,this day.

He had been able to assure himself that the German retirement

was not strategic, but had been forced on them by ilFsucccss.

General Joffre also issued a ‘'Special Instruction,*' ordering tlie

pursuit to be continued “energetically" in a northerly direction.

Accordingly, Sir Douglas Haig, making the Cheinin dcs Dames
his first objective, ordered the ist division to advance to this

section from Cerny westward to Courtecon and the 2nd division

fcom Courtecon to the tunnel of the Oise by Pargny. The 2nd

and 3rd corps were also ordered to push northward.

At dawn troops of the ist corps were close to Troyon and a

beet-sugar factory near the Chemin des Dames, in contact with

the German main line of entrenchments. It was afterwards

liiiowii that they had puslied forward into a gap in the German
line, to which troops were being hurried from the army that had
been besieging Maubeuge. About noon the factory was stormed
after a fierce resistance, and a little later a general advance was
ordered. If there had been a sufficient force on the spot tlic

German line might have been broken with immense results. As
it was, not more than 15,000 tired men were available, and these

cneouhtered a violent fire and were too few to push the advantage
gained. Yet they obtained a firm footing on the upland, captured
12 guns and 600 prisoners, and inflicted heavy loss upon the
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Germans. At the critical moment German reinforcements came
up, counter-attacked, and stopped all progress. The line which
the Britisli had gained was held for three years without any
marked change, and the German line confronting it was never
again heavily attacked until 1917.

The action was full of incident. Quite early the Sussex began
to take prisoners, who were shown no mercy by other Germans in

their rear, but shot down. Others who surrendered to the

King’s Royal Rifles met a like fate. This may have been a
deliberate punishment, but in the general confusion it may have
been accidental, for a fog lay heavily on the ground, and in one
instance the . Coldstreams took the Germans around them for

British troops and the Germans mistook the Coldstreams for

their own men. Fortunately the Coldstreams discovered their

mistake first. On the fog-bound battlefield the Germans had an
advantage in having their batteries already in position. The
British guns, following in the wake of the advance, had to remain
silent until they could be certain of the positions which the

infajitry were occupying.

As the* fog cleared the German counter-attacks became more
and more energetic, but, though small distances had to be given

up here and there, the ist corps as a whole held its ground. The
number oi its casualties will show the fierce character of the

fighting in which it had been engaged, for on this single day it

lost no fewer than 3,500 men.

It was disappointing to the British command, when assessing

tlie progress made on this eventful day, to find that Sir Douglas
Haig’s corps alone had made any. appreciable advance. On tlie

rest of the line the British forces remained stationary, and in the

case' of the 3rd division the casualties had been very heavy. Nor
could Sir John French, at this juncture, feel that his line was in

any way secure. There was still a gap of a mile and a half between
tlio 2nd and 3rd divisions, and the 5th and 4th divisions were

separated from the ‘rest of the army by the promontory of

Chivres. The battle front was far too long for the troops avail-

able, and it w^as impossible to keep any divisions in reserve. It

seems certain that had Bfilow known the weakness of the force

tJiat was attacking him he would have made a more determined

clfort to crusii it, and this early stage throw it back again on

to the south bank of the Aisne. His weU-trained military mind
could not conceive that every available soldier was being em-
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pioyed against liim or that so hazardous an enterprise would be

undertaken without reinfDjrcements being immediately available.

, As yet there was no satisfactory bridge over the Aisne, and

the incessant had swollen that stream to such an extent that

the pontoons and other temporary erections of the engineers were

endangered. Rations, ammunition, and other supplies had still

to be carried over these, and they were all targets for the German
fire. They were also the only way open for the evacuation of

the wounded. Though the situation looked depressing enough

there was no thought but of continuing the advance next day.

Had British general headquarters but known it, appreheusion

was not absent from the minds of the German command, for on

that evening provisional orders were issued for a retirement.

These were not destined to be carried out. On September 15

orders were issued by Sir John French for his line to entrench

and for artillery action to* be undertaken against the heavy

German batteries. General Jo&e also abandoned the hope ot

immediate pursuit and ordered ^'methodical attack.'' But thoiigli

the German strategy envisaged a necessary retirement it was not

to be without a further efrort to dislodge the French and British

forces from the north bank of the Aisne. In consequence, on

September 15 the "methodical attack" was cm the part of the*

Germans. The day was marked by minor actions, none of wiiich

can be said to have been conclusive.

To the east of the British, Moroccan infantry entrenched under

a violent fire, but Franchet d'Esperey’s advance was generalh

checked by the forces gathering in his front and the strength, of

&e German testified portion. Without heavy long range artil-

lery the attack on the German entrenchments was difficult, and

the French had no advantage in numbers.

On the next day, the i6th, Maunoury’s bth army, which, was

precariously clinging to the edge of the plateau north-west of

Soissons, was counter-attacked by the Germans under a tre-

mendous fire from their heavy artillery, a*nd in a series of dcs

perate encoimters was slowly forced back from Autr^^ches and

Nouvron, both of which j^aces thenceforth remained in German
hands. Soissons was bombarded by th^ German ^ in.;and ii in.

hpwptzers^ and great damage was dbne to it ; the French bridges

were kept under constant fire. •

Maunoury, however, felt for the German right flank, and suc-

ceeded in advancing some distaiKe up the Oise valley. The
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British 3rd corps soutli of Vregny held on with difficulty. Its

other division arrived that day, and was kept in reserve south
of the Aisne. On its right, the 2nd corps, by heavy attacks and
constant bombardment, was driven back to Missy, though one of

its divisions fartlier east recovered sdme ground and advanced
north of Vailly after stubborn fighting, in which the British

soldier showed all his finest qualities. The ist corps near the

Chemin des Dames was the target of constant attacks, but it

held on grimly, though suffering much from the German heavy
guns. East of it Franchet d'Esperey made a great attack on the

Craonne plateau in the hope of breaking through the German
centre, but found the opposition too strong for him.
The close of this day's fighting marked an important milestone

in the history of the war. Sir John French's orders for the strong

entrenchment of his line turned out to be an official notification

of the beginning of trench warfajfle. This, however, was not

immediately apparent, for fi|J}ting of a more or less open
cho^racter continued for some dipi longer.

It is interesting at this point, however, to note how little any
of the armies were prepared for this "siege warfare in the field

"

which, until the end of the war, was to be the prevailing feature

of fighting on the western front. Despite the fact that it had
been a phenomenon of the Russo-Japanese war, none of the

belligerents appears to have foreseen that it might become an
inevitable development of a European conflict. Both French
and Germans regarded a quick issue as essential to success. The
Germans are siud to have allowed themselves 60 days in whi^h
to force a victory in France. On the other hand, as they had
furnislied themselves with all the paraphernalia useful in the

reduction of the frontier fortresses (heavy guns, trench mortars,

hand grenades, flares, etc.) they were better prepared with

material adapted to trench warfare. None of the armies had had
much training in the practical science of digging, revetting, and
fortifying a trench system, but they were soon to have ample
opportunity of bringing this branch of military engineering to a

perfection never before known in war.

On September 17 Maunoury continued his efforts to work round

the German right, and was informed that Joffre was reinforcing

him to strike at that Sank. The British did not attempt any
further important advance, but on the afternoon of that day the

Northamptons in the ist corps by their effective fire compelled
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a G^^rman detachment to put up l^eir hands and come into the
British line. When the Germans saw how few the British were,
they turned on their assailants treacherously and killed ot^

wounded 152 tatn, but were themselves shot down to a man.
TMt at least is the version of an unpleasant incident which is

still generally bdieved. It was not an isolated occurrence, as
the King's Royal Rides had a similar experience which they were
also at^e to avenge. It is possible, of course, that they may
have been signs of surrender made as incitements to troops on
the other side to lay down their arms or tliey may have been un-
o£&cial and individual surrenders immediately resented by com-
manders in the field. The German General Zwchl made the
same accusation against the British of pretending to surrender
and then firing. After this a considerable German force attacked,
but this was beaten back, and the Nortbamptons succeeded in

crossing the Chemin des Dames and reaching Cerny, north oi
Troyon.

This was the high-water mariBl the Allied advance, but Corny
could not be held, for the French on the British right had to fail

back as the result of the failure of the attack by the 5*th army
on the Craonne plateau. Sir John French did not press his
offensave, in view of the fact that JoflEre had decided to try to
dislodge the Germans hy turning their right flank. The German
position was rightly regarded by the French command as being
too strong to be stormed by fr<mtal attack, especially as the force.s

on each side were about equal and the Germaris had the better
ground and a great su^riority in heavy guns and machine guns.
Tto transference of units from the Allied centre to the left must
have been observed by the Germans. They attacked Foch's
9th army north of Reims, and after severe fighting succeeded in
recapturing Fort Biimont, a height near Reims from which they
had retreated after the Marne, From thia they had good observa-
tion of the city oi|^Reims, and at once began to diell it. East ot
the 9th army, the 4th army was held up by German positions
north of Souain.

Mauaoury was waiting for the titrival of reinforcements, in tho
shape another army under Castelnau. the 7th. This was to
clear his flank by moving on Ko^on, towards which point he
continued his advance on the i8th. Jhe British force was
a.t^ked, but without yiciding ground anywhere beat ofl the
Gennans ; and the Gioucesters even made a ^ight advance and
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captured a section of the German trenches. The 5th army was
also attacked, but held firmly. East of it a dangerous attack was
made on Foch, apparently with the object of breaking through

the French centre, and the situation was for some time critical.

The Germans bombarded the cathedral of Reims, from that day
onwards maintaining a fire upon it. They reached Nogent
TAbbesse, due east of Reims, and captured Prunay on the main
railway and road from Reims to ChMons, thus thrusting between
tlie 9th and 4th armies. This attack was ultimately stopped
and Prunay recovered, but the positions dominating Reims
remained for four years in German hands.

On the 19th and 20th the Germans attacked at intervals at

various points, but in every case were driven back, losing

severely. The battle had now degenerated into trench fighting,

with no possibility of decisive movements. Both armies were
under cover and in the thick mud only isolated attacks were
delivered. The British gained in these one or two German
trenches, and on September 271118 the Germans made a deter-

mined effort to capture the British position near Troyon, but
were rejKilsed. This virtually marked the end of the battle.

Early in October the British army was moved to Flanders, as

Sir John French realized the importance of protecting the

Channel ports.

The following extracts from letters, written by soldiers who
were in the thick of this great battle, give an inside view of the

hardships of that long and exhausting trench warfare and show
the deadly effect of the German shrapnel. In all the narratives

the fighting is described as severe, yet even in the midst of the

thickest shrapnel stonns the cheery spii;it of the British soldier

remained with him and enabled him to face every danger with

a smile and a joke. The first letter, from a sergeant of the 2nd
battalion of the King's Royal Rifles, says:

I was at Mons, and did the famous retreat, but never have
I seen anything li^ce the battle of the Aisne. I shall never
forget our advance across those fields. The Germans were
there in tens of thousands, but our lads still kept ^ing. Wo
lost very heavily, but our men said ”no going ba^k. ' When I

got hit, I coulcin't say how long 1 lay there, but a chum of
mine, under a perfect hail of bullets and shells, dragged mo to
safety and saia :

*' Cheer up, Smiler, here's a I'm gcang
back for Sandy." Ho never got there. Poor Tommy got a
piece of shell and was buried tnat night. If ever a hero lived
he was one. I have one relic I prise. It is a German officer's
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revolver. He was wounded ; I pulled him to a bank, made
him comfortable, and went to walk avray. He shot at me, so
I took it off him. I can’t describe what it’s like, but with all

the hardships our men go tlirough they always seem happy
and cheerful. I’ve seen them lying in the firing line, killing

Germans as fast as possible, and at the same time arguing the

TOint about last Saturday's football matches, as cool as you
like.

One morning a shell burst close to our trench. We all

ducked, and got covered with mud and smoked and one of thcTii

said: “All right, you wait till we've finished breakfast and had
a fag, then well attend to you." That’s the spirit the English-
man has. One instance of a narrow escape : A chap callexl

Smith crawled over and asked me for a light. He was lighting

his lag off mine when a bullet went through his head. He just

said “ Oh!" and rolled over dead. I must tell you a chap who
left here yesterday was wounded 25 times, and we all coimted
the scars before he w ent away. His last words were :

" Buck
up. Jack, and ITl meet ypu in Berlin for Christmas dinner."

Another letter, written by a private in the 4lh Middlesex

Regiment, gives an exciting acQittint of the British soldiers chas-

ing the Germans back to the Aisne.

When we left Braine on the morning of September tz we
met the Germans again. They were waiting for us, and the.y

started a big fight. We lined the hills over the river Aisne,
and dug trenches all night. When we left Braine we inarclied

about two milcts and started fighting. It was all in the open
here—or we were—and the Germans were on the hills.

As we advanced across the plain they shelled us aw lui from
the hills. Of course, our artillery kept up a good bombardment
to cover our advance, and at last we advanced close up to tiu ir

* position and made them retire over the river into Vailly. As
we started pushing towards the bridge they blew it up. Wt
brought our artillciy'’ nearer under shell fire, and bombarded
them to keep them a bit cjuiet while our R.E/s made a plank
bridge for the infantry to walk across. All our brigade walked
over into Vaiiiy and" had a bit of a street fight. We drove
them out on to the hills and followed them to the ridges, where
we stopped and dug trenches. It was now nine on Sunday
night and raining. I was sent l>ack into Braine to order our
transport to advance up to the bridge with the food, and our
men went back and carried supphes across for the next day.
At 12.30 on Monday morning 1 made a drop of tea in Vailly

to warm me up, and dropped off to sleep under some straw. I t

was still raining when I got up abot^t 3 a.m., and we uciit
out to visit the trenches. At daybreak w^e caught it hot. Tlu^
Germans must have had their guns in position and properly
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hidden from sight days before, because they opened fire on us
from all directions with howitzers and machine guns. We have
been going it on and off ever since, night and day, but we
have come off best each time, and I think we will always do
the same. I am only waiting for the Germans to pack up. If

we stop here for good they will have to give in, as they cannot
keep it uj). They have oeen living on the country, but they
cannot live in one district for ever. At present we are having
a couple of days’ rest at a village, Courcelles, two miles east
of Braine.

A private of the Worcestershire Regiment gives a vivid descrip-

tion of a fight in the darkness. One night whilst on picket duty
tlic sound of suspicious movements was heard all along the front.

A Report was immediately sent back, but no sooner had it been
made than a rustling was heard in the bushes close by. A
challenge was given, but as there was no reply the order was
given to fire. At once the advancj guard of the enemy came
rushing out of the darkness, but by this time the alarm had been
given, and supports w'cre quickly brought forward from the rear.

Tile incidents that followed are best described in his own words

:

In Ike camp a mile away the men were hastily being got
under arms, and away on the left our artillery began to boom,
and we could see shells bursting overhead. At the same time
the Germans, probably realizing that the attempt at n surprise

had failed, opened with their artillery along the whole front,

and the searchlights began to play around us in all directions.

The bright light served to show us what we wanted to know
before retiring on the camp—the strength of the attacking
force and its position.

We reckoned that there was at least a whole German army
corps engaged, with endless bodies of cavalry and at least ten
batteries of artillery, besides over loo machine guns. From
the moment we discovered the presence of the enemy’s advance
guard we hiul held them in check by infantry fire, but there
was now no purpose to be served by staying where we were,
so we cut across to our lines and fell in with our men in the
trenches. The inain German attack was close on our heels, but
in the pitch daikm!ss it was not always possible to see them,
and for the greater part of the time we had to fire at sounds
or simply lie there until they came close enough.

We had waited about half an hour or more without seeing
anything where we were posted, but finally wo saw coming
f)ut of tile inky blackness a long line of white faces, and in

response to the qiiicl^ order fired right into the line. It

wavered for a moment or two, and part of it went down
altogether, but soon it reformed and came right on, unmindful
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of the hot fire we were pouriag in at close range. Just
loo yards off. the first two lines of advancing Germans tluew
themselves flat on the earth. The first kept firing away at us
and tile second was fixing bayonets. Then the second fired
and the first fixed bayonets. After that ail ranks rose and
'made a rush for our lines. A deadly volley crashed into tiicin

as they came on, and then we just had time to fix bayonets
and receive them. The force of their onslaught was so terrible
that it hurled us teck for some yaids, but it was only
temporary. We quickly steadied ourselves, and while they
were standing still for a "breather we hurled ourselves on thcni
like fuiy*. It was then I was wounded, but I know lliat we
beat them back for good in that charge.

Many and various were the deeds of valour that were performed
in this battle. Some received much deserved recognition, but
many were done unknown except to a few. The story of how one
man saved a regiment is told in a letter from a coqxjral in the
iSiOrthumberland Fusiliers. He says

:

We occupied an exposed position on the left of the Aisae.
and one night we only escax>ed being wiped out by a mere*
chance, combined with as fine a deed ot heroism as I have ever
heard of. There was a man of the Manchester Regiment who
was lying close to the German lines terribly wounded. Hu
liaf^ned to overhear some conversation by some German
soldiers, and, being familiar with the language, he galherc<l
tliat they intended to attack the position we held that night.
In spite of his wounds he decided to set out to warn us of
danger and he started on the weary tramp of over five miles.
He was under fire from the moment he got to his feet, but he
stumbled along in spite of that, and soon got out of range.

^
Eater he ran into a patrol of Uhlans, but b<jtore they saw him

* he dropped to earth and shammed death. They passed without
a sign, and he then resumed his weary journey. By this tinu*
the strain had told on him, and liis wound began to bleed,
marking his path towards our lines with thin red streaks. In
the early morning, just half an hour bc^fore the lime fixed for
the German attack, he staggered into one of our advanced posts
and managed to tell his story to the officer in charge befar<t

collapsing in a heap. Thanks to the information he gave w(‘
were reaay for the Germans when they came, and bc^at them
off ; but his anxiety to warn us had cost him his life. The
doctors said that the strain had been too much for him, and
the next day he died.

The battle of the Aisne w'as a disappointment to the Allies,

who failed to drive back the Germans as they had hoped. It

left the German army firmly entrenched in the very heart of
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France after very heavy casualties had been suffered by both

sides. The British loss was 561 officers and 12,980 men, or more
than one-fifth of the British force engaged; and it is quite

certain that the French and German casualties were on the same
scale. Some estimates place the German losses at a very high

figure, but it is not probable that they were more than 25 or

30 per cent in excess of the x\Uied casualties.

The fighting convinced the Allied generals that heavy artillery

must be provided on an ample scale, and steps were taken to

supply it, though it was not for months that the Allies

became equal to the Germans in this respect. Without heavy

artillery and numerous machine guns, or without some such

weapon as the tank, Jeffreys only method of dislodging the

(lernians lay in working round their exp>osed flank. This was
tried and failed, because^ the Germans extended that flank as fast

as the Allies threatened it. Thus tlui Aisne positions remained

intact almost to the very close of the war. The great plateau

m ar Laon did not fall until October, 1918, when it was assailed

on Ixitli front and flank.

As a mflitary operation, the battle of the Aisne will remain

remarkable in so far that the passage over the river was forced

frontally without possibility of manoeuvre. The Germans say

iliat their whole theory of %var demanded that they should

retire to secure a long field of fire, leaving only a thin line to

prefect tlieir front, but they have still to account for their

failure to destroy the aqueduct at Boiirg, without which passage

it is unlikely that the British would have been able to maintain

their positions on the nortJi bank. Certainly if the guns had not*

bf’cn able to use this passage Sir Douglas; Haig would have been

far more hampered in his attack on the Chemin des Dames.

Summing up one or two real advantages which were gained by

the British troops in the way of military experience it may be

j ('peated that it was during this battle that they first learnt the

\aluc of careful and cxniscientious entrenchment. They learnt

also to rely still further on their marksmansliip, and the days

battle w(^rc also veiy valuable in affording an opportunity oi

absorbing new drafts by already hardened officers under condi-

tions of active warfare. It was not, however, only the troops

in the front line who wero^ beginning at this time to learn valuable

lessons in the school of hard experience.

Sir John French aftenvards acknowledged that it was at this
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time that he began to realize the changing character of- the war
and the necessity of adapting his strategy to hitherto inexperh

enced conditions. He wrote

:

, As day by day the trench fighting developed and I came to

realize more and more the much greater relative power which
modern weapons have given to the defence ; as new methods
were adopted in the defensive use of machine guns ; and as

unfamiliar weapons in the shape of trench mortars and bombs,
hand grenades, etc., began to appear on the battlefield, so,

day by day, I began dimly to apprehend what the future might
have ip store for us. This drastic process of education gradually
went on . . * Presently came Maunoury's great etTort to

turn the German right flank, I witnessed one day of this fight-

ing myself with General Maunoury and came back hopeful ;

alas, those hopes were not fulfilled. Afterwards we witnesse d
the stupendous efforts of de Castelnau and Foch, but all ended
in the same trench I trench ! trench

!

In a praiseworthy spirif of confession Sir John French con-

cludes his summary*

:

I finished my part in the battle of the Aisne, however, un-
converted, and it required the further and more biJter lesson
of my own failure in the north to pass the Lys river during
the last days of October, to bring home to my mind a principle

in w'arfare of to-day which I have held ever since, namely, that
given forces fairly equally matched, you can bend, but you
cannot break your enemy^s trench line.

The British commander-in-chief *s comments on battle of

the Aisne contain little further to illuminate the bare record of

its events, but he does tell one story, which every soldier must
'recognize as bearing the hall-mark of truth. A somewhat signifi-

cant and rather amusing example of Haig's power of resource,

he says, was shown on the 19th, when he arranged with the

Zouaves on his right to give them 10,000 rations of bully beef

in exchange for the loan of tw'o heavy guns.
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CHAPTER 19

The German Campaign in Poland

H indenburg lost no time in following up his victory o£

Tannenberg. The remnant of Samsonofi's army lied

across the frontier towards the Narev, and with his main
forces Hindenburg turned his attention to ReiinenkampTs army
massed around and to the west of Kdnigsberg. Immediately
after liearing of Samsonoll's defeat, Reiinenka.mpf abandoned
his attempt to take Kbnigsberg and began to withdraw liis army
towards the Niemen. Hindenburg was hot on bis heels, and
Rennenkainpf was forced to fight a rearguard action at Gum-
biiinen, where only a short time before he ha<l heavily defeated

the Germans.
By September 15 Rennenkampf had retreated 60 miles,

and was •back 0!i Russian territory. Rallying all the forces

available in East Prussia Hindenburg advanced into Russian

Poland and on September 12 defeated a Russian reserve anny sent

out from Grodno to oppose him. The left wing of this army
marched on in the direction of Kovno on the Niemen, whither

Rennenkampf was retiring ; its centre moved towards Suvalki

and Drnskeniki, the latter also on the Niemen ; and its right

went on from Lyck towards Augustow and Osoviec on the

Bobra- In the last-named area and northwards to Suvalki Ite

terrain was a continuation of the Masurian Lakes district.

After its defeat the Russian reserve army retreated from Lyck
lliroiigh Grajevo to the line of^tJic Bobra, and made a second

stand against the Gevnuins at Augustow about September 14-15,

l)ut was again defeated. This action was in reality nothing more
than a still rearguard* action, the purpose of the Russians being

to give sulheient time for the concentration of their main forces

behind the Niemen. Pressing their advantage, the Gennans
ixa iipied Suvalki on September 15, 1914. By September 23-25

Rennenitampf was across the Niemen, where his army was re-

fitted. By September 25 tlie Germans were laying siege to

Osoviec, and higher up w^ere struggling to cross the Niemen. No
attempt was made by the Russians to counter Hindenburg s
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attack on the Warsaw>St, Petersburg railway line and recover the

ground lost in Prussia. Instead, the chief of staff sent up another
army to hold the line of the Niemen and Bobr rivers, and there

retain Hindenburg as long as he cared to continue attempting

vainly to break through. Russia, in short, began that process of

stonewalling every German and Austro-German attack which

marked her strategy all through the winter and into the spring.

Remarkable as was the talent for war of Hindenburg, he was
powerless to make any progress against the new scheme of opera-

tions which the Russian chief of staff rapidly organized on the

Niemen and Bobr river fronts. General Rennenkampf extricated

his troops at Stallupdhnen by the end of September and withdrew
towards Kovno. But this withdrawal was only a feint. The
Russian commander only moved two miles from the German
frontier in order to get into touch with a large reinforcenient

awaiting him. Then he swung back with a force as heavy and
unexpected as that with which Hindenburg had orginally

swung forward. The German tried to hold the Russians in the

north and to counter at three distant points farther south. Ho
sent one strong army through the forest^of Augustow^ a second

still stronger force against Osoviec, and a third unusually large

force was concentrated at Mlava, to the north of Warsaw.
The new battle began about the end of September on a

front of about two hundred miles. It extended from the point

at which the Niemen enters Prussia to the point at which th(i

Ukra river, a tributary of the Narev, flows out of the district

of Plock. All along this line of attack the Warsaw-St. Petersburg

lailway line continued to occupy the mind of Hindenburg. In

the northern section, amid the woods and swamps of the

Suvalki government, Rennenkampf turned on his pursuer wuth

a terrible surprise for him. His Cos.sack forces had been sadly

wanting in artillery power, but they w^ere now provider! , not

only with an abundance of ordinary field artillery, but with

heavy siege guns from Kovno.
The German Landwehr and Landsturm troops were lured, in

close formation, to attack the entrenched Cossacks close to the

concealed positions of the new guns. At the same time Russian

aviators, working with their gunners, reconnoitred for advanc-

ing columns of German supfxirts behind the attacking line.

Then the unexpected bombardment began. The Germans broke

and filed, with slirapnel bursting over them for eight miles oi
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their fliglit. The light German field artillery which Hindenburg
jised in this section of the lake country was completely over-

mastered by the heavy Russian guns, wliich had taken a week
or more to haul into position in the arranged ambush.
As the guns cleared their path, the Cossacks, heading their

reinforcements, drove again towards the hostile frontier. The
hottest fighting took place on September 30 and October i at

Mariampol and Kalvaria. Here the Germans were driven back
two days’ march nearer their own country than they had been

at tlie beginning of the week. Their retreat was conducted in

a heavy rainstorm, which, in the marshy country, made the

woi*st possible conditions for fighting against men so practised in

guerilla methods of warfare as the Cossacks. In spite, however,
of the adverse conditions, Hindenburg held on desperately to

the important town of Suvalki by reason of its railway con-

nexions north and south with the* Warsaw line. But dearly

did lie pay for his unwillingness to admit the defeat of his plans.

South of Suvalki was the great dense forest of Augustow,
a primeval waste of lakelets and morasses. There were no
roads, but only a few narrow winding passages, running

between water and bog, with all the approaches screened by the

autumnal foliage of brushw’'Ood and trees. Only a few- hundred
Russian woodsmen knew^ the way tlirough this wilderness.

Led by the woodsmen, the Cossacks and their artillerymen

wdth light guns threaded the unmapped forests where the

Germans had entrenched on the principal paths. This was the

sort of fighting the Cossack liked. By woodcraft and scouting

tactics he quietly discovered the enemy’s positions. The Russian

guns were hauled up and trained on the forest defences, while

companies of Co.ssacks worked round by unknown ways and got

on the flank and rear of the enemy. They w^ere Don Cossacks,

men who reckoned themselves the flower of the Russian forces,

d'hey wen', opposed by four or five times the number of Germans;
but these were mostly Landwehr and Landsturm men, the latter

being often eillier 17 to 18 years old or over 40. Many of tliem

were armed with ob|plete rifles, and they had only had a few

weeks* musketry practice before they were entrained for the

defence of East Prussia.

Mile by mile the Cos^jacks worked through the forests, avoid-

ing the easy known paths in their advance, and ambushing rear-

guard after rearguard, bivouac after bivouac. It was hard, slow
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work, scouting for the enemy and encircling him, but the actual

fighting was fairly easy. By the end of the first week in October
the Don Cossacks had reached the village of Raczka, close to

the German border. The river separated them from the forest

where a brigade of German troops had retired, with two batteries

of guns and eight armoured motor-cars.

In the night the Cossacks swam the river on horseback, and
made a turning movement against the hostile brigade, and then

at daybreak they charged into their lines at the rear. They
took three thousand prisoners, together with the batteries and
all the armoured cars. This left a breach in the defences of the

German frontier, and the Cossacks, sweeping over the border,

seized the German town of Biala on October 7. Tliree days
afterwards the more important town of Lyck was captured by
General Rennenkampf, by an outflanking movement on both
sides of a German force to «the north, which had held too long

on to Suvalki.

Meanwhile, the principal German attack was directed against

the fortress of Osoviec, and the Kaiser had tra\’elled to the

eastern front to be present at its fall. It was not sbtcessful.

The Germans advanced by a single narrow road running along-

side the railway line, with marshes on either hand. They
posted their heavy artillery about five miles from the chain of

forts, and their infantry' entrenched some three miJe.s closer to

the threatened fortress. For four days the forts were boni’

barded night and day by ii in. and 12 in. howitzers, but without
avail. Russian fortress engineers had had experience at Port
Arthur, and they had not designed Osoviec in the manner of

Liege, Namur, and Maubeuge. The fortress was little darnag(‘d

by the thousands of great shells hurled at it, and the Russian
commander patiently waited until all the German forces available

for the operations were concentrated against him, and comfort-
abl}' entrenched and sited.

He knew exaetJy what was happening. For a Russian
artillery officer. Colonel MartinofI, was hidden with a telephone
near the German lines, watching all their nj^pvaments and direct-

ing the artillery fire of the fortress. When everything was ripe

for the Russian counter-move, the colonel, who had not slept for

eighty hours, telephoned his final observations. In the darkness
of night, in a violent downpour of rain,* two strong columns of
Russian infantry advanced into the swamp on either side of tho
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road held by the Germans. Guided by shepherds, who used

the dry parts of the morasses as pastures, the soldiers picked

their way over the winding track of firm land. When daylight

came they were well on the flank of the enemy, but still hidden
from observation. As they moved out to attack, a force of

Russian cavalry crossed the bridge over the Bobr river at

Osovicc and, gathering speed as they went through the town,

swept betw^een their own forts and charged the German guns.

In the confusion caused by the flanking infantry attack the

Russian horsemen got halfway to the guns before the German
foot soldiers were ready to oppose them. Meanwhile, the

alarmed gunners tried to shatter the charging squadrons. But a

siege gun is not a rifle. It takes some time to alter its xange.

The first salvo of shells flew over the Cossacks. The second

salvo was aimed too hurriedly, and fell short. By this time the

Cossacks were fully halfway to the batteries. The hostile artil-

lerymen did not try a third salvo, but bent all their energies to

getting their guns safely away by motor traction. Their infantry

moved forward to hold off the cavalr3^ But it was too late.

For the flanking Russian infantry movements culminated at

this minute as the Russian cavalry reached the foremost guns.

Three pieces of ordnance were captured, and the force sent to

defen<i the guns w'as killed or taken.

Then, breaking through this rearguard, the Cossacks swept for

ten miles along the road, overtaking the motor vehicles wdth the

guns and limbers, with casualties lemaikably few. The two flank-

ing infantry attacks across the swamps shattered the nerve of tlie

(Germans. Their gunners, with a five-mile field of fire to work
over, could not place one shell or case-shot amid the advancing

s<piadrons. Li all some forty heavy guns, and a far larger

number of light quick-firers and machine guns, were taken on the

East Prussian front l^etw'eeii October i and October 7. The
battle of Augustow began on September 25 and ended on

October 4. The siege of Osoviec began on September 26 and ended

on Octol>er r. An attempt to pierce the Nieincn defences at

Druskeniki, (^astw^ard of the town of Suvalki, was made on

September 26th, but it failed, too. In less than a week the

victorious Russian forces were again operating in East Prussia.

Thu.s, in spite of the ^preliminiauy success of Hindenburg at

Tannenberg against the wing of the Russian invading force, he

had not been able to save lus country from invasion. He had
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come up against the Russians with numbers, railwa5''s and artil-

lery in his favour, but he had had to give ground in his own
country before the new victorious advance of his opponents.

At this point it is necessary to glance at the whole position on

the eastern front, for in the mighty conflict between Russia and
the Central Powers the campaigns in East Prussia, in Galicia and
on the frontier between Russian Poland and Prussia were closely

interconnected. As has been shown in an earlier chapter tlie

Russian armies had had great successes in Galicia. Jaroslav had
been taken, and siege was being laid to the great key-fortress of

Przemysl, Hindenburg, after his success at Tannenberg, had
been given the supreme command of both the German and
Austrian armies in the eastern field of war. To relieve the

situation both in Galicia and in East Prussia a great counter-

stroke was necessary, and this w'as soon arranged. Hindenburg's

plan was to advance in . force into Russian Poland making its

capital, Warsaw, his obji^ctive.

By the first week in October Hindenburg had a million and
a quarter men on the Polish front, with a quarter of a million

Austrian troops immediately joining with them irv front of

Cracow. Fully another million of Austrian and Hungarian
effectives were working against the Russian lines on the Galician

battle-front, concentrating towards the upper course of the

Vistula and the San rivers. But it was necessary to c heck the

Russian pressure on lx)th flanks. The obvious answer was a

strong thrust against the Russian centre in Poland.

Against this centre the Germans had, in fact, concentrated at

'the opening of the war. They had crossed the border and had
captured Czestochow'a and Kalisz, and entrenched along tlu*

Warta river. Their position formed a long flat curve in Russian

territory menacing Warsaw and Ivangorod. The Russian com-
mander had only about 60,000 men operating in the rolling

Polish plain—an immense region dappled and belted with

forests, scantily provided with good roads, and served only by
few railways. The Russian horsemen, with their infantry and
light artillery supports, were little more than a reconnoitring

and patrolling force, in just sufficient strength to discover any
serious forward movement by the enemy. The Russian general

staff, indeed, deliberately left its line weak and yielding imme-
diately in front of the main German armies. And the pressure

that the Russians exerted on both their enemy's wings was also
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designed to induce the Germans to take the line of least re-

sistance, and to attack from their centre in Poland.

So when Hindenburg advanced the Russian staff was in a

great measure prepared. The fact was, the Russians could not

afford to attack the Germans on the Warta entrenchments. The
Russian railway lines from Warsaw and Ivangorod were not

sufficiently developed to supply a Russian army operating near

the German frontier. In particular, there was no cross-country

railway running parallel with the frontier by which the Russians

could shift their troops swiftly and thus concentrate them for

a series of feints and frqntal attacks. The Germans, on the

other hand, had two parallel railway S3^stems running close to

the Russian frontier. These railways were designed by the elder

Moltkc for the purpose of a border campaign with Russia. As

a consequence the Grand Duke Nicholas refused to fight near

the German frontier railways. He kept his main armies nearly

a hundred and forty miles east of ifloltke's battle railways. He
left all Poland up to Warsaw and Ivangorod open to the enemy,

merely occupying the country" wdth reconnoitring forces based on

the two J^olish railway systems in the bend of the Vistula.

All this was known to Hindenburg. The manner* in which

he dealt with the situation is a fair measure of his powers. He
made a remarkably swift attack, and so far provided against

possible defeat that when he was defeated he got away without

losing any large number of guns. Russia, six weeks after

mobilization, could not put into the field sufficient armed men to

win the full advantage of her superior strategical position. She

had large numbers of fairly well-trained troops waiting for rifieg,

artillery and munitions. The Siberian railway formed the line

of communication with ordnance works and ammunition

factories in Japan and the United States. But it was choked

with troops and Russian stores, and before American material

reached it this material had to cross the American continent and

the Pacific Ocean.

From Memel on the Baltic to Czernovitz near the Rumanian

l)ordcr the Russians had to hold a front of about eleven

hundred miles against the two Central Empires. At any point

along this immense line there was the constant danger of an

unexpected concentration in overwhelming force by the enemy.

The wonder is not that? the Russians did not advance, but that

tliey were able to hold on to their recovered province of Galicia,
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and to compel Hiudenburg to attack them at the time and place

that tliey selected. In his first Warsaw campaign Hindeaburg

divided liis forces into four groups. The first army, formed of

men drawn from East Prussia, worked up from Thorn, by the

left bank of the Vistula. The second came from Kahsz and

moved eastward through Lodz. These two armies concentrated

against Warsaw. The third army, starting from Breslau, passed

through Czestochowa, and, following the southern bank of the

the Pilica river, turned towards the Ivangorod region. The
fourth army, consisting of Austrians and Gennans based on

Cracow, moved up towards Kielce and Radom, and advanced

north-eastward by the left bank of the Vislula.

Up till October 3 the movement was a strategic deployment

rather than an offensive attack. At this date Hindenburg's

main forces occupied a line running tlirough Kutno, IwOdy.,

Petrokov and Kielce. This was rather more than halfway

between the German frontier and the Ru.ssian positions on the

Vistula. At this time the German offensive movement against

the right Russian flank on the Niemen was being defeated.

But, as the Russian commander knew, his victoiy^ on his right

wing denotc*d a withdrawal of the enemy's force for a stupen-

dous attack against his centre. There then arose a ticklish

problem for the Russian stall. They liad to foresee the point at

which Hindenburg would hurl his main force. Would he try to

cross the Vistula by the bridge at Warsaw or by the bridge at

Ivangorod? At one place there would be a strong demonstra-

tion; at the other a long and desperate battle, where Hindenburg
vould launch some three-quarters of a million men on a wide

front, strongly supported by artillery.

A victory at Ivangorod would be lire more decisive; it

would give a larger range far future operations against the

Russian forces, and allow a turning movement against Warsaw,
and another against the Russian position southward in Galicia.

For this and other rea.sons the Russian .staff decided rightly

lliat Ivangorod would be the critical point in their line of de-

fence. But the trouble was that the troops which they were
withdrawing from the Niemen front, in answer to the similar

withdrawal of Hindenburg from this part of the battlefield, were
collecting at Warsaw, This was their nearest point of

concentration, and as the light railwaj;' between Warsaw and
Ivangorod was heavily loaded with war traffic, the new
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reinforcement would have to march for a week to get into action

at the decisive spot.

Hiridenburg's forces made slow but methodical progress to

wards Warsaw. As they advanced they constructed new roads;

they laid causeways able to carr}^ heavy artillery across the

marshes; they even altered the gauge of the railw^ays to accom-
modate their own rolling-stock. Already in Warsaw there were
sigiis of the coming German advance. German aeroplanes and
rlirigibles dropped bombs on the city to terrify the people. The
bombs were followed by showers of leaflets promising the

inhalntants deliverance from the Russian yoke.

But the cosmopolitan population of Warsaw became panic-

stricken at the first signs of an approaching enemy. A great flight

towards Moscow began. It appeared to the people of Warsaw
and also to Hindenburg that Warsaw was left practically with-

out defence. But while the people pi Warsaw^ had been leaving

the city, the Grand Duke Nicholas had been collecting behind it

the Siberian army, strengthened by Japanese guns. The evacua-

tion of Warsaw by the civilian population was known to Hinden-

burg, but he was unaware of the strength of the Siberian army
which the Grand Duke Nicholas had assembled. Hindenburg
assumed that the Russian forces defending Warsaw had beeti

sent to assist in the defence of Ivangorod, and he accordingly

weakened his main force operating against Ivangorod in order

to make an attempt to carry Warsaw by storm. He began his

attack upon Warsaw with a quarter of a million men on Sun-

day, October ii. The weak Russian advance guard fell back,

continually fighting, between the Vistula and the northern bank
of its tributary, the Pilica. The Russian force was first com-
pose 1 of masses of cavalry, supported by infantry detachments;

i>ut at every stand they made the infantry and artillery power
increased, especially on their northern wing.

The enemy, however, was always thrusting forward with

remarkable impetuosity to find the weak section in the Russian

line. This section they discovered far away from Warsaw, by
the northern bank of the Pilica. Here they drove in till they

passed the town of Yarka, and reached the Vistula at the point

where the Pilica flows into it. It was rainy weather ; the roads

were in a terrible state
;
^Ihe rivers were in flood and their valleys

turned into morasses. It was not a river but a great lake to

which the German army was allowed to penetrate. There it was
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permitted to rest, while the decision was being fought out round
Warsaw—some days' march northward. There, backed by a

converging system of railways and with the only bridge across

the river in his hands, the Russian commander played with the

enemy ; for on his right was Novo Georgievsk, one of the

strongest fortresses in Russia, worth an army for the support it

gave to the right flank of the Russians.

The Russian advance guard continued to retire till its lines

swung back a few miles from Warsaw. It entrenched at just

sulflcient distance from the city to prevent tlie large German
field guns from bombarding the Polish capital. The Russian

artillery had already been sited in sufficient number and power
to engage on at least equal terms the guns whicli the Germans
were hauling forward. As the Germans brought up their guns

and their ten or eleven infantry divisions, there was a remark-

able hardening of the Russian resistance. Ever}" night larger

bodies of the Siberian army crossed the Vistula bridge and took

up their positions in the trenches. The Germans were never

allowed to slacken in their attack. If they tried to do §o, there

followed a tremendous infantry charge against their positions,

which compelled them to counter-attack with all available

forces. For eight days the windows of Warsaw rattled with the

concussion of artillery fire, and the thunder of the neighbouriiig

batteries rolled over the city.

The Rushans made their first attack in the middle of October.

This brought the Germans out of their trenches in massed forma-

tion on Saturday and Sunday, October 17 and 18. Swept by
shrapnel, mowed down by rifle fire, and at last driven in by the

bayonets of the Siberian troops, the Germans fell back. To
strengthen their lines before Warsaw, their commander was
obliged to call in part of the army corps resting cm the Pilica

and the Vistula. He did this on the night of Monday, October 19.

About the same time a very strong Russian column marched
south along the right bank of the Vistula", while the Germans
were marching north on the left bank* The Russian column
reached Goura-Kalvaria, a little more than half-way between

Warsaw and the Pilica river. Bringing up guns to dominate the

crossing of the broad, swirling waters of the Vistula, the troops

made a pontoon bridge on Monday nighty October 19. On Tues-

day morning men and guns crossed the river and attacked the

weakened wing of the German northern army. At the same
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time another Russian column was sweeping northward round by
Novo Gcorgievsk, and was seriously menacing the right wing

of the German army.
The eifect of these two movements was to bring the German

attack upon Warsaw’ to an abrupt end; for on the night of

October 20 the enemy began to evacuate his position on the

Goura-Kalvaria front, and to prepare a general retirement. The
elaborate scheme of fortifications, intended to hold the Russians

across the Vistula during the winter campaign, was abandoned
without a struggle. All that the German commander then hoped
and worked for was to get his army back to his own frontier

with little loss. He buried many guns and stores of shells as he

withdrew. But he could not avoid terrible losses in men, for tlie

Siberians were as deadly in attack as they were in defence. And
as the Russian artillery thoroughly piepared the ground for

them, tliey worked forward very quickly.

Two German army corps—^thc 17th and .i8th—tried to make
a stand at the villages of Bloni and Pasethno, the first 16 miles

west of Warsaw and the second 12 miles south of it. There were

60,000 German ba\ onets holding the two villages, and fed and

jnunitioacd by the railway from Skernievice. But the Siberians

got on their left fiank, operating from the fortress of Novo
C ieorgievsk. There was only one w^ay for the German commander
to prevent his retreat from becoming a rout. He had to throw

out continually strong rearguards to enable his heavy guns to be

buried or got away before the Cossack horsemen got in front

of Ihc batteries. In fact, half the northern German army had

to be sacrificed to save the other half and the guns. For the

Russians were in such force, and were moving so quickly over

Ihf' rolling prairies and forests, that a continual enveloping move*

meut went on against each German rearguard.

Every village which the Germans tried to hold was shattered

by the light field artillery of tlie pursuers. And while the shells

were falling, the Russians—infantry in the centre and horse at

the flanks—advanced, and began to lock round the smaller

hostile force. It was something more than a retreat and some-

thing less tlian a rout. It was a race for the German entrench'

ments on the Watta. There were many places where German

sappers prepared extremely elaborate positions along tlie ridges

of tlie rolling country,*with deep trenches, abatis of felled forest

trees, and gun sites with a clear sweep for fire as far as field
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artillery could carry. Yet tlie rearguard did not stay one day
at many of these points. At the first* threat of an outflanking

movement they fled to save the guns.

The general method of the Russians in these rearguard actions

^ould studied at the little Polish city of Skernievice. On a

ridge six and a half miles from the town were the German
fortified lines : they had been abandoned without a struggle.

Half a day’s march fartJSlg; west was another ridge near a forest.

A Russian infantry brij^de crept fonvard under the cover of

its guns, took the forest at the point of the bayonet, and then

turned the German trenches. The victorious troops rested for

a day on the field they had won, while ahotlier brigade took up
the pursuit, with the Russian cavalry spread out before it. In

this way each Russian attack was made by fresh bodies of

soldiers always bn the march. At the same time the more
fatigued, victorious brigades *and divisions also advanced after

a brief rest, in case the enemy should attempt a general stand.

But this the Germans did not do, and by the end of Octo].>cr

the Cossacks were threatening the frontier of German ^Poland.

While the northern German army was thus being defeated and
pursued from Warsaw tb the Warta, the main central German
force attacked Ivangbrod. The general situation w^as very

interesting. Swift and overwhelming as had been the defeat of

the German northern wing before Warsaw, this did not bring

about the retirement of the whole German front. The stronger

central army of invasion, massed against Ivangorod, still hoped
t(j retrieve the situation by forcing the passage of tiic Vistula

and wedging itself between the Russian lines.

In. this part of tiie field tbe Russian troops w^ere commanded
by General Russky, the victor of Lemberg. His army held more
than 150 miles of the winding course of the Vistula, from the

point W'here the Piiica falls into it to the point where the

Kamienna flows into the great river near Jo7.cfov. Those
geographical details are of vital importance, for the distance

from Russky's left wing to the battlefield of Warsaw was equal

to seven days’ hard marching. That is to say, Hindenburg had
a week’s grace in his operations round Ivangorod, in which ho
could attempt to force the Vistula with no fear of any attack on
his rear by part of the conquering Russian force from the Warsaw
section. If Hindenburg won, the retreat of his northern wing
would be an affair of no importance. He would still l^e master
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of the whole of Russian Poland, Warsaw being his to take when

he liked to concentrate upon it, and the Russians of the southern

reaches of the Vistula and the San rivers would be at his mercy.

As a matter of fact, a strong Russian column had set out from

Warsaw' to reinforce General Russky’s army. Marching through

the rain and mud at an amazing speed, it came up at the critical

point in the central battle, and took the enemy by surprise. An
unparalleled vigour of movement in ^d weather over bad roads

enabled this column to beat Hindilburg at his own game of

unexpectedly swift concentration. But whereas the Germans

relied on the handling of railways in these strategic feats, the

Russians trusted to their feet. It was their physique that enabled

them to get the winning move.

Meanwhile, the battle for the central Vistula was conditioned

by the dense forests in this region. There w ere only three large

open spaces of nearly level country available for army operations

wdth a clear field for gun fire. The chief of these open spaces

w^as the plain of Kozienice, running 14 miles along the Vistula,

wuth a breadth of less than six miles. It was about a day's

march*from Ivangorod, Beyond it, in the direction of Warsaw,

was the open space of Glovachev, with a clear battle-plain 15

miles long by ten miles broad. Then south of Ivangorod was

the open space of Politchna. In all time heavy Russian guns

were placed on the opposite side of the Vistula, while troops

entrenched on the plains to hold back the enemy. The Germans

moved forward under the cover of the forests on the soutliern

bank of the Pilica. They occupied the town of Glovachev and

the larger town of Radom, and deployed until their forces forified

a mighty semicircle round Ivangorod. Their intention was to

clear the plains of Glovachev and Kozienice of Russian troops,

and then to force the passage of the Vistula at these points and

envelop Ivangorod from the north, while making also a frontal

attack and a southern enveloping movement from Radom. Here

the open space of* Politchna by the Vistula w'as the principal

scene of struggle.

The battle opened with a series of small successes for the

Germans. Each of the three open spaces w^as held by only smalt

]>odi(‘s of Russian troops, the main defending armies being drawn

up on the other side of the great river. The idea w'as to hold

the open spaces as Cridge-heads, where the principal Russian

forces could cross by pontoons when the army of iuvarion had
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been forced to reveal its attacking dispositions and had been

shaken by bombardments from the numerous concealed Russian

batteries firing over the river. But small though the Russian

advanced bodies were, they did not act passively and simply wait

to be attacked. In all the forest paths there were fierce and
desperate encounters witli each thrusting wedge of Hindenburg’s

armies. With machine guns, rifle, and bayonet the Russians

continually kept the off, until the Germans brought up
their field guns and shelfeirihe Russians out of their positions.

Then at Kozienice the Russian troops entrenched and the

battle was joined. The small line of advanced troops became a

bait to the mighty attacking force, and for nearly 14 days it liad

to fight against a continual bombardment of shells, varied by
infantry attacks in dense, deep lines. But about October 22

reinforcements began to arrive from the opposite bank of the

Vistula, The resisting Russian line lengthened out and thick-

ened, and began to threaten a flank attack on the enemy. The
Germans retired from the open space into the forest, which was
so dense with trees and underwood that a man could hardly see

50 feet around him. In this jungle the Germans had a'bout 42

guns to the mile, and every possible path was defended by rifle

pits, with machine guns and abatis defences.

The Russian artillery was no longer able to support its

infantry, as it was only wasting shell and shrapnel to search

for the hostile positions. The Russian commander could only send

his foot soldiers into the forest to drive the enemy out with the

bayonet. Day after day brigade after brigade of Russians

enWed the tangle of trees and vanished from sight. Companies,
battalions, regiments lost touch with each other, and in places

brigade was cut off from brigade. Few Russian colonels there

knew what was going 011 anywhere, except in the patch of ground
on which their men were fighting* But every Russian knew that

the only thing required of him was to pusli the enemy out. This
he did yard by yard, and hour by hour, in fierce hand-to hand
struggles. It was a soldiers' battle, won by bullet and bayonet-—*

mainly the bayonet.

The Germans left 16,000 of their dead in the woods and thickets

of Kozienice when they broke and fled on October 26. On this

day the German retreat from Ivangoipd was general. At
Glovachev their 20th army corps and reserve corps of the Guards
were defeated and driven along the southern bank of the Pilica.
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In the centre the Russians carried the forest villages at the
bayonet point. At Politchna, on the left wing, the enemy's
defences were stormed, thousands of prisoners were taken with
many guns, and the invading army thrown back to Eadom.

In his withdrawal from Poland Hindenburg had laid the
country waste. Railways and the roads which his armies had
constructed were destroyed. It was impossible for the Russians
to follow up his retreat with any considerable forces. West
Poland was, for the time being, a nb|p&fcn'sdand. But to the
Grand Duke Nicholas Cracow was an ureSistible bait. It was
an alternative line to that through Posen for a march upon
Berlin. His plan was to make a vigorous thrust at Cracow and
at the same time to hold Hindenburg's centre. In the middle
of November the Grand Duke Nicholas realized that Hindenburg
Avas preparing a counter-stroke. For this offensive armies
estimated at 2,000,000 men, and predominantly German, had
been assembled, the chief concentration being at Thorn, whence
two armies, commanded by Morgen and Mackensen respectively,

advanced into Poland by the railway south of the Vistula.

But the Russians continued their push towards Cracow.
Already the cavalry was within 20 miles of the city ; by the begin-

ning of December they were in its outskirts. Until this moment
Hindenburg had depended upon his advance into Poland to

relieve the pressure upon Cracow\ Now it became evident that
llie Austrians must help themselves, and between December 8

and 12 they forced two passes of the Carpathians and began to

pour troops through them to relieve Cracow. The Russians were
obliged to retire, and the advance upon Cracow was checked. •

In the north the German armies were gradually driving back
the Russian forces, and on December 7 the second battle for

Warsaw began and continued until December 24. Against the

German onslaught the retreating Russians gradually entrenched
themselves in a line from the Lower Vistula along the east bank
of the Bzura to Tarijow. The Germans were witlain 35 miles

of Warsaw, but the Polish winter was making itself felt. The
movement of troops became increasingly difficult, and in the

east, as had already happened in the west, there was a deadlock
between the armies.

While Russia was attacking Galicia from the east and defend-

ing Poland, it was necessary for her tx> guard other portions of

her eastern frontier. From Russian Poland it extended south,
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touching Bohemia and, nearer ihe Black Sea, Rumania. Tlv^

Bohemian frontier had to be held while Brusilofi was marchinj^

on Lemberg from Kiev ; if Rumania joined the Allies it was
important that her communications with Russia should be kept
open. The Russian frontiers to Galicia dnd Rumania extended
to the northern shores of the Black Sea. On the eastern shores

of the Black Sea was the Caucasus, bounded on the soutli L\y

Turkey in Europe, on tb^ east by the Caspian Sea, while to the

north of the Caspian Sea the Russian frontier met Persia.

On his march southward from Kiev towards Lemberg, Briisi-

loff, after taking Tamopol, detached a part of his force to move
southwards into the Bukovina. In his general advance Bnisiloff’s

army occupied Czernowitz on September 15, having five days
before seized Kolomea on the railway running through the

Bukovina to Jassy, the key to the Bukovina in the west. His
cavalry then crossed the Pruth from Czernowitz and overran tiie

Bukovina to the foothills of the Carpathians.

In October the Austrian resistance stiflened, ana the Russians
withdrew from the Buicovina before superior Austrian forces

advancing from the Kirlibaba Pass. Later in the aiituihn, aftf r

their victories in Galicia, the Austrians reoccupied Czernowitz
and most of the Bukovina. Besides Austria Russia had Turkey
to deal with. In October, J914, without declaring war on Russia,

Turkish warships had destroyed Russian ships in the Black St a

and bombarded Odessa. Turkey’s neutrality was only half-

hearted. German war material and German gold had brru
poured into the country. A German general, Liman von Sanders,
bfccame military adviser to the Porte, and the army was
mobilised

-

Apart from action in the Black Sea, the inevitable theatre
war was the mountainous region of the Caucasus. Strategically

the frontier could be turned through Persia by either combatani.
Militarily Persia was negligible, and in Azerbeijan, her north-
west province, both had small forces before hostilities began- -

the Russians at Tabriz and the Turks in the Lake i;rmii
(Urumiah) district. Several roads led across the mountains, that

from Erzerum through Sarikamish to Kars being the only good
one. From Sarikamish a railway ran through Kars to

where it connected with the Batum-Baku line ; the rest of the
route was an old caravan road, which passed west to Erzingan
and Sivas, and from Erzingan north to Trebizond.
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Urged on hy Germany the Turks immediately prepared to

advance into the Caucasus^ though the diffiiculties confronting
them in a winter campaigii .were, great. The Turks managed to

mobilize between Erzerum and Van an army consisting of eignt

Nizam divisions and eight Kedif divisions. The mobilisation was
incomplete owing to the difficulties of transport and communica-
tion and to the disinclination of 50 per cent, of the men to

answer the summons. The exact numbers mustered are not
known, but eventually three armies .were formed, each consist-

ing of two Nizam divisions and one composite ReUif division,

and numbering about 55,000 men each. The remainder of this

group of divisions, mustering about 15,000 of the Nizam and
25,000 of the Kedif, were retained at Erzerum and used on the

lines of communication. The plan of the campaign was to

advance simultaneously upon the Russian frontier in two
columns, a third column being rdained two days' march in rear

to act as a general rc*ser\x\

The Russians, out of an available Caucasian army of 750,000

men, contented themselves with pushing up 100,000 men, com-
iaauded«by the viceroy of the Caucasus, with Judenitch as his

c.lu(;f of staff, towards the passes and awaiting the results of

the Turkish offensive. The two Turkish columns had been
t lined to advance simultaneously over an exceedingly difficult

counliy where already, in November, the snow lay thick on
the uplands. Tlie Turks advanced towards Sarikaniish, north

whicli lay Kars, their objective. Their nth army corps drove

the Kii.ssians back from Koprikoi to Khorosan, and held them
there, wdiLle their 9th and 10th army corps tried to tiike thnir

opponents in flank and rear and envelop them from OUi, north-

west of Sarikaniish.

Poth season and terrain were decidedly unfavourable to this

bold stiategical plan. It w^as the depth of wdnter, and passes

across the mountains, which rise to a height of 10,000 feet, had

to be negotiated, yet ihe Turks succeeded in taking both Ardahan
and Sarikaniish. They had, however, been unable to move their

heavy artillery, and their slow progress gave time for reinforce-

ments and guns to be brought up by tlie Russians.

At Sarikaniish the battle began on December 25, 1:914.

lasted till January 3. 1915. In its first stages the Turks took

the tow’u and a small part of the railway, tlie Russians falling

back until they were reinforced, when they counter-atlhcked,
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compelled the 9th corps to surrender, and forced the loth corps

to retreat with heavy losses. The iith corps, to cover this

retreat, advanced from Khorasan to Kara Urgan, but was heavily

defeated by January 17. In the north the. Russians recaptured

Ardahan on January 2, and the whole Turkish offensive col-

lapsed. Meanwhile, a subsidiary Turkish column, disregardijig

international rights, had invaded north-western Persia and
entered Tabriz.. When the general Turkish retreat set in, a

Russian cavalry force marched on Tabriz and, with very little

difficulty, drove the Turkish invaders before them, being assisted

thereto by the Persian mountain robbers of tlie vicinity, wh.o

joined in the pillage of the convoys and transports which the

Turks were obliged to abandon in their retreat.

CHAPTER 20

The Neutral Nations

B
y the middle of September the progress and sleadfastiuss

of the Allies in both theatres of war began to affect tlu?

position of many neutral Powers of the world. Some of

these were neutral either from inclination or disinterestedness.

Others were so from fear of the consequences of siding with either

of the leagues of warring nations. Some were decided for action,

but irresolute about the date when they would b( gin hostilities.

Turkey had practically been won over by Germany, and was
only manoeuvring to draw all the sympathies of Mohammedans
with her. The so-called party of union and progres.s in llie

Ottoman empire had degenerated into a strong-handed cliqiu' of

military adventurers, headed by Enver. Apparently one of ilic

chief designs of Enver was to obtain a fighting alliance with the

Bulgarians, who had beaten him in the 'Balkan War, and to

induce the Rumanians to remain at least neutral while Bulgaria

attacked Serbia in flank, and Turkey used her Eurojiean army
to defeat and destroy the Greeks. This plan of action had been
sketched out by the Austrians, who had already .shown in the

second Balkan War their weak grasp of idealities by egging on and
backing Bulgaria in a vain struggle for dominion against the

Serbians and the Greeks.
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Bulgaria, defeated and dispossessed of territory by the com-
bined action of Serbia, Greece, and Rumania in the second
Balkan War, still remained sore and sullen and somewhat vindic-
tive. But her ruler, Ferdinafld, was resolved not to make another
grave mistake. Had he hut acted fairly in the division of spoil

between the Balkan allies after the successful war against Turkey,
it might be argued, there might have been no Great War in 1914. ^

For with Serbia supported by her Balkan allies and less directly

by Russia, France, and Britain, there would have been no Balkan
problem for the Austrians and Hungarians to settle by a punitive
expedition.

During the first rnontli of the war tlie tsar of Bulgaria and
his ministers showed as much favour to the German cause as they
dared. They prevented Russia towards the middle of September
from sending ammunition supplies to the pressed Serbians. At
times they publicly expressed tlie desire to see tlie triumph of

German and Austrian arms. By the end of tlie month, however,
the attitude of the Bulgarian governing class liad changed.
Ihe series of victories won by Russian generals over all the i^st-

line troop% of Austria-Hungary made the Bulgarian government
rather- anxious about its own position in regard to Russia. Bul-
garia, broken by two recent wars, would lie at the mercy of tlie

great victorious Power that it had begun to ollend seriously.

The arrival at Sofia of Mr. Noel Buxton and his brother, who
had come to discuss with the Balkan peoples a just and fair

proposal for the settlement of all their differences, renewed in

the Bulgarians their faith in the disinterestedness of tlie British

government. Then there was tlie fact that Bulgaria owed hei®

very existence to Russia, and most of the Bulgarian peasants
still regarded the Russian tsar as the protector of their race.

Theii German ruler, Ferdinand, had led them astiay by listening

to Austria aud Germany. A popular revolution was quite possible

if lie again tried to lead them away from their fighting brother
Sla\\s into the camp of the Germans. In all these circumstances
the Bulgarian government became more disposed to remain
quite neutral.

Not so their old opponents the Rumanians. The vivacious and
passionate people of Rumania did not wait for French and
l^ussiau victories in orde^' to proclaim their sympathies and out-
line their future course of action. The early success of Serbia

against the forces of Austria-Hungary was suflicient inspiration
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to the Rumanian people. The Transylvanian question, the rule

of Hungary over 4,000,000 Rumanians, had led to dreams of a
war of liberation, and it was the deep, silent, heart-buried hope
of the possibility of waging such a war sofne day in favourable

circumstances that made the Rumanian army of 500,000 men
a real force in European politics. For the Rumanian had drilled

^ith earnestness to make himself a soldier of the first class. No
tax intended to finance an improvement in the Rumanian army
met with any opposition from the Rumanian peasantry. Such
was the respect they inspired that in the second Balkan War the

Bulgarians had readily yielded territory rather than fight them.

Now, when the day seemed to have come for the war of libera-

tion, the Rumanian soldier was eager for the fray. Unfortun-
ately, a prince of the house of Hohenzollern reigned over
Rumania. He was King Carol, who had proved himself a wise,

enterprising man of constructive genius. Much did the Rumanian
people owe to him, and by reason of his claim to gratitude upon
them they were placed in a tragically awkward position. For ho
would not fight against the Imperial leader of his l^ouse. It

was said that he had pledged his word to the German emperor
not to take part in the struggle.

Towards the latter part of September it looked as tliougli tlie

contest between popular aspiration and dynastic rdlegiance would
end in a revolution. With a magnificent strength of character
that compelled admiration. King Carol stood out ngainst the
pressure of his people's wishes, until he died at the end of

September. His death brought an end to the popular clamour
for an immediate war. The new king and his ministers assured
the people that nothing but the interests of the nation would
guide their policy. The ministers studied the end and measured
tlieir means, and having done this concluded that the time was
not yet ripe for action.

The statesmen of Rumania remembered the cons(?qu( nc<?s of

their action in the Russo-Tuikish War of 1878. It was a
Rumanian army that mainly helped in the decisive attack upon
Plevna, and the Rumanians were rewarded by the annexation of
their fertile province of Bessarabia by the men who had come
to them for help. The memory of this extraordinary event difl

not weigh upon the younger generation^ of Rumanian soldiers ;

but old statesmen could not easily forget it. This tinuj

they wanted guarantees from the Russian government, and
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pledges from France and Britain, Not only Transylvania was
claimed by them, but Bessarabia also. Diplomatic discussions

dragged on for months.

In the meantime, Rumania entered into an understanding willi

Italy. Pox^iilar aspirations in Italy were identical with those in

Kumania. For Austria held two important parts of Italian

territory under her rule. The Itidians distrusted the Frenck
almost as much as the Rumanians did the Russians. Ever since

the French occupation of Tunis some Italian statesmen had
thought tlmt the two leading Latin nations would have to fight

one day for the mastery of the Mediterranean. Even as late as

1912 certain small incidents during the Italian campaign in

I'ripoli had led the Italians to think that President Poincar6 was
hostile to the expansion of Italian power. There had also been
bitter tariff battles between France and Italy, and partly as. a

result of tliis €x:oriomic strife German finance and German in-

dustrial leadership had won very considerable power in the manu-
facturing districts around Milan. Not a little of this ill-feeling

between France and Italy had been provoked by Bismarck, part

of his gclieral scheme for keeping France isolated.

With regard to Britain, Italy's situation was clearer and yet

diflicult. It was very largely owing to the fact that Britain

entered into the war against the Germans that the Italians

nmneeuvred for a position of neutrality. As soon as the Italian

foreign niinisler .saw, in 1913, that Germany was bent upon an
aggressive war, in which Britain wo.ild probably be engaged,

he withdrew from the Triple Alliance. He did not do so formall;^’,

but practically, by refusing to act in any case in which Gt^rmaivy

or Austria had not been first attacked. On the other hand, ever

since Prussia and Italy had made war together upon Austria, in

1806, tile Prussian and the Italian had worked together. German
finance and German technical science had helped to develop

Northern Italy, Many Italian men of science owed their success

to an alliance between their own southern vivacity of intellect

and the methods of patient research learned from German
universities. The traditional affection for Britam was a main

feature of the international relations of Italy ; the feeling of

respect for German organization in science and industry wes

another.
,

Italy's hesitation was increased \}y another strong current of

thought and feejing in Italian life. Modern Italy is not only a
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nation ; she is also a spiritual empire. Ever since the noble

Italian families of the 'Renaissance period succeeded in winning

control over the college of cardinals, the Papacy has remained an
q^ppanage of the Italian nobility. All the fields for exercising

their undoubted genius for diplomacy—fields lost by French,

Spanish, and Austrian conquests in Italy, and scarcely recovered

By the democratic movement of national insurrection—were

more than replaced by the spiritual dominion they exercised

through the Papacy. So long as France remained a professed

CaUiolic Power her political weight on the Papacy was a balance

to tliat of Austria. But when the French republic became a

fierce and active anti-Catholic force and the centre of much of

the anti-clerical movement that disturbed all the Latin countries,

the Papacy was compelled to act in self-defence.

The result was that the great power of the Roman Catholic

Church inclined to Austria-Hungary and southern Germany and
the Rhineland, and the clerical element in Italy worked strongly

to prevent that country from going to war with the central

European empires. A desire to sec the freethinkers of France

overthrown tended at times to prevail over all other considera-

tions. As Russia represented the old, schismatical church ot

Constantinople, the directors of the policy of the Papacy did not

look with much favour on Russian interests. Great Britain

also ‘was mainly a schismatical or heretical Power, and her

triumph promised to help the old faith but little. With the

Protestant part of Germany, on the other hand, the Papacy
hjid come to an arrangement, after beating Bismarck himself

in the height of his power. The Catholic party in Germany
practically held the balance between the Protestant-Conserva-

tive party and the freethinking Socialistic party.

While, however, the organ of the Vatican continued for some
time to promote the cause of Germany and Austria Hungary,
the new Pope, Benedict XIV., took a larger and more deeply

religious view of the terrible struggle that was rocking Christen

dom to its foundations. He was a wise, feeling, statesmanliki

man, who seemed to reveal a gift for constructive diplomai v
equal to that of Pope Leo XIII. Close to his side was Cardinal

Mercier, of Malines, who by his sincerity and genius won
Pope over to his side.

There were grounds for a new compromise between Ihc

Papacy and the French republic. Such a compromise had ever
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been the aim of Pope Leo XIII. and his adviser and true suc-

cessor, Cardinal Rampolla. Pope Benedict appeared inclined

to revert to the statesmanship of the greatest of modern Poptj,
and, with a view, perhaps, to assisting her ally and to pro-

moting the interests of the large number of Catholics in her

dominion, Great Britain took the unusual step of sending a
representative to the Church of Rome. This historic renewal of

diplomatic relations with the church to which the country once
paid Peter's Pence, perhaps in memory of the debt owed to

Rome for converting the Anglo-Saxons of England to Christian-

ity, excited distress in certain Protestant circles. Great Britain

however, had Belgian interests to protect as well as its own,
the interests of four millions of Irishmen, and the interests of

old British families that had not changed their faith at the

I^eformation. From a purely political point of view, the action

of the British government in sending a diplomatic representative

to the papeU court in Rome was sound and statesmanlike. Even
Japan followed the example of Britain and sent a representative

to the Vatican.
•

In so far as Pope Benedict followed his natural feelings and
used all his influence for peace, he helped the Germans, and so

lengthened the period of suffering of the Roman Catholics of

Belgium. In the meantime, however, the Italian government
was deciding tlie problem of intervention in its own way. As
her prime minister, Signor Salandra, put it, ‘'a sacred egoism’'

became her guiding pxinciple. In plain words, she was bent on

recovering her lost provinces from Austria by any availal^e

means. The Germanic Powers could make sure of her remain-

ing neutral by yielding to her, without a struggle, the Trentino

and Trieste.

Austria, however, was disinclined to conclude the bargain,

Italy therefore turned to the Powers of the Triple Entente. To
them she made in efltict, if not in actual words, a larger demand.
She required not only the two Itiiliau-pcopled districts of

southern Austria, but also a considerable p^rt of the coast-line

of the ancient Venetian territory of Dalmatia. This province

was peopled mainly by the Serbian race, but Venice had con-

<|uered it in the old days, and had built many of the towns on
the coast. About half "the coast could be given to Serbia, thus

allowing her an outlet to the Adriatic Sea. and the rest was
required by Italy.
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All considered, the proposal was a fair one. If Italy put an

army of a million men into the held, the cost in blood and
treasure to her people would be great.. All tliat England had
done to promote the national independence of Italy in the old

days was partly balanced b}?- what the Germans had done in

helping Italy to maintain herself as a great Mediterranean power
against France. Italy therefore waited until either of the two
contending leagues of nations should accept her terms. In the

meantime she armed for the fight. Both her exchequer and her

war stores were depleted by the long war against the Turks and
Arabs in Tripoli, Months were required in order to bring her

army up to a position of strength in which it could venture to

engage the forces of a great European military Power with a

good chance of success. Guns were needed, and shells for Uk*

guns. For, though Italy had some of the best light field artillery'

in the world, she had not a sufficient number of batteries.

Moreover, the war had shown that a kirgc number of heavy

mobile howitzers was absolutely necessa^}^ With the Germans
standing in their last ditch, all their great guns behind them,

heavy artillery and, perhaps, vast stores of shell and Shrapnel

would be required, Italy was also assisting Rumania in the

manufacture of ammunition. In this way months passed witli-

out either of the two imi>ortant neutral powers coming to an
active decision.

The position of Greece was more clearly defined. Like mo.>t

of the Balkan States, she was seriously weakened in triasure

and war material by the struggle with Turkey, and the sub-

sequent fight with Bulgaria. Many of the Turks were still

anxious for another war with the Greeks, with a view to recover-

ing the Aegean Islands. Both Powers liad been making a

supreme effort to obtain a naval preponderance, Turkey had
ordert^d two battleships from Britain, and Greece had purchased
two battleships from the United States. The action of Great
Britain in taking over, at the outbreak of tile war, the two .sliips

building in our yards for Turkey was both a stroke of diplomacy
and a naval measure. It prevented Turkey from going to wat
with Greece with any chance of success at sea.

The arrival in the Dardanelles of the Goeben and the Breslau
did not alter this condition. Few* any; action by the battle

cruiser and her light consort would bring into the field of war
the EWian Black Sea fleet and the Franco British Meditei*;
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rancan fleets. Greece was thus made strong at sea and bound
to the Triple Entente by ties of gratitude and interest. The
removal of the Turkish menace left her hands free for her
principal work of maintaining peace in the Balkans. As the

Greek premier, M. Venizelos, explained to the chamber ot

deputies at Athens on September 13, Greece was in a position

of conditional neutrality. In the general interests of the Balkan
p(?oplc, she had contracted an alliance with Serbia. If either

Bulgaria or Turkey tried to take advantage of the difficulties

of the Serbians, and assist the defeated Austrians by attempting
to stab Serbia in the back, Greece would intervene. As both

Turkey and Bulgaria were well aware that the Rumanians
would act in such a case in cooperation with tlie Greeks, the peace

of the Balkans was maintained. The Turko-Bulgarian menace,

liowcver, had a considerable effect upu* the course of the war.

For it was one of the main factors that induced the Rumanian
statesmen to hold back from joining in the attack on Hungary.

In Switzerland also the central Powers gained a success,

owing the thoroughness with w^bich they prepared for w'ar.

The Swiss army was almost entirely officered by men in the

( losest sympathy with the Germanic powers. Immediately on
the outbreak of the war there was established a military censor-

ship solely with a view to Germanising Swiss thought and feel-

ing. Oiily the French-speaking Swiss, who obtained their in-

formation through France, remained truly and stubbornly

neutral. For this reason they were often dominate<i by
(Germans, who managed the best hotels and controlled some
the important industries in their districts. It is easy to see why
the Germans took so much trouble to ensure the active syni-

pnOiies of the Swiss. Not only was Switzerland one of the two
gates into France, but she w^as also an important back door for

<'vading some of the most vit^consequences of the British and
French blockades of the NortlfSea and the Adriatic.

•

By the end of Septoinber, however, the Germanised censor*

ship relaxed, and the French SwivSS—always the befet journal-

ists of their conglomenite nation—^began to make their power
over public opinion felt. For months a verbal duel wage<i be-

tween German Berne and French Geneva, while Swiss Italians

v(>ered round towards* the Allies, in sympathy with popular
Italian feeling. The German Swiss, however, retained the bent
of mind with which they began, together with the practical
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control of the army. President HoEmann was a figurehead. It

was simply dowxiright fear of the consequences of their actions

that made the members of the ru&hg party in Switzerland

modify their action. France had a considerable control over the

wheat supply of the Swiss, and she naturally used this in-

strument. By the end of the month Switzerland was more or

less effectively neutral.

As a side door for evading the blockade, Switzerland, how-
ever, was less important to Germany than Holland. Rotterdam,
wdth.its laige cc^ony of Germans and German Jews, was a Rhine
port controlling the main artery of German commerce. The
Germans naturally desired the Dutch to remain nominaliy

neutral but practically favouraUe to the German cause, and to

help them to mitigate the effects Of the naval blockade by
transforming Rotterdam into a new Hamburg. This placed the

Dutch Government in an extremely awkward position. From
an economical point of view, the Netherlands had become to a

large extent one of the chief transporting centres for Westphaha.
Rotterdam was a seaport of the vast German industrial district

stretching from Diisseldorf to Essen. The modern prosperity

of Holland was largely based upon the German hinterland be-

hind it. The Dutch stood to lose by everything that hindered

or diminished German trade, and they stood to gain by cver>'-

thing that Livoured and increased it.

In addition to these economical considerations, there was the

memory of the Boer war that told against Great Britain. The
Boers were Dutchmen who, in their distant settlemei*t by the

haSf-way house on the old route to India, had preserved the spirit

of the brave old fighting days, when Holland was able to dispute

with Britain the mastery of the seas and the command of all the

outlands of the earth. Towards the nation whfch abruptly

brought to an end the independence of the Transvaal and the

Orange Free State, the Dutcldll^ple were not'" favourably

inclined. German politicians were well aware of this condition of

things, and exploited it to the utmost of ttidr power. Even the

magnammity with whicji the* Libera! government of Great
Britain handled the situation in South Africa after the war with;

the Boers did not entirely remove the grudge against our country,

lelt by the Dutch. There was in the soul of the

ordinal^ Dutchman which rebelled against any pressure from any
imeiga^comity.
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Neither the naval power of Britain nor the military and
economic power of Germany daunted his spirit. Placed between
the upper and the nether millstones, between the power of

Britain to cut off supplies and starve him, and the power of

Germany to deal with him as she had dealt with the Belgians
the Dutchman underwent a transformation. Dutch Jews and
German Jews and German importing houses continued to dodge
or dare the contraband laws. For tlie rest, the Dutch nation
generally kept strictly to the letter and the spirit of international

law, and tried to deal fairly between the contending leagues of

nations.

The, position of the Scandinavian countries somewhat re-

sembled that of Holland. Their economic ties to the German
empire were less close. For example, in regard to the agricultural

products, Britain had been, and remained, a better market for

Denmark than wa^ Germany. In the case of the Danes, more-
over, many men still living remembered the war with Prussia

and Austria over Schleswig-Holstein, and their memories had
been continually refreshed by the treatment meted out to Danes
in the conquered territories. On the other hand, there were older

memories of the way in which Britain had conducted the great

Continental naval blockade in the days of Nelson. For we had
then attacked and captured the Danish navy merely to forestall

a possible move against Sweden, another neutral nation, by
Napoleon. The Danes believed we were quite capable of again

acting with the utmost rigour if our national life appeared to be

in desperate danger. From a purely theoretical, democratic point

of view the Danish nation wished for the triumph ot the Triple

Entente, and the recovery of the Danish-peopled district of

Schleswig-Holstein, In the meantime, they hoped that the

blockade of the North Sea would proceed without any rigorous

treatment of neighbouring neutral countries, and many of their

farmers tried to balance tlie increasing cost of fodder by selling

horses to the German army.

The Norwegians were in a rather more fortunate position. In

spite of the comparative smallness of their population, their old

genius for seafaring had enabled them to create in modern times

an important mercantile marine. Their countty was rich in

timber and animal produce, much of which was supplied to

England and to Germany. The Norwegian sailors were

endangered by Germau mines in the North Sea; but the ship-
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owners, at least, reaped a full harvest fiom the extraordinary

rise in tlie cost of ocean transport produced by the stoppage of

German shipping, and the employment of British merchant
vessels as troopships and military supply ships. Being intensely

democratic, the Norwegians favoured the Allies.

On the other hand, in the early period of the war most of tlie

Swedes seemed to have had a decided bias towards Germany.
This was largely due to the preparations that Germany had made
for the control of the Sw-edish press, and other instruments for

influencing puWic opinion. The Germans worked upon the old

Swedish grudge against Russia for obtaining, during the recon-

struction of Europe in the days of Napoleon, the duchy of

Finland. For though Sweden received in compensation the

kingdom of Norway, she had since lost this. She still bore ilbwiil

against the Russians, and feared they would end by absorbing

the w^hole of Scandinavia. Groundless as the fear was, it was
sufficient for the Germans to work upon. Tliey liad the chiet

share in supplying Sweden with goods, while our country had
the chief share of Sw^edish imports. The result was that the

German commercial traveller was a greater force in Sweden than

was the British commercial traveller. By combining patriotism

and business he greatly helped to influence the Swx^des against

the Allies.

Germany, moreover, exercised considerable pressure on

Sweden by means of her Baltic fleet. It was to diminish ihL<

pressure that the Russian Admiral von Esstm made a surprise

attack on a German cruiser squadron towards the end of August,

adid sank the Magdeburg and several German destroyers.

By the end of September the only neutral white race that

caused any anxiety^ to the Allies was the Americanv In 1914

the United States expecte^d to remain indefinitely at peace. On
August 4, 1914, President Wilson issued a proclamation of

neutrality between the contending groups of European nations.

He insisted that as a neutral the United* States stood by the

principle of the freedom of thh seas. She demanded the right

to carry on commerce with all belligerents in case of war, subjec t

to the limitations of international law as to coatnil>and and
blockade. Her authorised military establishment of 105,000 men
of whom some $7,000 were enrolled, was indeed quite inadequate
to the needs of modern warfare, and tlie navy was dcficituit in

submarines. Belief work for Belgium was organised by Americaun
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soon after the beginning of the World War. Later French
refugees, Serbians, and refugees from Asia Minor were cared for,

as well as the sick and wounded of the contending armies.

Indeed, it is possible to argue that the existence of a powerful,
wealthy, and benevolent neutral, such as the United States, was,
in the early days of the war, an advantage to the nations at large.

Its riches were spent readily in the cause of suffering, its hig]:i

position ill the world's councils ensured that its voice was heard
in such matters as the treatment of prisoners of war and of

civilians in tlie occupied areas. President Wilson could offer an
impartial tribunal to inquire into matters upon which the cc:\-

tending nations would have accepted no other decision. He could

offer the protection of his ambassadors to refugees and assist in

the repatriation of aliens. What immense labours fell upon the

American embassy in London may be read in the ambassador’s

(Mr, W. H. Page) published letters—and it is doubtful if tliey

could have been shouldenxl so effectively by the minister of any
other nation.

To the task ©f infiiiencing public opinion in the United States

the Gerinnri government had bent the larger part of the energies

that it could spare from the actual conduct of the war. There

were nearly 11,000,000 persons of German, Austrian and
Hungarian sUKk in the United States, including some powerful

financiers and trust magnates of German-Jewish or German
origin. For some years before the outbreak of the war
the German government had endeavoured to preser\^e and
intensify a feeling of German patriotism in America by a ramify-

ing system of local German associations. During the early

months of the war they were intensely active in attempting to

sway American opinion over t6 their side. A battle of pro-

paganda ])etwcen the contending powers was, indeed, waged for

a long period in the United States, with what result the world

now knows.
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The South African Rebellion

The Union of South Africa, the scene of the rising of 1914.

dates from 1910, before which the district was divided

into four separate states. Of these tlie Cape Province and

Natal were old possessions of Great Britain, but the other two,

the Transyaal and the Orange Free State, were independent

republics until they were annexed after a war with the Boers that

ended in 1902. In these two countries, which since 190B liave

been provinces of the Union, the Boers largely ortnuinber tiie

British, and the same is true of the Cape Province. Only in

Natal are the British superior numerically to the Boejrs. This fact

was of considerable significance when the Great War br«)kc out.

Bismarck once remarked that South Africa would prove the

grave of British greatness. At the time the remark was made the

trouble with the Boei^ was beginning to come to a head, and the

British policy of weak force and grudging concessions gave every

appearance of rapidly reducing that corner of the British empire

to a state of chaos from which nothing would save it. Certain it

is that Germany’s desire for a '‘place in the sun” saw in the

muddled and far from impeccably virtuous treatment which in

the second half of the 19th century Britain was extending to the

Boers the beginnings of an opportunity for colonial expansion.

In the result, while no overt act of hostility was indulged in,

the kaiser and the German foreign office gave perfectly clear

indications of their sympathy with the Boers’ endeavour to win
independence. In this Germany was only following the trend of

European opinion, the rectitude of which was to a large extent

proved by the very magnanimity of Sir Henry Campbell-Banner-
man's settlement in 1906 of the difficulties in South Africa,

which the result of the war had only intensified. The granting

of a l£lrge measure of self-government to the various Boer
republics, and the subsequent wise and ^idmtfablo formation ofc

the Uhioa of South Africa were diplomatic measures the effect of
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which Germany did not correctly gauge. Her foreign office was
still convinced of the existence of bitter racial hatred within the

Union, and the outcry which was raised by the British South
Africans when the results of the Union elections established a

Boer majority under a Boer prime minister, tended to confirm

diplomatic suspicion that this British dominion was essentially

an ill-knit group of two bitterly opposed factions, the stronger of

which would eagerly seize the first opportunity to cast ofi the

bond that hold her a part of the British empire.

Nor can it be doubted that there was indeed a large and active

parrty among the Boer colonists with whom such a policy was

acceptable. Germany's mistake lay in her failure to recognize

the effect which twelve years of competent administration,

coupled with the spirit of team work that had essentially grown

up in that period, had had upon the majority of the Boer colony.

It is .said that Germany was confident that the Union would

remain neutral in the event of a European struggle, or even that

it would be passively sympathetic with the German cause.

Certainly for many years prior to the outbreak of war German

agents, v^dely scattered throughout the dominion, had worked

with considerable effect upon the more bitter sections of the Boer

malcontents. Nor is it difficult to gauge the direction of

(jeniiany's aspirations. German South-West Africa, conveniently

placed upon the western lK)rder of the Union, would be a

nucleus of inestimable value around which to collect the Boer

'republics/* and Germany conceived herself winning by strategy

and diplomacy an empire in the south of the African continent

which she believed Britain had already lost.

Nor were German discernment and German hopes mucli

falsified by the course of events. It is to the influence and

abilities of the two South Africans, Louis Botha and J. C.^ Smuts,

rather than to any grave miscalculation in German policy that

Britain owed not only the preservation of her own empire in

South Africa, but also the conquest of the German colonies.

To an extent, as has already been noted, the j^ennial

problems of industrial and social life calling for cooperative effort

in their solution bad already begun to create a political unity in

the dominion in which interests of class and organi^on tended

to cut across and break down racial differences. But the welding

of the races into a homogeneous whole was more than an>^iing

the work of I-ouis Botha. Elected in 1910 as the priiuo minister
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of the newly formed Union, he set to work at once to bring about
a spirit of loyalty to the empire and unity within the dominion
with skill and resourcefulness. Such a labour is all the more

,
remarkable when it is remembered that only eight years before
he had been one of Britain's most bitter and most able
adversaries. Replacing Joubert as commander-in-chief of the
Boer commandos, he had organized a resistance which all the
superiority of guns, men and resources that Britain enjoyed had
been for so long powerless to crush. Yet his contribution to the
cause pf his countrymen during the course of the struggle, great
as it was, was exceeded by the value of his services daring -the

subsequent years. His policy of “building up a new state on
non-racial lines ” and as an equal member of the British common-
wealth of nations none the less prevailed.

It was under his leadership rather than under that of General
Hertzog and Mr. Steyn, the two great and popular leaders of the
nationalist group, that the Union gradually won a great measure
of unity and considerable prosperity. In all his work Botha was
ably seconded by General Smuts, whose intellectual achievements
in the world of philosophy contend for our admiration with his

successes in political life and his ability as a military leader. And
South AJ^ca no less than the British empire is entitled to con-
gratulate itself that at such a time of crisis the government ol

the Union rested in the hands of two such figures.

Their success is remarkable, too, when it is appreciated
that ranged against them were men who a few years previously
had by their unEinching loyalty to the Boer cause won an
influence and a prestige second, if second at all, only to those
enjoyed by Botha and Smuts themselves. They had to pit them-
selves against not only the popular enthusiasm for such men as
that undefeatable guerrilla warfare leader, Christian de Wet, but
also against the esteem in which the Boer colonists held th? great
national figures of Hertzog, Beyers, Steyn, and Delarey.
With such a combination ajgainst them Botha and Smuts would

have been entitled to Teel considerable pride of achieverueut had
they been able to undertake only the defence of the Union borders
against invasion. That they were, in fact, able not only to
relieve the British government of this responsibility, but also to
carry the great body of the nation with them and undertake the
conquest of German South-West and tlast Africa says more for

theiT abilities than any words.
’
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In 1913 a new and virile manifestation of the movement for

iiatiohal independence was evident in the policies of the Union.
The movement originated among sortie of the leaders of the
Dutch people of the Orange River Colony. Chief among them
was General Hertzog, who had to leave the cabinet owing partly
to a difference of opinion %irith General Botha concerning the
imperial responsibilities of South Africa. It is probable that
General Hertzog was moved largely by i>ersonal animosity to his

colleague. But on breaking from him he gave his animosity a
political colo^iring, and started a new Dutch party which aimed
at racial ascendancy ending in absolute independence. General
Hertzog was not prepared to declare war against the rest of the

British empire. He thought that South Africa might remain
nominally part of the empire until the time came for her to

lapse, without any show of violence, from the British crown.

This would occur, in his view, whenever the interests of Soiitli

Africa were likely to be sacrificed to the common cause of the

empire, as in the case of a war with Gerinany.

Goners^ Botha, on the other hand, took another view of the

obligations of his people. He intended to hold by the spirit as

well as by the letter of the grant of free government. Quite likely

the result of the intrigues of the Germans in the days <4 President

Kruger weighed in the decision to wliich the South African prime

minister came in 1913. The ruling mind in the Union, he was
also, as we have said, the old commander-in-chief of the Boers.

He had the patience and the tenacity of the race tha(l|>roduced

Troinp, de Ruyter and William of Orange. He suspected th^

iutentioms of Germany in regard to South Africa, and his efforts

to reconcile Boer and Briton in the new commonwealth were

animated with a military purpose as well as with a generosity of

view. With fine patience he did not go out of his way to seek a

quarrel. But. as was seen in his break with Hertzog and De Wet,

when he saw that the quarrel would be forced upon him, he

began to prepare in 1913 to meet it.

There was an extremely difficult task before him and before

his capable colleague, General Smuts, but the prorogation of

Parliament on July 7, 1914, was a stroke of good luck. For

when war broke out the next month the government was able

to arrange its plan of action in silence. The position in some of

the country districts was disturbing. For in those places the

agents of Germany had long been spreading the idea that when
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the time came for the downfall of the British empire by German
hands, a larger Soutli African republic would be created with

German help. In the Western Transvaal some of the back-veldt

Boers were ready to rise, and the rumour ran that the Germans
had invaded the Union, and that burghers were being called out

on commando to act with them. Only in the large towns was
there an instant and passionate demonstration of loyalty to the

empire. In districts where settlers of Dutch stock prevailed the

general attitude of the people was that of bewildered expectancy.

They were waiting to see what action their government would

take. Meanwhile, a fierce and decisive struggle was going on

between General Botha and General Smuts on the one side, and

General Hertzog and ex-President Steyn on the other side.

Between them was General Delarey, with Christian de Wet and
Beyers trying to win Delarey over to active rebellion.

In attempting to gauge the strain which the declaration of war
and Botha's support of the imperial go\'ernment put upon the

loyalties of South Africa, it must not be forgotten that only

twelve years before the Boers had been in arms against Britain,

and that the ties of a common tongue, tradition and ^^entiment

which united the British element in the land to mother

country entirely lacking in the case of the Boers, whose feel-

ings were deeply tinged wdth bitter memories and smoulderini'

resentment. It is not to be wondered at that in such a popul itioii

a number of active pro-Germans could be found; it is, on the con-

trary, r€(parkable that Botha and Smuts together with the great

majority of the Union Parliament and the great bulk of the

iiation should have been prepared to cooperate at all with the

British government. Britain's life and death struggle on the

continent of Europe would have left little time and slender

resources for dealing with a sudden rLsing in favour of independ-

ence in a country so far removed as South Africa. The Great War
was the suprenae opportunity for nationalist ambition. That its

active expression was limited to at most ^10,000 or so hotheads
is in truth cause for no little wonder.
Pro-German sentiment was always subservient to Boer interests

even amongst the hotheads; but at the same time it cannot be
doubted that a very large number of the Boer community were
never more than lukewarm in their allegiance to a policy of

attack on the German colonies. Hertzog and Steyn stood for

South African independence, and their interest in the struggles
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of two alien and European powers was negligible, A policy of

neutrality would have pleased them best, for there is no clear

reason to assume that either was a secret participant in the

rebellion of 1914, although it is evident from their attitude during

and after its progress that both were deeply sympathetic with the

aims of the rebels in so far as those aims consisted in an aggressive

assertion of Boer nationalism.

In fact, of the Boer leaders who took an active part in the

rising, only one, Maritz, was proved to have been in treasonable

relations with Germany before the war. The rest simply saw in

the war a magnificent opportxinity to realize that dream of Dutch

supremacy and independence upon which tlieir eyes had been

steadily fixed since 1902.

On the outbreak of war in Europe Botha had telegraphed to

the Imperial government the intimation that the Union would

undertake its own defence, and thereby release the garrison

troops for active service elsewhere. There was more than

generosity in such a move : there was a deep-seated wisdom. In

an already cxplosiv^e situation the Ijpast slip might well cause a

conflagration, and the presence of British troops, their move-

ments to and fro across the country and the perpetual threat

they would represent to nationalist sentiment might" well have

precipitated the very event which their presence was designed to

check. Secondly, if events should prove that a rising was to

take place, then that rising had to be dealt with by South Africa

alone. The employment of British troops to crush tie rebels

would have started a blaze fiercer than more army corps thai^

were ever in South Africa from 1899-1902 could have quelled.

Botlia's move was admirable. It combined a gesture that

pleased the national vanity of all sections with a far-sighted

policy that served the loyalists in good stead. The crisis, how-

ever, was not long delayed. On August 7 the British government

cabled Botha to the jjfiect that an attack upon German South-

West Africa and its eventual conquest would be “a great and

urgent imperial service/' Three days later Botha replied that he

and his colleagues cordially agreed to cooperate with the imperial

government, and that military operations would be undertaken.
^
This decision was communicated to General Beyers, the com-

mander-in-chief of the Union forces, on August 13* At a meeting

of the principal officers of the defence force held on August 21,

Beyers agreed to the plans outlined, and even proposed
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alteratioiis which were accepted. He as general of the forces;

would himself have had command of the operations in German
South-West Africa.

Botha, however, was well aware that the apparently still

waters around him were running deep, that in fact Beyers, like

Hertzog and other nationalists, was bitterly opposed to any
cooperation with England. He had to leave no time for further

conspiring, but bring the trouble to a head at once. The
nationalists must be made to declare tlieinselves, and public

opinion must equally be compelled to declare the direction of its

allegiance. Accordingly, on the opening of Parliament on Sep-
tember 9, 1914. he moved a resolution authorizing the proposed
expedition against German South-West Africa. It was a declara'

tion of war on the pro-Germaji party, and left the nationalists no
choice but to avow their attitude.

It must be remembered that he was speaking to men of a race
of born lighters, whose minds were still deeply coloured by the
tragic events of a long and terrible campaign in which they liad

been overpowered by the superior numbers and superior organiza-
tion of their traditional opponents. After relating the agreeinvnt
made wdth the imperial government for the invasion of Gerinan
South-West Africa, General Botha said

:

To forget their loyalty to the Empire in this hour of trial

would be scandalous and shameful, and would Idacken South
Africa in the eyes of the whole world. Of this South Auicaus
W'ere incapable. They had endured some of the greatest
sacrifices that could lie demanded of a people, but they had
always kept before them ideals founded on Christianity, and
never in tneir darkest days had they sought to gain their end.,
by treasonable means. The path of treason was an unknowa
path to Dutch and English alike.

Their duty and their conscience alike bade them be faith
ful and true to the Imperial Government in ail respects in this
hour of darkness and trouble. That was the attitude of the
Union Government ; that was the attitude of the people o{
^uth Africa. The Gpvernnjent had cabled to the Imp<*rial
Government at the outbreak of war, offering to undertake tfu
defence of South Africa, thereby releasing the Imperial lrooi>s
for service elsewhere. This was accepted, and the Uniofi
Defence Force was mobilized.

In answer to this speech, General Hertzpg moved an amendment
to thq effect that any act that wogld lead to an attack on Germain
territory in South Africa would conflict with the interests of the
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Union and the empire. In the speeches moved by members of

the Hertzog party in support of this amendment doubts were

cast on the justice of the British cause, bitter personal attacks

were made on General Botha, and memories of the South African

war were revived with a view to provoking racial hatred. General

Botha's government, however, won a decisive victory by a

majority of 92 votes against 12 votes. Of the 17 members from

the Free State, which was the Hertzog stronghold, only nine,

including General Hertzog himself, voted for the amendment,
and one of the nine afterwards recanted publicly.

The result was a severe blow to the nationalists, but they still

counted on the support of the great body of public opinion.

Beyers, who had been preparing for some time, decided to declare

for open war. Hertzog refused to participate in any uncon-

stitutional measures. Parliament rose on Monday, September 14,

and on the following day Beyers wrote a letter of resignation of

liis position of commandant-general of the defence force. The

letter was written the day before it was dated, and a copy was

given for immediate publication, so that it would be read by the

people before the original letter reached General Botha and

Creneral Smuts in Cape Town. But by means of the press censor-

ship the government prevented the publication of the letter until

September 21, >vhen it was published together with the reply of

General Smuts as minister of defence.

Tlic letter sent by Beyers ran as follows

:

Honourable Sir,—You are aware that during tlie month of

August last I told you and General Botha by word 01 mouth

that I distipproved of the sending of commandos to Germmi

South-West Africa for the purpose of conquering that ternloit.

I Wtis on the point then of resigning, but, hearing mat Parua-

ment would be caUed together, I decided to wait, hoping tiiat

a way out of the difficulty would be found. To my utmOvSt

surprise, however, Parliament confirmed the resolutmn

by the Government, namely, to conquer Gennan South-W<^t

Africa without any provocation towards the Lmon from the

Germans. The Gdvemment must be aware that by the

great majority of the Dutch-speaking people of the ynioii

decidedly disapproved of our crossing the

two conferences of commandants recently held at Pretoria

eloquent testimony to this. I challenge the Government by

aiiappcal to the pcxiple, without making use of compulsion, to

obtam another result^ ^

It is said that Great Britaia has taken partm the war for the

siike of right and justice in drder to protect the mdepeitdcm e
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of smaller nations, and to comply with treaties. But the
fact that three Ministers of the British Cabinet have resigned
shows that even in England there is a strong minority who
cannot be convinced of the righteousness of a war with
Germany. History teaches us, after all, that whenever it suits

' her interests' Great Britain is always ready to protect smaller
nations ; but, unhappily, history also relates instances in which
the sacred rights of independence of smaller nations ha\'e been
violated and treaties disregarded by that same Empire.
In proof of this I have only to indicate how the independent e

of the South African Republic and Orange Free State was
violated, and of what weight the Sand River Convention was.
It is said that war is being waged against the barbarity of the
Germans. I have forgiven, but not forgotten, all the barbarities
perpetrated in this our own country during the South African
War. With very few exceptions all farms—not to mention
many towns—were so many Louvains, of which we now hear
so much. At this critical moment it is made knenvn in Parlie-
ment that our Government was granted a loan of ^7,000,000
by the British Government. This is very significantr Anyone
can have his own thoughts about this. In the absence of
legitimate grounds for the annexation policy of the Govern
meat, you endeavour to intimidate the public by declaring that
Government possesses information showing that Gerfnany has
decided, should opportunity arise, to annex South Africa.

My humble opinion is that this will be hastened if from our
side we invade German territory without having been provolced
thereto by the Germans. And as to the alleged German annexa
tion scheme, this is nothing more than the result of (he usual
national suspicion attending such matters. The allegations
made in Parliament—namely, that the Germans have- already
violated our frontier—are ungrounded. See the official report:
of the Information Bureau, corrobated by Lieutenant Colonel
Maritz and his officers, who are on and near the frontier.

Apparently Government longed for .some transgression bv
the Germans of German .South-West Africa, but have been dis
appointed in this, for so far not a single German soldier has
crossed our frontier. As you know very well, the report is
perfectly correct regarding an involuntary tiansgrfeision of the
frontier some time ago and the tendering of an aixilogy for .so

doing. Whatever may happen in South Africa, the war will
be decided in Europe in any case ; so if Germany triumph:-,
and should decide to attack us, then, even if Great Britain
should be unable to help us, we shall at least have a sacred
and clean cause in defending our country to the utmost, pro-
vided we stay inside our borders me^nw'hile. In case we aie
at^ked our people wUl arise as one man in defence of its
rights.
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<-;ip 1 1 ai al.Ljar, t ho (jcrnian armed mercha'it cruiser which w ac
''link by the auxiliary cruiser Carmania. September 14, 1014

f iu/ C uuaid liucr <..armama. Converted into an auxiliarv
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menua able ene:ai'emef’.t

.

1 lie German hi^ht cruiser Karlsruhe served as a commerce
raider and was sunk, October, iyi4.
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BEYERS' RESIGNATION ACCEPTED

Besides, I am convinced that a commando of about 8,000
Germans, as at present stationed in German territory, will not
be so foolish as to attempt an attack on our country. I have
always said, and repeated at Booysens recently, that if the
Union is attacked, Boer and Briton will defend this country
side by side, and in such case I will deem it a great honour and
privilege to take up my place at the head of our forces in

defence of my Fatherland. I accepted the post of commandant
general under our Defence Act, the first section of which pro-
^ ides that our forces can only be employed in defence of the
Union. My humble opinion is that this section cannot thus
be changed, by informal resolution in Parliament, such being
contrary to Parliamentary procedure. So the Defence Act does
not allow us to go and fetch the enemy over the frontier and
to light the fire in this way, but should the enemy

.

penetrate
into our country it will be our duty to drive him back and
pursue him in his own territory.

In his speech General Botha speaks about the help we had
from the Belgians and French after the South African War.

. That assistance is still appreciated by us and by all our people,
but we must not forget that the Germans also were not behind-
hand and have always been well disposed towards us. So
why*should w'e deliberately make enemies of them? As cir-

cumstances are, I see no way of taking the oiiensive, and as
I sincerely love my country and people, I must strongly protest
against the sending of the Union citizen fol'ces over the
frontier. Who can foretell when the fire the Government has
decided to light shall end? For the reasons enumerated above
I feel constrained to resign my post as commandant general,

as also my commissioned rank. For me this is the only wa^^
of faith, duty, and honour towards our people, of which
mention was made by General Botha. I have always tried* to

do my duty according to my best convictions, and it sorely
grieves me that it must end in this way.—I have, etc.,

(Signed) C. G. L. Beykrs.

That this letter was of considerable weight with a large number
of people cannot be doubted, and it was fortunate that the

government had b|*en able to withhold its publication until

General Smuts’ admirable reply had been sent. His letter read

:

Pretoria, September 19.

Sir,—It w^as with regret that I received your letter of the
15th inst., tendering your resignation as the commandant
general. Union Defence Forces, and as an officer of the Union.
The circumstances nmder which that resignation took place
and the terms in which you endeavour to justify your action
tend to leave a very paintul impression.
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It is true that it was known to me tliat you entertained
objections against the war operations in German South-West
Africa, but I never received the impression that you would
resign. On the contrary. aU the information in possession of
the Government was communicated to you, all plans were dis-

cussed with you, and your advice was followed to a large
extent. The principal officers were appointed on your recom-
mendation and with your concurrence, and the plan of opera-
tions which is now being followed is largely the one recom-
mended by yourself at a conference of officers.

My last instructions to you before I left for Cape Town to

attend the special ses^on of Parliament were that in my
ab^ice you should visit certain regiments on the German
border, and it was well understood between us that immediately
the war operations were somewhat further advanced and co-

operation among the various divisions would be practicable,

you shoidd yourself undertake the chief command in Gerini\n
ik)uth-West Africa.

'The attitude of the Government after tins remained un-
changed. and was approved by Parliament after full discussion.

One would have expected that that approval would make the
matter easier for you, but how I find that you anticipated that
Parliament would disajpprove of the f^icy of the Government,
and that your disappointment in this became the reason for

your unexpected action. In order to make your motives
clearer, the reasons for your resignation were explained in a
long political arrament, which was immediately communicated
to the Press and came into the hands of the Govemmeut long
after publication.

I need not tell you that all these circumstances in connection
with your resignation have made a most unpleasant impression
on my colleagues and myself. But this unpleasant imi^essioii
has even been aggravated by the allegations contained in your
letter. Your bitter attack on Great Britain is not only entirely

baseless, but is the more unjustifiable coming as it does in the
midst of a gteat war from the commandant general of one of

the British I)ominions. Your reference to barbarous acts during
the South African War camu^justify the criminal dc?vastation
of Belgium, and can o^y tiSr calculated to sow hatred and
division among the people^ South Africa.

You forgot to mention that since the South African War the
British p^de gave South Africa her entire freedom under a
Constitution which makes it possible for ns to realise our
national ideals along our own lines, and which, for instance,
allows you to write with impunity a letter for which you would
without doubt be liable in the German Empire to the extreme
penalty. As regards .your otbes statements* they have In’^en

answered and dispose of in Parliament. From these discussions
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it will be apparent that neither the British Empire nor South
Africa was the aggressor in this -struggle. War was in the first

instance declared by Austria-Hungary, and thereafter by
Germany, under circumstances in which the British Govern-
ment employed its utmost powers to maintain the peace of
Europe and to safeguard the neutrality of Belgium.
So far as we ourselves are concerned, our coast is threatened,

our mail boats are arrested, and our borders are invaded by the
enemy. This latter does not occur, as 3^ou say, in an in-

voluntary manner and with an apology, which latter, at any
rale, was never tendered to the Government.
Under these circumstances it is absurd to speak about aggres-

.sive action on the part of the Union, seeing that, together with
the British Empire, we have been drawn against our wish and
will and entirely in self-defence into this war. As regards your
insinuation concerning the loan of ^7,000,000 which the British
Government was kind enough to grant us, and for which the
public of the Union, as evidenced recently in Parliament, are
most grateful, it is of such a despicable nature that there is no
necessity to make any comment thereon. It only shows to
what extent your rnindi has been obscured by political bias.

You speak about duty and honour. My conviction is that
the people of South Africa will in these dark days, when the
Government as well as the people of South Africa are put to

the supreme test, have a clearer conception of duty and
honour than is to be deduced from your letter and action. For
the Dutch-speaking section in particular I cannot conceive
anything more fatal and humiliating than a policy of lip

loyalty iii fair weather and of a policy of neutrality y id pro
German sentiment in days of storm and stress.

It may be that our peculiar internal circumstances and Qur
backward condition after the late war will place a limit on
what we can do, but nevertheless I am convinced that the
pcople will support the Government in carrying out the man-
date of Parliament, and in this manner, which is the only
legitimate one, fulfil their duty to South Africa and to the

Empire, and maintain their jj^rly-won honour unblemished
for the future. .

^
Your resignation is hereby accepted.

(Signed) J, C. Smuts.

Before the publication of this correspondence Beyers was

already moving. He could count for support upon Maritz, De
Wet and Major J. Kemp, another efficient officer. The doubtful

point and the most Important point for solution was which

way General Delarey would iiK>ve. Delaroy w^as a man ©f great

courage and high personal integrity. His military ability and
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his stiength of charact^ bad won him an honoured place id

the esteem of his coantrymen. One of the most skilful and
brave of the Boer generals in the South African War, he had
secmred, particularly in the western Transvaal, a very consider-

able influence, and upon his word a large body of people would
be willing to act. His adherence to the cause of open revolt was
essential if success were to be won, and Beyers was making
overtures to induce him to throw in his lot with the rebels.

Pelarey had so far given but littie indication of his inten-

tions, and what little he had done was extremely confusing. He
was known to be ardehtty in &vour of South African emancipa-
tion and bitterly opposed to the proposed invasion of German
South-West Africa. On the other hand, he had so far frowned
upon active revolt. In the early days of August rumours were
everywhere rife that Germans were across the border, and that
Boer commandos were cooperating with them. But his words
to a meeting of burghers chlled by himself at Treuifontein on
August 15 were in the circumstances amazing. Instead of fiery

and impassioned oratory, an incitement to arms and thej)romise
of a speedy victory, he had advised his hearers to go home
quietly and await events. His action bad done much to in-

crease the mystified uncertainty with which the Boer population
viewed the course of events for several weeks.
However, a judicial commission of inquiry into the 1914

rebellion, which issued its report in December, xgi6, gave it as
its opinion that from the outbreak of war Delarey was plotting
a.rebellion, the object of which was to restore the Dutch re-

pulflics, if not to establish a South African republic. Delarey
was de^ly under the influence of a Dutch seer and prophet,
van Rensburg, who had acquired an immense following through-
out the union on the strength of one or two remarkable
prophecies made daring African war. In particular
he had tdd of a vision whidPukd perstiad^d Delarey to attack
Lord Methuen, with the resQlt that the Boers bad gained a great
success and had captured the British general.

soon as war broke oot van Rensburg began again to see
vjsioiis and to make prophecies. In one vision there was an
otean, and across the ocean five great laiUs were fighting, and a
blue boll

,gmed a great hole in a red bWl. The red bull was
Bdtahr, the bhie bull was* Germany. In another vision
some commandos of borgbeia were trekking across the Orange
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river into the desert northward. Ther^ they met the German
troops, and talked with them, and came back home without

firing a shot. This, being interpreted, meant that the soldiers

of the Kaiser intended not only to restore the old republic, but
to add Natal and the Cape to it.

It was on Delarey that the J^phet of Lichtenburg chi^efly

worked, and when the famons came down to attend a
special war session of Parliament, his friends found him in a

state of mind bordering on religiou.s mania. Delarey w^as a well-

balanced, enlightened man of strong personality; and seeing

what an effect the prophet of Lichtenburg produced on him,

it is easy to calculate how profound and disturbing was the

influence the preacher of rebellion exercised upon the narrow^

ignorant country Boers. If the policy of neutrality had been

maintained for some months, men like van Rensburg and active

intriguers like Beyers might have completely undermined the

settlement between Boer and Briton and created a terrible

struggle, with German troops anc^mperial forces intervening.

It was such considerations as this that had spurred Botha to

decisive action, that had forced the rebels' hand.

Although it was now clear that Delarey was deeply com-
mitted, it is not yet known to what extent he had declared

himself to Beyers, Beyers had arranged a meeting with

Delarey on the day he wrote his letter of resignation. It would
seem that he had received the message from Maritz on the

frontier that '"all w^as ready." About i.ooo armed Boers

of Delarey 's district were encamped at Potchefstroom, and^as

General Delarey returned from Cape Towm on September 15 he

met General Beyers and arranged to motor with him that night

and visit the camp of the Boers of the western Transvaal.

The two generals left Pretoria by motor-car about seven

o'clock in the evening, and took the road that led them through

the mining city of Johaanesbul|f. It happened that a gang of

bandits, known as the Jackson gang, had been terrorising for

several days the Witwatersrand reef, committing burglaries

shooting at sight anyone w'ho interfered with them. On the

afternoon of September 15 they had been traced to a house in

the suburbs by some detectives; but, on an attempt being made
to arrest them, they shot dead one of the detectives and
escaped in a motor-car.. The armed police patrols were then
ordered out on all the highways leading to Johannesburg, and
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instructed to stop and examine all motor cars and tire at once

if their challenge were ignored. After nightfall a motor-car

resembling that of the Jackson gang was challenged at the east

end of the city as it went along at high speed with a powerful

headlight. Again it was challenged twice as it flashed through

the Western end of the town. For a fourth time it was chal-

lenged at the western boundary. One of the policemen then

fired at the wheel of the car in order to disable it, but the

bullet ricochetted and struck Delarey, killing him instantly.

The effect upon the schemes of the rebels was disastrous. By
Delarey's death they were deprived not only of assurance of

effective support in the western Transvaal, but also of the one
man whose military genius might have matched that of Botha.

Time was needed for reorganization, and they began to work on
a less dangerous policy of passive ^resistance, inviting the Boers

to refuse service in German territory. General Botha replied by
stating that he personally would lead tlac expedition, and made
an appeal for volunteers. ;||^his statement and appeal coming
from the old commandei^-in-chief of the Boer forces was im-

doubtedy effective. De Wet and Beyers had, after Delarey's

death, publicly protested their loyalty to the union, and Kemp
had withdrawn his ffesignation, which had been tendered with

Beyers'. Hertzog and Steyn, the two greatest and most
mffuential voices of the nationalist party, would not commit
themselves either for or against active revolt. Botha judged

that the crisis had passed, and that energetic measitres could

be put in hand against German territory at once.

Lieutenant Colonel Maritz was in command of the border force

of about 1,000 men. He occupied the anomalous position of

holding rank in both the British and the German armies, for he
had aided the Germans in their crushing of the Herero revolt a

few years before. He was also gravely suspected of being in

German pay. and as a result General Botha sent to relieve him
of his command. The action precipitated a rebellion.

Moritz issued an impudent ultimatum, dated October 8, in

which he demanded to meet General Hertzog, General de Wet,
General Beyers, Kemp and Miiller. He stated that if he were
not allowed to receive instructions from these men he would
attack Colonel Brits* forte and invade the Union. He added
that, in addition to his own troops, he had German guns and
German soldiers, and that he had signed an agreement witii
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the gov^eraor of German South-West Africa, ceding Walvis Bay
and other portions of the Union territory in return for a

guarantee of the independence of the South African republic.

General Botha's reply was a proclamation of martial law

throughout the Union. Maritz had arrested all his officers and
men who were unwilling to join the Germans, and had sent them
as prisoners into German territory. Colonel Brits, with the

Imperial Light Horse, at once flung himself on the traitor, and
the civdl war opened on October 15 with an engagement at Rate-

draai, ten miles south of Upington, in which 70 rebels were

taken prisoners. On October 22 Maritz attacked the post of

Keimos, between Kakamas and Upington. There were only 150

loyalists at Keimos, and Maritz had 1,000 rebels and 70 German
gunners. He advanced at dawn, but the small garrison held

out till reinforcements arrived, and then the rebels w'ere so

severely handled that Maritz offered to surrender if a free pardon
were granted. He was w'ounded, and fled into German terri-

tory. Two days afterwards some of the rebels wnth German
gunners were again defeated at Kakamas. The reaction of

the loyal Dutch to Maritz 's revolt was extremely significant,

and should have given to the rebels much food for reflection.

Colonel van Deventer with one staff officer, w’cnt to the town
of Calvinia, in northern Cape Colony. He called for loyalists to

come out on commando for the sake of tlie honour and good
name of the Dutch. In a few' days there were 2,000 men ready

to take the field. Many of them were fathers and brothers of

the rebels. Under Colonel van Deventer they cooperated wnth

the Imperial Light Horse and the Transvaal Horse, un3er
Colonel Brits, and beat Maritz over the German frontier.

News of Maritz's action reached l>e Wet and Beyers on
October 12. A conference was arranged two days later, and
plans for extending the revolt w'ere prepared! But De Wet
could not organize a force in the Orange Free State until the

23rd, and it was not until the 24th that Bej ers and Kemp were
in rebellion in the Transvaal. By that time Maritz had been
driven into German territory and his commando had been dis-

persed in scattered bands of fugitives. Cooperation between the

rebels and German forces had l>een foiled before it began. But
Botha's position was far from enviable. The thought of a ci\nl

war in which father would be ranged against son, brother#against

brother, was exceedingly painful to him, and he saw that
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whichever way the issue went he could not but suffer great loss

of personal prestige* He was convinced, however, that his duty
allowed him only one course of action, and although he did all

that lay within his power to avoid the shedding of blood, he

none the less took active steps to stamp out the revolt.

Energetic appeals were addressed to both Hertzog and Steyn

to use their great influence to prevent usdess bloodshed,

Botha's letter to Steyn, in which he referred to an insurrection

‘‘headed by men who in the past have been our honoured
leaders," and implcwed the ex-president to persuade those men
from the path of destruction where they now stand," was at

oxK:e an admirable instance of the depth of his feelings and a

finely conceived effort to avoid the horrors of civil war.

Both Hertzog and Steyn, however, refused to speak publicly

against a recourse to arms. Neither approved of the action of

Maritz, but both disapproved of the proposed invasion of

German South-West Africa to such an extent that they were

compelled to S5mipathise with any action which might prevent

the government from carrjnng out its intentions.

When at last, however, Steyn realized that a large-scale

revolt was imminent, he did consent to mediate. From October

23 onwards he usec3|||fl^€ry endeavour to bring about a cessation

of hostilities. It was then too late. The thrill of the adventure
had swept the romantic old guerrilla leader, De Wet, off his feet,

and Beyers was by then too convinced of success to be open
to reason. It was not until successive defeats brought them up
against the realities of the situation that either consented to

interview the ex-president, and by that time the revolt was
almost crushed.

'As soon as they saw that their efforts to avoid bloodshed were
doomed to failure, Botha and Smuts acted with strength and
decision. The Ibtal strength of the rebels was approximately

10,000, but within a short time the persoiul influence of Botha
and the energy and resource of Smuts enabjjpd them to com-
mand the situation. In a few weeks they had 40,000 men in

the field. Of these a few thousand were part of the little army
sent to occupy the coast towns of German South-West Africa,

and recalled when the rebellion broke out. But by far the larger

rmmber were commandos of burghers, who came forth to fight

their own kith and kin for the sake of an empire again.st which
they had been fighting only twelve years previously side by side
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with the same kith and kin, and it is upon such achievements
that the claim of the two loyalist statesmen to distinction rests.

The strain on the loyal Boers was appalling. In the course
of the campaign complaints were made here and there by South

,

Africans of British stock that they were bidden to hold their

fire—while the rebels were shootiiig tliem down—to the last

moment* There is no doubt that the Dutch generals and com-
mandants were anxious to spare the lives of their own kinsmen.
The loyal Boers themselves often remained for a long time under
fire without shooting in reply, in the hope tliat the rebels would
be surrounded and forced to surrender. The loyalists of both

races at times suffered casualties, owing to the forbearing way
in wliich they conducted their operations. But the Wood
that the Boer and Briton shed side by side in the common
cause was worth shedding. They died so that the two white

races of South Africa should grow into one nation, united by a
common tradition of seif-sacrihee and of forbearance in the

hour of victor5% Fortunately, however, the losses were not

heavy. On the loyalists' side 132 were killed and 277 wounded
in the ntonth and a lialf s fighting. Of the rebels, some 5,700
were either captured or surrendered. The number killed and
wounded was unknown. The proclamation cjf an amnesty to all

those rebels who returned quietly to their hol^s by November 2 1

was largely responsible for the extraordinary rapidity with wliicli

this rebellion of xo,ooo armed men was broken up.

If General Botha by his action in taking the field against iiis

old colleagues forfeited the loyalty of some of the Boers, he won
the respect of many others. Moreover, in a battle of conflicting

loyalties it was early seen tliat many, even if in sympathy with

Beyers and De Wet, would stOl refuse to bear arms against their

one-time general. In the result, while tlie rebels' forces gradually

melted away or were dispersed, Botha^commanded large reserves.

The issue was never in doubt from the moment Botha moved
against Beyers. Bui? Botha's reluctance to move before every

effort had been taken to avoid bloodshed had given the rebels

time to overrun a large part of the Transvaal and the Orange
Free State. Actually the behaviour of their commandos to-

wards the loyalist farmers alienated as many supporters as their

cause attracted. Only three members of the Union Pariiament

came out in arms, an& the amount of support given by the

Dutch Reformed Church was negligible*
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‘ The rebels' plan of campaign was first to effect a junction

between the commandos of De Wet, Beyers, and Kemp, then to

march westward and join Maritz. The united forces were to

be properly organized, and reinforced by German troops. Par-

ticularly they were expecting supplies of ammunition and guns,

in Which they were sadly lacking. Then with a well-equipped

army they would march on Pretoria. The instant defeat of

Maritz foiled this plan ; but Beyers and Kemp, who were

together in the Transvaal, still hopvd to effect a junction with

De Wet and then to operate in force against Pretoria.

But Botha never gave them a chance to link up their forces.

Moving with great speed and decision, he came up with Beyers

on October 27 near Rustenburg. In the action on the following

morning Beyers* commando w’as dispersed. Efforts were at

once made by Botha to avoid furtlier fighting; but Beyers had

crossed into the Free State, and a second engagement was fought

at Gruis Drift, on the Vet river, on November 7. Over 400

rebels were taken prisoner. At last Beyers consented to see

Steyn. The belated conference was doomed to failure, and

although Botha gladly gave permission for Beyers to ^ass and

return through the loyalist lines, no result was achieved.

De Wet, meanwMe, had been rather more successful. On
November 7 he delated a small force of loyalists at Winburg

and proceeded to overrun the Transvaal. His commandos
proved far from gentle in their methods of foraging, and Botha

had little difficulty in raising troops. Although reluctant to

move against his old comrade in arms, Botha realized the force

of General Smuts' remark that unless de Wet were ''convinced

by force " he would not listen to reason.

At Vrede on October 29 De Wet had issued a rather

ridiculous manifesto referring to the "ungodly policy of General

Botha," roundly denouncing the "miserable, pestilent English,"

and describing the South-West Africa expedition as "a dastardly

act of robbery." Its effect had been, from his point of view,

singularly disappointing, and only the confirmed malcontents

and the irresponsible hotheads had joined him, his main com-

mando amounting to few more than 2,000 men.
Suddenly Botha struck. By a clever concentration of forces

he almost surrounded De Wet at Musliroom Valley, 18 miles

50uth-^st of Winburg, on November 12, and although De Wet
himself escaped, bis commando was broken. Many prisoners
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were taken, and De Wet found himself leader of a small fugitive

band, harried across country by pursuing forces. He now
signified his willingness to see Steyn, but the time had passed
when the rebels could, as Botha said, "extort peace tenps."
De Wet's course was run, and he made for the comparative
security offered by German South-West Africa. He never
reached it. Although by skilful doubling and redoubling and
by rapid division of his forces he showed once again that elusive

and energetic spirit by which he had eluded the British in the

South African war, he was this time up against veldt riders

who knew his country as well as he did himself, and were as

skilful in detecting a false trail as he in laying one. For just

over a fortnight he continued to dodge his pursuers, but finally

with some 50 followers he turned west, hoping to reach the

border by a trek across the Kolaharj desert. On December i,

1914. he was overtaken at a farmhouse about 100 miles west of

Mafeking—his tired horses hopelessly outdistanced by the fast

motors—^and surrendered without a struggle.

General Beyers came to a more terrible end. He remained
in the »orthern districts of the Qrange Free State with about

70 men, while loyal commandos harrii^ him from every side

and tried to force on an. action, from he continually

escaped by scattering his force. At last, IfRer an engagement
near Bothavllle on December 7, he split his party into two small

groups. With one of these he fled towards the Vaal river along

the tributary stream of the Zandspruit.

He was pursued by Captain Uys and Field Cornet Deneker,

with a small loyalist force. At daybreak on December 9 the

rebels were trapped in the angle between the Zandspruit and the

Vaal, and after a shaip fight of fifteep minutes Beyers with

some of his men tried to swim their horses across the Vaal to

the Transvaal. They were fired on, and it was seen that Bej^ers

fell from his horse, but managed to grasp another animal by the

fail. This horse was swimming Mck to the Free State side.

Beyers called for help; but fighting was still going on between

the loyalists and some of the rebels, and he was swept away and
drowned before anybody was a^e to rescue him.

This death, following on the capture bl De Wet and the flight

of Maritz and Kemp, practically brought the lebeUion to a close.

During the first week in December General Botha continued to

conduct operations in the northern district of the Orange Free
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State, where fogs and hea\*y rains veiled the movements of the

last main forces of the revolt. But in a few days the rebels

were hemmed in on all sides, 550 being captured and 200 sur-

rendering to a single loyalist. Commandant Kloppers, who had
been pre^dously taken prisoner but released.

By Christmas the prime minister of South Africa was able to

enjoy a week’s holiday at his farm, in preparation for the cam-
paign in German South-West Africa. From a military point of

view the delay caused by the rebellion was fortunate. As
originally j:>lanned, the expedition was dangerously inadequate

in numbers; many of the men were imperfectly trained; they

had not sufficient artillery, and were entirely without aircraft.

All these defects were made good by General Botha and
General Smuts. Moreover, the members of the first expedition

consisted almost exclusively of South Africans of British extrac-

tion, but when finally the expedition started it was composed of

almost equal numbers of Boers and Britons.

Botha’s conduct throughout the rebellion had won universal

admiration. His treatment of the rebels when the revolt was
crushed was to win him more. The fact that only one,*^ Fourie,

an officer of the Citizen Defence Force who appears to have
deserted while on active service, paid the extreme penalty,

proves the leniency with which Botha acted. De Wet was
sentenced to six years’ imprisonment and fined £2 ,c4x>. Kemp
was sentenced to seven years' imprisonment and fined /i,ooo.

Most of the others were even more lightly treated, and few ever

served their full term. De Wet and 118 others, for example,

were released before Christmas, 1915.

It cannot be doubted that this leniency was politic. Botlia's

popularity, which had suffered severely, rose again to a new
height. And gratifying as that was to the prime minister liim-

self, its consequences to South Africa were even more important.

For he was enabled to carry the great ]x>dy of the nation with

him in his conquest of South-West Africa, and in spite of the

fierce though constitutional opposifion of General Hertzog and the

nationalists, bring about a closer cooperation and understanding
than ever before between -^Boer and Briton.
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CHAPTER 22

The Attack on German Africa

I
K 1914 Germany's African possessions consisted of Togoland,

Cameroon and South-West Africa on the west cop.st of the

continent, and German East Africa on the east coast. This

last colony was, to quote the words of a prominent German
writer, the *'jewel of all her foreign possessions." About twace

the size of Germany, and some 60,000 square miles larger than
German South-West Africa, it covered an area of over 368,000
square miles, 20,000 of which were water; for the territoiy*,

which stretched away from the Indian Ocean between British

Uganda and Kenya Colony on the north and Eiiodesia and
Portuguese East Africa on the south, was bounded along its

westerrf border b}?' the length of Lake Tanganyika, and includes

in its area the southern half of Lake Victoria and the northern

end of Lake Nyasa.

Over this vast region Germany first flew her flag in 1890, but it

should not be forgotten that this region was part of an enormous
tract of land usually and compendiously described as East Africa,

which had had an interesting history 16ng before her traders ever

touched its coast. There can be little doubt that the Phoenicians

and their allies in southern Arabia sent their questing shi{>?

thither more than 2,000 years ago, and it is on record that about
the commencement of the Christian era the Arabs had posts and
stations on the island of Zanzibar and the iMiniand behind it.

Coming to later dates, both Arabs an^ Persians in the twelfth

century were settled at Zanzibar, Mcmibasa and Kilwa, At the

last-named place, wiiich situated in w'hat very mneh later

w^as called German East Africa, an Arab state, with all the char-

acteristic features of Arab civilization, flourished for a lengthy

period. All along the coast from j^maliland southwards the

Arabs held sway over the blac^s^ arid, fovouted by the monsoon,
dispatched gold, ivor5% slaves and othear merchandise to India

and the East. In me fifteenth and sixteenth centuries the

Portuguese, the daring navigiitors of their day, arrived upon
the scene and, ousting its Arab sultan, made Kilwa their
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Headquarters. But in their turn they were deprived of a large

share of tlaeir conquests by fresh incursions of Arabs from Asia,

and afterwards by hordes of negro warriors—the Jagas from the

Congo—who laid Kilwa in ruins. The Portuguese were pressed

back to the south side of the Rovuma river, which, howx'ver,

remained their northern boundary; above it the Arabs gradually

regained all the ground they had lost to the blacks.

It was not till the beginning of the nineteenth century that the

British paid any particular attention to East Africa. By that

time, bent on frustrating certain schemes of the French, who had
garrisons in Madagascar and then owned Mauritius, they had
occupied the Cape of Good Hope. The British government fitted

out an expedition which in 1804 sailed round the cape and up the

cast coast of Africa for the purpose of entering into diplomatic

relations with its Arab rulers. Later an important British

consulate was established at Zanzibar. At that period Zanzibar

and all the other Arab possessions in East Africa were governed
from Muscat, the capital of Oman, at the mouth of the Persian

Gulf, and the British were on friendly terms with its sultan.

Very little then w^as knowm to the outside world of what lay

behind the coast, and one of the most fascinating chapters of all

history is that which narrates the adventures and experiences of

the explorers who, from about the middle of last century,

penetrated into the interior. It starts in humble, evangelical

fashion wdth the opening of missions at Zanzibar and on the

littoral of the mainland, by representatives of the Church
Missionary Society of England, and they, curiously enough, were
men of German birth. But they heard from the Arabs amazing
and well-nigh incredible tales of gigantic snow mountains far

within that torrid land, and of enormous lakes hundreds of miles

to the west. Fired by what they had been told, two of these

missionaries, Krapf and Rebmann, natives of VViirtternberg,

travelled inland, and were rewarded by the discovery of the

majestic mass of Kilima-Njaro, one of the greatest mountains in

the world and, for the most part, a wonderland of beauty. Their
accounts of what they had seen inspired other explorers, among
them Burton and Speke, the latter of whom discovererl Lakes
Tanganyika and Victoria Nyanza. The remaining portion of the

chapter is glorious with the names of Livingstone, Stanley and
Commander Cameron, but French and German travellers also

played a w^orthy part in the discovery of the hinterland.
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In the second half of the nineteenth century Great Britain was

fortunate in having a really remarkable man as consul-general at

Zanzibar—Sir John Kirk, G.C,M-G. Known and trusted by the

sultan of Zanzibar and the Arab chiefs, who governed themselves

by his advice, he became the virtual ruler of the whole immense
area from Somaliland down to the territory of the Portugese:

His main preoccupation was the extension and consolidation ol

British influence, and next to it was the suppression of the slave

trade. To a large extent he was successful in attaining both

objects. He induced the sultan of Zanzibar to prohibit the traffic

iu slaves, but in the purely political field he encountered the

opposition of France, who had established a rival consulate at

Zanzibar; and with her there were, treaties in existence which

tied his hands.

Great Britain and France, in the period of the Second

Empire, had agreed, in order to avoid a conflict, that neither of

them would bring under her control politically the Muscat

territories in East Africa or the lands which belonged to the

sultanate of Zanzibar. There was, however, a good deal of com-
petition between the tv/o Powers, but no distmrbance of the exist-

ing status quo took place, and the Arabs retained their pos-

sessions. Then another Power stepped . in and soon brought

about a radical change in the situation. That Power was
Germany, eager for her **place in the sun,'* and not too particular

as to the means of getting it.

German traders appeared at Zanzibar as far back as 1846, but

it was not till some years after the unification of Germany vv-ns

accomplished that William II. and his ministers entered on that

policy of expansion which aimed at the establishment of a great

German colonial empire. All the globe had l>een already

parcelled out with the exception of Africa, and it was natural

that Germany should turn her attention to the opportunities

[)rescnted by that continent. A move was made in 1884 by send-

ing Dr. Karl Peters to East Africa, where he acquired some

treaty rights from the native chiefs, and in the following y^r the

German government gave him arid his associates in this enterprise

an imperial charter of protection. In 1885 Germany declared

a protectorate over the independent state of Witu. In 1886 Great

Britain and Germany (fame to an understanding that the sultan

of 2^n2ibar's dominions included Zanzibar, Pemba aftd the

Lamu archipelago, u\ addition to a ten-mile belt along the coast
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from Tungi Bay to Kipimi and some northern towns—much less,

in fact, than these Zanzibar princes had claimed.

Meanwhile, the British had formed a chartered company, the

British East African Association, to offset the activities of

Dr. Peters* company. In 1887 the sultan of Zanzibar granted u
lease of his mainland possessions between the Umba river and
Kipimi to the British company, but in the succeeding year he

made similar concessions to its German rival with respect to his

territories south of the Umba. As was to be expected, there was
much jealousy and considerable friction between the British and
the Germans, and with a view to terminating this unsatisfactory

state of things a treaty was signed on July ist, 1890, by Great

Britain and Germany, to which France was also a signatory.

This treaty created German East Africa. By its terms Germany
withdrew from Witu and resigned her claims to other lands north

of her new colony, but now she received its definite cession.

Great Britain established a protectorate over Zanzibar and
Pemba <md the regions north of the new German zone up to

Somaliland, reaching westward from Mombasa as far inland as

Uganda. By the treaty Germany recognized this British sphere.

France obtained recognition of her claims to Madagascar, the

Sahara, and the Nigerian Sudan. Great Britain afterwards

organized three protectorates in the area assigned to her—the

East African Protectorate which included Witu, the Uganda
Protectorate, and the Zanzibar Protectorate. The governor of

the East African Protectorate was high commissioner for

Zajizibar, but in other respects their administrations were

separate and distinct.

Situated on the island of the .same name, the city of Zanzibar

was by far the greatest town, and its harbour was much the best

in East Africa. Nothing in the country given over to Germany
was of anything like the same immediate importance or value,

and there was no little discontent among th^ colonial party in

Berlin and Hamburg when the details of tlie treaty were

published. But the Germans at once went to work to find other

ports, and discovered them in Tanga and Dar~es Salaam.

Although Germany had set such store by this, her premier

colony, settlement had gone into it very slowly. It was estimated

that in 1913 its entire white population*was under 6,000, or

only about a third of the white population of German Souths

West Africa.
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Topographically the country is everywhere mountainous,
except for a narrow strip of coastal plain. In the north-east the
mighty summits of Kilima-Njaro and Meru tower above the sur-

rounding highlands, the former the highest mountain in the
continent, rising in a beautiful double peak to 19,325 feet, the
kilter to 14,953 feet. The chief feature of the country, however,
is the “bush,’* which covers a large area. Sometimes more or
less open, but generally very dense, it consists of a thick under-
growth of low shrubs and elephant grass from which isolated

small trees rise to a height of 30 feet. Covering hills and valleys

and even spreading across dry deserts, it develops into luxuriant
tropical jungle in the low-lying coastal region. From the

European point of view the climate is highly unfavourable.
Except in tlie mountainous region round Kilima-Njaro the river

valleys are swampy and infested with malaria. The heat is

intense, and in the bush the tsetse dy is prevalent. Away from
the rivers water is often scarce, and in the dry season ic is com-
pletely lacking. During the season of the* rains vast areas become
inundated.

Such factors, although they represent great advantages of

defence from a military point of view, are grave obstacles to

colonization, and the strides which Germany had made in that

direction by 1914 reflect the greatest credit not only upon her

industry and enterprise, but also upon the wisdom and skill with

which the territory was administered.

To augment the transport facilities on the lakes and the few

navigable rivers the Germans had constructed two great railway

lines. Th<3 larger, which crossed the centre of the colony from

IJjiji on the eastern shore of Lake Tangatiyika to the capital,

Dar-cs-Salaam, on the coast, measured some 780 miles and
provided the backbone of the whole country both politically and
commercially. The smaller ran from I'anga, second In import-

ance only to Dar-es-Salaam, to Moshi on the southern slopes of

Mount Kilima-Njaro. This railway, some 270 miles long, fol-

lowed the line of the Usambare and Pare mountains, which run

unbroken from the coastal plain to Moshi. Protected throughout

its course by the chain of mountains, the railway linked up lluj

ceutre of European colonization around Moshi with the coast.

Besides the railways, an excellent netAVork of roads had been

laid across the country, harbours had been equipped, and lowns

built with characteristic Germany efficiency.
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The chief wealth of the country lay in its enormous agricultural

resources. The prince of- the tsetse prevented the develop-

ment of cattle fanning except in the highlands, but everywhere

tropical products flourished. Plantations had been started in

suitable localities, and numerous experiments had been made
which increased the commercial and agricultural possibilities ot

the whole country. Native production had been systematized and

encouraged, and nothing had been left undone to ensure that

German East Africa should merit its title of the ''jewel of )ier

foreign possessions .

”

But above all German administration of the colony was most

to be admired. Under a succession of governors whose ability

was exceptional, the natives had been won over to a friendliuc-ss

and loyalty to their masters which contrasted strangely with the

feeling natives generally enterhiined for Germany in her other

colonies. Nothing, however, could prove the essential wisdohi

of German administration more conclusively than the loyalty of

the askari regiments which were raised in the war. While it

is true tliat after the tide had set in favour of the Br^sh the

natives as a whole bega^ to show a coolness towards the Germans,
the askaris showed unm the verj'^ end of the struggle a consistent

loyalty to their commanders. African natives, as all primitive

people, display remarkable acumen in gauging the real and
potential strength of Europeans. Such acumen generally deter-

mines the help they will give and tlie loyalty they will show.

And it is remarkable that even in her darkest hour Germany was
n^ver quite deserted by her native population. From friendly and
wflling they became cold and unhelpful; but seldom \vere they
hostile, nor could they easily be persuaded to take up arms
against their former rulers.

No small part of the achievement is due to one man, Lieutenan t

Colonel Paul von Lettow^Worbeck, the commander of the forces

in German East Africa. One of the romantic figures of the war,
he combined in a remarkable way; military ability amounting
almost to genius with a pow er of winning his men's affection and
loyalty. No more than a bare recital of his achievement is neces-
sary in order to describe the nature of his personality. Sur-
rounded on every side by enemies, cut off from contact with his

own country, and dependent entirely upon his own skill and
resources, he not only inflicted heavy reverses upon his enemies
for two years, during which time he maintained his territoric^s
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ifAviolate, but when at last he was pressed back by the sheer

weight of superior forces he defended himself with such skill that

November ii, 1918, found him still undefeated.

Like the other combatants in East Africa, Germany was quite

unprepared for the outbreak of hostilities. Indeed, one of the

little ironies to which that fateful August of 1914 gave grim point

was that the Germans had planned and advertised far and wide

a large exhibition which was to be held in that very month at

Dar-cs-Salaam, its capital, to exhibit the products of their new
possession, announce its facilities for settlement, and draw atten-

tion to it generally as an example of the power, adaptability and

persuasiveness of German colonization. Lettow^-Vorbeck, how-

ever, who had taken over his command in January, 1914, vvas

convinced that the "universal war was imminent. Since his

arrival, therefore, he had been steadily preparing for the

struggle which he felt w^as bound to come.

Lettow-Vorbeck was a realist. Unlike many German com-

manders, he foresaw that whatever might be the outcome of the

war in Europe, the fate of the colonial empires of the various

countries \vould depend upon the control^f the sea. Nor was he

under any delusion as to with whom that control w'ould

ultimately rest. Ho realized quite clearly tliat the British navy
would not only cooperate with the land forces of his enemies

against his coasts and ports, but would quickly establish a

blockade which would cut him off from his country and rob him

of regular supplies of stores and ammunition. He w^as compelled

to face the prospect of a long struggle in which, while the nu^i-

power and supplies of his opponents were gradually increased,

his own would gradually be exhausted.

His first dilTicuity arose from the attitude that the German
governor of the colony, von Schnee, adopted towards the coining

struggle. Terrified by the openness of his coasts to attack, he

was prepared to go qlmost to any lengths to avoid bombardment

ol his chief ports. In spite of this timidity of his superior, Lettow-

Vorbeck was determined to engage as many of the enemy for as

long as he could. His second difficulty was tl\c attitude of some

of his officers. Long before hostilities had commenced, Lettow-

Vorbcck had drawn up his plan of campaign. He realized that if

he was to exploit to the full the a<lvantages o£ his position an

offensive was his best means ofcdefence. With this object in view

he planned to strike at and paralyse the Uganda railway running
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from Mombasa to Lake Victoria, But in the beginning many
his officers were reluctant to obey his orders on the ground that

to attack the enemy was to violate their obligations under the

Congo Act which, in their \dew, required them to be neutral.

It is interesting to recall that Germany so early as August 27,

1914, submitted neutrality proposals in respect of African colonies

to the Allies. The proposals were summarily rejected,

Lettow-Vorbeck’s third . difficulty was his shortage ot

ammunition and his lack of modern rides. He possessed a fair

number of machine guns, but here again ammunition was scarce,

and if he became involved in any heavy and prolonged fighting it

would make very serious inroads on his small stock. His plans,

therefore, had to be based upon the idea of lightning blows

rapidly delivered. There had to be few pitched battles. It can

be mentioned here that two successful attempts were made to run

the blockade of the coast by- the British nav}', both of which
brought invaluable supplies of guns and ammunition to Lettow-
Vorbeck. The task of watching such a long coastline of excellent

natural harbours was prcjdigious, and it is remarkable that so few
ships managed to evade the vigilance of the British gunboats:

Further mention of attempts to run the blockade will be
found in due course. ‘ •

Lettow-Vorbeck's supreme advantages were in the nature of

the country he had to defend, and in his central position. In

military terms he occupied the ''interior lines," his opponents
being compelled to move round him. To this fact he owed
largely his ability to strike so rapidly at different points within
sfiorfc spaces of time. Biit more than anything he was favoured
by the "bush," which, as has been said, covered so large a part of

the territory he was defending- In General Smuts' words, "In
the African bush; with its limited visibility, it is practically im-
possible to enclose an enemy determined to escape."

A Resolute cbmmhnder with well-trained forces can fight n

number of heavily contested skirnibhes, and at a given word he
and his troops can completely disappear. The method consists

in "lining for bush,'" as it is called. When the point of a battle

is reached at which further iresistance means destruction for one
party, the whole force divides ifitb small groups of three or four,

which make their several in different directions through the
bush to a prearranged’ concentration point. With an enemy
scattered in this way pursuit? ii hopeless^ Moreover, so thick is
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the bush that large Ix^dies of troops may be on the march within

a mile or two of each other, both quite ignorant of the other's

nearness. Small parties can pass within a few yards of a pursuer

and quite escape detection. With troops trained to such warfare

a commander need never fear encirclement. And Lettow-Vorbeck

was wise enough to see that his troops were so trained. In this

he avoided a mistake of the British which was to cost them dear.

Distrustful of native troops, Britain preferred to rely upon

Indian regiments and white troops recruited in Africa. Not only

were such troops in the last resort ill-suited to African bush war-

fare, but white and Indian troops alike suffered terribly from

the climate, malaria accounting for many more of the British

forces than ever did the rifles of Lettow-Vorbeck. It was not until

West African regiments were brought from Nigeria and the Gold

Coast that General Smuts was able to make really effective

counters to Lettow-Vorbeck 's advantages.

On the outbreak of war Lettow-Vorbeck had a force, including

the police, of alx)ut 5,000 men, of whom 260 were Europeans. This

force, more than sufticient to defend the country against any
coinbiiKftion of Belgian and British forces which then could bo

brought against it, was insufficient to cOj^duct an offensive, and

would prove inadequate for defence as soon ats mobilization and

equipment of tlie reserve man power of his enemies became
effective. His energies were bent upon recruitment and careful

training of his forces, a task which he accomplished with the

greatest skill. In its place more will be told of the various efforts

made by l>oth sides to increase their forces, but it is sufficient to

point out that at the beginning of the war Lettow-Vorbe^^k

enjoyed a distinct advantage over the Allied forces in numbers

and preparedness.

On the British side s<#unexpectcd was the declaration of

hostilities fhat it found the major part of the protectorate force,

the King’s African Rifles, at the other end of the country

engaged in a punitive expedition against recalcitrant natives in

Jubaland. In effect, the British territory was entirely unpro-

tected. Lettow-Vorbeck, however, was not concerned, as we

saw, to waste his energies upon major operations. He knew only

too well that the British would be reinforced. He was eager to

strike a blow at the unprotected British railway, but von Schnee,

the governor, refused to sanction such a move, despRe his

protests. Britain had the command of the sea, and the governor
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was acutely conscious of his helplessness. He would do nothing,,

sanction nothing that would expose his ports to bombardment,
Lettow-Vorbeck* found his hands tied.

On August 8 two old British cruisers in the harbour of Zanzibar,

the Astrea and the Pegasus, steamed across to Dar-es-Salaam,
Von Schnee was panic-stricken. Without Lettow-Vorbeck's know-
ledge he at once negotiated for the surrender of the port. The
British commander appears to have been unprepared for such a
reception. His orders had been to close the port and dismantle
the powerful wireless station. He lacked any forces to garrison

the port. lo the result he landed some bluejackets who destroyed
the wireless station, and dismantled or sank one or two vessels.

The Germans themselves sank a floating dock and so closed the
entrance to the harbour. In place of the bombardment he con-
tented himself with a signed agreement which in the words
of Lettow-Vorbeck ^‘forbade us to take any hostile act in Dar-es-^

Salaam while the enemy were not so bound." The British flotilla

sailed away, and the same day von Schnee departed for a
pleasant hill station at Morogoro, leaving Eettow-Vorbc*ck more
or less free to conduct his. own aftairs. He at once prepared to
secure his lines of advance into British East Africa. Vanga, the
most southerly poet on. the coast, was seized, and by a rapid
march from Moshi, through ,the gap between the northern end
of the Pare mountains and the slopes of Kilima-Njaro, he seized

the British frontier post of Taveta.

Half-hearted and ill-supported attacks were made by the small
local German forces on Abercom, .a little town on the border of
northern Rhodesia and on Karonga, a port on the northern shore
of Lake Nyasa. These movements were quite secondary, the
sideshows of the major. campaign, and were fairly easily beaten
off. Any operations.in districts otheg|lian the frontier of British
East Africa were regarded, by both sides as subsidiary. Here
lack of forces compelled the British to take the defensive, all

energies being concentrated upon the • raising of troops.
Volunteers were called for .and thfe response was cheering, but
the rawness of the recruits and their lack of training were not
set off by their eagerness. Two regiments, one of which was
mounted, were formed from white settlers, and an Arab force was
raised by Major A, Waycll. This f^rce was of great utility.

Major
^
WavelL had made tlio pilgrimage to Mecca, and com-

manded, the loyalty and devotion of his troops in a remarkabjo
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manner. But his untimely death in action in January, 1916, led

to the dispersal of the force, which all along was largely a ‘*one

man ^ affair. Such troops, however, were quite inadequate to

resist the well-trained and well-equipped levies of Lettow-
Vorbeck, who was known to be planning a raid on Mombasa,
and the government of India was approached with a view to

supplying reinforcements. In consequence, the first units of the

force officially known as the ‘Tndian Expeditionary Force B "

arrived at Mombasa on September 3. They consisted of the 29th

Punjabis, and with them came Brigadier General J. M. Stewart,

who took over the command of all the protectorate's forces.

Plans for an attack were at once prepared, but before they

could be carried out Lettow-Vorbeck had launched his own
attack. It was quite a failure, and convinced him finally of the

stupidity of wasting time, men and materials upon large

offensives. He had been tempted to the venture by an unexpected

piece of good fortune. The German cruiser Kdnigsberg, which

had been in African waters just before the commencement of

hostilities, and, in fact, had sailed from Dar-es-Salaam immedi-

ately belbre war was declared, returned quite unexpectedly. Her

arrival gave Lettow-Vorbeck temporary command of the sea, and

he decided to strike a large blow before he was finally bottled

up. He conceived the idea of a combined land and sea operation

whereby a force should march on Mombasa while the cruiser

«attacke<l it from the sea. Between the two the port should be

held long enough to enable the Germans to wreck tlie harbour

and destroy the great railway bridge connecting the island on

which the port is built with the mainland.

On September 20 the land force set oil from Vanga. while the

Konigsberg steamed out from Dar-es-Salaam . Mombasa was to

be reached on the 29th, and meanwhile the cruiser was to disable

the opposing flotilla. She arrived outside Zanzibar on the same

day as she left Dar-es-Salaam, and came upon the Pegasus,

which lay in the roadstead undergoing repairs. A few rounds

from the Gennan heavy guns and the British ship was sunk, any

resistance or effective reply being impossible. The Konigsberg

made for Momlrasa. But she w'as destined never to reach there.

Rear Admiral King Ifall in command of some ships of the Cape

squadron reached the ^oast of East Africa tlie next day and

beaded the Gennan boat oft f,vom the British port. Oidy the

superior speed of the Konigsberg saved her from the guns of the
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British, and although she escaped destruction she was compelled

to fly* After a chase lasting for the best part of a fortnight

Captain Looff, the German commander, despairing of forever

avoiding the persistence of the British pursuers, ran his ship as

far as he could up the shallow waters at the mouth of the

Ru^gi river, and there beached it. Useless to the Germans so

long as the British ships were in those waters, it was better to

ensure as far as possible its immunity from attack and to

preserve its valuable stores, guns and men than to lose all in a

glorious but hopeless and ridiculous fight. For the time at least

the cruiser was safe. Of her eventual fate more will be heard

at a later sfage.

Meanwhile, the land party had itself got into difficulties.

Although only a distance of 50 miles separated Vanga from
Mombasa^ the route was for the most part across difficult country

covered with jungle sw’^amps and undergrowth. By the 23rd it

had reached Gazi, a small town on the coast 25 miles from
Mombasa. A small force of the King's African Rifles, supported

by an Arab company, was defending the town and, although the

Germans attacked with great courage, defended their position so

well that the attackers were repulsed. The fighting was desperate,

all the British white officers being wounded, but the admirable
coolness and great fighting qualities of the African troops never
failed. For a week the Germans were held at bay, until on
October 2 some Indian troops hurriedly dispatched from
Mombasa reached the town. The weary Germans could do no
more, and they slowly retired, reaching Vanga, whic h had been
tfeeir starting point, six days later.

During this same period a series of daring but on the whole
ineffectual raids had been carried out by the Germans against the

Uganda railway, particularly at Kisii near Lake Victork, and at
Voi some miles east of Taveta. Counter raids by British forces

were equally abortive, and it became clear to both combatants
that without a period of preparation little could be done. The
Germans still hdd Taveta and Vangd, but that was the extent of

their gains. On the other hand, Britain had secured the control

of the sea, and the only German vessel had been rendered useless.

On the great lakes conditions were about equal, the Germans
having secured control of Tanganyika by aid of the steamer
Hedwi^ von Wissman, and the British having obtained command
of lakes Nyasa and Victoria.
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The British authorities, however, heard that further reinforce-

ments were arriving from India^ and they were induced to launch
a large scale ofiensive. The plan was to make a demonstration
against Taveta and to sweep round north of Kilima-Njaro by
Mount Longido and attack the western end of the Usambara rail-

way with the troops already available, while the troops from
India should be directed straight at Tanga, which they would
capture, and then proceed to advance westward up the railway
to join hands with the force from Longido. General Stewart was
in command of the Longido expedition : Brigadier General A. E.
Aitken was to command the Tanga expedition.

The transports arrived off Tanga on November 2 , As well as

Indian troops they contained a white unit, the 2nd battalion

Loyal North Lancashire Regiment, which brought the total

strength of the force to about 7,000, Their arrival was expected,

for the Germans had captured some Indian mails, and Lettow-

Vorbeck had given Auracher, the Gennan commissioner, instruc-

tions that whatever were von Schnee's orders the port was to

be deferred. At the moment of arrival of the British forces the

final arrangements for defence were incomplete. In response

therefore to the summons to surrender, Auracher asked for time

to communicate with his superiors. The request was granted,

but the delay was used by Lettow'-Vorbeck to hurry down rein-

forcements by rail. In the evening some British troops W'ere

landed two miles east of the town at Ras Kasone. Advancing
through heavy jungle they encountered stiff oppositioB, and,

unable to make headway, tliey retired. Reinforced the next dav,

Ihey again advanced, and although still unable to make mudi
ground, convinced the German commander. Captain Baumstark,
that Tanga could not be held against a determined attack. With
the close of the indecisive fighting towards evening he drew off bis

troops four miles west of the towp, lea\ing only patrols.

Later in the evening Lettow-Vorbeck arrived, and passing

through deserted Tanga reconnoitred the situation. He saw at

once that the British forces had thrust themselves into a very

dangerous position. Ignorant of the lie of the land, obscure as to

the strength and disposition of the enemy, impeded at every step

by an almost impenetrable jungle which foiled their method of

attack and completely* prevented the full deployment of their

strength, they were quite unable to make effective prevision

against surimse, and in any event wrere outclassed by native
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txoops quite in their element under such conditions. Reinforcing

the garrison of the town with European troops, Lettow-Vorbeck
disposed most of his forces along the Ras Kasone-Tanga Road.

The next day the fight was resumed. The British and Indian

troops pushed their way forward without much opposition and
entered Tanga itself. At once the fighting became severe, the

few Germans defending themselves with great skill and courage.

At 3 p.m. Lettow-Vorbeck launched his surprise attack. Sup-

ported by machine gun fire, the attack was pushed home. Taken
on their unprotected flank, the British were thrown into a con-

fusion that rapidly became a retreat, and although they con-

tinued fighting in the bush until after midnight, Lettow'-Vorbed:

perpetually outflanked them, and they were compelled to retire

to their camp. On November 5 they were re-embarked and
taken back to Mombasa, the disastrous attack on Tanga having
cost the British forces 795 casualties and 16 machine guns.

Ill conceived, it was worse executed; valuable lives had been

sacrificed and nothing had been gained. The method of attack

adopted was the worst possible under such conditionsj^ It was
proved conclusively that for short engagements in the bush a
small w^ell trained force, provided it be well handled, is more
than a match for many times its own number. According to

Lettow-Vorbeck the German forces engaged were ‘'at>out 1,000."

Had they been 500 the result would probably have been the

same.

Meanwhile, the Longido expedition had fared no better. The
country across which the attackers had to march was a waterless

flesert, and the operation confirmed the lesson to be learnt from
the failure of the Germans at Gazi. Such country gave all the

advantage to the defenders. In this instance the attacking force

numbered about 1,500. The Germans, about 800 strong, had
posted themselves in a strong position covering the only available

w^ater supply. The action, which began on November 4 and lasted

until 7.30 p.m., is best described in ^e few^^'short words of one of

the British officers: "We marched all night, fought all day, and
then having faiU^d to turn the Germans out came back here as wc
had no water." Thus ended the first British offensive. But the

lessons learnt were taken to heart. No further offensive was
undertaken until the early months of igxfy, the intervening period

heiagtpne of intensiv^e preparation. Lettow-Vorbeck for his part

was equally willing to play the waiting game. He contented
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himself with the gains he had already won, and devoted all his

energies to the task of raising, training and equipping an army.
Until 1916, except for small frontier skirmishes, raids and counter-
raids, the East African theatre of war remained in a state of out-
ward calm, despite a feverish activity that presaged a struggle

in which two forces of gallant men sought to kill each other over
some of the most difficult country in the world.

On the west coast of Africa, meanwhile, conditions had been
very different. Neither of the two German colonies there,

Togoland and Cameroons, was fortunate enough to be under tlie

command of a Lettow-Vorbeck, and the end of 1914 was to see the
complete conquest by French and British troops of the little

colony of Togoland, and the almost complete conquest of the
larger region of Cameroons.

In neitlier of these spheres had Germany pursued the

enlightened policy wliich in East Africa had won her the loyal

support of the inhabitants. On the contrar}% particularly in

Togoland, her harsh methods of exploitation had won her bitter

enemies...* A number of governors whose view of colonial progress

did not extend beyond the narrow vision that is associated

with the most intense and limited aspects of German '"Kultur

nid imperialism, had alienated all loyalty by their repressive and
criminal treatment of the natives. The notorious W. Horn, who
was governor from 1902-5, was responsible for a policy the effect

of which was a steady emigration of the natives from Togoland
to the neighbouring French and British colonies of Dahomey and
the Gold Coast. So serious did the position become that tli^

Imperial government was compelled to take the'matter up. Horn
was dismissed for misconduct, and Count von Zech was appointed

in his s^cad.

The change of command, however, brought little relief, for

although the new governor was more conciliatory towards the

natives his method^ of economic exjploitation were fiercely

resented. Nevertheless, the colony began to develop under his

administiation. Road^ and railways were built, harbours were

opened and trade was rapidly expanded. But the enmity aroused

by the early years of German occupation was little allayed, and

for several years before the war energetic steps were taken to

Reconcile the natives to*German mie. The reversal of the pre-

vious policy was, however, tooriong delayed. By the time war

broke out little had been done, and the German governor found
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himself in the unenviable position of having to fight enemies who
outnumbered him considerably in a country which was bitterly

hostile to his cause and in active sympathy with his opponents.
The difficulty of raising any troops at all was not the least of his

troubles. The desertion and the treachery of his native soldiers

made his position hopeless from the beginning.

Such facts, however, do not in the least detract from the

achievement of the French and British forces which by a model
little campaign completed the conquest of a country, admirably
adapted to defence, within four weeks of the outbreak of

hostilities. Togoland was a country 33.700 square miles in extent,

or about the size of Ireland, and it lay between Dahomey, belong-

ing to France, and the Gold Coast Colony, a British possession.

It became German in 1884, 30 years before the war, when the

traveller Gustav Nachtigal landed at Lome from a gunboat, and
b}’ an arrangement with the local chiefs declared the land to be
a German protectorate. In shape it is not unlike a pyramid,
tapering down to its coastline on the Gulf of Guinea, where it is

only 32 miles from end to end.

The capital of the colony was Lome, on the coast. Othci
stations were Bagida, also on the coast; Togo on Lake Togo,
Misahohe about 100 miles inland, Bismarckburg on the high
lands in the centre of the country, and Sansanne Mango and
Yendi in the north. The population consisted of about 1,000,000
Hausas, and before the war there were less than 400 white folk

there. A railway ran along the coast from Little Popo to Lome
and thence inland to Misiihohe, another from Lome to Atakpamc,
hnd there were about 800 miles of good roads.

At Kamina, near Atakpame, the Germans had built a high-

power wireless station which maintained direct communication
with Berlin. The importance of this station, by means of which
news of the situation in Africa could be quickly received by the
Imperial government, was considerable, and it.s possession was
even more valuable to Germany than the possession of the whole
of the colony.

In 1912, in pursuance of the new policy of conciliation,

Germany had departed from her general rule in staffing Jier

colonies, and had appointed as governor of Togoland a member of

one of the reigning families, Duke Frederich of Mecklenburg. The
leader, of a Trans-African expedition, he had ac(]uired consider-

able insight into native affairs, and his influence had begun to
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count. When the war broke out, however, the duke was on
Jeave, his place being filled by the acting governor. Major von
Dbring. During the critical days of July, 1914, he had been in

touch with Berlin. At that time it was not expected that Britain

would be involved, and von Dbring w’^as instructed to prepare
to attack French Dahomey. As soon, however^ as it became
known that Britain was ranged on the French side, the governor
w'as ordered to make neutrality proposals to both the French
and the British authorities. The proposals were rejected and,

although defence of the whole colony was impossible, von Doling
was ordered to defeiid the Kamiaa wireless station.

A plan of campaign was prepared by the French and British

authorities. On August 6 a British cruiser was dispatched to

Lome to demand the surrender of the colony. Twenty-four
hours* delay was granted, but on the next day it xvas found that

Von Doring had retreated with his little army, numbering 60

Europeans and about 400 natives, northwards towards Atakpame.
The official left behind load instructions to surrender the colony

as far aj a line 75 miles north of Lome. The following day
cooperation between the French and British was arranged. The
plan was for a concerted advance from tliree directions upon the

German forces. British troops were to invade the colony in the

north and west, a French detachment was to approach from the

cast, and a combined expedition to move up from the coast.

This last was under the command of Captain (later Colonel)

F. C. Bryant, the senior officer available on the Gold Coast.

With a force consisting of 57 Europeans and 535 natives he

reached Lome on August 12, and at once set off north along the

railway to Atakpame, On the i8th he was joined by Captain

Castaing and a French contingent, numbering three Europeans
and 155 natives, and the combined force moved on Kamina.

Where the railway to Atakpame crosses the small ri\^r known
as the Chra, the Germans decided to make their first stand.

Having blown up the railway bridge, they took up a strong

position on the north sjde of the stream, tlieir three machine guns

trained upon the only practicable approaches. The river valley

was covered with a thick jungle, in most places quite im-

penetrable except by the laborious method of cutting a path

yard by yard through the dense undergrowth.^ Under sucli

conditions the defending force was almost entirely screened

from the attackers, who were themselves exposed in the open
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to a murderous fire to which no reply could be made. Time and
again with great gallantry the British officers and their native

soldiers rushed forward to reach the enemy. Time and again

they were checked by the river banks and the undergrowth and
driven back by the well-directed fire of the Germans. As things

stood the position was impregnable, and the Allied troops were

compelled to retire.

This, however, was at once the first and the last serious fight

in the campaign. Daring the night of August 22 Major von
Dodng received information that a French force approaching

from Dahomey was within two days' march of Kamina, and that

a second British column was advancing from the Gold Coast

Hastily' evacuating the Chra position he retired on Kamina. Two
days later, Colonel Bryant and his force reached the town.

Preparations for an attack were at once begun, but during the

night of August 24-25 von Doring blew up the wireless station. In

the morning he sent an envoy to ask for terms, and on these

being refused he surrendered unconditionally on the 26th.

The Allied losses had been, for the size of the force; engaged,

very severe, the casualties amounting to 73, of whom 23 w^ere

killed. Of the Germans, five had been killed and 32 taken prisoner

after the fall of Kamina. Almost all the native troops joined the

Allied forces.

la Northern Togoland, meanwhile, the Alluxi cause had met
with equal success. Yendi had surrendered to a handful of British

troops on August 18, and the western part of the country was
rapidly reduced. The fighting was limited to sniping and
skirmishes, the Germans having practically no availalxle forces,

their troops deserting as soon as they were able to the Allied

ranks. Elsewffiere a French column of 630 rifles was completing
the subjugation of the country and swelling its ranks with tlic

disaffected German askaris. This forces in the height of llie rainy

season had completed a forced march of aio miles from Upper
Senegal in 20 days. They occupied ’Sansanne Mango, and moved
southward to unite with the rest of the Allied forces. The
conquest of Togoland was complete.

Gratifying as were the speed and neatness with which the

country had been reduced, it was more pleasing still to reflect

that the operations had been carried out^ entirely by local forces.

And in this respect the little campaign in Togoland was unique.

Great Britain and France agreed to govern the country between
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them, and officials of each nationality were appointed to look
after the part adjacent to their own possessions. Trade was
resumed, private property was not interfered with, and there is

no reason to suppose that the natives had any cause to regret
the change of rulers.

Cameroons is a larger country than Togoland, from which it

is separated by French Dahomey and British Nigeria, and its

conquest was a bigger proposition. The name comes from a
Portuguese word meaning prawns, and its coast was discovered
by Fernando Po towards 1500. Either he or some other Portu-
guese navigator gave the name Rio dos Camaroes, or river of
Prawns, to the big estuary there ; and later, the interior was
called Cameroons.
Gorman colonization dated from 1884, Nachtigal, the founder

of Togoland, taking possession in the name of Germany and
calling the territory Kamerun. Expansion was rapid, and by
1911 some 191,000 square miles of the interior had been included
within the protectorate. It was in that year that the inter-

national tension over the question as to which of the European
nations sMbuld control Morocco reached its climax. The Agadir
incident, as it is called, nearly provoked war, but a compromise
arrangement kept the peace for another three years. By this

arrangement, which is known as the Franco-German treaty of

1911, Germany agreed to renounce her claims to a share in

Moroccan territory in return for the cession of two large slices

of French Equatorial Africa bordering on the Cameroons.

As the result of this grant of tenritory, the German protectorate

was increased to an area of 292,000 square miles. Roughly*
triangular in sliape, it stood on a base stretching from the valley

of the Sanga river in the east to the Muni river estuary in the
west. The eastern boundary was an arbitrary line running from
Bonga at the confluence of the Sanga and Congo rivers to Lake
Chad. On the west the territory had a coastline of some 200

illiles on the Bight of Biafra as far as the mouth of the Cross

river in British Nigeria. From there the boundary, settled by an
Anglo-German agreement of 1913, ran in a fairly straight line

north-east to Lake Chad again. By the Franco-German treaty,

Germany had secured a valuable port on the Congo river, and
farther north, another oa the Ubangi. Xho most curious result

was the total inclusion within the boundaries of German
Cameroons of the small territory of Spanish.Guinea. Elsewhere
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the country adjoined French and British territories, touching the

Belgian Congo at two points. The transfer of the ceded territory

took place in 1912 ; but although the Germans established trad-

ing posts on the Congo and Ubangi riv^ers they had not sufficient

time to develop the rest of the newly acquired lands before the

outbreak pf war robbed them of their possession.

This country, about five times the size of England and Wales,

is typical of central West Africa. Much of it is mountainous,

and sloping down to, the sea is the magnificent Cameroons moun-
tain, called by the natives the mountain of greatness. It is over

13,066 feet high, and is the highest point on the western side of

Africa, being a volcano, by no means extinct, and from top to

bottom it is covered with dense forests. On the rest of the coast

there is a level strip of land, and at the back of the colony there

is a good deal of low-lyihg country.

Came-roons has many rivers and several good harbours. Into

the great. Cameroons estuary, which is 20 miles across, flow the

rivers Wuri and Mungo, and through the centre of the colony

the Sanaga runs to the sea. The hinterland is watered by the

Logone and the Shari, which unite before they fall dnto Lake
Chad, and the Sanga, a tributary of the Congo. The population

consisted of about 2,500,000 negroes, mostly of the Bantu race,

but some belonging to the Fula and the Hausa tribes live in the

north. Before the war there were less than 2,000 whites in the

colony. Buea, on the slopes of Cameroons mountain, was the

official capital, but Duala on the Cameroons estuary was the

largest place, and a trading centre of some importance. Other con-

iSiderable towns were Victoria, Batanga, and Campo on the coast,

Garma on the Benue river, and near the Nigerian frontier,

Ngaundere, the largest town iii the interior, and Yaunde, about
100 miles from the sea. The soil is fertile, and produces rubber,

cotton, cocoa, and coffee, as well as a great number of palms,

the oil and kernels of which are exported in large quantities.

Ivory and copra are also exported, and the land grows much
excellent timber, notably ebony. *Many cattle are raised, and
in some parts the natives grow^ corn, maize, and rice.

The centre and south of the country are covered with the

tropical jungle forest of West Africa- Fringed on the seaboard

with innumerable creeks and a strip of dreary and deadly man-
grove swamps, it stretches eastward in monotonous impenetra-

bility for over 150 miles. Farther east it gives way to some
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SCENES IN POLAND’S CAPITAL. 1 . Cathedral ‘of S. Alexander Nevski,
completed in 1912. 2 . Former royal palace, under Russian recome the palace
of the Rovernor-j(eneral Poland, later the residence of the president of the
republic

;
rii^ht is the column and statue of Kim( Sif(i.smund III. 3 . City Hall,

rebuilt in 1870. From 1914 onwards Warsaw was an important objective of

the Germans on the eastern front.

Plate 44 Vnl. I



DEVELOPING THE COLONY

CAMEROONS
MAIN AREA
OF FIGHTING
English Miles

s ivannah-likc* lands, very largely covered with thick bush. In

Ihc north the country becomes more open, except in the immc-
(hate neiglibourliood of Lake Chad, but is everywhere broken

and mountainous.
A number of fairly good roads had been built in the southern

and western part of the territory, but the greater part of the

north and east was still badly served in 1914. Eailway con-

struction was not very far advanced, two short lines radiating

north and south from the Cameroons estuary, linking up the majoi

trading centres in the. region near the coast with the sea. The
northern line ran fnnn Bonaberi on the north side of the estuary,

through Susa to Nkongsamba, the southern linked Diiala with

Iseka through Edea.

Such was the nature of Cameroons colony the year war was
declared. German occupation of the country was firmly fixed,

and the worse abuses of Administration, which had resulted in a

series of insurrections of the liatives, wexe gradually Reing

removed. Here as in Togoland, German imperialism had run
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away with itself, and although conditions were never quite so

bad as in the smaller colony, the authorities had never succeeded
in winning the confidence of the natives- Under Dr, T. Seitz,

who was governor from 1907-10, serious attempts to conciliate

the natives had been made, particularly among the northern
Moslem chiefs. This iiolicy, which was continued by his suc-

cessors, Dr. Gleim and Herr Ebermeier (who was governor in

1914), produced little result, and after the declaration of hostilities

the Germans found themselves, on the whole, surrounded by
unfriendly natives. They were able none the less to recruit a
number as askaris, and although their efforts to start a jihad, or

holy war, amongst the Fiila chiefs in the north were unsuccessful,

they suffered from treachery and desertion to nothing like tlie

same extent as they had done in Togoland.

The German military force in the colony on the outbreak of

war numbered, including the police, about 3,100, of whom 240
were Europeans. Besides the natives recruited as askaris, some
hundreds of German settlers were enlisted together with a number
of sailors from ships which had taken refuge in the pameroons
estuary. The command of the force was in the liands of Colonel

Zimmermann, w ho proved himself a capable and resolute officer.

Such was the German colony which the British in Nigeria and
the French on the Congo prepared to invade in August, 1914.

For this purpose the British had the West African regiment,

stationed at Sierra Leone, and the West African Frontier Force,

consisting of the several battalions of the Northern Nigeria and
»lhe Southern Nigeria regiments. The French had their troops

in Equatorial Africa, the whole being corn^wsed of natives

officered by white men.

The first shots were fired by the French on August 6, a small

force attacking an<l capturing Bonga, the trade post on the

Sanga-Congo confluence. The next day another small force

took Zinga, the post on the I.x)baye-Ubaiigi confluence. This

prompt action was directed by General Aymerich, and was
designed to prevent an offensive which was known to have been

planned by the Germans. The French general at once reorganized

his forces and formed them into two columns. The first, com-
manded by Colonel Hutin, was ordered to advance up the Sanga
valley and strike at Lomic : the second, under Colonel Morrison,

was*to move west from Zinga and strike at Dume. In the north,

the French, under General Largeau, bad attacked Kusscri near
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Lake Chad, but were beaten off. The attack was renewed on
September 21, and after some sharp fighting the place was
captured. On August 25 a British column, under Captain R. W.
Fox had entered the country'' from Nigeria and had attacked the

strongly defended and strategically important hill fort of Mora,
some miles south-west of Kusseri. The surrounding district was
occupied, but all efforts to dislodge the Germans, under Captain
Raben, from the fort failed.

After Largeau captured Kusseri, he dispatched Colonel Brisset

and a French column to cooperate with Captain Fox. Brisset

captured Mania to the south of Mora, and by the end of the year

the whole of the Lake Chad region had been occupied by the

Allies. Fort Mora still held out, and, indeed, held out until the

close of th(j campaign in 1916. Captain Raben held a very strong

pc>sition with an excellent water supply. Frontal attacks were
Ic^o cosily with the small forces available, and the British settled

down to invest the place.

h'tirth(?r south, the British had also attacked. The first

attempts ,were not conspicuously successful, doubtless because

they were undertaken in the rainy season. On August 25 some
mounted infantiy belonging to the West African frontier force

left Yola, in Nigi^ria, crossed the frontier and, after a fight in

which two British officers were killed, seized Tepe, a German post

on the Benue river. Lieutenant Colonel P. R. Maclear com-
manded the detacliniont, and on the 29th he led it against the

bigger station of Garua. One fort was captured, but on the 30th

the Germans brought up reserves and totally defeated the British.^

Lieutenant Colonel Maclear and four other white officers were
killed, while nearly half the native force was destroyed. The
< xcc'lleiit work of the German Maxims was mainly responsible for

this dii^aster, which ended in the retreat of the remainder of the

frontier force to Nigeria.

Two more expeditionary forces, meanwhile, had entered

Cameroons from Nigeria. One marched from Ikom to Nssana-

kang, a few miles from fhe border, which was occupied without

trouble, and the other from Calator seized Archibong with equal

ease. A week later, at the beginning of September, came the

German counter-stroke. A large force marched against Nssana-

kang, where the British fesisted until all their ammunition had
gone, and then attempted to cut their way out with the baydnet.

Three British officers and many native soldiers w^ere killed, while
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a large number of the latter became prisoners of war ; but the

remainder, like those from Gama, managed, after some hard-

ships in the bush, to get back to Nigeria. The force at Archibpiig

did not give much trouble, and in return the Germans crossed

the border and seized the Nigerian station of Okuri,

So far the operations had been conducted independently by the

French and British. But at the end of August the French and
Btitish autliorities had agreed to a plan of concerted action. An
expeditionary force was to be organized, and in conjunction with

the navy was to make a serious attack upon the coastal district

round Cameroons estuary% where the major part of the

German forces was concentrated. Major General Sir Charles

Dobell was put in command. Some 2,100 British native troops

were available, and were embarked mostly at Freetown. Tht^

French force, under Colonel Mayer, numbered about 2,200, aid
embarked at Dakar. The expedition set off for Duala about tlu*

middle of Septeml>eF. Several German ships were in tlie

Cameroons estuary, and outside watching them w(t<^ Cumber-
land and Dw^arf, the former a cruiser and the latter p. gunlx>at.

On September 14 an attempt was made to blow up the Dwarf,

which had made her way into the estuary, a launch and an

infernal machine playing the leading parts in this abortive enter-

prise, and a little later an armed merchantman, the Nachiigal,

tried to ram the same vessel. On this occasion the Nachiigal was
set on fire and wTCcked, and a further attempt to destroy tlui

Dwarf made by launch and spar torpedo also failed.

It was now the turn of the Allies to take the offensive. The
Germans had sunk ten or twelve steamers in order to block up
the channel leading to Duala. but the British cleared awMy some
of the obstructions and sw’ept up the mines for al>out three miles.

Challenger, escorting six troopships, arrived to join the Cumber-
land and the Dw^arf, and on September 26 Duala was approached
and bomterded. An attempt to get a *>rnall landing-party on
shore was abandoned, but on the 27th the (Germans intimated
their wish to surrender the town. J^naberi, on the other side

of the river from Duala, also capitulated, the surrender in botli

cases being unconditional. Brigadier General Dobe ll landed on
the 30th and took over these places. The Germans had destroyed
their wireless station at Duala and hafl withdrawn most of ihe‘ir

troops, but several hundred pVisoners, including a company of

Europeans, were taken by the British. Abfjiit the same lime a
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French force, having come by sea from Libreville, in French
Congo, under the escort of their warship. Surprise, attacked
Ukoko on Corisco Bay, in the south of Cameroons, while the

Surprise sank two armed vessels, the Khios and the Itolo.

Lying in the river above Bonaberi, the British found nine
merchant steamers belonging to the Woermann line, of Ham-
burg, and tlie Hamburg-Amerika line, which had taken refuge

there on the outbreak of war. A small party was sent to take

possession of them, and in one of them were found about 30
British prisoners. All the ships were in good order, most of them
containing general outward and homeward cargoes and consider-

able quantities of coal. The German gunboat Soden was salved

and commissioned for the British navy, and later on the

governor’s yacht, Ilerzogin Elisabeth and a floating dock were
also raised.

The Allies now controlled the coast, and the first stage of

the campaign was over. The second, however, was still before

them, and this was by far the more difficult of the two, for it

meant warfare in a mountainous and almost roadless country,

iHuh r climatic conditions unfavourable to white men.
Before the fall of Duala, Colonel Zimmermann had withdrawn

to Edca, his new headquarters. But German forces were spread

fairly widely over the wliole area, and General Dobell organized

his troops into three columns. One moved northwards along the

railway to Nkongsamba, the second up the Wiiri river towards

Jabassi, and the third, under Colonel Mayer, moved on the

southern branch of the railway towards Edea.

Colonel Zimmermann had destroyed the railway bridge at

Japoma in his retreat to Edea, and had taken up a strong position

covering the crossing. On October G the French infantry, aided

by some British marines and with the assistance of light draught

warships, attacked the German position, and after a severe fight

forced the passage of tjie river. German resistance was, however,

continued and progress was slow. The road led through dense

forest peculiarly favourable to snipers, who paid special attention

to officers, but the advance continued. A new column was mov-
ing rapidly up the Sanaga river by boat, and eventually on

October 26 the Germans retired to Jaunde, about 100 miles

farther inland, and Edea*was occupied without resistance.

Colonel Mayer's force was too weak to continue the adtance

and, therefore, proceeded to complete the occupation of the
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ground it had won. The new German base had been skilfully

chosen, and presented a formidable obstacle that could only be
taken by a powerful and well-equipped column.

,General Dobell, therefore, held his position and concentrated

on the task of clearing the country of the enemy between the

Cameroons estuary and the Nigerian border. Another party of

Germans was followed by a British force, containing botli naval

and military contingents, under Colonel E. H. Gorges, D.S.O.

With four field guns this sailed up the Wuri in launches, and
landed about four miles from Jabassi, where the Germans were

entrenched. An accurate fire met them as they advanced, and
they did not get very far. A flank attack was equally unsuccess-

ful, and the order was given to retire. This was on October 8,

and after a day’s rest the force returned to Duala.

On the 14th the Allies returned to the attack. Additional

troops were employed, and lighters, specially constructed, carried

two 6 in. guns, which soon silenced the German batteries. Then
the infantry made for Jabassi, and this time they got there.

After a sharp engagement the place was occupied,* and ten

Europeans were made prisoners. A few days later the coluniTi

under Lieutenant Colonel A. H. W. Haywood, R.A., which was
pushing along the northern railway, came up w'ith a German
force at Susa, and, after a sharp fight, dispersed it.

About a fortnight later, following up its success at Susa, the

column took Mujuka, a station about 50 miles from Du<iia, From
Mujuka, Haywood’s column marched to Lum, about 20 miles

farther north, meeting wdth opposition almost at every step. At
Lum there was a sharp skirmish, but on Decern l>er 10, Nkong-
i^mba, the railway terminus, was seized. There five locomotives,

some rolling-stock, and two aeroplanes were captured, as well as

about 60 white men. An advance was at once made to Bare,

about six miles from the railhead ; but beyond this point progress

was not easy, owing to the rocky and mountainous nature of lh(

country. Haywood's task had been made easier by the opera-

tions of another force, moving along the valley of the Mungo,
which had seized Muridame, an important post, on November 21.

By this time General Dobell had completed the capture of the
Gerinan capital Buea and its seaport Victoria. The Frcncli

cruiser Bruix and riie yacht Ivy, befonging to the Nigerian
government, bombarded the latter place, and then some marines
were landed. In a very short time it was in their possession.
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and on November 14 detachments advanced from diflerent points

up the hills which lead to Buea. There were no strong forces

of the enemy in the region, and without much opposition the

place was captured on the next day.
Meanwhile, the French were winning some success in the

Jiinterland. The authorities of the Belgian Congo lent General
Aymerich a steamer and 130 men, and the iinited force soon

drove the Germans from the greater part of the territory given

up to them in 191T, the so-called Congo-Ubangi region. At the

end of October, after fierce fighting which lasted for two days,

the German post at Numen was captured by Colonel Hutin’s

column, as well as the post at Nola, where several officers, some
guns, and ammunition were taken.

Colonel Monison, however, had been checked, and after the

fall of Nola, llutin w'as only able to advance slowly. In the

north the position remained the same, and along the Nigerian

border German raids w'ere still continuing. At various points

small parties crossed the border line, and at Danare, 25 miles

from Ikorn, there was a skirmish on November 8, when the

British leader, a colour sergeant of the Royal Sussex, was killed.

A little later, 300 natives, led by eight Germans, made two
additional attacks on a station in the same district, but w^re
repulsed wnth some loss.

In order to check these raids a small force was organized in

Nigeria. This left Lagos on November 22 and sailed up the

Cro.ss river to Ikom. It marched to Nkami, on the bouiidary

between Nigeria and Camcnx)ns, crossing no fewer than 2^
rivers, and then made its way towards Ossidinge, or Mamfe. a

German post. When that place was reached it was found that

the Germans had evacuated it, but there was a little skirmishing

wdth parties of them in the neighlx>urhood before its possession

was quite assured.

At Edea the Fretich wore attacked on October 26, when there

was a somewhat sanguinary engagement. The Germans, having

lost 20 whites and 54 natives, were repulsed ; the victors had
two officers and 29 native soldiers killed. In the north an

encounter was reported on November 17 between a British and
a German patrol. Intermittently the Germans continued their

raids into Nigeria, but these W'ere now more easily repulsed, the

skirmish near Bakundi being perhaps the most serious of all

those that took place.
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At the end of the year Cameroons was not conquered, but the

work was well forward and the position of the Gennans therein

was not pleasant. Nothing whatever could reach them from the

outside, and slowly, but surely, they were being driven off the

railways and into the interior, while in the more inhospitable

northern and eastern parts of the colony they were quite power-

less. The surrender or capture of Colonel Zimniermann and his

remaining forces was only a matter of time. From the point of

view of the Allies the position was so satisfactory that on
December 21 the port of Duala was opened to trade, this being

allowed ohly with those parts of the colony which were in the

occupation of the Allies.

By the end of 1914, the Allies might well congratulate them-
selves upon the extent of their progress in Africa. Togoland had
been conquered completely and the Germans in Cameroons were
all but rounded up. Elsewhere, although the Cape rebellion had
put off till 1915 the expedition against German South-West
Africa, the rebellion had been stamped out with remarkable
speed and efficiency, and already Luderitz bay, on the German
coast, had been occupied. In the east the position was not so

satisfactory, but, even though the British attacks on German
territory had been severely repulsed. Lettow-Vorbeck's own
position was far from enviable. A blockade of his coast was
almost complete, and although he was still in possf‘Ssion of two
comers ol British territory he had been unable to make any
serious incursions. On the balance of gains the British and
French might well feel satisfied with the year's work; and,

Although the course of the struggle in France and Russia was
at that time disappointing, the war in Africa might legitimately

be looked upon by the Allies as outstandingly successful.
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CHAPTER 23

The Loss of Antwerp

After the fall of Brussels, as we ha\x seen, the Belgian

army had fallen back upon Antwerp, to which the royal

- family and the government had already removed. The
Germans, busy with their designs in the south, and under the

necessity of ' completing the conquest and efficient organization

of the country, were content to leave Antwerp temporarily'* undis-

turbed. A force was stationed from the Dutch border south-

wards tlirough Louvain to Brussels, to hold the Belgians in check,

and von Kluck turned his attention to tho major scheme of his

march on Paris.

But the Belgians were still undaunted. In response to repre-

sentations from the French a vigorous sortie was carried out by
their troopi*^ on August 24-26. The objects of this sortie were

twofold. The first and minor purpose was to hold back the

Germans at such a distance from Antwerp that their long range

siege artillery would be unable to reach the fortress. The second

and main objective was to strike hard at the German flank and

rear, thus threatening their commimications and so compelling

them to draw troops from their victorious southwards rush on

i^aris to the defence of their northern lines. Only by some such

diversion could the pressure on the French be eased, and it fell

once more to the lot of the remnants of the Belgian army to fling

themselves again upon the might of Gennany’s arms in defence

of a country not their own.

The German commander, believing that both the spirit and

the power of Belgium's resistance had been broken, was taken

completely by surprise.* The cordon thought to be holding the

Belgian forces in check consisted only of second line troops, and

moreover was too weak. Long before hastily summoned reinforce-

ments could be collected and flung against the onrush of the

victorious Belgians, the latter had swept away the surprised and

outnumbered line of Gesman troc^> recaptured Malines and

struck dangerously at Cottenburg .on the main line from Brussels

to Louvain, tfad that fallen, German communications would
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have been cut, and in a fever of panic three divisions of first line

troops were recalled from France and rushed northward to the

defence of Louvain. Their weight turned the tide, and the

weary but elated Belgians retired on their defences round
Antwerp. But they had achieved more than could be expected
of them, and there can be no doubt that by so materially

weakening the German attack at such a critical juncture they

produced just that balancing of forces which enabled the weary
British and French troops to resist the blows of von Kluck.

The extent to which the Belgians were successful can best be

judged, as has been previously said, by a consideration of the

atrocities perpetrated at Louvain, Malines and' Termondo
immediately after their attack. The German high command was
panic-stricken, and its plans were deranged. Fear and a deep

resentment were the root of the terrible revenge which Germany
took upon the defenceless cities and peasantry of Belgium. No
surer testimony to the valor of Belgian arms could have been

given than that which was offered by tlie corpse-strewn streets

of Louvain and the smoking ruins of Malines and Termonde.

Once more the Antwerp army was to make a sorVie, Aftt r

the repulse of the Germans at the battle of the Marne it

became clear that von Kluck in his endeavours to turn the French

left flank had possibly oveneached himself. On his extreme

right were the British, on his left and centre were the French,

and on liJs right flank and rear was the still undefcaterl Belgian

army. A concerted attack from all three c^uarters might turn

his dangerous encircling movement into a veritable death-trap

‘for himself. Again the French command exhorted the tired

Belgians; again they prepared to respond gallantly. And on

September 9, as the battle of the Marne, wliich continued in the

iidvance to the Aisne, was raging outside Paris, the Belgian fon es

round Antwerp launched themselves against the Germans.

The fighting in that region was desperate, ajul the enormous

pressure in the south did not readily permit of reinforcements

being despatched this time agaiiist the Belgians. But the very

danger of the Germans' position lent them a desperation and a

bravery which delayed the Belgian advance. Termonde was
rcoccupifd on the 9th, and on the same day the Belgians entered

Aersehot. The fiercest struggle oceurn^d, however, at Wcerdc,

betw/;en Malines and Brussels. Slowly the Belgians pushed
the Germans back, and on the loth had captured Kessd just
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outside Louvain. The German j)Osition was desperate, but just

when all seemed lost reinforcements began to arrive from the ea^t
in a steady stream. The Belgians could do no more. They
lacked reserves and ammunition, and before the accession of
German strength were forced sullenly to retire to their defences
behind the Nethc river, their withdrawal being marked as on the
previous occasion by a fresh outburst of German atrocities.

It became clear to the German command that to leave such a
hornets' nest so perilously near their vital communicatiors was
to court disaster. Antwerp must be reduced, and that, too,

without delay. As matters now stood in the south, nothing
more could be done, and the incidental manoeuvres of the early

campaign now became the primary objectives. Germany still

hop'd to turn the Allies' left flank by pushing on farther west
through Belgium. Any further advance while the Belgian army
remained unbroken in front of the Antwerp defences was, how -

ever, out of the question. The fall of the French frontier fortress

Maubeuge had released the heavj- siege guns that had already

reduced Liege and Namur, and the fate of Antwerp was sealed.

General Von Beseler was placed in charge of the siege and
ordered to expedite the capture of the city* The troops he w^ould

employ were urgently needed for advance farther west. He had
at his disj[K>sal a terrifying battery of siege artillery, including

four 16.2 in. naval guns and four 12 in. Austrian Skoda mortars.

Compared with those monsters the guns of the Antwerp forts

were mere toys. In the matter of troops conditions were more
<'qual, von Bc'seler having four to four and a half divisions under

his command, amounting to approximately 120,000 men, while

the garrison of Antweq) consisted of some So.ck)0 soldiers, the

held army in support numbering 65,000.

But Antwerp was in no condition to withstand a siege. The
fall of Lit'ge, Namur and Maubeuge had shown beyond all doubt

that the only two possible conditions under which such forts

could be successfully clefcnded were (a) that their weight of

metal and range of hre should exceed the available armaments

of an attacking force, or ^b) that the field army in defence should

prevent the approach of the enemy to within a distance from

which their guns could reach the fortifications. As in other

instances, both of thesa conditions remained unfulfilled at

Antwerp. The Belgian artillery, which was old and badly

positioned, had a maximum range of 5 or 6 miles, while the
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German artillery could make excellent practice at a range of

9 miles, and could be directed with perfect precision up to 7L
The fortifications at Antwerp were, however, more numerous
than and differently disposed from those at Liege. And the

presence of the large field army further encouraged the defenders

to believe that with a little Allied support in the form of trooj)s

and heavy guns the fortress would prove more than a match for

even the howitzers of von Beseler. Without that support tliere

was little to be done, except to delay the German forces as lojig

as was humanly possible.

The strategical importance of the city was considerable. After

the fall of Namur the shortest line of Allied defence ran from

Antwerp south-west to Mons and thence south-east to Longwy.
With the fall of Brussels the Germans were already across tliis

line and had split the Belgian army from the French. A
circuitous contact could be established through Courtrai and
Ghent, but once the German host was liberated by the fall of

Antwerp that area of country’ and more would be speedily over-

run. The hard-pressed French and English divisions on the

Aisne could spare not a single soldier, and the difficulty'of finding

reinforcements for the defence of the city w’as considerable. But
so long as Antwerp held out it was a constant menace to the

German right w^ing. So soon as the easing of the pressure in tlie

south should enable the Allies to transfer troops northwards, a

blow might be struck at the German rear which might wf 11 pro\c

decisive. With the fall of Antwerp, apart from the cnormoub
loss of prestige and moral which w’ould i)c sustained, any further

liope of a crushing offensive on the German flank and rear would

have to be abandoned.

For its defence the city relied upon the difficulties of tlio

country which an attacker would Lave to cross to approach iho

walls and extensive fortifications. These were in three lines; first,

the walls and ramparts of the city, impregnable to infantry, but
useless against heavy artillery'. Second, 'a close ring of forts

ij miles from the city boundaries defending the southern and
eastern approaches. Third, an outer ring of forts from seven to

nine miles from the city defending the same approaches. Across
the whole southern and south-eastern front ran the river Nethe to

join the Schelde some five miles south^w’est of the town. The
westeni face was protected by tjbe parent stream. Any attack,

however, was to be expected only from the east and south-east.
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The strength of the position lay in the difficulties of approach,

for von Beseler had to move his troops and enormous howitzers

across heavy and marshy ground, impeded everywhere by
many streams and rivers. The first barrier was the outer

forts south of the Nethe, between which the Belgian army had

entrenched itself. While those forts held the city was safe from

bombardment. Even should they fall, before the city could be

bombarded the way had to be cleared of the Belgian army, the

river Nethe had to be crossed and the siege guns carried ever, a

task presenting no little difficulty. Even then the city w^as

immune until the inner forts had fallen. There was every reason

to suppose that the Germans would be at least three wxeks in

capturing the city, and in that time reinforcements and guns

could be assembled.

The weakness of the position, however, was even more marked.

To the north-west of the city lay tlie Dutch frontier, and the gap

between it and the approaching Germans was perilously narrow.

Should the Germans succeed in crossing the Schelde tliat gap,

only 14 mUes at its wddest, might well be closed and the Belgian

army would be trapped. At all costs the way must be kept clear

for retreat.

In the circumstances it is not clear why von Beseler chose, as

he did, to attack from the south-east. His obvious course was to

strike with all his weight at the Schelde and trap the city by

t losing the gap to the Dutch frontier. Only half-hearted thrusts

at Termonde and Schoonaerde, tlie Sichelde crossings, were in

fact made, and tliey were easily repulsed. The explanation^

would seem to be that he was misled by false reports as to the

existence of a British force at Bruges, and h^itated to expose his

flank to an attack from that quarter.

On September 27, again in cooperation with French move-

inents in the south, the Belgians made another thrust against

the German position.
,
This time, however, the Pnissiaus were

ready, and although
’ some progress was at first made, the

Belgians were soon driven back with cot|||iderable losses. On the

28th the bombardment began, the heavy guns being concentrated

upon Forts Wavre Ste. Catherine and Waclhem in the outer

ring, due south of the city.

In the short time at their disposal the besieged had done what-

ever they could to improve the defences. Houses had been

levelled in front of the forts, trees and hedges had been cut down.
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Ig a sense these preparations were disastrous, for they unmasked
the position of the forts, which now stood up like so many small

hills from the flat Flanders plain. Moreover, the lack of smoke-
less powder among the Belgians led to further disadvantages.

Every time a gun was fired in ineffective reply to the German
shelling its position was at once marked by the panache of smoke
which hung above it. The German howitzers, safely out of range

behind Malines, made marvellous practice, admirably directed by
observers from captive balloons. By 6 p.m. on the 29th, Fort

Wavre Ste. Catherine, battered beyond recognition, had to be

abandoned, and the Germans had made their first breach in the

outer ring. About 2 o'clock on the same day a shell reached the

magazine of Fort Waelhem and reduced it to ruins, only ten

men, severely wounded, surviving out of a garrison of over a

hundred. The following day the German gunfire burst the huge
reservoir supplying the city with water. The Belgian trenches

were flooded and the city was reduced to dire straits, the risk

of conflagration and of the rise of an epidemic being greatly

increased. Meanwhile, the neighbouring forts in theiputer ring

had shared the fate of the first two, and the Germans had secured

a wide gap through which their almost untouched infantry could

be poured.

The Belgian authorities made arrangements to evacuate the

city, and on October 2 an order was given to this effect. The
previous day von Beseler had ordered an attack upon the breach

in the outer forts, and after an intensive bombardment the

Jperman infantry attacked with magnificent courage. By the

next day Forts Wavre Ste. Catherine, Dorpveld, Waelhem and
Boschbeek were in the hands of the attackers. The Belgian army
was withdrawn across the Nethe, which still barred the way to

further advance. On October 3 the redoubt guarding the Duffel

crossing of the river was destroyed, and Fort Kessel, protecting

the crossing at the village of Lierre on the left of the gap, was
put out of action. TTie Germans were free to attempt the cross-

ing, and were almost wilhin shelling distance of the city.

The danger to Antwerp was a matter to which no British

government could be indifferent. As early as September 7 Mr.

Winston Churchill had called the attention of his colleagues to

the necessity for action, and on September 20 Lord Kitchener sent

a staff officer to Antwerp to repbrt to him on the position. The
reports were not reassuring, and on October 2 a request for help
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was sent to the French government, then M Bordeatix. At the

same time Lord Kitchener told his representative "to be Very
careful not to raise hopes of British and French forces arriving

quickly to relieve Antwerp. " '

October 3 was a critical day. On the previous evening Mr.
Churchill was in a special train on his way to Dover. Wheh
about 20 miles out of London, about 11 p.ra., the train stoppkl
and then returned to Victoria station where the minister was
asked to go at once to Lord Kitchener’s house. There he found
Lord Kitchener himself, Sir Edward Grey, and two high officials.

They showed him the following telegram from Sir Francis Villieis,

the British minister in Antwerp, which had been received in

London at lo p.m.
The government hav^e decided lo leave to-morrow for Ostend;

acting on ad\dce unanimously given by superior coimcil of war
in presence of the king. The king with field army will with-
draw, commencing with advance guard to-morrow in the direc-

tion of Ghent to protect the coast line, and eventually, it is

hoped, to cooperate with the Allied armies. The queen will

also lca{>^e. It is said that town will hold out for nve or six

daysrf but it seems most unlikely that when the court and
government are gone resistance will be so much prolonged.
Decision taken very suddenly ’’this afternoon is result of in-

creasingiy critical situation. I have seen both prime minister
and minister for foreign affairs, who maintain that no other
course w'as possible, in view of danger that the king’s goverii-

ment and field army will be caught here.

This meant the fall of the city, so the British ministers decided

that the Belgians must be encouraged to hold it. Accordingly#

the following telegram was sent:

The importance of Antw^e^ being held juslificss a further
effort till the course of the main battle in France is determined.
We arc trying to send you help from the main army, and, if

this were possible, w'oula add^reinforcements from here. Mean-
while, a brigade of marines will reach you' to-morrow to sustain

tlie defence. We urge you to make one further strug^e to
hold out. Even a few da^ may make the difference. We hope
that government mayj&nd it possible to remain and field army
to continue operations.

Half an horn* Uter another telegram was.sent lo Brussels. This

was in the following words;

It is hpped that the first lord o|,.the Admir^ty, who is iuUy
acquainted with our views, ;m^y have . the honour ot an
audience wdth the king before a final decision as to the
departure of the government is taken, *
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On its receipt the order lor the evacuation was suspended. Mr.

Churchill arrived in Brussels at three in the afternoon, and
while he was crossing Lord Kitchener was making arrangements

to collect and dispatch a relieving army. The same day the first

lotd, after an interview with the Belgian prime minister,

described, the situation in the city as follows

:

The outer ferts were falling one by one. Five or six shells

from the enormous German howitzers were suJfficient to smash
them to their foundations, to destroy their defenders, even in

the deepest casemates, and to wreck the platforms of the guns.
Now the forts of the inner line were being similarly attacked,
and there was no conceivable means of preventing their destruc-

tion one after another at the rate of about a fort a day. Th 3

army was tired and dispirited through having been left so long
entirely upon its own resources without ever a sign of the
Allies for whom they had risked so much. Material of every
kind—^guns, ammunition, searchlights, telephones, entrenching
materials—was scanty. The water supply of the city had been
cut off. There were many rumours of German sympathisers
in its large population of 400,000. At any moment the front
might be broken in under the heavy artillery attack which
was then in progress. But this w^as only half the danger. The
life and honour of the Belgian nation did not depend on
Antwerp, but on its army. To lose Antwerp was disastrous ;

to lose the army as well was fatal. The Scheldt was barred by
a severe interpretation of neutrality. The only line of retreat

was by a dangerous flank march parallel to the Dutch frontier

and the sea coast. Two Belgian divisions and the cavalry
division were staving off the Germans from the only remaining
line of retreat. But the pressure was increasing, and the line

'of the Dendre was no longer intact. If Ghent fell before the
Belgian army made good its retreat, nothing would be saved
from the ruin.

On the next day, October 4, the promised reserves arrived and
at once went into the line, where they were soon joined by some
British sailors with naval guns. On the evening of the 5th two
naval brigades arrived from England and were sent at once to

the front, where they were interspersed with the Belgian divi-

sions, and, although only partly trained,*they played a worthy
part in the later days of the defence. The British 7th infantry

division and a division of cavalry under Sir Henry Rawlinson
were disembarking at Ostend and Zeebrugge and 8,000 French
marines and an infantry division were also on the way.

The^position, however, was getting worse, and on the evening

of the 6th the final decision to evacuate the city was talvcn. At
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7 p.m. a council of war was held in the palace, and the Belgian

ministers decided that this course was the only one open to them.

Mr. Churchill and Sir Henry Rawiinson, who were present, urged

them to wait for the reinforcements that were on the way, but

they considered that any further delay would endanger the whole

Belgian army.
Early in the morning of the 6th, preceded by intensive shelBng,

two battalions of German infantry crossed the river undetected a

mile below Lierre. Although assailed^ by superior forces and
subicctcd to heavy artillery fire, they bravely hung on to the

position they had won until reinforced at nightfall. At the same

time, despite strenuous resistance on the part of the Belgians, the

Germans had crossed at Lierre. The carnage was frightful, and

the crossing was effected more by means of tlie bodies of the

advance troops, victims of the concentrated rifle and machine

gun fire of the Belgians and the British, than by the pontoon

bridge which the artillery practice of the Belgian field guns never

permitted the German engineers to complete. But at all costa

von Beseler had to hasten. His troops were urgently qeeded in

the west, and while his heroic men were damming the stream with

their bodies in order that their comrades might cross, he was
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subjecting the exposed Belgian and British line to a murderous

concentrated fire from hb heaviest batteries. It says much for

the courage and endurance of the raw British troops that they

stood their groimd as they did. But heroism was useless against

II in. shells, and the troops had to retire or suffer annihilation.

With the retreat of the Belgian line, the forts of the outer ring

on the east were defenceless, their right flank being turned. The
next fort on the line north. Fort Broechem, was bombarded and
demolished on October 7, and the Germans under urgent repre-

sentations from headquarters to hasten their operations, trans-

ported tlic mdjor part of their siege guns across the Netbe, an
operation which for efficiency and engineering skill it is hard to

parallel. Antwerp was within reach of German shells. And at

11.25 p.m. on the same day, after due notice had been given,

6 in* howitzers began to shell the city.

While these operations had been taking place in the south

ai^d south-east of the city, the Germans had been making strenu-

ous endeavours to rectify their initial mistake. During the 5th

and 6th energetic attempts w ere made to force the passage ^f the

Schelde, and so cut off the retreat of the Belgian army. Both at

Termonde and at Schoonaerde the Belgians were compelled to

fight desperately to prevent the crossing, and only the lack of

adequate artillery Support prevented the Germans from achieving

their aim. Although the attacks were unsuccessful, such warn-

ings could not be disregarded. Moreover, the expected reinforce-

ments had failed to materialise, and with every day the invaders

were^crceping slowly farther westwards. The fall of Antwerp
was a matter of a few days at the best, and if the Belgian army
was to escape through the narrow corridor still open on the west
it was time for it to move. Accordingly on the 0th and 7tli the

Belgian field army was moved to the west bank of the ^hcldc
and the defence of the city was left to the garrison and the

British brigade. ,

On the morning of the 7th, helped by a fog, two battalions of

German infiintry crossed the Schelde at Schooji^erde, and for two
defied all the efforfo of the Belgian 6th di\dsion to dislodge

them. In the evening of the 8th they were strongly reinforced,

and the Dutch corridor was narrowed to less than 12 miles.

Only just in time had the Belgian army moved, and its position
w^ even now for from safe. In consequence it was decided to

withdraw it to the north of Ghent, and on the $tb the major
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part of the army was conveyed to a position behind the

canal running north from Ghent to the Dutch frontier.

In Antwerp, meanwhile, the Belgian 2nd division and the

British troops were doing all they could to hold up the German
advance. As yet the bombardment of the city was not serious,

only shrapnel shells being directed upon it. The weight of the

German attack was turned upon the inner ring of forts, the fore-

most objective being forts No. 3, 4 and 5 on the eastern side of

the town. The forts were quickly silenced, and with their fall

Antwerp was doomed.

On Wednesday the 7th the Belgian government left the

city, and all that day and the next over 250,000 terrified towns-
people sought to reach safety. Then began the immense, tragic

flight of the inhabitants of Antwerp. Only three avenues of

escape remained open—westward by road to Ghent, Bruges
and Ostend ; north-eastward by road into Holland, and down
the Schelde by water to Flushing. Anything that could float

was crowded with the fugitives—merchant steamers, dredgers,

barges and canal-boats, ferry-boats, tugs, fishing-smacks, yachts,

rowing-boats, scows, and even hastily made rafts. There
was no opportunity of maintaining order and discipline. The
terrorised people at times crowded aboard until there was
jiot even standing room on the decks. Very few of them had
brought food and warm clothing with them, or had space in

which to lie down. For two nights and two days they huddled
together, chilled and famishing on the open deck, while the

German guns bombarded the great, beautiful old city from >^hich

they had fled. On the roads leading towards Ghent and the

Dutch frontier the scenes of anguish and misery, hunger and
fatigue were even more appalling. In many places civilians and
soldiers w'cre mingled in inextricable confusion.

In the afternoon of October 7 the highway from Antwerp to

Ghent was jammed from ditch to ditch. Every footpath and
lane leading aw^ay from the invading army was so closely packed
with fugitives that they impeded each other's movement. Young
men could be seen carrying their frail old mothers in their arms,

or helping their worn-out fathers by a pickaback ride. Wheel-

barrows w'cre sometimes used for this purpose, but more often

they were packed wfth children too young to walk. There were

monks carrying wounded m^n on stretchers, and white-fheed nuns

shepherding along groups of war-orphaned infants.
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Women still weak from childbed tottered along with their

newly-born babes pressed to their breasts. Grey-haired men and
women helped themselves along by grasping tlie stirrup-leathers

of troopers who were so exhausted from days of fighting that

they slept in the saddle as they rode. Here a society woman,
who had dressed at noon for a visit of fashion, stumbled along

carrying in a sheet on her shoulders her jewels and rich and
heavy articles of precious metal. By her side was a frail old lace-

maker from Mechlin, whose bundle contained the simple, homely
treasures of a cottage that no longer existed. The noise and the

confusion were be}/ond mere imagination. The clamour was
made up of the cries and shouts and moans of a nation in its

agony. Men cursed their neighbours just to save themselves

from weeping like women, and, amid their cursing, turned to

help the poor creatures pressing against them.

It will never be known how many people perished from hunger,

exposure and exhaustion in the flight from Antwerp. The fields

and ditches along the westward road were strewn with the

prostrate bodies of outworn women, children and old mca.^ For
miles around the countryside was as bare of food as a sand
desert is of flowers. There was not merely a scarcity of provisions

—there was absolutely nothing to eat. The fugitives stopj[)ed at

farmhouses and offered all they possessed for a loaf, but th<‘

farmers' wives, weeping at the misery of their own people, could

only shake their heads. It was on raw turnips that the richest

and the poorest stayed their hunger; and many who did not profit

by the opportunity when passing the turnip fields had nothing.

Near one small town on the Dutch frontier twenty children

were born on Wednesday night in the open fields. The mothers
were without beds, without .shelter and without medical aid.

This occurred at a .spot where an American observer chanced l(v

be. At hundreds of other places along the lines of flight there

were similar piteous scenes.

As the fugitives were sleeping in the open air on the night of

Wednesday, October 7, the Ixxmbardment of their city l>egan.

The first shell fell at ten o'clock, striking a house in the southern

Berchem district, killing a lx)y and wounding his mother and his

little sister. A street sweeper had liis head blown off as he ran

for shelter. All through the night the shells fell at the rate of fi% e

a minute.* Most of them w^ere shrapnel shells, which shrieked

over the house-tops and exploded in the streets.
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Oil the 8th, however, while the remnants of the Belgian army
and the few British troops were seeking a way of escape through

the dense masses of fugitives on the Ghent road, the bombard-
ment began in earnest. In the darkness before the dawn
incendiary bombs rocketed across the wild and smoky sky and
fell upon the houses. By this time the Germans had got some of

their great howitzers within striking distance of the streets

around the centre of Antwerp. As the great shells hurtled

through the air they sounded at first like an approaching express

train; but their roar rapidly increased in volume till the atmo-
splure quivered as before a howling cyclone. Then came an
explosion that seemed to split the earth, and a tall geyser of dust

and smoke shot high above the stricken port. When a large

high-explosive shell struck a building it did not tear away its

upper storeys or blow a gap in the walls. The entire house

collapsed as though flattened by a monster's hand.

When the ii in. shells exploded in the open streets they made
pits as large as the cellar of a good-sized house, and badly

damaged any building within a radius of two hundred yards.

The e?irUcT shrapnel tire seemed harmless in comparison. It

ajq)earcd as if in a few minutes the whole of the city would be

wrecked as though by an carthcpiake. The thickest masonry

crumpled up like cardboard; buildings of solid stone w’ere levelled

as a child levels things he makes with pla3dng-biicks when he lias

tired of them. By Thursday night there was scarcely a street in

tln‘ southern part of the city which was not barricaded by the

wreck of fallen houses. The pavements w^ere sprinkled with fallen

glass. The streets were littered with tangled telephone wfres,

shattered poles, twisted lamp-posts and splintered trees. More

than 2,000 houses were struck by shells, and more than throe

hundred of these were totally destroyed.

Flames roared from many of the smitten dwellings. A hundred

and fifty could be seen blazing aw'ay at the same time, and as

the water supply was cut oil there was no means of fighting these

lircs. Had there been a wind everything in Antwerp would have

I)ecn consumed, anef nothing but the charred wreckage of one of

the most beautiful and busiest centres of industry would have

remained in the hands of the conqueror.

By night the scene vvas one of infernal splendour. The oiFtanks

by the river had been fired by the retreating Belgians tg prevent

the conqueror making use of the large stores of petrol. The glare
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of the blazing oil illumined the streets of this city, of dreadful

night. The lurid, wavering pUlars of fire from the burning tanks,

the flames of the bombarded houses, the flash and thunder of

the exploding shells, turned loveh^ romantic Antwerp into a
spectacle of volcanic sublimity and terror. In the river the fall-

ing shells threw up columns of water a hundred feet towards the

pall of smoke, which, rising from the tanks, overhung the city

like a cloud of deatli, such as Vesuvius flung over Pompeii and
Herculaneum.

Meanwhile, the British naval brigade and a small force of

Belgians had been covering the retreat of the main forces and
the escape of the fugitives. Fortunately for the Belgians, von
Beseler appears to have been in ignorance that the evacuation of

the city by the Belgian and British forces was almost complete.

This delusion was heightened by a premature infantry attack

delivered by the Germans before the main bulk of the garrison

had removed. The oncoming infantry were met by a withering

fire and retired in disorder, thus confirming the German belief

that the city was still strongly defended. As a result von
Beseler refrained from pushing on. Certain it is that had he so

chosen he could have entered the city almost without resistance

at any time after 9.30 p.m. on the night of October 8. He pre-

ferred caution, and trusted to the effects of the bombardment to

induce a surrender of the city. To this prudence the Belgians

owed the comparative success of their escape. There can be no
doubt that the evacuation was delayed too long. Energetic

thrusts earlier by the Germans at the Schelde w^ould have cut

off escape. Even the belated endeavours W’hich were made to

surround the city were in time, had they coincided with strong

thrusts at the city itself, to prevent the escape of all the troops

still in the city after the departure of the main Belgian divisions.

As it was, a great number were forced acro.ss the Diilch frontier

and interned or captured.

The difficulties confronting the withdraw^al of the rearguard

w'cre enormous. In the horrible press of fugitives along the roads

troops couhl not l>e kept together, communications between one

body and another were almost impossible, and the rate of

progrt'ss seldom exceeded one mile an hour. In the circumstances

it is remarkable that so many escaped.* Actually, of the

British, al^out 1,000 were captured a^d over 1,400 were interned

in Holland. The loss in killed and wounded was comparatively
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small, not exceeding 200. Of the Belgians the major part of the

army escaped, but probably 30,000 were forced across the Dutch

frontier, and a considerable number were captured, killed or

wounded.
In the city, meanwhile, the bombardment had continued, but

on the morning of the 9th, on finding some of the minor forts

abandoned, von Beseler ordered the shelling to cease. On the

same day the civil authorities signed the capitulation of the

fortress and of such forts as were still holding out. Under threat

of renewed bombardment the military governor the next day for

his part accepted the terms, and the Germans made their formal

entry into a well-nigh deserted city. The Germans had got their

"pistol pointing at the heart of England,” but, like Napoleon,

were to learn that without command of the sea that pistol could

never be fired.

The fall of Antwerp was a severe blow to the Allies' cause.

'J'hey lost control of the Schelde thereby, and had to abandon

any hopes of a turning movement of the German flank and rear.

The British eflort to save the city had come too late and had

been too weak. And it is doubtful whether the arrival of the

British forces had not done more harm than good. For their

arrival postponed the evacuation of the city and involved the

capture or internment of a considerable number of troops as well

as the bombardment of the town. On the other hand, there can

bo no doubt that by aiding the Belgians to hold up von

Beseler for a further five days in front of the city they materially

aided the operations of the Allies in western Belgium. For had

the i2o,oo<3 troops in front of Antwerp been released earlier ftiere

is every reason to suppose that not only Ostend and Zeebrugge,

])ut also Nieuport and possibly Calais would have fallen into

German hands, and they might thereby have effected that turn-

ing of the Allies’ flank on which their whole strategy was so

strongly bent during the early days of the war.
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The Race to the Channel Ports

The battle of the Aisne, which faded away into an artillery

duel about September i8, proved conclusively to both

combatants that the section of the western front from

Soissons to Verdun was established. Stalemate had resulted,

neither side being able to break through the position defended

by the other, and, in consequence, both began to dig them-

selves in to the lines which they retained with little alteration

until the autumn of 1918. The long struggle of trench warfare

was setting in, a struggle w hich w'as to sap the resources and the

man power of both combatants to the point of exhaustion, and
ordy the arrival of a new and fresli force tipped the balance in

favour of the Allies.

In the west, however, the front was still fluid. The success

w'hich had attended General Maunoury’s flanking movement at

the battle of the Marne had, to an extent, been repeated by hint

at the Aisne, and it suggested to General Joffre a change of

strategy. The defended lines in his centre could well be left to

the care of garrison troops, and the risk of weakening that point

was small and certainly worth taking. Accordingly, he began

to form two new armies, the 7th and the loth. The former was
given- to General Castelnau, who handed over the command of

the 2nd to Dubail, and the fatten* w'as entrusted to a new^ general,

Maud'huy, who, like Foch, was at one time a professor of

military history. With these tw’O new armies Joffre planned to

strike northward against the German right flank and execute

a turning movement. The defended lines in his centre could well

Ixj left to the opposing forces.

But the Germans w'ere not blind to their peril. Such a move
was only to be expected. Moreover, they themseh es w'cre far

from reconciled to the idea of a stalemate, and lx*latcdly remem-
bered their original plan of turning the Allied flank to the west
of Paris, apian w'hich had been mined earlier in the month by the

premature south-east turn of von Kluck in front of Ihe capital.

They enjoyed the advantage of position, for they occupie<l
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tlie inner side of a segment and could direct reserves easily to

any point. In effect, the German line consisted of the rough
arc of a circle from Verdun to Soissons, its centre being at Namur.
To extend that arc farther west and north the Germans had only
to travel along direct radii: but the Allies were compelled to

move along the perimeter.

Part of the advantage was, however, surrendered by the

tardiness with which the Germans moved, and the resistance of

Antwerp undoubtedly detained large masses of troops which, but
for their operations in front of the city, would have been free

to flood the country west and south-west of Brussels. In the

end, what began as a series of vicious thrusts from both sides

to turn the flank of their opponent, became, in fact, a clashing

together of new armies, the only question of interest being at

which point they would strike the sea. It is from this fact that

the movements in western France and Flanders during the end

of September and the beginning of October have been called

race to the sea, but it must be remembered that such was
never^their intention. Although they resulted in the establish-

ment of a continuous front of over 400 miles, running south-

east from Nieuport to the Swiss Alps, they originated from

simple outflanking operations carried out by both sides. In the

early part of the race, the Allies were more successful and
managed to cari-y their line slightly east of north from Compi^gne
to Ypres. There, however, the Germans began to win, and the

line was bent back to Dixmude and the Yser.

By October 15 tl)e line was established—that is, alx)ut a n'^pnth

after Maiinoury had begun the movement by attempting to turn

the (jerinan flank on the Aisne. But the story of that month
involves the movements of a great number of troops and
numerous battles. Wherever the opposing armies touched there

they settled down to terrible fighting, the line of advance north

and west being ca,rricd oil by new troops on either side, who, in

their turn, were speedily involv(xl in fierce sti^uggles. The battles

were more or less continuous along the whole front, and in the

result a confusing medley of overlapping engagements and
hurried movements presents itself, a medley in which chrono-

logical succession is almost lost.

The culmination tt the struggle came with the efforts the

fb, rmans made at various dates after October 15 to break the

line at difff'rent points: Dixmude^ Ypses, and La Bass(5c,
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between the coast and Arras, or to smash in the French resist-

ance south of Arras and thus drive a wedge between the British

and French forces. And with the failure of the Germans to

b->ak through, the line from Switzerland to the sea rested almost

unchanged for four years, the maximum movement either way.

except for the big pushes of the Allies in the summer of 1917 and

the Germans in the spring of 1918, never exceeding six miles.

The position on the extreme left wing of the Allied forces at

the end of the battle of the Aisne was that Maunoury’s 6th army
ran roughly northward from a point near Compiegne to Lassigny,

his left flank on the north protected by a cloud of cavalry. The
fighting was severe, and he was unable to move northwards

without either losing contact with the British on his right or b}'

making his line too thin to resist the German attacks.

cavalry, closely engaged with opposing Uhlans, were insuflicient

to offer a severe threat to the German flank. Here, too, the line

was rapidly settling down, and both sides were preparing to

throw new forces into the scale. Through the valley of the Oise,

at least, no movement could be made. Both sides could hold

their positions, but neither could extend.

The arrival of Castelnau and the newly formed 7th army per-

mitted the French a further extension. But an outflanking

movement proved to be impossible. The most that he could do
was to prevent any westerly advance by the Germans, on a line

running north from Lassigny through Roye and Chaulnes to

Peronne. Within a few hours Castelnau found himself fighting

heavily even to retain his position. His front covered a distance

of io to 25 miles, and advance northwards would simply have
left a dangeious gap between his own and Maunoury's army. The
resulting battles raged until the end of September, one side and
then the other securing advances and losing them again.

But gradually in the south the lines b€‘came much more clearly

defined, as each side discovered the strongest line of defence, and
began to entrench itself with all possible speed. In the nortli the

contact was still fluid. General Brugerc in command of a mixed
territorial and cavalry division fighting a series of eastward mov
ing skirmishes round Peronne still in a vain endeavour to out
flank the enemy. The Germans so far had secured the advantage
of position if not a westerly advance. From Compiegne to

I^assigny* they defended the eastern bank of the Oise
; from

Lassigny north to Peronne the country is mainly undulating
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plains ill suited to defence, but here again the Gormans had
secured the possession of the Somme river, which from Peronhe
fX)uth to Ham provided an effective natural barrier.

Already it was clear that the Germans were profiting from
iheir admirable surveys of the whole terrain made during peace-
time, and were revealing a skill in the selection of military posi-

tions which left tile I'rench at a decided disadvantage. On
September 24 the French attacked Peronne itself, and, after

some terrific fighting, drove the Gennans from the town ; but
the same day the Germans launched a counter-attack, and,
heavily ^supported by artillery, once more drove tlie French back
towards Bray. Peronne itself is hidden in a hollow and possesses

no military advantage. The point at which the French should

have aimed was the heights of the Somme north of the town.
The Germans had seized at once upon the strategic value of this

line of hills commanding as it does an extensive view across the

plain, and, since it faces eastward, presenting an efficient barrit^:

to advance across tlieir line of communication. Before the end
of the«month they had occupied the heiglits and begun the con-

struction of a line of fortifications in the Corbie salient which
for two years was a terrible obstacle to the Allied advance.

In this th^ y were aided by the arrival of Prince Rupert of

Bavaria's 6th army which had been directed to the west from
J>orraine. Castclnau, like all French commanders in the early

days of the war, was short of ammunition, and lliis, coupled

with superiority of numbers, enabled the Gennans to drive hini

back, not without desperate fighting, over a large froid. Oriithe

26th Die French held a line from Lassigny through Roye,

Lihons, Chaulnes and Bray to (ho high ground east of Albert.

Here again they were attacked. Thiepval was occupied and
]>atterics were emplaced on the high grouLul to the north of the

village, and along what was afterwards to Ix-toine the Somme
battlefield. From* there the German gunners proceeded to shell

Albert. Tlie hTench left flank was in danger of being turned.

Moreover, although tifter a desperate struggle Castelnau held his

position at Lihons to the west of Cha.ulncs, and inflicted heavy

losses on the Germans, a dangerous salient was formed in his

front farther south at Roye, which threatened to give under the

fierman pressure. Had the Germans succeeded in ^breaking

through, Casltilnau would have been isolated and Maimoury
Would have found liis position untenable. ‘But the thin French
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line hung on desperately, and the German forces were held.

General Joffre realized the gravity of the position, and hastened

the movements of Maud'huy's loth army. By the 30th of the

month the}^ had got into position on Castelnau’s threatened left

wing, and the race to the sea was continued northwards. The
wings of the two opposing armies, like two doors on the same
hinge, w^ere slowly swinging together and flattening out on a

line running northwards. The old cit}^ of Arras, with its citadel

now' half destroyed, naturallj' suggested itself as the centre

for the operations of Mauddiuy's army. But the 25 miles

w'hich separated it from the Somme presented several features

upon which a line of defence could be built, and as early as

September i the Germans had realized the strategical importance

of the towm, and German cavalry had occupied it. These w'ere

subsequently reinforced b}^ infantry; but wdth a tardy recogni-

tion of the significance of flanking towns on the German line

oi march, a strong French cavalry force was detailed on Sep-

tember 18 to cKcupy the place and hold it until reinforced.

They succeeded in driving out the Germans after a stul>born

fight, and flung out patrols as far as Douai.

Arras stands only 50 miles from the English C hamud, and on

the direct line of march of any force moving from Belgium

south-w’est to the Channel ports. It is, besides, the junction cd

five large railway systems, and its value to an attacking force

w'ould be difficult to overestimate.

The Germans had realized towards the end of September that

Ihej; could use Arras either as their new' pivot upon which to

turn the flank of Castelnau's army, or as the next point north-

W'ards on the line of defences they were gradually building from

the Aisne towards the sea, and its reoccupation by the French

threatened a derangement of their plans. Accordingly no less a

regiment than the Prussian Guard w'as dispatched, tow'ards the

end of the month, with the other troops wdiose orde rs were to

recapture the town and use it as a base for operations towarfls

the coast and against Castelnau's flank.

By the 30th, however, the French cavalry in possession had

been reinforced by the advance troops of Maud’hny's loth

army, w'hich was moving up from Amiens. Despite the fact

that Castelnau was being severely pressed, It was decided not to

reinforcediis line but to attempt ta outflank the German right,

which was thought to be in the neighbourhood of Bapaurne,
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south-east of An*as. General obscurity prevailed as to the dis-

position of the enemy, and the existence of the powerful rein-

forcements collecting on the line Peronne-Cambrai-Valenciennes

was unsuspected. The troops of the loth army, which had not

yet arrived, were directed to Lens and ordered to make a sweep

south-east, covering Douai and cutting the German ilank further

in the rear. Meanwhile, the available troops were moved out

from Arras bjwards Bapaume. On the morning of October 2

they began to concentrate on a line south-east of the town, but

before all the positions were occupied unsuspected forces of the

enemy were flung upon the left flank, and the line was hurled

into disorder.

Although Maud’huy .
rapidly swung his position round from

south east to north-east he lost much ground, and the delay in

ihe arrival of tlie forces from Lens permitted the Germans to

sei^'c Douai and push on towards a point north of Arras, driv-

ing a we<Ige between Maud'huy's two forces. The position was

serious, but the Germans failed to exploit to the full the

.idvanhigc they had gained. Maud'hny was compelled by

OctolTcr 3 to abandon Lens and swing ills left back behind Arras.

Gri tlie right things were going no better, and a dangerous

salient was gradually being made in the French line south of

the town and threatening its connexions with the 2nd army.

Coordination of tiie Albert-Arras front was vitally necessary,

and Joifre despatched General Foch to take over the command
of tlie Fn'nch armies in the area, ajid on the 5th he moved his

ht adtpiarters to DouUens. The Germans were still attacking

heavily, and in the north the cavalry and territorial divisions of

General Bingtne, now commanded by General DTJrtel, were

fighting desperately to maintain tlieir position. Prince Kupert

of Ikivaria, who ha<l command of the German armies in this

ijuarter, was still bent uixm securing Arras, which the French

were rapidly trp.nsforming into a formidable fortress, and

launched attack after attack upon the town. With great diffi-

culty they were hejd; but the defenders were forcecl back on to

the town itself, and had to surrender the commanding heights

of Vimy ridge, which dominated not only the town but the

western communications of the French armies. Once again the

German military eye had seized upon the value of position,

and whiki the French were forced to defend the lowland, the

C.ennans had secured an excellent placemen the heights, from
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v^iiich they commanded an extensive view of the country, and
were able to shell Arras itself, which from this lime onwards

was subjected to a bombardment that destroyed the famous

belfry of the town hall and severely damaged many of its

beautiful old streets and fine buildings. In spite, however, of

the weight of the German attack the French line round the city

held, and after October 6 the Germans began to consolidate their

position and to seek by extending northwards an easier path

through the French flank. The race to the sea was being con-

tinued, and the centre of the struggle was shifting away from

the town.

Two more attacks were, however, delivered on Arras before

tlie fighting in the western front settled down to desultory trench

warfare. Von Bulow superseded Prince Rupert later in the

month, and realizing that if the French line could be broken

at Arras, the armies to the south would be rolled back, and the

British, who by then were in position at Ypres, would be driven

into the sea, concentrated all his forces and launched them on

October 21 at the French line. Once more the superiority of

German artillery and number of troops made itself felt, but

although the French line sagged dangerously to the north and

south of the town it still held, and the Germans were evenUially

repulsed. They had, however, secured valuable territory which

commanded the French position, and two days later, on the

24th, began a terrific bombardment of the French trenches which

was followed by a second and heavier attack.

The Germans subsequently described the fighting as some of

the fiercest which had been encountered to that date, but in spite

of all their efforts they were unable to take Arras. They w'cre,

how^ever, rapidly in process of enveloping it; tliey had secured

Vimy ridge and their line ran in a close semicircle round the

town. Only a recovery of lost ground could make the defenders’

position tenable, and in consequence the French counter-

attacked. The movement took place at a time when the fight-

ing round Ypres was at its height and the Germans were
steadily drawing troops from farther south to reinforce their

attacks oji the Ypres salient. Maud'huy w^as therefore able to

make some progress and to straighten his front considerably.

By the end of the month, when the fighting in front of Arras

died down, the French held a line running from w-est of Ablain

through a point east of Arras, to the west of Hebuteine.
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Meanwhile the fighting had extended northwards. As early as

the end of September Sir John French had suggested to General

Joffre the idea of withdrawing the British Expeditionary Force
from its position on the Aisne to Flanders, where it could carry

on the enveloping movement against the German flank. General
joffre had at once agreed. Still another French army, the 8th,

v;as being formed under General D*Ufbal, but the problem Of

finding troops was considerable. The remnants of the cavalry

afid tlie territorials were the nucleus, and they w^re augihentcd

l)y such troops as could be spared from the east, some fresh

territorials brought up from the south of France, and a number
of marines from the French ports. The numbers were still

small and the constitution was unreliable.

Such a force could not do more than keep the country free from
German patrols in the early part of October, and as the oppos-

ing lines grew steadily northwards it became clear that ‘still

another force would be wanted to hold the line from Arras to

the sea, or more iinxiortantly to win the long race of turning

the erv rny's flank. That need would be met admirably by the

B.E.F., whose strong position on the Aisne could now be safely

entrusted to reserve and second line troops. A second and
more important reason for tliis move to Flanders lay in the fact

that the British lines of communication from the Channel to

the Aisne crossed those of the two French armies, Maunoury*s
and Casielnau’s. Tu Flanders their communications would be
shorter and free from other tralfic. Moreover, they would bo
o})erating much nearer their base.

St. Onier and St. Pol were cliosen as the centres of concentra-

tion, and on October 3 the transference was begun. Reinforce-

ments had reached Sir John FVencli and he now had three corps,

the ist under Sir Douglas Haig, the 2nd under Sir H. Smith-

Don ien, and the 3rd under General W. P. Pulteney, The transfer

b(^gan with the two cavalry divisions, which set off by road and
arrived in Flanders on the 9th, where they were formed into one

cavalry corps under# General Allenby.

The 2nd corps was the next to move, and five days later

detrained at Abbeville. The difficulties of carrying the troops

to their new stations were considerable. The French railway

system was already being strained to its utmost to provide for the

needs of the three Frehch armies fighting on the British left, and

the fact that at such a time a whole army corps was carried almost
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150 miles right across those lines of communication, in the short

space of five days bears witness to the ehidency of the

organization.

Before the arrival of the British at Abbeville tiie front,

north of General Maud’huy's left wing, was quite Iluid. Nothing
but a series of isolated patrols stretched l^etvvera Lille

and the sea, and had the Germans used their ca\'alry with more
determination there seems reason to suppose that vvci\ at tliis

late hour the country could have been overrun and the Channel
ports down to Calais might well have been captured. As it

was, the French cavalry under generals De Mitiy, Conneaii and
Moussy were able to hold the raiders in check. These final

days of October were to mark the end of cavalry warfare on tlie

western front, but before the cavalryman change.d his sal>re h)r

a rifle and the freedom of his movements on horseback for the

confinement of a trench, the soil of north-west France was to

witness a number of engagements which can rank with an\' of

the epic examples of warfare which this romantic arm of the

fighting services has created.

.With the immobilization of the southern front of the Cennan
advance, the masses of German cavalry on the Ai.sne were trans-

ferred to Flanders witli the object of holding the country undil

its effective occupation by infantr\\ The coiiceiUration of tites.*

forces was completed by October 5. and a surprise raid on the

region west of LJlle towards the coast was planned for the next
(IdLy, Probably nearly 15,000 troopers srt out by night towards

St. Pol and Calais. But word of the concentration had been
received, and the Allied cavalry forces in the area were luirriedly

collected. Belgian, PTcnch and British caveilry to the luiml) r

of 12,000 were rushed eastwards to meet the oncoming German^-.
The forces met on the banks of the river Lys, and aft(.r a terrih

hand-to-hand encounter the German squadrons were pushed
back to their base.

This, the greatest of the cavalry pitched battles, was \)y nn
means the most important. Throughout the end of September
and the first weeks in October, skirmishes were occurring every-
where along a front stretching from Arras to Antwerp. The
Allied cavalry, although handled with great skill, were insiifh*

cient to Cover the whole of the area, and* at one time it was
feared tlxit they would be driven back to the coast. But new
forces were pouring up from the south on both sides, and
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THE CAPTURE OF LILLE

although German patrols occupied Hazebrouck and Estaires that

was the farthest they were able to penetrate before the solid

lilies of infantry began to meet. \)ne great advantage the

Germans did gain. Lille was captured on October 13.

The importance of this town both strategically and commer-
cially is considerable, and bitter controversy ragc*d round the

question whether energetic steps should have been taken while

there was still time to protect it. Lille is a large and populous

manufacturing centre, and its possession gave to the Germans
not only a splendid base and rest-centre for their troops in

Flanders, but, more important, a large warehouse of valuable

.:ommoditi(‘S, particularly woollen goods, and a busy factory for

the production of more.

The fall of Lille, like the fall of Antwerp, was a hard blow to

the Allied cause. In the retreat to the Marne cvut}’ .soldier who
could be collected was Hung in front of Paris. Towns like Lille,

e\en though they bordered upon the German line of march^

were left with but a small garrison. Iji this case the garrison,

consisted of a territorial brigade of 4,000 soldiers ec^uipped with

some li^ht guns. The town had no fortifications of value against

anything more than raiding parties, and such a garrison was
powerless to resist a determined attack in force. One surprise raid

by a German armoured train and a force of cavalry w^as in face

carried out on October 4, but w'as beaten oH with great

gallantry. Later attacks by garrison troops and flying columns

of cavalry met with a similar fate, but on the evening of the

nth the German 19th corps arrived outside the town. This

corps had been detached from the 3rd army in the Reims area

to aid the German operations in the west, and had coi ered 147
miles by a forced march in the astonishing time of seven days.

There was no chance to counter the blow, and although the

garrison made what resistance was possible the Germans entered

the town on the 13th after a sharp bombardment, and took

prisoner most of the defenders.

The resistance Lilly had oflered was, however, by no means
useless, for it gave time for the British 2nd corps to consolidate

its position in front of Armenti^res. Had energetic measures of

defence been taken by the Allied command, the line of defence

in Flanders might have included the town and have beeji

carried, therefore, some 12 miles farther to the east. But not

only would its defence have required a l^nge body of well
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equipped troops which at that time were simply not available,

but, moreover, the fate of Li^ge, Namur, Antwerp and Mau-
beuge did not encourage a belief in the ability of a town even

when defended by a lield army to resist the advance of tlie

enemy. Finally, with the capture of Lens, the Germans had
already crossed the direct line from Aixas to Lille, and its

attempted defence would have involved the creation of a huge
salient which would have been a perpetual point of weakness.

In the result, taking into account the fact that Lille was saved
from the horrors of intensive bombardment, it can be con-

cluded that although its fall was a grave blow to prestige, it

represented a tactical advantage.

The events preceding the first battle of Ypres involve a great

number of troops extending along a front of over 70 miles, and
a clear appreciation of the fighting in that salient and the

objects it was hoped by both combatants to achieve requires a
•detailed understanding of the position of the various forces

of the engagements which had previously been fought, and
a rough knowledge of the lie of the land. Across this small

comer of France and Belgium some of the fiercest fighting whicli

even the Great War produced was to take place during the next
four years, and it is essential, therefore, if the nature of that

fighting is to be understood, that the reader sliould reaVize tlie

significance of this particular territory.

On October ii the position of the opposing forces was approxi-

mately as follows: The French left had reached Vcrmelles, sonu^

fq^v miles north of Lens, and r€maine<l stationary there through-
out the fighting round Ypres and La Bass^c. The British 2ud
corps had detrained at Abbeville and was moving up into position

behind Armenti^res, driving before it the small German cavalry
patrols which had occupied such places as Eslaives. The 3rd
corps was in course of transit from tlie Aisne, but was not duo
to arrive for several days. The ist corps w^s still in position on
the Aisne front. Meanwhile, a 4th corps, of v/hich mention will

be made later, was covering the retreat of the Belgian army from
Antwerp, and itself slowly moving back on Ypres. On the iith
it was in the neighbourhood of Ghent. A French army under
General Dubail was hurriedly being formed behind the Yscr, and
in cooperation with the remnants of tlie^Belgian army was pn^-
pa.ring*to hold the line from the sea at Nieuport to Dixnuulc, if

such should prove necessary.
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On the German side four reserve corps had been hurried to the

seat of the new struggle in the west, and von Beselcr's divisions,

which had been held up by the resistance of Antwerp, were pre*-

paring to move towards the coast. Lille was occupied on the

13th, the same day as von Bescler reached Ghent. On the 14th

he was in Bruges, and two days later in Ostend. The dream of

the Allies of a front extending from Antwerp to Arras was
shattered. In the latter part of the race to the sea the Germans
had done the outflanking with uncomfortable rapidity, and
already the outcome was beginning to reveal itself. Opposing
lines which already faced one another as far as Lens were in rapid

proce ss of formation in a line running north-west from that point

to the sea at Nieuport.

The district called Flanders on which for the second time
British and German forces were to meet is of all lands the most
unsuitable for modern warfare. The level of the land is generally

below that of the sea, and everywhere the existence of surface*

water makes trench digging almost an impossibility. Every hole,

whether; dug by spade or blown by shell, becomes half full of

water within a few hours, and in winter months conditions are

appalling. The main roads had shallow foundations and were
not fit for heavy vehicles and though in Belgian Flanders a

narrow centre i)ait of the road was paved wnth granite sets, this

left a .soft track on either side. Quite unsuitable for even moderate
traffic, thes' broke down completely under the enormous volume
of transport vehicles with which the pressing demands of a large

army co\'ered them. On the Allied side, at least, the troops w^re

ofti'H in severe want during the first winter of the war owing to

the impossibility of getting up supplies through the ditches of

thick mud into which the roads had been turned.

Olf the roads conditions were, if possible, worse. The soil,

naturally heavy, is everywhere cut liy numerous dykes, canals

and ditches, and the cross-country movement of large bodies of

troops was a task vvhicli taxed tlie ingenuity and resource of

commanders even mope than it tried the stamina and the patience

of the troops. What was bad for infantry and worse for

cavalry became almost impossible for artillery. The intensive

cultivation iu small lioldiiigs and the number of villages dotting

the Hats and few low Bills added to the difliculties of the situa-

tion. Apart from the huge nianufacturing centre round Lille,

Flanders is an agricultural district given over to the cultivation of
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beetroots (for sugar and alcohol), tobacco, hops, corn and

vegetables. And towards the end of the year when the stubborn

and imperturbable French peasant began to fill the roads with

enormous wains piled high with tlie produce of his harvest, the

difficulties of transport, heavy enough before, w’cre almost

insuperable. The available accommodation for troops not in the

line was poor. The luckier ones secured farmhouse^, but the

majority had to endure the discomfort of iron-roofed sheds built

of planks, through the interstices of which the cold winds sweep-

ing across the dreary flats penetrated with heartbreaking ease.

Finally the wells were tainted by the enormous heaps of manure
kept in the farmyards and elsewhere, the smell of which con-

tended with the sickly odour emanating from the piles of beetroot

used for winter fodder. It is not surprising that endemic disease

was present in every village on the plain : it is surprising tliat it

was kept so well in hand.
* Viewed retrospectively, it is remarkable that a country which

would have taxed to the limit the resources and ability of an
army service corps to provide for the needs of a few divisions in

peace time manoeuvres, was none the less tlie scene of some of

the fiercest fighting of the war between two huge armies which,

although sometimes short of food or ammunition, were on the

whole provided for with astonishing regularity.

Such is the land of Flanders, ill-suited in the last degree to the

deadly purposes of modern armies, yet destined by the clabh oi

strategy to be the scene of the culmination of the struggle of 1914,

and thereafter the scene of a number of titanic struggles beside

which the mightiest effoits of Napoleon and lus adversaries pale

into insignificance.

We can now return to the British 2nd army corps, which
detrained at Abbeville on October 9, and the same day rejoined

the newly created cavalry corps which had preceded it by road
from the Aisne. On the next day General I'och had a conference

with Sir John French at Douilens, and it was decided that the

British should endeavour to achieve ‘farther north what
Maud’huy had failed to do south of Lens—to strike at the

unprotected German flank which was thouglit to be behind
Douai. With this object the B.E.F, was to advai ce north of

Lille and sweep south-east in a moveihent which sliould be
timed \o coincide with a united' attack by the French armies

south of Arras. Once again the French Intelligence hud grossly
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imdcresHimated the number of German troops in the area, and
the existence of the four new corps would appear to have
escaped notice altogether.

The 2nd corps was the only force of British troops which had
yet arrived, although the 3rd corps under General Pulteney was
detraining at St. Omer on the nth; but in accordance with
Foch’s request Sir John French decided to move forward with
what troops he had, as time was of the greatest importance.
On SulKla3^ October 11, the German cavalry holding some

woods north of the canal running from Bethune to Aire felt a

new force of opposition working against them. They were
engaged' in surrounding liazebrouck from the south, while

another large German mounted force was creeping round the

town from the north by the heights of Mont des Cats. The
weather was misty, making aerial scouting almost useles#, and
some time passed before the Germans knew what was happening.
The)^ had entrenched outside many of the villages and had placed

machine guns in the centre of the rooms of the cottages so

that they commanded the streets from the windows. In the

woods north of the canal they held their ground more lightl^^

with Jilgers and riflemen collected round the paths that the

I'rench cavalry might take, while machine guns were lield ready

to open fire upon them. But not a glint of the French uniforms

was seen.

Half-invisible figures in khaki, carbine in hand, were moving
])etween the trees. They were the 4th Hussars and the 15th and
.F>th Lancers, forming part of General Allenby's cavalry coq;)s.

As the Germans never expected to meet the British army so far

north, the\^ were unprepared for an advance from such a direc-

tion, and, unobserved, the British general was able to plant his

guns and Maxims with a view to getting a sweeping fire on the

Germans when they moved in the direction in which it was
intended to force them. Then the surprise attack opened, and

the Germans broke and fled eastward. The 3rd brigade swept

the woods, and tlieii#joined hands with another body of British

cavalry in the neighbourhood of Hazebrouck. in the night more
Ihitish cavalrymen crossed the reconquered canal and moved
in a north-easterly direction. Meanwhile, the infantry battalions

had been moving north-east along the Lys in the darkness to link

on to the left of the loth French army, and then swin^ against

the German flank at La Bass6c,
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The action opened on Monday, October 12, The 5th division,

under Sir Charles Fergusson, advanced along the southern bank
of the canal, while the 3rd division crossed the waterway and
battled towards Lille. The ground was very Hat, which made it

extremely difficult for artillery practice, but steady progress was
made. Mining works, factories and houses covered the land, and
as the Germans held every building commanding the path of

advance, and had machine guns in the windows ajid on tlie roofs,

it was costly and slow work for infantry to advance against such
opposiiion. But by Tuesday, October 13, the 5th division struck

against a little German Gibraltar which was to prove a per-

manent obstacle in the path of the Allies. It consisted of the

small industrial town of La Bassee, lying on a line of canals some
16 miles south-west of Lille. The canals formed a splendid

system of moats in front of the German trenches, and to tln^

south of the town there was some high ground on which the

defending artillery was placed. The German guns swept all the

flat country around for miles, and there w^as no site from whicli

the British artillery could effectually operate in repl3^

The 2nd corps pivoting on the French left at Vormelles was
advancing along an eight mile front, but tlie impossibility of

eapluring La Bassee by a frontal attack necessitated au
enveloping movement, and accordingly troops were pushed out
northv/ards. But a determined cotinter-attacl: by the Germans
on the village of Givenchy, due west of La Bassee, which com-
pelled the British to retire, threatened to drive a wedge between
the- south and north sections of the troops, and until the line

l^ehind Givenchy was consolidated further advance was extremely
dangerous. The line in tlie centre held firm, however, and during
the next four days consklerable progress was made in a north-east

direction towards Lille, the 3rd division capturing Aiibers and
Hedies on the 17th. On the previous day a detennined attack
was made on Givenchy, and in spite of severe losses the T5th
brigade carried the village and pushed on to Cantelaux, half-

way between Givenchy and La Bassee. *

The capture of Hedies, a particularly brilliant affair achieved
by the 1st Lincolnshire Regiment, gave the British a position
north and east of La Bassee and threatened an envelopment of

the German position. The losses, howevet, had been extremely
heavy, dnd the troops were worn but by a week of continuous
fighting. On the right they still made contact with the French
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position at Vermelles, and on the left, having advanced against

deadly opposition for several days, they were in touch, through

Conneau and de Mitry's cavalry, with General Pulteney and the

3rd corps which had moved up from St. Omer. Up to this point,

moreover, although the Germans had had the advantage of

defending strong positions, they had been delinitely 011 1-

inimbered. Now, however, the reserve divisions pouring into tlie

area were to redress the balance, and the Germans were able

to launch a counter-offensive.

No progress was possible on the i8th, although next day on

the extreme left the 2nd Royal Irish, in conjunction with the

ITarich cavalry, had carried the hamlet of Le Pilly north of

Ilerlies, and retained their position throughout the night. Sir

John French meanwhile had realized that the high-water mark of

the British advance had been reached, and ordered a withdrawal

to a stronger and more defensible position w^hich was in course

of preparation in the rear. Unfortunately, however, before the

orders to retire reached the Royal Irish the Germans found out

they were i.solated, and after a heavy bombardment surrounded

Le PiU^\ Until 3 p.m. the Irish resi.sted with amazing heroism,

but by that time ilw 300 surs^ivors, nearly all wounded, had

exhausted their ammunition and were compelled to surrender.

The total loss to the battalion in the two days' lighting in killed

and prisoners was 578, only 30 men managing to rejoin the

British lines.

The turning point in the attempt of the 2nd corps on Bassee

had been reached, and British troops were on October 20 nearer

lliat town than they were to be for the next four years. fhe
turniug movement had failed here as it had failed at every point

from Soissons northwards, and Sir John French issued orders

that the isl corps under Sir Douglas Haig, which had arrived

from the Aisne on the 19th, should seek to achieve north of

Ypres the success which the 2nd corps had failed to win at La
Bassee. In the meantime, the 2nd corps was to hold its position

and link up strongly ,with the 3rd corps to the north-west.

The story of the 3rd corps is similar to that of the 2nd. We
last heard of it detraining at St. Omer on the nth, but on

account of tran.sport dilhculties it was not ready to advance from

its concentration point, Hazcbrouck, until the morning of the

13th. The orders of that day were for an advance to Ihc line

Armentiercs W.ytschaele. But on tlie left; of such a line of
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advance lay a ridge of hills extending from Mont des Cats to

Kemmel. These hills, although only 400 feet high, offered a com-
manding position to any force defending them, and represented a
perpetual threat to any force operating below them. General
Allenby's cavalry were in consequence ordered to clear them of

the enemy, it having been ascertained that only one German
cavalry corps was in the neighbourhood. This task was accom-
plished after some very stiff fighting by the evening of the same
day, the Germans losing a considerable number of prisoners,

amongst whom was Prince Max of Hesse, who subseq\iently died

of his w^ounds.

The two infantry divisions, the 6th and 4th, comprising tlie

3rd corps had meanwhile advanced eastward from Hazebrouck,
and by the evening of the 13th had driven the Germans out of

Meteren. Reconaissances were made, and the fall cf Lille was
reported together with the movements of the German 19th
corps, one division of which was moving westward oti Ypres.
Time became pressing, and Sir John French ordered a renewal of

the attack before the German cavalry coqDs could be supported
by much of the 19th corps. Throughout the next day or two tlie

Germans remained entirely on the defensive, abandoning th(?ir

previous attitude of semi-offensive tactics. This change was
brought about by the German liigh command, whicli was plan-

ning a crushing reply to the British advance. Von Beseler had
captured Antv/erp, and, as we saw, he was diro-^ted not to the

seat of fighting south of Ypres, but to the Belgian coast.

f'rom there he w^as ordered to strike south upon the remnants
of the Belgian army on the Yser, to break through to Calais and
thus turn the flank and rear of the British forces concen-
trated on the Ypres-Armenti^res line. The farfln r that the
British could be tempted, so long as the Gernian front held firm,

the less chance of escape they would have in the event of von
Beseler breaking through. The result of. this strategy will

appear in due course, but it may be mentioned in passing that
only the flooding of the Yser valley by Uie Belgians and the
effective action of British monitors off the coast pn venteil at tin?

eleventh hour the success of a manoeuvre which would ha\ c*

rolled up with disastrous losses the whole of the AlH' s* fnmt
in the west. •

As a/ result, however, of the German plan, the British 3rd
corps v/as able to make slow but steady progress, and on the
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14th had occui^ied Baillcul and Messines without opfiositioii. In

the south contact had been established with the French cavalry

of Conneau and de Mitry, and through them with the 2nd corps

south of Estaires, and the Allies' line ran unbroken from

Vermelles to Wytschaetc. On the next day Allenby's cavalry

on the left of the 3rd corps joined up at Ypres with the 7th

division and 3rd cavalry division under Sir Henry Rawlinson,

wliich had fallen back from Ghent, lire same day they

established contact with General Dubail's new army of French

marines and territorials which, with the remnants of the Belgian

army from Antwerp, was holding the line of the Yscr from

Nieuport to Dixmude. The race to the sea was over, for the

Allied line though thin ran unbroken from the sea to Arras, and

thence solidly to the Swiss border.

Before proceeding with the further operations of General

Pultency's 3rd corps, it is necessary to trace the course of events

in Belgium from the fall of Antwerp to the consolidation of the

Allied line to the sea. During the siege of Antwerp Mr. Winston

Churchill, as wc have seen, promised Allied support. The

intentioii was to organize a mixed British and French force in

the neighbourhood of Bruges and push eastward against the

flank of von Beseler's besieging army. With this intention the

British 7th division and the 3rd cavalry division under the

command of Sir Henry Rawlinson were landed at Zeebrugge and

Ostend on October 7-8 and concentrated at Bruges.

The expected French support was not forthcoming, and it

was evident that the plan to relieve Antwerp and extend the

Allied line south to Arras w^as doomed to failure. Von Bcscleifs

howitzers had already decided the fate of the city> and before

Rawlinson reached Bruges the evacuation was begun. The

British divisions were accordingly moved up towards Ghent to

cover the retreat of the Belgian army, which reached the

canal running north of Ghent to the Dutch border on the loth.

Up to this time Sir Henry Rawlinson had been operating

independently under orders from the War Office, baton the 9th he

was placed at tlic disposal of Sir John French, and his divisions,

which were for convenience renamed the 4th corps, were included

in the British expeditionary' force.

Large enemy forces v^erc closing in on Ghent, and the German

cavalry coq>s was known to pa approaching Ypres. Qeneral

Rawlinson was thcrtTorc directed to fall back slow'ly on that city,
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covering the retreat of the tired Belgians and protecting the

left flank of the British 3rd corps, about to begin its operations

round Armentieres, and acting as a shield against von Bescler

who, it was thought, would strike south-west. Luckily, how-
ever, von Beseler, in accordance with later German strategy,

was directed to the coast, and although he was so close on the

rear of the 4th coq:)s that he occupied Bruges on the 14th, the

day after it had left, he veered slightly nortli and proceeded to

the coast where Ostend and Zeebnigge, from which the garrisons

had been withdrawn, fell into his hands. The British 4th corps

was meanwhile moving south, shepherding the Belgians before

it. A German cavalry corps had drawn off to the south* east,

leaving the road open for the retirement of the ^th corps to

Ypres, and the 3rd cavalry division under General Byng got into

touch with General Allenby's cavalry north of Messines on the

15th, the same day as the rest of the 4th corps reached Ypres,

having been unmolested throughout its jourm y.

The Belgian army had withstood a mighty adversary for ovci

two months. It had suffered terrible losses, and had ^endured

great hardships, not the least of which was the moral suflerinf:

consequent upon the perpetual loss of national teiTitory. None
the less it had by heroic efforts baffled its opponent; but time

was needed by the 46,000 survivors for rest and reorganization.

It w^as therefore proposed that they should retire to a line run-

ning west of St. Omer. Such a retirement would have involved

the abandonment of the remnant of Belgian territory, and this

ll^e Belgians, weary of fighting though they were, would not

accept. Accordingly the army made its base at Dunkirk, and
the Belgians began to cooperate with General Dubail's 8th

army of fusiliers, marines and territorials in tlic construction of

the line of defences behind the Yscr, from whicli the Germans
were never able to eject them. Their right extended as far as

Houthulst Wood, north-east of Ypres, and thpre on the lOth they

were attacked by superior forces of the enemy and driven hack
to the river. Although the wood was recovered next day by
four French cuavalry divisions with conspicuous gallantry, it was
rapidly becoming evident tliat the massing of forces on either

side was destroying the fluidity of oven this extreme north front,

and that virtually the swing d<x>rs of tw'0*stupendous armies ha<l

clashed together along ilie whole of the enormous front from
Switzerland to the Jiorth Sea.
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But neither side was ev^en now ready to accept a stalemate
position, and both were preparing for strenuous attacks which, it

was hoped, would
discover a weak-
ness in the oppos-

ing lines. As in

former cases. Sir

John French was
not well serv^ed

by his Intelli-

gence, and in the

result ht under-

estimated the
forces opposed to

him in the area.

He l)clieved that

witli the arrival

of the 1st corps

under Sir Douglas
Haig, T^hich was
expected from the

Aisne on the
10th, he would
have a marked
superiority i n
luunlx'rs and \vould therefore be in a position to deliver a crusli-

iiig blow on the thinly held German line. The arrival of four
new corps mostly from Bavaria and Wurttemberg was overlooked,
and the movements of von Beselcr were apparently hidden in

obscurity. In actual fact the superiority Sir John French believed
he enjoyed was a decided inferiority, and his subsequent belief

that he was really attacking when in truth his men were barely
holding their ow'n placed him in a position from wdiich only the

magnificent fighting* qualities of his ircxips rescued him.

The position on thc^ night of October 13-16 was approximately

as follows:

The 2nd corps occupied a line running from a point on the

La Bass(je-Aire canal through Festubert up to Pen du Hem.
f'onneairs cavalry div'^sion extended the line to Estaires. The
3rd corps held a line running, from h^staires through Nu^ppe to

Romarin. The British cavalry corps and the prd cavalry division
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held the banks of the river Lys from Annentieres to a point near

Comines, and thence the canal to Ypres. The 3rd corps in the

Ypres area had its front on a line encircling the east face of tlie

city from Voormezeele to Wieltje. DubaiTs 8th army stretched

between Ypres a.nd Poperinghe, and the Belgian army held tlie

line of the Yser from Dixmude to Nieuport.

The ist corps was about to detrain at Hazebrouck and could be

used as a reserve for any threatened point, and the main units of

the growing French 8th army would reach Hazebrouck on the

23rd. Sir John French felt justiiied in ordering a general move-
ment eastward. The 3rd corps was therefore ordered to move on

ArmentRres and occupy the crossings of the river Lys, Allcnby's

cavalry were directed to advance farther north against Commiiies,

and Sir Henry RawHnsen to push towards Roulers, paying special

attention to his left hank, which was menaced by enemy con-

centration north of Ypres. The 2nd corps in tlie south, as has

.been described, was advancing against La Bassc^^^.

By the 17th the 3rd corps had reached and occupied

Armenti^>res, the Germams in accordance with their plan falling

back unhurriedly before it. Elsewhere, except on the front of

the 2nd corps, little progress had been made, and in particular

Allenby’s cavalry floundering in the marshes round Comines
had been unable to make the passiige of the Lys. Gradually, as

the concentration of the German troops neared completion, their

resistance was stiffening, and the checks met later by the 2nd

corps were only part of the carefully planned offensive which

th€ Germans were about to launch on the whole Allied position.

On the next day, however, the 3rd corps pushed on, the 4th

division operating against Hoiiplincs on the Lys, the 6th striking

eastwards towards Lille. By the evening of the i8lh the

Germans had been pushed back on a line from Frelinghicn on the

Lys to Verlinghcm and thence south-west to Premesques.

On thki line, further advance being impossible, tlio 3rd division

began to entrench, its left joining up with Allcnby's cavalry at

Ploegsteert Woorl, its right meeting the French cavalry filling

the gap between it and the 2nd corps at Zuncti^rcs. The weak-
ness of this position was that the British front extended on a

.salient with its left flank exposed to enfilade fire and atbick from
the German line between Frelinghien to •Verlinghcm. Had the

cavalry corps been able to force a‘ crossing of the river north of

Frelinghien, the Carmans defending that village would have
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been compelled to retire, and the British line could have been*
straightened. As it was, during the whole of the i8th the cavafrj^
corps could make no progress, and although they attacked
Deulemont with great courage the German position was too well
defended to permit of capture without adequate artillery support.

^

The movements of the other British corps, the 4th in front of
Ypres, on this day were equally disappointing, for owing to a
juisunderstanding of G.H.Q. orders the advance was not pushed
'v'ith any vigour until midday. The mistake was tlien rectified;
and the 4th corps prepared to strike strenuously at Meniiu
Jiiformation as to enemy concentrations was, however, received,
and it was decided to postpone the attack until next day.
Yet this failure to advance was to prove a blessing in disguise,

for October 18 was the final day of concentration behind the
(.Terniau lines before tliey Liunched their attack, which was to
heral<l th<‘ battle of Y^pres, and had the 7th division pushed-on
too far it is probable that the next day it would have been cut-off.
and surrounded. As it was, it was enabled to fall back steadily
into line^with the other forces on the Ypres s^ilient.

To complete a description of the movements on October 18 it is

necessary to add that the Germans on that day for the first time
seriously showed their hand and launched an attack on the Belgian
]>osition, which was continued uninterruptedly for the next eight,

days in the battle of the Yscr. Further d^criplioa of that battle

will lx* found elsewhere, but for the moment it is sufficient

to point out that here if anywhere was the real objective of the

German attack, and although they exerted enormous pressure
along the whole front from the sea to the south of Arras it was
undoubtedly upon the Nieuport-Dixraudc line that they bciscd

their hopes. And it is easy to see that had that line been
broken, what the Germans had failed to achieve 011 the Marne
might well have been gained as a late attack in Flanders.

Boulogne, Calais awd the control of the Channel would have
fallen into their hands. The British, cut off from their base and
supplies, would have* been paralysed; the French line fxoni

Soissons to Arras would have been taken in the r'^ar, and Paris

would have been at the Germans* mercy.

In considering the great battles fought in Flanders during the

( lid of October and the? beginning of November, a sense of pro-

portion is apt to t>o lost. Thus to the British the attack on Ypres

must for ever stand as the decisive moment ii>thc whole autumn
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campaign, as well as the greatest memorial to British valour.

To the French the culmination of the struggle and the decisive

point of the campaign is equally clearly the defence of Arras from
October 19 to October 26. There is much to be said for such a

contention when it is realized, as has been pointed out, that a
break at that point would have split the Allied forces, driven the

British into the sea and turned the French flank. But the defence

of the Yser will rank even above the defences of Liege and
Ant^\"erp as the culmination of Belgian heroism and their greatest

contribution to the salvation of France.

From October 19 onwards the whole Allied line from Nieuport

to La Bassee was exposed to fierce attacks. But the battles of

Ypres and the Yser can most clearly be understood if they are

treated in isolation, and it is convenient to fix the geographical

limit of those struggles at the right wing of Pulteiiey's 3rd

corps. On such an analysis the British 2nd corps is excluded

from the held of action, and before proceeding to a description of

the major battles it is necessary to record the operations of tliat

corps from October 2 1 to the time when the opposing arjpiies had
settled down to trench warfare.

This corps, as has been told, had battled slowly eastwards for

over a week from Bethune to La Bassee. Advance beyond that

point had proved impossible: the Germans had secured an

excellent position defeipded along its face by a network of canals,

and possessing in its rear a ridge of low hills from which artillery

fire could sweep the country. Attempts to envelop it on the

n^)rth had failed disastrously, the loss of the Royal Irish being

an example. Casualties had been heavy on each day, and the

death of General H. Hamilton, the commander of the 3rd

division, killed by a shrapnel bullet on October 14, was a severe

loss. No more could be done, and time was needed for rest and
reorganization. Nor did it prove possible to hold the ground

already won. The massed German forces dn the area heavily

outnumbered the British troops.

Sir Charles Fergusson’s 5th division ^<^as driven out of the

village of Violaines, two miles north of La Bassee, and though
by a terrible counter-attack made by the Worcesters and Man-
chesters the Germans were held back, Sir Horace Smith-Dorrien

had to retreat. It was on the night of October 22 that he with-

drew to Givenchy, just out of range of the La Bassee guns.

Northward bis line stretched to the village of Neuve Chapelle,
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and here the first battalion of the Royal West Kents made a
stand that ranks among the highest achievements of British
troops. When at last they retired from their trenches, led ,by

I-ieutenant Haydon, one of their few surviving officers, both
divisions of the 2nd army corps hailed them as the heroes of
the terrible fight. The Wiltshires also distinguished themselves,in
repulsing the attack against the 7th brigade, while the Middlesex
Regiment, by a splendid charge, recaptured the trenches out of
which the Gordon Highlanders had been driven.

On October 23 part of the battered 2nd corps was withdrawn
from the south of the line in front of Bethune, and its place was
taken by the Lahore division of the Indian troops which had
arrived from Marseilles. Thereafter as succeeding di\dsions of

Indians reached the area they took over the line from other
sections of the 2nd corps. The whole relief was not, however,
completed until October 29, and during that time the German
attacks from La Bassee, although scarcely so fierce as the attacks

at Ypres, . were none the less both energetic and continuous.

Until November 2 the line swayed to and fro, the bitterest

struggle being waged around Neuve Chapelle, as has been
recorded. On October 26-27 fhe Germans launched a furious

attack upon the village, which at the time was held by the

terribly depleted and Irish Rifles. Although reinforcements had
been promised, they did not arrive, and^Ly 9 a.m. on the morn-

ing of the 27th all tliat remained of this regiment had been

driven from the village, leaving four-fifths of their number killed,

wounded or prisoners. The taking of the village drove a weijjge

into the British line.

By this time the losses of the corps were fiightful, whole

regiments being reduced to a mere handful, and even the

resendsts failing to bring the strength beyond two or tltree com-

I)anies of 100 men each. Fortunately, however, the Germans
were also almost at, the end of their resources.

After October 29 both sides were too exhausted for further

effort, and although desultorj’^ sniping and shilling continued to

herald small attacks by both combatants until November 2, the

great battle of La Bass6e was virtually ov^r, and the Germans
had been foiled here as they were foiled at Arras, Ypres and on

the Yser in their attempt to smash through the Allied position*
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CHAPTER 25

Japan and Turkey in the War

WHEN the Great War came, Japan honourably fulfilled the

obligations she had undertaken in her treaty of alliance

with ’Great Britain. Early in August her government
annoimced that the country was prepared to do its part to aid

Great Britain. The Japanese army and navy made ready, and
on August 15 an ultimatum was presented to Germany requiring

her withdrawal from the Far East. No reply being received, war
was declared, and a Japanese expedition set out to capture the

German protectorate of Kiao-chau, in China. To find the cause

and significance of this step, one must go back to the end of the

ChinO'Japanese war (1894-95) when Japan found herself, in the

very hour of victory, robbed of its fruits by the intervei^tion of

Russia^ France, and Germany, who advised her, “in the interests

of peace, “ to restore the captured territory and to evacuate Port

Arthur. Japan, in no position to risk war with the European
powers, gave way.
Two years later Germany grasped at the excuse, offered by the

murder of some missionaries, to extort territory from the Chinese;

and Prince Henry of Prussia was sent with a fleet to put forward

a series of demands, among which was the occupation of Kiao-

chau and the recognition of Shantung as a German zone of

influence. In March, 1898, Kiao-chau, a territory of 193 square

miles, w’as leased to Germany for 99 years, and the fortress of

Port Arthta: was leased to Russia. In the Russo-Japanese war,

1904-5, the Japanese took Port Arthur from Russia.

Germans regarded the ownership of Kiao-cbciu with great satis-

faction. There was a good harbour, with an entrance about
two miles wide, which could be well defended from the high

hills around. It was a natural outlet for the trade of Shantung,
one of the richest provinces in China. Everything was done to

make Kiao-chau an example of what Germany could accomplish

in Imperial colonization. It was placed under the control of the

German navy, and vast sums were spent on it each year. The
little old town of Kfao-chau itself, on the inside df the bay, was
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made secondary to Tsingtau, a modern city which the Germans
erected at the liarbour mouth. Tsingtau became one of the show
places of China. It was a delightful holiday resort, with fine

bathing sands, and was known as the Brighton of the Far
East. It was kept distinctively European. The houses were
in European style. All the luxuries of civilization abounded,
from the best hotel in Asia to model schools. The trade grew
by leaps and bounds. Factories and works began to arise. The
harbour was improved, with breakwaters and dry docks, repair-

ing yards, floating docks, and as good a mechanical equipment
for the loading and unloading of ships as could be found cast of

Suez. The bare hills around the city were planted with trees,

and nursery establishments flourished, sending trees and bushes

by the thousand throughout China.

In the early summer of 1914 the Germans were very proud of

wliat they had done at Tsingtau. Here was a model city, with

wide streets, fine public buildings, abundant gardens, and com-^

fortable houses. Tsingtau had been built on a system. It w^as

as ordenJy, as exact as any new town in Germany itself. Above
all the place was a fortress, under the command of a naval

governor, Captain Meyer-Waldeck. There were two strong, forts,

called after the kaiser and Bismarck, on the hills overlooking and
commanding the city. Bomb-proof batteries and concealed en-

trenchments abounded, making the place a fortified zone. In

addition to the land fortifications, there were naval works, and
there were generally several warships in the harbour.

The Japanese ultimatum presented to Germany on August^i5
demanded the immediate withdrawal of German warships from
Chinese waters, and the handing over to Japan of the complete

territory of Kiao-chau for eventual restoration to China. The
Japanese, as though to remind Germany that they h|.d not for-

gotten past wrongs, drew up their note in exactly the sa,me style

and with the same phraseology as the note delivered to Japan
by the three Powers in 1895.

The text of the ultimatum was as follows

:

We consider it highly important and necessary in the present

situation to. take measures to remove the causes of all disturb-

ance of peace in the Far East, and to safeguard general interests

as contemplated in •the agreement of alliance between Japan
and Great Britain. In ordej to secure firm and enduripg peace
in Eastern Asia, the establishment of which is the aim of the

agreement, the Japanese Government sincerely believes it to
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be its dii^ty to give advice to the German Government to carry
out the fdllowiiig two propositions

:

1. To withdraw immediately from Japanese and Chinese
waters the German war^ips and armra vessels of all kinds,

and to disarm at once those which cannot be withdrawn.
2. To deliver on a date not later than September 15 to the

Japanese authorities, without condition or compensation, the
entire leased territory of Kiao-chau, with a view to the eventual
restoration of the same to China.
The Japanese Government announces at the same time that

in the event of its not receiving by noon on August 23 an
answer fron^ the German Government signifying unconditional
acceptance of the above advice offered by the Japanese Govern-
ment, Japan will be compelled to take such action as it may
deem necessary to meet the situation.

The intervention of Japan in the war, welcome to the Allies

as it was from many points of view, had its embarrassing aspects.

In Western America a strong anti-Japanese feeling existed, and
in Australia, Canada, and New Zealand the same suspicion of

Japanese ambitions existed. To reduce the risk of any dissen-

sion, a formal statement was issued by the British government
that, with a view to protecting the general interest of the Far
East and particularly as regards the integrity of China, Japanese
action would not extend beyond the China Seas except so far as

the safety of her shipping made it necessar)^ and to no foreign

territory except that in German occupation.

The Japanese plan of campaign was twofold—to drive the

German warships from Eastern waters and to capture Tsingtaii.

The latter would give the army once more an opportunity to

prove its mettle. At the first sign of war, orders were issued for

all German resennsts in the Far East to report themselves at

Tsingtau. Many women and children left, and before the final

bombardment the remainder were sent out of the place, and very
few. civilize remained. The garrison numbered between 5,000
and 6,000 men all told, including the new arrivals and the crews of

some gunboats and destroyers in the harbour. The entire waters
for a radius of eight miles around the place were thoroughly mined.
All tall structures in the protectorate which might afford assist-

ance to an attacking fleet by giving them sighting points were
d3aiamited. The railway bridge at the boundary of the German
territory was blown up, all houses or woode offering shelter to an
enemy approaching from the land side were razed to the ground,

and feverish work wjas begun on three lines of defence works for
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which thousands of Chinese coolies were pressed into service.

Barbed wire entanglements were erected at many spots and
were connected to the local electricity works so that they could
be charged with current whenever necessary. When the Japanese
called for the surrender of the place the governor, Captain Meyer-
Waldeck, replied : Never shall we surrender the smallest bit of

ground over which the German flag is flying. From this place we
shall not retreat. If the enemy wants Tsingtau he must come
and fetch it.**

The Japanese were willing, and it is believed desired to under-
take the fighting against Tsingtau by themselves, but it was
thought better that the operations should be carried out by a
combined Japanese-British force. Two British vessels, the battle-

ship Triumph and the destroyer Usk, shared in the sea fighting

in cooperation with a number of Japanese ships. The Japanese
expeditionary force numbered 22,890 officers and men and 142

guns, under the command of Lieutenant General Kamio, witji

Major General Yamanashi as chief of staff. The force was mainly

composed of the 18th division, the 29th brigade of infantry, the

siege artillery corps, marine artillery and a flying corps. The
British force under Brigadier General Nathaniel W. Barnardiston,

commander of the British troops in North China, included 910
South Wales Borderers and 450 men of the 36th Sikhs. The
blockading fleet took up position on August 25, and a blockade

of the coast was declared as from August 27. It was hoped
to bottle up the German fleet in the harbour, but some of

the ships slipped out. Several vessels, however, were left

behind, including five gunboats, a destroyer and a minelayer.

The Austrian light cruiser Kaiserin Elisabeth was ordered to join

the force at Tsingtau, and succeeded in doing so.

The early operations of the fleet were greatly hampered by the

minefields, and extensive mine-sweeping operations were neces-

siiry. The Japanese suffered some losses in attempting to get

near the coast, and two torpedo boats and one cruiser were

reported as blown up or sunk. When, how’ever, the ships got

within reasonable range they maintained a constant fire on the

forts and on some outlying redoubts. The Japanese force landed

at Laichow Bay, to the north of the Shantung peninsula, and

advanced through Ohinese territory on to Kiao-chau. Their

progress was exceedingly difficult owing to phenomenal floods

—

heavier, it was said, than Shantung had kngwm for 60 years. The
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floods hindered the landing of the heav^^ guns and supplies, and
made it imptxssible to move them forward quickly* The Japanese
troops advanced to the town of Weihsien, and from there spread

through a large part of. the province, even taking possession of

the town of Tsinan-fu. In spite of formal Chinese protests they

seized the Shantung railway, and dealt with a large part of the

Chinese province as though it were conquered territory. The
Japanese advance guard at times scarcely succeeded in marching
eight mites a day. Streams were swollen to torrents impossible

to cross; fields were turned into seas of mud; there was nothing

to do but to wait for a few da^-s. By September 13, however,

the Japanese scouts reached and attacked the railway station of

the. little town of Kiao-chau itself, 22 miles from Tsingtaiu

Japanese aeroplanes began to soar over the German positions,

and day after day they dropped bombs on the fortifications, the

electric light works and the harbour.

The battle started on September 26. Guns were hurried into

position, and a very heavy bombardment opened on the German
front. Three Japanese warships—the Suwo, Iwami and T|tngo

—

assisted by the British battleship Triumph, bombarded Tsingtau

from the sea, and then came an advance on land. The Japanese
set themselves to clear the outer works of Tsingtau, and com-
pletely succeeded. Point after point was stormed. Two gun-

boats in the harbour—the Jaguar and the Kaiserin Elisabeth

—

poured shell fire on the troops as they rushed fonvard. At onc
or two points the Japanese were caught by heavy machine gun
fire and in one case, according to German accounts, a large body
of fhem were swept down as they came unexpectedly under
enfilading fire. By the morning of the 28th the Germans had
been driven right into the inner fortified position in Tsingtau

behind the line of hill forts.

On September 30 the Germans made a desperate attempt to

drive back the Japanese, attacking from land, ^ea, and air. Their

effort was unsuccessful. Their troops were driven in, one of

their destroyers was sunk, and it was clear that they were com-
pletely held. The Japanese were now content to wait for a few

days while some of their heaviest siege artillery was brought up
into position. At the first approach of the Japanese the Germans
opened a very heavy artillery fijre which ^as maintained day
after dajs^ but much of the gun fire was mere aimless shooting.

Thus, in -24 hours alone, early in October^ the forta on the three
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hills fired 2,015 shells, and correspondents with the Japanese
force declared that the entire firing during that 24 hours inflicted

no damage on the Japanese. This waste of ammunition is

difficult to explain, and undoubtedly was a leading factor in

the early surrender of the place. The besiegers noticed in the
second week of October that artillery fire fell off in surprising

fashion; some forts that had formerly been keeping up an almost
incessant bombardment now allowed hours to go by without a
single shot.

The Japanese captured with comparative ease a position, Prinz

Heinrich Hill, on which they could mount their guns to

bombard " the forts. During the latter part of October the

Japanese hold on the city steadily increased, and the artillery

fire grew daily in intensity. The British contingent left Tientsin

on September 19, and after calling at Wei-hai-wei for transport

mu?es, landed in Shantung on the 21st. The weather was very
trying, a strong southerly gale blowing, heavy rain falling, and
a very heavy sea running. The men set out on a 40 mile march,*

and came up behind the Japanese as they were driving in the

German advanced positions. It was intended that they should

participate in this attack, but the German resistance at this point

was so slight that their help was not wanted. On October 30
the entire British force moved up to the front, and now occupied

a part extending to about five miles. There they took part with

the Japanese troops in the "work of digging an approach by
sapping right up to the German redoubts.

The bombardment with the heavy siege artillery opened at

dawn on October 31, the birthday of the emperor of JapSn.
One of the first shells set fire to enormous oil tanks in the naval

docks, sending up a pillar of smoke that spread like a pall over

the city. Then shells burst over the forts, and under the almost

ceaseless rain of heavy metal the gun emplacements seemed to

melt and to crun^ble. The barbed wire entanglements were

scattered into fragments; the trenches were broken, filled in here,

expanded there, and blurred elsewhere by the high explosive

shells constantly falling among them. Under the shelter of this

fire the infantrymen continued to push up their saps and

trenches. Supporting the shore artillery were the naval guns of

both the Allies. •

For seven days an incessant artillery lire continued, * Almost

every German .position, save the bomb-proof casements in which
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tlie guns stood, was knocked to bits. The ground was every-

where pitted and tom. The troops in the trenches between the

forts were in many cases wiped out by the rain of bursting

shrapnel and high explosives. Meanwhile the Japanese and
British infantry had advanced by means of their trenches to

points right under the forts. To add to the horrors in the place

Japanese aeroplanes were constantly soaring overhead dropping
bombs on every possible position. The Japanese fire destroyed

the electric light works so that for the last few days the people

had nothing but candle light. The wireless apparatus was
rendered useless.

It soon became evident that the end was vety^ near. The war-

ships in the harbour were blown up and sunk in order that they
might not fall into Japanese hands. The big guns in the forts

were fired many of them to the last shot, and then destroyed

with explosives. There was no shortage of food, and when the

city was captured provisions were found there sufficient to feed

live thousand persons for three months. But provisions without

ammunition W'ere of no use. Bismarck Fort, one of the most
powerful of all, had been destroyed at the beginfting of

November. Other forts became less and less active. On the

night of November 6 some troops advanced to attack a redoubt,

and entered it with comparatively little difficulty. Encouraged
by this success, the Japanese commander ordered a general

advance, Japanese and British l^tttalions crept up silently in

the darkness to point after point. The two great mountain
positions of litis and Bismarck fell into the hands of the Allies

wife a minimum of opposition.

When dawn broke the Japanese found themselves in command
of some of the forts dominating the city. Now was the moment
for a grand final assault. They made ready, but before the wffiole

line moved forward a white flag was seen fluttering from the

observatory, followed by white flags raised at other points. It

was seven o'clock in the morning of November 7 when the wffiite

flag was raised, and as the Japanese soldiers saw it they set

tip a loud shout of " Banzai f Let great Japan live for ever
!

"

—^the national cry. As they looked around their ranks they saw
that even though the capture of the city had been very much
easier than they expected, yet some parts ^of the army had paid

a heavy# price. In the various land operations the Japanese lost

236 killed and 1,282 wounded, the British casualties being
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12 killed and 6i wounded. On November lo the fortress was
formally handed over to General Kamio.
Other outlying possessions of Germany in the Pacific were

occupied by the Allied forces without resistance. The Caroline
Islands, an archipelago in the N.W. Pacific, bought by Germany
from Spain in 1899 for ^840,000, and the Marshall Islands were
occupied by Japan in October, 1914. On the outbreak of war,
plans for the capture of German Samoa were carried out by
the Australian and New Zealand governments. The expeditionary

force was composed of New Zealand troops to which were added
some islanders from Fiji. This force left Wellington on August
14, I9i4.» Arrived off Apia, an ultimatum was conveyed under
flag of truce demanding the surrender of Samoa. The deputy
governor replied that though in the temporary absence of the

governor he could not accept the responsibility of surrender, no
opposition would be offered to the landing of troops. The troops

thereupon disembarked, and on that day, August 29, the British

dag was hoisted. The governor and ofBcials surrendered. •

The group of islands in the Pacific, lying off the east coast of

New Guinea, acquired and named Bismarck Archipelago by
Germany in 1884-5, was captured on September ii by an

Australian naval and military force. Placed temporarily under

military rule, they were later administered by Australia as man-
datory of the League of Nations. Two days after, Australian

forces captured the Solomon Islands, lying 120 miles east of the

Bismarck Archipelago. Of themselves the operations were in-

considerable, but in occupying harbours and wireless stations a

stranglehold was got upon the activities of commerce raidys,

which was of great value to the Allies.

We now turn to a very different field of operations. At the

beginning of November, 1914, the Allies—Great Britain, France

and Russia--~declared war upon Turkey, and thus Asia Minor

and north-east Africa became potential areas for the waging of

the Great War, which hitherto had been confined to Europe and
the immediate vicinity of German colonies in Africa and Asia.

The declaration came as a surprise to no one; indeed, the only

surprise was that the Porte had been allowed to defy for so long

the first international principles of neutrality.

The circumstances jtvhich led to the declaration of war are

detailed in the white paper (Cd. 7628) issued on Noveipber 13,

and in the dispatch of November 20 from Sir Louis Mallet, the
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British ambassador ia Constantinople. When war began in

August the Turkish government, although aggrieved by the

detention in the British dockyards of the warships there building

for the sultan's navy, expressed its intention of remaining

neutral. Nevertlieless, the army commanded by Enver Pasha,

whose German sympathies were notorious, was mobilized, and the

number of German officers in the capital increased rapidly.

On August lo the German warships, the Goebcn and the

Breslau, entered the Dardanelles. The Goeben was one of the

latest Dreadnoitght cruisers. Completed in October, 1912, she

had a displacement of 23,000 tons and a main armament of ten

II in. guns. On
BISMARCK '{ her steam trials

ARCHIPELAGO she attained a
her steam trials

she attained a

speed of 27 knots,

but she had since

attained a speed

of 28.4 knots on
several occasions.

The Breslhu was
a light cniiser,

completed in

April, 1912, with

a displacement of

4,550 tons, carrying twelve 4.1 in. guns, and was capable

of steaming 27.5 knots. To these two swift cruisers had been

allotted the task of cruising the Indian Ocean and holding up

thob British main trade routes to the East beyond the Suez

Canal, in the event of Britain joining the Entente Powers in the

war. Owing to the miscalculation of German statesmanship these

vessels were still in the Western Mediterranean on their way to

the Suez Canal when Britain declared war on Germany. In the

Straits of Messina, as has been told, they successfully evaded a

British squadron commanded by Admiral Sir A. Berkeley Milne

and Rear Admiral Troubridge. It was common knowledge that

the Goeben, at least, was manned entirely by a crew of skilled

ratings and petty officers. Her stokehold was worked exclusively

by chief stokers, and her boats' crews consisted entirely of petty

officers^ It had been the intention of the Goeben to put the

majority of her crew ashore at Smyn^ and there pick up a sub-

stitute crew of less skilled German kiilors who had been sent out
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beforehand for the purpose in two merchant vessels. The skilled

ratings were then to have proceeded to the Golden Horn and
staffed the whole Turkish fleet. The German battle cruiser,

however, was obliged to alter her programme. Chased by the

British fleet she raced at her highest steaming power for the

Dardanelles, and, with her consort, gained the protection of tlie

Turkish forts. In exchanging shots with H.M.S. Gloucester the

Goeben had been damaged, and had sustained several casualties.

The Turkish military authorities stage-managed a most cordial

reception for the two fugitive war vessels. The captain of the

Goeben was received in special audience by the sultan, and the

crews wete f€ted (by order) by the whole population, military

and civil, of the Turkish capital.

The ambassadors of the Allies pointed out to the Turkish

authorities that by international law the ships must leave within

24 hours or be interned. The Turldsh reply was that the sultan

had bought them, and they remained. Soon it was reported that

the Breslau was interfering with British shipping, and it was*

evident that the Germans were making every effort to secure

Turkey hs an active ally. The ambassador describes the situation

at this time (September, 1914) as follows:

However difficult it would have been for the Ottoman
government to regain their control , over the armed forces of
the state after the arrival of the Goeben and Breslau, the
insidious campaign carried on with their encouragement by
means of the press, the preachers in the mosques, and the
pamphleteers, is evidence that its most powerful members were
m sympathy with the anti-British movement. I had, indeed,
actual proof of the inspiration by Talaat Bey and Djemal
Pasha of articles directeef against Great Britain. Every agency
which could be used to stimulate public opinion in favour of
Germany and to inflame it against the Alhes was set at work
witli the connivance, and often with the cooperation, of the
Turkish authorities. All the Turkish newspapers in Con-
stantinople became German organs; they, glorified eveiy real

or imaginary suctess of Germany or Austria; they minimised
everything favourable to the Alhes.
The enclosures irf an earlier dispatch will have shown to what

depths of scurrility some of the more corrupt and unbridled of

them descended in their onslaughts on Great Britain, and how
unequally the censors of the press held the balance when
exercising their practically unlimited powers. The provincial
papers were no less enthusiastically pro-German ; the semi-,

official telegraphic agency, which is practically worked by the
ministry of the interior, was placed at the* disposal of German
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propaganda. Through these agencies unlimited ‘i-e was made
of Tiirkey^s one concrete ana substantial grievance against
Great Bntain as distinguished from other European Powers,
that is the detention of the Sultan Osman and the Reshadie at
the beginning of the European war. Other grievances, older
and less substantial, were raked out of the past ; and the
indictment of Great Britain and her Allies was completed by
a series of inventions and distortions of the truth designed to
represent them as the enemy, not merely of Turkey, but of the
whole of Islam. Attacks of the latter kind became especially

frequent in the latter half of October, and were undoubtedly
directly inspired by Germany. My urgent representations to

the grand vizier and to Talaat Bey, both verbal and written,

had hlrdly even a tetnporary effect in checking this campaign.

Meanwhile, earlier in September the Turkish government had
abolished the capitulations which gave protection to foreign resi-

dents. There were constant rumours that preparations were being

made for an attack on Egypt, and that the two German warships

were becoming more active. In the last days of the month
‘'Admiral Souchon took the German-Turkish fleet to sea, and the

first intimation the Turkish ministers received of his doings was
a wireless message to say that he had been treacherously Attacked

by the Russian fleet and in retaliation had bombarded Russian

coast towns. The truth was that after steaming east for al>out

loo miles, Admiral Souchon, with a minelayer, headed for

Sevastopol. The Russian fleet had just returned to coal, and he

proceeded to mine it in. He then drew in to bombard the port;

but after 15 minutes retired with three Russian destroyers in

chase who, before they were shaken off, had damaged the Goebeii

sliyhtly and killed 14 men. On his way to the strait of Kertch,

where he intended to lay another minefield, he attacked the Prut,

an unarmed transport, which saved itself by ninning ashore.

While the Goeben was thus engaged, some of the destroyers

were raiding Odessa, where they destroyed the electricity works

and sank a gunboat before being driven off. The Breslau and
the Hamidieh, meanwhile, after bombarding the open town of

Theodosia, in the Crimea, proceeded to Nqvorossisk, an oil port

on the Circassian coast. A summons to surrender being refused,

they bombarded the place for two hours and practically demol-

ish^ it. Having by this unpardonable outrage hopelessly com-
promised the Turks, the ships returned to Constantinople.

> On Isyid the officers of the German military mission displayed

a ubiquitous activit^\ Acting in conjunction v/i^;h other agents
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of their own nationality, they were the main organizers of

military preparations in Syria which directly menaced Egypt.
Emissaries of Enver Pasha were present on the frontier bribing

and organizing the Bedouins; warlike stores were dispatched
south, and battalions of regular troops were posted at Rafah,
whilst the Syrian and Mosul army corp^.were held in readiness to

move south at short notice. The Syrian towns were full of

German officers, who were provided with large sums of money for

suborning the local chiefs.

In Constantinople the sultan and the grand vizier were evi-

dently in favour of peace, but the Germans continued their pres-

sure. A good deal of bullion was sent to the German ambassador,
and the British ambassador had every reason to believe tlaat

a definite arrangement was arrived at between the Germans
and a group of ministers including Enver Pasha, Talaat Bey,
and Djemal Pasha, that Turkey should declare war as soon as
the financial provision should have attained a stated figure.

My information establishes the fact tkeit a climax was reached *

about the middle of the third week in October, when it had
been decided to confront the grand vizier with the alternative
of complicity or resigiiation, and that only the Russian
successes on the Vistula, or some other more obscure cause,
prevented this plan from being carried out.

On the morning of October 29 the British ambassador received

intelligence from Egypt of the incursion into the Sinai penmsula
of an armed body of 2,00^ Bedouins who bad occupied the wells

of Magdaba and whose objective was to attack the Suez Canal.

Oil the same day Odessa and the Russian ports in the Black S|a
were attacked. The Russian government at once mstructed its

ambassador in Constantinople to ask for his passports, and on the

next day the British and French ambassadors took tlie same step.

The grand vizier tried to persuade them to stay and a majority

in the council of ministers declared for peace, but German
influences were too strong : the sequel was that on November i

Sir Lewis Mallet and his staff left Constantinople and a state of

war prevailed.

Tewfik Pasha, the Turkish ambassador in London, remained at

his post until the 4th, when in a fimal interview with Sir Edward
Grey he asked for his passports. Sir Edward then explained that

unless German military and naval missions and especially the

cirews of the Goeben and the Breslau were dismissed, hcfetilities

with Turkey must continue,
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The reason why those who sought to involve Turkey in the

European war failed so long to achieve their object was the

strength of the party which stood for neutrality, and the realiza-

tion by many that, even in the event of Germany being victori-

ous, the fact of Turkey having fought by her side would not

necessarily ensure any advantage to the Ottoman empire.

Furthermore, while the Germans might any moment have com^
pelled Turkey to march with them, to do so before every means
of suasion had proved useless would not have been politic. Only
in the last resort would the monarch whom the pan-Islamic pro-

Germans acclaimed as the hope of Islam nin a risk of scandalizing

the Moslem world by using force against the sultan-caliph.

It is now known that the Turkish executive during this period

was upon the horns of a dilemma. With that love of intrigue

which is the essence of Oriental diplomacy, the Young Turk
Party had flirted and coquetted with Imperial Germany to such

an extent that at the crucial moment it was unable to extricate

'itself. By allowing thousands of German officers, soldiers, and
sailors to take up duties in the Ottoman army and fleet, and by
purchasing vast supplies of war material from Germany, Turkey
hoped no doubt to be able to threaten Greece with war unless

Greece abandoned the lost Aegean Islands, while at the same
time the astute Turk hoped to sail a middle course between the

two groups of belligerent Powers—borrowing money from

Germany, while putting off the Entente Powers with endless

prevarications and subterfuges.

Since his appointment on September 20 to the Mediterranean

edmmand. Admiral Carden had been watching the Dardanelles.

With the Indomitable and the Implacable, two French battle-

ships, Verity and Suffren, and the light cruisers Gloucester and
Dublin, he had an adequate force supported by thre e submarines

and 12 destroyers. In the hope that a strong demonstration

might swing back the vacilldting Turkish cabinet to sanity.

Admiral Carden was instructed to bombard the forts of the

Dardanelles. On November 3 he opened long range fire on the

batteries at Sedd el Babr and Cape Helles, and did considerable

damage to both. The Sedd el Bahr magazine blew up and the

fort was in ruins. At Kum Kaleh, too, the Turkish casualties

were severe. The approaches were heavily mined and as a closer

engagement would evidently have been dangerous, the admiral

withdrew.
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For some time matters at the Dardanelles were quiescent.

Destroyers were constantly on patrol/ but little activity could be

observed, and it became desirable to find out if possible the

condition and disposition of the forces behind the minefield. For
this purpose B ii, commanded by Dietitenant Commander N. D.
Holbrook, was detailed. The task before B ii seemed on the face

of it impossible. There were five lin^ of mines and nets to be
passed, a channel to be negotiated against a considerable and
uncertain current. On the inside were patrol boats watching the

floats, so that if by good fortune the mines were penetrated

the submarine would come up among hostile surface craft. Yet
on Dccerfiber 13 he dived under the nets, rose to the surface,

and obesrving the Turkish battleship MessudSyeh he launched his

torpedoes at her. Both struck, and the Messudiyeh sank. Pur-

sued by heavy gunfire, B ii submerged ; and after hairbreadth

escapes and a long underwater vigil—in one case lasting nine

hours—she returned safely, her commander receiving the first

naval V.C. of the war.

When^ Turkey, flattered, cajoled, and perhaps threatened by
the kaiser’s emissaries, threw down the gage of battle to Great
Britain and her Allies in November, 1914, she jeopardised not

only Constantinople, but also her Asiatic possessions which, since

the end of the Balkan War, had formed the greater part of the

decaying Ottoman empire. From the Mediterranean, across

Asia Minor, the Turkish possessions spread southward until they

reached the Persian Gulf. In the narrow strip of land between
Persia on the one side and the Arabian desert on the other, the

rivers Euphrates and Tigris flow towards the Gulf, their wa£^rs

making this region one of the most fertile iji the world. Above
Basra, about 60 miles from the sea, they unite, and make their

way together under the name of the Shat-el-Arab.

Two years before the war. Great Britain added to her interests

and responsibilities* in this region. At the head of the Gulf very
valuable oil-fields were discovered, and these were soon opened
and worked by the Aiglo-Persian Oil Company, In I913, when
oil began to be extensively used as fuel for the navy, it was
announced that the British Admiralty had sectired a controlling

interest in these oil-fields, and evidently they were intended to

furnish a great proportion of the oil required by British ships,

Germany’s great scheme for* bringing this district uifder her

authority was^ the construction of a railway—the Bagdad
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Railway—which should connect the Mediterranean Sea with the

Persian Gulf. To this the Turkish government had assented,

and a Gennan company, behind which was the Deutsche Bank,
had been formed to carry out the work. The question of the

railway was being discussed by the representatives of the two
couhtries when tlie Great War broke out.

It did not require a genius to point out the advisability ol

sending a British force into the Persian Gulf in November, 1914.

The army detailed for this expedition was provided by India,

and consisted of a division of infantry and certain auxiliary

troops—^pioneers, sappers and miners, and light cavalry. The
division was commanded by Lieutenant General S!r Arthur
Barrett, and consisted of three brigades, each of which contained

one battalion of British troops, the remainder being native regi-

ments. The British battalions were the 2nd Dorsets in the Poona
Brigade, the ist Oxfordshire Light Infantry in the Ahmednagar
Brigade, and the 2nd Norfolks in the Belgaiim Brigade.

On the date when war was declared the Poona Brigade under
Brigadier General Delamain was at Bahrein, while the remainder
of the division was ready to sail from Bombay. On November 7

General Delamain left Bahrein for the fort of Fao, which stands

at the mouth of the Shat-el-Arab. With him were H.M.S. Odin,

an armed launch, and some marines with a Maxim gun from

H.M.S. Ocean. For an hour the guns of the Odin bombarded
the fort, and then, the Turkish fire having been silenced, th.'

soldiers and marines were landed. Fao was then occupied, and
without loss of life a base for further operations was secured.

Ldhving the marines at Fao, General Delamain's brigade was
taken up the Shat-el-Arab, and was disembarked at Sanijeh,

about 30 miles from the sea, where the men prepared an en-

trenched camp and waited for the arrival of their comrades from

India before advancing to Basra.

Meanwhile, General Delamain's task was to clear the Turks
and their Arab auxiliaries from the neighbourhood, and thus to

facilitate the coming advance. On November 9 the Turks
attacked the camp at night, but were repulsed, and on the nth
two Indian battalions drove tliem from a village. On the 15th

there was a fight in which the Anglo-Indians were not quite so

successful, as they retired without driving the Turks entirely

from the neighbourhood of Sahain. However, supported by the

gunboats on the rive^ they shelled the enemy out of his trenches,
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suffering on their part some 35 casualties. Two days previously
the brigades from Bombay had reached the mouth of tlie Shat-
el-Arab. Crossing the bar they steamed up the river on the 14th,

passing Abadan, the headquarters of the Anglo-Persian Oil

Company. At Sanijeh, where the Poona Brigade was, they
disembarked, a difficult feat owing to the banks of the river,

which are here about eight or ten feet high, being very muddy
and slippery.

While the troops were resting in the camp at Sanijeh, news
reached General Barrett that a Turkish army was advancing
from Basra against him, and so on the 17th he ordered the Anglo-
Indians to move forward to meet it. They found Sahain deserted,

and tlie fight took place near Sahil, a few miles farther up the

Shat-cl-Arab. The Turks were entrenched among date groves,

and between the forces was a bare plain, which, in addition to

its lack of cover, had been turned into a quagmire by recent rain.

In spite of these disadvantages the British advanced steadily,

as soon as the artillery, both from the batteries and from the

gunboats, had prepared the way for them. In the face of a
punishiifg fire the Turkish position was carried in about three

hours; the Turks fled in disorder before the final charge with the

bayonet could be delivered.

The Turkish force engaged in this battle was estimated at

4,500 men, and its losses were stated to have been over 1,500.

Many wounded, eight guns, and much ammunition fell into the

British hands. The Anglo-Indian troops had 353 casualties, 38
officers and men being killed. Of these 130 w^ere sustained by the

Dorsets, which battalion had the place of honour in the attack

on the Turkish trenches. On the same day a storm sank many
of the British boats, witli heavy loss of rations and kits.

A day or two after this engagement word was brought to the

British camp that the Turks had evacuated Basra, and that the

Arabs had begun to plunder the place, in which were a few

British residents. * Accordingly, on the 21st, General Barretl

with the 2nd Norfolk^ and the noth Mahrattas crowded on board

two paddle steamers, the Medijeh and the Blqsse Lynch, their

embarkation being very difficult owing to the mud and rising

tide. The rest of the division was ordered to march across tlie

desert to the same oV>jective. To impede an advance up the

river the Turks had sunk son^e steamers, and at the same place

had stationed ^ battery of guns. These were silenced, the other
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obstacles were, also overcome, and on November 22 the two
battalions and General Barrett entered Basra—to find that .the

custom-house had just been set on fire. No opposition was
offered to ,their entrance, and soon the British flag was flying

over the German consulate. During the night the remainder of

the force, having accomplished a march of 30 miles, encamped
just outside Basra.

During the remainder of the month a camp was prepared out-

side Basra, and attention was also paid to Kurna, a town on
the right bank of the Tigris, where a Turkish force was collecting.

To ascertain its strength. Lieutenant Colonel Frazer was sent

put on .December
_ 3 with some Indian troops, a detachment of

the Norfolks, some artillery, and other units, his small force

being supported by gunboats and armed launches. The enemy
w'as encountered on the left bank of the Tigris, nearly opposite

.Kama, and there the troops were landed, while the warships

went ahead and shelled the town. The Turks were promptly
driven across the river, with a loss of 70 prisoners and two guns,

but this was all that could be done as Kurna was evidently

strongly defended. Accordingly, word was sent to Basra that

further.assistance w.as necessary. In this engagement the Espieglc

and the Lawrence silenced some of the enemy's guns, but the

latter vessel and also the armed launch Miner were damaged by
shells. On December 6, Brigadier General C. I. Fry arrived with

the .7th Rajputs and the rest of the Norfolks, and the attack was
renewed. Mezera, a town on the left bank of the Tigris, was
occupied, and for the second time the Turks were driven across

tl?e river to Kurna ; but, for the second time, the British weio
compelled to retire after reaching the river bank.

Another plan was then tried. To the north of the town some
sappers swam across the Tigris, and, having got a steel hawser

across, constructed a flying bridge. Across this the 104th Rifles

and the noth Mahrattas were ferried, and as soon as they were

entrenched, Kurna was practically enveloped. The Turkish

leaders realized this, and on the 8th tliey^ offered to surrender.

The town and garrison were given up to the British, and in it

were 1,100 soldiers and nine guns. The British losses in these

operations were about 160 kUled and wounded. Entrenched
camps were established at Kurna and l^ezera, and the whole
district between those places and the sea was securely held by
theBrilisb.
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CHAPTER 26

Battle of the Yser

T iiE Allied forces on the morning of October 19 covered in

Flanders a very fluid front stretching some 50 miles

from the sea to Arras. Fighting had already been severe

south of Ypres where the British 3rd and 2nd corps were
advancing eastwards against Lille, and on the previous day the

Germans had given a glimpse of their plans, which up to that

time they had concealed, by delivering a sudden attack upon
the Belgian positions along the Yser. In front of Ypres the fight-

ing liad not as yet been heavy. The British 4th corps, shortly to

be reinforced by the ist corps (on this day detraining in the

area), had engaged the massing forces of the Germans in some
sharp pushes, but the fighting bad never become extensive.

The sta^e was set for the crisis of the campaign of 1914, and the

titanic clash of two enormous masses of men in the battles of

Arras, La Bass(!;e, Ypres, and Yser was about to begin. Over a
wide front for a period of three terrible weeks the greatest

battle the world had ever seen was beginning. Until the middle

of November the whole available resources of Germany in the

Flanders area were to be flung in wave after wave upon the Allied

line. The struggle was never localized; it was fierce everywhere.

From Nieuport to Arras the contending annies rocked to amt
fro in one long line of battle.

It is impossible to envisage the battle as a whole, and certain

points in the line have been selected to give their names to that

part of it w^hich was fought round them. Thus Yser, Ypres, La
Bassde and Arras are accepted as four separable and distinct

battles, and for the* purposes of understanding the course of

events are admirable divisions. But it cannot be too strongly

emphasised that those four battles all began and ended about
the same time and were, in fact, one whole.

The battles represent the culminating endeavour of the German
coxnmand to smash in tjie whole of the Allied left wing before

wdnter and the urgent situation* in East Prussia should luillify

their victory or rob them of man power with which to achieve
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it. But so rapidly had this front been formed by both sides that

there had been no time for strategy and a calculated plan of

attack. The Germans struck as heavily as tliey could wherever

they found opponents. The Allies retaliated, and the result

was stalemate, *

Two of these battles—that fought at Arras by Maud'huy and
the French loth army, and that fought at La Bassee by the

British 2nd corps—^have already been described. Although both

thosd battles were of vital importance and involved very heavy
fighting, it is generally recognized that the peak of the German
attack fell upon the Allied line from Nieuport to south of Ypres,

and the two battles of Yser and Ypres indicate the "high-water

mark of the German thrust.

Before proceeding to a description of these battles, it is neces-

sary briefly to review the movements of troops which preceded

them, and to show the objects for which both sides were striving.

It will be remembered that the race to the sea had virtually

ended with the retreat of the Belgian army from Antwerp to the

line of the Yser and of Sir Henry Kawlinson and the British 4 th

corps from Ghent to the neighbourhood of Ypres. As the result

of these movements a tliin line of Allied troops extended from

Nieuport through Dixmude, Bbcschoote, round the east side of

Ypres, to La Bassee and Arras. Alternate bodies of cavalry and
infantry occupied the whole of that line continuously. Thus the

Belgian infantry held the line of the Yser from the sea to

Dixmude, where was a force of French marines. Mixed French
jind Belgian cavalry and the 89th French territorial division con-

tinued the line between the Yser and Houthulst Forest, where
they touched the 3rd cavalry division and the 7th division of the

British 4th corps that held a position running from Langemark
through Zonnebeke to Gheluvelt and Zandevoorde, where General

AUenby's cavalry corps (which it will be remembered had vainly

been endeavouring to force a passage of thej river Lys) continued

the line to Frelinghien. From there the British 3rd corps

stretched as far as Fromeiles, where Conjieau's cavalry filled the

space between the 3rd and the 2nd corps, the latter making
contact with the left wing of Maud'huy's loth army near Cuinchy
just south of the Bethunc-La Bassee canal.

This was roughly the position on October 20 just before Sir

Doug^ Haig and the British ist corps moved into the line. Of
the reserves which were moved up during the progress of the
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battles the chief were the ist corps, already referred to, the

Indian Brigade which, as has been told, relieved part of the 2nd
corps at the beginning of November, and various detachments
of French troops which were originally destined to form the 8th

army under d'Urbal, but which, in fact, were flung into the line

one by one at the point which was most threatened at the time
of their arrival.

The Allied troops were opposed by the German 4th and 6th

armies. The latter of these had been moved from the east to

the area round Lille, and the scope of its attack extended from
Menin to La Bassee. The former was a new army composed of

four new reserve divisions, the 22nd, 23rd, 26th and 27th, which
the Germans began to form on August 16. The German ofhcial

statements describe these corps as being composed of 25 per cent

of regular troops drawn from various battalions and 75 per cent of

untrained men over or under military age. Their period of train-

ing was extremely short, and the number of batteries supporting

each division was only nine in place of the usual twelve.

Falkenha^n's decision to employ such raw and untrained troops

in such a vital part of the front as the Flanders area had become
was severely criticized in Germany.

Under normal conditions such troops would have been
employed in a quiet sector where they would not have been
exposed to contact with first line troops, and where the amount
of fighting expected of them would be the minimum. Actually

they were pitted against the remnants of the Belgian and British

regular armies who had proved their ability to repel with eas^

the attacks of the finest German regiments. The employment of

such untried troops in such an area was in itself dangerous ; but
these troops were asked to engage with no previous training in

some of the most terrible fighting there had yet been, and to fling

themselves against naturally strong positions defended by massed
artillery and machine guns and held by some of the most in-

domitable troops in the Allied armies. Their inexperience and
lack of discipline wer^ probably worth an army corps to the

Allies. General Balck, who was in command of one division of

the 26th corps, remarked that
**

boundless enthusiasm could not
compensate for insufficient training,” and the course of events

in Flanders would appear to corroborate such a view.

Falkenhayn^s justification for their employment is shortly that

they were insufficient to turn the scale in the east, where at least
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thirty divisions were necessary before defence could be turned

into attack, but that their weight might just be sufficient

to turn the scale in Flanders. Secondly, the time factor pre-

vented any other course. The Allies were known to be planning

an attack in Flanders, and calculations proved ^at that: attack

wcxild be well under way long before the new troops could be

‘‘exchanged '' for tried formations then occupying a quiet sector.

But the weightiest reason was the prize to be won. These
reserve divisions would outnumber the available Allied troops

very considerably. Every day's delay added to the reinforce-

ments pomring up from the south ; but if the Germans struck at

once they might break through the thin Allied line and Calais and
the Channel ports would be in German power, while the whole
Allied flank was threatened. Such a bait proved irresistible.

Falkenhayn stretched out his hand to seize it, thus sendhig to

their deaths thousands upon thousands of young boys, and inflict-

ing upon the German nation losses the effects of which it was to

Teel for the rest of the war.

Von Beseler, who took Antwerp, and two of the four corps

under his command at the siege were added as a backbone. He
was directed to strike at the Belgian left wing at Nieuport. The
3rd reserve corps, which, had followed the retreating Belgians

from Antweip, and had occupied Bruges and Ostend, had been
ordered to advance along the coast, drive the defending troops

acrexss the Yser mouth, and so prepare the way for the attack

of the 4th army, which had wheeled south-west in order to attack

the.flank of the French and Britisli round Ypres. The attack

Vas delivered by the 3rd reserve corps on tlie i8th, but although
it made some progress it was held by the Belgians, and the first

moves of the Germans were foiled.

It is not easy to understand why the Germans chose to attack

as they did along such a length of front. A minute’s study of a
map will show quite clearly that the weakest point of the Allied

line wais Arras. If the line were broken there the Germans
secured a magnificent line of advance well served by railways to

the Channel ports. More important, the Allied flank from
Soissons northward would be turned, and only a retreat on Paris

more precipitate and disastrous than the retreat from the frontier

in August could have saved what was left of the French armies.

But most important of all, the British, French and Belgian

troops north of Arras would have been cut ofl from their base
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and driven into the sea. In that way a large part of the

Allies' strength would have been destroyed. The obvious course

for the Germans would have been to deploy just sufficient troops

against the whole Allied line to keep it in check, and to have
used their enormous superiority of numbers in a concentrated

attack upon Arras. Had they concentrated that attack at La
Bass^e the same objects could have been achieved, except that

the number of Allied troops cut of! would have been smaller, and
the increased distance from Paris would have given the French
more time to recover. But a terrible blow could have been
struck at the Allies' cause!

The third weak point was the Belgian position on the Yser.

Although it suffered from the lack of adequate transport facilities,

the road down the coast from Ostend was the shortest route to

the Channel ports. A concentrated attack on the Belgians

would, if successful, have driven the Allies from the last corner

of Belgium and secured for Germany the control of Calais and
Boulogne, and although such a result would not have been the

disaster for the Allies that a break through at Arras or La Bass<!^e

would have involved, it would still have been sufficiently serious.

In fact, the Germans chose specially none of these plans. Their

weight was flung equally along the whole front from Arras to the

sea, the peak of their attack if anything falling upon the least

strategically valuable point, Ypres, in the Allied line.

It is one of the rules of war most strongly insisted upon by
Napoleon that each attack should be delivered on the enemy
with the full strength of the attacking army. In this wa^
superiority of numbers is nullified, the enemy's weakest spot

being broken before he can protect it adequately. The Germans
in failing to choose any one of the three weak points in the

Allied line for a concentrated attack surrendered all the advantage
of their position and overwhelming numbers.

There appear to be three reasons why the Germans attacked

the Yser front. In the first place, Germany was anxious to

drive the Allies from jSelgian soil, to defeat finally the remnants
of the Belgian army, and to proclaim a complete conquest of

Belgium which would arouse popular enthusiasm in Germany and
give pause to small neutral nations like Rumania which were
known to be arming. InHhe second place, the direct route to the
Channel ports, which were the declared objectives of the German
autumn campaign, was so attractive as partly to blind the
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Germans to the essentially weaker points in the Allied line.

Finally, in order to maintain the popularity of court generals

it was considered essential that one of them should produce a
spectacular success.

Duke Albert of Wiirttemberg, who had been appointed to

the command of the new 4th army, was thought to be assured of

an easy success over the desperately wearied Belgians, and while

the hard work could be done by the tried Beseler of Antwerp
fame, who was operating along the coast line, the duke with his

enormous masses of fresh troops coulfi drive the Belgians from

their country and win an open road to the Channel ports. Cer-

tainly the presence of the kaiser in this area of operations would

seem to point to a desire to focus public attention upon the Yser

front.

Granted the attack on the Yser, the attack on Ypres follows.

Not only did the salient which the British army occupied appear

to offer a chance of surrounding and destroying its defenders, but

also imtil Ypres fell the Allies were still in Belgium. Finally,

the British were always in a position to attack the flaj?k of any
troops advancing against the Belgians on the Yser. The attacks

on La Bass^e and Arras were delivered for obvious reasons.

These places were recognized as key positions. But once the other

factors influencing the German command are realized it is less

difficult to understand why the Germans failed to see how much
more vital such positions were than either Ypres or the Yser,

Probably tlie chief reason for the waste of German strength

adl along the line was simply the fact that there was no real plan

of campaign and no time to evolve one. The race to the sea had
produced a stalemate which threatened to nullify all that the

Germans had won by their progress in August, and the terrific

attack delivere<l all along the extended left wing of the Allies

demonstrated their exasperation. The fruits of their early suc-

cesses appeared to be eluding them just dt the moment when
they were apparently within their grasp. But whatever be the
reason, Germany wasted her strength. The Allies, although
heavily outnumbered, were able to hold their jposition, and the
Genrian war machine was foiled round Ypres and Arras as it had
been foiled at the Marne.
The^ country from Ypres tp sea is invariably flat. The

canalized Yser flows in a semicircle—with the bulge facing east—
io'its mouth some two miles from Nieiiport. Many dykes
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cut through the fields, and low hedgerows limit visibility in some
places to half a mile. The only elevations from the surrounding
plain are the creations of man—houses and artificial embank-
ments. Behind the river a single-line railway runs from Dixmude
to Nieuport in a straight line, linking up the little villages of

Pervyse and Ramscappelle. The former is the centre of a rough
semicircle, a radius of which is formed by the railway, the

perimeter by the river. The railway embankment, although
only about six feet high, provides a line of defence which the

nature of the surrounding country makes remarkably strong.

The river is crossed by bridges in four places—at Dixmude, at

Schoorbalcke just north of the point where it makes a sharp loop,

near St. Georges, and finally at Nieuport. From there it runs in

a dead straight line to the sea, while the railway and the road
swing north-east and follow the line of the low sand dunes which
characterize the seashore to Ostend. Lombartzyde, Westendo
and Middelkerke are the three villages on the route, the first,

named being the most important strategically as it is the key to

the winning of the Yser mouth. On the eastern bank of the river

lie Schoore and Keyem. Each of these villages stands on a little

knoll which rises slightly from the sodden marshland lining the

banks of the river. Nowhere except on the sand dunes can sites

})e found for gun emplacements, and the country is quite ill-fitted

for the movements of troops

On this ground the Belgian army was to make its final stand.

There were scarcely more than 40,000 effectives left of the

original field army when it gathered amid the fenland aqfl

dunes in the last nook of unconquered Belgian territory. To
add to their difficulties* they were short of munitions. Near at

hand to help them were only 7,000 Breton marines under

Admiral Ronarc'h. Then between Dixmude and Ypres were

some French territorial troops. Thus, while the British troops

from Ypres to La Bassee were holding their own against the

Germans, twenty miles north the flank of the Allied position

coastward was extrem^^ly weak.

The operation opened on Friday, October 15, when two
German army corps advanced upon the Yser. It was a recon-

naissance in force, undertaken with a view to ascertaining how
the canalized river was tiefended. The Belgian army was found
to be holding not only the river* but the villages north of tt such

as Lombartzyde, Mannekensvere and Keyem, while French
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mariaes occupied Dixmude. Thereupon the Germans brought up
their guns and bombarded all the Allied line. The next day
strong infantry forces were launched against all the outlying

viihjiges. Overwhelmed by numbers and lacking ammunition for

their field guns, the Belgian ist division was driven out of

Mannekensvere, and the 4th

division was forced out of

Keyem. They both retired across

the Yser. But in the night the

dauntless 4th division returned

over the river, and by a furious

bayonet attack in the darkness

recaptured all its positions at

Keyem.

This was a surprise for the

duke of Wfirttemberg. Expect-
ing only the task of keeping the

Belgian army moving before his

guns and infantry columns, he
had made no preparationsagainst

the counter-attack. But a con-

siderable number of men who
had first fought the German
army at Liege had survived to

meet their foes on the last line

of Belgian defence. Dirty, un-
shaven, tattered, beggarly figures

they looked after ten weeks of

campaigning and trenchwork.
But the fire, skill and stubborn-

ness with which they battled dis-

concerted the plan of the German
commander. He had to bring up more troops in order to drive

home his attack. He resumed his forward movement with

increased vigour on Monday, October 19, but he selected as his

objective the coast village of Lombartzyde, a couple of miles

north of Nieuport. Only a single Belgian division—^the 2nd—held

the village when Beseler and his division attacked them with a

view to hacking his way down the coast Dunkirk, and so turn-

ing afi the Allied line. Backed by their light and heavy field

guns, the German infantry came on in dense masses. l>ree
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times the Belgians had to give ground under the terrible shell

and shrapnel fire, but when the bombardment ceased they fought
the German troops back with bullet and bayonet.
Then suddenly the tables were turned. The under-gunned

Belgian army, rapidly running short of artillery supplies, unex-
pectedly won a great advantage over their enemies. Three grey
shapes drove in from the open sea towards the shore. An
observation balloon went up with wireless apparatus, a protect-

ing flotilla of destroyers spread out towards the river, and a
squadron of aeroplanes swept high above the German gun sites.

Then came six claps of thunder from the sea and half a dozen
6 in. shells exploded with deadly marksmanship amid the

German batteries. In a second, as the 4.7 in. stern guns came
into play, there was another broken roar from the sea and six

4.7 in. shells came screaming over Middellcerke and crashed down
among the German cannon.

The British navy had come to the help of the Belgian army
with a strange type of warship. At the outbreak of the war
Messrs. Vickers liad just completed three river warships for use

on the A^nazon, to the orders of the Brazilian government. The
ships were flat-bottomed, with a draught of only 4^- feet, but
they carried armoured turrets with two 6 in. guns forward and
two 4.7 in. howitzers aft. The Admiralty at once bought these

monitors. Their value as off-shore batteries in land operations

was obvious, and the course of events in the early days of the

war pointed quite clearly to a campaign along the coast at no
very distant date. As the battle-front extended near to the

coast, the monitors—renamed Severn, Humber and Mersey-^
anchored at Dover under the command of Admiral Hood,
stripped and ready for action. On Sunday, October 18, they

were ordered to Belgium, and by that night were steaming,

lights out, along the Belgian coast, their young gunnery lieuten-

ants measuring the ranges and watching the Germans digging

coast trenches by flatelight. Sailors with machine guns landed

from the monitors to assist in the defence of Nieuport, but it was
mainly the naval guns that saved the situation.

The effect of the shelling, according to German reports, was

more upon the moral of the troops than upon their bodies. The
big naval shells burst ^into large fragments which did little

execution amongst troops. Tlje German batteries, ho^^ever,

suffered severely. Their only possible reply to haul up
«!
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their new long-range cannon and their heaviest siege howitzers

and place them amid the dunes. By this means they managed to

make matters for a day or two a little more exciting for the

British monitors and destroyers and for the French destroyers

that joined in the coast battle. The position of affairs then was
that the German howitzer batteries were in the same fix as the

forts of Li^e, Namur, Maubeuge and Antwerp, over which they

had so easily triumphed. They formed a fixed mark which was
clearly discernible by aerial scouts and by observation officers in

tethered balloons.'

The ships, on the otlier hand, continually changed their position

with the speed of an ordinary railway train. They zigzagged

about the sea at high mobility, and only by the most extra-

ordinary luck could a hostile batter^^ straddle them with a salvo

of shells. And all this was only the beginning of the naval

element in the great land battle for Calais. For on October 27,

when the Germans had diminished their artillery power at other

critical parts of the lines of trench warfare in order to concentrate

their heaviest ordnance along the shore, their ii in. and 12 in.

howitzers were mastered by a new naval unit. H.M.S. Venerable,

with a broadside of four 12 in. guns and an additional armament
of twelve 6 in. quick-firers, came into action outside the shoals

which protect the coast. The great naval guns reached farther

inland, and places at which Germans had gathered to escape the

fire of the monitors were blown up and wrecked by the terrible

850 lb. shells.

The fleet dominated all the coast as far as the inland village of

Slype. Ramscappelle, over four miles from the coast, remained
at last the only point which the Germans could attack without
coming under the fire of the fleet. And, as a matter of fact, even
this village was not secure. For the range of the big naval guns
was somewhat over eight or ten miles, and at flood-tide even a
battleship could get closer to the shore than usual.

At the urgent request of the duke of Wfirttemberg the sub-

marine flotilla at Emden speeded south with a store of torpedoes

and attacked the monitors. Usually, however, a torpedo strikes

at a depth of about twelve feet under the water. As the monitors
had a draught of only 4^ feet, the great missiles passed harm-
lessly beneath their flat bottoms. t

Moieover, the presence of German submarines merely added to

the difficulties of ^the enemy's coast army by ^ringing a strong
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force of British destroyers to the scene of action. And when
the destioyers were not engaged in chasing submarines their 4 in.

guns helped to bombard the German batteries and trenches.

The whole naval operation was tliat deadliest kind of attack

—

a flank attack. The Germans had brought their guns up against

the Belgian lines, and sited them with a view to getting a wide
traverse of lire on the Belgian positions. In many cases the hard,

firm, close coast road running from Ostend .to.Nieuport had been
chosen for gun positions in preference to the dyked and marshy
fenland. Then, on a sudden, the devastating and overwhelming
bombardment of 6 in. and 4 in. British shells struck the

German gunners when they thought they were at the point of

victory. It was the first time in German history that military

operations had been interrupted by sea power, and it took the

Gernaan commander by surprise. He was jerked out of his orbit

of action in somewhat the same way as Napoleon had suddenly
been brought up at Acre by British sea power when he was
marching through Syria intent upon the conquest of the Orient.

The Germans were compelled by this sea attack on the land .to

take enormous precautions against any repetition. The mere
expense in war material in\^olved in the subsequent fortification

of the seaport pf Bruges and the building of the huge battery at

Knocke seriously diminished German artillery power on..tlie

actual battlefield. And the large number of men mobilized, ifl

trenches on the coast as a protection against the possible landing

of a British raiding force was another item of loss. British: ships

shelled Zeebrugge, attacked Ostend, drove the Germans out of

Middelkerke, and with long-range fire swept the country for silc

miles inland. The only,effective means of defence was to attack

the monitors and destroyers with light and armoured cruisers.

But the German fleet, hemmed in its ports by the British navy,

was powerless to help. And the Germans w^ere in consequence

compelled to look for a way llirough the Belgian lines which was
not protected by Brilish naval guns.

On land the artillery on both sides fought at a disadvantage.

I'he gunners had many difiiculties to contend witli. There was
no good siting to be found in the flat fenland, and the banks of the

dykes and the lines of willows and osiers intersecting the country

made it as impenetrable^to tlie eye as if it were closu-wooded. It

was generally impossible to see more than half >a mile ahead, and
tlms very difficujt to discover where the enemy was, and what
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eilect was being produced upon him. Then the autumnal haze

that spread over the marshes frequently during the long battle

rendered aerial observation very uncertain. The gunners, there-

fore, had to rely largely’*on their infantry in the firing-line and to

fight their guns at short ranges. On the whole, this diminution

of the power of the artillery was a great benefit to the Belgians.

For though on their left flank the friendly naval guns more than

redressed the balance, yet on their centre and right wing tre-

mendous pressure was exerted against them by the Germans.
On Monday, October 19, the little village of Beerst, just north

of Dixmude, was shattered by a terrific bombardment of German
shells, and the Belgian 4th division, entrenched among^the ruins,

was driven out by a violent and steady massed attack of

infantry. The neighbouring village of Keyem, which the 4th

division had recovered by a splendid bayonet charge, was also

assailed, and many of the Belgian troops were in danger of being

cut off. But the Belgian bayonet again won all that the heavy
German field howitzers had partly conquered. When night fell

and the mist thickened the brave Belgian division crept north-

ward out of Dixmude with some thousands of the talF, tanned

Breton fishermen forming the French marine division. There was
not much shooting, but with the silent steel the Belgians and
Frenchmen thrust their way into Vladsloo and got again into

Beerst. But as it was discovered that fresh strong columns of

the enemy were pouring out from Roulers and striking westward,

the defending force retired on the Yser, evacuating all the

villages up to Keyem.
* It was on this day that Sir John French threw his ist army

corps north of Ypres and began his astonishing advance against

the German forces between Roulers and Thourout, As a result

of the British movement the new German reinforcements did not

come into action against the Belgian front on October 20. The
Germans merely kept up a furious cannonafie upon the Belgian

line which lasted all night and continued the next day. On the

coast a farm was taken from the 2nd division, then recovered

by the Belgians and again lost. But this only brought the fire of

naval guns on the captured farm, wrecking it completely and
killing and wounding most of the troops which held it. At night

the misty plain had a strange and terrible picturesqueness. Far^

through the light sea mist shone the glow of the burning villages;

tongues of fire came from warships and land bfitterics, and the
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incessant and widespread rain of bursting shells, flowering out
upon a nocturnal sky dimly lighted by the burning villages, made
the scene of destruction look something like an enormous display

of fireworks.

In this strangely lighted darkness the German infantry con-

centrated ah attack upon Dixmude. They had been thrown’

back from the same place in the daytime, but, increased in

numbers, they crept up again in the gloom, only to be again

shattered by rifle and machine gun fire, followed by the inevitable

bayonet charge. Though routed, they re-formed with the rein-

forcements continually pourmg in from Thourout, and in the grey

misty dawn made a third attack in massed formations. But the

weary and half shattered Belgian 4th division and the Breton
marines still held their own. As a matter of fact, the Belgians

seem to have owed a considerable part of their power to resist

the German massed attacks to a new instruinent of battle. It

was a small, light and very handy machine gun of y^merican

invention with a simple air-cooling device that did away with the

use of the cumbersome water-jacket. It had been offered to the

British government, but refused by them; tlie German govern-

ment had also rejected it; and when the war broke out the

defenders of Li6ge, thanks to the enterprise of their militarj^^

authoriii( s, were the only troops possessing the new gun. In the
artillery battles it lost some of its importance as the German fidd

batteries dominated the field. But in the mists, marshes artd

polders round the Yser the new machine gun, although in the

hands of men with only six weeks’ experience in its use, had |i

deadly importance.

After their fourth repulse at Dixmude the Germans left in

peace for a while this beautiful old Flemish town which their

guns had battered into ruin, and concentrated for a new effort

on the centre of the Belgian line. Half way betw'een Nieuport

and Dixmude the Yser bulges northward, forming a salient loop

between the village of Schoorbakke and the village of Tervaete.

The Belgian trenches, following the loop of the river, constituted

a sort of bastion of earthworks that could be shelled froin three

sides by tlie hostile batteries. And while getting this cross-fire

effect for their guns, the Germans could bring Up on the outer

radius of the loop a wider front of attacking infantry thah the

Belgians possessed in theit narrower space. It was not a qtf&tioii

simply of the density of the attacking force, but of their wider
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front and of their consequent heavier fire power. The Belgian

position formed what is known as a salient, and the breadth of it

was so small that all the German guns surrounding it on three

sides could reach any section of it. It was thus the weak point in

the Belgian line, and it is surprising that the Duke of Wurttem-
berg and his staff should only have discovered the natural and
inevitable weakness of this point in the defending line after four

days and nights of continual battle. Only when the Germans had
been continually repulsed at the seashore and at Dixmude did

they concentrate in force against the weak Belgian centre.

From the beginning the Belgians knew they could not defend

it, and prepared a new line. This lay some two miles in the

rear, by the railway from Nieuport to Dixmude, and the cobbled,

tree-lined highway running between the two towns, with the red

roofs of Pervyse rising at the cross-roads. Pervyse was the centre

of the Belgian operations, for through it a cross-road led to

Fumes, the last town in Flanders and the Belgian headquarters.

Fumes was only five miles from Pervyse, so the loss of this

latter little town would involve the complete conquest Belgian

territory by the invaders. For even though the British held on
to Ypres, which would have been doubtful if Fumes had fallen,

the Germans would have been able to claim that they had driven

the Belgian army out of Belgium.

For this reaison the Belgian troops held their weak salient on
the river loop as long as possible. The Germans attacked them
there in the afternoon of Wednesday, October 21. They drove in

911 the left at Schcorbakke, where there was a bridge across the

canalized stream. But the bridge was blown up, and no German
who had crossed the Yser at this point’ returned alive. In the

night many additional hostile batteries were hauled towards tlie

loop, over which the enemy’s guns of all calibres played with

terrible rapidity for many hours. Had the Belgians possessed

long-range, heavy guns the continual spurts of flame from the

German lines would have enabled then^ to mark down the

enemy’s gun positions, and then bring a concentrated fire in turn

upon each German battery. Unhappily the defenders had only

a few light field guns, and the limbers were nearly empty. For
the ammunition had been needed in rearguard actions in the

long retreat from Antwerp, and the fiv?; days’ battle along the

Yser Mfad exhausted the remaining supply. The Belgian gunners,

therefore, could not protect their infantry against the terrible
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6 in. shells of the enemy's howitzers. Ail that the defending

artillerymen could usefully do was to wait until the enemy's mass
attack began, and then open upon the large, close, Uving target

with the last shrapnel shells in the limber.

After battering and wrecking the Belgian trenches with high-

explosive shell, the duke of Wiirttemberg launched his infantry

over the river at the village of Tervaete on Thursday, October 22.

The attackers then got their first foothold on the left bank of the

Yser. The ist Belgian division, worn out, hungry and drowsy
after sleepless nights of combat, counter-attacked. They failed,

and their continually lessening numbers were still further

decreased*’ by the hail of bullets from German machine guns in

the lost village. Yet with superb spirit the Belgians rallied after

their repulse, again counter-attacked, and recovered Tervaete at

the bayonet point.

But this was the last success. For the Germans, still swelling

with reinforcements and intent on driving through the weak.
Belgian centre, came on in the night wdth fresh forces and
regained Tervaete and the passage of the Yser. Terribly

exhausted, were the Belgians. They had been continually march-
ing and fighting since the opening of the attack on Antwerp, but
still they held on in theJioop of the river, entrenching between
Tervaete and Schoorbakke, There the ist division, on Friday,

October 23, strove to keep back the German advance on Fumes,
while the 4th division, with the Breton marines, clung to the

trenches round Dixmude. Between Friday night and Saturday
morning the German commander swung his forces fourteen times

against Dixmude, but every time tliey broke.

"Seven times we crossed the Yser," said a German officer after-

wards, **and seven times w^e were beaten back. At last our dead
formed bridges over which we again tried to pass, only to be
repulsed once more." But this achievement was not gained at

a slight cost. One^iourth of the remnant of the Belgian field

army fell, and the rest were exhausted. For seven da^-^s along the

Yser they held off four times their number of Germans, while the

British army was fighting for its life a little to the south at

Ypres. The chief difficulty with the Belgians had all along been

the shortage of ammunition. The seven German divisions which

had been massed again^ the five Belgian divisions w^ere less x>f a

danger than the 400 well supplied German guns against the 350
badly munitioned light Belgian field pieces** At the end of a
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week’s fighting the 350 were reduced to i8g with less than 200

rounds of ammunition apiece. It was at this critical juncture tha t

the batteries of French artillery dispatched to the relief of the

Belgians arrived. For a week the Belgians had been hopelessly

outrapged and outweighted by the German ordnance. Frequently
their batteries were obliged to cease fire and draw away to a fresh

position to avoid the tremendous shelling of guns and mortars
massed upon them. Both the entrenched infantry and the con-

voys proceeding to the front were severely bombarded, and the

German howitzers enjoyed complete immunity from attack while

they pounded Dixmude, Pervyse, and Nieuport to ruin from a
distance which prevented the Belgian batteries from replying.

But the new French howitzer batteries had quite as long a
range as the German pieces, and with the batteries came a

superb force of French infantry, the 42nd division under General
Grosetti. It at once relieved the Belgian and division in front of

Nieuport, and turned to help the Belgian ist division at Pervyse.

With the capture of Tervaete the Germans had secured the

passage of the Yser, and tlie Belgians prepared to retire to their

fortified position along the railway embankment. Th^ Germans
were to discover that it was one thing to capture a bridge-head
and another to deploy beyond it suffic^t troops to continue an
attack. Concentrated cross fire swept away the head of any
column that endeavoured to penetrate beyond the village, and
the pontoon bridges which the Germans attempted to build at

various points were destroyed by the new French artillery.

From the point of view of the defenders the railway, with the
Nieuport and Dixmude road behind it, was a more comfortable
position than the marshland. By the river and canal it had
been impossible to dig a three-feet trench without getting 18
inches of oozing water to stand in. All that the Germans had
won was a series of drains calculated to cripple an army with
rheumatic fever. They came, moreover, witfiin the field of opera*
tions of a novel but deadly weapon. Since Lord Fisher invented
the first modern armoured train in the cahipaign against Arabi
Pasha, British naval men had specialized in this instrument of
warfare. In Flanders they drove to the assistance of Belgian,
French and British troops wherever there was a track available
for their queerly coloured armoured locomotives and trucks. A
Britislu naval officer usually commanded, with expert gunners
and Belgian sharpsjiooters on the train.
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A surprise effect was always designed. The train was held,

manned and under steam^ with loaded guns, a few miles from the

scene of combat. When the struggle was at its fiercest and all

the enemy’s batteries were disclosed and all his men deployed,

then the armoured train would come in answer to a telephone

call—almost invisible by reason of its wide stripes of crude

colours, blending in the distance into a neutral tint, and almost;

unheard in the thunder and rattle of the fight. More than once
its guns, opening unexpectedly at short range, silenced a hostile

battery, and its shrapnel shells brought down five of the captive

balloons used by the Germans for observation purposes. Worked
with the dash and courage that distinguished the British seaman
either on land or sea, these trains ran with impunity under the

fire of hostile guns, as their great speed made them difficult to

hit.; At the end of a month's campaign only one engine had been
damaged, without being put out of action, and of the crew one
Belgian rifleman only was wounded.

But no ingenuity could for long keep back the enormous
numbers of Germaxi infantry, ably supported by artillery and
fighting with magnificent bravery. The regiments were largely

composed of young Berlin recruits, officered by the intellectual

elite of Germany—pale, spectacled, earnest faces glowing with
high spiritual courage. Though little trained in war, these

university men rose to a height of dauntlessdess ejKjeeding the

great traditions of the fighting scholars of Prussia hi the War of

Liberation. They went on till they dropped, and uhtil they were
brought down they kept all their men going, too.

Gradually the Germans won their way forward; ccnceatmted
artillery fire preceded attacks by massed infantr>\ The sheer

weight of numbers was irresistible; the Belgian infantry, tragically

reduced in numbers, were showing signs of exhaustion. Reinforce-

ments w^ere far away, all that could be spared already having

tirrived. The Gejmian attack showed no signs of weakening, and
the general situation seemed to the Belgian command to justify

extreme measures.' At 4 p.in. on October 25, acting, it is said, on
the suggestion of Foch, the Belgian authorities ordered tlie sluices^-

of the Yser to be opened. Once again the Low Country was call-

ing to its aid the sea which had saved it from the might of Alva's

Spanish hosts. Thetwater would inundate the whole of the low

lying country cast of the Nieuport-Dixmude railway and put an
impassable lake between the Germans and,the Belgians' position.
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Unfortunately it appears that the wrong sluices were opened,

^iie water rose very ^owly and very little, and tlie German host

still pressed on. At dawn on Monday, October 26, the Germans
made their grand effort to hew their way along the coast. Their

trqops, concentrated on the Mannekensvere road, advanced under

cover of a haU of shell and shrapnel, and threw three pontoon

bridges over the river and canal. The infantry poured across

and made a resolute attempt to carry Nieuport by storm.

A French brigade operating beyond the town was in peril of being

surrounded. But the men held, and Belgian supports returned

in haste from Furnes to aid their allies.

In the meantime the Allied artillery shelled the pontooils, and
the French brigade retired on the trenches in front of Nieuport,

and there headed off the Germans. The enemy then turned and
swept south on the villages of Ramscappelle and Pervyse. The
gradual but steady progress he made could be marked by the

way the bursting shells fell nearer and nearer to Furnes.

Between ten and eleven o'clock in the morning the situation

beanie critical. Orders were given for Furnes to be evacuated.

The Wounded were carried to the station, and a large number of

th’e townspeople began to leave. Belgian soldiers, shelled out of

thdr trenches, made their way to the rear, but fresh columns of

their comrades who had been resting in the villages between
the lines pushed along to the front, where King Albert, with

cheerful, smiling, indomitable strength of soul, was holding his

battered army together.

Pervyse was the storm centre, just midway between Furnes
and fhe German concentration point, with a highway running
through it from the two opposing camps. By the ruined church
in the flaming, shell-swept village. General Grosetti, smiling,

genial and gigantic, sat in an armchair with shrapnel bursting

over him. There he encouraged his division to press on through
the bombardment and attack the advancing perman infantry

columns. His men—^Arabs, negroes, French colonials and French-
men of France—cheered him as they passed. The big man^
sitting gay and confident in a tain of ^ell, inspired them witli

his own laughing heroism. On they swept, beyond the zone of

the enemy's gun fire, into the safer belt of his rifle and Maxim fire.

And there they held him.

The Geiznans had crossed the Yser merely to be brought up
against the railway ec^bankment. At all costs the^ French and
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Belgians had to hold this line until the slowly rising water should

protect them. It was expected that fed by successive tides the

inundation would flood the country by October 31. The Allied

troops had been finally forced back to the railway embankment
on the 28th. For three days the resistance must be prolonged,

for three more days the wearied Belgians and French had to hold
their position against an enemy who was pressing forward in

overpowering numbers, elated by the prospect of a victory which
seemed imminent. At terrible cost the Germans had won their

way across the Yser. At terrible cost they had thrust the

Belgians from their strongest defences. One more effort should
carry them over the railway embankment and Fumes would be
in their grasp. Once that was lost Belgium was doomed, and
with it the Channel ports. No wonder the Belgians were anxious.

No wonder Foch himself encouraged them by every means at his

disposal to hold the enemy.

As for the Germans, their elation was correspondingly great.

At the eleventh hour victory seemed theirs. Their policy and
theiii strategy had been justified. The new troops of the 4th

army, in spite of their lack of training, in spite of their inex-

perience, had attacked with a heroism that was proving

irresistible. The advance down the coast, in spite of British

monitors, in spite of the terrible country over which it was made,
had found a weakness in the Allied line, and at last Calais

was within reach of their hands. It remained only to make one
more effort, to strike, to sweep the Belgian army and its few
French supports on one side and the objects of this fierce* cam-
paign which had begun at Soissons and extended through Lille

and Antwerp would be realized.

If they took Calais they would secure the central link in the

chain of Allied cooperation. It would provide them with a perfect

submarine base that would be a constant source of danger

to British shipping. Convoys of munitions, of troops, of

supplies would bf almost at their mercy. Moreover, it was a

menace to England itself. Fast boats could reach England in

less than an hour. An army might be landed in Sussex or Kent
within a few days. Even if this should prove impossible, public

opinion in England would inevitably be panic-stricken by the

possibility of such in invasion, and as a result the young levies

feverishly training all over England for immediate service on the

battlefields of France would be kept at home.
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All tliese possibilities were in the minds of the German high

command on the Yser front in the final days of October, as all of

them were bitterly realized by the Allies. If the Belgians were
broken, Ypres and Arras were lost and the Allied line, even if it

escaped the attack on its unprotected flank, would be flung back
on Paris. If only the Belgians could hold until the Yser floods

decided the issue once and for all ! The Belgians, all that were*

left of them, were weary to death. Since the beginning of Augiist

they had been pitted, with scarcely a moment's rest, against a

mighty and implacable enemy. For two weeks on the Yser they

had endured a pitiless . rain of shells and faced innumerabk*

attacks. Their spirit might yet be unbroken, but their ‘bodies

could stand no more. Heroism had reached its limits, and had
they turned and fled at the final German attack their name
would still rank in history mth the bravest of any nation. But
they did not break. Stubbornly for two days on their embank-
ment they waited while the German shells fell ever faster.

Dj^perately they drove back every attack. But on October 30
CAtp^,the supreme test.

Duke Albert of WCirttemberg was anxious about the rise of the

wa^* The story of Spain and the Netherlands was for ever in

his- mind. Nor were his anxieties lessened by the tales of hi^

spies, who reported that the Belgians were examining tlie

ancient plans of the great French engineer Vauban, who had
constructed the network of dykes across which the German army
was battling. Vauban, who knew so well the strength of any
position, had built these canals with an eye to the defence of

northf.^ France. The portent w^as obvious. But while the duke
was hesitating the kaiser arrived on the field. Attracted by the

success which had already attended the German arms, fascinated

by the prize that was to be won, he had come himself to inspire

his generals with renewed confidence and spur his troops to

greater heroism.

As yet the floods were not serious. A few inches of water
covered most of the fields, and the troops weVe suffering acute

discomforts. But progress, though impeded, was not impossible.

Men could still splash through the mud and water, guns could

stai be dragged through the dime. A supreme attack was
ordered. The 3rd and the 22nd reserve corps were ordered

forward. ^Gradually they extended* their patrols towards the

embankment, brought,up their guns over the river, and made
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their final preparations for the grand assault. Quietly the front

towards Nieuport was denuded of troops, only a bare handful

being kept to hold the ground already won. By October 29
everything was ready, and that evening the emperor himself

addressed his troops and called for volunteers to lead the attack.

Two Wiirttemberg brigades were eventually selected, two brigades

of young, eager troops who had proved their dash and their

courage.

The key position of the Belgian line was Ramscappelle, and at

6.30 a.m. on October 30, preceded by a terrific bombardment, the

Wiirttemberg brigades raced across the watery fields towards the

village.'^ On the top of the embankment the Belgians waited^

They knew that the crisis was at hand, and they knew, too, that

their agony was nearly ended. Belgian engineers had at last

discovered the main sluices, and at that very moment were fling-

ing them open to the muddy waters of the turbulent channel. A
few more hours and the German host would be drowning before

their eyes ; and with this new spirit of hope burning strongly

within them, they prepared to meet the rush of the Wiirttemberg
brigades.

I3ut nothing could stand against the impetus of that charge.

Up and over the embankment swept the remnants of those two
brigades in a mighty wave. The Belgian 2nd division swayed,
bent and broke, and the Germans were through. Ramscappelle
and Pervyse fell into their hands and a huge gap was tom in the

Belgian line. Behind the German lines the kaiser, watching the

scene through field-glasses, smiled. The whole of Belgium and
Calais w^ere, he thought, in his power.

But the heroism which had held the Germans for so long was
not to desert the French and Belgians now. Desperately they
rallied, contesting every inch of the ground, and the German
advance was gradually slowed and finally halted. The fighting

was terrific, continuing all day and into the night. Gemian
reserves were pouring up ; the Belgian line was reeling. But now
the French 42nd division swept up from Fumes, the Belgian 2nd
and 3rd divisions rallied and, abandoning the desperate defence,

rushed into more desperate attack.

It was now the turn of the Germans to face a charge of men
inspired. Through « the streets of Pervyse and Ramscappelle,

streets choked with masses of tumbled brick, mortar and w^ood,

the struggle irpcked to and fro.
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From house to house, street to street, the French and Belgians

gradually pushed the Germans back. All day the fight continued,

but still the Germans held the villages and retained their position

on the embankment. The Allies could do no more. But the

German advance had been held, and now a mightier force

^an bayonet and rifle was rushing to their aid. From the direc-

tion of the sea was heard a dull, low sound tliat rose monoton-

ously above the crack of rifle and the burst of shell. The North
Sea at flood-tide was bursting through the broken dykes and
spreading across the country. It was no longer a question of

inches of water over the fields—^it was feet

!

The German troops, who had faced the fixe and attacks of

Belgians and French unflinchingly, now broke and fled. Panic-

stricken they ran, casting away rifles and accoutrement, their

only thought to escape tlie water which by now was lapping

coldly round their waists. Hundreds were drowned, hundreds

were shot down as they huddled defenceless on the spurs of

higher ground which formed little islands in the surrounding

intmdation, hundreds rushed to safety and captivity behind the

Belgian lines. That night, full of the bitter knowledge that the

coast . road was barred and that the last corner of Belgium was
safely immersed under several feet of water, the emperor left the^

field. It was round Ypres that he would have to look for the

succ^ wiuch had just slipped from his grasp along the Yser

. Most of th^ troops of the 4th army were moved south. Two
miles of muddy water stretched between the Germans and the

Belgians, and while the Germans were safe from Belgian attack

it was equally clear that the Germans could not reach the

Belgians; Only along the coast, still protected by British and
French warships, and at Dixmude was there a dry route. Already
the Germans had been driven from the west bank of the river,

the few dry spots where guns and troops could still maintain

themselves being useless. The floods reached from Nicuport to

Dixmude, and spread across the country from the railway/

embankment to the village of Schoore. For all real purposes the
battle of the Yser was over, but intermittent fighting still con-
tinued. In the first days of November the Belgians made a
surprise attack on the Westende-Middelkerko line, taking
Lombart^yde and pushing on northwards, ^trong forces of the
enemy weje at once hurried up, an4 in spite of the help given
by the sUps off the shore, managed to check the Belgian
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advance, retook Lombartzyde on the 7th, and drove the Belgians

back on their strongly fortified positions at Nieuport.

The Germans had practically abandoned all intentions of

continuing a thrust against the Yser. But Dixmude still seemed
to offer possibilities. Here was a valuable bridge-head across the
river, and its capture would drive a dangerous little wedge
between the Belgians and the French and British at Ypres. For
three weeks Admiral Ronarc'h and his French marines had stub-

bornly resisted attack after attack. Foiled in their major objec-

tive, the Germans turned upon Dixmude. Actually its possession

was now of very little value. It gave too narrow a front seriously

to endanger the French round Ypres, and between it and the

Belgians stretched a vast lake. Little could be done in its defence.

The direct route to it from the Belgian position lay along the edge
of the inundations. Its value to the Belgians had disappeared,

and it was folly to waste men and materials in its defence.

The critical days had passed. While the Belgians were still

defending the banks of the Yser, Dixmude was the rock upon
which rested their right flank. Had it fallen on any day before

October 31 then the whole Belgian position was turned. Its

defence from October 16—November i must rank as one of the

most valuable in the early days of the war.

Ronarc’h's position was far from enviable. He had moved
into the town with his 7,000 marine fusiliers in early October.

At tliat time attack father than defence was thought to be the

keynote of Allied strategy, and the town was simply a concentra-

tion point. Nothing was done to prepare its defences, and when
finally on the i6th the first German attacks were delivered but
little had been got ready. On that day Ronarc'h had had some
terrible fighting; but as a result he won a few days' respite, and
hastily completed his preparations for defence. From the start

of the Yser battle it was clear to him that he was holding a key
position. Nor was he under any delusion as to the amount of

support he might expect. The outnumbered Belgians would
everywhere be tod desperately engaged to spare many troops for

the defence of the town.

To the west of the town a slight ridge gave him an admirable

gun site, and here he placed his batteries. Not only did they

command all the agproaches, but they could bombard the town
itself in the event of the Germans gaining a footing. 4J^d he vras

also lucky in the possession of a huge flour mill which towered
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above the surrounding houses and made an excellent artillery

observation post. His men he could rely on. Recruited from
the hardy Breton fishermen, they could endure the worst rigours

of the waterlogged trenches without flinching. The Breton
brigades in the Franco-Prussian war had won renown for courage
and endurance : the descendants of those men were to become the
talk of every bivouac in northern France for their defence of

Dixmude. It is said that they first evolved the method of concen-
trated machine gun fire. Four guns were grouped together and
their united fire was directed on one point. Certain it is that the
heads of the German columns which swept forward to the attack
withered aWay under the terrible cross fire that was brought to

bear. An observer is reported to have said that the massed
columns were like strips of soft metal pushed against a grind-

stone. They melted away.

On October 19 the Germans delivered their second heavy
attack, and although they drove the marines back on the town
were unable to penetrate into it. Dixmude itself was a scene of

desolation and terror* The German commander ordered that
every house should be levelled to the ground. On the firsfcidays

of the struggle the field guns and howitzers of an army corps were
massed against it. Then some of the 12 in. Austrian mortars were
brought up by railway. The artillery general tried to obtain also

two of the 16^ in. Krupp howitzers, but, much to his disappoint-
ment, they were needed on the coast to reply to the British war-
ships. Even without these gigantic instruments of destruction
the town was quickly battered into mounds of rubble.

Tl\fre was not a yard of it unswept by shell fire, not a house
in it that was not shattered. The square, where the venerable
town hall stood flaming, was a region of death and thunder.
High explosive shells and shrapnel continually burst over it, and
a rain of German bullets, aimed at the marines in the trenches
near by, whistled across the square when they missed the nearer
mark. Amid the crash of falling chimneys and the roar and
clatter gI shell-stricken houses, the reserves of the little defending
force sheltered behind the gapped and ragged walls while the
woimded rested in the cellars. Sometimes the houses above the
cellars would be set on fire and the maimed or dying men beneath
the flames had to be taken out hastily under the fierce bombard-
ment and carried to some fresh retreat till the overworked motor
ambulances could convey them to Furnes*
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Then, as each Red Cross motor passed through the town, a
cyclone of shells followed it beyond Oudecappelle. The crisis of

the attack came on the night of October 23-24. As has been
related, on that night no fewer than 14 successive attacks were
delivered against the Breton, marines and part of the Belgian 5th
division, which temporarily came to their aid. Still the town was
held, still the batteries on the hill rained shrapnel on the

oncoming Germans, still tlie massed machine guns tore away
the head of every column. But by now the constant fighting was
beginning to tell on the Frenchmen for all their hardiness. Their

ranks were terribly thinned, and their ammunition was running
low. * For a few days they had a blessed respite while the

Wiirttemberg brigades swept to the capture of Ramscappelle.

But the shelling of their position continued, and attacks were
made with monotonous regularity.

After the flooding of the Yser had brought safety and relief to

the hard-pressed Belgians, the value of Dixmude was nyich
diminished. And well that it tvas so. The marines could do no
more, and when on the morning of November 10 a bombardment
more terrible than any yet endured smote the town, Admiral
Ronarc'h prepared to retire to his defences on the other bank of

the river. Suddenly the rain of shells slackened and a dense mass
of infantry poured towards the town. Once again machine gun
and field gun smote tlie columns, once again the Breton used his

rifle with deadly effect upon the packed battalions. But this

time tl\ey could not be stayed. The weight of their numbers was
too great, and led by Wtirttemberg troops the Germans swept
into the town. Outnumbered and overwhelmed, ASmiral
Ronarc'h and his marines were driven,out of the town by night-

fall, leaving behind them some hundreds of prisoners.

All that men could do the marines had done, and the loss of

Dixmude was now of no consequence. Eight hundred yards of

impassable floods stretched between the Germans and die right

wing of the Belgjians. From their new position on the farther

bank of the river the marines held the German advance with

ease, and as the fighting in this area settled down to desultory

trench warfare they evolved a new weapon—a boat armed with

a quick firing gun which they used with remarkable effect over

the flooded marsheS of the Yser front.

With the fall of Dixmdde the great battle alon^ the Yser

relapsed intX) the old-fashioned circumvtllation warfere of the
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age of Vauban and Turenne and Marlborough. Both sides

returned to the medieval method of warfare from which the

Grenadiers had obtained their name. Hand grenades were thrown

from ditch to ditch, and the ancient trench mortar was
resuVrected from military museums and employed once more. The
sap and the mine came into general use, and the trench system,

with its traverses and covered ways, was developed to an extra-

ordinary degree.

In these winter months some five millions of men were

entrenched against each other from the sand dunes of the

North Sea to the edge of the mountains of Switzerland. It

was an apparent deadlock, and the cost in men and materials to

both combatants had been frightful. Winter set in, and with it

the titanic battles of the western front died down. Even round
Ypres the fighting, wliich for many weeks had seemed as though
it would never end, was becoming less severe. But the story of

that fighting is the story of the culminating clash of the contend-

ing forces that marked the final locking of the two armies which
had swung together from Switzerland to the sea.

CHAPTER 27

First Battle of Ypres—(I)

The little town of Ypres stands at the corner of the coastal

plain of Flanders. To the north and the west the mono-
tonous levels stretch away unbroken to the sand dunes

along the sea. But to the east and south a straggling line of

low hills rises above the surrounding plain. These hills

nowhere exceed 500 feet in height, and they average not more
than 200 feet; but so level is the rest of the country that they
offer a commanding view across it for many* miles. The hills

are never sudden rises, the ascent being so gradual as scarcely

to be perceptible, yet the summits stand like great ridges that

loom across the marshes of Flanders. Sheltered behind these

spurs, Ypres lies in th» plain, 17 miles directmorth-north-west of

Lille. Ant old-world town with a proud history, it was once
the great centre of the Flanders' wool trade, its magnificent
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Cloth Hall attesting to its pre-eminence. An important road
centre, it is also the junction on the Bruges—Lille railway
that connects through Poperinghe with St. Omer and Calais.

An old and unused canal links the town with the river Lys at

Comines, and the small river, the Yperlee, runs north and
west to connect with its parent stream, the Yser. Chief of the
cobbled roads which radiate from Ypres are those to Poperinghe
on the west, to Dixmude and Nieuport on the north, to Pass-

chendaele and Bruges on the north-east/^ to Bethune on the
south-west, to Lille on the south-east, and most famous of all,

the ro^d to Menin, on the east.

The concentration of the British forces in this area was
achieved by October 19, when Sir Douglas Haig and the ist

corps completed their dctrainmcnt from Abbe\nlle, and moved
up to support the extended British line. Sir John French, in

consultation with Foch, had decided upon an offensive. It will

be remembered that the chief object of transferring the British

troops from the Aisne front to Flanders was to turn the Geripan
flank, which two French armies had only been able to extend.

The Allied command was reasonably confident of success.

The B.E.F. was, however, not the only available force in the

area. Farther west and north a growing body of French troops

—for the most part territorials, cavalry units and marines cat

that time—was available, and it was expected that the Belgians

on the Yser would cooperate. In all, the British .^nd French
commanders w'ere convinced that their superiority of numbers
entitled them to plan a large-scale offensive. So far as^they

could discover, the only forces which opposed them in the area

were tlie German i^th corps, the 4th davalry corps, and some
two or three of Beseler's Antwerp divisions. These last were

known to be on the coast near Ostend, and the two former were

being held by the British 3rd and 2nd corps south of Ypres. The
German centre was thought to be almost denuded of troops,

and the following4)lan was accordingly evolved.

Sir Douglas H«aig and the British ist corps were to strike

north at Roulers and Bruges, cut the communications of Beseler

and leave him helpless before the French and Belgians, who
would pin him on the coast. Meanwhile, cooperating with the

1st corps, the 4th/ under Sir Henry ItewUnson, was to push

east to Menin and, while making its movements corfform with

those of the* ist corps to the north and* keeping contact with
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the 3rd corps on its right, fall upon the unprotected flank of

the enemy south of Ypres, Were these operations successful

they might welT start a movement similar to that which had
driven the Germans from the Marne to the Aisne. The German
19th corps and the 4th cavalry corps would be flung bach in dis-

order, leaving the British 3rd and 2nd corps free to advance, and
exposing to their attack the flank of the troops which, under
Prince Rupert, were holding up Maiid'huy's loth army in

front of Arras. By this means of alternating flanking and
frontal attacks the whole German line might be rolled up.

The Allies were reckoning without the Germans. The few
troops opposing the various British and French divisions were
merely the advance screen of two armies which were pouring
up in overwhelming numbers. Reference has already been made
to the new 4th army, the right wing of which so nearly
succeeded in smashing in the Belgian position on the Yser. On
October 19 its left wing was preparing to deliver an equally

heavy blow on the French and British positions just north of

Ypres. Farther south the 6th army, of which the 19th corps

was but a forerunner, had completed its detrainment, and was
about to launch itself upon the British 4th and 3rd corps to the
east and south of Ypres.

General Galli^ni described graphically the character of the
'' race to the sea " when he declared that the Allies were always

24 hours and an army corps behind the enemy."' Round Ypres
they were 36 hours and a whole army behind the Germans.
Instead of outnumbering the enemy comfortably, they were
themfeelves outnumbered by sometimes as much as four to

one. At the commencement of the struggle the French and
British troops numbered about 100,000. At no time did that
number exceed 200,000. Opposing them were two armies at full

strength which totalled over half a million men. In one respect

the Allies had the advantage : most of their divisions were first

line troops, excellently disciplined and experienced, while a large
part of the German 4th army and many of their reserve troops
were men of peace-time training only, either under or over mili-

tary age. Time and again this advantage was to save the Allied
line. The powers of disciplined recovery which the Allied troops
showe<i whenever the line was temporarily broken were as
remarkablf^ as the lack of finishing power in the German troops,
and their inability to withstand counter-attacks. Ip attack the
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German levies w^re magnificent, but they were too loosely

bound together ever to press home the advantage which their

bravery won. This lack of orderliness and cohesion proved a

great weakness, for they were never able to stand together

against*the counter-attacks which the trained British regiments

delivered with perfect precision and characteristic elan. What
had been proved times without number by British troops at

Plassey and elsewhere was confirmed at Ypres. The fighting

qualities of British armies are never in question; but it is their

discipline and steadiness that have won them such successes.

Even so, the defence of Ypres must for ever remain one of the

crowning achievements of British arms. The Allied plans went

hopelessly astray. Bniges was not captured, Beseler was not

pinned on the coast, the German flank was not turned. Instead,

the British troops found themselves thrust into the defence of a

weak salient on a front many miles too long, and pitted against

forces which were enormous. Yet the men stood firm; the

leaders never lost courage. Time after time the Germans Were

thrust back until, after four weeks of terrible fighting, they

sulletily withdrew. 'T venture to predict,*' said Sir John Frefich

in his despatch, ''that the deeds during these days of stress and

trial will furnish some of the most brilliant chapters which will

be found in the military history of our time."

From the German point of view, to waste on Ypres the strength

that could have been directed with so much more profit against

Arras or the Yser, was just f<flly. Nor is it easy to understand

why a command which up to that time had made so few mis-

takes should suddenly commit sucli a tactical blunder. <What

was to be gained kere that could not be gained more easily

elsewhere? To break the Allied line at Arras was to destroy

the British and Belgian armies. To break it at Ypres was

merely to compel them to retire. To force the passage of the

Yser was to threaten the British army with envelopment and

to win the Channel ports. To capture Ypres was merdy to

make a dent wribre previously there had been a bulge in the

Allied line. Yet the Germans attacked the British troops on

the heights to the east and south of the city more persistently

and with greater strength than they attacked the Allied line

anywhere beween ^ieuport and Arras.

It is to be conjectured that lack of time was partly respon-

sible for tl\e failure to evolve a plan that would have been
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more in accordance with the nature of the Allied position.

Secondly, it would seem that although the Germans were con-

cerned to break through to the sea, they were even more con-

cerned to smash the left wing of their opponents, absolutely

and utterly; they relied upon their great advantage in lumbers,

and strove, by attacking everywhere, simply to exterminate the

Allied forces. Finally, the salient which the British occupied

appeared to fascinate them. A salient is always a weakness,

and seldom has any advantages. It permits the enemy to mass
a greater number of troops and guns on the outside than can

be accommodated on the inside; it exposes the defenders to

envelopment if either of the two angles on which it rests are

broken in. The Germans were obsessed with the idea of destroy-

ing the British Army and to that end devoted energies which,

had they been used elsewhere with intelligence, might have
achieved the same result with one half the effort. Dearly as

the defence of Ypres cost the British, the Allies none the less

had cause to congratulate themselves that the Germans so eagerly

attacked them. By distributing their forces equally along the

whole of the line from Arras to the sea the Germans tO an
extent helped the consolidation of the Allied position. The
defending forces were locked more firmly together, and their

flanks rested but the more solidly upon their neighbours'.

On October 19 the first encounter battles were fought.

The 23rd, 26th and 27th reserve divisions of the new German
4th army began to move up into line with the units of the 6th

army to the south. In that area the British 3rd corps, it will

be rcKnembered, had begun to entrench on a line east of Armen-
tidres that stretched from Frelinghien, on the river Lys, through
Remesques to Enneti^res and Radinghem. Conneau's cavalry

divisions continued the line to a point just north of Neuve
Chapelle, where the left wing of the 2nd corps rested. North
of the 3rd corps General Allenby and the ist and 2nd cavalry

divisions were holding a long line extending from just north of

Frelinghien to the little village of America. For two days the
cavalry had been endeavouring to force a passage of the Lys,
which ran north and south across the whole of their front, but
without success, and their inability to advance had held up the

progress of the 3rd corps to the south.
^

Opposing these British troops w^e the 7th, 19th and 13th

divisions of the 6th army in front of Lille. They extended in
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that order, from Foumes, south-west of Lille, along a line that

rail through Perenchies, Frelinghein, Wameton, Comines and
Wervicq to Menin. North of that point the units of the 6th
army already referred to were moving into line, but the front

was still fluid. For on the Allies' side General de Mitry's
cavalry had pushed on as far as Roulers, while spread through-
out the country to the south and west of that town were the
British 31d cavalry and 7th divisions, which formed the 4th
corps. As yet, apart from patrol encounters, the solid lines

of infantry had not come together. On this day, the 19th, Sir

Henry Rawlinson had reached a line that ran from Kruiseik
in the south, through Ferhand and Moorslede to Oostnieuwkerke,
west of Roulers.

North of the British, the 87th and 89th French territorial divi-

sions and some further units of cavalry held the country in the

neighbourhood of Houthulst Forest, Langemarck and Bixschoote,

which, at that time, was free of all enemy concentration except

cavalry patrols. The stage was set, and with the advance of the

British ist and 4th corps the great battle of Ypres had beghn.

It wafe destined to rage for three weeks.

The story of the battle is involved. Fighting was continuous

along an extended front, and was everywhere terrible. In tjie

result position and continuity became obscure, and before pro-

ceeding to a description of the battle in detail, a brief sketch

of its general features is desirable. It began with the attempt
made by Sir John French to turn the German fiank. The
British 4th corps advanced towards Menin, but was held up be-

fore it reached its objective. For 19 daj^ it maintained itsel£*upon

the ground it had won against concentrated sheU fire and attack

after attack of the massed German infantry. To the north the

ist corps had advanced well towards Thourout, and although

fiercely resisted, was still making progress when the retreat of

tile French cavqlry on its left compelled it to witixdraw to a

position that conformed with the troops on its flanks.

Entrenched on feiat line, it stubbornly maintained itself against

overwhelming forces of the enemy until it was relieved by

French troops, when it moved to the assistance of the 4th corps.

Farther north still, in the angle of the salient at Langemarck

and Bixschoote, thd French territorials under de Mitry. although

driven back to the defence ^of the Yser line, succeeded in repel-

ling all the, attacks of the 46th reserve division of the new
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German 4th army. This was one of the great danger points,

for had the French broken, the British would have been taken in

flank and rear. But the peak of the attack was delivered at

the southern angle of the salient where the cavalry corps and

the left wing of the 3rd corps maintained themselves over a far

too wide front. Here the Germans were more nearly successful,

capturing Messines and once breaking the line at Hollebeke.

The crisis of the battle was reached on October 30-31, and only

the arrival of French reinforcements saved the situation. Fight-

ing was continued until November 14, the Germans making
another great effort to break the line with the Prussian Guard
on November ii, but after that date both combatante were

exhausted, and the lines settled down to the winter campaign.
This bare outline of one of the greatest battles in history

may serve to fix its main features in the mind; its heroism and
its horror can only be grasped by following the fortunes of the

British army in detail.

The chief units upon which the brunt of the attack was ic

fall were, from south to north, the left wing of the 3rd corp.^

iinder General Pulteney, the cavalry corps (ist and 2nd<^ divi-

sions) under General Allenby, the 4th corps (7th division and
3rd cavalry division) under General RawlinsoU; and the ist corps

(ist and 2nd divisions) under General Haig.

By the morning of October 20, the British troops already in

line had come up against the German reinforcements. The 2nd

corps round La Bass^e, and the 3rd corps east of Armenticres

had both been held. General Allenby was unable to advance
over«the Lys, and the 4th corps' progress towards Menin had
been gradually slowed up by increasing pressure from a grow-

ing force of enemy on its extreme left in the neighbourhood
of Roulers. The success of the British advance to which Sir

John French was committed was dependent upon the rapid

capture of Menin, and although the position of both the 3rd

and the 2nd corps gave rise to some anxiety, *the commander*
in-chief decided to take the risk of leaving them unsupported,
and to utilize the ist corps, which had detrained at Abbeville
on the previous day, in the north.

The force commanded by Sir Douglas Haig was therefore

ordered to Ypres, and was directed to push on northwards to-

wards Thourout and Bruges, the latter of which w^as given as

his objective. On his left he would have a bodj^ of French
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THE BRITISH ADVANCE

cavalry under de Mitry, and on his right, the British 3rd

cavalry division under Byng. By this means it was hoped to

relieve the pressure on ihe 7tli division, which would thereby
be enabled to push on to Menin. The 2nd and 3rd corps would
meanwhile have to take care of themselves; they were therefore

told to give up any immediate thought of an offensive and to

do their best to retain the positions they had already won.
It is clear that even at this late hour the idea of attack was

still foremost in the minds of the Allied commanders. The new
concentrations of the enemy were apparently unsuspected, and
tile existence of tlie 4th army seems quite to have escaped notice.

This Ignorance was fostered by the experience of the ist

corps during the 20th. Steady progress was made, and no
serious forces of the enemy were encountered. But both the

French and British cavalry on its wings were engaged in heavy
fighting. During the afternoon a force of French territorials

occupying Poelcappelle was driven from the village. This

necessitated the retreat of Byng's cavalry, which were com-
pelled to fall back towards Langemarck. On the left, Bidon's

French territorials and de Mitry’s cavalry had made better

progress, pushing northwards through Houthulst Forest.

Haig continued his advance the next day, and by 2 o’clock

had occupied Koekuit and reached Poelcappelle. Suddenly he
received the news that the 87th territorials and the French

cavalry on his left had been driven pell-mell from the forest and
forced b:ick many miles. With great skill he swung back his

left wing, comprising the ist division, until it again madt con-

tact with the French at Bixschootc. At the same time he learnt

that farther south 'the 7th division and the cavalry corps had
been heavily attacked. Further advance was out of the ques-

tion. In fact, the high-water mark of the British advance had
becii reached all along the line from La Bass^e to Bixschoote,

for by this time "the German armies w'ere in line and were about
to launch an attack on the Allied position that extended from
Arras to the sea. During the day the German 23rd and 26th

reserve corps had moved south-w'est from Thourout and Roulers,

and the 27th corps had moved up from Menin, Farther south tho

new units of the 6th army had begun to press energetically

against the position* held by tlic cavalry corps.
^

Then, at last, Sir John French realized the menace to the whole
of the extended British front. He aettd with commendable
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speed. The proposed advance had to be postponed indefi-

nitely; the position he already held must be retained. In view

of the strength of the enemy it became increasingly doubtful

whether that could be done. The obvious course was to^shorten

his line by at least half, but such a shortening could oiiy have
been achieved by withdrawing to the west of Ypres; the major

part of the last comer of Belgium would have had to be surren-

dered, and the moral effect of such a blow was grave. He
decided to hold on, and dispatched urgent requests to Foch for

reinforcements. The 42nd, the 9th and the i6th divisions were

shortly expected in the area to join the forces under General

D'Urbal in the formation of the new 8th army. Foch had hoped
to use this for a decisive attack upon the German flank; but it

was becoming more and more clear that the need for reinforce-

ments along the whc^e line would soon be so acute that the army
as a unit would never be formed. The 9th corps was expected

to. arrive on the 23rd, but before that date no further troops

could be looked for. Sir John French possessed few reserves of his

own. Neither the 2nd nor the 3rd corps could be called upon
to support the ist and the 4th. Both were fully occupie<l witli

their own battles; it was more than probable that they them-
selves would be in serious need of support. A few territorial

troops of unknown quality were the only forces immediately
available. Some Indian troops were on their way, but could

not arrive for several days. In consequence the British troops

were left for three days to stand the full weight of the German
atta^. They acquitted themselves magnificently.

The French troops on Haig’s left had been driven behind the

Yser at Bixschoote. From that point the fst division was on a
line running almost due east to Langemarck. Then came the

2nd division, swinging the line back south-east to Zonnebeke.
Haig’s divisions were thus arranged as two sides of a triangle,

the apex of which was at Koekuit. In reserve* on the right rear

was B3mg"s 3rd cavalry division. South of afonnebeke, the 7th
division continued the line to Kruseik, where it bent back
suddenly through Zandevoorde to HoUebeke. South of that

village the cavalry corps continued the line in a slightly western

curve to join at Frelinghien with the Jrd corps in front of

Armentiferes. The two obvious points of weakness were the

angles of the salient at Bbcschoote m the north, and Hollebeko

in' the south. GermkA pressure on those points waa heavy during
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the 2 1st, but the most serious fighting occurred along the front

of the 7th division.

A determined attack by the 52nd division of the German 26th
corps on the Zonnebeke cross-roads drove back the wing of the

22nd brigade, and created a dangerous gap between the 2nd
division and its neighbour. For a time it seemed as though the
flank of the 22nd brigade was turned, but the 2nd division

moved against the flank of the German attack, and compelled
the 52nd division to retire. Contact between the two British

forces was made again late in the afternoon at the railway

crossing just west of the village. The danger was averted; but
the Gertnan attack had only been held by the aid of Kavanagh’s
7th brigade, which had been detached from the 3rd cavalry

division in general reserve.

In the centre another wedge had been driven into the British

2ist brigade at Becelaere. The fighting was particularly heavy,

but, by a splendid counter-attack, delivered by the Royal Scots

Fusiliers and the Yorkshires, the breach w^as partly repaired.

But the chief danger was experienced in front of Zandevoorde.
The l^ft wing of the 2nd cavalry division under General Gough
defended a wide front from Hollebeke across the canal, north and
east towards Zandevoorde, An ominously wide gap was left

between the flank of this force and the 20th brigade round
Kruseik. Towards the middle of the day, a large force of

Germans made a furious assault on Zandevoorde. The Bavarian
cavalry division pushed resolutely forward in face of a heavy
cross-fire and began to penetrate the gap. Makia’s 6th cavalry

brigade was hurried south and just in time filled the interval

between Gough's wing and the 20th brigade. The pressure was
still severe, and during the course of the afternoon the rest ot

the 3rd division was moved down to the Hollebeke—Zandevoorde
angle. In consequence, Haig was compelled to strengthen his

right wing suppoi;ting the left of the 7th division at Zonnebeke,

The length of front which the Allied commanders had to

defend was a perpetual source of danger and difficulty. From
Dixmude to the Lys the line traced by the various troops was
fully 30 miles, and the available troops did not permit of

many more than 3,000 men to the mile. The British geneml
staff conferred anxiously with the French generals Bidon and
de Mitry, In Ypres were solne forces of French tcrritlbrials. It

was decided to reinforce the Bixschoote angle with these troops,
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and thus strengthen Haig's left. He would thereby be enabled

to give more support to the hardly pressed 7th division in the

centre. The rest of the troops must stand firm, maintaining their

positions as best they couldi
' All day long on the 22nd the fighting grew lieavier. The

chief pressure was
brought to bear

upon the 7th divi-

sion, and Haig
was compelled to

support it. His
own position was
none too secure ;

but until late in

the day the
defence was not

severely shaken.

At nightfall the

fighting lulled;
the attack for the

day seemed over.

Suddenly a hail

of shells smote
the trenches of

the ist division,

and before the

troops had re-

covered f r o ni

their surprise, the

Germans had
attacked and
broken the line
lb e t w e e n Bix-

#schoote anti
Langemarck. In

their advance
they succeeded in

isolating a num~
ber of the Camerori Highlanders. Violent \:ounter-attacks were
at once launched on the German* advance,^ and although all

the lost ground was* not recovered, the advance was stayed.
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GALLANTRY OF THE WILTSHIRES

During the 22nd the 7th division tried without success to

straighten the dents in its line which had been made in the

previous day's fighting. The retirement of the 21st brigade

had created a sharp angle on its right where it joined with the

22nd. • This point, held by the Wiltshires, had been heavily

shelled and had been the objective of several fierce attacks, and
the Wiltshires had distinguished themselves for the gallantry

with which they had beaten off their attackers. But all efforts

to bring the 21st brigade back into position had failed.

The gap which had been driven between the Royal Scots

Fusiliers and the Yorkshires had never been completely filled;

for three days the gap remained, and during that time both

battalions were compelled to fight on two faces, a position

particularly trying, and one which made the defence of their

position twice as difficult.

Hollebeke, the danger point of the British salient, had
curiously enough been more lightly attacked on the 22nd. The
position had been subjected to heavy bombardment and a group
of clever snipers caused considerable trouble. But the infantry

attacks had not been pressed home. The weakest stretch of

the British line was undoubtedly that held by the cavalry. They
occupied an extended front which they were quite insufficient

to defend. Had the Germans attacked as vigorously against

INIessincs and Hollebeke as they did against Polygon Wood they
could almost certainly have broken through. The only possible

supports for the cavalry in those early days would have had
to come from the British 3rd corps to the south, and General

Pulteney would haVe been absolutely unable to assist.* For
several days he had been severely , tried. All along his front

superior forces of the enemy had delivered attack after attack.

Particularly severe was the pressure on his left wing. On the 20th

the 1 2th brigade had been driven from the little village of Le
Cheer, which lios just north of Frelinghien on the Lys.

This advance o4 the Germans threatened the centre and right of

the 3rd corps, which suffered the disadvantage of being divided

into two by the river. A counter-attack was ordered and was
carried out with great success and gallantry by Lieutenant

Colonel Anley of the Essex Regiment, and Lieutenant Colonel

Butter of the Lancafshire Fusiliers. The enemy were driven back

with heavy loss,
^
and the Village Avas recaptured. The centre

was saved from a flank attack, but cnx the 22nd a violent
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cannonade preceded a massed attack on the i6th brigade at

Frelihgliiea, Although this attack was beaten off, the difficulties

that had been experienced on account of the fact that the river

cut through the British force made it increasingly necessary to

move as much of the 3rd corps north of the river as was jffossible.

Accordingly arrangements were made for Conneau's cavalry

corps, which at that time Med the gap south of Armenti^res

between the British 3rd and 2nd corps, to move up to that city,

and permit the 3rd corps to move gradually across the river.

The two days' fighting had produced little result from the

German point of view. A dent had been made in the line of the

ist division; in front of Becelaerc a weak salient had been

created by the driving back of the 21st brigade, and the Royal

Scots Fusiliers and the Yorkshires. Elsewhere the British had
held their j>o3ition unchanged.

The sag in the ist division and the ugly salient at Becelaerc

were obvious dangers. While they existed the line might be

pierced at either of those points. Energetic steps were taken on
the 23rd to remedy affairs. Early in the morning of that day
a brilliant charge by the West Surreys, the Northamptons and
the King’s Royal Rifles, led by Major General Bulfin, drove the

Germans off the BixschOotc—Langemarck road, and carried the

attackers well past the point at which on the previous day th<3

Germans had first attacked the Camerons. The fighting was
desperate, but the British eventually won back all the ground
that had been lost, and todk over 600 prisoners.

Not only were the lost trenches recovered, but 54 of the cap-

turea Camerons were liberated. The Gerrtistns were considerably

alarmed by the succe^ of this attack, wJiich they described in

official reports as a planned attempt, supported by large rein-

forcements, "to break tlirough our line and roll up the part of

the front lying to the north of it as far as the sea. " The welcome
effect of this misconception was to divert strength from the

centre to the wing of the German position. To that extent the

pressure on the weakened 7th division was lessened.

This division, during the day, had been striving to close the

gap in its line. The Bedfords and the Scots Fusiliers had
managed to make contact on the previous evening, and the

British line was restored. But the dent %till remained, and
during tbfe 23rd was a constant sdufce of tjcouble to the 7th

division. Fierce attacks were delivered by the Gormans, parti-
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PLIGHT OF THE 7TH DIVISION

cularly on Kruseik, the most advanced and the weakest point
in the line. Intense shelling inflicted severe losses upoji the
Grenadier Guards, who held the corner, but at the end of the
day the British position was still intact. Farther north, the
WiltsMres were once more exposed to the heaviest of the
German attacks, but in cooperation with the Warwickshires
and the Green Howards they fought steadily all day. At one
moment the position became grave as a force of Germans
managed to penetrate a gap between the Green Howards and
the Scots Fusiliers. A small wood gave the attackers both a
screen and a cover, and the position of the Green Howards
grew serious as they were threatened from the rear; but the

reserve company of the battalion swept forward and after

sharp encounter drove the Germans from their vantage point.

Although the depleted 7th still held on its position was precari-

ous in the extreme. The length of front it held was far too long,

and concentration to repel attack on any point immediately
caused gaps in the line elsewhere. It was, in consequence, a
welcome relief when the advance cavalry of the French 17th

divi^on, which began to arrive in the evening, placed a regiment
of cuirassiers at the disposal of the British division. But for the

day the attacks had ceased except for shelling and rifle fire, and
the, French troopers were not called upon.

Farther south during the 23rd, the 6th cavalry brigade waged
a stubborn fight on the Hollebeke sector. Opposed to them were

the 7th and 3rd German cavalry divisions, and the day was spent

in alternate attack and counter-attack. So heavy was the shell-

ing of the British reserve trenches that the relief of the Ah by
the 7th brigade could not be carried out until nightfall.

By the evening of the 23rd the French 17th division was in

line. It bad moved up and taken over the trenches held by the

British 2nd division during the afternoon, but in order to keep the

British 1st corp§ together it was arranged that it should also

relieve the ist division to the left. This was accordingly done on

the next day. The result of this relief was that the 2nd division

was able to move south and take over part of the trenches held

by the 7th division, while the ist division went into general

reserve. The access of strength was very welcome. It had short-

ened the British lin^ considerably and permitted the formation of

a small reserve. Tentporarily, at least, the arrival of ihe French

evened things up*for the Allies, and on the 23rd it would appear
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that the opposing forces were nearly equal, 12J divisions being

pitted against 13J German divisions.

Both General Foch and General D'Urbal were convinced that it

was now possible to resume the offensive which had been post-

poned a few days earlier. Although the French 18th *division

(the remainder of the 9th corps which had been ordered to Ypres)

was not yet in line, orders were issued for an advance along the

whole front. Sir John French was willing to cooperate now that

he had been able to mass his ist and 4th corps, and the whole

Allied line prepared to move forward on the 24th. General

Grossetti and tlie 42nd division on the Yser, together with the

French marines and territorials between Dixmude and Bixschoote

were to cooperate on the left and the British 2nd and 7th cUvisions

prepared to conform on the right.

The only section of this attack which became effective was
that by tlie 17th division. General Grossetti was desperately

engaged in the defence of the Yser as soon as he was in position.

Far from being able to advance he w^s hard put to it to maintain

his position. A fierce attack on the Allied line from Dixmude to

Bixschoote prevented any forward move by the French troops

defending it, and on the right the British had their own troubles.

But General Dubois and the 17th division (later in the day sup-

ported by the newly amved i8th) made considerable progress.

After an initial check, the whole line advanced from one to three

miles, recapturing Zonnebeke and pushing almost as far as Pocl-

cappelle. There the advance was halted. In view of the serious

attacks on their right and left further movement was dangerous,

andHhe troops proceeded to dig themselves hi on the ground
they had won.

Sir Douglas Haig had not completed the transfer of the 2nd
division into line on the left wing of the 7th, before that wing
was heavily attacked. At 5.30 a. 111. on the 24th an intense

Ix^mbardment broke over the centre of the Biritish trenches at

Reutel. Dug in loose sand they offered but little protection and
were rapidly blown in ; here it was that the gallant Wiltshires,

who had been so prominent in all the previous fighting, were
defending the “dent” in the British line. A sudden attack by
a strong force of Germans drove in the companies of the Scots

Fusiliers who were acting as the flank of the Wiltshires. While
the latter* were busily engaged in repelling a frontal attack they

were suddenly takep in the rear, and fhc point of the
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.WORCESTERSHIRES RETAKE POLYGON WOOD
salient which had resisted the enemy attacks for so long gave
way. Over 450 of the Wiltshires were captured, and the regi-

ment as a regiment ceased to exist. An ugly breach was made
in the British line and the Germans poured over Reutel spur into

Polygon#Wood. The position was desperate, and in a last-minute

effort to re-establish the line the Northumberland Hussars and
the 2ist Warwickshires were launched against the German 27ih

reserve corps, which was pushing rapidly through the wood
towards Hooge. The Northumberland Hussars thus became the

first territorial regiment to engage in any serious fighting in the

British line, and they performed their task efficiently. Admirably
supportmg the Warw ickshires they helped to hold up the German
advance and to recapture the southern part of the wood. The
.Warwickshires lost heavily. Lieutenant Colonel Loring being

Icilied, and over 300 casualties were sustained.

This check gave time to the 2nd division to move up. The 5th

brigade was hurried forward, and reached the corner of the wood
about n o’clock. It was at once ordered to clear it of the enemy,
and the Highland Light Infantry and the 21st Worcestcrsliires

led life charge immediately. The position was extremely in-

volved, German and British troops being mixed up everywhere.

Large units of both forces were surrounded and bullets w^ere fired

in all diiections by both sides alike. The 5th brigade was ordered

to attack with the bayonet, as any shots they fired would en-

danger British troops to the north.

The wwd was covered with thick undergrowth and difficulty

was experienced in keeping contact, but it was not until the

Worcestershires had got some way forward that they came iTpon

ilie (Germans. The encounter was dramatic, both sides being

taken by surprise. A few rifles w'ere fired from the hip, but for

the most part it was a desperate hand-to-hand struggle. The
experience and coolness of the British regular gradually made
themselves felt and although the Germans fought bravely they
were eventually bi^ken and retreated precipitately. The wood
fxhoed to the cheers of the victorious Worcestershires as the last

German was pushed beyond the edge of the trees, but a cross-fire

from machine guns met the British forces as they advanced into

the open and they were unable to pursue farther. The Worcester-

shire charge, a very* gallant affair worthy to rank with the

famous charge made by the isame regiment the following week
at Gheluvelt, had •proved once again that the Germans were
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unable either to exploit the advantages they won or to resist the

counter-attacks of their enemies.

With the repulse of the Germans from the wood the left of

the 7th division was secured. During the day the rest of the

2nd division moved up into line and carried out a surprise attack
on the Zonnebeke-Broodseinde road which succeeded in carrying

the Briti.sh line over half a mile forward. The right flank of the

7th division in front of Gheluvelt had been exposed during the

afternoon to strong infantry attacks, but had held its own without
much difficulty. The whole division was, however, rapidly

becoming exhausted. Already 45 per cent of its officers and

37 per cent of its men had been lost, and the remainder were
worn out with incessant fighting. The cavalry unit, the 3rd
division, had luckily had a quiet day. Their position appeared
to the Germans too strong to be attacked with the troops at

the latter’s disposal.

After the repulse of the attack upon Le Gheer the British 3rd
corps to the south had been left in comparative quiet for two
days. But on the 24th a violent attack was launched on the i6th
brigade south of the Lys by the 26th division of the German
13th corps. Lucky shots from batteries demolished the British

trenches, and the ist Leicestershires lost heavily. The German
attack carried them into the British trenches, and there was
some fierce hand-to-hand fighting before the invaders were driven
out. Arrangements were made to withdraw the 16th brigade
if the attack were pressed, and as on the morning of the 25th
the jpermans again advanced in great number, the brigadti

retreated to a line some 500 yards to the rear. The new position

got rid of a dangerous salient, and the British line south of the
Lys then ran almost straight from Fauquissart through Touquet
to Frelinghien. During the 26th and 27th, apart from heavy
shelling, the 3rd corps was not troubled. But a violent bombard-
ment on the 28th presaged a heavy attack. This was launched
on the same day and continued on the 29th. fThe situation was
serious for a time, as the Germans broke through the trenches
held by the iqth brigade south of La Boutillerie and held their

position for some hours. They were eventually driven out after

dark by a charge of the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders, and
the line was restored.

The desperate attacks which wer^ at this tipnc being delivered

north of the 3rd corp^ began to have their effect. The Germans
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made no other serious attempt to force the line soi^th pf the

Lys, and General Pulteney was able to mass his reserves quite

safely on the north bank of the river to aid the 4th division,

which was being heavily attacked again at Le Gheer. The culmi-

nation the attack was reached on October 31, when only a
desperate charge by Major Prowse and the ist Somerset |Light

Infantry prevented the Germans from breaking right through.

The 4th division was, nevertheless, able to extend its left,

which eventually reached Messines. This could be done with

comparative safety, for the weight of the German attack fell

to the north of the line held by General Pulteney. This line

liad become longer and longer, but no reinforcements had arrived.

On the contrary Pulteney had been compelled to assist both the

cavalry corps on his left and the 2nd corps on liis right, round
I.a Bassee, By November i the position w^as causing him
grave anxiety, and he reported to French that he doubted
whether his exhausted men could hold their long front against

any renewed attack. Units from the and corps, which had, t>y

then, been relieved by the Indian troops, were dispatched to his

assistance, and he was warned that he must be prepared to

retire in the event of overwhelming attack.

The rest of November, luckily, passed quietly. Active shell-

ing and sniping continued, but no large offensive launched,

and the British 3rd corps was eventually relieved, after weeks
of incessant fighting. The stubborn way in which it had stood

firm against repeated attacks had been of the greatest possible

value not only in the defence of Ypres, but in that conducted
by the 2nd corps in front of Bethune.
The battle of Armeutiercs officially came an end on November 2,

although from the soldiers' point of \new but little difference

could be observed from that day to the next. The attacks

which were delivered on the 4th division north of the are

more properly to be treated in the major battle which was
fought round Ypres. South of the river only active trench

warfare remained to tell of the fierce butties which had been
fought across the face of the country in front of Lille.

To complete the stoiyj; of events in the Ypres salient up to

October 25 some mention must be made of the cavalry corps

which had been dir<jcted on the 21st to hold a line reaching

from the canal at Hollebeke tq Messines. Attacks upon this sector

liad not been unduly heavy, but they had been continuous,
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and the men were worn out through lack of sleep. On tlie

23rd the Ferozepore brigade of tlie Lahore division arrived

to reinforce the cavalry, (For purposes of convenience the 3rd

cavalry division was transferred from the 4th corps and put

under the orders of General AUenby). The line was stfil weak,

and the cavalry were quite unable to do more than fight on the

defensive; but although they were attacked by six cavalry divi-

sions and supporting infantry they held their own with the rest

of the British line.

On Sunday, October 25, the Allied position round Ypres was
very little different from what it had been on the 20th. The
line ran roughly over the same ground in the shape of a semi-

circle to the east of the city. The British held the southern

part of this arc, the French occupying the northern. The line

was continued north and south by French and British troops

respectively.

•At this time a certain optimism was evident amongst the

Allied generals. A little ground was being won on a large front,

and everywhere else the line was firmly held. They had the

whole of the British ist division, most of the French i8tli, and
units from the British 2nd and 7th divisions in reserve, while

all the German forces near Ypres had apparently been put into

the line. The prospects of the offensive so well begun on the

previous day seemed rosy.

Unfortunately for the Allies, the method of advance chosen

was badly suited to the prevailing conditions. The movement
wa% begun on the left with the French 17th division, and the

troops on the right were to advance as and when their neigh-

bours on the left made progress. Thus the 2nd division moved
after the French, and the 7th division after the 2nd. The
Germans were able to concentrate their troops and guns on
the threatened points, and the Allied forces w^ere prevented from
assisting each other. In consequence, the result was disappoint-

ing. The French made some progress, but very slowly. By
noon they had not even got up to the British left at Brood-
seinde, and it was not until 3 p.m. that the and division moved.
Its objective was Reutel, but the fierce resistance apd the short

hours of daylight left for attack quite prevented the capture

of the village. Some advance was made•by both the 4th and
6th brigades which, by nightfall, bad crossed the Becclacre-

P^'scb^ndaele road.*
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THE KRUSEIK ANGLE

Tiiis advance did nothing to relieve the pressure on the in-

domitable 7th division in the south. It had been ordered to

push forward its left, pivoting on Kruseik as the 2nd division

advanced; but so late was the movement in beginning that prac-

tically no ground had been gained by nightfall. Kruseik, just

north of Zandevoorde, was the angle of the salient. A pa!rticu^

lady weak position in itself, it was exposed to a double cross-

fire from east and south. This section had been subjected all

day to a heavy bombardment, and the 20th brigade had
suffered severely. At 8 p.m. on the 25th, under cover of the

storm of wind and rain which had closed the day, a resolute

body of Germans rushed the trenches held by the ^ots Guards,
and forced a gap in the British line.

The position was truly desperate. Luckily, two companies of

Scots Guards were available in rescrv’-e, and they counter-attacked

with great gallantry. After an initial repulse the trenches were
recovered, 190 Germans being captured. The Germans renewed
the attack on the morning of the 26th. A terrible massed
artillery fire broke out about 9 o'clock, and grew in intensity.

The trenches of the Scots Guards were completely destroyed;

many men were buried alive, many others were suffocated. For
an hour the shelling continued, and then the German infantry"

swept on the shattered trenches in waves. The Scots Guard.s

were broken and scattered, with terrible losses, the Grenadier

Guards were cut off and only escaped in handfuls, and the

Germans pushed beyond Kruseik. Once again they seemed
unable to exploit their advantage, and were held up by^the
desperate resistance of the and Border Regiment, until a new
line had been formed behind the Kruseik angle. The position,

which was serious, was later improved by a charge of the 7th

cavalry brigade.

Tattle fighting occurred during the rest of the 26th and 27th.

It had become trlear that with the loss of the Kruseik
.salient the 7th dfvision was dangerously advanced. Efforts

were made all along the line to strengthen the position, but
little ground was gained. On the left the French had been held,

and it became increasingly obvious that deadlock had been
reached. With the pre.sent distribution of forces neither side

could hope to gain Aiore than temporary and local successes:

Reorganization was imperative, and the lull continued. The
chief anxiety in the British ranks was felt concerning the yih
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division. Nearly 50 per cent of its effectives had been destroyed

and it had practically ceased to exist as a unit. Accordingly, it

was decided by Sir John French on October 28 that the rem-
nants should be incorporated witli the ist corps under Sir

Douglas Haig, and Sir Henry Rawlinson returned to 'England
to supervise the formation of his 8th division, which was in

process of mobilization.

Air reconnaisances of the German position had revealed no
nevy concentrations. In this the Allied commanders were sadly

misled, and when a wireless message was intercepted, and it

was learnt that the Germans were preparing to attack the

Gheluvelt-Kruseik sector on the morning of the 29th, no undue
alarm was occasioned. The British line, tried as it was, had
successfully resisted the attacks of their equally wearied oppo-

nents up to that time, and there was no reason to suppose that

it would fail now. Actually the three days' calm in the fighting

\\ere simply the lull before the storm. Fierce and horrible as

that fighting had been up to October 28, it was to be far sur-

passed in the days to come.

As early as the 24th the German commander of the 4th army,

Duke Albert of Wurttemberg, had begun to doubt the possibility

of breaking the Allied line at Ypres with his available forces.

Falkenhayn, who visited him in person on the 27th, concurred,

and in consultation with Prince Rupert, the 6th army com-
mander, had agreed to the formation of a new army group.

This unit consisted of the Bavarian 2nd corps, the i5lh corps,

the^ Bavarian 6th reser\"e division, and the 26th division of the

13th corps. These six divisions were placed under the command
of General von Fabeck, and put into the line one by one
between the 4th and 6th armies. The weight of the attack was
to be directed against the southern re-entrant of the salient

occupied by the Allies, that is, against Hollebeke and Messines;

in order to cover this attack the 27th reserve corps was to assault

in full force Gheluvelt, which was the cenf;re of the line, on
the 29th.

Apart from the superiority of over three to one in numbers
which this new formation gave to the Germans along this section

of the front, they enjoyed a huge advantage in artillery. For

several days batteries had been collected, until on the morning

of the a^th, opposing the British 18 heavy ajud 8 light guns^ the

Gennans had massed over 250 heavy guns.
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THE ATTACK ON GHELUVELT

The attack on Gheluvelt was launched in the early hours of

Thursday, the 29th, In overwhelming numbers the Germans
pushed along the Ypres—Menin road, driving back the weak
defence troops round Gheluvelt cross-roads. Almost before the

battle held begun the British line was driven in at this point

over half a mile. The dent threatened the troops on either

flank, and desperate efforts were made to recover the lost

ground. The whole of the ist division was in danger, and
reserves were rushed up at speed. For a time the advance was
checked, and the battle swung to and fro in front of Gheluvelt.

Gradually the superior marksmanship and the better train-

ing of the British began to tell. The German levies faltered,

and their attacks became half-hearted. By midday the British

were able to begin an advance and, ably led by the 20th brigade,

began to push the Germans farther and farther back. Although
the cross-roads were not recovered, Kruseik ridge was rushed
during the afternoon, and the fighting for the day ended on thjs

front with little to show for the German effort other than

500 yards of road. The British losses had, however, been parti-

cularly heavy, the Black Watch and the Scots Guards suffering

badly. This in itself was serious, but the confusion amongst
tlie troops, on account of the way in which reinforcements had*
arrived, took niany hours of night to correct. The British line

had little sleep, which, on top of their considerable exhaustion
and severe losses, was very poor preparation for the three days
of crisis tliat were coming,

Elsewdiere on the 29th the fighting had not been very in-

tense. The French had been unable to advance far, and' the

British ist corps to the north of Gheluvelt, being under the

necessity of making their movements conform to those of the

French, were correspondingly retarded. South of the Menin
road, Fabeck's new army group had not shewn its hand. Not
all the divisions weyre in line, and in consequence, no attack was
pressed on the cavalry round Hollebeke and Messines. The only

other fighting during the day was the sharp attack on the 4th

division at Le Gheer which, as already related, was effectively

repulsed, and the night attack on the 19th brigade, which the

Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders drove back.

During the night o& the 29th-*3oth Fabeek had completed his

concentration both of troops and artillery. From this rfight on-

wards deliberate spelling of Ypres was <;arried 011 from .all
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positions in the German line which commanded the city, although

it is difficult to see what the bombardment was expected to

achieve. Sir John French was satisfied with the progress of

the counter-attack on the 29th, and as the French had recap-

turled Bixschoote, he felt reasonably confident that the general

advance he had ordered could be continued. To this end he

took steps to transfer the 2nd corps, which was in process of

being relieved in front of La Bass^e by Indian troops, to the

Ypres area, but by the evening of the 29th only an untried

Territorial battalion, the London Scottish, had arrived. Orders

were issued during the evening that the advance should be

continued next day; but October 30 was to see a transforma-

tion of the conditions round Ypres as rapid as it was serious.

Just before dawn broke Fabeck launched his attack. The
point he chose was the Zandevoorde ridge and the length of the

canal running past HoUebeke. This part of the line was held

by Byng's 3rd cavalry division, but as the Allied commanders
in the north were quke ignorant of the massing of the new
troops behind the German line, no special precautions hacj been

taken to augment the defence of the southern re-entrant of the

Ypres salient, the point of the Allied line which, stiategically, was
the most important and tactically the weakest.

The early successes which the Germans had gained on the

previous day at Gheluvelt were repeated. The thinly scalterod

cavalry were overwhelmed in an avalanche of heavy shells to

which their artillery were pitifully inadequate to reply. The
shaligw trenches were blown in, whole troops were buried, and
the casualties grew and grew. Extermination or retreat were
the only alternatives, and the cavalry retired to its second line

of defences in front of Klein Zillebeke. This retreat of the 3r(i

cavalry division, as every other similar retreat in the British line,

uncovered the flank of the troops on the immediate right and
left. The 2nd division on the right was folxred to fall back,

and the right of the 7th division was exposedf This also had to

l)e withdrawn, and the salient in front- of Gheluvelt became
all the .sharper.

While this critical situation was developing in the south, the
Germans were fiercely attacking the left wing of the British,

where were the ist and 2nd divisions. *Here, however, the
British held their own. 'The German attack appears to have
been designed more to mask Fabeck's efforts in the south than
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to win any definite advantage. In this it largely succeeded, for

the I St and 2nd divisions were fully occupied until nightfall, and

the difficulty of sending reinforcements to the cavalry became

correspondingly greater. By the time hostilities died down at

nightfall* the Germans had gained a few hundred yards, but the

position had remained unaltered.

Not so round Hollebeke. By 10 a.m. the 7lh cavalry brigade

had been driven out of Zaiidevoorde with heavy loss, and the

Germans were in possession. They at once began to extend

their front, and although reinforcements were sent up by General

Allenby.from the south and General Haig from the north, these

did not arrive in time to save the ist Royal W^elch Fusiliers,

who were in position just north of tlie village. Their trenches

were in full view of the enemy, and- for three hours had been

under heavy hre. With the loss of Zandevoorde they were

enveloped on three sides, and their trenches were raked from

end to end with shrapnel fire. The sand which the shells

kicked up from their trenches jammed their rifles and machine

guns, and eventually their ammunition began to fail. For two

hours and more they fought on with quiet and desperate courage,

but at last were overwhelmed. Eighty-six survivors, many of

whom vTere wounded, answered the roll call in the evening, and

one more irreplaceable battalion of the British regular army
had been destroyed.

Their resistance had given time to the troops on the left to

retire and, warned in time, the Scots Fusiliers and the Green

Howards retreated to the line wliich was hurriedly being fogmed

with reinforcements behind the village. This line, stretching

from Klein Zillcbeke, north of Zandevoorde, to Gheluvelt, was

held desperately all day. The fighting swung to and fro, but

the new Fabeck army group was no match in fighting qualities

for the young reserve corps which had been battling elsewhere.

Caution and reluctance were the keynote of the German advance,

and although theil* superiority in numbers told time and again,

the British regulars were able to hold on. Nevertheless, all

attempts to recapture Zandevoorde failed, and the position of

the Scots Fusiliers and Green Howards holding the bulge of

the salient north of the village became hourly more critical.

Farther west the aifti cavalry division had been unabje to hold

Hollebeke, and b^th the village and the chateau on^tlie canal

had fallen to the German attack. In the^south tk^ 1st cavalry
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division and the JfXh division of the 3rd corps defending the line

through Wytschaete and Messines had been heavily shelled all

day, but not until evening had the Getmans attacked with in-

fantry. They then advanced with spirit, but the rifle and gua
fire of the British troops drove them back repeatedly.

In spite of their lack of progress round Messines and in tfie

north at Polygon Wood, the Germans had good cause to feel

satisfied with the progress made. A terrible bulge had beeji

made in the Allied line at its weakest point, and all efforts

to correct it had failed. German troops had penetrated to

within three miles of Ypres itself, and there was reason to

suppose that one more energetic attack would break the line.

But they were still seriously deceived as to the strength of the

British troops. So desperately had the latter fought that the

German command over-estimated the numbers opposed to it

by at least 100 per cent. In this the British were aided by the

nature of the ground, which hindered vision and made aerial

sccfUting extremely difficult. To a large extent this factor had
hidden the movements of troops from tlie Germans, and con-

cealed the much more serious fact—the lack of reserves.

The British position at nightfall was grave in the extreme.

The centre of the line betw^een Messines and Gheluvelt had been

forced back over a mile and a half, the salient round Gheluvelt

had been made so acute that it was almost indefensible and.

worst of all, every man was already in line. General

Dubois had been informed during the day of the critical nature

of the situation, and three French battalions under General

MousJy had been dispatched from the French 9th corps to tlie

assistance of the British. During the night of the 3oth-3ist

these were put into line on the Holicbeke front, the remnants
of the 3rd cavalry division moving up to support the troops on
the Zandevoorde sector. Little more could be done, and the

wearied troops lay down to snatch what sleep was possible

before another day should usher in the fighting w^hich every-

one instinctively knew would mark the crisis.

Saturday, October 30, broke over the Ypres front in mist.

A low ground fog had prevailed throughout most of the previou.s

ten days' fighting, but the mist on this day was lighter. In-

deed, by 10 a.m. it had quite dispersed an^ for the first time
the Germans were able to use their captive observation balloons

to direct their artillery'. This increased visibility gave the
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superior German guns a further advantage, and its e.^ect was
to be felt throughout the day. But over an hour before dawn
the Germans attacked Messines, where shelling had continued
all night. At the moment of attack the British troops were in

process *of being relieved by wearied Indian troops moved up
from La Bassee, and in the confusion the Germans penetrated
some distance into the line. But the ist cavalry brigade rallied

magnificently, and as dawn broke the attack was beaten back
with heavy loss.

As the Germans drew off a terrific shell fire broke over the

viJlage. Houses and other buildings were demolished as if they
were pdsteboard, and the 12 weak British squadrons defending it

were in danger of annihilation. A retirement became impera-

tive, all the more so as the line north and south of Messines

had sagged and the cavalry found themselves defending

an exposed salient. Accordingly they retired from the eastern

to (he western end of the village, where a little later they were

attacked by 12 German battalions. The fighting was of that

most deadly type, house to house fighting, and slowly the

Britisli were forced back by weight of numbers. Towards mid-

day help began to arrive; a battalion of the King's Own Scottish

Borderers and another of the King's Own Yorkshire Light

Infantry moved up in support on the left.

Later in the day while the need was still urgent the

London Scottish w^ere sent to Messines in motor buses. These

troops had never before been under fire, but they advanced
into the heart of the battle and although they held a position

almost entirely without cover and were heavily shelled all

day, hung on with. great coolness and materially assisted the

cavalry to beat back the further German attacks. By nightfall,

however, most of the village was in the hands of the Germans,

and their line was not 50 yards distant from the British cavalry.

In spite of this proximity the ist brigade was relieved after

dark by the 2nd*brigade, the operation being carried through

without a hitch.

Farther south during the same day the German advance had

been held, but north of Messines at Wytschaete a. number of

heavy attacks had been delivered on the 2nd cavalry division.

These continued thipughout the day, but the division was able

not only to hold its own but even to assist the London Scottish

in repelling t^jie atlack on Messines.
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Thus south of the canal during the 3ist the British line, with

the exception of the partial loss of Messines, remained intact.

In the north, however, things had been very different. About
6 a.m. an enormous force of infantry poured out on to the

GhelUvelt salient. Although it was checked after ite initial

rush, much ground was lost. The Germans held their ground

in spite of violent counter-attacks and commenced an artillery

fire which was so heavy that the ist and, 3rd brigades of the

rst division began to melt away. A second and sudden attack

forced the line south of the village, and the Queen’s, in a

desperate delaying resistance, were wiped out. Two officers and
12 men were all that rejoined the ranks of the 3rd brigade.

Everywhere the line gave, and in spite of the most heroic

efforts the British were forced from the village.

There can be no doubt that the presence of the kaiser on

the scene of operations inspired the German troops with much
enthusiasm. Their attaclcs were as impetuous and courageous

as* previously they had been tardy and cautious. But it is

interesting to recall that the speed and perfect precision of the

British rifle fire led the Germans to believe that not only w^ere

the British armed with automatic rifles—English prisoners were

asked what make of automatic rifle they used—but also that

new supplies of machine guns had arrived 011 the British front.

The new line taken up by the remnants of the troops that

had been defending the salient stretched across the front of

the woods between Hooge and Veldhoek. The losses had been

frightful, as the annihilation of the Queens had led to tlie

env’^eTopment of several companies of the Ix)yal North T^ancashires

and Royal Scots Fusiliers, who had all been killed or taken

prisoner. North of the Menin road the German attack had been

pressed on Gheluvelt chateau with equal vigour. The companies
of the Welch, the South Wales Borderers and the Scots Guards
defending the line were rapidly overwhelmed and in danger of

being exterminated. At the critical mom^t a magnificent

counter-attack made by the surviv'ors of the gallant companies
took the Germans complet^y by surprise, and although IIk^v

outnumbered the British by at least four to one tliey fled preci-

pitately, flinging away their arms and accoutrements as they
rah. The position was restored, but by that time Gheluvelt

had been 'lost, and the chateau was in danger of being sur-

roimdi^d, and could no, longer be held.
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T3y one p.ni. news of disasters ail along the line was pouring

into the G.H.Q. of the ist corps. Gheluvelt was lost, counter*

attacks had failed, and the gap in the line had been widened
by the destruction of the Queen's and other units. The position

north oJt the village was untenable and the Germans were still

pushing on. Sir Douglas Haig issued orders that the new line

J-Iollebeke-Veldhoek must be held at all costs by the remnants
of the ist and 2nd divisions, and sent off orders to the Worces*
fershires in reserve to prepare for a counter-attack to retake

Gheluvelt. Scarcely had this been done when news was received

that the headquarters of the ist and 2nd divisions at Hooge
chateau had been hit by successive shells, and that nearly the

whole staff had been killed or wounded.
By 2 p.m. Sir John French had arrived at Sir Douglas Haig's

head(pjarters, and the position was put before him. He had
no reinforcements to offer, and nothing could be done. So far

as could be seen the Germans could walk through the thinned

and undirected ranks of the ist division almost without oppo-

sition. The hour from 2 to 3 on the afternoon of October 31

markM the crisis of the whole battle. For that one hour the

British were almost helpless ; their only hope was in the French,

who were too far away to offer much protection. Sir John
FTench promised to seek General D'Urbal, and set off to ask

bis aid. But hardly had he gone when the news reached Haig
Ibiit the Worcestei shires had recaptured Gheluvelt.

The charge of the Worcestershires turned the tide in the Allies'

favour once again
;
but before it is described a short account must

he given of the situation north of Gheluvelt and soutii of

Veldlioek. The loss of the village had turned the flank of the 2nd
division, which had to swing its right round precipitately to resist

flernian attacks. On the right of the 2nd, Bulfin's 2nd and 4th

brigades and what remained of the 7th division had been heavily

ciigaged all day. By 3 p.m. the situation was critical, as the

troops had been (iriven to their last line of prepared defences;

but the appearance on the scene of about 80 men of the 2nd

Ciordoii Highlanders encouraged Bulfin to order a counter-attack.

After one ” mad minute of rapid fire the whole line, led by the

Highlanders, rushed on the advancing Germans. Only a few of

them stood: the rc;^t broke and fled, pursued by the British.

Over half a mile was gained before this wild charge enc^ed, and by

the end of thg day most of the lost ground had been won back.
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:South of Bulfin's force at Hollebeke, General Moussy and the

French had been desperately pressed. In the nick of time they

had arrived to support the exhausted 3rd cavalry division, but
although .they managed to hold the line they were unable to do
more. In fact, at one critical moment, only by organizing his

own escort and collecting every man he could lay liis hands on,

including cooks, engineers and Army Service Corps men, and
leading his 250 assorted soldiers in a wild, yelling bayonet charge

in which there were few bayonets, did General Moussy drive back
the attackem.

In the north, round Polygon Wood, the day had fortunately

been quiet, only some shelling marking the continuance of

hostilities. General Fanshawe, in command of the 2nd division,

had been ordered—after the loss of Ghcluvelt—to withdraw
every man he could into divisional reserve. This had been done,

only a tliin screen of troops being left in the trenches. But the

charge of the Worcestersliires and the recapture of Ghcluvelt

avoided the necessity of employing Fanshawe's men.
When the Worcestershires were ordered to counter-attack on

Ghcluvelt only three companies were available. One had already

moved up to support the ist,brigade. Seven officers and 350 men
under Major Hankey had to advance across 1,000 yards of ground

entirely devoid of coyer to attack an enemy flushed with victory

and at least six times as numerous. But, undeterred, the

Worcestershire companies swept forward in a body from the

south east face of Polderhoek Wood, and although 100 fell before

they reached the outskirts of the village, few of the Germans
awaited their arrival. Back they fled through Ghcluvelt, leaving

the Worcestershires master of the field. The British line was
secured. Linking up with his 4th company, which was in line

on his left. Major Hankey extended his position until it touched

the remnants of the troops that had so valiantly defended the

chateau.

By nightfall on October 31 the British line Vas almost wlu re

it had been the previous day. It was decided, however, in view
of the hopeless nature of the salient, to evacuate Ghcluvelt and
retire to prepared positions to the west. French had conferred

with Foch during the night of October 31-November i, and it

had beep arranged that while the British line should be held the

French would move up reinforcements ancf attack to the north

and soutli of the British position. *Thc situation of the cavalry
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at Messines was giving rise to grave anxiety, and General Foch
promised to send the 32nd division to the relief of Allenby's hard-

pressed troops.

After nightfall the shelling of Messines and Wytschaete had
been con4:inued, and at i a.m. a heavy German attack was
launched. Before the French division had arrived Messines had
fallen and the London Scottish had been enfiladed and driven

back, badly cut up. Farther north the Germans had also pene-

trated through Wytschaete, and all efforts to dislodge them had
failed. But with the arrival of the advance companies of the

French the village was recaptured, although the Allies were
unable to press far beyond its confines. By the evening the line

was solidly held by the French 32nd division. Several fresh

attacks had been launched on Wytschaete by the Germans, but
all had been beaten off.

hound Hollebeke, General Moussy, supported by General

Biilfin, had had to resist a sharp attack by the enemy at midday,
but reinforcements from the 3rd davalry division (now in general

reserve) had turned the scale, and the Germans had been driven

back \Vdth some loss. Elsewhere the day had passed anxiously

but quietly, only sniping and shelling breaking its serenity.

For the next four days the battle of Ypres slackened into an
artillery duel. Periodical skirmishes occurred from time to time,

but except for the loss or gain of a few yards of trench here or

there the line remained stable from Bixschoote to Le Gheer.

The French offensive was continued, but no marked success was
gained. The British troops were therefore able to enjoy a well-

earned rest, and some reinforcements which arrived also imprewed
the position. The losses of the ist and 4th cotps had been fright-

ful, and the cavalry had sulTcred as badly. The 4th corps had been

reduced from a fighting strength of 12,000 men to under 3,000.

By Novcinbcr 5 it was thought that the Germans had

abandoned their effort to break through. Their exhaustion

probably exceedeej that of the Allies, for although their

troops wtTc considembly more numerous, they had been

employed in almost continuous attack for over ten days, and their

losses must have been correspondingly heavier. But the Germans
still had another card to play, and while it is true that the first

stage of the battle Ypres contained both the crisis and the

fiercest lighting, the second sj^age, from November 6-15, was to

prove by no irjean^ a small affair,
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CHAPTER 28

First Battle of Ypres—(II)

The only serious change which occurred in the Allied line in

front of Ypres on November 5 was the final loss of the

Messines ridge. The nature of the ground was entirely

favourable to attack from the east and equally against attack

from the west. Once the Germans had captured the tcfp of the

ridge at Wytschaete the occupation of the remainder was inevit-

able. The loss of Hill 75 during the afternoon was none the less

a serious blow to the Allies. The effect was to drive in the

junction of the French 9th corps and the British ist cavalry

division so that when the lines were eventually rejoined they

fbrmed an angle more acute than a right angle. This accentuated

the weakness of the salient round the city, and it was highly

desirable to straighten the line.

The natural defences of the ridge had been utilised by the

Germans with great skill, and they had hidden their machine guns

and placed their wire entanglements in such a manner that

artillery fire was least effective against them. The French troops,

who counter-attacked with the greatest gallantry, found them-
selves on ground that had been almost untouched by shell fire.

In the end they were swept away by hundreds and, although

they advanced time and time again, heroism alone w'as powerless

to carry the position. In 1917 the ridge was eventually recaptured

by the British, but only after months of mining preparations

and an enormous expenditure of gun ammunition. In their

victorious advance then the British troops came upon lines of

skeletons so neatly arranged that it seemed as though they had
been placed there by the hand of man. But to^^me of these grue-

some relics tattered rags of red and blue cloth were still clinging,

and thus, after almost three years, it was realized for the first time
with what magnificent courage the French troops liad attacked
in 1914 and with what a terrible reception they had been met.
Apait from the capture of Hill 75 the Germans had not

attempted to attack the Allied line elsewhere. Heavy shelling

was directed on the trenches held by the British ist division, and
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the cannonade increased during the day. The heavy fire to which
they were subjected compelled some of the battalions under Lord
Cavan to retire to the shelter of the woods on the west face of

the ridge.

During the night of November 5-6 a series of long needed reliefs

was carried out. Ten battalions of the and corps, which had
come out of the line at La Bass^e on October 31 and had been
resting since that date, took over the section held by the remnants
of the 7th division. The stirring story of this division has been
recounted in the previous chapter; it had been engaged in con-

tinuous fighting for over four weeks on an extended front which
its diminishing numbers were less able to defend. Almost with-

out rest it had engaged refreshed and superior forces of the

enemy and endured the strain of continual bombardment.
Repeatedly it had filing back massed charges of the Germans.
Once or twice its line had swayed under the appalling pressure,

but ntwer had it broken. Its morale had never been shattered,

and although it had lost over 60 per cent of its effectives It

remained to the end a perfectly disciplined and reliable unit of

the Biitish army. When at last its worn and haggard survivors

marched painfully away from the trenches which the division had
hold so unflinchingly, its fighting powers were almost exhausted,

but its fame was immortal.

The Allied line in front of Ypres on the night of November 5
ran as follows: To the north of Bixschoote the French 38th

division supported the territorials originally in the line. Bix-

schoote itself was again in German hands, and General de Mitry,

who was defending this angle of the salient, had had to be fein-

iorced against the strenuous attacks the Germans continued to

make at this point. East of the village the French 9th corps

continued the line in a slight southward curve through Lange-
marck to a point east of Broodseinde. From there the British

'2nd division held,the eastern face of Polygon Wood, but after

the loss of Rcutel the south comer of the wood had fallen to the

Germans. At this point there was a dent in the British line,

which was continued southwards by the reformed battalions of

the 2nd corps under generals Shaw, Gleichen, and McCracken.

Between Zwartelen and Klein Ziliebeke Lord Cavan's force and
the remnants of the 3rd cavalry division in reserve filled the gap.

South of Klein Ziliebeke General Moussy and the French 32nd
and j9tb divisions* of the i6th corps carri^ed the line as far as
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General Allenby's cavalrj^ at Hill 75. Between Wulverghem and
Frelinghien on the Lys the cavalry and the 4th division of the

3rd corps defended the face of Ploegsteert Wood. Beyond the

river the remainder of the 3rd corps and the Indian trpops under

Sir James Wilcocks held the line in front of Armentieres and

round La Bassee, where contact was made with the wing of the

French loth army.
Opposing these formations were still the German 4th army to

the north of Ypres and the 6th to the south, with Fabeck's army
group between. Numerically the Germans had still an advantage,

but their enormous superiority in artillery was more valuable

than several army corps.

It is clear from this sketch that the position round Ypres had

altered veiy^ little since the lines were first formed about Octo-

ber 20. The chief change was in the south, where Messines ridge

had fallen to the Germans. In the centre the Allied line had
been pushed back, the successive salients which had been formed

^t Kruseik and Gheluvelt having passed to the attackers. But
the general effect of their loss had been materially to straighten

the whole line and thus to get rid of the worst features of the

southern re-entrant in the salient which, by November 5, had
almost ceased to be apparent. In fact, with the falling back of

the French line ov’^er Messines ridge, the dent which there had
always been at Hollebeke became almost a bulge*. To that extent

the Allied line was the stronger. North of the Ypres-Menin road

the Germans had gained some ground as far as Polygon, but
beyond that the British and French, particularly at Brcx)dseinde,

had succeeded in securing a slight advance. To the west of that

village the line was almost unchanged.

The two points of weakness now were Messines ridge and
Bixschoote, the latter being the more dangerous. As always, a

break through at that point would have meant that the troops

east of the city would be taken in the rear. Upon the continued

resistance of de Mitry's cavalry and territorials the successful

defence of the Ypres salient depended.
By November 6 the Allied commanders appear to have reached

the conclusion that the German offensive was ended. General
IXubois was, in fact, notified that the Flanders area of operations

had lost a great deal of its importance i\pw that the lines had
become ^tabilked and that it was proposed to withdraw troops

from his 8th army for service on another frorft.
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Luckily for the Allies the Germans showed their hand before

the withdrawal began. With the failure of the attack on Arras
and the Hooding of the Y^r front, the only point left through
which they might hope to reach Calais was Ypres. Here, more-
over, the5^ had registered more success in the shape of ground
won, small as it was, than anywhere, and as the salient still

presented obvious weaknesses they were further persuaded that
the initial endeavours had only to be persevered with in order

to make a break. The continual artillery fire which they had
directed on the Allied line since the cessation of serious infantry

attacks on November 2 had been designed to keep up the

pressure ‘hnd allow the wearied French and British troops no
rest. The occasional infantry attacks, particularly along the

Hollebeke section, had also been made to further that end. Mean-
while, new concentrations had been planned. The Yser inunda-
tioi^s had released considerable numbers of the 4th army for

service elsewhere, and many of these were drafted as reinforce-

ments to the Fabeck army group. A second group was rapidly

formed from troops brought from the south, under General vou
Winckl^r, and in ail, far from preparing to abandon their attacks,

the Germans assembled six new divisions and considerable addi-

tional artillery strength for their continuance^

The attack on Messines ridge on the 5th was the prelude to the

more serious alTair that was to follow. The heavy artillery fire

on the British centre was simply a preparation, the brunt of

the attack falling once again along both sides of the Ypres-

Comines canal. At this point, it will be remembered, the

wing of the French under General Moussy made contact ^th
Lord CaVenn's force. A little to the south round St. Eloi, General

Ollcris and the 32nd division were stationed. Here it was that

the German attack first got going, and in a thick fog the Germans
pushed the French out of Hollebeke Woods. An inexplicable

panic seized the French battalions, and before they were rallied

and led back by Olieris in person almost a mile of ground had
been lost. This retreat exposed the right wing Of General Moussy,

and in the result the attack upon him just afterwards 'was

devastatingly successful. About 3 o'clock, after a severe boOibard-

ment under which the French had suffered heavily, their line

was suddenly pierced in three places and attacked oh the exposed

flank. In great disorder they fell back on Zillebeke, leaving a

wide gap in the* Allied line, and although by*ma^ificent coolness
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the British troops on the French left swung back their flank and
prevented the Germans from enfilading the whole of the Britisli

trenches, the gap still remained. The Germans poured through

and reached Hill 6o within one and a half miles of Ypres, actually

nearer the city than General Haig's headquarters •^t Hooge
chateau.

The situe^tion was critical, but was saved by the prompt action

of Lord Cavan, who flung Kavanagh's brigade across the path of

the oncoming Germans. The ist and 2nd Life Guards, with the

Bliies in reserve, advanced on Zwartelen. General Moussy had

by this time collected his few reserves, and, sword in hand, he

led them to the charge on the right of the British cavalry. The
village was carried and the French rallied, sweeping on into the

woods beyond. A pause and the Frenchmen pushed on towards

their old trenches. A terrible fire met them from the entrenched

Germans, and once again they were forced back, closely pursued

by the enemy. For several minutes there was a scene of wild

"confusion on the road, for the British Life Guards had been

deployed across it. French, British and Germans were inex-

tricably mixed up, and in the w'iid fighting that ensufcd there

were many casualties. Lieutenant Colonel Wilson of the Royal
Horse Guards and Major Hugh Dawnay of the 2nd Life Guards
were killed, together with 17 other officers and 78 men.

General Haig had been seriously alarmed by* the threat to his

flank which the retreat of the French had occasioned, and had
ordered up sections of his artillery with instructions to check the

advance of the Germans on that front. The guns proved eflec-

tive, and as the French rallied before Zwartelen was reached a
second time, the position was saved.

Elsewhere during the 6th, except for an attack on a regiment

of Zouaves in front of the British position to the north of

Gheluvelt, which after an initial success was repulsed, the day
had passed fairly quietly. But the wedge driven between the

French and British along the canal was a serious threat to the

safety of the whole line. A counter-attack was imperative, and
the French offered Haig the assurance that their former line

would be recovered. General Moussy's troops, leduced to half

their numbers, were insufficient to hold the increased length of

line which the dent made by the German attack had produced.
But, for one reason or other, no^ reinforcements were sent him
during the night.
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The British wing had, however^ been strengthened, and on
the moniing of the 7th made two splendid counter-attacks which,

while they did not win much ground, diverted the attention , of

the Germans from the French and permitted the latter to move
forward it considerable distance without opposition.

Lord Cavan had realized that the position required immediate
remedy, and before daylight had attacked the German trenches

south of his position. In this he was assisted by Kavanagh and
the 7th cavalry brigade, and for a time the attack was successful.

The Germans were speedily reinforced, and were found to be

strongly entrenched. The failure of the French to cooperate pre-

vented much more being done, and Kavanagh eventually retired

to save useless loss of life. Farther east greater success had
attended the spirited attack of Lawford's 22nd brigade, which
rushed the first line of German trenches and succeeded in holding

them all day. Their flanks were in the air, since no French
support was foriheoming, and after nightfall the brigade retired.

Captain Vallentin of the South StaflPs was posthumously awarded
the Victoria Cross for his gallantry in leading this attack.

In spite of the disappointing failrire of the French to reinforce

Moussy and enable him to advance, much of the ground lost on
the previous day was recovered. In the south the French materi-

ally atoned for their failure to move round the canal by pressing

their attacks on*Wytschaete and Messines and pushing their line

forward more than a little. North of Le Gheer the Germans
attacked in a heavy fog and succeeded in forcing their way into

Plocgsteert Wood, Repeated counter-attacks failed to do more
tliau hold up the advance, and it was not until evening thit a
charge of the Inniskilling Fusiliers and the East Lancashires

robbed the Germans of most of the grounidi they had won. This

was the occasion since it had gone into this line that the

4th division liad given way, and the men were correspondingly

eager to restore their line to its original position. Desperate

attempts were accordingly made to drive the enemy from the

two or tlirec houses in Le Gheer, which were all that were left to

him of his earlier gains. These efforts, however, were un-

successful, the Germans holding on with grim determination and
great courage.

The only two othes attacks during the day were delivered on
the British 2nd division nocth of and round Polygcai Wood.
Both were beaten off, although in the earlier attack thejsudden
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rush of the Germans carried them into the British trenches,

from which they were only expelled after a fierce hand-to-hauid

encounter.

A similar series of rather futile and disconnected attacks

scarcely worthy of detailed mention was delivered throughout the

8th, 9th and loth. Nothing was gained by these German sorties

which, although conducted with great courage and enterprise by
the troops, were seldom pushed home. Heavy shelling continued

each day, the policy of the Germans apparently being to wear

dowil the defenders of the salient by every possible means. Little

change was recorded as the result of the three days' fighting. Le
Gheer still remained in German hands, the dent along th'^ French
front by the canal was corrected; in the north Dixmude was
lost on the loth. A critical situation began to develop along the

northern angle of the salient, for as well as Dixmude the Germans
gained further ground all along the line to Bixschoote. It was
learnt by the French on the loth that several German divisions

had been moved north, and it became clear that the Germans
were about to try to achieve at Bixschoote what they had failed

to achieve near HoUebeke. Fears were felt for the safety' of the

line, especially when it became known that the Prussian Guard
was moving up from Arras. Its destination was thought to be

the Bixschoote-Langemarck section, and General D’Urbal began
to assemble all his available reserves behind the threatened point.

South of Langemarck nothing of any importance had happened
to show that the position on the German side had radically

altered. Actually, extensive changes had occurred, the most
sigihiicant of which was the arrival of a composite corps of the

Prussian Guard. This famous corps, which had suffered so ter-

ribly in the marshes of St. Gond and had elsewhere borne the

brunt of most of the fighting in which von Kluck’s 2nd army
had been engaged, was still a magnificent body of men. Thirteen

battalions from the ist and 4th brigades were ordered from Arras
to Ypres to lend that stiffening to the attack of the line troops

which often achieves so much. Their destination was not Lange-
marck but Gheluvelt, and they were to be pitted not against the
French but against the right wing of the British ist corps, where
the newly marshalled battalions from the 2nd corps under
generals McCracken, Shaw, and Gleichen, which had been
together put under the command of General Wing, were
stationed.
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A GERMAN ATTACK

The German strategy was simple. One more attack was to

be delivered on the Ypres salient, and, while the 4th and 6th
armies and Fabeck's army group pressed forward all along the
line with their whole strength so as to pin the Allies in their

trenches, *the two new corps formed opposite Gheluvelt under
generals Winckler and Plettenberg, stiffened by the Prussian
Guards, were to strike with all their weight on the unsupported
centre and seek at long last to smash through the resistance which
had for so long delayed the German advance. In fact, the fierce

attacks delivered in the north on November 10 were a premature
expression of that attack. Originally timed for the loth it was
postponed until the nth as preparations in the south were
incomplete.

The night of the loth-iith passed quietly, the Germans giving

no hint of their intentions. The skill with which they had
executed their preparations, massed their artillery and brought
so many new units into line, all unsuspected by the Allies (except

in the north), was truly remarkable. Certainly no special warn^
ings of the likelihood of a heavy attack were issued to the divi-

sional commanders along the Allied front. But just after day-
light a hurricane of shells, more violent than any before experi-

enced, smote the British trenches. Accustomed as they were to

German methods, the troops found in this an adequate warning

of the coming a{tack. Reserves were marshalled, artillery was
brought up and the strong points were manned. For the troops

in the front line there was nothing to do except to crouch in their

inadequate trenches while the rain of shells beat upon them.

All along the line the fire was heavy ; but the attack itself was
a failure. The exhaOstion of the German troops was almost

complete, and only in three places along tile nine-mile front did

they advance with any real determination. It would seem that

the new troops alone possessed the spirit or the power to respond

to the general order to attack. The danger point, as was to be
ex:pected, was theTVfenin road, the objective of the Prussian

Guard; but a break was made in the line at the old weak spot,

the canal at Hollebeke, which for a time threatened danger.

Here once again the Germans pushed in MousSy's weak centre,

and the troops on either wing were exposed to flank attacks.

The French line held stubbornly, although the Germans pushed

to within less than 3^000 yards*of the city, but Lord Cavern's force

on the left had ^ hard struggle. At one, moment they were
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threatened with envelopment, but a fierce counter-attack relieved

the pressure. By the end of the day the line was still secure

and much of the ground lost earlier had been re-won.

Some heavy fighting occurred along the front of General Wing's
force, but the steady fire of the British troops brdke up the

attacks before they became dangerous, and although they were

renewed from time to time the danger only became serious when
the, Prussians broke in farther north. But the line held its

trenches all day, and at night had not lost a yard of front. On
the extreme left the Fusilier battalion of the German 2nd Guard
Grenadier regiment forced their way across the line into Veldhock
Woods, but were brought up by the reserve trenciies. The
struggle was for a time very fierce, the Prussians, although dis-

organized and surrounded on three sides, holding their ground
until they were practically annihilated. The remnants were
driven from the woods at the point of the bayonet, and all but

a few yards of front line trench recovered. Tlius at one of the

"points at which the Guards pierced the Allied line they had only

succeeded in winning a few yards of trench at the price of the

almost total loss of one of their best battalions.

But it was farther north of the Menin road that the great

attack came. The section of the Allied line behind Reutd had
suffered rather more heavily from bombardment than any other.

Not only was the gun fire more intense, but the sighting from

Reutel spur had enabled the German gunners to direct their

pieces with greater accuracy. To avoid loss, many of the British

troops from the ist division had been withdrawn from the front

lirffe trenches. In consequence, the speed at which the Prussians

advanced carried them across the line in* two places before the

1st division had time to man its positions once again.

The advance of the Prussian Guard v/as of that steady and
quietly courageous type which always stamps the seasoned soldier

and lifts him head and shoulders above the impetuous and
nervous bravery of the recruit. The Guards advanced along the

Menin road and across the country to the north of it in long
lines, their officers, sword in hand, at their head, the men with
their rifles at the port. At first they moved at a jog trot, but as

the terrible fire with which they were met thinned their ranks with
sickening speed, they steadied themselves and slowed into their

famous parade march, the goose*step. Here was no wild and
enthusiastic rush followed by as sudden a Ibalt^ The advance
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THE PRUSSIAN GUARDS IN ACTION

continued with the steadiness of a wave, broke inexorably over

the British trenches, and swept evenly onwards towards Polygon
Wood.
But the Guards were pitted against foemen worthy of their

steel. Although the British ist division had temporarily been
swept back before the weight of numbers and the impetus of

that disciplined advance, it rallied on its second line defences.

Once again the speed with which they fired and their perfect

marksmanship began to have their effect. Whole rows of the

Guards fell as though cut down by a scythe, and although they

still moved steadily on, closing up their ranks, the Prussians lost

the perff^ct symmetry of their order. Bad leadership also contri-

buted to their failure, no one apparently being quite clear as to

what was to be done now that the British line was broken. They
hesitated and turned left and right with the intention of enfilad-

ing the troops on their flanks. But these troops had thrown their

wings back with admirable sang froid as the Guards advanced,

and the latter found themselves practically surrounded. By this

time the British artillery had got the range, and the Germans
were mpidly being torn to pieces under the incessant rain of bullet

and shrapnel.

Finally the barrage which was skilfully put up behind them
paralysed the columns of infantry which should have sup-

ported them. Human endurance could stand no more, and that

steady advance was halted. Well for the Allies that it was, for

by then the Guards had thrust through all lines of defence and
were actually engaging the field artiller}^ almost hand to hand.

There were no reserves available, and if they had won through
those extra yards nothing lay between them and Ypres.

The tragedy of the situation from the German point of view

was graphically portrayed by a wounded officer who was taken

prisoner. He asked where the British reserves were, and dis-

believing the answ’^er, which had been a wave of the hand towards
the* guns, inquireef what was behind them. He was told “ divi-

sional headquarters.'" Sinking liis head on his knees he mur-
mured simply, ** God almighty I"

The farthest advance of the Germans had been achieved

through the wood known as Nonne Boschen, south-west of

Polygon Wood and iyst in front of the hamlet of Westhoek. In

this w'ood the Prussians took•shelter while the rain oi lead con-

tinued. Their position w^as made worse by a miscalculation on
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the part of the German artillery which was shelling the wood
heavily. By this time the other points of the attack had been
repulsed, the Germans in Nonne Boschen being the only enemy
still behind the British lines. Their retreat was by now seriously

threatened and the pressure on their front and flanks waabincreas^

ing. When finally the Oxfordshire Light Infantry, supported by
the Northamptonshires, rushed the wood, the famous Prussian

Guard broke, the remnants that were left failing back to the

trenches they had won. A blinding rain and hail storm and the

intovention of nightfall prevented the British counter-attack

from being driven home, and resting content with the ground

that had been re-won the tired British troops dug themselves

in where they stood.

The great attack had been beaten off, and the Prussian Guards
had failed. That their failure was glorious cannot be doubted;

but they had been pitted against men who were in every sense

their equals. The characteristic coolness of the British regular

no less than his brilliant marksmansliip had worn down the iron

discipline of Germany's finest troops. Nothing can prove the calm
and self-possession of the British troops on that day of crisis

more clearly than the following story. When the sibiation was
at its blackest, the Prussian Guard b^ng almost through, impera-

tive orders were sent to the British troops on the right of the

advance that at all costs they must hold on and on no account

leave their trenches. This was the laconic reply : “No intention

of quitting our trenches, but what about our rations?
''

After the repulse of the Prussian Guards the Germans appeared

to be exhausted. Spasmodic attacks were delivered on the 12th,

particularly at the old danger point along the canal. Once again

General Moussy's troops were forced back, once again Lord
Cavan's position was threatened, once again British troops moved
to the support^ and once again the weary French line rallied

magnificently. One memorable incident stan^ds out on this day,

Lieutenant J. H. S. Dimmer receiving the ViC. for conspicaous

gallantry. In 'face of an overwhelming attack he continued to

work his machine gun unaided, although he was tliree time^

wounded, and did not cease firing until the gun was destroyed.

After November 12 the southern part of the Ypres salient re-

mained comparatively quiet for three days?/. On the 15th part of

the Guards' division again advanced against Wing's units along

the Meuin road; but the sting had b^n takcii from their attack,
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and although they managed to get a machine gun through the

British lines and penetrated some 500 yards, holding their

position until daylight next morning, they were eventually dis-

possessed of all their gains except for some fifty yards of trench.

The san^e day the 15th corps had again attacked General Moussy,
but the weary troops had lost most of their initiative and failed

to carry their attack home.
During these last days the German attacks against the French

9th corps had been much more serious alfairs. With the loss of

Dixmude on the loth a slight dent was made in the French line,

and the difficulties of holding the position to the south became
correspondingly greater. Bixschoote was the centre round which
the fighting raged most fiercely. From Dixmude to Bixchoote
the line was held by Bidon's territorials and de Mitry's 2nd
cavalry corps. Throughout the early stages of the great battle

these troops had clung to their positions witli fine courage, beat-

ing back attack after attack of the new German formations of

the 4th army. No fewer than four divisions, the 22nd, 23rd, 26th

and 27th tried to force the line near the village^ and after the

inundciftion of the Yser front had released the Wurttemberg
troops, they, too, were flung upon the thin French line.

The village itself was defended by -Zouaves from Dubois' 9th
corps. The magnificent defence they made of that danger point

—the defence tMe whole French corps made of the northern line

of the salient—was the rock upon which the British in the south

relied. Time and again Dubois was assailed, but his own diffi-

culties never prevented him from helping his Allies on his right.

Only by the intervention of Moussy and his battalions sen# to

the danger point round Hollebeke was the British line saved at

the moment of supreme crisis on October 31, Dubois had unfail-

ingly proved his willingness to help by lending battalions to the

sorely pressed 7th division on numerous occasions. But his

greatest service was in holding his line. Had the Germans been

ablc^ to cut it at Bixschoote, whether they would have broken

through to Calais or not, they could have cut off the British 1st

and 4th corps in front of Ypies and annihilated them.

Thus for the French as for the English Ypres has become
memorable. The defence which the Zouaves made of Bixschoote

is worthy to rank with the stand of the 7th division. The village

became an inferno in which i#ere burned the bodies of French

and foe alike.* IsVither side dared penetrate its confines, so
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fiercely was it shelled; but the "Germans never pushed beyond it.

The crisis was reached between November 10-15, when the

attacks of the Germans continued day and night. On one day
alone three German regiments, that is 9,000 men, were extermi-

nated, and 3,000 of their comrades the day after. At <£>ne time

the struggle continued without intermission for two days, only

point-blank rifle fire finally thrusting the Germans back.

After the 15th the fighting died down. Here, as elsewhere, the

Germans were completely exhausted by their efforts. The Allied

line .seemed impregnable, and the winter conditions which had
descended on the front made any new offensive impossible. The
wearied troops were drafted eastwards, the luckier ones, for rest,

the unluckier ones for Russia, and the Germans began to dig

themselves into the ground they had won at such cost.

On the Allies’ side preparations were made for the winter war-

fare. Few: the first time there was opportunity for the con-

struction of properly protected trenches, and the enormous line of

ihtricate ditches which already reached from Switzerland almost

to the North Sea was continued along the Ypres front. British

and French reinforcements had arrived, and the valiant remnants
of the Allied troops which for four weeks had held back the flood

of German invasion were withdrawn from their stations and sent

to seek sadly needed rest and refitment.

Sir John French summarized the action as follows

:

The value and significance of the rdle fulfilled since the
commencement of hostilities by the Allied forces in the West
lies in the fact that at the moment when the eastern provinces
of Germany are in imminent danger of being overrun by the
fiumerous and powerful armies ,of Russia, nearly the whole
of the active army of Germany is tied down to a line of
trenches extending from the fortress of Verdun on the Alsatian
frontier round to the sea at Nieuport, east of Dunkirk (a dis-

tance of 260 miles), where they are held, much reduced in
number and morale, by the successful action of our troops in

the West.
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CHAPTER 29

Coronel and the Falkland Islands

W HEN Adiuiral von Spec with the German Pacific squadron
left Kiao-chau in August he sailed for the western

coast of South America and established his coaling base

in the Galapagos Islands. He detacli^d two of his light cruisers,

the Eniden and the Karlsruhe, the former to become the terror

of the Indian ocean, and the latter to the South Atlantic, while

with him remained two armoured cruisers, Gneisenau and
Scharnhorst, each of ii,ooo tons and a speed of 23 knots. They
each mounted eight 8.2 in. and six 5.9 in. guns with eighteen 21

pounders. The three light cruisers left with him were the Dresden
of 3,600 tons, the Niimberg of 3,400 tons and the Leipzig of 3,200

tons,^each mounting ten 4.1 in. guns. Both the Scharnhorst and
the Gneisenau had a great reputation for good shooting.

The British squadron under Sir Christopher Cradock consisted

of the armoured cruiser Good Hope of 14,000 tons, completed in

1902, carrying one old 9.2 in. gun forward, and a similar 9.2 in.

gun aft. together with sixteen 6 in. guns of an old pattern; the

lighter Monmouth of 9,800 tons, completed in 1903, whose main
annament was fourteen 6 in. guns of an old pattern; and a light

cruiser, the Glasgow, launched in 1909, and armed with two 6 in.

and ten 4 in. guns of the new type. The auxiliary vessel Otiftinto

was a liner of the Orient company that did not count as a fight-

ing unit. Attached to his force was the old battleship Canopus,

dating from 1897, and though her 12 in. guns were impressive,

her speed—at best 15 knots—made her useless in an action

against ships of 22
;
knots.

I'hus the Gernfhns had sixteen 8.2 in. modern guns, against

which the British admiral had only two antiquated 9.2 in. guns.

In a broadside action there would be eight German guns against

two British, as eight of the German guns would be on the oppo-

site side of the ships. Admiral Cradock seems to have put these

facts before our Admiralty early in October, and to have asked

for reinforcement^. Early irf October he had been ordered to

search for thc«eneniy, and he could see n(\ prospect of domg this
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without further strength in speed and guns. On October 31
a telegram was sent from the Admiralty telling him that the

Defence was to join him, and tliat meantime he w’as not expected
to act without the Canopus. The telegram arrived too late: ho
was already at sea.

While ciUising round Cape Horn, Cradock learnt that the

Schanihorst and Gneisenau were coming over from the Pacific

islands to join up with the Leipzig, Dresden and Niimherg, after

escaping the Australian squadron. The Glasgow went on
ahead to Coronel on the Chilean coast, scouted there for the

enemy’s cruisers, and left about nine o’clock on the morning of

Sunday, November 1 , to rejoin the flagship, the Good Hr^e, the

Monmouth and the Otranto. The order was then given for the

squadron to spread out fanwise to a distance of alxjut 15

and to search for the enemy. At 20 minutes past four in the

afternoon the Glasgow sight<^ smoke, and made out four cruisers

steaming in line ahead, two big armoured cruisers leading and
tvft) three-funnelled cruisers following. Voa S|>ee was conceal-

trating for battle. The British light cruiser was chasetl, and in-

formed her flagship by wireless of the presence of the enemy.

An hour or so afterwards the G<x)d Hope came up with (he

Monmouth and Otranto, the Glasgow joined them, and the

squadron formed In line ahead. At a quarter to six the German
squadron, possessing the advantage in spewed as ti^ell as in guns,

came up along the coast at a distance of twelve miles from the

British ships. The Schaxnhorst led, followed by the Gneisenau,

Leipzig, Dresden and Niimberg. At 6 .i ^5 p.m. Adminil Cnulock

signalled the Canopus, some 250 miles away :
’* I am going to

attack the enemy now.” Hb last mf^ssage.to his squadron jurt

after the action Ix^gan was : There is danger. Do your utmost.”

The German siiips were steaming along tlie coast with the light

of the setting sun playing on them. The British .ships were

silhouetted upon the skyline, and as Adiuh^ Cradock closc^d

al>out 6 to 6.40 p.m,, the sun sank, leaving the German ship^ in

sltadow against the coast, whilst the British vessels were still

more clearly outlined upon the western afterglow. The German
admiral waited till the light further failed upon the coast, making
his ships half invisible; then at a range of about seven miles the

Scharnhorst and Gneisenau opened fire witlj^tbetr heav^y guns,

Their first salvo fell over the leading British slitps, and with
rapid and deadly sliooUng the Germans got fioute on the Good
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Hope and Monmouth. The growing darkness and the heavy
s[>ray of a head-sea made the main-deck guns of the old British

cruisers almost useless. In fact, the Monmouth with her 6 in.

guns could not get close enough to the enemy to do any damage.
At the^Siiird rapid salvo of the twelve 8.2 in. German guns, both
the Monmouth and the Good Hope were on fire forward, and the
forward 9.2 in. gun of the Good Hope was disabled.

As the British ships tried to bring their 6 in. guns into range

the Germans lK)re away. Having a higher speed, they controlled

the siluaUon from beginning to end. In ten minutes after the

action opened the Monmouth sheered out of the line to westward,
.^'lill bei!‘g hit heavily. Her foremost casemate was in flames, and
.‘'he hat! a decided list. She came back again into tine and
swerved out again eastward, with her gunners still working
luroically at their outranged guns. The fires were soon got

luiclt r, l)Ut l>oth ships were quickly flaming again. After the

(iood Hope caught fire a second tune, she was seen to be un-

manageable. Shi^ was evidently trying to steer towards the

enemy by means of tier propellers, so as to use her toq>edoes.

She fell more anti more out of line to eastward, burning brightly

Forward, and thus making a clear target in the growing darkness

and heavy sea. At 7.50 p.m. an explosion occurred amidships.

Her funnels went u]» in the air, and the flames ro.se to a height

of **00 feet. S<knear was she to the enemy that some men in the

Glasgow thought il was the German flag.ship that had been
l lown up.

Sir Christopher Cradock and his crew v/ere instantly killed.

Cradtxjk rushed ujKjn deslruclioii with the hope of getting a
torpedo home even in the heavy sea. From the ver\'^ beginning

of the action he knew that his position was hopeless. In the

mcMiitime the Monmouth w'as badly down by the bow and reel-

ing under the German salvos. She became umnanageal>le at the

same time as the GcxkI Hope, and gradually left the line of

batSrlc. At eight aVlock the Glasgow w^is the only ship left fight-

ing ill the Briti.sh line, with the armoured cruisers and light

cruisers dirr*cting their fire at her at a range of less than 5,000

yards in some cases. Over 600 shells were fircfd by the Girmans
at the light cnitser, which, being unarmoured, should not have

been in iKittle line a^iinst armoured vessels. But by a miracle

.she escaped. Only five shells struck her at the water lige, but on

three of these pccdsions her coal bunkers saved her.
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The Monmouth, no longer firing, steamed oft to the north-west,

but then fell off to the north-east. The Glasgow asked her if she

could not steer north-west, but she replied, ‘T want to get stern

to sea as I am making water

badly forward.'* At 8150 p.ni*

the enemy *s ships were seen

approaching under the rising

moon, sweeping the horizon with

their searchlights. They s<X)n

discerned the Monmouth astern

of the Glasgow, and opened fire.

For 15 minutes the .Glasgow

stood by with the enemy closing

round at a distance of 6,rK>o

yards, after which, seeing that

nothing could be done, sho

steamed away to join tho

Canopus. At 8 50 tiie Glasgow
lost sight of the German vessels,

but half an hour afterwards her look-out observ cd the play of a
searchlight and 75 Hashes of gun fire. This was the final attack
on the Monmouth. The NQmbcrg, which hitherto had taken no
part in the fight, came upon the helpless ship in the dark. The
Monmouth bad a list of lea degrees aji<! so coutdftnot reply to the

Numberg's withering fire. The Nfimberg actually cease<l firing

for three minutes to allow her to surrender, but the flags were
still flying as she sank under the next salvos at point blank rnnuy.

Nc^ttempt was made by the Germans to pick up survivors. The
Otranto and the Bristol, realizing the futility of a further

engagement, made off at full speed to the westward.

The situation in the s<f>uthem Atlantic afl#2r the victory of von
Spee was very serious. It was open to him to paralyse South
American shipping, or even to cross the ocean and start

tions around Africa. Oddly enough, Ha made little of

his opportunities, and remained inactive; but his vtefory bad
stung the British Admiralty into action.

Lord Fisher settled in his own mind the point the Germans
would make for. llie next move was to obtain an admiral, and
ships of higher and power than Germans, without
attracting attention of enemy spits. All unknown to the world,
Vice-Admirad Sir Frederick Doveton Stufdrel thp chief of staffs
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left his desk in Whitehall, hoisted his flag on the battle cruiser

Invincible, and accompanied by the sister ship the Inflexible,

stole out of home waters.

Secrecy was the essence of the design. He had to take the
two battle cruisers some 7,000 miles across the world at a
high speed, cutting across trade routes without being observed.
If once the presence was reported iu the Atlantic of two modern
British battle cruisers supposed to be working in the Meditei-
lanean and the North Sea, the enemy's wireless system of com*
nuinicatiou would spread the news to the German operators in

South America, and they would pass it on to the Scharnhorsi.
Orders were sent to the eastern coasts of Central and South
Am(‘rica calling to the warships there—the Cornwall, Kent,
CariKirv'on and Bristol—to go souUi and concentrate on the
Falkland Islands, There the remnant of Admiral CraikK'k's

squadron, the Canopus and the Glasgow, had gatliereti to defend
tiie wireless station and the coal and oil stores.

Possibly some of these movements were communicated bs'

(ierman spies to von Spee, who was caviling at an island off Chile.

It may huive been intended that the admiral should Ix^lieve tliat

if he went to the Falkhiads he would have to fight only the

('arnarvon, Cornw'all, Kent, Canopus and Glasgow. For cKCCpt

the ('.anepu.^, with her four old 12 in, guns, none of thf^e ship

:

liad anything 4^> match the guns of the Stharnhorst an<l

f oMasenau. The Kent and Cornwall were sister ships to the Mon-
mouth, with only 6 in. guns. TheCaniarvon had four 7^ in. gun.s,

but of an old pattern and less range tli cu those of the enemy.

As the Admiralty hatl foreseen, von Spee resolved to rngike

fur the Falkland lslan<is. The prospei t was so inviting. First of

all the Britbh Admiralty, iu spite of its general superiority of

three to two in units of naval jwver, was—apparently—allowing

him again to fight with all tlie odds on his side. In addition to

the hope of winning another easy victory, the Falkland Islands

themselves were a, hire to the German admiral. A couple of

thousand British settlers, mainly Scotsmen, rear slieep on the

chill, windy pastures, and ket'p a store of coal for steamers plying

round Cape Horn and through the Straits ot Magellan. The

Falklauds arc the soutlicrnmost outpost of the Empire, and its

wireless station forms an important link.

The destruction of*lhe wireiess station would nuike^it easier

for the German admiral to prey upon British merchant shipping.
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The coal would replenish his colliers and enable him to extend
the fighting range of his cruisers, and the fact that an important
British crown colony like the Falklands had been captured and
plundered by German warships would be another severe blow to

the prestige of the British empire.

In the early days of December the German squadron rounde<l

Cape Horn, and on the morning of Tuesday, December 8, the

hills of the Falklands were sighted on the skyline. Von Spec
detached two cruisers to explore the islands and discover if any
British ^varships were sheltering there. The cruisers steamed
towards Port William and Port Stanley, in the great landlocked,

hill-girdled bay on East Island, and discerned only the Catiopiis

on guard, with an oldish cruiser—the Kent—coming out. This

was what the admiral expected. Orders were given fur (ke

squadron to steam up towards the wireless station. As the live

Wtirships approached the Canopus opened fire. Tlie ScLain-

horst and the Gneisenau came on together, in advance of the

Nurnberg, Leipzig and Dresden. Tlicse three light cruisers had
to keep well out of range of the old battleship's 12 in. guns,

their task being to tackle the Glasgow when she appeared 1
.
and

<0 protect the two German colliers and the armed Piuilc

Eitel Fritz lying farther out to sea.

The two heavy-gunned German ships arranged to ma^s {heir

fire on the Canopus, but, as they were drawirig up to reply to

the first salvo of the Canopus, the Glasgow, Carnarvon and
Cornwall came out of the bay. This did not alter the [dan ot

the German admiral. He still manamvre^d his two principal

shi^ .so as to concentrate their big guns on the old Brdisii

battleship. At the .same time he ordered, the Leipzig to come
into action and help to keep otT any British light cruiser anxious
to 11*3' torpedo tactics. Then at 9.20 in the morning drew
his ships up in a new liattledine al>oat ten miles Irom tin*

harlx>ur. It was headed by tlic Gneisenau^ with th<? Drrsduji

rtext, then the Scharnhorst, Nurnlxrg and Ddpzig. What th»;

Germans were asking for was a running fight, in which the old
slow Canopus and her consorts could be outinana uvred by riieir

speedier op[K>nents.

All the while the two great mcxlern BriitKli battle cruisir**,

the Invincible and Inflexible, were coriliflg behirul the rern-
ing heights of the Uay. Sir Frederick Sturdee hail njriwd the,

day before—just in^ time. At half-past Sevtyt on Tucs<iay
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morning the crews began to fuel, and half an hour afterwards the

approach of the enemy was reported from the signal station.

The cruiser Bristol was also fuelling, but she could not raise

steam in time. For two hours the German ships were lured on
by a display of inferior power, and the fighting crews of the

battle cruisers sat down to breakfast, while their stokers and
engineers got up steam. Then, as the last ready British cruiser

left the harlxiur, making as much smoke as possible, the

Invincible and Inflexible came through the smoke. This hap*

pened at 9.45 a.m.

Von Spec at once saw that he had been trapped. He turned

hivS ship^ alx)at and went of! at full speed. But everything was
against him—even the weather. The Falklands are a rainy,

misty spot. But on this tragic winter day the sea was calm and
the air clear, and tlie fire-control ofiicers in tlieir fighting tops

had an unusually clear view over the ocean. Only mist and
stormy w'cather would havx' given the Gemians a chance of

<scapc. As it wvis, the British admiral had the faster ships,

the longer range, and marksmanship weather.

At first li(* steamed out in Ills flagship thi* Invincible, with

the Inflexible and Cirnar\oa in line behind him and (he Kent,
Glasgow’ and Cornwall in another line. These last throe cruisers

wric, however, going under 24 knots, and the battU*

t ruist rs had to ft duce speed to keep in touch with them. Alxiul

12.30 p.ni. the British admiral increaseil the pace of his two
( hief ships to 28 knots, and leaving the Carnarvon, Kent and
C'ornwall Ix'hi nd, closed and openeil fire on the rearmost

German vessel from a distance of nine and three-quarter

Von Spec then recogni/ed tliat it was hopeless to attempt li^

run away; ho his flagship, the Scharnhorst, turned broadside on
and engaged Ihic British flagship, the Invincible, and the

(huisenau turned broiKisido to the Inflexilult'. The three Ger-

man light cruisers fell out of the battle-line and scattered for the

nea^’est neutral iprt, pursued by the Kent, Cornwall and
Glasgow. The Carnarvon followed the biittle cruisers, to assist

in case of difliculty. The two lines of ships steamed panilUl to

each other in a long curving course, the British v^essels keeping

the parallel very wide, and veering aw^y when the enemy tried

to narrow the distance. For, naturally. Sir Frederick Sturdee

struck w ith his 12 int^gims at^a range w^here the German 8.2 iiu

shells had no penetrative power and the enemy's torpedoe?
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failed to carry. He was using his superior speed and gunfire

against Count von Spec as the latter had used his similar

advantages against Sir Christopher Cradock. The range was
only 13,500 yards at 1.30 p.m., but in half an hour it increased

once more to 16,450 yards.

The Germans tried one inanojuvre. A wind was getting up,

and they steered their ships so as to get their line of fire clear,

while the smoke was blown in the way of the British gunners.

Sir Frederick Sturdee wheeled his flagship and consort round,

and at a little loss of time came up on the other side of the

enemy. This occurred alx>ut half past tliree in the afternoon,

and the Scharnhorst was then on fire.

Sir Frederick Sturdee signalled von Spec, asking him if he

would surrender. But the Germans died game. At 4.17 p.rn.,

after a running fight of three hours, the Scharnhorst went dow ji

by the stern, with the admiral's flag at the mainlruck and (he

crew in the bows. The Invincible went at once to the help of

the Inflexible, and the 12 in. guns of the two battle cruisers

were thus massed against the Gneisenau. The weather had
now become thickish with a rainy mist, a«d as the short winter

day wasMrawing in a quick result was needed. The Gneisenau
fought on very j^lapily in an aI)soluteIy hopclena condition till
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she was battered into a ghastly wreck. About six o'clock she
suddenly listed to port and slowdy dived down.
The Inflexible, Invincible and Carnarvon went full speed to-

wards the patch of discoloured w^ater marking where the enemy
had disappeared. On coming up close the British crews the
Heating wreckage with men clinging to it. All the boats were
lowered as c]uickly as possible, and with the searchlights blazing

round they picked up the swimmers. Sailc»rs W'ere also lowered
down their ships* sicles on lx)wlincs to liaul up the survivors as

they drifted past. But the winter sea was deadly cold, and
many of the Germans were drifting, dead or unconscious, in the

vvater* Geo having been killed or wounded.
Of the H5 men picked up by the InvincibU*, 14 were already

dead, and all were numb. Tlie Inflexible saved alx>ut 70 and
the Carnarvon a few more. The British c^isualtics were very
slight. On the Invincible, only the commander was slightly

wounded. On the Inflexible one man was killed and three

wounded.
*

There was more of the old romance of naval warfare in the

single fights between the scattered light cruisers on both sides.

When von Spec broke his line of battle, the Kent, the Cornwall
and the Glasgow pursued the Dresxlen, Nurnlxrg and Leipzig.

Fhe du(*l between the Kent and the Kflrnbirg was long and
exciting. For tHe German ship had at least one knot more speed
than the older and uiore heavily armtxl British cruiser. The
chase began at ncK>n. and the action fhd not o{>en until five

o\.hx:k in the afternoon. Captain Allen, of the Kent, appv'aUxl

to his cnginiH?rs and stokers, asking them to achieve
apparently im^iossibltv It was the Nflrnberg that had sunk the

^loumouth by a torpedo, and then left her crew to drown. The
Kent was sister-ship to the Monmouth, and all her men were
eager to avenge their dead comrades. But their 14 6 in.

guns could not come into play unless the slow^ Kent ov'crhauled

the Rgliter ship. My forcing her fires with everything inflam-

mable they actually pushed the old Kent for a lime to go a knot

faster tlmu she had ev er done in the days of lier prime.

At the end of five hours the NCirnberg came withm reach of Iht

Kent's 6 in. guns. A few salvos of common shell set her on fire,

and then the lyddite shells began to tail thick and fast on her.

In broad daylight the Kent, liaviag gims of a longed range^

would luive been alJle to sink the Kfirnberg herself being
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struck, for the Nurnberg had only 4 in. guns. But when the

action opened darkness was setting in, and to get a quick finish

the Kent closed with her opponent, shooting at the gun Hashes

showing through the rain, mist and obscurity. The result was

that the British ship was liit in twenty one placts. Cine shot

nearly wrecked her in the moment of victory. The shell set a

casemate on fire, and the tlanies went down into an aininunitioa

passage where there was a heap of charges. But a i^^oyal

Marine rushed through the flames, flung out a charge of cordite,

and, tnniing a hose on. put out the fire. Xf he had not at oik:«‘

flooded the charges the Kent w^oiild have been blown «p.

At about half-past six the Nurnberg ceased firing. ‘ Flames

were bursting out in the region of her conning-tower—a vii.d

spot. But as the Kent came up <|uite close, thinking the action

was over, and preparing to send a boat, it was seen that the

German flag was still flying. A salvo from the Kent's starlx>ard

gyns very quickly brought the flag down. The whole of the

conning-tower and forebridge was flaming, with a strong wind

fanning the roaring fire. Many of the crew jumped and swam
towards the British sliip, and at 27 minutes past seven tin" fiery

wreck turned over and siink.

The boats that remained on the Kent were Ixidly hohd aiei

.splintered, and by the time they were patched ayd got in llie U y

water most of the Germans had become numbed and luicoji-

sizious. To add to the horror of the .scene, a large (hx.k » f

albatrosses swooped down and attacked the men clinging to the

wr<jpkage and so tortured them that the pitiable creatures h t

go of the floating woodwork and sank. Only 12 men were pi< ki.d

up, and of these live died from exhaustion/

In the former battle off Coroiiel the liglit cruiser Gla

seriously damaged the Dres<ien, and only hit the L»-ip/ig on» «

,

while suffering badly from her fire. At the Ixatthr off tin’ balk

kinds she singled out ilie Leipzig. The Gla^ow had two m.

and ten 4 in. guns against the ten 4 in. guns of the Leipzig; and,

having an account to settle with the German ship, she so worke<l

her superior armament thiit at the end of a two-hours' running

fight she had already given her old rival the death blow. Then

the slower Cornwall came up and joined in. The two ship^

raked the Leipzig fore and aft| till tlfl! upper deck was a

shambles. After she burst into flame and •stopped firing the

two British ships steamed round and round hereout of torpedo
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range. For, as she still kept her flag flying, they thought she
xvas waiting to put a torpedo into them, and there were several
explosions that seemed like gun fire. So the Glasgovv asked the
Cornwall to sink the defiant enemy.

As a Inatter o£ fact, the 150 surviving crew had fallen in,

vailing for the British ships to come and save them. The fire

was so bad they could not get td their flag to haul it down.
When the Cornwall opened fire she killed most of the crew. Then,
at nine o'clock at night, the stricken ship gave three slight

heaves to port and turned completely upside down, sinking with
a hiss of steam and bubble. Only five oiO&cers and 13 men were
picked up out of the 368 men that liad begun the action.

Of the German warships, the Dresden escaped, which was the

<»i\e regrettable incident in the alJair. The Bristol could ha\e
c auglit and fought her, but she had no steam. She was, how-
( vtr, able to capture and sink the German colliers. The fit's!

shot was finxl by the Canopus at 9.5 a.m., and the battle endc^d

with the .sinking of the Leipzig at 9.15 p.m. The British battle

cruisers fought at last while going at a speed of 30 knots. As
the old Canopus could barely do 16 kiiots she took no £>art in

the fight that extended 300 miles beyond her moorings.

As it was, Vice-A<lrniral Sir Frederick Doveton Sturdec, who,

as cliief of staff the Admiralty may have been partly respon*

sible for the forces put at the disposal of Admiral Cradock, had
at least the s:ilisfaction of avenging the Good Hope and tlK‘

Monmouth. Slurdee appears to have fought the Falkland

Islands action nithcr more cautiously than might hvive l^en

e xpected in the circunistanc<*s. On the other haiid he had

achit ved his victory'^ with inconsiderable damage to men or

shi[>s, so that the Invincible and Inflexible were sent back to the

(hand Fleet unharmed, and ready for immediate action. The
lud result of the fight was that the command of the outer seas

had definitel>* paJised to the Allies, and Britain was free

to throw practicalfy the whole of her sea strength into the

main theatre ot war. This engagement off the Falkland Islands,

adinirahly conduetc^iL the Germans with uothing but one

or two stray light cruisers at large.
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CHAPTER 30

V.C. Heroes of the War—(Ij

D uking the Great War some 626 otTicers and men wer(‘.

awarded the Victoria Cross. As it is impossible to

describe each individual act of bravery that won the

coveted bronze cross, it has been decided to present our readers

with a running narrative, beginning with the first awards in

August, 1914, and ending with the close of hostilities in November,

1918. For clearness the story of the V,C.*s is grouped according to

the years of tlie war, and in consequence the present chapter some

what outstrips the chronological sequence of the history as de-

tailed in Volume One. Despite this it will be found that our

account of the glorious deeds of British soldiers, siiiiors and air-

men presents a continuous and connected story.

As is fitting in servicers which have l>ehind them a lofig and
terrible renown, there are many honours open to the mf‘n of

the British navy, army and air force; but among these honours

one stands out conspicuously as the most coveted distinction

which soldiers and sailors, officers and men ^like, can win.

Needless to say. we refer to the Victoria Cross.

The Victoria Cross has not the value w'hich comes with years

—

the kind of value, for instance, which makes the Order of the

Gainer so coveted a distinction—for it was only instituted in

January, 1856, during the progress of the Crimean War. It is

given, as the simple wwds inscribed on it say, “for valour,"

which must be shown by some signal xict of heroism or dt votion

in the presence of the enemy. It is intended to r< vvar(l, not

ordinary courage, but the merit of conspicuous bravery, and
the man who wins it has passed the suprenlt^ and final to

which heroes are subjc^cted. Bacon must have anti< ipated it

when he wrote "there is an honour, Hkewise, which may
ranked among the greatest, which happeneth rareJy; that is, of

such that Scicrifice themselves to death or danger for the gocxl

of their country." t*

The viUuc of the cross is increased by the fact that it is

not given at all fre^y or indiscriminately. *From 1856 to the
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outbreak of the Great War, a period of 5S years, less than 550
men received it, and during that time our soldiers were fighting

in every quarter of the world; for, more than any other service,

our army is entitled to claim the Latin line which asks the

rhetorical question on which lands has our blood not been shed,

and which Sir John Fortescue has aptly chosen as the motto for

his History of the British Army. There was first the

Crimean \Var, then the Indian jMutiny, with its deeds of in-

credible heroism, and then fighting in China, Abyssinia, Canada
and Ashanti. In 1879 there were wars against the Zulus and
the Afghans, in 1881 against the Boers, and in 1882 there was
the first of several campaigns in Egypt.

Add to these the struggles on the Indian frontier, the advances
into tropical Africa, the expeditions into Burma, and finally the

Boer War of 1899-1902. A long list of fights, thousands of

brave <leeds done, and yet less than 350 Victoria Crosses

awarticd. No wonder that we think a great deal of a V.C., for

although many hav^e d<?served it, and h.ive not received it, yet
it is cerUiin that those few who have won it have given ample
pi<K)fs of their valour, and that no words can proiXTiy dt*scnbe

their <leeds of daring. Rightly we recognize Uiat the honour
Ixstowad upon tliem is among the greatest given to mortal men.
They are in .spirit kinsmen of the 300 Spartans who fell at

Thermbpyld^, and of the Swiss W'ho died at Morgarten.

'J'hc cross itself is a bronze Maltese one, an inch and a half

across. In the centre is the royal crest, the lion and the

crown, and Ixlow' it a scroll on which arc the words, “for

valour." It is suspended from a bronze Ivir, on the lL>ack of

which is engraved the name, rank aiul corps of the recipient.

The riblion, once red for the army and blue lor the navy, is

now crimson tor all servic<’S. Money can add nothing to an
honour of this kind, but every non-commissioned holder of the

cross is entitled to a pciision of ^10 a year.

As vve havc’^ already fniiil, the crc^ss, unlike Si>ine other dis-

tinctions—the Distinguished Ser\uce Order, for iustance—caii

he won liy soldiers and s^iilors, otTicers and privates alike. Tlie

oflicial words are that it is open to “every grade and rank of all

branches of his Maj<?sty's forces, British and Colonial." Until

It) 1 1 Indian sohlinrs were not eligible for it, as they had their

own Order of Merit; buf since then they have* been on aa

cxiualily with fheir brothers* in arms in Jlhis respect.
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During the first year of the Great War, the period between

August 4, 1914. and August 4, 1915. the Victoria Cross was
given to 82 officers and men. It is not easy to say how many
men were fighting at one time or other during the twelve

months, but as our casualties for the year were something flke

400,000 it cannot have been much less than 1,500,000. If so,

it was gained by about one man in every 18,000 or 20,000.

Really a few* more crosses were won during the year, but as

they were not announced until after August 4, 1915, they do
not come within the scope of this chapter. Moreover, they do

not affect the broad conclusion that extraordinary gallantly and
devotion are necessary to win the honour, and that it is

bestowed most sparingly.

It may be well, first of all, to examine the list of the 82 re-

cipients of the cross in some detail. In tlie first place we should

say that 76 went to the army, four to the navy, and two to the

Royal^Flying Corps, although many of us are inclined to agree

with the private’s remark that eveiy^ one of our airmen deserved

one. However, this may also be said about a great man lx r ot

soldiers and sailors, and we may be quite sure that the Hz

names under consideration are by no mciins the only one?^ who
earned the Victoria Cross for valour in the presence of the

enemy during the first year of the Great War.
The navy is the senior service, so we will first of aft deal witli

the four naval officers who won the V.C. The first was Corn

mander H. P. Ritchie, of H.M.S, Goiuith, who was a member ul

the navad force which was operating off the coast of German
East Afnca in the autumn of 1914. In August Dar-es-Salaam.

the German capital, had been bombarded, and Ihter it was again

visited by British warships. In November a landing party was
sent ashore for the purpose of searching the place and demolish

ing certain buildings, a dangerous operation in view of the fact

that German.^ were lurking about. Commander liitchic led thi s

party, and while superintending the work of his men he \\

severely wounded, not once but several times. However, he
kept to his duties, “ inspiring all by his example/' until in about
20 minutes he received his eighth wound and became uncon-
scious, On April 10, 1915, he was awarded the V.C.
The other tliree naval V.C.'s were all by the coni'

manders of sflbmarines in the Dardanelles and tlje Sea of Mar-
mora. On December 1914, before the land attack on the
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TWO BRAVE AIRMEN

Turkish positions was undertaken, Lieutenant N. D. Holbrook,
in command of the Bii, entered the Dardanelles, and, notwith-

standing the very difficult current, dived his vessel under five

rows of mines and torpedoed the Turkish battleship Messudiyeh.
MoAj difficult still, he brought back his boat in safety, although
he was attacked by giiii fire and torpedo boats, which compelleri

him on one occasion to remain submerged for the long period

of nine hours.

Holbro<3k's feat was a pioneer one, and it found emulators
after the British army had landed in Gallipoli. On April 27
Lieutenant Commander E. C, Boyle, in charge of the E14, took
his .Submarine beneath the Turkish minefields in the Dardanelles
and entered the Sea of Marmora. There, or in the strait, he
s<ink two Turkish gunboats ami one large military transpx>rt in

spite of the difficulties arising from strong currents, and '‘of the

continual neighbourhood! of hostile patrols and of the hourly
danger of attack from lire enemy."

The third of these naval heroes was Lieutenant Commander
Martin E. Nasmith, who, a little later, took a submarine into

the Stvi of Marmora. Like Boyle’s, his bag was a big one, for

fie destroyed one large Turkish gunl>oat, two transports, one
ammunition ship and tJiree storeships, in addition to driving

storeshj|) asliore. He did this " in the face of great danger;
and. nioreovf’r, after he had safely passed llie mast difficult part
of his homeward journey he retunuxl again to torpedo a
transport."

A mournful interest belongs to the two airmen who ^on the
Victoria Cross during the year, for lH>th Rhodes-Moorhouse and
VVarneford lost their lives, one at once and the other a little

latcT. On A[)ril 26, 1915, Second Lieutenant W, B. Rhcxles-

MtK)rhousc‘ (lew to Coiirlrai and dropped lx)nil>s on the railway
lino there. In this there was nothing very exceptional, for

other airmen h/id done the Si\me; but on the return journey he
was mortally wounded. In spite of his wounds he flew to his

dc\sf illation. 35 miles away, made a perfcx:t landing, drew up and
hamled in his re{K)rt, and then on the next day die<l in hospital.

"Hyc-Witn^ss," in describing this deed, implied clearly that if

he had thought more of himself and less of saving his machine
and finishing hisAvork, hp might have descendei^ earlier and
s;xv< d his life. On May 22 the Victoria Cross was bestowed upon
hiin^—or raflier upon his memory.
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The second airman was Flight Snb.-Lieutenant R. A. J.Wanie-
ford, who, on June 7, 1915, performed the unparalleled feat of

destroying single-handed one oi Germany’s raiding Zeppelins. ll

appears that Warneford was flying along w'hen he sighted the
monster, somewhere on the coast of Flanders, possibly returning
from its heroic task of throwing bombs upon unprotected w omen
and children. He pursued it to Ghent, and having risen above
it he dropped his bombs, and, moreover, dropped them accu-
rately. A violent explosion followed, and the 2^ppelin was quickly
blazing from end to end. The concussion was so great that
Wameford’s aeroplane was overturned and the engine stopped,
but he managed to right it and dropped down to eartli to tukc
stock of the position. Although he was in the enemy’s country
he flew away unobserved and reached his base safely.

This w’as a wonderful feat, the most remarkable deed of
bravery and skill accomplished in the first year of the war.
The nerve required to drop bombs accurately at a iicight of

6,000 feet and to recover from the shock of the expU>sion is as
w'onderful as the courage which inspired one man in a liny
monoplane to attack a gigantic airship, and the skill

enabled him to avoid its fire, and finally to send it, one huge
cinder, hurtling to the ground. By telegram the king con
gratulated Warneford and bestowed upon him the V^C., wliiK-

General Jofire recommended him lor the Cross of th? Legion rd

Honour. On June n the former distinction was announced in

The London Gazette, but six days later Warneford—the nnl*/

living airman wearing the V.C.—was killed while on a practii

flight in^aris. His body was brought to England, and thousands
who a few weeks before had never heard the hero's name, p:ihi

their respects to it on its journey to the tomb.
A special place even among brave men belongs to the fn e w ho

gained the Victoria Cross under the new conditions of moderii
wrarfare—^in the air and in tlie sea. In a strange; and unknown
element, amid a loneliness quite as terrible as that of whicir
Coleridge speaks in ” The Ancient Mariner,^’ in charge of
filled with all the new and awful mechanism of death, they went
gaily forward, with the simple object of doing their duty to their
country. They discharged their tasks, and more than that, they
proved that Britons were equal to Uie demanckNof the new war
fare, demands which tax brain and b6dy, nerve and muscle, as
they were never taxed before.

*
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We must now turn to the deeds of the soldiers who won the

Victoria Cross, and these 76 are, after all, the staple of the story.

The six naval and flying men wefe all officers, but among the

military ones, non-commissioned officers and men were in the

majority, and almost every rank was represented. Of the 76
soldiers, 26 wore officers and 50 non-commissioned officers ami
men. Among the officers the list is headed by a lieutenant

colonel—the heroic Doughty-Wylie. Tw'O majors—Alexander,

of the artillery, and Yate, of the Yorkshire Light Infantry—arc

on this roll of honour, and so are nine captains. Ten lieutenants,

three second lieutenants, and one jemadar complete the 26. In

addition to the jemadar, two of the lieutenants belonged to the

Indian Army. Among the 50 non-commissioned officers and
men, three w^ere sergeant majors, two sergeants, six corporals,

II lance corporals, one colour sergeant, and 17 privates. The
remaining ten consisted of a lance sergeant, a bombardier, a
bandsman, two drivers in the artillery, two drummers—Kenny
and Ih nt—and three Indian soldiers—a naik, a rifleman* and
a sepoy.

fhe 76 may be divided in sevend ways, but perliaps the mo^t
interesting is to apportion them among the various corps and
rrgiments. As one would expect, the largest number belonged

to the infantry of the line, the officers and men upon whom the

brunt of tlnf fighting falls. Thirty-eight out of the 76, or exactly

out' half, were in this class, and with tlie live Guardsmen, they

made a total of 43 for the regular infantry. Of the remainder,

t'ight belonged to the artillery, five to the engineers, and two

—

Grenfell, of the 9th laincers, and Gai forth, of the 15th HBssars

—

to the cavalry. ^Eighteen remain to be accounted for, and of

these six belonged to the Indian Army, three to the Canadian,

and one to the Australian contingent. The Canadians were

Scriingcr, Hall, and Fisher, and the Australian was Jacka. The
rt inaining eight; were two members of Sir Ian Hamilton's stafi

—

*Doughty-VVyli« and VVaiford—two members of the medical corps,

and last, but by no means tlie least noteworthy, four members
of the Territorial Force. Of these, three—Woolley, Belcher, and
Keyworth—belonged to the Loudon Regiment, a flne record for

a young unit.

Of the infantry^ the Highland Light Infantry holds the proud

rtKonl of having won thred Victoria Crosses duringnhc first year

of the Great \^ar, the three recipients^ being Liemcnant Brodie
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and Private George Wilson of the 2nd Battalion, and Lance
Corporal W, Angus of the 8th, a territorial one. Several famous
regiments can claim two Victoria Crosses during the period.

Among these are the Gordon Highlanders—Lieutenant Brooke
and Drummer Kenny, both of the and Battalion, and the BJack
Watch—Ripley of the ist Battalion, and Finlay of the 2 ik1 .

The Royal Fusiliers—^Lieutenant Dense and Private Godley of

the 4th Battalion, and the East Surreys—Lieutenant Roupell
and Lance Corporal Dwyer of the ist Battalion, belonging to

the metropolitan area, and the King’s Royal Rifle Corps

—

Dimmer and Mariner, both of the 2nd Battalion, and the Rilh*

Brigade—Daniels and Noble, both of the 2nd Battalion, belong-

ing to the south of England, show that the Scottish regiments

have no monopoly of these honours. Other parts of the country
are represented in the list by the Manchesters—tx^ach and Hogan
of the 2nd Battalion; the Sherwood Foresters—Ki\crs and
Upton of the 1st Battalion; the Yorkshire Light Infantry"

—

Yates and Holmes of the 2nd Battalion; and the Border Regi-

ment—^Acton and Smith of the 2nd Battalion.

Sixteen otlier regiments had each one of the V.C/s in tk<ir

ranks. These included the Welsh Regiment, the Royal Welsh
Fusiliers, the Royal Iri.sh Fusiliens, Uie Cameron Highlanden;.
the Cameronians, and the Royal Scots. The remaining ten arc

English: Lancashire Fusiliers and East Ixmcashirc*, Lei( esters

and Lincolns, Hampshkes and Bedfords, Liverjxjols a! id Soidh
Staffordshires, Yorkshkes and Duke of Comwairs Light Infantry.

Of the five Guardsmen who won tlie cross two—-Barber ami
Fuller-A-belonged to the Grenadiers, and one each to the Cohi-

streams (Dob^n), the Scots (Mackenzie), and, the Irish Guards
(O’Leary).

Of the eight artillerymen who won the cross thret—Alex;in<k r,

Bradbury, and Reynold-s—were coinmissioued officers, and fiv<'

were not. The famous L Battery of the Royrd Horse Artillery

had three of these heroes in its ranks—Captain Br^bury. Nel:Ton»

and Dorrell, and the remaining five belonged to tht^ Royal Iriekl

Artillery—Captain Reynolds, Luke, and Drain to the 37th
Battery, Major Alexander to the 119th, and Bombardier Haricxrk
to the 113th. The five engineers were all officers, ^ve one

—

Lance Corporal Jarv'is. The four officers were Captains Theodore
Wrigjit and JV. H. Johnston, and Lic^utenantS* Philip Neave and
C. G. Martin, D.S.O,
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CROSSES WON AT MONS

Among the heroes of the field of battle doctors occupy no mean
place, and during the year two members of the Royal Army
Medical Corps, commonly known by its initials as the R.A.M.C.,
won the V.C., these being Captain H. S. Rankeii and Lieutenant
A. il. Leake. The latter deserves a very special mention, for he
won the Victoria Cross on two occasions. During the Boer War,
on February 8, 1902, Lieutenant Leake was shot while assisting

a wounded officer, ein action which’ was rewarded by the V.C.,
so when he won it again in 1914 he was granted a clasp to it.

Ihis honour was unique, at least during the first year of the

Great War. In addition to these two, one of the tlirce Canadian
V.C.^'s—C'aptain F. A. C. Scrimger—w'as a medical man, so this

service should rightly count three. Of the 76 Victoria Crosses

won by soldiers, 72 were gained in Flanders and the remaining
four in Gallipoli.

“ The British forces were engaged all day on Sunday and after

dark with the enemy in the neighbourhood of Mons." This short

but de(‘ply interesting message, issued on the afternoon of •Mon-

day, August 24, 1914, show’cd that the British army, after an
ab#c‘nce of 100 years, was again fighting over the scenes of many
of its forim^r glories, and it was not long before officers and men
began to sliow tlieir traditional valour. On the very first day of

actual lighting four Victoria Crosses were won. On that August
Sunday afternoon the Germans were advancing in great force

against the canal which runs from Mons to Condt?, and along

\vhi( h the Britisli troops were stationed. To prevent them from

crossing, the engineers were ordered to blow' up the bridges,

and while preparing one of these for destruction. Captain

'fheodoro Wright .was wounded in the head. However, he stuck

to his task, and after the first fuse had faiUM to act, he pn^pared

another, wdiich vvas instrumental in bringing down the bridge.

Hard by, at Jt inappcs, Lance Coq>oral C. A. Jarvis w^as working

at a .similar ta^c. For an hour and a half, in full view of the

Pjurny and unJer heavy fire, he continued to prepare charge's,

and at last )u* was vewaided by seeing the bridge shattered. On
November 17 the Victoria Cro.ss was awvifdcd to these two

engineers, but by that lime Wright was dead, killed while add-

ing to his laurels. At Vailly, on September 14, he assisted a

luigade of cavalry* to cross the Aisne by a pontoon bridge, and

was llicre mortally wounded while helping some wounded men
into shelter*

*
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To return to the fighting at Mens. About St. Ghislain, some-
what to the west of Mons, the 4th battalion of the Royal
Fusiliers was posted, its duty, or part of it, being to hold the

approaches to one of the bridges which cross the canal. At
that spot were some machine guns in charge of Lieutenant J

.

Dease, who, although badly wounded two or three times, con-

tinued to direct their fire. He did this until all his men had
been shot, and later he himself died from his injuries. Deasc;

was assisted by Private S. F. Godley, who stuck to his work for

two hours after he hod been w'ounded, and in November the

V.C. was awarded to the two.

On this same day a fifth cross was partly won. At flar-

mignies Corporal C. E. Garforth, of the 15th Hussars, volun-

teered to cut some wire under fire, and in this way he enabled
his squadron to escape. His deed was noted, and so was' the

fact that a little later, at Dammartin, he carried a wounded
man out of action. Finally, on September 3, Garforth saved

the life of a sergeant whose horse had been shot, by his cool-

ness in opening fire oa the enemy, and so givdng his comrade
a chance to escape. For these gallant acts the king gave him
the Victoria Cross on November 17, the day on which the fir>t

awards for valour during the Great War were made.
On Monday, the 24lh, the British army was retreating from

Mons, and high courage was more than ever neceasar}*. Near
Andregnies the 9th Lancers were ordered to charge the advanc
ing German infantry in order to assist the 5th division, which
was hard pressed by the enemy. The Lancers rode on, only U*

find tbi^mselves hdd up by barbed-wire and a target for the
German guns. They lost heavily, and the rcipnant of the regi-

ment found shelter under a railway embankment. Captain F. O.
Grenfell being the senior officer left, and he somewhat severely

wounded. In the same refuge were some gunners b<^longing to
the 119th field battery, which had been put out of the action
and abandoned. Grenfell determined to save the guns, and
called ufX)n the Lancers and the gunners to assist him, and
after having at the greatest risk discovered for them a way into
safety, he and his men rushed out. Under heavy fire they
pushed the guns into safety, for the horses bad aU been shot, and
for this act of daring Grenfell received the V.C. Some months
fater, on May 24, 1915, he was killed while* his Lancers were
doing duty as dismounted men in the trenches.
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This same 119th field battery, which was commanded by
Major E. W. Alexander, had already distinguished itself on the

24th. It was stationed near Elonges, and although attacked

by an enormous force of Germans the guns were saved, being

pulkd out of danger by hand by the major and three of his men.
The work of this battery greatly assisted the retirement of the

5lh division, enabling it to be carried out without serious loss.

Major Alexander, who had handled his battery against over-

whelming odds with conspicuous success, somewhat later rescued

a wounded man under heavy fire. He was given the V.C. on
Febniary 18, but before that date he had been made a
lieutenant colonel.

The 25th passed away, and then came the 26th, which Sir

John French described as 'The most critical day of all,'* the

day of Le Gateau and Landrecies. At 3.30 in the afternoon, to

avoid complete annihilation, the 2nd army corps, under Sir

Horace Smith-Dorrien, commenced to retreat, after having
fought a fierce rearguard action at Le Gateau in order to enable

the 1st corps to get safely a\vay. This movement w<is covered
by* the artillery, which lield up the German advance as long as

possible. On one occasion the enemy got to within 100 yards
of tw'o guns of the 37th field lottery, but at enomious risk

Gaptain Douglas Reynolds, aided by t^Yo volunteers—Drivers

J. H. C. Urain and F. Luke—nished up with two teams of

horses, and although under heavy fire managed to dnig one
gun away. In November the three were awarded the V.C. It

should be added that on September 9, at Pisseloup, Captain
Reynolds performed another act of gallantry. There tRe men
were advancing, although a hostile battery was keeping some of

them back. Reynolds discovered its position by creeping near

to it, and then turned his guns on the battery and silenced it.

Of the two divisions, the 3rd and the 5th, which composed
Smith-Dorrien'a corps, the 5th w^as the host to leave its position,

And .among its* units was the 2nd battalion of the Yorkshire

Light Infantry. Two companies of this battalion remained in

the hastily dug trenches at Le Gateau on the 26th, v?hen practi-

cally everyone else had got away, and at length all the officers

save one had been killed or wrounded, all the ammunition ex-

pended, and only# 19 men were left. The single unwounded
offict^r was Major C. A, Lf Yate, and, forming u|f the 19 sur-

vivors, he 1^ them against the enemy^ It was a supreme act
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of gillantry, but perfectly hopeless. Yate was severely

wounded and was taken prisoner by the Germans. Happily, it

was stated later that he had not died of wounds, as was at

first reported. During this battle Lance Corporal F. W,
Holmes, of the same regiment, carried a wounded man out of

the trenches under heavy hre, and later assisted to drive a gun

out of action by taking the place of a wounded driver. Like

Major Yate, he received tlie V.C. on November 25.

After the 26th the first fury of the German attack had spent

itself, but there was a good deal of hard fighting before the

French and the British turned upon their pursuers and drove

them back from the gates of Paris. On September i, far in-

stance, when the L batter>^ of the Royal Horse Artillery was

resting at Ner>', it was surjirised by a hostile force, and before

the guns could be brought into action three them had be(‘n

destroyed. However, the other throe opened fire upon the

superior batteries of the enemy, but soon two of them had been

silenced, and only 40 of the 200 remained.

Under the lead of Captain E. K. Bradbury the gunners con-

tinued to scTve the one sound gun, and when lie had iMvn

wounded Sergeant Major G. T. Dorrell and Sergeant D. NeLson

kept up the fire until all the ammunition was gone, althougli

only 600 yards away the Germans were pouring in a concen-

trated fire from guns and machine guns. In the ni^tk of time a

iKxly of British cavalry and infantry arrived on the scene, and
the battery, or what remained of it, was saved. Captain Bradbury,
who died of his wounds, was given the V.C. on November 25

for hiS “ gallantry and ability in organizing the defence of

L battery against heavy odds," and the two 4iou-commissioned

officers received the same honour on the 17th, and were also

promoted to commissioned rank. Like Captain Bradbury, Ser-

geant Nelson was severely wounded, but happily he recovered,

although he had stuck to the guns after haviigig been onlered

to retire into safety.
*•

On September 13 the Allies, having won the Ixaitle of the

Marne, began the crossing of the Aksne in pursuit of the retiring

Germans. At Missy two British brigades, the iith anil the

15th, had got across the river though their |>osition was very
precarious, and but for the exertions of man they would
have been compelled to retire. Thfe man was Captain W. H.
Johmston, R.E., who woi-ked with his own hands^-wq rafts across
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the river, taking back thereon the wounded and returning with

ammunition for the harassed brigades. He did this throughout
the whole day, and was deservedly awarded the Victoria Cross

on November 25. Some time later Johnston was killed.

This battle of the Aisne extended over a wide front, and on
the 14th three more Victoria Crosses were won. On the right

of the British line, forming part of the ist division, was the 2nd
battalion of the Welsh Regiment, and one of its captains, Mark
Haggard, tcx>k a prominent part in leading the men forward.

At length he fell mortally wounded, and, seemg this, Private

William Fuller rushed forward for about 100 yards, and under a
heavy fire carried Haggard into safety. Fuller, by then a lance

corporal, received the V.C. on November 23.

Not far from the Welsh Regiment, in the same ist division

were the Cameron Highlanders, and a similar service was per-

formed for an officer of this battalion by Private Ross ToUerton.

The bravery and devotion of this soldier were, as the of^ial

announcement said, ''most conspicuous/' While carrying the

wounded otiicer into 5Vifety ToUerton himself was wounded in

Ibedhead and hand, but nevertheless returned to the firing-Une

i\ad remained with the battaiion until it retired. But this was
not all. He then ri^turned to the wounded officer, and stayed

beside him for three days until the two were rescued.

The name\>f Ross ToUerton is not perhaps so well known to

the general public of Britain as are the names of several other

winners of the V\C,, but there is hardly one who earned the

honour more daringly or more fully. At Verneuil, a little to

the left of the Welsh Regiment, the line was held by ttfe 2nd
battalion of the Highland Light Infantry, and in its ranks was
a certain Private George Wilson. With a comrade Wilson crept

forward to silence a hostile machine gun, and after the comrade
liad been killed he went on alone. He reached the gun, shot the

officer and the six nien working it, and then captured it.

•On the J5th thYs engagement on the Aisne continued, and near

Vendresso the 113th field battery was shelling the Germans, and
was l>eing heavily shelled in return. One of its bombardiers,

E. G. Harlock, ^ing injured, went away and had his wound
dressed, and then returned to lay his gun, A second time the

same thing happened, and a second time the bombardier went

liack from the dressing station to his work. He was^made a ser^

geant, and r(?ceit'ed the V.C. on Novem^r 25,
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The battle of the Aisne went on for four weeks, and after

the first encounters the combatants betook themselves to

trenches. At Hautvesnes, on September 19, Captain H. S.

Ranken, of the R.A.M.C,, showed conspicuous courage in at-

tending to the wounded when under rifle and slirapnel fircf and

on the following day his leg and thigh were shattered while at

work. Even after this severe injury' he kept to his task, but

the strain was too much for him, and another V.C. hero died of

his wounds without knowing of the honour conferred ujx)n him

on November 17. The last V.C. earned during the battle of the

Aisne fell to Lance Corporal F. W. Dobson, of the 2nd battalion

Coldstream Guards. At Chavanne, on September 28, Dobson
distinguished himself by his "conspicuous gallantry " in bringing

into cover on two occasions under heavy fire wounded men who
were lying exposed in the open. He received the V.C. on

December 9.

Af. length the battle of the Aisne came to an end, and the

British army took up its position on the Yser, where it remained

throughout the winter. On October 22 the first battle of Ypres

was raging, and the Germans were making their great effort to

hack their way through to Calais. Near La Boutillerie ther(‘

was sharp fighting, and the Carneronians, also called the Scottish

Rifles, were suffering severely. Private Henry volunteered

to go forward and save a wounded man; he made an atlemi)!,

but the heavy fire killed the injured soldier before his rescuer

could reach him. Later in the day May carried a wounded
officer^ into safety, traversing with his burden 300 yards luul r

very severe fire.

The next day, October 23, William Kenny,* a drummer in the

2nd battalion of the Gordon Highlanders, won his V.C. He was
not a fighting man, so he was cmployfxl to carry urgent mes-
sages, and on numerous occasions he tex^k these "under very
dangerous circumstances over fire-swept grouru.l^" But this was
not enough for the heroic drummer. Twic?r he saved tlut

battalion's machine guns by carrying them out of action, and
no less than five times, "under heavy fire and in the mmt fear-

less manner,"* did he rescue wounded men. Wlien super-V.C.’s
are awarded to super-men, Kenny should figure in the list.

During this same battle of Ypres the Germans, on October 29.

made a sp&ially severe attack on iSir Dougla^ Haig's corps at
Gbeiuvelt, and this was momentarily successful, «0omc of our
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trenches being lost. However, Lieutenant J. A. O. Brooke, an
officer of the 2nd Gordons, kept cool and fearless, and under
heavy fire, both from rifles and machine guns, led two attacks on
the German position^ regaining one of the lost trenches ''at a
very critical rnojnent." The gallant officer was killed, but a fine

memorial to him remains in the announcement which conferred

upon him the Victoria Cross. **By bis marked coolness and
promptitude on this occasion/' it says, " Lieutenant Brooke pre-

vented the enemy from breaking through our line at a time when
a general counter-attack could not have been organised." The
two Gordons, lieutenant and drummer, one alive and the other

dead, w’ere among those who received the V.C. on February 18.

Away on the British right there was, on this same October

day, heavy fighting around Fesiubert, where the 2nd corps w^as

stationed. Here, as at Ypres, a strojig German attack was
successful in capturing some trenches held by the 5th division,

and two attempts made by the British to recover them failed.

I horeupon an officer, Second Lieutenant James Leach, ilnd a
sergeaiit, John Hogan, of the 2nd battalion of the Manchester
Regiment, voluntarily decided in the afternoon to make an effort

to rc-cover their lost trench. Working steadily from traverse to

traverse at length they reached it, and once there they killed

eight of its German defenders, wounded two, and took 16

prisoners. T4ius the trench again became British property, and on
IXccriilx^r 22 I^ach and Hogan received the V.C.

Towards the end of October the Indian anny corps took its

place in the line of l>atllc, and on the 31st the V.C. was won by
one of its members—a sepoy called Khudadad, of tht 129th

Duke of Connaught's Own Baluchis. The Baluchis were at

Hollebeke, and the sepoy was one of the men who were working
the battalion's two machine guns. One of these tvas put out of

action by a shell, and the British officer in charge of the detach-

ment was wounded, but Khudadad, although wounded hL'nself,

worked away mt his gun until the five men wdlh him haa ;dl

been killed. The first award of the V.C. to an Indian soldier

for valour during the Great War 'was granted to Khudadad on

December 7.

Near Hollebeke is Le Cheer, where the Eiist Laucashires were

making a desperate stand against the innumerable hordes of

Germans who came day after day to the attach^ and where

Drummer ]^enfty found a rival. On the night of November r,
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perhaps the most critical time iii this critical battle, a certain

detachment of the East Lancashires lost all its oflicers. Kealis-

ing the situation, Drummer Spencer John Bent took command,

and, as we are told, ^Svith great presence of mind and coolness

succeeded in holding the position/' But, like Kenny, Bent .was

not satisfied with one act of heroism. Previously, on October

22 and 24, he had distinguished himself by bringing up ammuni-

tion under a heavy shell and rifle Are, and later, on November 3,

he carried into cover some wounded men who were lying ex-

posed in the open. Drums may not be necessary in a modern

army, but no army can have too many drummers like Bent and

Kenny. Bent's V.C. was dated December 9, 1914.

It was at the same time and in the same neighlx)urhood that

Lieutenant A. M. Leake, of the K.A.M.C., won the V.C. for the

second time. Here we may be allowed to quote the oflicial

words. He won it for '‘most conspicuous bravery and devotion

to duty throughout the campaign, especially during the period

Octot>er 29 to November 8, 1914, near Zoanebeke, in rescuing,

while exposed to constant fire, a large number of the wounded

who were lying close to the enemy's trenches." As tlie cfosa

could not be given twice to the same man, Lieutenant Leake was

granted a clasp to it on February 18, 1915.

We have not yet done with the battle of Ypres. On
November 7 it was still raging, and on that day, St Zillebeko,

the ist battalion of the South Staffordshi res did splendid service

in capturing a German trench. The attack, or at least one

attack, was led by Captain J, F. Vallentin, who was shot down,

and on rising to continue on his forward way was immediately

killed. But his gallantry was not thrown away, because "the

capture of the enemy's trenches, which followed, wa.s in a great

measure due to the confidence which the men harl in their

captain, ari.sing from his many previous acts of great bravery

and ability/' On Febnniry 18 Vallentin'^ memory was
honoured by the graht of the V.C. * *

On November n the German emperor made a supreme effort

to break the British line. The Pru.ssian Guard, the coqis dYiite

of his army, was ordered up and sent forward to perform a feat

which its comrades had failed to do. In one or two places it

succeeded, but, as a whole, the attack wasia failure, and this

was due, airfbng others, to Lieutenartt W. L. Brmlie, of the 2nd
battalion of the Highland Light Infantry. Headiag a charge,
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Brodie and his men bayoneted several of the enemy who had
occupieri a portion of our trenches and recovered some lost

ground. A dangerous situation was relieved, and, as a result

of Brodie 's promptitude, 8o of the enemy were killed and 51
taken prisoners. The two V.C.'s in this fiiie battalion—Brodie
and George Wilson—were fitting comrades.

Ill the neighbourhood of Ypres the Germans continued their

assault, although not perhaps witli the fury of the one on the

11th. On the 12th they attacked the British position at Klein
Zillebeke, where Lieutenant J. H. S. Dimmer, of the 2nd
battalion King's Ro3ral Rifle Corps, was working a machine gun.
Although he was hit no less than five times* Dimmer stuck to

his [>ost until his gun was destroyed. Very quickly, on Nov-
ember 19, he w as awarded the V.C., the last of the eleven earned
during tlie great battle of Ypres. A finer eleven never fought

or played upon any field.

During the trench warfare which followed the first battle of

Ypre^s the V.C. was won by a bandsman, T. E. Rendle, of the

1st battalion of the Duke of Cornwall's Light Infantry, Serving,

as ter ismen usually do on. the field "of battle, as a stretcher

beiirer, Rendle, on November 20, showed conspicuous bravery

near Wulverghem in attending to the wounded under very heavy
shell and rifle fire. In addition, be rescued some men from
trenches in %vhich they had l>eea buried by the fire from the

German heavy howitzers having blown the parapet upon them.
Rendle was awarded the cross on January ii.

On November 23 the Germans made a determined attack upon
some trenches near Festubert held by the Indian corps. A efiunter-

attack was organised during the night of the 23rd, and in this

tlic 39th Garhwal liflcrnon, from the nortiiern hills, took a lead-

ing part. They cleared the enemy from some of tlieir treacli^,

and in this w^ork a naik, Darwan Sing Ncgi, w^as prominent.

Althoiigh wounded in two places in the head, and also in the

strm, he was oiic of the first to push round each successive

traverse, and he did tliis in tlie faco of severe fire from bombs
and rifles at the closest range. On December 7, the same day as

the sepoy IChudadad, he was awarded the V.C.

On the 24th the Indians and the Germans continued ihdr

struggle for the trtyKhes, and Lieutenant F. A. do Pass, of the

34ih {Prince Albert Victor's Own) Poona Horsey entered a

German saft anil, in spite of the enemy's bombs, managed to
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destroy a traverse. He then rescued, under heavy fire, a
wounded man who was lying exposed in the open, and still later

on the same day he made a second attempt to take the sap, which
had been recaptured by the Germans. While engaged in this

deed he was killed, and his name appeared in tlie LQtidoa
Gazette of February i8 among the recipients of the Cross.

On December 14 the 2nd battalion of the Royal Scots assisted

some French troops in attacking a German position, and was
successful in getting on to the edge of a hill called Petit Bois.

Here Private Henry H. Robson of this regiment showed ‘'most

conspicuous bravery" in leaving his trench under a very heavy
fire and rescuing a wounded non-commissioned officer. Subse-

quently he tried to save another wounded man, persevering in

his attempts until two wounds had rendered him helpless. Five

days later, on December 19, there was more fierce fighting in

the neighbourhood of Nouve Chapelle and Festubert. Near the

former place Lieutenant Philip Neame. of the Royal Engineers,

was helping to rescue tlie w'ounded. He managed to keep Ixick

the enemy, who were firing their rifles and throwing liombs, until

he had carried into safety ail the wounded wdio could be mow^d.

Not far away, at Rouges Bancs, Private J. Mackenzie, of the

2nd battalion of the Scots Guards, was doing similar work. On
one occasion a parly of stretcher bearers attempted in vain to

reach a wounded man. Seeing this, Mackenzie ?v’ent forward

under a heavy hre and carried him b<ack from the very front of

the German trenches. A second time on that same day he
a like act of gallantry, but on this (xicasion

' killed. The names of Robson, Neame,
and Mackenzie were among those upon whom the V.C. was
bestowed on February i 3 .

-At Rouges Bancs, two days latiT (December 21). there were
other gallant rescues, and tlie V.C. was won by two privates

—

Abraham Acton and James Smith—of the 2nd battalion of the

13order Regiment. First of all, the two went Voluntarily froln

their trench and rescued a w^ounded man who had been lying

exposcMi near the German trenches for three whole days, and
later they went out a second time and brought another wounded
man into safety. The pair were under fire for an hour, but both
returned safely. Their honour was dated February 18, 1915.

The firstVX. won during 1915 w^s gained by Lance Cori>oral

Michael O’Leary, of the^ Irish Guards, for one of thejmost remark-
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TWO GUARDSMEN

able feats performed during the whole war. It was at Cuinchy,
on Febniary i, when O'Leary was one of a party moving for-

ward to storm the German barricades. When near the enemy
he rushed to the front and himself killed five German^ y/ho were
holding the first barricade, and then went forward to the‘ second
one, which was alx)ut 6o yards distant. There he killed three

of the enemy and took two other prisoners. This is what the

official announcement said on February i8 :
'' Lance-Corporal

O’Leary thus practically captured the enemy's position by him-
self, and prevented the rest of the attacking i>arty from being

fired upon." In September O’Leary was given a commission in

lhe*Northumberland Fusiliers.

One of the great battles of the war was fought at Neuve
Chapelle on March lo, ii, and 12, 1915, and there nine V’^ictoria

Crosses were gained. The first was won by an Indian, Rifleman
Gobar Sing Negi, like his namesake, a soldier in the ranks of the

39th Garhwal Rifles. During the attack on the German position

which opened the battle on the loth, Negi was one of a party

which, armed with bayonets and bombs, entered the enemy's
iiiain trench, fie was the first man to go round each traverse,

and was instrumental in driving back the Germans until they

were forced to surrender. During the battle he was unfortunately

killed, but on April 28 he received a posthumous V.C.

So much for the 10th, but the fighting on the 12th was fiercer

still, and nowhere more so than around Pietre Mill, where

were the ist Grenadier Guards. There Lance Corporal W. D.

Fuller and Private Edward Barber of that regiment^ showed
"most conspicuous bravery/' In one place Fuller, seeing a party

of the enemy trying to escape along a communication trench,

ran towards them and, although quite alone, killed the leading

man by throwing a bomb. After tliis the remainder, some 50
in number, finding it impossible to escape, surrendered to him.

Barber performed a similar feat in another part of the field. He
ran quickly in front of the company to which he belonged and
threw his bombs upon the enemy so successfully that "a very

great number" of them lost no time in surrendering to him.

When the rest of the party came up to Barber they found him
quite alone and unsupi>orted with the Germans surrendering all

around him.

The throwing of bombsVas a feature of lliis l>attle at Neuve
Chapelle. 3nd Ihivate Jacob Rivers, erf the ist battation of the
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Sherwood Foresters, was one who used them to some purpose

on March 12. On the flank of an advanced company of his

battalion a large number of the enemy were massed, and seeing

this. Rivers, on his own initiative, crept to within a few yards of

them and hurled bombs on them, 'fliis action compelled them
to retire, and consequently relieved the situation. A second time

on the same day Rivers went out to perform ilie feat, and a

second time he forced the enemy to withdraw, but on this occa-

sion he was himself killed.

Oil the same day Corporal Williani Anderson, of the 2nd bat-

talion the Yorkshire Regiment, prevented " by his prompt and
determined action” what might ctherwdse have become a serious

situation. He did this by leading three men with bombs against

a large party of the enemy who had entered our trenches. First

throwing his own bombs, Anderson then seized and hurled tliose

in the possession of his three companions who had all been

wouijded. He followed up this attack by firing his rifle with the

utmost rapidity at the invading Germans, who, although he was
quite alone, did not wait to dispute with liiin.

Something similar was the exploit by which Lieutenant Cfril

G. Martin, D.S.O., of the Royal Engineers, won his V.C. He
was in command of six men who formed a party for throwing

bombs, and early in the action he had been wounded. In spite

of this, however, he led his little detachment into the Gennaa
trenches and remained there, holding back the enemy’s re-

inforcements, until he was ordered to abandon the capturixl

trench. He had been in it for two and a half hours.

On tlie afternoon of March 32 the 2nd battalion of the Riilo

Brigade was sent forward against some German trenches. Un-
flinchingly they advanced until they found themselves stopped
by wire entanglements and shot down by machine guns. At this

moment two volunteers/ Sergeaflt Major Harry Daniels and
Corpo^ Cecil R. Noble, ruslied forward and cu|; the wire, Unis
allowing the battalion to make further progrrfs. Both wore
wounded while engaged in this hazardous occupation, and later

Noble died of his wounds. The following September Sergeant
Major Daniels received a commission. The ninth of the crosses

won at Neuve Chapelle was gained by Private William Bucking-
ham, of the 2nd battalion Leicestershire Regiment. The words
in which tife award was made on "April 28 are few but fine.

For conspicuous acts, of bravery and devotion to duty in
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rescuing and rendering aid to the wounded while exposed to

heavy fire, especially at Ncuve Chapelle on March lo and 12,

The chief incidents on the western front during April were the

fight for Hill 60 and the first use of asphyxiating gases by
the Germans against the Canadian lines. Before these events,

however. Private Robert Morrow, of the ist battalion Royal
Irish Fusiliers, won the Victoria Cross for ‘*most conspicuous

bravery.” Near Messines on April 12 he rescued and carried to

comparative safety several men who had been buried under the

debris of trenches wrecked by shell fire. He did this, we were
told^when the award was made on May 22, ”on his own initiative

and under very heav^y fire,”

On Hill 60 three Victoria Crosses were won, two of them
by members of the ist battalion of the East Surreys. In a front

trench on the hill, Lieutenant G. R. P. Roupell was in command
of a company which was under severe fire during the whole day
(April 20). He was wounded in several places, but he remained
at his post, and led forward his men to beat back a strong

German attack. This success gave the company a brief respite,

so Roupell went away and had his wounds hurriedly dressed,

but insisted on returning to the front where he and his company
were again under heavy fire. As evening drew on the men
became few^'i* and fewer, and the possibility of being driven out

Ixcamc greater, so the lieutenant w'cnt Ixick to the battalion

headquarters to explain the position, and then brought up re-

inforcements, ” passing backwards and forwards over ground
sw^ept by lieavy fire.” With the assistance of these new'^ien he

held the position.during the night, and in the morning his com-
pany w'as replaced by another. His heroic deed was thus de-

scribed : "This young officer was one of the few survivors of his

company, and showed a magnificenb example of courage, de-

votion, and tenacity, which undoubtedly inspired his men to

hold out to thoTcnd.”

During the same encounter one of the li^ist Surrey trenches

was heavily attacked by bomb throwers. In this predicament

Lance Corporal Edward Dwyer climbed out on to the parapet,

and although met with a hail of bombs at close quarters*

managed to drive^^way the attackers by the effective use of his

own weapons of the same kind. This deed alone was sufficient

to win for l^ni*the V.C., but earlier in the same day Dw^^er had
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displayed great gallantry in leaving his trench under heavy shell

fire in order to bandage his wounded comrades. In September
he received a commission in the Northumberland Fusiliers.

The third V.C. won on Hill 6o was a memorable one, for

it was the first ever won by a territorial. The recipient cwas

Second Lieutenant G. H, Woolley, of the 9th ba.ttalion of the

London Regiment, the one better known as Queen Victoria's

Rifles. Ehiring the night of the 20th Woolley was the only

ofiicer on a certain part of the hill, and of those under him very

few were left. Nevertheless, he and they resisted all attacks

made on their trench, the lieutenant throwing bombs and en-

couraging his men through the darkness of that terrible night

until they were relieyed. During all this time a regular hail of

bombs, shells, and shot from machine guns fell upon the trench.

It was three days later^ on the 23rd, that the Canadians were
attacked near Ypres, and here they won three V.C.'s. Near
St. Jplien a battery was retreating and was in danger of capture

when Lance Corporal Frederick Fisher, realising tlic gravity of

the situation, hurried forward with his machine gun and under
heavy fire made it possible for the battery to get safely awtiy.

In doing this he lost four of his men, but having obtained four

more he went again into the firing line to perfonn another action

of great gallantry. This was to take his machine gun forward

in order to cover the advance of a supporting force, but in doing

so the brave lance corporal w^as killed. On the following day,

the 24th, a wounded man was lying about 15 yards from a trench

in the neighbourhood of Ypres. He was heard calling aloud for

help, and a Canadian colour sergeant, Frederick William Hall,

tried, with the help of two comrades, to reach him. The enemy,
however, was pouring in a heavy enfilading fire, and the attempt
fafled, the two assistants being wounded. Undeterred, however,

Hall tried a second time Ho rescue the wounded man, and w;is

in the very act of lifting him up when he himy:lf fell mortally

wounded in the head. In very tnith he gave his**lifc for another.

During this heavy fighting, a Canadian doctor, Captain
Francis A. C. Scrimger, the medical officer attached to tlie 14th

battalion of the Royal Montreal Regiment, was conspicuous in

rendering services to the wounded, as between April 22 and 25,

so we were told, he "displayed continaously#/lay and night the

greatest devbtion to his duty amongf the wounded at the front.

"

But this was not ajpi. Pn the afternoon of the*25\h he was in
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charge ol an advanced dressing station in some farm buildings

near Ypres. The buildings were being heavily shelled, and it

was necessary to remove the wounded therefrom. This was
directed by Captain Scrimger, who himself carried a severely

wdunded officer out of a stable. Unable to reach a place of

safety, he remained with him. both being under fire, until help

arrived. The three Canadians were awarded the V.C. on
June 23. but Scrimger alone was alive to wear it.

During this same spell of fighting around Ypres the V.C, was
won by an Indian native officer. Jemadar Mir Dast, who was
attached to the 57th Wilde's Rifles. On April 26 he led his

platoon with great gallantry during a German attack, and after-

wards, when all the British officers had Ix^en put out of action,

he collected various parties of the regiment and kept them
together under his command until they w^re ordered to retire.

Lat(‘r in the day the jemadar displayed remarkable courage in

helping to carry eight British and Indian officers into safety,

while exposed to very heavy fire.

The knowledge that the Germans w'ere using poisonous gases

only spurred the British, if possible, to greater heroism, and at

the beginning of May two V.C/s were won by Englishmen in

the face of this new and barbarous %veapon of war. On the ist

a trench i^*ar Hill 60 had just been vacated by the British as

a consequence of a gas attack, when Private Edward Warner,
of the jst battalion of the Bedfordshires, entered it alone in

order to prevent the enemy from sci/.ing it. Reinforcements
were sent forward to help him, but owing to the gas tl>fy could
not reach the trench, so Warner himself came out to them, and
under his guidance they managed to reach it. By this time the
lieio was completely exhausted, and shortly afterwards he died

from the efTects of gas poisoning. Jiowxvcr, his bravery had
saved the trench, for it was held until the German altack ceased.

On the next; day Private John Lynn, of the 2nd battc|lion of

the Lancashire Fusiliers, won for himself an immortal name for
" most conspicuous bravery ” near Ypres. When the Germans
were advancing behind their waves of poisonous gas, Lynn,
although almost overcome by the awful fumes, wqrked his

machine gun with very great effect against them. At length ho
was unable to setfthem, owing to the nearing clouds of gas, so

he moved his jg^un to a hi^er place on the parapel, and poured
a still m(3rc effective fire upon th^n. This heroic action
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eventually checked the enemy’s advance, and, as we were

officially told, "the great courage displayed by this soldier had a

j5ne effect on his comrades in the very trying circumstances."

L3mn's superhuman courage cost him his life, for next day he

died from the effects of gas poisoning. Over his tomb Napier’s

immortal words might well be inscribed : "No man died that night

with more glory—yet many died and there was much glory."

On May 9 the British forces delivered a successful attack

on the German position near Fromelles, and on tlxat day four

Victoria Crosses were won. A prominent place in the assault

was assigned to a regiment which has a record second to none
in the British army—^the famous Black Watch, or Royal High-

landers. The Black Watch attacked the enemy near Rue du
Bois, and there Corporal John Ripley was leading a section on
the right of a platoon. Of the whole battalion he was the first

man to mount the German parapet, and, standing tliere exposed

to fire, he pointed out to the others the ways through the gaps

made by our artillery in the wire entanglements. This done,

Ripley led his section through a breach in the parapet to the

second line of trenches, and having reached his objective he set

to work to make the position secure. Aided by a few men, seven

or eight, he blocked up both flanks, arranged a good position

for firing, and continued to defend the captured trench until all

his men had fallen and be himself had been badly wounded in

the head. About the same time Lance Corporal David Finlay

of the same regiment was leading forv^ard a bombing party of

12 me]% and he did this with the greatest gallantry until ten of

them had fallen. Then Finlay showed the stuff of which he was
made. He ordered the two survivors to crawl* back into safety,

but he himself went forward to the assistance of a wounded man,
and carried him for 100 yards under heavy fire, eventually plac-

ing him under cover.

Near Rouges Bancs the 2nd battalion of the Lincolnshire Regi-

ment was playing a part in this attack, and *there Corporal

Charles Sharpe was—unknowingly, of course—emulating Ripley.

Being in charge of a party sent forward to capture a portion of

a German trench, he was the first to reach it. Once there he
threw his bombs with great determination and effect, and in a
short time he had cleared all the Germans from a trench 50 yards
long. In the end all his men bad f^en, but fqur others came
forward tp assist*Sharpe, and the five made another successful
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attack on the enemy, using their bombs with such vigour that

they captured this time a trench, not 50 but 250 yarckiong.

In the same neighbourhood, near Rouges Bancs, was the ist

battalion of the Sherwood Foresters, and there Corporal James
ITjiton of that regiment spent the day in attending to the

wounded. As the official account says: ''During the whole of

tills day Corporal Upton displayed the greatest courage in rescu-

ing the wounded while exposed to very heavy rifle and artiller]/

fire, going close to the enemy's parapet regardless of his own
personal safety.'' One man was killed by a shell while in his

arms. Moreover, when Upton was not actually engaged in this

hazardous duty, he was bandaging and dressing the serious cases

in front of the parapet, exposed to the enemy's fire.

The next V.C. was earned by a territorial, like Woolley, a

member of the London Regiment, but not in the same battalion,

for J.,ance Sergeant Douglas W. Belcher belonged to the 5th

—

the London Rifle Brigade. On the morning of May 13 Belcher

was in charge of an advanced breastwork near St. Julien. This

was bombarde<l fiercely and continuously by the Germans, and
w^is frequently blown in. Near by some troops had been with-

drawn owing to the heavy fire, but Belcher and a few men
decided that they would remain and hold the position. This

they did, Belcher’s “ skill and great gallantry ” being the soul of

the defence, for whenever he saw the enemy, who were only

alx)ut 200 yards away, collecting for an attack, he opened a
rapid fire upon him. This was a very valuable piece of work,

for it is practically certain that the bold front shown by Belcher
" prevented the enemy breaking through on the Wieltfe road,

and averted an attack on the flank of one of our divisions."

On May 15 the British had a success dear Fe^tubert, and on
the 16th several batUilions, among them the ist Royal Welsh
Fusiliers, were holding some captureS trenches and portions of

trenches. In one of these portions was Sergeant Major Frederick

Barter, of the Fusiliers, and he called for volunteers from among
his company to enable him to extend the line. Eight men re-

sponded. and under Barter's lead they attacked the German
position with boml>s, and captured three Gcnitettn officers and 102

men, as well as 500 yards of their trenches. After this feat

Barter found anfL<^tit ii of the enemy’s mine leads, situated

al>out 20 yards from each\)ther. •

Two dayi later a lieutenant in the Indian army the V.C.
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near the same place. Some bombs were badly needed at a spot

within 20 yards of the German position, and two parties

attempted to carry them thither, but failed. Whereupon
Lieutenant John G. Smyth, of the 15th Ludhiana Sikhs, with a
bombing party of ten men, volunteered for this duty. The
ground over which they had to go was ” exceptionally danger-

ous," and on the way eight of the ten were either killed or

wounded. However, Smyth and the remaining two struggled on,

exposed to the fire of howitzers, machine guns, and rifles, and at

length, having swum a stream, they brought 96 bombs to those

who needed them.

On May 22 there occurred the gaHant deed by which Private

William Mariner, of the 2nd battalion the King's Royal Rifle

Corps, won the V^ictoria Cross. A German machine gun had
been damaging the parapets and hindering the working parties,

and Mariner decided to put an end to the annoyance. Accord-

ingly« at night, while a violent thunderstorm was raging, he
crept out of his trench, through the German wire entanglements,

and at length reached the emplacement of the gun. He then

climbed on to the top of the German parapet, and threw a boihb

under the roof of ihe gun emplacement. Some groaning and
running away followed, while Mariner waited in silence.

About 15 minutes later some of the Germans returned, and
were greeted with another bomb, thrown into the olher side of

the emplacement, for Mariner had climbed over there and had
thrown the bomb with his left hand. While the Germans fired

into tl^p darkness. Mariner lay quite still ; but at length, after

an hour had elapsed, the excitement died down, and he was
able to crawl back to his trench, having been out alone on this

work for an hour and a half. As showing his total indifference

to ‘danger. Mariner had re^qnested a sergeant to open fire on the

enemy's trenches as soon as ever he had thrown his^bombs- On
June Mariner received the V.C, i

Mariner's feat deserves to rank with those df O'Leary and
George Wilson as one of the outstanding deeds of the Great War,
and so does the next on the list. On the night of May 25 the

24th battalion of the London Regiment, the Queen's, made a
successful attack on the German position at Givenchy, and there

one of its lance corporals, Leonard James Keyworth, won for

that regim^t, and for the Territoridl Force in general, a third

Victoria Cross. It was in this wise. Alter the assi^lt, 75 men
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of tfie battalion attempted to follow up their success by a bomb
attack, and a very fierce encounter took place between them and
the Germans, who were only a few yards away. The nature of

the fight is sliown by the fact that 58 of the 75 Londoners were
cither killed or w^ounded. Now for a simple statement of fact

:

Dfiring this very fierce encounter Lance Corporal Keyworth
stood fully exposed for two hours on the top of the enemy's
parapet, and threw about 150 bombs among the Germans, who
were only a few yards away."
Two more Victoria Crosses complete the 72 won in Flanders,

and both these were gained for saving life. On June 12, 1915,

Lance Corporal William Angus, of the 8th battalion of the High-
land Light Infantry, one composed of territorials from Lanark-
shire, w^as, like Keyworth, at Givenchy. Seeing a w^ounded
officer lying wdthin a few yards of the enemy's position, he
voluntarily left his trench and rescued him in spite of very hea\y
fire from bombs and rifles. He had no chance whatever, we
w ere told, of escaping the enemy's fire w^hen undertaking; this

vory gallant action, and while rescuing the officer he sustained

about 40 wounds from bombs, some of them being very serious.

611 June 16 another lance corporal, Joseph Tombs, of the ist

battalion the Liverpool Regiment, called also the King's, w as near

Rue du Bois, where Britons have performed so many gallant

deeds. ..H his own initiative he crawled out of his trench

repeatedly, and under a ver>’^ severe fire from heavy guns and
machine guns, he rescued four wounded men who were lying

about 100 yards from his trenches. One of these rescues ^vas

especially notew'orthy, for Tombs dragged the man bau:k safety

by means of a rifle-sling placed round his own neck and the man's
body. This heroism and devotion undoubtedly saved his life.

Towards the end of April, 1915, Great Britain and France
became involved in a second great caippaign, the attack on the

Gallipoli Peninsula, and before August 4, 1915, four Victoria

Crosses had awarded for gallantry there, and tliis was
merely a beginning. The first two were gained on that terrible

and unforgettable day, April 26, 1915, when the British troops

made good their landing on the almost impregnable Gallipoli

Peninsula ; for, as w’us truly said, by all the precepts of war
they ought never to have got ashore at all. On one of the

beaches were a feav survivors of the Ro3ral Dublin Fusiliers,

Royal Munster JFusiliers, and Hampshires, who had got ashmre,
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but at a frightful cost. Nearly all the senior officers had been
lulled and wounded, including the general, but with the remnants
of the brigade w^ere Lieutenant Colonel C. H. M. Doughty-Wylie,

C.M.G,, C.B., of the headquarters staff, and Captain G. N.
Walford, a brigade major of the Royal Artillery, and these two
realized that something must be done. Accordingly, they

organized and led an attack on the hill above the beach, whereon
was the village of Seddul Bahr, The Turkish position was very

strongly held, was entrenched, and was defended by concealed

guns. Nevertheless, the attack succeeded completely, for not

only was the village taken, but so were the Old Castle and
Hill 141 beyond it. This was mainly due to the initiative, skill,

and great gallantry of these two officers, both of whom were
killed in the moment of victory.

In this Gallipoli campaign the Australians took no small part,

and it is not surprising that one of them, Lance Corporal AlbcTt

Jacka, of the 14th battalion of infantry, early gained there a
VietdHa Cross. It w^as for most conspicuous bravery on the

night of May 19-20, at Courtney’s Post. It seems that Jacka
and four other men were holding a portion of a trench wl)^en

they were heavily attacked and the four were either killed or

wounded. Seven Turks then rushed into the trench, but they

had not reckoned on Jacka. At once he attacked them and
killed the whole seven, shooting down five with l^*s rifle and
finishing off the remaining two with the bayonet. On July 24

the gallant Australian received the V.C.

In the force which invaded the Gallipoli Peninsula was the 3rd

(Speciaf Reserve) battalion of the Hampshire Regiment, and in

this was a young officer. Second Lieutenant G. R. Dallas Moor,
who had only joined the army in October, 1914, On June 5,

1915,. he was in some fighting to the south of Krithia, when he

noticed that a detachmejib on his left, having lost all its officers,

w'as falling back before a heavy Turkish attack, ^nd so was
endangering the safety of the whole line, PrcAnptly realizing

this, Moor dashed after the retiring men, pulled them up, and
then led them forward and recaptured the lost trench.
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I
N each volumewe provide concis^?md

authoritative biographical infonu-
ation concerning the outstanding

personalities of the war. For clearness

and ready reference they are grouped
according to nationality. The most
suitable section in which to include
these biogmphies is that wherein the
subjects figure most, prominently.
Accordingly, those contained in the
present volume have been selected

as associated particularly with the
narrative of events from the outbreak
of hostilities to the end of 1914. Other
biographies, for example, Foch, Beattj ,

Lloyd George, Allenby, and Luden-
dorff, appear more appropriatMy in
later volumes.
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Earl Jellicoe

J
6hn Rushworth Jellicoe, first Earl Jellicoe, was born at
Southampton, December 5, 1859, the son of Captain I. H,
Jellicoe, who was for many years in the service of the

R.M.S-P. Co. He was educated at Rottingdean, and entered the
navy in 1872. He became a lieutenant in 1880, securing a “triple

first" certificate, and served in the Egyptian War of 1882. In

1883 Jellicoe won the special /80 prize for gunnery lieutenants at
the R.N.C., Greenwich. Tnree years later, while serving on
board the Monarch, he gained the silver medal of the Board of

Trade for gallantry in saving life at sea. On June 30, 1891, he
was promoted to commander. He was on board the Victoria

when that vessel was rammed and sank, June 22, 1893. Jellicoe

commanded a mixed naval brigade in the expedition to relieve the
legations at Peking in 1900, being severely wounded.

From 1902-10 he was almost continuously serving at* the
Admiralty on shore, except for a short term afloat as second-in-

commana of the Atlantic fleet, 1907-8. He was created a
K.S.V.O. in 1907, in which year he reached flag rank. From
1908-10 he was tliird sea lord and controller. When war became
inevitable he was second sea lord and vice admiral in rank ;

ordered to Scapa, he there received his appointment as com-
mander-in-c^ief of the Grand Fleet (Au^ist 4, 1914) which it had
been arranged should be given to him m the event of war. He
held tliat ^st until November, 1916, when he became first sea

lord, having been promoted admiral, March 5, 1915.
Oil October 30, 1914, Jellicoe drew up for the Admiraltj-^ a

ineniOTandum, outlining the tactics which he would adbpt to

defeat the German employment of mines, submarines, and tor-

tiedoes. He would aim at fighting iti the north portion of the
North Sea, and would assume, if the enemy battle fleet turned
away, that its intention was to lead him over mines and sub-
marines, when he would refuse to be so"drawn. He felt that such
tactics, if not understood, “may bring odium upon me, and
ijiight be deeme^i a refusal of battle." This plan was approved
by the Admiralty and carried out at the battle of Jutland.

On November 28, 1916, he handed over the command of the

Grand Fleet to Sir D. Beatty, and proceeded to London to tjdte

up the oflice of first sea lord, and to organize measures against

the German U-boat campaign. In December. 1917, he retired,

beingsucceeded by Sir R. Wemyss, and in January. 1918, he was
raisra to the peerage as Visepunt Jellicoe of Scapa. Qn August 5,

1919, he received the thanks of the nation and a grant of

;^5o,ooo for his war service. Promoted,admiral of the fleet in
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19x9, he made a tour of the empire in that year in connexion
with naval defence. Having been governor general of New
Zealand, 1920-24, he was created an earl in 1925.

Jellicoe married, in 1902, a daughter of Sir Charles Cayzer,
Bart., and had four daughters and a son, the latter born April,

1918. He received the O.M. and the G.C.V.O. after Jutland,
and held many foreign orders. In 1919 he published “ The
Grand Fleet, 1914-16,^' an account of its work under his com-
mand, and in 1920, The Crisis of the Naval War,'" a record of

the measures taken by him to defeat the submarines and other
cognate matters.
A man slightly under middle height, clean-shaven, with alert,

grey eyes, strongly shaped lower jaw, high, thoughtful forehead,

easy, unaffected, and decisive in speech, Jellicoe was typical of

the British naval officer, who is trained seaman and scientific

fighter, and devoted body, brain, and soul to the great service

to which he belongs.

Lord Fisher

J
OHN Arbuthxot Fisher, first Baron Fisher of Kilverstone,
was born January 25, 1841, at Raml>odde, in Ceylon, where
his father. Captain Wijliam F'islier, of the 78th Highlanders,

on retiring from the army, had taken up the life of a col^eo

planter. He entered the navy on June 12, 1854, on board thp.

Victory at Portsmouth, being the last midshipman to be received
into the Service by Admiral Sir William Parker, the last of

Nelson’s sea captains. He was nominated for this distinction- by
a niece of Nelson. He saw active service in the Calcutta with
the Baltic Fleet during the Crimean war and later in China.
Promoted captain in 1874, he commanded the Indexible at the

bombardment of Alexandria, 1882. He landed there with the
naval tarigade, and was the adaptor of the armoured train, which
he commanded in several engagements, receiving the C.B. for

his services. In February, 1892, he was appointixi to the board
of Admiralty as controller of the navy, a post which he held
until August, 1897, when he took command of the s<juadron on
the North America station. Fisher returned to Europe in 189*)

to represent British naval interests at the Hague peace confer-
ence. . From July, 1899, until May, 1902, he waj commander-in-
chief in the Mediterranean, and on his return* was appointeci
second sea lord of the Admiralty.
He was larg<^ responsible for the scheme of entry and train-

ing for naval officers which abolished the Britannia, substituting
the colleges at Osborne and Dartmouth, and trained executive
officers, engineers, and marines together up to the rank of
lieutenants, after which they specialised ^^into the various
branches. From August, 1903, to October, 1904, he was com-
mander-in-chief at Portsrnouth, and served as a meipber of Lord
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Esher’s committee on national defence* He was appointed first

sea lord on October 21, 1904, and held that office until his
resignation in 1910*
Remarkable changes in naval organization and material were

carried out in this period, due mainly to the rapid rise in strength
of the German navy and to the development of naval ordnance
and the science of gunnery. The British fleets on fqreign
stations were drastically reduced, and in 1907 a Home Fleet wa*s

formed which, two years later, absorbed all of the commissioned
naval forces in home waters*
Lord Fisher, who was knighted in 1894 and created a baron in

1909, was the creator of the Dreadnought and battle cniiser type,
and the introducer of oil fuel and submarines into the British
navy. His work in improving the shooting of the navy was of
the utmost importance. He was specially promoted to admiral
of the fleet, and was appointed in 1912 chairman of a royal com-
mission on oil fuel in relation to the navy. He was recalled to
be first sea lord on the resignation of the marquess of Milford
Haven, October 29, 1914, He took steps to lay down 612 new
ships of various types, many of which were designed for special
work in the Baltic. He also ordered a large number of aircratt,

including the small airships dften known as blimps,, which proved
of ^great value for reconnaissance in the early stages of the war
at sea* He advocated^ the introduction of mucii heavier guns.
Fisher strongly opposed the Dardanelles.expedition, 2^nd waat with
difficulty prevented from resigning when it ordered, early in
T915, by the Cabinet. He finally resign^ on May 15. 1915^ on
the ground ihat ships required by the Grand Fleet in the North
Sea were being imperillea at the Dardanelles,

In the general conduct of the war fie was successful ; the
decisive result of tlie battle of the Falkland Islands, December 8,

i9i4» was entirely due to his action in sending two battlecruisers
.secretly fiom the North Sea to the coast of ^uth America. Iii

July, 1915, he was appointed president of the board of invention
and research. He died July 10, 1920, retaining to the last his

vigour of mind and speech. His letters to ** The Times '' in

1919-20 were memorable for the refrain "sack the lot/’ and ’he

always spok^ of himself as "nithless and relentless*"

Sir Doveton Sturdee

S
IR Frederick Charles Doveton Stukoee was bom June 9»

1859. He entered the n&vy in 1871, and served in the
Egyptian War, 1SS2, being present at the bombardment

of Alexandria as a lieutenant in the Hecla. He was assistant to

the director of naval ordnance, 1893-97, and assistant directcwrtil

naval intelligence,'•1900-2. ^
Chief of staff of the Mediterraneaii

Fleet, X905-7, was rear admiral of the first battle squadron,
1910, and commanded the second cniisgr squadron, 1912-13.
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Sturdce was chief of the war staff, 1914- 15, and it was while

thus employed that Lord Fisher sent him to the Pacific to find
and defeat von Spec. The crushing defeat of the German squad-
ron off the Falkland Islands followed on December 8, 1914. In
the bp-ttle of Jutland Sturdee was in ccmmand of the foiqrth
batfle squadron. He was cominander-iii-chief at the Norc,
1918-21. Promoted rear admiral, 1910, and admiral, 1917, he
was made admiral of the fleet, 1921. Knighted in 19x3, he was
created a baronet, January i, 1916. In 19x9 he received a grant
of £10,000 for Ills services during the Great War. He died on
May 7, 1925.

Sir Christopher Cradock

S
IR Christopher George Franxis Maurice Cradock was born
July 2, 1862, son of Christopher Cradock, of Hartforth,
Kiciimond, Yorkshire. He entered the navy, and served

with distinction in the Sudan, 1891 ; in China, i()oo, being pro
moted captain for gallantry at Taku. He attained rear admiraTs
rank in 1910, was given command of the Atlantic Fleet in igri,
and was knighted in 1912. In October, 1914, Sir C. Cradock,
with a small squadron consisting of the old armoured cruisers
Good Hope and Monmouth, the light cruiser Glasgow, and armed
ship OtrantOi^' was sent to South American waters in search of
a German squadron, commanded by Rear Admiral von Spec,
which was then causing much damage to Allied shipping. The
old battleship Canopus was 4ent to support Cradock, but was
nearly 20t> miles astern when, on NovemlxT i, 1914, Ibfi Coronel,
on the Chilean coast, he sighted Spec's ships.
Both squadrons were steaming south, in a heavy sea and strong

wind ; the Germans were east of the British, in line. At 7.3 p.m.
both sides opened fire at 12,000 yards, steering converging
courses. The Germans quickly got the range of the Good Hope
and Monmouth. At 7.50 a vwlent explosion amidships damagtxl
the Good Hope, but she continued in action and did not sink till

later. Cradock was lost with her.
«

Sir Ernest Troubrldge

S
IR Ernest Charles Thomas Troubridce waS born July 15,*

1862, He entered the navy in 1878, and was naval attach^
at Vienna, Madrid, and Tokyo, 1901-4 ; captain and chief

of staff, Mediterranean, 1^37-8 ; chief of the war staff at the
Adxuiralty, 1911-12, and in the latter year commanded the
Mediterranean cruiser squadron. Wlien the Great War broke
out he was second in command to Admiral Si»>Berkeley Milne in
the Mediterr^ean, and he was muclf criticised for the escape of
the Coeben. This led to his trial by court-martial, but he wa^^
fully and honourably axfquilted. In 1915 he was head of the
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British naval mission to Serbia, and in November, 1918, was
appointed president of the International Danube Commission,
resigning in 1921. Having been made rear admiral in 1911 and
vice admiral in 1916, he became a full admiral in 1919, and was
knigjited in that year. Fie retired in 1921, and died January 28,
1926.

Commander Holbrook

Norman Douglas Holbrook was lK)rn in 1884. In the sub*
marine branch he served in the Mediterranean in the
early days of the Great War, holding the rank of

lieutenant commander, and on December 13, 1914, commanding
submarine Bir, he set out with the object of reconnoitring the
interior of the Dardanelles. In the course of this extremely
perilous operation he dived beneath five rows of mines in the
strait and torpedoed the Turkish battleship Messudiyeh. Pur-
sued by heavy gunfire and chased by torpedo lx)ats, he returned
safely, having on one occasion been submerged nine hours. For
this action he was awarded the Victoria Cross. He retired with
the rank of commander.

Captain Max Horton
i IM ax Kennedy Horton entered the navy in 19W, and as

lieutenant of the Duke of Edinburgh distinguished him-
self at the wreck of tlie P. and O. liner Delhi, oE Cape

Spartel, in 1911, receiving the Botird of Trade medal for gallantry,
in saving lifc^. On the outbreak of the Great War he was in the
submarine service, and in command of E9, on September i^,

19 14, he torpedoed and sank the German light cruiser Hela, six

miles south of Heligoland. On October 6 he torpedoed and sank
the destroyer S 116, being awarded the D.S.O. for these syvices,

and promoted to commander. On July 2, 1915, he sank the
German cruiser Piinz Adalbert, in the Baltic, for which the tsar

Nicliolas awarded him the Order of St. George. Horton was
promoted captain in 1920, and was assistant director of mobiliza-
tion at the Admiralty, 1926-28.

Earl Kitchener

Horatio Herbert Kitchener, first Earl Kitchener, of Khar-
tum and Aspall, was born at Crotter House, Ballylong^

ford, CO. Kerry, Ireland, June 24, 1850, the second son
of Lieutenant Colonel Henry H. Kitchener, of CossinRton,

lAacester. He passed out of Woolwich in 1870 and joined the

Royal Engineers. ^He volunteered for service witli the French
army in the Franco-Prussian War, but owing to %n attack

pneumonia was^never under fire. In 187^-78, on the staff of the

f\Tlestinc Exploration Fund, he surveyed*iii Palestine and Cyprus.
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William Nicholson as chief of the imperial general staff. In 1913
he was made field marshal.

French's career seemed to end in 1914, when he resigned, in
consequence of the government's action over the resignation ot
British oflGlcers at the Cunragh Camp in connexion with the
trouble in Ulster. On the first hint of the German threat, how-
ever, he was selected to lead the expeditionaiy force. Embark-
ing with his stafi on August 14, he reached his own H.Q. at Le
Cateau on August 17. On August 23 he was in contact with the
enemy, the battle of Mons was fought, and the retreat began.

On September 16 French deliberately came to the decision
that frontal attack was hopeless, and began to urge the march
to Belgium, as he wanted to prevent the Germans from cap-
turing the Channel ports'. His views slowly prevailed, though
not in their entirety, and the terrible battle of Ypres opened on
October 19, ending successfully on November 21, when the
British troops defeated the German attempt to capture the
salient. this time and up to the close of the battle of
Festubert in May, 1915, Frencn had urged the supply of more
and more ammunition, especially high-explosive shells. He
recofded the facts in his rather controversial autobiographical
book entitled "1914". He saw the battle from a niin^ tower,
and was so overwhelmed by the contrast of ammunition su^ly
of the contending armies that he told the whole story to Coland
Repington, military correspondent of ''The Times, whose dis-
patch caused in the sequel the fall of Asquith's government,
and, in French's words, "the organization of the nation's in-
dustrial resources upon a stupendous scale." •

French's military career had now reached its clima.x, lie
surrendered his command to Haig on December 15, and in 1916
a viscounty was conferred on him. He became Viscount French
of Ypres and High Lake, Roscommon, the residence of hi.s

ancestA^ since the opening of the 17th century. He took com-
n^nd of the forces in Britain until, in 1918, he was appointe<i
viceroy of Ireland. He remained there until his retirement in
JP2I, when he was made earl of Ypres. He died May 22, 1925.

Earl Haig

Douglas liAio, first Earl Haig of Bemersyde! a son of John
Haig of Cameronbridge, Fifesbire, was bom in Edinburgh
June 19, 1861. He was educated at Clifton and Brasenose^

College, Oxford, whence he wcht to Sandhurst, and was gazetted
in 1805 to the 7th Hussars. He was distinguished both as polo
play^ and as a serious student of his profession. He was a good
linguist, and passed through the staff college ik Camberley.
H^g se^ed in the Khartum caifipaigii of and in the

South African ]War, where his work attracted altpition. He
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acted as chief of staff at Colesberg in 1900 to Sir John French,
and in 1901-2 he commanded a group of columns under Lord
Kitchener. After the South African War he served (1903-6)
in India, first as inspector general of cavalry, and then, after
some years at home, during which he was director of military
training (1906-7), and director of staff duties at headquartei^
(1907-9). as chief of staff to the Indian Army (1909-12). On his
return to Europe he was appointed to the Aldershot command,
which he held till the outbreak of the Great War. He went to
France in August, 1914, with the expeditionary force, in command
of the 1st corps, and took part in all the earlier battles, passing
in January, 1915, to the command of the ist army. In Decern-

1915* succeeded Sir John French as commander-in-chief
of thq British forces in France, holding this position till 1918.

After Haig received the command in France, he had to pre-
pare, in conjunction with Joffre, the plans for a great offensive
in 1916 on the Somme front. The policy contemplated was
attrition, as at that date there were no means of delivering a
surprise attack or of turning the enemy's position. The plan as
adopted was not Haig’s; he had wished to attack the formidable
Beaumont-Hamel ridge from the N. and from Arras, but, owing
to difTiculties of cooperation, the French w^ere against this.
Haig's thoroughness of organization was seen in the admirable
coin{)leteness of tlie preparations for this attack, wliich involved
enormous engineering work.

Haig in 1917 was required to act under Nivtile's directions,
which hampenxi his operations, but he gained the two brilliant
victories of ^rras and Messines, though all his arrangements
were upset by the necessity of prolon^ng his attack at Arras,
in order to take tlie pressure off Nivclle, whose offensive had
failed. Thus the third battle of Ypres did not open till July 31,
when the good weather had gone ; it involved fearful suffering
and sacrifices for the troops, but it came very near b«ing a
complete victory.

Early in 1918 Haig was convinced of the imminence of a great
German olTensive, but could not persuade the British govern-
ment of the soundness of his view. He was left with infantry
effectives 114^000 below strength, nor c5uld he induce the home
authorities to send him reinforcements from Palestine and the
secondary fu lds.* With his weak force, his front was extended
28 miles in January, to the Oise; and owing to his lack of men
he was compelled to station his reserves north of the Somme,
When the German offensive was opened (March 21, 1918), ho
could not throw in these reserves quickly, but, though disastrous
loss was inflicted by the rapid German advance, his dispositions
were generally justi^M and the attack was not fatal.

When Haig took the offensive on August 8, 191^, notwith-
standing the of 464,000 men which the British army l»ad
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suffered during the German offensives, he handled his troops,

now heavily but tardily reinforced from home and from sub-
sidiary fields, with brilliant skill. From that hour he pressed
the Germans fiercely and unrelentingly, and won such a series of

victories as no general had gained in the war. His assault on
the Hindenburg line (September 27-October i) was the greatest

feat in his career, undexi^en as it was a^nst the judgement of

the British War Cabinet, which dreaded k repulse and heavy
casualties, when Foch himself was reluctant to order it.

He was not a showy commander and he had minor defects,

but Sir F. Maurice states the truth when he says that this

"great leader's calm judgement, coolness in adversity, unselfish

patience when unsupported at home, and bold decisions when
the time came to be bold, were vital factors in our triumph."
On January i, 1917, Haig was promoted field marshal ; a*nd in

1919 he was created earl and received a grant of ^100,000. He
died January 29, 1928, leaving an only son who succeeded to his

titles. Earl Haig received many honours during and after the
war. He was made a Knight of the Thistle in 1917, and awarded
the Order of M^nt in 1919, while later Bemersyde, the ancient
home of the Haigs, was presented to him.

Sir Horace Smith-Dorrien

S
IR Horace Lockwood Smith-Dorrien was bom May 26,

1858, the son of Col. A. R. Smith-Dorrien. He was
educated at Harrow and Sandhurst, and entered the Sher-

wood Foresters in 1876, and in 1879 sensed in t^e Zulu war.
Between 1882 and 1886 he was in all the campaigns in Egypt
and the Sudan, the latter part of the time attached to the
Egyptian army; and he w'as there again in 1898, having in the
meantime been in the Chitral and Tirah campaigns. He went
to So#th Africa in 18^ at the head of his battalion, but was
soon promoted to a brigade, and later to a division. Adjutant
general in India, 1901-3, he commanded tlie Quetta division

there, 1903-7, and then, returning to England, was commander-
in-chief at Aldershot, 1907-12, and from 1912-14 held the
southern command. *

Smith-Dorrien w^as in that post when the Great War broke
out, but almost at once was sent to France t^ take command
of the and corps after the sudden death of Sir James Grierson.
He led his corps in the Mons retreat, and through the winter,
until he returned home in May, 1915, having just previously
been put at the head of the 2nd army. Later in he went
to take charge of the operations in East Africa, bat ill-health

compelled an early return. In 1918 he was made governor of
Gibraltar. Knighted in 1904, he promoted general in 1912.
He died as the result of a motor-car accident, August 12, 1930.
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Smith-Dorrien was responsible for the battle of Le Cateau,
fought August 26, 1014, and for this he has been severely
criticised. Lord French, who in his dispatch praised his masterly
handling of a difficult situation, stated later that there was no
need for this engagement, which was against his orders and
imperilled the safety of the whole army.

Sir Nevil Macready

S
IR Cfxil Frederick Nevil Macready was born May 7,

1862, a son of the actor, W. C. Macready. He was educated
at Marlborough and Cheltenham. In 1881 he entered the

(Gordon Highlanders, and in 1882 served in Fgypt. He went
through the South African, War, and was afterwards assistant
adiutc^nt general in Cape Colony. In 1907 he was appointed to
a like position at the War Office, and in 1909 was given com-
mand of a brigade. From 1910-14 he was director of personal
services at the War Office, and in 1912 he was knighted.

In August, 1914, Macready went to France as adjutant
general to the Expeditionary Force, remaining there until 1916,
whdli ho was made adjutant general in London and a member
of the army council. In 1918 he was selected as commissioner
of the metropolitan police, for which post he had gained experi-
ence^as an officer of the military police in Cairo and an assistant
provost marshal in South Africa. Macready reached the army
rank of full general in 1918, and in 1920 w^as appointed com-
inarider-in<hief in Ireland. He retired in 1923, and was made a
baronet. In 1924 he published ''Annals of an Active Life."

Sir John Cowans

S
ir John Steven Cowans was born March 11, 1862. He

entered the Rifle Brigade in 1881, and in 1893 became
a staff captain at headquarters. In 1906 he went to

India, where he was director general of military cducatiorf, and
from 1908-10 he commanded a brirade. From 1910-12 he was
director general of the Territorial Forces, and in 1912 he was
appointed quartenna.'^ter general and ineml^er of the Army
Council. In Afarch, 1919, Sir John, w^^o had Ixxn knighted in

1913, left thc^irmy to take up a business appointment, lie died

April 16, 1921.

Sir Arthur Barrett

S
IR Arthlk Ak.NvOLd Barrett was born June 3. 1857,

son of a clcrg>mian. He entered the army, Essex
Regiment, in 1875. After his first active service, in the

Afghan War of 1878, he joined the Indian Staff Corps and was
almost constantly ynployed in frontier and other operations.

He served with the tlazara exp^niition in 1888 and tY^enty years

Jatcr was given tlie K.C.B. for services in the Mohmaiid
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campaign ; he was also in the Tirah campaign. On the outbreak
of the Great War he was selected to command a division in Meso-
potamia and was responsible for the earlier operations at Basra

»

On his return to India in 1916 he took over the northern army#
and in this command conducted the campaim against the Mah-
suds, March-August, 1917, and dealt with the Afghan invasion
in May, 1919. He was made a general in 1917, G.C.B. in tgiS,
and in 1921 he was created a field marshal. He died October 20,
1926.

Sir David Henderson

S
IR David Henderson was born in Glasgow, Aucust ii,

1862 i He joined the Arg^rll and Suthenand Highlanders
in 1883. He saw service in the Sudan, 1898, and in South

Africa, becoming director of the intelligence dept., 1900. He
graduated as an air pilot in August, In July, 1912, he
was appointed director of military training, and in 1913 became
director general of military aeronautics. The efficiency of the
three or four sauadrons which went to France on the outbreak
of tjie Great War, and the subsequent development of the*air
arm, were largely due to Henderson. In Oictober, 1917, he
vacated his seat on the army council to undertake specif work,
and resigned the vice-presidency of the air council in the spfing
of 1918. He became Sector general of the league of Red Cross
Societies, Geneva, in 1919, and died at Geneva, August 17, 1921.
He had received his knighthood in 1914. He published **The
Art of Reconnaissance," in 1907.

Earl of Oxford and Asquith

Herbert Henry Asquith, Earl of Oxford and Asquith,
younger son of Joseph Dixon Asquith, woollen manu-

• facturer, was bom September 12, 1052, at Morley, York-
shire. His father died in i860, and the three fatherless children,
two boys and a mrl, were cared for by their maternal uncles. The
boys received their earliest education at the Moravian school,

Pudsey, and went afterwards to the City of London school.

Having won a classicaf scholarship at Balliol College, Oxford,
he entered into residence in 1870. He did brilliantly at Oxford,
and was made a fellow of Balliol. Called to the «bar at LincolnVii

Inn in 1876, in 1877 he married Helen, daughter of Dr. F.
Melland, of Manchester. She died in 1^1, leaving four sons
and one daughter. The eldest son Raymond, one of the most
brilliant men of his generation, was killra while serving with the
Guards on September 25, ipi6. He left a son Julian who suc-
ceeded to his grandfather's titles. In 1894 Asquith married Emma
Alice Margsuret, daughter of Sir Charies Tenbant, Bart. There
were two children oC the second marriage.
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In 1886 Asquith, contesting East Fife as a Gladstonian Liberal,
won the seat and held it until December, 1918, but success at
the bar came to him slowly. His reputation was made during
the long sittings of the Parnell Commission in 1889, by his work
as junior to Sir C. Russell, coimsei for the Irish Nationalist party.
On the return of the Liberals to power in 1892, Asquith was
appointed home secretary by Gladstone, and from 1895
he was one of the leaders of the Liberal opposition, being
especially associated with Lord Rosebery and the imperialist

section of the pkrty. When Campbell-Bannerman, after the
resignation of Balfour, formed his government in December, 1905,
Asquith was appointed chancellor of the exchequer. He succeeded
Campbell-Bannerman as prime minister in April, 1908, and held
that office until 1916. The Curragh incident of 1914 induced
Asquith himself to assume responsibilities at the War Omce ; and
he was secretary for war, as well as prime minister, when war
was declared against Germany.

Despite dissensions in the Cabinet, Asquith never wavered
during the critical fortnight that preceded the German invasion
of Belgium ; when the conflict began, his speeches did much to
win respect abroad for British policy and aims. On May^ 25,
1915, hi3 government became a condition, this transformation
beii^ forced upon Asquith by the logic of events. He remained
at the head of this until he resigned, December 5, 1916. Several
causes contributed to his resignation—the disappointing results
of the war so far ; delay in reaching decisions owing to the
unwieldy size of the Caoinet, and the strong feeling of the
Conservative* tliat they did not have a proper share of the more
important offices. He lost his seat in Fifeshire in 1918. In 1920
he was returned M.P. for Paisley, retaining the seat until
October 5, 1924, when he was defeated. In 1925 he was created
Earl of Oxford and Asquith. He resigned the leadership of the
Liberal party in 1926, and died February 15, 1928. HiS l)Ook
'' Memories and Reflexions " was published in the same year.

Viscount Grey

Edward Grev, first Viscount Grey of Fallodon, was born
April 25, 1862. He belonged to the family of which Earl

• Grey way the head. He was educated at Winchester and
Balliol College, Oxford, and in 1882, having lost his father^

Lieutenant Colonel G. H. Grey, he succeedea his grandfather.
Sir George Grey, tiie Liberal politician, ia the family baronetcy
an<l estates. In 1885 he was returaed as Liberal M.P, for

Berwick-on-Tweed, and his connexions brought him to the notice
of Gladstone. In 1892 he was made undersecretary for foreim
affairs, an office held for three years. In 1905 Campbw-
Bannennan cbqpe Grey as ff>reign minister^ and in that oflSice ho
remained £05 n years.
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It fell to Grey to conduct the last negotiations with Germany,
and those with France, in July and August, 1914, and to explain

the British position to the House of Commons and the country.
Certainly in those days he strove hard for peace, and his case
at the moment was so convincing that he had no difficulty in

committing Britain to the struggle with the full assent of the
people. He remained in office, quietly discharging his duties,

during the earlier part of the war, and also after the Coalition

government was formed ; but in December, 1916, he resigned
with Asquith. Already a K.G., he was made a viscount in July,
1916'. In 1919 it was stated that his eyesight was so impaired
that reading was impossible for him, but later there was some
recovery. In early life Grey was a fine tennis player, and through-
out, fly-fishing, on which he wrote a book, was his main hobby.
His memoirs, ''Twenty-Five Years,’’ appeared in 1925, "Fallodon
Papers” in the next year, and “The Charm of Birds” in 1927. In
1928 he was made chancellor of the university of Oxford. Grey
was twice married, his second wife being Pamela, widow of the
first Lord Glenconner. but there were no children of either
marriage. He died September 7, 1933. *

(Jrcy had many of the charactenstics of his lifelong friend,

Asouith. Personally of the most scrupulous honour, he was yet
rather inclined, in the face of difficulties, to take the line of least

resistance. His strong position with the Liberals was due tf> an
appearance of strength, to a certain dignity and reserve, especially
in .speech, and still more to an obvious indifference to office.

Winston Churchill

W INSTON Leon.vrd Si*F.xcER Churchill was lx)rn Novem-
ber 30, 1874, the cider son of Lord Randolph Churchill.

• Pie was educated at Harrow, and passe<l through Sand-
hurst into the army, 4th Hussars. In 1895 went to Cuba, and
was attached to the Spanish army during the rising in that island,

where he acted as a war corres[>ondent. In 1897 and 1898 he
served on the Indian frontier, and in the latter year was attached
to the 2ist Lancers, in* the campaign that led to the fall of
Khartum. When the South African War broke out, Churchill
at oqce went thither as ceyrespondent for ” The Morning Post^”
On November 15, 1899, he was taken prisoner by the Boers, but
he soon escaped, and as a lieutenant of the South African Light
Horse saw a good deal of fighting, l>cing at the battle of Spioii
Kop and the capture of Pretoria.

As a politician Churchill first appeared in 1899, when he stood
in the Conservative interest for Oldham. He was beaten, but in

1900, at the general election, he came bad# from South Africa
to be memtfer for that borough. Forsaking Oldham, he contested
North-west Manchester^ as a Liberal, and for tnat^seat he was
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returned in January, 1906. When Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman
had formed his ministry, just before the election, he had made
Churchill under-secretary for the Colonies.

When the government was reconstructed by Asquith in 1908,
Churchill entered the Cabinet as president of the board of trade.
In 1910 he was transferred to the Home Ofl&ce, and in 1911 went
to the Admiralty. He was first lord when the Great War began,
and was thus responsible for directing the early activities of the
fleet. On entering the Cabinet he had to seek re-election in

north-west Manchester, but he was defeated. However, a seat
was soon found for him at Dundee.

In 1915 the coalition minfatry was formed, and Churchill,
whose disagreements with Lord Fisher had just reached an acute
stage.* was relegated to the chancellorship of the duchy of Lan-
caster. The decision of the prime minister to form an inner
council to direct the operations of the war, from which he was
excluded, induced liim to resign ofl&ce in November. He
announced his decision to take his place in the trenches, and for

a w^ile was in command of a battalion in France, but in a short
time he was again in England. He remained out of office lyitil

July, 1917, when Mr. Lloyd George appointed him minister of
munitions. In January, 1919, he was transferred to be secretary
for war. and there he was responsible for demobilization, and for
equipping a force for Russia. He was secretary for the Colonies,
1921-22. Defeated at Dundee in 1922, he was returned for Epping
in 1924. He joined the Conservatives, and became chancellor of
the exchequer, November, 1924, retaining this office until 1929,
when he parfed company with the official Unionists.
As an author, Churchul has written on the campaigns in which

he has shared, especially The River War. He has also written the
standard biography of his father, 1906. His Great War memories.
The World Crisis" in six volumes, appeared in 1923-29, and
Thoughts and Adventures" in 1932. In 1933 his life of the

duke of Marlborough was published.

Sir Samuel Hughes

S
IR Samuel Hughes was bora at Darlington, Ontario, Janu-

ary, 8, '1853, and was educated at Toronto University. He
• began his^career as a lecturer in English at a Torouto
college, after which he edited a paper for 12 years. All this time
lie liad been in the Canadian militia, and in 1S70 had seen active
sinVice against the Fenians. He rose to command a battalion.

visite<l London to attend the Jubilee of 1897, and then visited

Australia and New Zealand, advocating closer imperial defence.
With the Canadians he served in the ^uth African War, being
made an assistant adjutant general.

Since 1892 Hughes had been a representative of Ohtario in the
Dominion Patliament, and he came loathe frant as an active
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raember of the Conservative party, chiefly devoting his attention
to military matters. From 1911 be was minister of defence in
the Borden government, until the Great War broke out.
Hughes had taken upon himself the task of making Canada

ready for the European war which he foresaw. In 1913 he con*
ducted a number of his commandiwg ofiicers over the Belgian,
French, and German frontiers, covering the ground soon to be
the held of war. On the outbreak of hostilities he set to work
to organize the Canadian forces, and himself grossed to Europe.
Canada's prompt and ready response to the Motherland's call

was made possible largely by Hughes' work. Her expeditionary
force was at first one division, numbering 33,000 men. By the
middle of 1916 her army had increased almost tenfold. In
November, 1916, Hughes resigned owing to differences with his

colleagues. He remained in Parliament, and criticised the
abandonment by the Canadians ci the Ross rifle. In 1915 he
was knighted, and he died August 24, 1921.

Louis Botha

LOUIS Botha was born at Greytown, Natal, September 27,

1862, the son of a Boer farmer. He passed much of his

early life in the Transvaal, fighting for Dinizuhi a^ainit
his Zulu enemies, and ser\'ing as a native commissioner in 1884.
In 1896 he was elected to the Transvaal Volksraad and, as a:i

opponent of Kruger, endeavoured to prevent war with Great
Bntain. But on the outbreak of the South African War in 1890,
he at once left his farm at Vryheid and joined i4 the invasioii

of Natal. His abilities soon brought him to the front ; he com-
manded the Boers who defended the passage of the Tiigcla, and
after Joubert's death was commander-in-chit f until the end of

hostilities. He was influential in persuading the Boers to accept
the pjbace terms at Voreeniging, and was subsecpienlly rec eived
by King Edward in London.
Botha worked for the pro.sperity of the Transvaal, and on the

granting of self-government [>ecamc its premier in 1907. In
1910 he was selected as the first premier of the new Union of
South Africa—a union had worked hard to establish. In 1914
on the outbreak of the Great War, Botha unhesitafingly declare<l

for participation, in spite of the opposition of,IIertzog and kis

group, and although he had to face a somewhat formidable
rebellion, crushed this and conducted the model campaign that
deprived the Germans of South-West Africa.
This done, he plunged into the strife caused by the pending

general election, Botha's programme was one of seeing the war
through, but bis party lost some seats and their majority in the
Hou^5 of A^embfy. Ho remained 41 {>owcr,* however, relying on
the suppoiT of the Unionist party, and during the next four
years was responsible igt sending a contingent to fight in Europe
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and for a policy of loyalty to the empire. In 1907 he was made
a privy councillor, the only title he would accept, and in 1919
he att^ded the peace conference in Paris, and signed the treaty
with Germany. Returning to South Africa, he died at Pretoria,
August 27, 1919.

Sir Pertab Singh

S
IR Pertab Singh, Indian ruler and soldier, was bom in 1845.

Early in his career he was put at the head of the adminis-
tration of Jodhpur by lus brother the maharajah. In this

capacity he introduced reforms, constructed railways, etc. In
1878 he was a member of the mission to Kabul, and took part
in the Mohmand expedition, 1897, and the Tirah campaign,
1898.* He led Jodhpur imperial troops in China, 1900, and two
years later became ruling chief of Idar State in Gujarat, but
abdicated in favour of his son. An hon. commandant of the Im-
perial Cadet Corps, he served in the Great War, 1^14-15, and
was promoted lieutenant general. Created K.C.B. m 1901, ho
wa» made G.C.B. in 1918. He died September 3, 1922*

Maharajah of Bikaner

The Maharajah of Bikaner, Indian ruler and soldier, was
bom in 1880, succeeded in 1887, and took over the rule

of his state in 1898. He commanded the Bikaner camel
corps in China, 1901. The maharajah served with the Indian
Expeditiona^ Force in France, 1914-15, being made a major
general. He attended the meetings of the Imperial War Cabinet
in London in 1917, mid was one of India's representatives at the
Peace Conference, Paris, 1919.

FRENCH

Raymond Poittcar6

Raymond Nicolas Landry Poinc^r:^ was born at Barde-
Duc in the department of Meuse on August 20, i860. He
was educiited at Nancy and Paris, and called to the Paris

^r. For somcf time he contributed law court reports td **Le

Voltaire.*' In 1886, w^hile secretary to the minister of a^culture,
he was elected councillor-general for Pierrefitte-sur-Aire, and in

1^7, d^uty for the Commercy division of the Meuse depart-

ment. He was re-elected time after time until 1903, when he
l>ecame senator for the Meuse, encountering no opposition in

1^3 and 1S98, and defeating a nationalist coalition m 1902.

In 1890 Poincard was *'dected a member of •ihe budget
committee, becfoming its chairman in 1892. In 1893 he was
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appointed minister of finance in the first Dupuy cabinet, and in

the second Dupuy cabinet (May, 1894-January, 1895), his term
of office being characterized by a policy of rigid economy. When
the Dupuy cabinet fell, he remained in the ensuing Ribot cabinet
as minister of public instruction and in that capacity frequently
debated in the assembly with Jean Jaur^s. During this period
Poincar6 delivered many speeches which made his name popular
among the public, and prepared the bill on university reform,
which became law in January, 1896. On leaving office he was
chosen as vice-president of the chamber, November, 1895, being
re-elected during the two following years. During the same
period he resumed his legal practice. After his election to the
senate he became president of its Budget committee. In March,
1906, he was minister of finance under Sarrien.

On the fall of the Caillaux cabinet in January. X912, Poincari'*

became prime minister and. with the premiership, took the
ministry of foreign affairs. He was still premier when elected

president of the republic on January 17, 1913, his chief op-
ponent being Jules Pams, and Iiis elevation to the highest office

was undoubtedly due to the qualities he manifested as premier.
In ills inaugural message to parliament he dwelt on the urgency
of social reforms and the necessity of strengthening the army
and navy. Shortly aftenvards the law ordaining three years’

military ser\dce was passed. In June, 1913, he visited King
George, the purpose 01 hb visit being to consolidate the Franco-
British entente. Returning hastily from a visit to Russia with
Rene Viviani, the premier, when the war clouds were thickening,
Poincar(?, on August i, 1914, issued his proclamation to tho
French nation, dwelling on the gravity of the international situa-

tion and emphasizing the fact that France had always affirmed
her pacific intentions.

Poincar6 retired from the presidency in January, 1920, being
succeeded by Paul Deschanel. He was re-elected senator for the
Meuse, and was president of the reparations commission for a
short time, but resigned in May, 1920, owing to lack of sym-
pathy with the .general AlUwl {Kiliey on that question. In
February, 1921, he was„ehx:ted president of the foreij^n affairs

commission of the senate. In that capacity and as Jorcign editor
of '"La Revue des Deux Mondes," to wnich .post he was ap-
pointed on retiring from the presidency of the republic, Poincaft
stood for a strongly nationalist jxoiicy, and for the fullest possible
amends by Germany for damage caused in the war. In 1922 he
returned to office as premier and mini.ster for foreign affairs. He
resigned in 1924, but he was again premier in 1926-29, and for
two years was also finance minister, being responsible for the
stabilization of the franc. Poiiicar<5 bt*canv5 a mernlxir of the
French Academy in 1909, and has^written his memoirs, which
have been translated into Kngltsh.

*
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Marshal Joffre

C ESAiKE Joseph Jacques Joffre was born on January 12,

1852, at Rivesaltes, in the Pyrenees. His father, Gilles
Jo&re, was the proprietor of a small wine business, and

C^saire Jofire was the eldest of eleven children. The birthplace
of the future marshal was a small house in the Rue des
Religieuses, afterwards renamed Rue des Grangers. Joffre was
first educated at a local school and afterwards went to the
college at Perpignan, at which he particularly distinguished him-
self in mathematics.

In 1867 Joseph was taken- to Paris by his father and placed
in a private school, where he studied for two years, when he
enterrf the famous Ecole Polytechnique. He served as a subal-
tern in the Franco-Prussian War. Till then he had a marked
dislike of the German language. The war proved to him that
he was wrong, and it was not long before he liad mastered it.

When peace came he was engaged as a young lieutenant of en-
gineers on plans for the new fortifications of Paris, Versailles,
and*Montpeliier.

Joffre was next sent to organize the defences of Pontarfier,
in the department of the Doubs. For a time he was engaged
only* in a round of garrison duties, and promotion seemed far
off. The latter part of this period was marked by a great
sorrow'. He marned in 1884, and was a widower witliin a year.
There followed a fairly long spell of foreign service, first of all

in Fonnosa, where he w^as employed in trench and fortress

w'ork. Front* Formosa he was drafted to Indo-Cliina, notably
at Hanoi, Kelung. and Vietri, where he fought successfully
against lh<>* plague, by methods very similar to those which
rendered the construction of the Panama Canal possible. Iii

Indo-Cliiiia he w'Oii the marked approval of Admiral Courbet,
wlio was in cliargc of the French operations.

*

After three ycar§ in the Far East, Captain Joffre returned to
France in 1888, received his majority m 1889, gazetted
a commandant and given a staff appointment which enabled
him to gain a valuable insight into tho military organization of
the French railways. In 1091, owing, it is conjectured, to the
favourable reports of General Galli^ni, he was appointed lecturer

on fortifications* at the famous finishing school for artillery

officers at Fontainebleau. In the autumn of 1S92 Major Joffre

went out to Senegal, and was instrumental in laying the foonda^
tion$ of the Senegal-Nigcr railway. A year later he was in

charge of a supply column sent to the assistance of Colonel

Bonnier, who was attacking the old Tuareg stronghold of Tim-
buctoo. Bonnier and many of his men were massacred by the
tribes, and it l^l to Major Joffre to avenge them. did this

on his own initiative and with marked success.
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Attaining the rank of colonel in 1897 went out to Madagas-

car two years later to superintend the fortifications of the
French naral base at Diego Snarer. The satisfactory completion
of this work was marked in 1901 by his promotion to the rank
of 'brigadier general and his appointment to the command of the
19th Artillery Brigade. Honours and advancement now •began
to follow one another with gratifying rapidity. In 1903 the
general was made a Commander of the Legion of Honour; in

1904 he was given the chief command of the Corps of Engineers;
in 1905 he became a general of division; in 1906 he was ap-

E
ointed to the command of the 6th infantry division; in 1908
e was chief of the second army corps; and in 1909 he receivt^l

the insignia of a Grand Officer of the Legion of Honour. Soon
after he was admitted a member of the French general staff;

and, partly because he was one of the few men who had been
absolutely clear of any connexion with the notorious Dreyfus
case, paray because of the chivalrous support of General Pan,
and more especially on account of his proved ability as a
strategist and an organizer, it befell that, on the reorganization

oLthe French War Office in 1911, General Joffre was placed in

supreme command of the French army.
In 1913 General Joffre was present at the Russian military

manoeuvres, when the tsar bestowed upon him the Order of

Alexander Nevski. In April, 1914, he drew up the mobilization
plan which answered so well in the hour of trial three months
later. On May 25, ^9^4, King George bestowed upon him the

G.C.V.O. But to the world at large, and even to many in his

own land. General Joffre was comparatively unknown.
He was in supreme command of the French armies until

December, 1916, when he was succeeded by General Nivelle

and was made a marshal of France. When the United States

enteied the war in 1917, Joffre went to America with the Frenc h

mission, and after that lived in retirement until his death on
January 3, 1931.

General de Castelnau

/Tarie Joseph Ed<5uard de Curij&res de Castelnao was
born at Saint-Affrique, Aveyron, on Deccml)er 2a, 1851.

• He received his early training at thi Jesuit College* of

Saint-Gabriel, and at the military school of St. Cyr. At the out-
break of the Franco-Prussian War he was among the 250 cadets
at St. Cyr who were given commissions. In October, 18^0, he
was promoted to the rank of c^tain for gallant conduct In the
field. He saw active service in dochin-China, during the trouble
with Siam, and in Algeria.

After p%^ing with distinction tjiirough the Ecole Sup6ri<^uro
de Guerre, he took up a staff appointment as colonel in the
xjth army corps. Joining the general staff in 11896, ho made
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his mark as head of the mobilization department of the war
office. His next appointment was at Nancy, where he com-
manded the 37th infantry regiment. In 1906 he was made a
brigadier, and commanded at Belfort and Sedan. Three years
later he assumed command of the 13th division at Chaumont.

Called to Paris in 1913 by General Joflfre, he became chief
of the general staff. When Germany broke the peace in I9i4»
Castelnau was placed in command of the 2nd army of Lonaine.
He subsequently commanded the new 7th army, and in 1915
he was given, under General Jofire, immediate direction of the
French forces in France, as chief of the general staff. In
December, 1915, he went to Salonica to examine the position
there, and in 1917 he was in command of a group of French
arfnies at Verdun. In 1918 he commanded an army in Lorraine
which was prepared to invest Metz and march to the Rhine
just before the armistice. In 1919 he was elected to the
Chamber of Deputies.

General Gallieni

J
OSEPH Si.MON* Gallieni w^as born at St. B<f‘at, Haute Garonne,
on April 24, 1849, and entered the French army in 1870 as

. lieutenant of marines, taking part in the Franco-Prussian
War, and later seeing active service in the Sudan and Indo-
china. He was governor of Madagascar from 1896-1905,
organized the island as a French colony, and published an
account of this work in Neuf ans k Madagascar,” 1908. In 1908
he bt^amt^a member of the Conseil SuptVieur de Guerre. During
the Great War he was appointed military governor of Paris,
August 26, 1914, saw to its fortifications, and rendered sub-
stantial assistance to the French 6th army under General
Maunoury. In October, 1915, he was minister of war in the
cabinet of M. Briand. but compelled to resign by ill-ilealth in
March, 1916, ho died on May 27. His family published memoirs
of him in 1920.

General Ran

PAUL Marie Cesar Gerald Pau was born at Monteliinar,
on No^^^mber 29, 1848, and educated at St. Cyr. Entering
the French army as a lieutenant of infantry, he served in

the Franco-Prussian War, 1870-71, where he lost an arm. He
reached the rank of general in 1897, commanded a division

in 1903. Later he was in command of the 16th army corps, and
then of the 20th army corps. Shortly after the outbreak of the
Great War he was given general direction of the French oSepsive
in Alsace. In 1^18 he was a member of the Frepch trade mis^
sion to Aus^alia, visiting also New Zealand and p|9ma4%
General P^iu died on January 2, 1932^
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General Lanrezac

C HARLES Louis Marie Lanrezac was born at La Pointe
^ Pitre, Guadeloupe, on July 30, 1852. He entered the
military college of St. Cyr in 1869, and the French army

,as lieutenant of the 13th Infantry Regiment in August, 1870.

After fighting through the Franco-Prussian War, 1870-71, he
•was on active service in Tunisia, 1886-92. Promoted colonel in

1901, he was brigadier general in 1906, governor of Reims in

1909, and general of division in 1911. At the outbreak of the

G.reat War he was in command of the 5th army. In October, 1914,
Lanrezac was relieved of his command, btnng appointed inspector
of mUit^y schools, and in 1917 w^as inspector general. He was
plarced in the reserve, April 12, 1917. He died on January 17, 1925.

General Franchet d^Esperey

LOUIS Franchet d'Esperey was born at Mostaganem,
Algeria, in 1856, and educated privately and at St. Cyr.

,
He entered the army in October, 1876. He took part in

the Tunis operations, 1881-82, in the Tongking expedition, 1885-

87, and ser\"ed in China, i9(x>-i. fie next saw active service in

-Morocco, 1912-13, and in 1914 was in command of the ist army
corps at LiUe. During the Great War he was at the bead of tne
French 5th army, succeeding Limrezac after the battle of

Charleroi, August, 1914. He fought on the right of the British

in the ist battle of the Marne, and gained a victory at Mont-
' inirail, September, 1914. Later he succeeded in holding the
Aisne bridgeheads. In April, 1916, fie was placed in command
of a group of the armies of the East in France, and in January,
3917, of the group of the armies of the North, which he heul
till June, 1918, when he was given supreme command of the
Allied trmies of the Orient, receiving the surrender of Bulgaria,
September, 1918. He commanded the Allied forces in Turkey-
in-£uropc until No\oral>cr, 1920.

General Ruffey

P IERRE Xavier Emmanuel Ruffey was boni at Dijon, on
•March 19, 1851. He entered the Fr<*pch army ay
lieutenant of artillery in 1873, and became colonel in

1901, meanwhile seeing service in the Madagascar expedition of

1895, and acting as assistant professor of artillery in the Ecole
de Guerre. He was general of division in 1905, and afterwards
commander of the 13th army corps. In 1913 he became a
member of the superior council of war, and on the outbreak of
the Great War was in command of the French 3rd army, which
held the line of the Allies from Montm<5dy by Sedan to Rocroi.
'Towards the end of August, 1914, this army was driven
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back by the Germans after very severe fighting, and Rufiey
was obliged to retreat to the Aigonne. In the beginning of
September of the same year he was replaced by General Sarrail.

General Dubai 1

A ugustin Yvon Edmond Dubail was born at Belfort on
April 15, 1851. He became a lieutenant of infantry in

the French army in 1870, and served in the Franco-
Prussian War, For ten years he was chief ^of staff of the
Algerian DivTsion and colonel of the ist Zouave Regiment in
Algeria. On his return to France, after holding various ap-
pointments, he became chief of staff of the French army, com-
mander of the 9th army corps, and a member of the superior
ccxincil of war. On the outbreak of the Great War Dubail was
given the command of the French ist army operating in Alsace
and Lonaine, successfully defended Nancy, and afterwards held
up the Germans on the Heights of the Meuse. In April, 1916,
he was appointed military go^‘erno^ of Paris, and held that posi-
tion till June, 1918.
•

General Maud^huy

LOUIS Ernkst ok Maitd'huy, son of Pierre Adrien de
Maud'huy, an officer who was killed in the battle of

Magenta, 1859. was born at Metz on February 17, 1857,
and educated there and at St. Cyr. In 1879 he CTitered the
army as a lieutenant of light infantry, and after studying at
the Ecole Superieure de Guerre from 1882-84, became a professor
on the general stall, k\:turing on strategy, military^ history, and
general tactics. He became colonel in 1910 and general two years
later. When the Great War broke out, Maud’huy was in command
of the 80th brigade at St, Mihid, and took part in several
battles, including ist Ijattle of the Marne, in w^hich he com-
manded the j8th army corps, and was decorated on Ihe field

w'ith the cross of commander of the legion of Honour. From
OctolKT I -3 1 he commanded the French loth army in the region
l>eiw^een Arra.s and Lens. In 1916 he was fighting at Verdun in

command of the 13th army coq>s, gnd in 1917, as commafider
of the iilji annv corps, was in action in the Chemiii des Dames
l>aitles. In tig.* following year he was engaged again in the battles
of the Chemin»des Dames, and on the Aisne. In November, 1918.
he was appointed governor of*Metz. He died on July 16, 1921.

General Maunoury

M icmu. JosLi'H Maunourv w^as l>orn at Maintenou oil

Dt'cemlKT 17, 1847, and educated at the Ecole Poly-
techni<pit, from which he entered the French army as

a lieutenant ^of artillery, * He took part in the Franco-Pru^iaii
War; severely wounded at Chanipign^% he won promotion and
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the Legion of Honour. In 1897 he was a colonel, and 10 years

later became director of the Ecole Sup^rieure de Guerre. General

since 1901, he was in command of tiie artillery defending Paris

in 1910, and at the close of the same year became a member
of the war council. He had retired from the army before the

outbreak of the Great War, but was rcxallcd by General Jbllre

and placed in command of the French 6tli army, the new force

which suddenly appeared on the left of von Kluck in the first

battie of the Marne. 1914. In 1915 he was appointed military
govenior of Paris. He died on Miirch 28, 1923.

General Du bois

P IERRE JosEi’ii Louis DuBOis was born at Sedan on Noviem-
ber 21, 1852. He joined the French army as a lieutenant
of the 24th Dragoon regiment in C3ctober, 1874. He saw

active service in Algeria and Tunisia (1882), and again in

Algeria, 1885-86. Promoted brigadier general in March, 1903.
he was made director of cavalry under the minister of war in

the following August. In April, 1913, he was appointed cofti-

inandir of the 9th army corps, and when the Great War brokti
out this corps, forming part of the second army, under Castel-
nau, was heavUy engaged in the region of Nancy. Later tin;

corps formed part of the army of Belgium, incessiinlly fightifig

from October 21 to November 13, 1914. l)ul)ois was made
G.C.M.G. in Decemb<;r, 1914. He was put at the he;id of the
French 6th army in 1915, and in 1916 was in command at Verdun.
He was placed on the reserve in 1917.

General Langle dc Cary

F ernand Louis Armand Marie de Langle di: Cahv was
Ijjom at Lorient, Morbihan, on July 4, 1849, and educated
at Vaunes, at the Ecole Ste. Genevieve, Pari.s, and

at St. Cyr. He entered the French army as a lieutenant of the
Chasseurs d'Afrique in October, 1869, later studying at iht^

general staff school. In the Fraiico-Prussian War he w as seriously
wounded. He became colonel of the 127th Infantry in 1895, and
general of a brigade of Algerian cavalry in 1900. •

At the outbreak of the Great War he coinnhindt^ the 4t[u
array, and in August, 1914, took part in tho fighting on the
Meuse, and in September in the* first battle of the Manic. In
February, 1915, ne began an offensive against the Germans
which resulted in an important advance, and in Swtember he
was heavily engaged in tlie second Cbarnpagrie offensive. In
December, 1915, he was put in command ol the group of attnics
forming the ^rray of the centre, aiyi in February, 1916, was
fighting before Verdun. In Marcli, 1916, he resigned the pre-
seribea age-limit and retired.
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Albert, King of the Belgians

A LDKRT, kiii^ of the Belgians, was born at Brussels, April 8,

1875, the only son of Philip, count of Flanders, a younger
i>rother of the Belgian king, Leopold II. He was educated

for the throne and after his father's death in 1903 was known as
the count of Flanders. He passed some time in travelling, visit-

ing the IT.S.A*. and the Belgian Congo, as well as regions nearer
home. In December, 1909, he became king of the Belgians on
the death of Leopold.

It was generally thought, when King Albert came to the?

th»*one, that Belgium had got just an amiable figurehead that
could lx* easily steered along the path marked out by her great
financiers and captains of commerce. So King Albt^rt's first act
was something like a revolution in Belgium. Everybody who
had Ixen in King Leopold's service was dismissed, with, of

course, prop<‘r rew^ard.s. Then representative men were drawn
from each class and [)arty and attached to the royal household.

Albert liad ruled his country successfully for nearly five years
when he and his government were presented, in August, 1914,
wilii (hrmany’s uliimatiim. They decided to maintain the
Neutrality of ilelgium, and at once their country w'as invaded,
Antwerp ami Brussels being quickly taken. The king bore these
misfortunes with a dignity that won for him the respect of

Europe. Both Jns sons were sent to England to l>e educated,
hLs goveriMiient wa.s rernovefl to Le Havie, and he himself took
hi.s plac«‘ as commander of his army in the field. In September.
i<m 8, he look command of an Allied army—containing Belgian,

Britisli, and Fianu h troops—wliich conducted an oiteiisive in

h'landers that rc>ulU'cl in the capturt* of the entire Belgian coast
by (X:tobtT 20. \

Albert had niairied in Elizabeth, a princess of Bavaria,
and their ( ]<lei son, the duke of HraUanl, was born in the follow*

ing year. Two other children, a son and a daughter, wvre born
in X90J and i‘)Oo res[)ocli\’eiy.

General l.eman

iiRAUi Maihim Josura tliKOucn s Leman was V>ora Januar>’^

Y 8, 1851. He studitxl at the Belgian militarv^ school, and
^ entereil the army as a lieutenant uf engineers, March 29,

1872. He was apf>oinled assistant to the commandant of the
engineers in the enlTenched canm at Antwerp in April, 1874, and
in the foliowring year was attacned to the ministry* of war. At
the end of 1880 iie wms made a professor in the pulitary school.

In 1892 he was transferred to the staff of the engineers. He
became dinvlor of stiitlic^s in the military school, IX^ccinber 20,
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3809, and its conniiiindant in 1905, When, the Great War ])r(>kc

out be was a lieutenant general, in charge of the fortress of Li<Sgc,
tlie defence of which he directed against the Germans. When,
after heavy fighting, the Germans were completing the conquest
of Li<§ge, Leman was foiuid unconscious in Fort Loncin, and ho
was taken prisoner, August 15, 1914. To his captors he said:
Put in your dispatches that I was unconsc ious. Leman wivs

taken prisoner to Germany, but in 1917 he was interned in
Switzexland, and repatriated in January, 1918. lie died
October 17, 1920,

Adolphe Max

Adolphe Max. Belgian administrator, was iKan In 1869. He
be^n his career as a journalist, and was dramatic critic
for the “Petit Bleu." He then Ixcame a lawyer, and

made a special study of municipal government. Burgomaster of
Brussels at the outbreak of the Great War, lie actively partici-
pated in the military preparations of Pkfgiiim, and at first pK)-
lH)scd*to defend Brussels against the German advance. During
the early part of the Gtnnan <xxupation he publicly urged
resistance to the Germans’ dennands, and on liie min-payment by
Brussels of the fine of £8,ooo,(x>o imposed on the city was arrest<*cl
and imprisoned in Germany, where he remained until iha 6n<l of
the war. He escaped during the confusion of the Ck mian revolu-
tion and on November 17, rorB, was reinstated in his office of
burgomaster.

Cardinal Mcrcier

D esire Joseph Mercjek was lx)rn in 1851, at Brainc-rAlleiul,
•Belgium. He was educated at Malines. Paris, and Leipzig.

^
In 1874 he became a priest, taught phiIt>sophy at a

^emmary m Malines, 1877-82, and in the latter yt^ar was appointed
to the chair in Aquinas’ philosophy founde<l at Koine by Leo
XIH. Consecrated archbisfjop of Malines and primate of Belgium
in 1906, he was made a cardinal in 19(37. After the Gcnuaii
occupation of Belgium Mcrcier incurred the disnieasuro of tins
German governor by his uncompromising opiH>sitioii to the
torpgn rule. His pastoral letter an Christmas, 1914, urging the
Belgian people to continue their alJcgiance to King Albert, ex-
pounding the national rights of Belgium, and summing up her
los^, resulted in his being imprisoned in the episcopal residence.

In 3^ Mcrcier founded, and edited till 1906, the ** Revue
N^oscolastique. works on philosophy and ineta-
pnysics were* Les OrunnfHi Ho iri :

1897; "if
Memories,
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Nicholas II» Tsar of Russia

N icholas II, tsar of Russia, was born May i8, 1868, the
eldest son of Alexander III and the Danish princess,

Daginar (Maria Feodorovna), a sister of Queen Alexandra.
After an education in nuxlern languages and science, he became,
in 1S89, a lieutenant in a guards regiment. Succeeding to the
tsardom, Novemlx^r i, 1894, November 26, married
Princess Alix of Hesse, a granddaughter of Queen Victoria, who
embraced tlie Ortluxiox church and took the name of Alexandra
Feodorovna. Nicholas was crowned at Moscow, May, 1896.

\Vhen the revolution broke out in Russia, early in 1917,
Nicholas was forced to abdicate, March 15, 1917. He then
retired to his estate in the Crimea, but was later arre.sted and
imprisoned at Tsarskoye, at Tolxlsk. and finally at Ekaterinburg
in the l^rals, where, after some months of acute privation and
distress, he was ruthlessly assassinated, with the tsaritsa. the
tsarevitch, and other members of the imperial family, July 16,

1918, by the Bolshevist commissary Yurovsky. •

Grand Duke Nicholas

N icholas, Russian grand <luke and soldier, was the son of

the grand duke Nicholas, and stx'ond cousin of Tscir

Nichol as JI, He was iKirn at St. Petersburg, Novein-
Ikt 6, i 85(;^ Educat(‘d at the NikolaiefTsky academy, he entercMi

the army as an oftit er of cavalry. On the outbreak of the Great
War Nicholas H made him commander-in-chief of the Russian
arinic*s, and it was under him that tlie operations against the
Austro-CRrmans were conducted until Sepleml>er, 1915. The
grand duke was made vueroy of Caucasia, and then appmnted to
the command in the Caucasus. His campaign resulted in the
conquest of Turhisli Armenia. During the Russian revolution he
was deprived ol hi> command and sent to Yalta, in the Crimea,
on March 28, 1917. where he was virtually a prisoner, bid in

April, 1919, was able to go to Italy. • He died at Cap d'Antilx^,
January 5* kko.

General Brusiloft

Ai.exei Alt;xi ifvitch Brusiloff wes born in l86i, of a
Russian noble family. He entered the Russian army as
a dragoon. He saw service in the Russo-Turkish War of

1877-78, and in if)o6 was a|>pointcd to the command of the 2nd
cavalry division hi the Gjuird. I.-;iter he was military assistant

to Geius^^al Sljalon, governor general of Warsaw. X^heii the Great
War Inokt^out, he was commander-in-rhief of the 8th army.

( ^>^5
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BrusilofJ played a distinguished pari in the conquest of Galicia

under General Ivanofl in 1914. He followed Ivanoff in 1916 as
connnander-in-ebief of the Russian armies between tlie Pripet and
the Pruth, and during the summer conquered a considerable
area in East Galicia and the whole of the Bukovina. In June,
1917, he replaced General Alexeieil as commander-in-cliief of the
Russian army, but within three months he was superseded by
Kornilofl. After the accession to power of the Bolshevist govern -

ment he was arrested in Seplcinbcr, 1918. Mystery surrounded
his later movements.

General Russky

Nicholas Vladimikovitch Russky was Ixnn in i835*at
Kiev. He was educated at the Stall College. St. Peters
burg, and entered the army as a lieutenant of infantry in

1874. In the Russo-Ja|>anese War, held the rank of
general, and was chief of stall to the Russian 2ad army, under
General Kaulbiirs. On his return to St. Petersburg, be acted
assistant minister of war.
On the outbreak of the Great War be commanded the Russian

2nd army on the south-west front, and greatly distinguished
himself by his victories over the Austrians in Galicia, and
capture of Lemberg, Shortly afterwards, in command of the.
army of the Kienien, he forced the Germans to retreat into East
Prussia. In 1916 his health Ixcame impaired, and he went to
the Caucasus to rc^cuperate. At the Ixginning of 1017 he was
again in command of the l^u.ssian northern armies. On the
formation of the provisional government under Prince Lvoif,
Russky gave his adhesion to it, and with (hneral Alexcietf
assisted in .securing the abdication of Nicholas IL Later h**

incurred the displeasure the Councils of Workmen and Soldiers'
DeputitS, and was dismissed. In January, 1919, he w.is niunlt red
by the Bolshevists.

General Alexeicff

Michail V.ASsiLiLvircH Alexlili r was tK>rn in 1833, the son
of a private soldier. He nitered the infantry and fought

' in the Russo Turkish War of 1877 8. Wc aftirrwaids
entered the Nikolaicffsky military academy in St. IVtf rshurg,
gradually rising in rank by sheer merit. He was ejuartermaster
general in Manchuria during the Russo-Japanese War, 1904-5, and
became chief of staff to the 3rd army after the battle of Mukden.
At the beginniim of the Great War Alexeieil was chief of staff

to General Ivanolf, who then commandcfl 1h<; Russian armies on
the south-wesi of the eiistcrn front. When in 1915 tbe tsar super-
heded the grand ,dukc Nicholas as cornmander-inH:hk!f, he f>ccamt^
cmef of staff and the real«gc‘nc ralis.simo. I hrough overwork ho
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fell ill in the autumn of 1916, and was succeeded temporarily by
General Gourko. Recovering, he resumed his position shortly
before the outbreak of the Russian revolution in March, 1917,
and continued to hold it for some time afterguards, but liaving
lost favour he was replaced by General BrusilofT in June. He was
lajgely responsible for the abdication of the tsar, March 15,
1917. During the quarrel between Kerensky and KornilofT he
acted as mediator. In September he was again commander-in-
chief, though uoraliudly chief of staff to Kerensky ; but after
Lenin and Trofsky seized the government in Nov^ember, he re-

tired to the Kuban with Korniloff and other generals who were
opjKised to Bolshevism, and there with them organized the
Volunteer army to fight tin* Bolshevists. On September 25, 1918,
he vjied of pneumonia at Ekateriiiodar, in North Caucasia.

General Dmitrieff

R adico DMMHrrrF was Ixirn at Grodt z, in BulgarLa, in 1S59.
He entered the Russian army, returned to Bulgaria willi

the rank of captain, and took part in the Serbian war ot

1^85. Implicated in the political movement which resuliedjn the
alxlkation of Alexander, prince of Bulgaria, in 1886 Dmitrieh
lied to Russia and served some years in the Russian army before
again returning to Bulgaria. Having distinguished himself in

the first and second Balkan Wars, in the latter as commander-in-
chief, after the treaty of Bukarest he again went to Russia, and
Ix^camc a general in the Russian army. In the Grecit War he
was givtui command of an army corps on the S.W. of the eastern
front, taki/lg part in the concfuest of Galicia in August Septem-
ber. lu 1914-13 he led the Russian third army. in
(X'toher, 1915, he repudiated his Bulgarian nationality'. He was
reported to have been murdered by the lX>lshevists in 1919.

General Rotinenkampf

P AUL KARLOvncH RFNNKNKAMrF w.is borii April 17. 1S54,
of a gotxl Russo-GcriiKin family. He was educated at
the Stall Academy, St. Petersburg, and entered the Rus-

fsian army ;is a lieutenant in a cav'alry regiment. He Ixx'ame a
colonel, i 89(>. and a general, having meanwhile si^en active

service in CMna in 19vk>, and in the Russo-Japanese* War,
i<)04-5. He suljsequenily publ^hed “The Battle of Mukden," of
which there is a rTench tran.slatiun. On the outbreak of the
Great War he was in charge of the Vilna military district.

At the head of the army of the Niemen he inv'aded liast

Prussia in August, 1914, ami after some successes was com-
l;>eUed to retreat pwiiig to the defeat of Samsonod at Tmmau-
berg, but being reinforced* he drove the Germans hack fmm the
Niemen, and^g«'iin invaded ivast Prussia, lu CktoVwr, 1914, he
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was transferred to the Warsaw front, where he defeated the

first German attempt on that city. In November, 1914, when
the Germans made their second attempt, he failed to cooperate
effectively with General Russky, and was retired. He was mur-
dered by the Bolshevists in 1918.

General Samsonoff

Alexander Vassilievitch Samsonoff was born February 2,

1859, He entered the Russian cavalry in 1875, twk
part in the Russo-Turkish War, 1877-78, and became a

general in 1^2. In the Russo-Japanese War, 1904-5, he com-
manded a Siberian Cossack brigade. On the outbreak of the

Great War he was placed in command of the army of ,the

Nareff which invaded East Prussia, August, 1914. After win-
ning the battle of Frankenau he suffered a disastrous defeat at
Tannenberg. and shot himself, August 31, 1914.

SERBIAN

King Peter of Serbia

P ETER Karageoroevitch, king of the Serbs, Croats, and
Slovenes, son of Alexander I, prince of Serbia, 1842-^,
was born at Belgrade, July ii, 1844. Exiled with the

rest of the family, he received a military education at St. Cyr,
xind fought with distinction in the foreign legion during the

Franco-Prussian War, and in 1875 as a leader of Herze-
govinian insurgents. He married, in 1883, Zorka, daughter of

Nicholas I of Montenegro. On the extinction of the Obrenovitch
dynasty by the assassination of Alexander, June 10, 1903, Pet<*r

was elected king by fhe National Assembly on June 15. In
June, he committed the regency of the kingdom to the
crown prince Alexander, his second son, but wa^s with the army
during the first part of the Great War, accompanying it in the
retreat of 1915-16 to Greece, where he spent his second exile. On
the. reconquest of Serbia and its extension into the kingdom of
the Serbs, Croat.s, and Sldvenes, known as Yugo-Slavia, Peter
returned to Belgrade, where he died, August 16, 192'!. He was
succeeded by his son Alexander. *

General Putnik

Radomir Putnik, Serbian soldier, was born in 1847. The
son of a Serb of the banat of Temesvar, Hungary, who
emigrated into Serbia and became a schoolmaster at

KragujevaU. he was torn in that town and educated at the
military acaoemy, Belgrade. With the rank ,pt lieutenant
colonel he took' part in the Serlx>-Bulgar War oi and at
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the siime time uas chief of staff of the Danube division From
1886-92 he was prof(*ssor in the Serbian military academy.

I^tnik's sympathy with the radical party in Serbia made him
obnoxious to IGng Milan, and he lost his position, but he ifi-

crt*ased his reputation by the jiower of his military writings.
\Yhcn King Peter ascended the throne in 1903 he made him a
general, arid gave him command of a division. Putnik also
acted for some time as minister of war. ffe was commander in
chief of the Serl>s during the First and Second Balkan Wars,
1912- 13, and was appointed voivode, the Serbian equivalent for
hekl marshal, Putnik was the real genenilissimo of the Serbians
tluring the Great War, from its outset until the overrunning of
Serbia in October-November, 1915, when lie retreated with the
remnants of the army across the mountains of Montenegro and
Albania. At that time his health was so infirm that he had to
be carric'd in a litter. He died May 17, igi/.

General Yankovitch

B
osa Van kov itch tcKik a prominent part in the Balkan Wars,

1912-13. commanding the 3rd Serbian army in th<f latter
year. When the Great War broke out he held high com-

mand . distinguishing himself in repealing the Austrian invasion
01 19I4» and in the retreat in the autumn of 1913. When the
Allies* landed at Sakinica lie was put at tlu‘ head of a imiteil
Serbian ruul Montenegrin arm3% 'vhich he led in the substN|uent
ampaign,

GERMAN
William II

WILLIAM H, German einjXTor and king of Priissft, 1888-
K^iS, was Ixirn in Berlin, January -.‘7. 1839, the eldest
son of b'rederii, Iv. afterwards German emperor, aiid his

wife Victoria, daugliter of Queen Victoria, He was baptiitki
I'riedrich Wilhelm Vactor Albnxht, #ind after a spell of private
tuition wag sent to Cassel and then to Bonn. In 1881 he xnarri^
Augusta Victoria, datighter of Frederick, duke of Augustenbur^,
On June 1888, William succecxhxl his fatluT as Idng nind

<*mpemr, and for 30 ye trs tiiils one of the foremost figures ill

Europe, {'specially aft» r T8<H>r when he disinisscai Bismarck amt
iH'came himself the dir(\ lor of Germany's tK)licv. His rc'sUess
e nergy led him to make spc'ctacular tours, such as the one to.the
Holy I^ud in i8<>8, t<» i usli to London and other capitals uiicl

discuss affairs of^ state with sovereigns and statesmen, and to
make himself noticeable by martial spc'echc's to Ids troops. At
one time he^seemed sim etely anxious t<^ keej\ tlie peace

; at
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others, as when he telegraphed (o Kruger in 1896, detenniaed to

cause trouble. He was consistent, however, in liis efforts to give

Germany a “place in the sun," to maintain her army, extend her

colonial empire, foster her trade, and make her heard, if not
always respected, on all questions of international politics. He
supported tlie idea of a great German navy, but above all, with
the army as the main support of his throne, Ixlievod that he ruled

by divine right.

In July, 1914, convinced that he possessed an invincible army,
the kaiser decided on war. During its course, as nominal Com-
mander-in-chief, he flitted from place to place in the battle areas.

Believing that Germany would yet triumph, he refused to read
the signs pointing to her downfall in the autumn of 1918, and
when told that his cause was hopeless he reluctantly abdicati'd

on November 9, and on November 10 fled into Holland, where
the castle of Amerongen was granted to him for his residence.

The treaty of peace declared the ex-kaiser a criminal, and
arrangements were made for liis trial in London. On January 16,

1920, his extradition was formally demamled, but it was refusecl

by thj Dutch government, and he continued to live in Hollaifd.

His wife died April ii, 1920, having borne her husband six sons
and a daughter. In 1922 he married Princess Hermine von Reuss.
The ex-kaiser's defence of his career and policy was translated
into English as "Comparative Historical Tabulations from JoyS
to the Outbreak of War in 1914."

Frederick William

F rederick Wilmam, eldest son of William If, was born May
6, 1882, and in 1888, on his fathfr's acc.».*s.sion, became
crown prince. He was educattd for the throne, served

in the army, and was loaded with honours. Whrn the (heat War
broke he was given a high command and was nominally the
head of a group of armies on the west front. He did not in any
way distinguish himself, although from time to time his name
\vas mentioned in oflicial accounts of victories. On the colla{)sc

of Germany in 1918 the crown prince associated himself with his
father's abdication and took refuge in Holland. In 1903 he married
Cecile, duchess of Mecklenburg ; tliey had a family 6f four sons
and a daughter. He published his ' Memoirs" in *192 2.

«

Field Marshal von Hindenburt^

P \UL VON IIiNDENflf.Ro, a mcmljcr of a Prussian Junker
family, was born October i, 1847, Posen. iCducated
at the military college, he joined the Prussian army in

1865, and sen*ed throughout the Auglro-Pru^sian War of 1866
and the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71, being gresent at the
battles of St. Pfivat and Sedan and the siege of Parii^ I.»ater he
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was on the staff of the isl army corps at Konigsbcrg, and dev^oted
iHinself to the study of the military problems presented by tlie

district of the Masurian Lakes (Mazurcnland).

Rising in rank till tlindenbiirg became general of infantry and
commander of an army corps, he retired from the army in 19x1,
anti was living at Hanover when the Great War broke out. On
the Russian invasion of East Prussia in August, 1914, he wai;
appointed to the command of the German forces in that province,
and on August, 23 established his headquarters at Marienburg.
Before the month closixl h<‘ defeaterl the Russians disastrously in
the battle of Tannenberg, largly owing to his special knowledge
of the terrain. He pursued the Russians to the Niernen, but was
comjyelled to retire into East Pn:ssia.

On September 25 Hindenburg was nut in chief command of the
Austro-German forces which iiivadetl Poland and made the fn-st

attack on Warsaw in the following October, but without success.
In his sevond attack on War&aw he defeated the Russians at
Kutno on Novernlxu* 15-16, and for this victory was made a field

mry^hal. During the rest of 1914. throughout 1915, and during
the greater jiart of iqi6 he was German gt neralissimo on the
eastern front. On August 30, 1916, it was announced that
J'alkenhayn had Ixn n remov<‘<i from tlic position of chief of the
cesitral general staff, and that Hindenburg had l>een appointed
chief of the general staff of the field army. From that time to
the signing of t]i(‘ armistice by Germany on November ii, 1918,
Hindenburg was the (»ennan gv*neralissiino, Ludemiorff iKnng his
chief of stal]^ After the (Jermaii revolution he remained in com-
mand of the C'.erman army, but retired into private life in June,
1Q19. His memoirs, “ Out of My Life, ' appeared in 1920. In
1925 ffiiidenbuig was electeil president of tfie republic, and he
was re-ckvtc*d in 193-t when he W'as calkd upon to deal with the
difliculties created by the activities of Adolf Hitler ;i*|d his
f(»llowers.

General Falkenhayn

E nu n VON Faiki nuavn was torn at Burg Bekhan, Septem-
Ikt 14 , i8f)i, and entorcNl the German army in 1S80. After

^ leaving the Academy of War in Berlin in 1890 he joineri
the general staff. He seivtNl on Count Waldersoe's staff m the.

C hina expedition in In he commanded tlie 4th regi-
ment of Guards, and in lou was chief of the staff of the 4th
army coqis. In 19x3 he iK^raine minister of war, wdiich post he
held at the outbreak of tin* Cireat War ; but in DeccmlH^r, i<)r4,

he was definitely apjxiinted chief of the general staff, and was
its resiK>nsiblc headbtill removed in August^ 1916.

In St‘ptend>^, 1916. he was apjiointed commanderdiKhief of
the 9th armj% coiuiHXsed of German an^ Ausliian^divisious, aiid
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after driving the Rumanians from the north side of the Tran-
sylvanian Alps, he forced the passes, and descended into the

plains of Wallachia, the first step in the overthrow of Rumania.
He returned to Germany in 1917 on Mackensea*s taking entire

control of the Austro-German forces in Rumania, and later went
to the Middle East to direct the Turkish operations against <the

British in Palestine and Mesopotamia, but not being successful

was recalled and replaced by Liman von Sanders in March, 1918.

He died April 8, 1922. In 1919 he published "General Head-
quarters, 1914*16, and its Critical Decisions, hZnglish trans-

lation, 1919,

General von Moltke

H et-MUih Johannes Ludwig von Moltke, who was the son
of Adolf von Moltke, administrator of Rantzau, and
nephew of the great von Moltke, was born at Gei>:dorf!,

Mecklenberg-Schwerin, May 23, 1848. He entered the German
carniy as a lieutenant of infantry, and served through tht^ Franco-
Prussian War. He was for a time a lecturer in the Militury
Academy, Berlin. In 1891 he was appointed A. D C. to William
II, and in 1906 became general of infantiy^ and chief of the general
.staE, in succession to Count von Schlieffen. As chief of the
general staff he was the real generalissimo of the (ierinan ailny
when the Great War broke out, vind held that position till

October, 1914, whefi, owing to the failure to capture l^aris, he
was superseded by Falkeahayn. He died on June 18, 1916.

General von Kluck

Alexander von Kluck was born at Munster, May 20, 1846,
and entered the Prussian army in 1865. He served in tin;

^ • AustrO'Prussian (1866) and Franco-Pru.ssiaa (1870-71)
Wars, being wounded twice at Metz, In i9<y),he was promoted
general of infantry, and in 1913 he was inspector general of the.

eighth inspection, including the 2nd, 5lh, and 6th army corps,
with headquarters at Berlin. When Ihe (^reat War broke out
JiC was placed in commilrtd of the German ist annj*, which in-

vaded and overran Belgium eaily in August, 1914, ami there-
upon advanced we,st, *, •

After receiving the surrender of Bncssels and masking Antwerp,
he moved south on Moils. Kluck drove the British thence, look
Tournai, and captured Maubeuge, the Allies falling back towards
Paris, and resting on the Marne and the Seine. Early in Septem-
ber Kluck, whose line of advance from Mens had been HOut)i-;^cst
to the outworks of Paris, turned south-east and ex{K>scd his flank,
which was attacked by the French aiul the BAtish. This brought
about his defeat in the battle of the Marne, accoinpanic^l by the
general retreat of the Gerinan armies. Kluck stood qn the Aisne,
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and early in 1915 was fighting at Soissons with success, but failed
to take ixiissons itself, and retired in 1916. fn 1920 he published
'Jbe March on Paris."

General Hausen
•M ax a. W. vox Hausex was born at Dresden, December 17,

1846, the son of a S<ixon nobleinan. He entered the
Saxon army as an ensign in a Jager regiment, rising

gradually to the rank of general. He was w ar minister of Saxony
in 1902. When the Great War broke out he w^as associated in
command with Duke Albert of Wurttemberg in the operations in
tlie Belgian Ardennes of the German 3rd army, August-Septem-
lx*r, *1914, and took part in the battle of the Marne, being repulsed
at Vitry-le-Francois on September n. He died March 19, 1922.

General Beseler

H ans v^on Bi skler, son of George Beseler, a judge, was bom
April 27, 1850, at Greifswald, and educatol at the Wil-
helm Gymnasium, Berlin. Having entered the Gehnan

army in a pioneer biUtalion in 1868, he was a major on the stafl

in 1888, lieutenant general in 1903, and in ir^4 was appointed
chiH of the Pioneer corps. He bt^rame general of infantry in

3907. During the Great War he commanded the German forces

attacking Antweq), which he raptured, Getober 9, 1914. In

1915, on the Kussian front, he assculed Osoviec and Georgievsk
with a trait# of heavy siege artillery, and later in that year he
was made govt rnor ol Warsaw', an<i afterwards governor-general
of Poland.

Genera! Bulow

Karl vo^ Bci,o\v. son of Paul von Bulow, an army ofiicer*

was l>orn at Berlin, March 24, 1846. Educated at Han-
over and Berlin, he entered the 2nd regiment of the

Guard iu 1864, and was u captain on the slail in the Franco-
German War of 1870-71. When the Threat War broke out he
was in comAiand of the German 2nd army, and, invading Bd-
giuni, took Clu^rleroi and Namur, afterwards advancing into

I'Yance to and beyond the Marye. In the Ixittle of the Marne,
in which he >vas directly opposed to Foch, he w’as heavily
dofeated on Sentember 8-10, 1914, and compelled to retreat

to the line of tne Vesle, later taking up a line on the Aisne<
His account of these operations was published ia book form in

1919. Billow’s attack on Reims in the same month was a
failure. In a rcdiltribution of the German comn^ids BOlow
was tran.sferrod to the north, and ui 1916 lie was replaced by
Geaefvil OiUi von Below.
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Genera! Heeringen

J
osrAS VON Heeringen, son of Josias von Heeringen, court

president of Hesse, was born March 9, 1850, and entered
the Prussian army in 1867. In 1906 he was a general of

infantry and in command of the 2nd army corps. Two years
afterwards he was minister of war. In 1913 he was inspector
general of the Prussian Guard, the 12th and the 19th army
corps at Berlin. When the Great War broke out he was com-
mander-in-chief of the 7th army, which advanced through the
North Vosges in August, 191a. In August, 1916, Heeringen was
put in charge of the coast delences. In September, 1918, he was
placed in retirement, and died in Berlin, October 9, 1926.

General Emmich

O tto von Emmich was horn at Mindeti, St pteinber 4, i8.pS,

the son of a Prussian olTicer. He entererl the Prussian
army in 1866 and served in the Franco- Prussian War,

1870^1, and in 1909 he was general of infantry, and commainlei
of the loth army corps. On the outbreak of the Great War,
he was in command of the army of the Meuse that inv^aded

Belgium and attacked Liege, which he captured on August 7,

1914. In April-May, 1915, he took part in iVlackensen’s drive? in

Galicia. He di(Nl December, 19x5.

Admiral von Spec

C OUNT Maximilian von Spee, German sailor, was l)orn at

Copenhagen in 1861. He had a distinguished career in

the German navy, of which he was one of the creators.

In 1914 he was in command of the Far Eastern squadron, and
on th» outbreak of the Great War escaped from China waters.
On November i he defeated Admiral Cradofk’s squadron at
Coronel, but on December 8 was deci.sively ])eaten by Admind
Sturdee at the battle of the Falkland Islands, ho himself going
down with his flagship, the Scharnhorst.

Herr von Bethmann Holhveii
«

T heoeald von Bethmann JIollweg, the noted (brman
statesman, was born at Hoh<?nfmow, Eberswalde, Sep-
tember 29, 1856. Educated at Strasbourg, Leipzig

and Berlin, he trx>k degrees in law and philosophy, and entered
the Civil Service, 1879. He was made president of Brandenburg
in 1901 and vice-pre.sident of the Prussian ministry in 1907. In
succei^ion to Prince Rulow he was appointed by William II in

1909 imperial chancellor and minister president of Pru.ssia, and
he held those important positions when the Great Wjir broke out.
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In uumermis speeches in the Reichstag Bethmann Hollweg
defended the action of Germany. On August 4, 1914# be at-
tempted to justify the invasion of Belgium on the plea that
'‘necessity knows no law," and he set forth the German aims.
During the latter part of 1916 he coc|iietted with a movement
ir^ Germany towards democracy, but the German military party
would not co\uiteiiancc him, and their opposition led to his fall.

On July 13, 1917, William II accepted his resignation. In 1919
Bethininn Hollweg published a lx>ok justifying his conduct in

the war. He died January 2, 1921.

AUSTRIAN
Francis Joseph

F rancis Johci u I, emperor of Austria, was the eldest son of
the archduke Francis and a grandson of tlie emperor
Francis I. He was born at Vienna, August 18, 1830,

v/as educatecl carefully but narrowly, as all the Hapsburgs, and
owed much to the strong character of his mother, tic:)phia,

daughter of Maximilian I of Bavaria. In 1S4S the shakingdhrone
was occupied l>y Ferdinand, a childless imbecile. The hopes of
the Hapsourgs, the^refore, centred on Francis Joseph, his nephew,
and it was decided tliat he sliould l>e placed upon the throne.

Francis Jose ph reigned from December 2, 2848, until Novem-
ber 21, 1916, one of the longest reigns in the world’s histor>^ He
saw Austria lose her posse^ssions in Italy, 1859, and, defeated by
Prussia, ii66. driven from the (German confederation. He saw
the results a hated nde in continuous discontent in Hungary
and Bohemia. The acquisition of Bosnia and Herzegovina, 1908,
hardly compensated for endless difiiculties with the Balkan states.

His private life was oven mere tragic. His wife Eliziibeth,

daughter of Ma.vimilian Joseph, duke of Bavaria, was ass^inated
at Gcnc'va in 1897 his only son, Rudolph, committed suicide,
or was killed, in 1889 ; his nephew and heir, the archduke Francis
I'erdinancl, was murdered at Scrajewo, June 28, 1914, with the
most inonunlous consequences.
The emperor took a real part in ruling his empire with its war-

ring races and Jnlierited dirticultics, and but for him it is probable
that it would Jiavc fallen to pieces l>efore it did. He was*diligent
and up to a point capable, bu{ his outl<x)k was narrow. He died
Noveinl)CT 21, 1916, and was succeedvxl by his grand-nephew, live

archduke Charles, who abdicated in November, 1918.

Archduke Francis Ferdinand

Fr.\ncis Furc^kand, j\.soii of the archduke Charles Louis and
a nepl^ew of the emperor Francis Joseph, wifs bom at Graj?,

December 18, 1863, After inheriting, ill 1875, the great
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wealth of the house of Hapsburg-Este, formerly dukes of Modena,
he became, by^ the death of his cousin, the crown prince Rudolph,
in 1889, heir-apparent to the crown of Aust^ia-Hungary^ On his

morganatic marriage in 1900 to the Countess Sophia Chotek, who
was created Princess of Hohenberg, he renounce for the children
the right of succession, but his own position remained, and f#r

the next 14 years he was one of the directors of the policy of
Austria-Hungary^ He was on a tour in Bosnia when he was
assassinated at Scrajevo, June 28, 1914.

General Dank!

V ICTOR Dankl was born at Udine, September 18, 1854, and
entered the Austrian army as a lieutenant of cavalry, in

1874, Major on the general stafi in 1891, and one of the
sub-chiefs of the staff in 1899. he became general of cavalry in

1912, On the outbreak of the Great War he was placed in com-
mand of the Austrian ist army^ which invaded south-east Poland
in August, 1914, and was heavily defeated in the Rava Russka
battles. In 1915 he was transferred to the Italian front, and tMl
the drfeat of Austria by^ Italy^ in October, 1918, he w^as iu
command of Austrian tr(>ops in Northern Italy.

General Auffenberg

Moritz von Alffexbkrg was !x)rn at Troppau, in Austrian
Silesia, May 22, 1852. He was cducate<i at Hamburg
and Vienna, and entered the Austrian army in 1871. In

1909 he w'as a general in command of the 15th army corps. He
bkarae minister of war for Austria-Hungary in 191 1. Vihetx
the Great War broke out he was commander-in-chief of the
Austrian 2nd army, which operated in East Galicia, August-
Septeml^r, 1914. He was defeated in the battles for Lemberg
and w^as soon replaced by v^on Boehm-Ermolli.

Count Berchtold

COUNT Leopold ANmoitv Johann Berchtold, son of Comit
Sigismund Berchtold, was bom at Vienna, April 18, 186^,
and entered the Austrian diplomatic serviclj in 1900. lie

occupied various official positions in the Austrian embassies in
Pans, London, and St. Petersbiw. When the Great War broke

kc was Austro-Hungarian minister for foreign affairs, and as
such had much to do with the diplomatic exclianges of July^ and
August, 1914. Regarded as one of the chief authors of tne wwld
war, his part in bringing it about is revealed in two Austrian red
books, published in 1919. In January^ 1915, Be wras dismissed.
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DIARY OF EVENTS
Froin the Eve of Hostilities to Close of 1914

J914
JUNic 28.—Assassination of archduke Francis Ferdinand and his

• wife at Sera jc VO.

July 23.—Aiistro-Ilungarian ultimatum to Ser])ia, demanding a

reply witliin 48 hours.

July 2*{.—Tlui.Kussian cabijiet considers Austrian action a

dial] cage to Kussia.

July 27.—Sir F. Grey proposes conference, to which France and
Italy agree.

July 28.— Austria-Hungary declares war against Serbia.

JuL’?' 29.— Austrians bombard Belgrade. Tsar appeals to kaiser

to restrain Austria.

Jri.v 30.— Russia mobilizes 16 army corps.

July 31.—State oi war declared in fGermany. General niobiliza-

ti^ui ordered in Russia. London St<x'k Exchange riose<L

Ai^c^ I.—Germany sends 12 hours' ultimatum to Russia to stop

mobilizing, de( lares war, and invades Luxemburg. »

King (ieorge t<‘legraj)hs to tsar.

.Mobilization in Fiance and Belgium.
Italy d<<;Iares mmtrality.
Sir John French appointed inspec tor gem ral of the hmes.
British naval reserves calhd up.

Bank rate lo per t ent.

Montenegro identities herself with Serbia.

Arr». 2.—(ierman ultimatum to Belgium. German cniisors bom-
bare! Bona (Algeria). British ships seized at Kiel.

(Jut post fighting on Russian and French frontiers.

Rumania declares neutrality.

Ara*. 3,— (iermany declares war against h'rancc.

B( Igium refuses to allow passage of (hnnan troops through
lu r b n itory*, an<l King Albert sends "supreme a{>peal " io

King George.
British guviTumenl d<anands from Germany assurance

that the latter country will respect*t]u- neutrality of Belgium.

(bTiixin troops envelop Vise, and their advance guard
approiic lu's^IJegc.

Sir E. Gfev’s speech in the Cmnmons,
British naval mobilizatioh coinj)lete<l.

Moratorium Bill passe<b and l3ank Holiday extendtxl to

August 7.

Auto 4.—(uTtnany dcxlaros war on Belgium, and her troops,

under General von Etnmich, attack laege. Belgian defence

conducted by General Leman.
German l^cichstag authorizes an cxtraordiiftiry expendi-

ture of (205,000,CKX),
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Great Britain declares war on Germany.
British army mobilization l>egins, and reserxes and lent-

torials are called up.
Mr. Asquith's speech in the Commons.
Australia offers to send 20,000 men.
Admiral Sir John Jellicoe appointed to supreme commjind

of tlie Home fleets.

The British government fala-s control of the raihvaxs.

Aug. 5.—Fierce fighting at Liege.

Lord Kitchener appointed war minister.

Kdnigin Luise, Gernmn minelayer, sunk off Harwuli.
Aug. 6.—H.M.S. Amphion sunk in North Sea by floating nnne ;

131 lives lost.

J>ord Kitchener asks fc>r 300,<hh) lerniits, itK),(x)o U) be
raised forthwith.
Vote of credit for /ii>u.(XH>.oo<) agretd to bv th<‘ Ihilisli

House of Commons without dissent.

Aug. 7.—Germans refusid armistice at Liegr.
Prince of Wales's National Redief Fund
New and los. banknotes issiie<l, and postal <>rdcts e.Mth*

legal tender.
At G. 5 .—French tr<x^ps tveupy Altkiivh and Midhi>us<\

Port of Lome fCicrnian roguland) taken.
French and ikdgian ti\>ops ccKiperating in Belgian territorv.

Aug. 9.—-r<ierman snbtviarine Try sunk by H.M.S. Binningh:iin.

Aug. 10.—Diplomatic relations between Frame and Aii.aria

broken off. and war declared.
French fall back from Mulhous<*. *

Enrolment of first hati h of 30.CKH) special conslables for

London area.

Canada otters zoaxx) nu-n and 9H,o<x),(KH) lb. of llonr.

Official Press bureau opemd in lx)ndo!i.

cGc*rman cruis€*rs Goeb<‘u and Breslau enter DaniaiHlles,
and are purclia.scd by Turkey.

Aug. it.—German concentration on Metz— Liege line.

Gt-xmans enter the town of Liege,

Avx*. 12.—Great Britain gind Austria at war.
Ai'c;. 13.—Battle of H.aelen, Ix-iween Liege and BrusseL.

German ‘'official ' news first sent out l>y wireless.

Ai r;. ^4.—French war credit of l^o,oocy,ooci authorized.
At'G. 15.— Prince of Walesfks National Relief Fund reaches

/ 1 ,000 ,000 .

Acg/ 16.—French drive Germans l>ack at Dinant.
Tsar promises Home Rule to a re -united Poland.

Aug. 17.—^lieported officially that the British Expeditionary
Force lanaed in France.
Belgian government remox^es from Brussels to Antwerp.
Japan asks Germany to remove her Warships fioiu
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Japanese and Chinese waters, and to evacuate Kiao chau
reply to be received by August 23.

Auci. 18.—Serbian victory over the Austrians at Shabatz.
French advance in Als<ace-Lorraine.

Aug. 19.—Germans occupy Louvain.

, Russian forces clefeart ist German army corps near
Eydtkuhnen.

Aug. 20.—Brus.sels entered by the Germans.
The French retiike Mulhouse.

Aug. 21.—British concentration in France practically complete,
(ierman war levies of ;^8,ooo,ooo on Brus.sels [in per head

of the inhabitants), and on province of Liege.
Battle of Charleroi begins.
Franco-British loan of £2o,ooo,o(yo to Belgium announced,
l^artial investment of Namur.
Russians rout three German army corps in East Prussia,

after two days’ battle.

German troops invade British South Africa.
Aug. 22.—British troops extended from Condo through Mons and

* Bine he.
Battle of Charleroi ends ; French compelled to withdraw.

Aug, 23.—Battle of Mons.
Japan dex.iares war on Germany.
I3ritish army engaged at Mons.
Three of Namur forts fall; town evacuated by the Allies.

I’Tench withdraw from Lorraine.
Au<;. 24.—Fall of Namur.

Allies’almndon line of the Sambre.
Germans try to drive British into Maubeuge.

Auc;. 25.—Louvain destroyed by Germans.
Allies retire, fighting rearguard actions, towards the

Cambrai—Le Caleau line.

Zeppelin drops bombs on Antwerp.

Aug. 2O.—British forces engaged at Tournai an<l Guignies ; and
hold line Cambrai—Le Cateau—Landiecics.

Surrender of Togoland bv the Germans to a British force

Austria deidares war on Japan. •

fkitthi of TannenlK^g.
.^UG. 27.—AUie^f rctiie towards line of lh«‘ Somme.

British irtarines occupy Ostend.
German cruis<*r Mag<ieburg blown up oti the Russian eexust.

German armed liner Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse .sunk by
H.M.S. Highflyer.

Aug. 28.—Battle of Heligoland.
Malines bombarded by the Germans.
FnbstmeiU second 100,000 new^ Britisli «nrmy begins.
Lord ( rewe announces that, in response to nhlivc wishes,

Indian trcJnps are to take part in the war in Europe.
"
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Aug. 29.—French army drives back the enemy near Guise.
Germans bomb Faris.

Russians invest Koni^borg, in Eastern Prussia.

Aug. 30.—Surrender of Apia (German Samoa) to Now ZealancI

force.

Gennan aeroplanes bomb Paris.

Aug. 31.—^Allies retire to line between Amiens and Verdun.
Announcement of British casualties, August 2y2<>\

Killed, 163 ; wounded, 686 ; missing, 4,278.
Hindenburg, the German commander in East Prussia,

assumes a strong offensive against the Russians.
Serr. I,—ist British cavalry brigade and 4th Guards brigade

sharply engaged with enemy near Compi^gne.
Rus^ns, after seven days’ fighting, rout five Ausliian

army corps (ov^er 250,000 men), at Leml^erg, in Cialicia, take

70,000 pnsoners, and capture 200 guns.

Sept. 2.—Allies hold line of the Seine, the Marne, and the M<*iise

above Verdun.
Name of Russian capital altered from Si. Petersburg to

Petrograd. •

* National Relief Fuiicl, /2,otK),cKK),

Sr.PT. 3.—Russians CKCupy Lemberg.
Germans at Giuppes, ViUesur-TuurlH*, and Chateau

Thierry, and preparing to cross the Marne at La iu rte s^^lls

Jouarre.
French gov(*mmonl withdraw from Paris to Ik)rdtaux ;

General GaUi^mi ap[>^)iated military governor of Paris.

Further list of British tasiiallies in I'ranre isshtxl ; Kilh cl,

70 ; wounded, 3f>o , missing, 4,758.
H.M.S. Speedy, gunboat, mined.
Trade Union congress issues a mauifesto calling on iraik*

unionists to join the British army.
SrpT.'*^.—^Mr. Asquith, in speech at Guildhall, savs that since

the opening of the war between 2^0,exx} and nu ji

have answered Lord Kitchener’s appeal.
Skpt. 5.—Belgians att^acked at Tennonde.

British Admiralty announces formation of naval brigadt ^

(15,000 men) for .service on .sea or land.
Sfpt. 6.—Battle of the Marne begins.

'Desperate .struggle in progress for possession of Mauljcnge.
British scout l^ithfinder and Wilson liner Kuno sunk in

North Sea.
British^ French, and Russian governments mutually

engage not to conclude peace .separately.

Sept. 7.—^Fall of Maul>euge.
Sept. 8 .—^Serbians invade Bosnia, and achieve a victory neai

Racha.
Tennonde sacked by Germans,
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Siipr. 9.—Prime minister announces a vole for a further 5c3o,cioo

men for the British army, bringing up its strengtii to
1,186,400, exclusive of territorials.

General French reports the enemy has been driven back
all along the line ; British troops cross the Marne.

' The king's message to Overseas Dominions and to the
princes and peoples of India issued.

Offers of service from Indian ruh’rs read in the Commons.
Announcement that 70,000 Indian troops arc to be em-

ployed in Europe ; six maharajahs with cadets of other noble
families to go on active service.

Srrr. 10.—General French's first dispatch, August 23-Septem-
b<»r 7, pubiifSicd in “ London Gazette.'*

Belgiiui army again take offensive outside Antwerp,
Japan idenliru^s herself with Russia, France, and Great

Britain in deciding not to make peace independently.
Governor of Nyasaland announces repulse of the Germans.

Si i i . 10-14.—Gennan cruiser Enidcn captures six British ships

,
in bay of Bengal.

Sci r. II.—Australian iCxpedilionary Force captures the Ger^nau
headquarters in New Guinea.

Srrr. 12.—Enemy found to bo occupying very formidable jH)si-

^ \]on oy north of tJic Aisne, and holding both sides of the river

at Soissons.
llumburg-Amerifa liner Spreiwald captured by II.M.S.

Berwick.
Kussi;i^ns defeat the Austrians under General von Auffeiv

berg in Galicia.

Si rr. 13, —First battle of tlie Aisne begins.

Ciernian cruiser llcia sunk by British submarine Eq.
Si er. 1.1.— British auxiliary cruisir Carniania sinks the Cap

Trai. 'gar.
^

H.M. guntxiat Dwarf atla* Ion! by German steamer on
Camenxms river ; steamer captured.

R<’signatiun of tieiieral Beyers, eommandant gciieial of

South African Defence Force.
Sin. 15.—China allows Japanese to land near Kiao chau.
Sm. It).—

T

5ombs from fapanesc aeroplanes dropped on German
• ships in Ki^ilo chan Bay.

Jf .M. gunlxiat Dwarf rammed by Gt rnian merchant ship
Nkhiingull, which was wrecked.
Coinniander Samson, with force attached to Naval Flying

Ctirps, scatters a Uhlan patrol near Doullens.
Sin I . 17." -Lord Kitchener announces that rather more than six

regular divisions (eaclx 18,boo strong) and two cavalry divi-

sions (each K),<k>o stnnxg) of British troops arc in the fighting-

lino ;
amUexpresses the hope that the now urniy of 500,000

men wil| be ready to lake the field jn the sprihg of 1913.
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In Tavarovo district Russians capture transport columns
of two army corps. 30 ^uns, 5,000 prisoners, and enormous
quantities of war material.
German force attacks Nakob (South Africa).

Sept. 18.—Parliament prorogued. National Anthem sung in the
House of Commons.

Russians occupy Sandomir.
Sept. 19.—Reims cathedral shelled by German artillery.

Sept. 20.—Loss of submarine AEi reported from Melbourne.
H.M.S. Pegasus attacked and disabled by the Genua

cruiser Konigsberg whilst refitting in Zanzibar harbour.
Sei>t. 21.—Recall of Rear Admiral Troubridge from the Mediter-

ranean naval command.
Russians carry Jaroslav by assault.

Sept. 22.—British cruLsers Aboukir, Hogue, and Cressy torpedoed
by submarines in North Sea.
German cruiser Emden shells oil tanks at Madras.
General Botha takes the field as cominauder-in-chief of

British forces in South Africa.

SEFr 23.—British nav^al airmen fly over Cologne and Dusseldorf.
Bombs dropped on Zeppelin shed at Dusseldorf.

Sept. 24.—The French (x:cupy Peronne.
Sept. 25.—Australian forces announce their (x:cupabi>n of oi\t

of government of Kaiser WiihelnCs I^ind (German’* New*
Guinea).

Battle of A'j gustoVO l>egins.

Sept. 26.—Ru:ssians establish their position on tly; railway to
Cracow.
German raid on Walfish Bay.
Indian troops at Marseilles.

Sept. 27,—Initial success of South African force under Botha.
^Germans occupy Malines.

Sei»t. 28.—British Admiralty statement of los.ses in shipping since

outbreak of war: German, 1,140,000 fons (387 .ships) ;

British, 229,000 tons (86 .ships).

SjfvPT. 29.—Germams bombard Antwerp'.s first line of didence.

Emden reprjrted tO have sunk four more British steam-
ships and captured a collier in the Indian Ocean.

Sept. .30.—Antwerp waterworks destroyed,
Oct. I.—Bombardment of Antwerp forts resumecl

Admiralty reports that iCm.S. Cunilx?r!and captured nine
German merchant vessels (total tonnage, 30.915) and the
gunboat Soden ofl the Cameroons river (West Africa).

Oct. 2.—British Admiralty announce.s counter measures to the
German policy of mine laying in the North Sea.

German sortie from Tsingtau repulsed;
Oct. 3.—Batrie of Augustovo ends in defeat q} Germans by

Russians.
^
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British troops arriv(i in Antwerp.
Otrr. 5 aiid 6.—President Poincar<3 visits the headquarters of the

Allied armies.
Oct. 5.— British naval and marine forces in Antwerj).

The Prince of Wales's Fund reaches /3,000,00a.
Oci. 6.—Police notice published regarding the more eflectivc

masking of the lights of I-A)ndon.

Canadian government announce decision to nii.se a second
overseas contingent of 22,000 men.

Oct. 7.—Japanese occupy the island of Jahuit, in the Marshall
Islands, and seize Shantung railway as far as Tsi-nan-fu.

Oct. 7.—Submarine E9 returns safely after sinking German
torpt do-lx>af tiestroycr off the Ems river.

Belgian government leave Antwerp for Ostend.
CX r. 8.—C ommonwealth of Australia announce a gift of £100,000

to Belgium.
Mutiny of Lieutenant Colonel S. G. Maritz in South Africa.

Oci . 9.—Fall of Antwerp.
llea\ y fighting at Arras ; German forces driven back with

heavy los.st's.

Ocr. 10.—British Red Caoss nurst^s expelled from Brussels.
Russian cruiser Pallada torpcdoixi by German submarines

in the Baltic ; two of the submarines sunk.
Death ot the king of Rumania.

Ocr. II.—Twenty l>oinl>s from German aircraft dropped on
Paris ; Notre Dame damaged.

:r. 12.—Gpeben and Breslau reported in Black Sea.

OcT. 15.—Germans occupy Lille.

Belgian government remove from Ostend to ILivre.
<>:t, 14.—Gennans occupy Brug<‘S. Anglo FVench forces occupy

Ynres.
l^ighting along the Vistula and the San to Przemysl, and

south to the Dniester.
(h r. 15.—Admiralty announces sinking of Hamburg-Aiuerika

liner Markoniannia and capture of CTreek steamer Pontoporos
(the Emden's colliers), near Sumatra, by H.M.S. Yarmouth.

Canadiiin ExpediUonany^ Force ;wrives at Plymouth,
li.M.B. Hawke sunk by submarnies in North Sea.

Ocr. 16.—H.M. cruiser Diidaunicd, accompanied by the
destroyers Lance, Ix?iinox, Legion, and Loyal, sink.s four
ti^erinan destroyers (Si 15,*^ Si 17, Si 18, and Si 19) off the
Dutch coast.

Battle of Yscr opens.

Oct. 17.—First Ix^rd of tlie Admiralty issues message to the
royal naval division on its retiifu from Antwerp.

Distinguished Service Mtxlal for navy instituted*

Germans mine the ^heklt.
Anglo-Jiipancse bombardment of Tsingtau,
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Japanese cruiser Takachico sunk in Kiao-cliau Bay.
Oct. 17 and 18.—Anti^German riots at Deptford.
Oct. i8.—Armed liner Caronia brings oil-tank steamer Brendilla

into Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Oct. 19,—Two long dispatches from Sir John French published
describing the fighting on the Marne and Aisne betv/een

August 28 and September 28. British casualties, September
12-28: Oliicers, 561 ; mrui, 12.980.
The monitors Severn, Humber, and Mersey take part in

operations on Belgian coast.

Heavy fighting between Nieuport and Dixmude ;
Belgian

army successfully repulses German attacks.
Officially announced that the Germans have been driven

back 30 miles in the western area of hostilities.

Sale of absinthe prohibited by Paris police,

Oct. 20.—German submarine sinks British steamer Glitra olT

Karmoe.
Three officers and ja men of rebel Lieutenant Colonel

MariU's commando captured
; 40 others surrender.

Tsar prohibits go\'eminent sale of vodka in Russia.

Oct. 21.—^First battle of Ypres.
It is announced that the expenditure on the war, whicli

in the first ten weeks averaged alx)ut 5J miilioiJ'i per vpt*ek,

has risen to about SJ- millions.

Oct. 22.—Emd^u) reported to have sunk the British steamers
Chiikana, Troilns. Mohr, and Clan Grant, and captured
the collier Exe«rd and the St. Egbert 150 mi’'‘s south \v< .st

of Cochin.
Wholesa.fi; unnaturaliz(‘d aliens in the I’nited

Kingdom.
Publication of >flL ial dispatches n lative to Heligoland

Bight engag^'Pierit of August 28.

The Times ' fund for the British Red Cross S<xiety aii<i

St. John Arnf>iriaa'; • Asscwdiition reaches
Oct. 23.—Belgians c .;'>ptirating with Franco-British tn>o[>s

against the G ‘r rins Iv tween Ostend and Nieuport ; British
and French v/ar^hios l ooperaling. I)yk(*s cut along the line

of the Yser.
Oct.* 2 2-24.—Russ’ ins capture 17 offica-rs and 4.150 men, .t

machine gunec2 gun.s, 23 caisson.s, and otner war material,
following Prussian evacuation of Garbatka.

Oct. 24.—(German sui>:narine rammed off Dutcli coast by H.M.
destroyer Badgi-r.

Fierce fighting in Galicia, from Sandomir to Przeiny.sl.

Two thousand Austrians taken prisoners.
Lord.KitcIien/T appeals to public to Udrain from treating

soldiers to drink.
Kevoit*of Bc-yvrs^^and De Wet.
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Ocr. 25.---Aliies occupy Melzicourt.
Portugal naval reserves called up.

Oct. 26.

—

Russian cavalry occupy Ix)dz.

French steamer Amiral Gauteaumc, with Belgian refugees
on board, dama^^ed by explosion between Boulogne and

^ I'olkestone
; 30 lives lost in panic.

British merchantman Manchester Commerce sunk by mine
off northern coast of Ireland.

German troops cross the Ysev between Nieuport and
Dixmiide.

Oct. 27.—Germans thrust back between Ypres and Roulers, and
driven out of French Lorraine.

Colonel Maritz and his forces routed by Colonel Brits ;

•Maiilz wounded, having fled to German South’.West Africa.
General Botha rouLs General Beyers* commando.

Ocr. 28.—Lord Kitchener announces that a further 100,000 men
are needed to complete the requirements of the army.

Oct. 29.—Resignation of Prince I-2>uis of Batteiiberg, first sea
lord. Lord Fisher appointed to succeed him.

OcV, 30.—Government hospital ship Kohilla runs on rocks otf

Whitby ; over 70 lives lost.

Germans forced to recross the Yscr.
1

1

. M. S. . Hermes sunk in Dover Straits by German sub-
'

..iUriifi'
; 3 killed and 20 missing.

Ocr. 31.—London Scottish Territorial Regiment distinguish
themselves near Ypres.
Turks Ixnnbard Odessa.

Nov. 1.—Biittlc of Coronel.
Nov. 2.'— Egypt declared under martial law.
Nov. 3.—British cruiser Mincrv<i shells fortress and barracks at

Akabah, in ilic Red S<'a ; and a combined British and P'rench
fon:e lx>m bards tiie Dardanelles forts.

Imperial Viceroy of Caucasus announcts he ha:? been
ordered by the tsiir to cross the frontier and attack the
Turks.

Nov. 4,
—^German cruiser Yorck Mink (by mine, or submarine) at

entrance to jahde Bay.
Nov. 5.—State of w^ar exists IxTween Great Jkitain and Turkey,

Cyprus annexed. Turkish ambassador leaves London.
From this date the whole of the North Sea declared

military area."

Nov. 6.— British male subj<H:ts bt?twccn the ages of 17 and 55
arrested in Germany and sent to concentration camps.

Carl Ixxiy, German spy, shot at the Tower of London.
Nov. 7.—Capture of Tsiiigtau by tlic Japanese.
Nov. 8.—British- Ipdian force occupies Fao, on Persian Gulf.

Nov. 9.—German cruisc^r Eniden driven ashore at Kfceling (Cocos)
Island ami burnt by H.M.A.S. Sydney. Cai'tain von Mtlller
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and pnncc FraiicE JoiR‘ph o£ Hahcnzolleni priboucrs, un-

wounded .

Pension scale increased.

Nov^ io.—Germans rake Dixmude.
German steamer Konigsberg found hiding in a river in

German East Africa ; channel is blocked to bottle her in.

Nov, II.—The looth day of the war. King opens Parliament.
Parliamentary recruiting committee scheme announced.
H.M.S. Niger torpedoed by a submarine off Deal.
Repulse of the Prusskm guard near Ypres.
Austrians capture V'alievo.

Nov. 12.—Defeat of De Wet by Botha.
Nov. 13.—Prime minister states British casuaiide.^ up to Octolx r

31 to be 57,o<x:>. all ranks. Supplementary estimate fonaddi-
tional 1,000,000 men for British army.

Nov. 14.—Lord Roberts dies of pneumonia in EraiKc.
Nov. 16.—Vote of credit for /2 25,000,000 for war piirp(>ses

passed by House of Commons. British war t xpenditure
stated to be almost £r,o<:x>,(Kx> per davo
Capture of Turkish forts at Sheik Seyd by M.M.S. Ediu*

burgh and Iivltan troops.

Use of carrier pigeons by the Briti>h govenunent
announced.

Nov, 17.—F'irst battle of Ypres ends.
War budget intrcxiuced in British House of Commons.

Chancellor of the exchequer announces VV'ar lx)aa ot

/350,ooo,(X)o. Extra duties on tea and lx*er, and incr(.Nase of

income tax.

Prince of Wales appointed aide-de camp to Sir John
French.

British-Indian success against the Turks on the Shat (*l-

Arab riv^er, in the Persian Gulf.

Nov^iS.—Russian Black Sea fleet engages Gueben and Bre.slau.

British naval losses to date in killed, w,ounded, and miss-
ing: 3,884 (exclu.sive of R.N. division and crew of Good
Hope),

Nov, 19.—Funeral of Lord Roberts at St. Paul’s Cathc<lral.
Admiralty reports escape of Ortega in Strait. of Magellan.

Nov. 20-—British Admiralty announces the extension of the
mine defences of tlv North Sea and mak#-s pilotage com-
pulsory. c

Defeat of Turk.s 30 miles from Port Said b>' Bikanir Camel
coq>s.

Nov. 21.—Briti.sh- Indian force occupies Ba.sra, on Persian Gulf.
British air-raid on Friedrichshaferi workshops.

Nov. 23.—Ypres in flames ; cathedral and bt‘lfry damaged.
Britis?! bombardment of Zeebruggfx

Nov. 24.—Royal warrant increasing army officers* pay.

^
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Nov. 25.—M. Kadoslavoff, the Bulgarian premier, reaffirms Bui
garia’s neutrality.

American '‘Santa Claus” ship, the Jason, arrives at
Plymouth with gifts for European children made orphans
through the war.

Nov. 26.—H.M.S. Bulwark blown up in Sheerntss harbour ; of

the officers and crew only 12 men saved.
Bristol steamer Prime sunk near flavre by U21.

Nov. 27.—Reims Cathedral shelled.

British War Loan over subscribed.
Nov. 28.—Kaiser makes General von Ilindenburg a field marshal.
Nov. 29.—King George leaves London for France.
Nov. 30.—Frentli carry chateau and park of Vermeiles.
J)r:c. 1.—Allies advance between Bethune and Lens.

King George visits the British field headquarters and the
fighting line.

Surrender of De Wet.
Dec. 2.—Belgrade occupicnl by the Austrians.
Dec, 3.—King invests Sir John French with the Order of Merit.

* National Relief Fund, /4,000,000.
Signor Salandra, the Italian premier, announces the

adhesion of his government to the policy of lieutrality.

Expeditionary forces from Australia and New Zealand
announced as having landed in Egypt.

Dec. 4.—King George confers the Order of the Garter upon King
Albert.

Dec. 5.—King George retunis to Ixmdon.
Dec, 5-9.—British success in the Persian Gulf region.

Dec. 6.—British foreign office publishes answer to Germany's
allegation that Great Britain intended to violate Belgian
neutrality.

Dec. 7.—General Beyers shot while trying to cross the Vaal river.

Dec. 8.—British naval victory of! the Falkland Islands.

Serl)ians retake Valievo.
Collapse of the South African rebellipn.

Dec. 9.—M, Poincard* returns from Bordeaux to Paris.

Dec. io,—Progress of Allies near Quesnoy in the Argoniie and in

<hc Bois <ic Pretre in tlie extreme north-cast. /'

Df.c. II.—Frenc^i capture railway station of Aspach, south of

rhanu, in Alsace.
Df.<\ j 2.—West bank of Yscr caiiiU, iiortb of Ferryman's House,

evacuat<Hi by Germans.
Dec. 13.—Montenegrins capture Vislinigrad and throw Iho

Austrians beyond the Drina.
Dec. 14.—Turkish battleship torpedoed by British submarine.

Sifbmarinc Bj|I, under Lieutenant Commander Holbrook,
enters Dardanelles aifd torpedoes Uie Turki..>h battleship

Mcssudiych.
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Dec. 15.—Serbians re-enter Belgrade.
Dec. 16,—Bombardment of Hartlepool, Scarborough, ami

Whitby by German warships ; 671 killed and wounded.
Dec. 17.—British fleet, from a position off Nteaport, subjects

German positions to a severe bombardment.
German cruiser Friedrich Karl sunk by Russians in Baltic.

Eg>^pt becomes a British protectorate, and suzerainty of
Turkey terminated.

Dec. 18.—Prince Hussein Kamel Pasha "declared sultan of Egypt.
Dec. 19 —Announced that vigorous offensive in the Arras diS'

trict makes Allies masters of several trenches in front of
Avchy-ies-La Basst^c, Loos, St. Liiurcnt, and Blangy.

Dec. 2C.—Lieutenant Holbrook awarded the V.C.
Dec. 21.—King George sends message to new sultan of Egypt

conveying expression of his Majesty's most sincere friend-

ship, and assurance of his unfailing snp[>ort in safeguarding
ir tegrity of Egypt.

Dec. 22.—Germans, driven back from Mlawa. retire behind East
Prussian frontier.

Dr:p. 23.—M. Viviani, French premier, declares that the "^oiily

policy for the Allies is merciless war until Europe is liberated.

Dec. 24.—Bomb dropped on Dover by German a\ iator.

Admiral von Tirpitz threatens to toqk.io British atid

Allied shipping.

De< . 25.—Allies seize part of village of l^)is.sellc, north-east of

Albert ; also make progress north of Koye.
F'utile German air-raid over Sheerness.
British air-raid on Cuxhaven, Seven British naval air-

men, assisted by the Arethusa and Undaunted and sub
marines, attack enemy warships off Cuxhaven,

Dec. 26.—Report of Sir E, Hatches committee states that about
1,000,000 refugees have al>andoned Belgian soil, of whonr
^about 110,000 are in England, 500,000 or more in HoUand^
and the rest in France,

^ 27.—National .Theatre Company, under direction of Mr.
Seymour Hick.s, and including Miss Ellaline Terri.ss, Miss
Gladys Cooper, Mr. Ben Davies, and others, give entortain-

^ ment to troops in field and wounded in hospitals
Dec. 29.—U.S. note to Great Britain on treatment of American

cornnurce.
Dec. 30.—Allies take village of St. Gtorgc.s, near Nieuport.

German air-raid on Dunkirk ; 15 killed, 32 wounded.
Dec. 31,—Announced that Princess Patricia's Light Infantry

fiom Canada now at the front.

Bougainville (Solomon Islands) taken by Australian
New decoration (the Mil ^ary Cross) instituted.

Gem^an consent to exchange meapaeij^^ated pri.soners.
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